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NAME
intro — introduction to acorn32 special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on the acorn32 (RiscPC) platform.Software support for these
devices comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or
it may be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Block and character
devices are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are
indirectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; see
socket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system must be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4)

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

vidcvideo VIDC20 device interface
com NS8250-, NS16450-, and NS16550-based asynchronous serial communications device

interface
ea Ether3/Ether5 podule device interface.
eb EtherB network slot device interface.
eh EtherH network slot device interface.
ie Ether1 podule device interface.
lpt Parallel port device interface
mem Main memory interface
wd Standard Internal RiscPC IDE device interface
fd Standard Internal RiscPC floppy device interface
asc Acorn SCSI I card device interface
csc Cumana SCSI II card device interface
ptsc Powertec SCSI II card device interface
oak Oak SCSI I card device interface
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HISTORY
Theacorn32intro appeared inNetBSD 1.2.
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NAME
intro — introduction to alpha special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported byNetBSD/alpha. Software support for these devices comes
in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or it may be used
within the networking subsystem and have a network interface driver. Block and character devices are
accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are indirectly
accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system must be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4)

HARDWARE
DEC andCompaqhave produced a series of theAlpha CPU, some of which are listed below, along with some
systems which contain them.

TheNetBSD Project distributes binary programs for itsAlpha port compiled for the lowest common denomi-
natorCPU instruction set, to guarantee binary compatibility across all supportedAlpha systems. However, it
is possible to sacrifice binary compatibility for additional performance on later model CPUs with perfor-
mance enhancing instructions (e.g. the 21164-A and later with the BWX extensions). Thisrequires recom-
piling from source code, with appropriate options given to cc (1) to indicate the targetCPU.

"EV" stands for "Extended VAX" ( or "Electro Vlassic") and the number following is a reference to the
CMOS process used to make the chips. "LCA" stands for Low Cost Alpha, and "PCA" stands for PC-archi-
tecture Alpha.

21064 EV4 ( 100-200MHz, 0.75 micron )

AlphaPC 64( EB64 )

Jensen family
DECpc AXP 150( Jensen )
DEC 2000/300( Jensen )
DEC 2000/500( Culzen )
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Av anti family
Digital’s lower-end PCI-based workstations.

AlphaStation 200 4/100-166( Mustang )
AlphaStation 400 4/166( Chinet )

Sable family
AlphaServer 2000 4/200( Demi-Sable )
AlphaServer 2100 4/200( Sable )

Pelican family
Low-endTURBOchannelbased workstations.

DEC 3000/300( 150 MHz ) ( Pelican )
DEC 3000/300X( 175 MHz ) ( Pelican+ )
DEC 3000/300L( 100 MHz ) ( Pelica )
DEC 3000/300LX( 125 MHz ) ( Pelica+ )

Sandpiper family
High-endTURBOchannelbased workstations.

DEC 3000/400( 133 MHz ) ( Sandpiper )
DEC 3000/600( 175 MHz ) ( Sandpiper+ )

Flamingo family
High-endTURBOchannelbased workstations.

DEC 3000/500( 150 MHz ) ( Flamingo )
DEC 3000/500X( 200 MHz ) ( Hot Pink )
DEC 3000/800( 200 MHz ) ( Flamingo II )

21064-A EV45 ( 225-333MHz, 0.50 micron )

DEC 3000/700( 225 MHz ) ( Sandpiper45 )
DEC 3000/900( 275 MHz ) ( Flamingo45 )

Alpha XL 233-266( XL )
AlphaPC 64( EB64+ )

Av anti family
Digital’s lower-end PCI-based workstations.

AlphaStation 200 4/233( Mustang+ )
AlphaStation 205 4/133-333( LX3 )
AlphaStation 250 4/300( M3+ )
AlphaStation 255 4/133-333( LX3+ )
AlphaStation 300 4/266( Melmac )
AlphaStation 400 4/233-300( Avanti )

Sable family
AlphaServer 2000 4/233-275( Demi-Sable )
AlphaServer 2100 4/233-275( Sable )

AlphaServer 2100A( Lynx )

21066 LCA4 ( 166-233MHz, 0.75 micron )

NoName family
Digital’s lowest-end family of PCI-based systems.
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DEC AXPpci33( NoName )
Universal Desktop Box AXPpci166MT( UDB/Multia )

21066 evaluation motherboard( EB66 )

21066-A LCA45 ( 233 MHz, 0.50 micron )

21066-A evaluation motherboard( EB66+ )

21068 LCA4s ( 66-233MHz, 0.75 micron )

Alpha Book ( Burns )
Universal Desktop Box AXPpci233MT( UDB/Multia )

21164 EV5 ( 250-366MHz, 0.50 micron )

Alcor family
AlphaStation 500/266-333( Mav erick )
AlphaStation 600/266-300( Alcor )
Alpha XL 300-433( XLT )

Sable family
AlphaServer 2000 5/250-300( Demi-Gamma )
AlphaServer 2100 5/250-300( Gamma Sable )

Mikasa family
AlphaServer 1000 5/300( Pinnacle )

Noritake family
AlphaServer 1000A 5/300( Pinnacle )

Rawhide family (KN300 )
AlphaServer 4000 5/266-300( Wrangler )
AlphaServer 4000 5/266-300( Durango )
AlphaServer 4100 5/266-300( Dodge )

AlphaServer 8200 and 8400 (KN8AE )

21164 evaluation motherboard( EB164 )

21164-A EV56 ( 400-766MHz, 0.35 micron, BWX )

Alcor family
AlphaStation 500/333-500( Bret )

Personal Workstation (PWS )
PWS 433a/433au( Miata )
PWS 500a/500au( Miata )
PWS 600a/600au( Miata )

Sable family
AlphaServer 2100 5/375-400( Gamma Sable )
AlphaServer 2000 5/375-400( Demi-Gamma )

Mikasa family
AlphaServer 1000 5/333-500( Primo )

Noritake family
AlphaServer 1000A 5/333-500( Primo )
AlphaServer 600A 5/500( Alcor-Primo )
AlphaServer 800 5/333-500( Corelle )
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Rawhide family (KN300 )
AlphaServer 4000 5/400-666( Wrangler )
AlphaServer 4000 5/400-666( Durango )
AlphaServer 4100 5/400-666( Dodge )

AlphaServer 1200 5/400-666( Tincup )
AlphaServer 1200 5/400-666( DaVinci )

EB164 family
AlphaPC 164 motherboard( EB164 )
AlphaPC 164LX motherboard( EB164 )

DigitalServer 3300( rebadged AlphaServer 800 for NT )
DigitalServer 5300( rebadged AlphaServer 1200 for NT )
DigitalServer 7300( rebadged AlphaServer 4100 for NT )

AlphaServer 8200 and 8400 (KN8AE )

APi AlphaPC 164UX motherboard( Ruffian )

21164-PC PCA56 ( 400-600MHz, 0.35 micron, MVI, no L2 cache )

AlphaPC 164SX motherboard( EB164 )

PWS 466au( Miata )
PWS 550au( Miata )

21264 EV6 ( 450-600MHz, 0.35 micron )

AlphaServer 8400 (KN8AE )

APi UP1000 and UP1100; AMD 751-based EV6 systems.

264DP, XP1000, DS10, DS20, APi UP2000, UP2000+ Tsunami-based systems.

21264-A EV67 ( 600-833MHz, 0.28 micron )

AlphaServer GS60E
AlphaServer GS140

21264-B EV68AL ( 833-1250MHz, 0.18 micron )

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

apecs DECchip 21072/21071 Core Logic chipset
asc TURBOchannel single-channel SCSI adapter
cia DECchip 2117x Core Logic chipset
dwlpx DEC DWLPA and DWLPB PCI adapter
gbus internal bus on AlphaServer CPU modules
irongate APi UP1000 AMD751 Core Logic + AGP chipset
jensenio DEC 2000/300 (Jensen) I/O module
kft KFTIA and KFTHA Bus Adapter Node for I/O hoses
lca DECchip 21066 Core Logic chipset
mcbus MCBUS system bus found on AlphaServer 4100 systems
mcpcia MCPCIA MCBUS-to-PCI bus adapter
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sableio AlphaServer 2100 (Sable) STD I/O module
tcasic TURBOchannel host bus support
tlsb AlphaServer 8x00 TurboLaser System bus
tsc DECchip 21272 Core Logic chipset
tsp DECchip 21272 Core Logic chipset PCI controller
ttwoga DEC T2 Gate Array
ttwopci DEC T2 Gate Array PCI controller

TURBOchannel devices are supported through thetc (4) bus and associated device drivers.

PCI devices are supported through thepci (4) bus and associated device drivers.

ISA devices are supported through theisa (4) bus and associated device drivers.

EISA devices are supported through theeisa (4) bus and associated device drivers.

PCMCIA devices are supported through thepcmcia (4) bus and associated device drivers.

Console devices using ISA, EISA, or PCI video adaptors and standard AT or PS/2 keyboards are supported
by the machine independentwscons (4) console driver.

HISTORY
This alphaintro appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
intro — introduction to amiga special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

AMIGA DEVICE SUPPOR T
This section describes the hardware supported on theAmiga. Software support for these devices comes in
two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or it may be used
within the networking subsystem and have a network interface driver. Block and character devices are
accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are indirectly
accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system will have to be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4)

HISTORY
TheAmiga intro man page first appeared inNetBSD 1.1

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system. Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

afsc A4091 low lev el SCSI adapter interface
ahsc A3000 low lev el SCSI adapter interface
atzsc A2091 low lev el SCSI adapter interface
ed DP8390-based Ethernet interface
es SMC91C90-based Ethernet interface
fdc Floppy disk controller device
fd Floppy disk device
grf frame buffer for Custom Chips and graphics cards
grfcl color graphics driver for GVP Spectrum/Picasso II, II+ and IV/Piccolo/Piccolo SD64

cards
grfcv color graphics driver for the Cybervision 64
grfcv3d color graphics driver for the Cybervision 64/3D
grfet color graphics driver for Domino/Domino16M proto/oMniBus/Merlin cards
grful color graphics driver for the A2410
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grfrh color graphics driver for Retina BLT Z3 and Altais cards
grfrt color graphics driver for the Retina Z2
gtsc GVP low lev el SCSI adapter interface
gvpbus GVP custom bus
kbd Amiga Keyboard device
kmem kernel virtual memory
ite Amiga Internal Terminal Emulator
ivsc IVS low lev el SCSI adapter interface
le AMD 7990 and AMD 79C960 Lance-based Ethernet interface
mem physical memory
mfcs MultiFaceCard II/II serial interface
mgnsc Magnum 40 low lev el SCSI adapter interface
otgsc 12 Gauge low lev el SCSI adapter interface
par 8520 built-in parallel interface
ser 8520 built-in serial interface
wesc Warp Engine low lev el SCSI adapter interface
wstsc Wordsync II low lev el SCSI adapter interface
zssc Zeus low lev el SCSI adapter interface
zbus Amiga Zorro II/III bus
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NAME
intro — introduction to special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported byNetBSD/arc. Software support for these devices comes in
two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or it may be used
within the networking subsystem and have a network interface driver. Block and character devices are
accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are indirectly
accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system must be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4)

HARDWARE
NetBSD/arc supports a variety of systems conforming to the ARC machine specification. The following sys-
tems are supported:

Acer PICA
DESKstation rPC44
DESKstation Tyne
MIPS Magnum 4000
NEC Express 5800/230 PCI R4K
NEC Express 5800/240 EISA R4K
NEC Express RISCserver
NEC ImageRISCstation
NEC RISCserver 2200
NEC RISCstation 2200 EISA
NEC RISCstation 2200 PCI
NEC RISCstation 2250

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.
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arcsisabr DESKstation rPC44 ISA host bridge
jazzio Jazz internal bus host bridge
jazzisabr Jazz ISA/EISA bus bridge
necpb NEC RISCstation PCI host bridge
tyneisabr DESKstation Tyne ISA host bridge

The following devices on the Jazz internal bus are supported.

asc NCR 53c9x-based SCSI interface
com NS16550-based serial communications interface
fdc Floppy disk controller
lpt Parallel port
mcclock DS1287 real-time clock
oosiop Symbios/NCR 53c700-based SCSI interface
osiop Symbios/NCR 53c710-based SCSI interface
pckbc PC keyboard controller
sn SONIC Ethernet
timer Interval timer
vga VGA graphics

PCI devices are supported through thepci (4) bus and associated device drivers.

ISA devices are supported through theisa (4) bus and associated device drivers.

Console devices using ISA, Jazzio, or PCI video adaptors and standard AT or PS/2 keyboards are supported
by the machine independentwscons (4) console driver.

UNSUPPORTED DEVICES
The following devices are not supported, due to unavailability of either documentation or sample hardware:

AD1848 audio on Jazzio
EISA devices
VXL framebuffer on MIPS Magnum and RISCstation 2200 EISA

HISTORY
This arc intro appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

BUGS
DESKstation rPC44 and Tyne support is currently broken.
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NAME
intro — introduction to atari special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

LIST OF PLATFORMS SUPPORTED
Platforms supported by the atari port:

TT030 A standard TT030 model with at least 4Mb of RAM.
Falcon A standard Falcon with at least 4Mb of RAM. An FPU is not required as the default kernels

include FP-emulation support.
Hades A standard Hades with either an 040 or 060 processor and at least 8 Mb of RAM.

DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on the atari (atari-clone) platform.Software support for these
devices comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or
it may be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Block and character
devices are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are
indirectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; see
socket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system must be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed, not all devices exist on all models.

Standard builtin devices:
clock System clock
fd Floppy device as found on the Falcon/TT030
grf The standard internal video as found on the Falcon and TT030.
grfet The et4000-PCI video as found on the HADES
hdfd Floppy device as found on the Hades (NEC 765 compatible)
isa ISA I/O bus (Hades only)
kbd Standard keyboard
lpt Parallel port device interface
mem Main memory interface
ncrscsi Onboard 5380 SCSI-bus
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nvr Non-volatile RAM interface
pci PCI I/O bus (Hades only).
ser0 Serial1 (when connector available).
vme VME I/O bus
wd IDE interface (not on TT030)
zs0 Serial2 and modem2 ports.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4), netintro (4)

HISTORY
Theatari intro appeared inNetBSD 1.3.
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NAME
intro — introduction to special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported byNetBSD/cobalt. Software support for these devices comes
in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or it may be used
within the networking subsystem and have a network interface driver. Block and character devices are
accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are indirectly
accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system must be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

HARDWARE
The following systems are supported:

Qube/Raq 1
Qube/Raq 2

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

gt PCI bridge
com serial communications interface

PCI devices are supported through thepci (4) bus and associated device drivers.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4), gt (4)

HISTORY
This cobaltintro appeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
intro — introduction to dreamcast special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on theDreamcastplatform. Software support for these devices
come in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or it may
be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Block and character devices
are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are indi-
rectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time, it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system must be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

Standard builtin devices:
g2bus “G2” i nternal I/O bus
gapspci PCI bridge used in expansion port peripherals
gdrom Builtin GD-ROM optical disc drive
pvr Framebuffer device using the builtin NEC PVR graphics subsystem
aica Builtin AICA sound system

Controller port peripherals are supported though themaple (4) bus and associated device drivers.

Network interfaces:
rtk Ethernet driver for the HIT-0400 Broadband Adapter
mbe Ethernet driver for the HIT-0300 LAN Adapter

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4), netintro (4)

HISTORY
The intro man page appeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
intro — introduction to evbarm special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
The evbarm port is really a collection of ports ofNetBSD to a range of development and evaluation boards
based on the ARM Architecture.

This section describes the supported boards, the special files, related driver functions, and networking sup-
port available in each system. In this part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device
gives a sample specification for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program.The
DIAGNOSTICS section lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log
/var/log/messages due to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

SUPPORTED BOARDS
Each supported board requires a custom kernel for that board.

The following boards are currently supported by the evbarm configuration:

Integrator The Integrator/AP development system from ARM Ltd. Supported processor boards
include the CM10200E and CM920T.

IQ80310 The reference platform for the XScale-based IOP310 I/O processor from Intel.
IQ80321 The reference platform for the XScale-based IOP321 I/O processor from Intel.
Npwr The Npwr board, from Team ASA, is based on the IOP310 processor from Intel and

targetted at the network-attached storage space.
IXM1200 The reference platform for the XScale-based IXP1200 Network processor from Intel.
SMDK2410 The reference platform for the ARM920T-based S3C2410 processor from Samsung.
SMDK2800 The reference platform for the ARM920T-based S3C2800 processor from Samsung.
BRH The BRH (Big Red Head) is an evaluation and development platform from ADI

Engineering, based on the XScale-based I80200 processor
NTNP425B An evaluation and development platform from NOVA TEC, using the XScale-based

IXP425 processor.
DBPXA250 An evaluation and development platfrom from Intel, using the XScale-based PXA250

processor.

DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes some of the hardware supported on the various boards.Software support for these
devices comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or
it may be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Block and character
devices are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are
indirectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; see
socket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system must be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.
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LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

On the Integrator:

plcom The PrimeCell PL010 UART.
plrtc The PrimeCell PL030 Real-time Clock
fxp Intel i82559 Ethernet PCI card.
ahc Adaptec aic7880 SCSI controller.

Other PCI based cards may also work, but have not been tested.

On the IQ80310:

fxp On-board Intel i82559 Ethernet
com On-board NS16550-compatible serial ports

Other PCI devices in the PCI expansion slots. On the IQ80321:

wm On-board Intel i82544EI Gigabit Ethernet
com On-board NS16550-compatible serial port
iopaau On-chip Application Accelerator Unit
iopwdog On-chip watchdog timer.

Other devices in the PCI expansion slots.

On Npwr:

wm On-board Intel i82544EI Gigabit Ethernet
siop On-board LSI Logic 53c1010 Ultra160 SCSI
com On-board NS16550-compatible serial port

On the IXM1200:

fxp On-board Intel i82559 Ethernet
nppb On-board Intel i21555 Non-Transparent PCI-PCI Bridge
ixpcom On-chip serial port

On the SMDK2410:

sscom On-chip serial ports
ohci On-chip USB host controller

On the SMDK2800:

sscom On-chip serial ports
sspci On-chip Host-PCI bridge

Other devices in the PCI expansion slots.

On the BRH:

com On-board NS16550-compatible serial ports
fxp On-board i82559 Ethernet controller

Other devices in the PCI expansion slots.

On the NtNP425B:

ixpcom On-chip serial ports
ixpwdog On-chip watchdog timer

Other devices in the PCI/mPCI slot.
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On the DBPXA250:

com On-board NS16550-compatible serial port
sm On-board SMC91C96 Ethernet controller
sacc On-board SA-1111 StrongARM companion chip
pckbd PS/2 keyboard
lcd 640x480 LCD

Other devices in the PCMCIA and CF card slots.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4)

HISTORY
Theevbarmintro appeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
intro — introduction to hp300 special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

HP DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on theHP 9000/300 series.Software support for these devices
comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or it may
be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Block and character devices
are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are indi-
rectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system will have to be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4).

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Pseudo-devices are not listed.
Devices are indicated by their functional interface. Occasionally, new devices of a similar type may be
added simply by creating appropriate table entries in the driver; for example, newCS/80drives.

com serialinterfaces (98644, 98626, and built-in apci and dca)
ct 7946/9144CS/80 cartridge tape
dcm HP98642A communications multiplexer
dio DIO/DIO-II bus
dnkbd Domainkeyboard
dvbox HP98730‘‘ DaVinci’’ device interface
fhpib ‘‘fast’’ HP-IB interface
frodo FrodoASIC (a.k.a. Apollo Utility Chip)
gbox HP98700‘‘ Gatorbox’’ device interface
grf/ite Topcat/Gatorbox/Renaissance frame buffer
hil HIL interface
nhpib Built-inand 98625 HP-IB interface
hyper Hyperiondevice interface
intio HP300internal I/O space driver
ite HPInternal Terminal Emulator
le 98643Lance-based Ethernet interface
ppi HP-IBprinter/plotter interface
rbox HP98720‘‘ Renaissance’’ device interface
rd CS/80disk interface
rmp HPRemote Maintenance Protocol family
spc HP98265ASCSI interface
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topcat HP98544-98550‘‘ Topcat’’ and ‘‘Catseye’’ device interface

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4)

Building 4.3 BSD UNIX Systems with Config (SMM:2).

HISTORY
TheHP300intro appeared in 4.3BSD−Reno.
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NAME
intro — introduction to special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on theHP PA-RISC platform. Software support for these
devices comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or
it may be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Character and block
devices are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are
indirectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; see
socket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system must be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4).

SUPPORTED SYSTEMS
NetBSD hp700 should run on systems similar to those, listed below, as long as they’re based upon the follow-
ing:

• HP PA-RISC 1.1processors:
PA7000
PA7100/PA7150
PA7200/PA7250
PA7100LC
PA7300LC

• Viper memory controller;
• GSC bus controllers:

ASP
LASI Super-integrated I/O
WAX Basic I/O

• SCSI I/O-processors:
NCR53c700/710 Narrow Single-Ended
NCR53c720 Fast Wide Differential

• Intel i82596 CA/DX LAN coprocessors
• Venom, (H)CRX-8 and (H)CRX-24 video controllers
• EISA Adapters:

i82350 (Mongoose)
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WAX-EISA
• PCI Adapters:

Dino GSC-PCI bridge
Cujo GSC-PCI 64bit bridge

• Human Interface Loop (HIL) keyboard and mouse
• PS/2 port keyboard and mouse

Below a list of HP 9000/700models targetted for support is listed, including basic system characteristics.

Model MHzCPU Caches,KB Expansion
705 35 7000 32/64 N/A
710 50 7000 32/64 N/A
720 50 7000 128/256 EISA, GSC
730 66 7000 128/256 EISA, GSC
750 66 7000 256/256 4 EISA, 2 SGC
715 33 7100 64/64 EISA/SGC
715 50 7100 64/64 EISA/SGC
715 75 7100 256/256 EISA/SGC
725 50 7100 64/64 3 EISA, EISA/SGC
725 75 7100 256/256 3 EISA, EISA/SGC
735 100 7100 256/256 EISA, SGC
742i 50 7100 64/64 N/A
745i 50 7100 64/64 4 EISA
745i 100 7100 256/256 4 EISA
747i 50 7100 64/64 2 EISA, SGC, 6 VME
747i 100 7100 256/256 2 EISA, SGC, 6 VME
755 100 7100 256/256 4 EISA, 2 SGC
735 125 7150 256/256 EISA, SGC
755 125 7150 256/256 4 EISA, 2 SGC
712 60 7100LC 32/32 GIO, TSIO
712 80 7100LC 128/128 GIO, TSIO
712 100 7100LC 128/128 GIO, TSIO
715 64 7100LC 128/128 EISA/GSC
715 80 7100LC 128/128 EISA/GSC
715 100 7100LC 128/128 EISA/GSC
715XC 100 7100LC 512/512 EISA/GSC
725 64 7100LC 128/128 EISA, 3 EISA/GSC
725 100 7100LC 128/128 EISA, 3 EISA/GSC
743i 64 7100LC 128/128 2 GSC-M/2(4), VME
743i 100 7100LC 128/128 2 GSC-M/2(4), VME
748i 64 7100LC 128/128 2 GSC-M/2(4), 4 EISA/PCI, 6 VME
748i 100 7100LC 128/128 2 GSC-M/2(4), 4 EISA/PCI, 6 VME
SAIC 60 7100LC 32/32 GIO, TSIO, 2 PCMCIA
SAIC 80 7100LC 128/128 GIO, TSIO, 2 PCMCIA
J200 100 7200 256/256 GSC, 2 EISA, 2 EISA/GSC
J210 120 7200 256/256 GSC, 2 EISA, 2 EISA/GSC
J210XC 120 7200 1MB/1MB GSC,2 EISA, 2 EISA/GSC
C100 100 7200 256/256 GSC, 3 EISA/GSC
C110 120 7200 256/256 GSC, 3 EISA/GSC
744 132 7300LC 64/64 2 GSC-M/2(4), VME
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744 165 7300LC 64/64+512 2 GSC-M/2(4), VME
745 132 7300LC 64/64 2 GSC-M/2(4), 4 EISA/PCI
745 165 7300LC 64/64+512 2 GSC-M/2(4), 4 EISA/PCI
748 132 7300LC 64/64 2 GSC-M/2(4), 4 EISA/PCI, 6 VME
748 165 7300LC 64/64+512 2 GSC-M/2(4), 4 EISA/PCI, 6 VME
A180 180 7300LC 64/64 2 HSC/PCI
A180C 180 7300LC 64/64+1MB 2 HSC/PCI
B132L 132 7300LC 64/64(+1MB) GSC/PCI,GSC/PCI/EISA
B132L+ 132 7300LC 64/64(+1MB) GSC/PCI,GSC/PCI/EISA
B160L 160 7300LC 64/64(+1MB) GSC/PCI,GSC/PCI/EISA
B180L+ 180 7300LC 64/64(+1MB) GSC/PCI,GSC/PCI/EISA
C132L 132 7300LC 64/64(+1MB) 2GSC/PCI/EISA, 2 GSC/EISA
C160L 160 7300LC 64/64(+1MB) 2GSC/PCI/EISA, 2 GSC/EISA
RDI 132 7300LC 64/64(+1MB) 2CardBus
RDI 160 7300LC 64/64(+1MB) 2CardBus
RDI 180 7300LC 64/64(+1MB) 2CardBus

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

asp (4) The ASP I/O controller; found in most of the older machines which don’t hav eLASI or
WAX. IncludesGSC-bus controller, to which most of the devices are attached. Most of
I/O is still on external chips though.

com(4) The RS-232 ports.

cpu (4) The Central Processor itself, makes sure the machine does something useful.

tlp (4) DEC/Intel 21140, 21143, 21145and clone 10/100 Ethernet conroller.

dino (4) Thepci (4) bridge on most of the newer systems.

harmony (4) CS4215/AD1849 audio.

hil (4) Human Interface Loop, sporting several input devices, e.g. keyboards, mice, tablets and
such.

iee (4) i82596 CA/DX LAN controller. Found in every 700, either included in the MBA or on an
external chip on mainboard.

lasi (4) LSI?, found in almost allHP 9000/700workstations. Integrates most of the bus and I/O
functions into one chip.

lpt (4) The Centronics printer port.

mem(4) Memory files and memory controller.

mongoose (4) Theeisa (4) bus controller on most of the older 700 machines.

oosiop (4) Symbios/NCR53C700 SCSI I/O processor.

osiop (4) Symbios/NCR53C710 SCSI I/O processor.

pdc (4) The PROM interface, allows to call the routines in the machine’s PROM for things like ini-
tial console output and such.

siop (4) LSI/Symbios Logic/NCR53C8xx SCSI I/O processor.
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sti (4) The system graphics driver.

wax(4) The other reincarnation oflasi (4) used for cheapASIC implementations for add-on
devices.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4) http://www.openpa.net/

HISTORY
The hp700intro first appeared withOpenBSD2.0. Itwas ported toNetBSD 2.0 by Jochen Kunz.
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NAME
intro — introduction to hpcsh special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on the hpcsh platform.Software support for these devices
comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or it may
be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Block and character devices
are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are indi-
rectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system must be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

SUPPORTED SYSTEMS
TheNetBSD/hpcsh port supportsHITACHI SuperHfamily based Windows CE PDA machines. Currentlysup-
ported models are

HP Jornada Series:
• HP 620LX
• HP Jornada 680, 680e, 690, 690e

Hitachi Persona Series:
• PERSONA HPW-50PAD
• PERSONA HPW-230JC
• PERSONA HPW-650PA

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

Standard SuperH on-chip peripheral devices:
adc analog/digital converter
sci serial communication interface
scif serial communication interface with FIFO
shb bus for SuperH on-chip peripheral devices

Companion chips:
hd64461 HD64461 Windows CE Intelligent Peripheral Controller
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hd64461pcmcia
HD64461 integrated PCMCIA controller

hd64461video
HD64461 integrated LCD controller

hd64465 HD64465 Windows CE Intelligent Peripheral Controller
hd64465pcmcia

HD64465 integrated PCMCIA controller
hd64465video

HD64465 integrated LCD controller

Pointer devices:
j6x0lcd LCD screen of HP Jornada 680 series machines
j6x0tp touch screen of HP Jornada 680 series machines
psh3lcd LCD screen of HITACHI PERSONA SH3 series machines
psh3tp touch screen of HITACHI PERSONA SH3 series machines

SEE ALSO
adc (4), j6x0lcd (4), j6x0tp (4), psh3lcd (4), psh3tp (4), shb (4)

BUGS
This manual page is incomplete.
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NAME
intro — introduction to i386 special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on the i386 (PC-clone) platform.Software support for these
devices comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or
it may be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Block and character
devices are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are
indirectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; see
socket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system must be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

Standard builtin devices:
com NS8250-, NS16450-, and NS16550-based asynchronous serial communications device

interface
lpt Parallel port device interface
fdc Standard NEC 765 floppy disk controller.
mca MCA I/O bus.
mem Main memory interface
npx Numeric Processing Extension coprocessor and emulator
pci PCI I/O bus.
eisa EISA I/O bus, either as main bus or via PCI-EISA bridge.
isa ISA bus and ISA devices, either as main bus or via PCI-ISA bridge.
isa isa I/O bus.
isapnp ‘‘ bus’’ f or ISA devices with PnP support.
speaker console speaker device interface

PCMCIA devices are supported through thepcmcia (4) bus and associated device drivers.

Cardbus devices are supported through thecardbus (4) bus and associated device drivers.

USB devices are supported through theusb (4) bus and associated device drivers.
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Console devices using ISA, EISA, or PCI video adaptors and standard AT or PS/2 keyboards are supported
by the machine independentwscons (4) console driver.

Disk, tape and SCSI devices:
aha Adaptec 154x ISA SCSI adapter boards.
ahb Adaptec 1742 EISA SCSI adapter boards.
ahc Adaptec 274x, 284x, 2940 and 3940 VL/EISA/PCI SCSI adapter boards.
aic Adaptec AIC-6260, Adaptec AIC-6360, Adaptec 152x, and SoundBlaster SCSI boards.
bha Buslogic BT-445 (ISA), BT-74x (EISA), and BT-9[45][68] (PCI) SCSI boards.
mcd Mitsumi CD-ROM drives.
ncr Symbios (formerly NCR) PCI SCSI adapter boards.
pciide PCI IDE controllers.
sea Seagate/Future Domain SCSI cards. ST01/02, Future Domain TMC-885, and Future

Domain TMC-950.
uha Ultrastor ISA and EISA SCSI adapter cards. Ultrastore 14f, Ultrastore 34f, and Ultra-

store 24f.
wdc Standard ISA Western Digital type hard drives controllers. MFM, RLL, ESDI, and IDE.
wt Wangtek and compatible ISA controllers for QIC-02 and QIC-36 tapes.

Network interfaces:
de Ethernet driver for dc21040, dc21042, and dc21140-based 10Mbit and 100Mbit PCI Eth-

ernet adaptors, including DE-430, DE-450 DE-500, SMC EtherPower, and Znyx.
fea, fpa FDDI driver for Digital DEFEA (EISA) and DEFPA FDDI adaptors.
ed Western Digital/SMC 80x3 and Ultra, 3Com 3c503, and Novell NE1000 and 2000 Ether-

net interface
eg 3Com 3c505 Ethernet board.
el 3Com 3c501 Ethernet board.
ep 3Com EtherLink III (3c5x9) Ethernet interface
ie Ethernet driver for the AT&T StarLAN 10, EN100, StarLan Fiber, and 3Com 3c507.
iy Ethernet driver for the ISA Intel EtherExpress PR0/10 adaptor.
le Ethernet driver for BICC Isolan, Novell NE2100, Digital DEPCA cards, and PCnet-PCI

cards.
tl Ethernet driver for ThunderLAN-based Ethernet adaptor.

Serial communication cards:
ast multiplexing serial communications card first made by AST.
boca Boca BB100[48] and BB2016 multiplexing serial communications cards.NS8250-,

NS16450-, and NS16550-based asynchronous serial communications device interface, or
internal modems that provide a serial-chip compatible interface.

cy Cyclades Cyclom-4Y, -8Y, and -16Y asynchronous serial communications device inter-
face

rtfps a multiplexing serial communications card derived from IBM PC/RT hardware.
Sound cards:

gus Gravis Ultrasound non-PnP soundcards.
guspnp Gravis Ultrasound PnP soundcards.
pas ProAudio Spectrum soundcards.
pss Personal Sound System-compatible soundcards, including Cardinal Digital SoundPro 16

and Orchid Soundwav e32.
sb Soundblaster, Soundblaster 16, and Soundblaster Pro soundcards.
wss Windows Sound System-compatible sound cards based on the ad1848 chip.

Mouse and pointer devices:
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joy joystick game adaptor
lms Logitech-style bus mouse device interface
mms Microsoft-style bus mouse device interface
pms PS/2 auxiliary port mouse device interface

Serial mice can be configured on any supported serial port.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4), netintro (4)

HISTORY
The i386 intro appeared inNetBSD 1.0.
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NAME
intro — introduction to mac68k special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

MAC68K DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on theMac. Software support for these devices comes in two
forms. A hardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or it may be used
within the networking subsystem and have a network interface driver. Block and character devices are
accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are indirectly
accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system will have to be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4)

HISTORY
TheMac68kintro man page first appeared inNetBSD 1.3.

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

adb Apple Desktop Bus event interface
ae DP8390-based Ethernet interface
asc Apple Sound Chip
esp NCR 53C9x built-in SCSI interface
grf on-board and NuBus-based video interface
kmem kernel virtual memory
ite Mac68k Internal Terminal Emulator
mem physical memory
ncrscsi NCR 5380 built-in SCSI interface
sbc NCR 5380 built-in SCSI interface
sn DP83932-based Ethernet interface (SONIC)
zsc Zilog Z8530 built-in serial interface
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NAME
intro — introduction to macppc special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

MACPPC DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on thePower Macintosh. Software support for these devices
comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or it may
be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Block and character devices
are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are indi-
rectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system will have to be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4), awacs (4), bm(4), gem(4), mc(4), tlp (4)

HISTORY
Themacppcintro man page first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.1, based on theNetBSD/mac68kintro (4).

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

PCMCIA devices are supported through thepcmcia (4) bus and associated devices.

Cardbus devices are supported through thecardbus (4) bus and associated devices.

USB devices are supported through theusb (4) bus and associated devices.

Additionally, the following specific devices are supported:
adb Apple Desktop Bus event interface.
awacs Audio Wav eform Amplifier and Converter — Apple Sound Chip (supported systems

include 603 and 604 based machines, andOpen Firmware 3based machines).
bm BMac Ethernet.
de DECchip 21x4x based Ethernet cards (see alsotlp (4)).
esp NCR 53C9x built-in SCSI interface.
gm GMac Ethernet.
kmem kernel virtual memory.
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mc MACE Ethernet.
mem physical memory.
mesh MESH built-in SCSI interface (most Old World machines up to the 1999 series of G3

PowerBooks).
nvram NVRAM access.
ofb PCI based frame buffer withOpen Firmwaresupport.
openfirm Open Firmwareaccess.
tlp DECchip 21x4x based Ethernet cards.
wdc Standard on-board IDE controller.
zsc Zilog Z8530 built-in serial interface.
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NAME
intro — introduction to mvme68k special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

MVME68K DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on theMotorolaMVME68K series of single board computers .
Software support for these devices comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a charac-
ter or blockdevice driver, or it may be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface
driver. Block and character devices are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; see
mknod(8). Network interfaces are indirectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities
provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system will have to be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

clmpcc Cirrus Logic CD2401 four channel Communications controller
clock Hardware counter/timer clock driver
ie Intel 82596-based Ethernet interface
kmem kernel virtual memory
le AMD Lance-based Ethernet interface
lpt Onboard parallel printer interface
mem physical memory
mcchip MVME162 and MVME172 MCChip (similar to PCCchip2)
ncrsc NCR 53c710 SCSI I/O Processor
pcc MVME147 PCC Chip
pcctwo MVME167 and MVME177 PCCchip2
vmepcc MVME147 VMEbus interface chip
vmetwo MVME1[67]x Enhanced VMEbus interface chip
wdsc WD33c93 SCSI Bus Interface Controller
zsc Zilog Z8530 Dual-port Serial Interface on MVME147 and MVME162

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4)
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HISTORY
Themvme68kintro man page first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.
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NAME
intro — introduction to pmax special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on the pmax (MIPS-based DECstation/DECsystem) platform.
Software support for these devices comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a charac-
ter or blockdevice driver, or it may be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface
driver. Block and character devices are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; see
mknod(8). Network interfaces are indirectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities
provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system must be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4)

SUPPORTED SYSTEMS
The following systems are supported:

DECstation 2100 and 3100
also known as "pmax". The 2100 and 3100 differ only in CPU clock speed.

DECsystem 5100
also known as "MIPSMATE".

DECstation 5000/200
also known as "3MAX".The 5000/200 has a 25 MHz R3000 and is the first-generation
TURBOchannel platform.

DECstation 5000/1xx
also known as "3MIN" or "kmin".The 5000/1xx comes in 20 MHz, 25 MHz, and 33
MHz versions and is numbered appropriately. Two 12.5 MHz TURBOchannel slots are
provided.

DECstation 5000/2x
also known as "Personal DECstation" or "MAXINE". The 5000/xx comes in 20 MHz
and 25 MHz variants. Abaseboard 1024x786 framebuffer, and two 12.5 MHz TUR-
BOchannel slots are provided.

DECstation 5000/240 and DECsystem 5900
also known as "3MAXPLUS". These systems have a 40 MHz R3400 CPU and three 25
MHz TURBOchannel slots. The 5900 is an expanded-cabinet version of the 5000/240.
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TURBOchannel systems (except the 5000/200) can be upgraded to an R4000 or R4400 CPU by upgrading
the CPU daughterboard.

The Qbus-based DECsystem 5400 and 5500 are not supported.

The multi-processor XMI-bus DECsystem 5800 is not supported.

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

asc NCR 53c94-based SCSI interface, either on DECstation 5000-series baseboard or PMAZ-
AA SCSI option card.

bba baseboard audio on 5000/xx systems.
dz serial driver for DEC custom four-port serial device (dc7085 DZ-11 clone) on the base-

board of DECstation 2100/31000, 5100, and 5000/200 systems.
zsc serial driver for Zilog SCC asynchronous/synchronous devices on the baseboard of DEC-

station 5000-series systems (excluding 5000/200).
le Ethernet driver for baseboard or TURBOchannel option cards.
ioasic Adaptor for the baseboard IO ASIC on second-generation TURBOchannel machines.An

ioasic must be configured on a 5000/1xx, 5000/xx, and 5000/240 if support for baseboard
devices or the TURBOchannel bus is desired.

wsdisplay Pseudo-device driver supporting glass-tty console emulation on DEC framebuffers, DEC
mice, and LK-201 family keyboards.

sii DEC custom SCSI adaptor on DECstation 2100, 3100, 5100, and VAXstation 3100.
pm DECstation 2100/3100 baseboard framebuffer
tc Adaptor for the TURBOchannel I/O expansion bus. Thismust be included if any TUR-

BOchannel option cards are supported, or for the baseboard Ethernet and SCSI devices on
a 5000/200.

cfb PMAG-B TURBOchannel 1024x876 unaccelerated 2-D framebuffer.
sfb PMAGB-BA TURBOchannel 1280x1024 accelerated framebuffer.
mfb PMAG-AA TURBOchannel 1280x1024 mono/greyscale unaccelerated framebuffer.
tfb PMAG-JA and PMAG-RO TURBOchannel 1280x1024 unaccelerated framebuffer.
px PMAG-C TURBOchannel 2-D accelerated graphics board.
pxg PMAG-D, E and F TURBOchannel 2-D/3-D accelerated graphics boards.

UNSUPPORTED DEVICES
The following devices are not supported, due to unavailability of either documentation or sample hardware:

LoFi DECWestern Research Labs audio card

The floppy-disk drive on the MAXINE baseboard is currently not supported.

HISTORY
This pmaxintro appeared inNetBSD 1.2.
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NAME
intro_pmppc — introduction to pmppc special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

PMPPC DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on theArtesyn PM/PPCcard. Software support for these
devices comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or
it may be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Block and character
devices are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are
indirectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; see
socket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system will have to be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4), cpc (4), cs (4), rtc (4)

HISTORY
Theevbppcintro_pmppc man page first appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

PCI devices are supported through thepci (4) bus and associated devices.

USB devices are supported through theusb (4) bus and associated devices.

Additionally, the following specific devices are supported:
com serial ports in the CPC700
cpc PCI host controller CPC700
cs Ethernet driver
rtc Real Time Clock driver
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NAME
intro — introduction to sgimips special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported byNetBSD/sgimips. Software support for these devices
comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or it may
be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Block and character devices
are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are indi-
rectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system must be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

HARDWARE
The following systems are supported:

O2 IP32 (“Moosehead” )
Indy/Challenge S IP24 (“Guinness” )
Indigo 2/Challenge M IP22 (“Fullhouse” )
Indigo R4k IP20 (“Blackjack” )
Indigo R3k IP12 (“Hollyw ood” )
Personal Iris 4D/3x IP12 (“Magnum” )

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

crime found on the O2
dpclock real-time clock
dsclock real-time clock
gio PCI-like bus
hpc High performance Peripheral Controller
imc Indigo R4k/Indy/Challenge S/Indigo2 bus arbiter
mace found on the O2
mec O2 MAC110 ethernet
newport entry framebuffer on Indy and Indigo2
pic Personal Iris 4D/3x and Indigo R3k bus arbiter
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sq SEEQ 8003/80C03 ethernet
tl Set Engineering GIO 100baseTX Fast Ethernet
tlp Phobos G130/G160 10/100 GIO Fast Ethernet
wdsc WD33C93 SCSI interface

PCI devices are supported through thepci (4) bus and associated device drivers.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4), crime (4), dpclock (4), dsclock (4), gio (4), hpc (4), imc (4), mace(4),
mec(4), newport (4), pic (4), sq (4), tlp (4), wdsc (4)

HISTORY
This sgimipsintro appeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
intro — introduction to sparc special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on the SPARC platform. Software support for these devices
comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or it may
be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Block and character devices
are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are indi-
rectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system must be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4), bwtwo (4), cd (4), cgeight (4), cgfour (4), cgfourteen (4), cgsix (4),
cgthree (4), cgtwo (4), ch (4), fd (4), kbd (4), le (4), magma(4), mem(4), ms(4), openprom (4),
scsi (4), sd (4), ss (4), st (4), tcx (4), uk (4)

SUPPORTED SYSTEMS
The following Sun SPARC system architectures and models are supported:

sun4 first generation SPARC systems on VMEbus:
Sun 4/100 series (14.28 MHz)
Sun 4/200 series (16.67 MHz)
Sun 4/300 series (25 MHz)

sun4c desktop SPARC systems with Sbus:
SPARCstation 1 (20 MHz)
SPARCstation 1+ (25 MHz)
SPARCstation 2 (40 MHz)
SPARCstation SLC (20 MHz)
SPARCstation ELC (33 MHz)
SPARCstation IPC (25 MHz)
SPARCstation IPX (40 MHz).

sun4m desktop SPARC systems with Mbus for CPUs, and Sbus:
SPARCclassic (50 MHz microSPARC I)
SPARCstation LX (50 MHz microSPARC I)
SPARCstation 4 (70 MHz microSPARC II)
SPARCstation 5 (70, 85, 110 MHz microSPARC II)
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SPARCstation 5 (170 MHz TurboSPARC)
SPARCstation 10M (36 MHz SuperSPARC I)
SPARCstation 20M (50 MHz SuperSPARC I)
SPARCstation 10 (Mbus modules)
SPARCstation 20 (Mbus modules)

The SPARCstation 2 and IPX can be upgraded with a Weitek PowerUP CPU that is clock-doubled (i.e. inter-
nally it runs at 80 MHz).NetBSD supports this configuration.

Hardware level clones of these systems from other manufacturers will likely work (e.g. Xerox, Tatung, Axil,
Cycle); other systems which have a SPARC CPU but do not use Sun’s hardware architecture (e.g. Solbourne)
will likely not work.

The sun4m architecture with Mbus modules for the CPUs is supported with the following modules with only
one CPU:

SM41 40 MHz SuperSPARC I with 1MB SuperCACHE

SM51 50 MHz SuperSPARC I with 1MB SuperCACHE

SM61 60 MHz SuperSPARC I with 1MB SuperCACHE

SM71 75 MHz SuperSPARC II with 1MB SuperCACHE

SM81 85 MHz SuperSPARC II with 1MB SuperCACHE

HS11 100 MHz Ross Technology hyperSPARC

HS21 125 MHz Ross Technology hyperSPARC

M151 150 MHz Ross Technology hyperSPARC

This list is not exhaustive; NetBSD is continuously being improved, and may well run on Mbus CPU modules
not listed here.

There is also some support for SunJavaStationcomputers based on the microSPARC CPU.

NetBSD does not yet properly support multiprocessor systems, but will run on one processor of a multipro-
cessor system.

The Sun 4/400 series, and sun4d (SPARCcenter 1000, 1000E, and 2000) are not supported.

The sun4u (UltraSPARC 64-bit) architectures are supported byNetBSD/sparc64.

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

audio AMD 79C30 obio (sun4c) and dbri (sun4m) audio controller

bpp Bi-directional Parallel port

bwtwo black and white obio frame buffer

cgeight 24 bit VMEbus color frame buffer

cgfour 8 bit obio (sun4 P4 bus) color graphics frame buffer

cgfourteen 24 bit Sbus color frame buffer

cgsix 8 bit obio (sun4c & sun4m), Sbus color graphics frame buffer
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cgthree 8 bit VMEbus, Sbus, and obio (sun4m) color graphics frame buffer

cgtwo 8 bit VMEbus color frame buffer

dbri Dual Basic Rate Interface (BRI) ISDN (SPARC LX & SPARCstation 10) (only the
audio component is supported)

eeprom Sun non-volatile configuration RAM driver

esp NCR53C90 ESP100 (Sun 4/300), ESP100A (sun4c), ESP200 (sun4m) SCSI controller
FSBE/S (X1053A, part # 501-2015) Fast SCSI-2/Buffered Ethernet Sbus controller

fd Intel 82072 obio (sun4c) or Intel 82077 obio (sun4m) floppy disk drive controller

ie Intel 82586 Ethernet controller (Sun 4/100)

isp Qlogic ISP Sbus SCSI controller

kbd Sun type 2, type 3, type 4, and type 5 keyboards (on zs)

le/lebuffer AMD 7990 LANCE Ethernet controller (Sun 4/200, 4/300, sun4c, sun4m, Sbus)

magma Magma Sp Serial/Parallel board device driver

ms Sun mouse (on zs)

openprom Sun Open boot PROM (what became IEEE 1275) configuration driver

power sun4m power management; thehalt (8) andshutdown (8) commands can use it to
power down the system.

si NCR5380 "SCSI-2" VMEbus (Sun 4/200, Sun 4/400) SCSI controller

sw NCR5380 obio (Sun 4/100) "SCSI Wierd" SCSI controller

tcx 8 or 24 bit Sbus color graphics frame buffer

xd Xylogics 753/7053 VMEbus SMD disk controller

xy Xylogics 450/451 VMEbus SMD disk controller

zs Zilog 8530 serial controller

UNSUPPORTED DEVICES
The following devices are not supported, due to unavailability of either documentation or sample hardware:

dbri Dual Basic Rate Interface (BRI) ISDN (SPARC LX & SPARCstation 10)

HISTORY
This sparcintro appeared inNetBSD 1.3. Large chunks of text carefully recycled (shamelessly appropri-
ated) fromNetBSD/pmaxintro .
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NAME
intro — introduction to sparc64 special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on the SPARC64 platform.Software support for these devices
comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or it may
be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Block and character devices
are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are indi-
rectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system must be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4), cd (4), cgsix (4), ch (4), kbd (4), le (4), magma(4), mem(4), ms(4),
openprom (4), scsi (4), sd (4), ss (4), st (4), tcx (4), uk (4)

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

auxio Auxiliary I/O & LED

bpp Bi-directional Parallel port

cgsix 8 bit obio (sun4c & sun4m), Sbus color graphics frame buffer

com PC-style serial port

eeprom Sun non-volatile configuration RAM driver

esp ESP200 SCSI controller
FSBE/S (X1053A, part # 501-2015) Fast SCSI-2/Buffered Ethernet Sbus controller

fdc Floppy Disk Controller

ffb Creator & Creaor3D graphics frame buffer

isp Qlogic ISP Sbus and PCI SCSI controller

kbd Sun type 2, type 3, type 4, and type 5 keyboards (on zs or com)
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le/lebuffer AMD 7990 LANCE Ethernet controller

lpt PC-style parallel port

magma Magma Sp Serial/Parallel board device driver

ms Sun mouse (on zs or com)

openprom Sun Open boot PROM (what became IEEE 1275) configuration driver

power power managementhalt (8) andshutdown (8) commands can use it to power down
the system.

sab Siemens 82532 & 83538 serial controller

zs Zilog 8530 serial controller

PCI devices are supported through thepci (4) bus and associated devices.

PCMCIA devices are supported through thepcmcia (4) bus and associated devices.

Cardbus devices are supported through thecardbus (4) bus and associated devices.

USB devices are supported through theusb (4) bus and associated devices.

UNSUPPORTED DEVICES
The following devices are not supported, due to unavailability of either documentation, sample hardware, or
willing volunteer:

atifb ATI 3D Rage Pro VGA graphics adapter (Ultra5, Ultra10)

fdc sun4u floppy drive controllers (EBus based machines only)

cgfourteen 24 bit Sbus color frame buffer

cgthree 8 bit Sbus color frame buffer

HISTORY
This sparc64intro appeared inNetBSD 1.6. Large chunks of text carefully recycled (shamelessly appropri-
ated) fromNetBSD/sparcintro .
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NAME
intro — introduction to sun2 special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on the Sun2 platform.Software support for these devices
comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or it may
be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Block and character devices
are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are indi-
rectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system must be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4), cd (4), sd (4), ss (4), st (4)

SUPPORTED SYSTEMS
The following Sun2 system architectures and models are supported:

sun2 Sun2 systems: (MC68010)
Sun 2/120, 2/170 (10 MHz)

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

bwtwo black and white obio frame buffer

ie Intel 82586 Ethernet controller (Sun 2/120, 2/170)

ec 3Com 3c400 Multibus Ethernet controller (Sun 2/120, 2/170)

kbd Sun type 2, type 3, type 4, and type 5 keyboards (on zstty)

ms Sun mouse (on zstty)

sc Sun "SCSI-2" Multibus SCSI controller

zs Zilog 8530 serial controller
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HISTORY
This sun2 intro appeared inNetBSD 1.6. Large chunks of text carefully recycled (shamelessly appropri-
ated) fromNetBSD/sun3intro (4).
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NAME
intro — introduction to sun3 special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on the Sun3 platform.Software support for these devices
comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or it may
be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Block and character devices
are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are indi-
rectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system must be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4), cd (4), sd (4), ss (4), st (4)

SUPPORTED SYSTEMS
The following Sun3 system architectures and models are supported:

sun3 Sun3 systems: (MC68020)
Sun 3/50 (16 MHz)
Sun 3/60 (20 MHz)
Sun 3/100 series (16.67 MHz)
Sun 3/200 series (25 MHz)

sun3x Sun3X systems: (MC68030)
Sun 3/80 (20 MHz)
Sun 3/470 (33 MHz)

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

bwtwo black and white obio frame buffer

cgtwo 8 bit VMEbus color frame buffer

cgfour 8 bit obio color graphics frame buffer
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eeprom Sun non-volatile configuration RAM driver

esp NCR53C90 ESP100 (Sun 3/80) SCSI controller

fd Intel 82072 obio (Sun 3/80) floppy disk drive controller

ie Intel 82586 Ethernet controller (Sun 3/100, 3/200, 3/470)

kbd Sun type 2, type 3, type 4, and type 5 keyboards (on zs)

le/lebuffer
AMD 7990 LANCE Ethernet controller (Sun 3/50, 3/60, 3/80)

ms Sun mouse (on zs)

si NCR5380 "SCSI-3" VMEbus SCSI controller

vme VMEbus support (Sun 3/100, 3/200, 3/470)

xd Xylogics 753/7053 VMEbus SMD disk controller

xy Xylogics 450/451 VMEbus SMD disk controller

zs Zilog 8530 serial controller

UNSUPPORTED DEVICES
The following devices are not supported, due to unavailability of either documentation or sample hardware:

sc Sun "SCSI-2" VMEbus SCSI controller

HISTORY
This sun3 intro appeared inNetBSD 1.3. Large chunks of text carefully recycled (shamelessly appropri-
ated) fromNetBSD/pmaxintro (4).
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NAME
intro — introduction to vax special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

VAX DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on theDEC VAX-11. Software support for these devices
comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or it may
be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Block and character devices
are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seephysio (4) andmknod(8). Network inter-
faces are indirectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; see
socket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device on either theUNIBUS (or Q-bus) or MASSBUS and, if found,
enable the software support for it.If a UNIBUS device does not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not
accessible at any time afterwards. To enable aUNIBUS device which did not autoconfigure, the system will
have to be rebooted. Ifa MASSBUSdevice comes “on-line” after the autoconfiguration sequence it will be
dynamically autoconfigured into the running system.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4), netintro (4)

"Building 4.3 BSD UNIX Systems with Config",SMM, 2.

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Pseudo-devices are not listed.
Devices are indicated by their functional interface. Ifsecond vendor products provide functionally identical
interfaces they should be usable with the supplied software. Beware, however, that we promise the soft-
ware works ONLY with the hardware indicated on the appropriate manual page.Occasionally, new
devices of a similar type may be added simply by creating appropriate table entries in the driver.

acc ACC LH/DH IMP communications interface
ad Datatranslation A/D interface
css DECIMP-11A communications interface
crl VAX-8600, 8650 console RL02 disk
ct C/A/T or APS phototypesetter
ddn ACC ACP625 DDN Standard Mode X.25 IMP interface
de DECDEUNA 10Mb/s Ethernet controller
dh DH-11emulators, terminal multiplexor
dhu DHU-11terminal multiplexor
dmc DECDMC-11/DMR-11 point-to-point communications device
dmf DECDMF-32 terminal multiplexor and parallel printer interface
dmz DECDMZ-32 terminal multiplexor
dn DECDN-11 autodialer interface
dz DZ-11terminal multiplexor
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ec 3Com10Mb/s Ethernet controller
en Xerox3Mb/s Ethernet controller (obsolete)
ex Excelan 10Mb/s Ethernet controller
fl VAX-11/780 console floppy interface
hdh ACC IF-11/HDH IMP interface
hk RK6-11/RK06and RK07 moving head disk
hp MASSBUS disk interface (with RP06, RM03, RM05, etc.)
ht TM03MASSBUS tape drive interface (with TE-16, TU-45, TU-77)
hy DR-11B or GI-13 interface to an NSC Hyperchannel
ik Ikonas frame buffer graphics device interface
il Interlan1010, 1010A 10Mb/s Ethernet controller
ix InterlanNP-100 10Mb/s Ethernet controller
kg KL-11/DL-11Wline clock
lp LP-11parallel line printer interface
mt TM78MASSBUS tape drive interface
np InterlanNP-100 10Mb/s Ethernet controller (intelligent mode)
pcl DECPCL-11 communications interface
ps Evans and Sutherland Picture System 2 graphics interface
qe DECDEQNA Q-bus 10 Mb/s Ethernet interface
rx DECRX02 floppy interface
tm TM-11/TE-10tape drive interface
tmscp TMSCP-compatibletape controllers (e.g., TU81, TK50)
ts TS-11tape drive interface
tu VAX-11/730 TU-58 console cassette interface
uda DECUDA-50 disk controller
un DR-11Winterface to Ungermann-Bass
up Emulex SC-21V, SC-31 UNIBUS disk controller
ut UNIBUS TU-45 tape drive interface
uu TU-58dual cassette drive interface (DL-11)
va Benson-Varian printer/plotter interface
vp Versatec printer/plotter interface
vv ProteonproNET 10Mb/s and 80Mb/s ring network interface

HISTORY
The section 4intro appeared in 4.1BSD.
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NAME
intro — introduction to x68k special files and hardware support

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the special files, related driver functions, and networking support available in the sys-
tem. Inthis part of the manual, theSYNOPSISsection of each configurable device gives a sample specifica-
tion for use in constructing a system description for theconfig (1) program. The DIAGNOSTICS section
lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log/var/log/messages due
to errors in device operation; seesyslogd (8) for more information.

This section contains both devices which may be configured into the system and network related information.
The networking support is introduced innetintro (4).

X68k DEVICE SUPPORT
This section describes the hardware supported on thex68k platform. Software support for these devices
comes in two forms. Ahardware device may be supported with a character or blockdevice driver, or it may
be used within the networking subsystem and have anetwork interface driver. Block and character devices
are accessed through files in the file system of a special type; seemknod(8). Network interfaces are indi-
rectly accessed through the interprocess communication facilities provided by the system; seesocket (2).

A hardware device is identified to the system at configuration time and the appropriate device or network
interface driver is then compiled into the system.When the resultant system is booted, the autoconfiguration
facilities in the system probe for the device and, if found, enable the software support for it. If a device does
not respond at autoconfiguration time it is not accessible at any time afterwards. To enable a device which
did not autoconfigure, the system will have to be rebooted.

The autoconfiguration system is described inautoconf (4). A list of the supported devices is given below.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4), intio (4), mfp (4), neptune (4), vs (4)

LIST OF DEVICES
The devices listed below are supported in this incarnation of the system.Devices are indicated by their func-
tional interface. Notall supported devices are listed.

intio Internal I/O virtual device
mfp MC68901 MFP (Multi-Function Peripheral)
spc Sharp genuine MB89352 SCSI host adaptor
mha MK-HA1 Mankai-Seisakusho Mach-2 SCSI host adaptor
neptune Neptune-X Ethernet interface
fdc Built-in floppy disk controller device
fd Floppy disk device
grf Built-in frame buffer
kmem kernel virtual memory
ite x68k Internal Terminal Emulator
mem physical memory
par Centronics printer interface
com NS16450 serial interface
zs Z8530 built-in serial interface
kbd x68k Keyboard device
ms x68k mouse / trackball
bell The keyboard bell emulator
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pow The power switch
vs MSM6258V built-in voice synthesizer

HISTORY
Thex68k intro man page first appeared inNetBSD 1.3.
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NAME
aac — Adaptec AdvancedRAID Controller driver

SYNOPSIS
aac ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
ld ∗ at aac? unit ?

DESCRIPTION
Theaac driver provides support for the Adaptec AAC family of SCSI and SATA RAID controllers. These
controllers support RAID 0, 1, 5, 10, and volume sets.They hav efour channels in the add-in version or 1-2
channels in the motherboard integrated version, and are most often found rebadged by Dell, Hewlett-Packard
or IBM. Supported controllers include:

• Adaptec AAC-364
• Adaptec SCSI RAID 2120S
• Adaptec SCSI RAID 2200S
• Adaptec SATA RAID 2410SA
• Adaptec SCSI RAID 5400S
• Dell PERC 2/Si
• Dell PERC 2/QC
• Dell PERC 3/Di
• Dell PERC 3/Si
• Dell PERC 320/DC
• Dell CERC SATA RAID 1.5/6ch
• HP NetRAID 4M
• HP ML110 G2 (Adaptec SATA RAID 2610SA)
• IBM ServeRAID 8k

Access to RAID containers is available via theld device driver. Individual drives cannot be accessed unless
they are part of a container or volume set, and non-fixed disks cannot be accessed.Containers can be config-
ured by using the on-board BIOS utility of the card.

DIAGNOSTICS
The adapter can send status and alert messages asynchronously to the driver. These messages are printed on
the system console.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), ld (4)

HISTORY
Theaac driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6, and was based on theFreeBSDdriver of the same name.

BUGS
This driver is not compatible with controllers that have version 1.x firmware. Thefirmware version is the
same as the kernel version printed in the BIOS POST and driver attach messages.
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NAME
ac97 — generic AC97 codec driver

DESCRIPTION
AC97 codecs contain the analog-to-digital (A/D), digital-to-analog (D/A), and mixing circuitry of many
modern sound cards.AC97 codecs, for the most part, do not talk to host busses like the PCI bus directly.
Instead, they communicate through an interface chip, called the host controller. The Ensoniq AudioPCI 97
(seeeap (4)) is an example of such a host controller.

Unlike many drivers, theac97 driver does not appear in the configuration file.Instead, the driver is auto-
matically attached by the drivers that require it.

SEE ALSO
auacer (4), auich (4), auixp (4), autri (4), auvia (4), clcs (4), clct (4), eap (4), emuxki (4),
esa (4), esm(4), fms (4), neo (4), yds (4)

BUGS
Theac97 driver does not keep track of the current user settings and instead relies on the hardware to do this.

Theac97 driver could do more to detect mixer channels that don’t work and cull them from the list.
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NAME
acardide — acard IDE disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
acardide ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
Theacardide driver supports the following IDE controllers:

Acard ATP850U Ultra33

Acard ATP860 Ultra66

Acard ATP860-A Ultra66

Acard ATP865-A Ultra100

It provides the interface with the hardware for theata (4) driver.

The 0x0002 flag forces theacardide driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally
be enabled. This can be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the IDE controller is
wired up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

BUGS
The timings used for the PIO and DMA modes for controllers listed above are for a PCI bus running at 30 or
33 MHz. This driver may not work properly on overclocked systems.
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NAME
acc — ACC LH/DH IMP network interface

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device imp acc0 at uba0 csr 167600 vector accrint accxint

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: At the momentNetBSD does not supportIMP, so this manual page is not relevant.

Theacc device provides a Local Host/Distant Host interface to anIMP. It is normally used when participat-
ing in theDARPA Internet. Thecontroller itself is not accessible to users, but instead provides the hardware
support to theIMP interface described inimp (4). Theconfiguration entry for theimp (4) must also include
thepseudo-deviceas shown above.

DIAGNOSTICS
acc%d: not alive. The initialization routine was entered even though the device did not autoconfigure.This
indicates a system problem.

acc%d: can’t initialize. Insufficient UNIBUS resources existed to initialize the device. Thisis likely to
occur when the device is run on a buffered data path on an 11/750 and other network interfaces are also con-
figured to use buffered data paths, or when it is configured to use buffered data paths on an 11/730 (which
has none).

acc%d: imp doesn’t respond, icsr=%b. The driver attempted to initialize the device, but theIMP failed to
respond after 500 tries. Check the cabling.

acc%d: stray xmit interrupt, csr=%b. An interrupt occurred when no output had previously been started.

acc%d: output error, ocsr=%b, icsr=%b. The device indicated a problem sending data on output.

acc%d: input error , csr=%b. The device indicated a problem receiving data on input.

acc%d: bad length=%d. An input operation resulted in a data transfer of less than 0 or more than 1008
bytes of data into memory (according to the word count register). Thisshould never happen as the maximum
size of a host-IMP message is 1008 bytes.

SEE ALSO
netintro (4)

HISTORY
Theacc interface appeared in 4.2BSD.
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NAME
aceride — PCI IDE disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
aceride ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
The aceride driver supports the Acer Labs M5229 IDE controllers, and provides the interface with the
hardware for theata (4) driver.

The 0x0002 flag forces theaceride driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally be
enabled. Thiscan be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the IDE controller is wired
up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

BUGS
The timings used for the PIO and DMA modes for controllers listed above are for a PCI bus running at 30 or
33 MHz. This driver may not work properly on overclocked systems.
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NAME
acphy — Driver for Altima AC101, AC101L and AMD Am79c874 10/100 Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
acphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
The acphy driver supports the Altima AC101, AC101L and AMD Am79c874 NetPHY-1LP 10/100 Ether-
net PHYs. These PHYs are often found on low-power Ethernet interfaces, such as MiniPCI interfaces found
in laptops and embedded systems.

The AMD 79c874 is a work-alike (most likely an OEM of the core) of the Altima part.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
acpi — Advanced Configuration and Power Interface

SYNOPSIS
acpi0 at mainbus0
acpiacad ∗ at acpi?
acpibat ∗ at acpi?
acpibut ∗ at acpi?
acpiec ∗ at acpi?
acpilid ∗ at acpi?
acpitz ∗ at acpi?
attimer ∗ at acpi?
aiboost ∗ at acpi?
com∗ at acpi?
fdc ∗ at acpi?
hpet ∗ at acpi?
joy ∗ at acpi?
lpt ∗ at acpi?
mpu∗ at acpi?
npx ∗ at acpi?
pckbc ∗ at acpi?
pcppi ∗ at acpi?
sony ∗ at acpi?
spic ∗ at acpi?
ug∗ at acpi?
vald ∗ at acpi?
wss∗ at acpi?
ym∗ at acpi?

options ACPI_DEBUG
options ACPIVERBOSE
options ACPI_ACTIVATE_DEV
options ACPICA_PEDANTIC
options ACPI_DSDT_OVERRIDE

DESCRIPTION
NetBSD provides machine-independent bus support forACPI devices and includes several ACPI device driv-
ers.

TheNetBSD implementation ofACPI integrates Intel’s ACPI Component Architecture (aka ACPI-CA) for the
OS-independent part. The ACPI-CA provides OS-neutral ACPI functionalities such as ACPI BIOS table
support, an ACPI event framework and an AML (ACPI Machine Language) interpreter.

Options:

ACPI_DEBUG Enable ACPI debugging message outputs.

ACPI_ACTIVATE_DEV Determine if the ACPI driver should attempt to activate inactive
devices. Thedefault is off.

ACPICA_PEDANTIC Force strict conformance to the ACPI specification in the ACPI-
CA. Donot enable this option unless you are debugging.
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ACPI_DSDT_OVERRIDE Force a given DSDT instead of the BIOS-supplied version.
UseACPI_DSDT_FILE to specify a DSDT.

ACPI_DSDT_FILE="filename" If ACPI_DSDT_FILE is not specified, default to “dsdt.hex” in
the build directory.

SUPPORTED DEVICES
NetBSD ACPI supports several machine-dependent and machine-independent devices:

machine-independent devices
acpiacad ACPI AC adapters.

acpibat ACPI Control Method Batteries.

acpibut ACPI power and sleep buttons.

acpiec ACPI Embedded Controllers.

acpilid ACPI lid switches.

acpitz ACPI thermal zones.

attimer AT Timer.

aiboost ASUS AI Booster Hardware monitor.

com NS8250-, NS16450-, and NS16550-based serial ports.

fdc Floppy disk controllers.

hpet High Precision Event Timer.

joy Joystick/Game port interface.

lpt Standard ISA parallel port interface.

mpu Roland MPU-401 (compatible) MIDI UART.

pcppi AT -style speaker sound.

ug Abit uGuru Hardware monitor.

wss Windows Sound System-compatible sound cards based on the AD1848 and compatible
chips.

ym Yamaha OPL3-SA2 and OPL3-SA3 audio device driver.

i386-dependent devices
npx i386 numeric processing extension coprocessor.

pckbc PC keyboard controllers.

sony Sony Miscellaneous Controller

spic Sony programmable I/O controller.

vald Toshiba Libretto device.

SEE ALSO
acpiacad (4), acpibat (4), acpibut (4), acpiec (4), acpilid (4), acpitz (4), aiboost (4), apm(4),
attimer (4), com(4), fdc (4), joy (4), lpt (4), mpu(4), npx (4), pci (4), pckbc (4), pcppi (4), sony (4),
spic (4), ug(4), vald (4), wss(4), ym(4), acpidump (8), amldb (8)
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ACPI specification, http://www.acpi.info/.

Intel ACPI CA (Component Architecture), http://developer.intel.com/technology/iapc/acpi/.

HISTORY
Theacpi driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

BUGS
Most of theACPI power management functionalities are not implemented.
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NAME
acpiacad — ACPI AC Adapter

SYNOPSIS
acpiacad ∗ at acpi?

DESCRIPTION
Theacpiacad driver supports ACPI AC Adapters.

The status (connected or disconnected) can be monitored by theenvsys (4) API or theenvstat (8) com-
mand. Actionsagainst AC adapter online/offline events can be configured using thepowerd (8) daemon.

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), envsys (4), envstat (8), powerd (8)

HISTORY
Theacpiacad driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
acpibat — ACPI Control Method Battery

SYNOPSIS
acpibat ∗ at acpi?

DESCRIPTION
Theacpibat driver supports ACPI Control Method Battery.

The status can be monitored byenvsys (4) API orenvstat (8) command.

EVENTS
The acpibat driver is able to send events topowerd (8) when capacity state has been changed. The new
state will be reported as thefourth argument to the/etc/powerd/scripts/sensor_battery script.
If a custom capacity limit was set viaenvstat (8), theacpibat driver will report auser-capacityev ent to
the same script when current capacity limit has been reached.

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), envsys (4), envstat (8), powerd (8)

HISTORY
Theacpibat driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

BUGS
Smart Battery Specification-based batteries are not supported.
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NAME
acpibut — ACPI Button

SYNOPSIS
acpibut ∗ at acpi?

DESCRIPTION
The acpibut driver supports ACPI fixed-feature or control method power/sleep buttons. Actionsagainst
these buttons can be configured using thepowerd (8) daemon.

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), powerd (8)

HISTORY
Theacpibut driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
acpidalb — Direct Application Launch Buttons

SYNOPSIS
acpidalb ∗ at acpi?

DESCRIPTION
This driver provides support for PNP0C32 ACPI hotkeys aka “The Direct Application Launch Buttons”.

These are recognized on startup from system-wake or at runtime. Behaviour may differ from the standard
specification in relation to the ACPI implementation.

The hotkeys are reported to the power daemon ashotkey_button .

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), powerd (8)

STANDARDS
This drivers conforms to the PNP0C32 specification provided at

http://www.microsoft.com/whdc/system/vista/DirAppLaunch.mspx

HISTORY
Theacpidalb driver appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
This driver was written forNetBSD by Christoph Egger.
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NAME
acpiec — ACPI Embedded Controller

SYNOPSIS
acpiec ∗ at acpi?
acpiecdt ∗ at acpi?

DESCRIPTION
Theacpiec driver supports ACPI Embedded Controllers.

It provides embedded controller access for other ACPI devices. Onmany systems which have an acpiec
device, other ACPI devices such asacpiacad (4), acpibat (4), or acpitz (4) implicitly depend on the
acpiec device. Thereforeit is a good idea to enableacpiec with other ACPI devices unless you are sure
the system does not have an acpiec device.

SEE ALSO
acpi (4)

HISTORY
Theacpiec driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
acpilid — ACPI Lid Switch

SYNOPSIS
acpilid ∗ at acpi?

DESCRIPTION
The acpilid driver supports ACPI Lid switches. Actions against lid open/close events can be configured
using thepowerd (8) daemon.

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), powerd (8)

HISTORY
Theacpilid driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
acpitz — ACPI Thermal Zone

SYNOPSIS
acpitz ∗ at acpi?

DESCRIPTION
Theacpitz driver supports ACPI Thermal Zones.

The temperature can be monitored by theenvsys (4) API or theenvstat (8) command.

EVENTS
The acpitz driver is able to send events to powerd(8) when sensor’s state has changed.When a Thermal
Zone is critical, acritical ev ent will be sent or if the Thermal Zone is hot, awarning-overev ent will be sent
to the/etc/powerd/scripts/sensor_temperature script.

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), envsys (4), envstat (8), powerd (8)

HISTORY
Theacpitz driver appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

BUGS
Any policy control such as fan control is not implemented.
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NAME
ad — Data Translation A/D converter

SYNOPSIS
ad0 at uba0 csr 0170400 vector adintr

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

Thead driver provides an interface to the Data Translation A/D converter. This isnot a real-time driver, but
merely allows the user process to sample the board’s channels one at a time.Each minor device selects a dif-
ferentA/D board.

The driver communicates to a user process by means ofioctl (2)s. TheAD_CHAN ioctl (2) selects which
channel of the board to read.For example,

chan = 5;
ioctl(fd, AD_CHAN, &chan);

selects channel 5.The AD_READ ioctl (2) actually reads the data and returns it to the user process.An
example is

ioctl(fd, AD_READ, &data);

FILES
/dev/ad

DIAGNOSTICS
None.

HISTORY
Thead driver appeared in 4.1BSD.
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NAME
adb — Apple Desktop Bus driver

SYNOPSIS
adb∗ at obio?

options MRG_ADB

#include <machine/adbsys.h>

DESCRIPTION
The Apple Desktop Bus( ADB ) is the single-master, multiple-slave, low-speed serial bus interface used by
Macintosh computers to connect input devices such as keyboards, mice, trackpads, trackballs, and graphics
tablets to the machine.NetBSD provides support for the Apple Desktop Bus as found on all supported
mac68k models, as well as macppc models with on-boardADB (PowerBooks and “Old World” models).

The adb driver accesses theADB controller using the so-called “HWDIRECT” method. This method of
access bypasses the Macintosh ROM and uses onlyNetBSD routines for ADB access. This is the only
method supported on macppc and is the default for mac68k systems.

On mac68k systems there is an alternate method of accessing theADB controller. With the Macintosh ROM
Glue (MRG ) method, the routines written for MacOS are used.To enable this method ofADB access,
uncomment the line:

options MRG_ADB

in your kernel configuration file.

The ioctl (2) call is used to control theADB ev ent device. Thefollowing is a list of available ioctl (2)
commands:

ADBIOC_DEVSINFO GetADB Device Info

The adb ev ent device will return an array of information containing an entry for
each device connected to the bus. Eachentry contains the current address, default
address, and handler ID for the correspondingADB device.

ADBIOC_GETREPEATGet Keyboard Repeat Info

Returns a structure containing the current keyboard repeat delay and keyboard
repeat interval.

ADBIOC_SETREPEATSet Keyboard Repeat Rate

Sets the keyboard repeat delay and interval to the values specified byargp.

ADBIOC_RESET ADB Reset

Perform a reset of theADB which will reinitialize all of the devices attached to the
bus.

ADBIOC_LISTENCMDADB Listen Command

Send data to the register of theADB device specified byargp. This command is
not fully implemented at this time.

SUPPORTED DEVICES
NetBSD includes support for the followingADB devices, sorted by driver name:
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abtn ADB mouse button?

aed ADB event device

akbd ADB keyboard

ams ADB mouse

apm APM emulation

FILES
/dev/adb TheADB ev ent device.

DIAGNOSTICS
aed0 at adb0 addr 0: ADB Event device This is a normal autoconfiguration message noting the presence
of theadb ev ent device.

adb0 at obio0 offset 0x16000 irq 18: 2 targets A standard autoconfiguration message indicating the initial-
ization of theADB subsystem.

adb: no devices found.No ADB devices were found to be connected to the bus during autoconfiguration.

adb: using %s series hardware support. Indicates the class ofADB hardware support the machine uses.

adb: hardware type unknown for this machine. The ADB hardware in this machine is currently unsup-
ported.

adb: no ROM ADB dri ver in t his kernel for this machine. The kernel lacks the necessary Macintosh
ROM Glue (MRG ) support for accessing theADB hardware on this machine.

adb: using serial console.A serial console will be used for user input rather than theADB ev ent device.

adb: %s at %d. An ADB device of the type specified by%shas been found at location%d.

SEE ALSO
aed (4), akbd (4), ams(4), apm(4)

HISTORY
Theadb interface first appeared inNetBSD 0.9. Ithas been under development ever since.

AUTHORS
Bradley A. Grantham wrote the originaladb driver, including theMRG support. Thehardware direct inter-
face was written by John P. Wittkowski. ThePowerManager interface was written by Takashi Hamada.

BUGS
• Not every class ofADB hardware is supported yet.

• The talk command is currently unimplemented.

• The listen command is not implemented yet.

• Not all multi-button mice are currently supported.

• Only mapped and relative-positionADB devices (i.e. keyboards and mice) are supported. Thus abso-
lute-position and other exotic devices will not work.

• Some of the diagnostic messages in this man page need to be updated.

Some mac68k machines contain so-called dirty ROM. Thesemachines are the: Mac SE/30, Mac II, Mac IIx,
and Mac IIcx. Machines with dirty ROM may experience trouble booting if the MRG code is used, espe-
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cially under the following conditions:
• Both a keyboard and a mouse are not attached to the computer.
• An extended keyboard is attached to the computer.

On (some) machines with dirty ROM, the ROM indicates the presence of a “ghost” keyboard or mouse.
When this non-existant device is probed for, the result is an infinite loop. This is believed to be triggered by
theadb driver probing for extended mice, and non-EMP Logitech mice.
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NAME
adbbt — support for ADB hotkey devices found in some Apple laptops

SYNOPSIS
adbbt ∗ at nadb?
wskbd ∗ at adbbt?

DESCRIPTION
Theadbbt driver handles all ADB hotkey devices within thewscons (4) framework. Sofar it only trans-
lates button events back to their corresponding function key codes.

SEE ALSO
nadb (4), wskbd (4), wsconsctl (8)

BUGS
Actually send hotkey events at least for the classes we can handle like display brightness.
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NAME
adbkbd — support for ADB keyboards

SYNOPSIS
adbkbd ∗ at nadb?
wskbd ∗ at adbkbd? console ? mux 1
wsmouse∗ at adbkbd?

DESCRIPTION
The adbkbd driver handles most ADB keyboards within thewscons (4) framework. It also provides an
interface to translate key strokes to mouse button events.

Which keys are translated to mouse button events can be configured for each individual keyboard via
sysctl (8):

machdep.adbkbd0.middle
Controls which scan code is used for middle mouse button events. Default is 103, which
corresponds to F11.

machdep.adbkbd0.right
Controls which scan code is used for right mouse button events. Default is 111, which corre-
sponds to F12.

SEE ALSO
nadb (4), wskbd (4), wsmouse(4), wsconsctl (8), wskbd (9)
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NAME
adbms — support for ADB mice, trackballs, and touchpads

SYNOPSIS
adbms∗ at nadb?
wsmouse∗ at adbms?

DESCRIPTION
The adbms driver handles most relative ADB pointing devices within thewscons (4) framework. For
touchpads it also provides support for translating tapping the pad to mouse button events.

Tapping support can be turned on or off on a per-device basis usingsysctl (8):

machdep.adbms0.tapping
0 disables tapping, 1 enables it.

SEE ALSO
nadb (4), wsmouse(4), wsconsctl (8)
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NAME
adc — SuperH on-chip analog/digital converter

SYNOPSIS
adc ∗ at shb?

DESCRIPTION
Theadc driver provides support for a 10-bit successive-approximation A/D converter with a selection of up
to eight analog input channels. ADC is an on-chip module found in some SuperH microprocessors (SH7709
and others).

SEE ALSO
shb (4)

HISTORY
Theadc driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
adt7467c — Analog Devices ADT7467 and ADM1030 hardware monitors and fan controllers

SYNOPSIS
adt7467c0 at ki2c?

DESCRIPTION
The adt7467c driver provides support for theAnalog DevicesADT7467 and ADM1030 hardware monitor
chips to be used with theenvsys (4) API.

The ADT7467 supports five sensors:

Sensor Units Typical Use
temp0 uK chiptemperature
temp1 uK CPUtemperature
temp2 uK GPUtemperature
voltage0 uV DC CPU Vcore
fan0 RPM ChassisFan

The ADM1030 supports three sensors:

Sensor Units Typical Use
temp0 uK chiptemperature
temp1 uK CPUtemperature
fan0 RPM ChassisFan

Due to hardware limitations, fresh sensor data is only available every 2 seconds.

Both controllers support fan speed control based on temperature thresholds - the fan will spin up when any
thermal sensor reaches its configured threshold, it will go faster with higher temperature and slow down
when temperature sinks. The fan will be turned off when the sensor(s) that triggered it report a temperature
about 5C below threshold. Allthresholds are configurable via sysctl:

machdep.adt7467c0.temp0 = 56
machdep.adt7467c0.temp1 = 85
machdep.adt7467c0.temp2 = 76

Every threshold corresponds to a temperature sensor, so with the ADM1030 there will be only two of them.
Both chips use degree Celsius to specify temperature thresholds so that’s what the sysctl interface uses too.
Configuring a threshold below room temperature will essentially turn on the fan permanently, values above
85C will be rejected.

HISTORY
Theadt7467c device appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

BUGS
The drivers have been tested with iBooks only so far. The ADT7467 supports more fan speed sensors but
these are unused in iBooks.
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NAME
adv — ConnectCom Solutions AdvanSys SCSI adapter driver

SYNOPSIS
adv ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
adv0 at isa? port ? irq ? drq ?
adv ∗ at cardbus? function ?
scsibus ∗ at adv?

DESCRIPTION
Theadv driver supports the followingAdvanSys SCSIhost adapters

PCI bus
Connectivity Products:

ABP920 Bus-Master PCI (16 CDB)
ABP930 Bus-Master PCI (16 CDB) (note 1)
ABP930U Bus-Master PCI Ultra (16 CDB)
ABP930UA Bus-Master PCI Ultra (16 CDB)
ABP960 Bus-Master PCI MAC/PC (16 CDB) (note 2)
ABP960U Bus-Master PCI MAC/PC Ultra (16 CDB) (note 2)

Notes:
1. Thisboard has been sold by SIIG as the Fast SCSI Pro PCI.
2. Thisboard has been sold by Iomega as a Jaz Jet PCI adapter.

Single Channel Products:
ABP940 Bus-Master PCI (240 CDB)
ABP940U Bus-Master PCI Ultra (240 CDB)
ABP970 Bus-Master PCI MAC/PC (240 CDB)
ABP970U Bus-Master PCI MAC/PC Ultra (240 CDB)
ABP940UW Bus-Master PCI Ultra-Wide (240 CDB)

Multi Channel Products:
ABP950 Dual Channel Bus-Master PCI (240 CDB Per Channel)
ABP980 Four Channel Bus-Master PCI (240 CDB Per Channel)
ABP980U Four Channel Bus-Master PCI Ultra (240 CDB Per Channel)

ISA bus
Connectivity Products:

ABP510/5150 Bus-Master ISA (240 CDB) (note 1)
ABP5140 Bus-Master ISA (16 CDB) (note 1) (note 2)
ABP5142 Bus-Master ISA with floppy (16 CDB) (note 3)

Notes:
1. Thisboard has been shipped byHP with the 4020iCD-R drive. The board has noBIOS so it cannot con-

trol a boot device, but it can control any secondarySCSIdevice.
2. Thisboard has been sold by SIIG as the i540 SpeedMaster.
3. Thisboard has been sold by SIIG as the i542 SpeedMaster.

Single Channel Products:
ABP542 Bus-Master ISA with floppy (240 CDB)
ABP842 Bus-Master VL (240 CDB)

Dual Channel Products:
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ABP852 Dual Channel Bus-Master VL (240 CDB Per Channel)

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), isa (4), pci (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4)

http://www.connectcom.net/

http://www.siig.com/

HISTORY
Theadv device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

AUTHORS
Baldassare Dante Profeta〈dante@mclink.it〉
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NAME
adw — ConnectCom Solutions AdvanSys PCI Ultra Wide SCSI host adapter driver

SYNOPSIS
adw∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
scsibus ∗ at adw?

options FAILSAFE
options SCSI_ADW_WDTR_DISABLE=mask
options SCSI_ADW_SDTR_DISABLE=mask
options SCSI_ADW_TAGQ_DISABLE=mask

DESCRIPTION
The adw driver provides support for the ADW (AdvanSys) ABP-940UW, ASB-3940UW, ASB-3940U2W
SCSIhost adapters.

The following kernel configuration options are available:

options FAILSAFE
Disables tagged command queuing, wide data transfers and synchronous data transfers for allSCSIdevices
controlled by theadw driver. By default, tagged command queuing, wide data transfers and synchronous
data transfers are used if theSCSIdevices support them.

The following options use amaskto specify which SCSI peripherals the option applies to.Themaskis a 16
bit bitfield value. Each bit corresponds to a peripheral ID.The LSB (bit 0) corresponds to the peripheral with
ID 0. The MSB (bit 15) corresponds to the peripheral with ID 15. The following features cannot be disabled
for the host adapter, which by default has ID 7.

options SCSI_ADW_WDTR_DISABLE=mask
DisableWIDE data transfer for the peripherals specified by the mask value.

options SCSI_ADW_SDTR_DISABLE=mask
DisableSYNCHRONOUSdata transfer for the peripherals specified by the mask value.

options SCSI_ADW_TAGQ_DISABLE=mask
DisableTA GGED COMMAND QUEUINGfor the peripherals specified by the mask value.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4), uk (4)

HISTORY
Theadw device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

AUTHORS
Baldassare Dante Profeta〈dante@NetBSD.org〉.
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NAME
ae — Ethernet driver for DP8390-based NuBus Ethernet boards

SYNOPSIS
ae∗ at nubus?

DESCRIPTION
The ae interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network via the National Semiconductor DP8390
Ethernet chip set. This set includes the DP83902.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Theae
interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Internet
and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

HARDWARE
Theae interface is currently known to support the following NuBus cards:

Asante MacCon Series
Asante MacCon-i Series
Asante MacCON-III+ PDS card
Farallon EtherMac Series
Farallon EtherWav eSeries
Apple EtherTalk NB
3Com EtherLink NB

DIAGNOSTICS
ae%d at nubus%d: address %s, type %s %dKB memory. This is a normal autoconfiguration message
noting the 6 byte physical Ethernet address of the adapter, its manufacturer, and how much buffer memory it
has.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), netintro (4), sn (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Theae interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.0.
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NAME
afsc — A4091 low lev el SCSI interface

SYNOPSIS
afsc0 at zbus0

DESCRIPTION
The Amiga architecture uses a common machine independent scsi sub-system provided in the kernel source.
The machine independent drivers that use this code access the hardware through a common interface. (see
scsibus (4)) This common interface interacts with a machine dependent interface, such asafsc , which
then handles the hardware specific issues.

Theafsc interface handles things such as DMA and interrupts as well as actually sending commands, nego-
tiating synchronous or asynchronous transfers and handling disconnect/reconnect of SCSI targets. Thehard-
ware thatafsc uses is based on the NCR53c710 SCSI chip.

HARDWARE
Theafsc interface supports the following Zorro III expansion cards:

A4091 Commodore SCSI adapter, manufacturer 514, product 84

DIAGNOSTICS
afsc%s: abort %s: dstat %02x, sstat0 %02x sbcl %02xThe scsi operation %s was aborted due to error.
Dstat, sstat and sbcl are registers within the NCR53c710 SCSI chip.

siop id %d reset0 The NCR53c710 SCSI chip has been reset and configure at id %d.

SIOP interrupt: %x sts %x msg %x sbcl %x The NCR53c710 SCSI chip has interrupted unexpectedly.

SIOP: SCSI Gross Error The NCR53c710 SCSI chip has indicated that it is confused.

SIOP: Parity Err or The NCR53c710 SCSI chip has indicated that it has detected a parity error on the SCSI
bus.

SEE ALSO
scsibus (4)

HISTORY
Theafsc interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.0
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NAME
agp — accelerated graphics port driver

SYNOPSIS
agp∗ at pchb?

DESCRIPTION
The agp driver provides machine-independent support for the accelerated graphics port (AGP) found on
many PC-based and PCI systems. The AGP specification was designed by Intel.

The AGP chipset is positioned between the PCI-Host bridge and the graphics accelerator to provide a high-
performance dedicated graphics bus for moving large amounts of data directly from host memory to the
graphics accelerator. The specification currently supports a peak bandwidth of 528 MB/s.AGP uses a
Graphics Address Remapping Table (GART) to provide a physically-contiguous view of scattered pages in
host memory for DMA transfers.

Theagp driver supports the following chipsets:

− ALI M1541 host-to-AGP bridge
− AMD 751 and 761 host-to-AGP bridges
− Intel 82810, 82810-DC100, 82810E, and 82815 SVGA controllers
− SiS 5591 host-to-AGP bridge
− VIA

Theagp driver also provides an interface to user processes for use by X servers. Auser process communi-
cates to the device initially by means ofioctl (2) calls. The calls supported are:

AGPIOC_INFO
Get AGP information, setting the members in theagp_infostructure as defined in <sys/agpio.h>:

typedef struct _agp_info {
agp_version version; / ∗ version of the driver ∗/
uint32_t bridge_id; / ∗ bridge vendor/device ∗/
uint32_t agp_mode; / ∗ mode info of bridge ∗/
off_t aper_base; / ∗ base of aperture ∗/
size_t aper_size; / ∗ size of aperture ∗/
size_t pg_total; / ∗ max pages (swap + system) ∗/
size_t pg_system; / ∗ max pages (system) ∗/
size_t pg_used; / ∗ current pages used ∗/

} a gp_info;

AGPIOC_ACQUIRE
Acquire AGP.

AGPIOC_RELEASE
Release AGP.

AGPIOC_SETUP
Set up AGP, using the members in theagp_setupstructure as defined in <sys/agpio.h>:

typedef struct _agp_setup {
uint32_t agp_mode; / ∗ mode info of bridge ∗/

} a gp_setup;

AGPIOC_ALLOCATE
Allocate AGP space, using and setting the members in theagp_allocatestructure as defined in
<sys/agpio.h>:
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typedef struct _agp_allocate {
int key; / ∗ tag of allocation ∗/
size_t pg_count; / ∗ number of pages ∗/
uint32_t type; / ∗ 0 == normal, other devspec ∗/
paddr_t physical; / ∗ device specific (some devices

∗ need a phys address of the
∗ actual page behind the gatt
∗ table) ∗/

} a gp_allocate;

AGPIOC_DEALLOCATE
Deallocate AGP space.

AGPIOC_BIND
Bind AGP space, using the members in theagp_bindstructure as defined in <sys/agpio.h>:

typedef struct _agp_bind {
int key; / ∗ tag of allocation ∗/
off_t pg_start; / ∗ starting page to populate ∗/

} a gp_bind;

AGPIOC_UNBIND
Unbind AGP space, using the members in theagp_unbindstructure as defined in <sys/agpio.h>:

typedef struct _agp_unbind {
int key; / ∗ tag of allocation ∗/
uint32_t priority; / ∗ priority for paging out ∗/

} a gp_unbind;

FILES
/dev/agp? AGP GART device special files
/dev/agpgart AGP GART device special file

EXAMPLES
This short code fragment is an example of opening the AGP device and performing some basic operations:

#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/ioctl.h>
#include <sys/agpio.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <err.h>

int
main(int argc, char ∗∗argv)
{

int fd;
agp_info info;
agp_allocate alloc;
agp_setup setup;
agp_bind bind;
agp_unbind unbind;

fd = open("/dev/agp0", O_RDWR);
if (fd < 0)

err(1, "open");
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if (ioctl(fd, AGPIOC_INFO, &info) < 0)
err(2, "ioctl AGPIOC_INFO");

printf("version: %u.%u\n", info.version.major,
info.version.minor);

printf("id: %x\n", info.bridge_id);
printf("mode: %x\n", info.agp_mode);
printf("base: %x\n", info.aper_base);
printf("size: %uM\n", info.aper_size);
printf("total mem: %u\n", info.pg_total);
printf("system mem: %u\n", info.pg_system);
printf("used mem: %u\n\n", info.pg_used);

setup.agp_mode = info.agp_mode;

if (ioctl(fd, AGPIOC_SETUP, &setup) < 0)
err(3, "ioctl AGPIOC_SETUP");

if (ioctl(fd, AGPIOC_ACQUIRE, 0) < 0)
err(3, "ioctl AGPIOC_ACQUIRE");

alloc.type = 0;
alloc.pg_count = 64;

if (ioctl(fd, AGPIOC_ALLOCATE, &alloc) < 0)
err(4, "ioctl AGPIOC_ALLOCATE");

printf("alloc key %d, paddr %x\n", alloc.key, alloc.physical);
if (ioctl(fd, AGPIOC_INFO, &info) < 0)

err(5, "ioctl AGPIOC_INFO");

bind.key = alloc.key;
bind.pg_start = 0x1000;

if (ioctl(fd, AGPIOC_BIND, &bind) < 0)
err(6, "ioctl AGPIOC_BIND");

printf("used mem now: %u\n\n", info.pg_used);

unbind.key = alloc.key;
unbind.priority = 0;

if (ioctl(fd, AGPIOC_UNBIND, &unbind) < 0)
err(6, "ioctl AGPIOC_BIND");

if (ioctl(fd, AGPIOC_DEALLOCATE, &alloc.key) < 0)
err(6, "ioctl AGPIOC_DEALLOCATE");

if (ioctl(fd, AGPIOC_RELEASE, 0) < 0)
err(7, "ioctl AGPIOC_RELEASE");
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close(fd);

printf("agp test successful\n");

return 0;
}

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), pci (4)

HISTORY
Theagp driver first appeared inFreeBSD4.1. Itwas adopted inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
agr — link aggregation pseudo network interface driver

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device agr

DESCRIPTION
Theagr driver provides link aggregation functionality (a.k.a. L2 trunking or bonding).

It supports the IEEE 802.3ad Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP) and the Marker Protocol.

Theagr driver supports the following link specific flags forifconfig (8):

link0 Use the round-robin distribution algorithm.Don’t use it unless you’re really sure, because it vio-
lates the frame ordering rule.

-link0 Use the default distribution algorithm, which is based on the hash of DA/SA, TCI, and, if avail-
able, some upper layer protocol information likeip (4) DA/SA.

EXAMPLES
Create anagr interface,agr0, and attachre0 andre1 to it. (In other words, aggregate re0 andre1 so that
they can be used as a single interface,agr0)

ifconfig agr0 create
ifconfig agr0 agrport re0
ifconfig agr0 agrport re1

Destroy an interface created in the above example.

ifconfig agr0 -agrport re0
ifconfig agr0 -agrport re1
ifconfig agr0 destroy

SEE ALSO
ifconfig (8)

STANDARDS
IEEE 802.3ad Aggregation of Multiple Link Segments

HISTORY
Theagr driver first appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
Theagr driver was written by YAMAMOTO Takashi.

BUGS
The current implementation of theagr driver always attempts automatic configuration via LACP. There is
no way to configure statically or use non IEEE 802.3 devices.

There is no way to configure LACP administrative variables, including system and port priorities. The cur-
rent implementation of theagr driver always performs active-mode LACP and uses 0x8000 as system and
port priorities.

The agr driver uses the MAC address of the first-added physical interface as the MAC address of theagr
interface itself. Thus, removing the physical interface and using it for another purpose can result in non-
unique MAC addresses.
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The current implementation of theagr driver doesn’t prevent unsafe operations like some ioctls against
underlying physical interfaces. Suchoperations can result in unexpected behaviors, and are strongly discour-
aged.

There is no way to configureagr interfaces without attaching physical interfaces.

Physical interfaces being added to theagr interface shouldn’t hav e any addresses except for link level
address. Otherwise,the attempt will fail withEBUSY. Note that it includes an automatically assigned IPv6
link-local address.
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NAME
aha — Adaptec 154x SCSI adapter driver

SYNOPSIS
aha0 at isa? port 0x330 irq ? drq ?
aha∗ at isapnp?
aha∗ at mca? slot ?
scsibus ∗ at aha?

DESCRIPTION
Theaha driver provides support for the followingSCSIadapters:

Adaptec AHA-154xA
Adaptec AHA-154xB
Adaptec AHA-154xC
Adaptec AHA-154xCF
Buslogic BT-54x
Adaptec AHA-1640 (MCA)

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), mca(4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4)
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NAME
ahb — Adaptec 1742 SCSI adapter driver

SYNOPSIS
ahb0 at eisa? slot ? irq ?
scsibus ∗ at ahb?

DESCRIPTION
Theahb driver implements support for the following card:

Adaptec AHA-1742 EISA SCSIadaptor

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4)
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NAME
ahc — Adaptec VL/EISA/PCI/CardBus SCSI host adapter driver

SYNOPSIS
For VL cards:
ahc0 at isa? port ? irq ?

For EISA cards:
ahc ∗ at eisa? slot ?

For PCI cards:
ahc ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

For CardBus cards:
ahc ∗ at cardbus? function ?

To allow PCI adapters to use memory mapped I/O if enabled:
options AHC_ALLOW_MEMIO

Disable tagged queuing (avoids hangs on some hardware under load)
options AHC_NO_TAGS

Change the default SCSI id for cards without a SEEPROM (default 7):
options AHC_CARDBUS_DEFAULT_SCSI_ID=integer

For SCSIbuses:
scsibus ∗ at ahc?

DESCRIPTION
The ahc device driver supportsSCSI controllers based onAdaptec AIC77xxandAIC78xx SCSIhost adapter
chips found on many motherboards as well asAdaptec SCSIcontroller cards.

Driver features include support for twin and wide buses, fast, ultra or ultra2 synchronous transfers depending
on controller type, tagged queuing and SCB paging.

Memory mapped I/O can be enabled for PCI devices with the “AHC_ALLOW_MEMIO” configuration option.
Memory mapped I/O is more efficient than the alternative, programmed I/O.Most PCI BIOSes will map
devices so that either technique for communicating with the card is available. In some cases, usually when
the PCI device is sitting behind a PCI->PCI bridge, the BIOS may fail to properly initialize the chip for
memory mapped I/O.The typical symptom of this problem is a system hang if memory mapped I/O is
attempted. Mostmodern motherboards perform the initialization correctly and work fine with this option
enabled.

Per target configuration performed in theSCSI-Selectmenu, accessible at boot in non-EISA models, or
through anEISA configuration utility forEISA models, is honored by this driver. This includes synchro-
nous/asynchronous transfers, maximum synchronous negotiation rate, wide transfers, disconnection, the host
adapter’s SCSI ID, and, in the case ofEISA Twin Channel controllers, the primary channel selection.For
systems that store non-volatile settings in a system specific manner rather than a serial EEPROM directly
connected to the aic7xxx controller, theBIOS must be enabled for the driver to access this information.This
restriction applies to allEISA and many motherboard configurations.

Note that I/O addresses are determined automatically by the probe routines, but care should be taken when
using a 284x( VESA local bus controller) in an EISA system. Thejumpers setting the I/O area for the 284x
should match theEISA slot into which the card is inserted to prevent conflicts with otherEISA cards.

Performance and feature sets vary throughout the aic7xxx product line.The following table provides a com-
parison of the different chips supported by theahc driver. Note that wide and twin channel features,
although always supported by a particular chip, may be disabled in a particular motherboard or card design.
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Chip MIPS Bus MaxSyncMaxWidth SCBs Features
aic7770 10 EISA/VL 10MHz 16Bit 4 1
aic7850 10 PCI/32 10MHz 8Bit 3
aic7860 10 PCI/32 20MHz 8Bit 3
aic7870 10 PCI/32 10MHz 16Bit16
aic7880 10 PCI/32 20MHz 16Bit16
aic7890 20 PCI/32 40MHz 16Bit16 34 5 6 7 8
aic7891 20 PCI/64 40MHz 16Bit16 34 5 6 7 8
aic7892 20 PCI/64 80MHz 16Bit16 34 5 6 7 8
aic7895 15 PCI/32 20MHz 16Bit16 23 4 5
aic7895C 15 PCI/32 20MHz 16Bit 16 23 4 5  8
aic7896 20 PCI/32 40MHz 16Bit16 23 4 5 6 7 8
aic7897 20 PCI/64 40MHz 16Bit16 23 4 5 6 7 8
aic7899 20 PCI/64 80MHz 16Bit16 23 4 5 6 7 8
1. Multiplexed Twin Channel Device - One controller servicing two buses.
2. Multi-functionTwin Channel Device - Two controllers on one chip.
3. CommandChannel Secondary DMA Engine - Allows scatter gather list and SCB prefetch.
4. 64Byte SCB Support - SCSI CDB is embedded in the SCB to eliminate an extra DMA.
5. BlockMove Instruction Support - Doubles the speed of certain sequencer operations.
6. ‘Bayonet’style Scatter Gather Engine - Improves S/G prefetch performance.
7. QueuingRegisters - Allows queuing of new transactions without pausing the sequencer.
8. Multiple Target IDs - Allows the controller to respond to selection as a target on multiple SCSI

IDs.

HARDWARE
SupportedSCSIcontrollers include:

Adaptec AHA-2742WEISA Fast Wide SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-274xATEISA dual channel Fast SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-284xVL Fast SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-2910PCI Fast SCSI adapter (no SCSI BIOS)

Adaptec AHA-2915PCI Fast SCSI adapter (no SCSI BIOS)

Adaptec AHA-2920CPCI Fast SCSI adapter

Note: Adaptec AHA-2920/A which use the Future Domain’s chips are not supported by this
driver.

Adaptec AHA-2930CPCI Ultra SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-2930U2PCI Ultra2 Wide LVD SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-2940PCI Fast SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-2940UPCI Ultra SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-2940AUPCI Ultra SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-2940UWPCI Ultra Wide SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-2940UW DualPCI dual channel Ultra Wide SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-2940UW ProPCI Ultra Wide SCSI adapter
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Adaptec AHA-2940U2WPCI Ultra2 Wide LVD SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-2940U2BPCI Ultra2 Wide LVD SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-2944WPCI Fast Wide Differential SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-2944UWPCI Ultra Wide Differential SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-2950U2W

Adaptec AHA-2950U2B64bit PCI Ultra2 Wide LVD SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-19160BPCI Ultra160 Wide LVD SCSI adapter

Adaptec ASC-29160PCI Ultra160 Wide LVD SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-29160NPCI Ultra160 Wide LVD SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-29160B64bit PCI Ultra160 Wide LVD SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-3940PCI dual channel Fast SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-3940UPCI dual channel Ultra SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-3940AUPCI dual channel Ultra SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-3940UWPCI dual channel Ultra Wide SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-3940AUWPCI dual channel Ultra Wide SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-3940U2WPCI dual channel Ultra2 Wide LVD SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-3950U264bit PCI dual channel Ultra2 Wide LVD SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-396064bit PCI dual channel Ultra160 Wide LVD SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-3985PCI dual channel Fast SCSI RAID adapter

Adaptec AHA-3916064bit PCI dual channel Ultra160 Wide LVD SCSI adapter

Adaptec AHA-4944UWPCI quad channel PCI Ultra Wide Differential SCSI adapter

Other SCSI controllers based on theAdaptec AIC7770, AIC7850, AIC7860, AIC7870, AIC7880, AIC7890,
AIC7891, AIC7892, AIC7895, AIC7896, AIC7897andAIC7899 SCSIhost adapter chips.

SCSI CONTROL BLOCKS (SCBs)
Every transaction sent to a device on the SCSI bus is assigned a ‘SCSI Control Block’ (SCB). The SCB con-
tains all of the information required by the controller to process a transaction. The chip feature table lists the
number of SCBs that can be stored in on-chip memory. All chips with model numbers greater than or equal
to 7870 allow for the on chip SCB space to be augmented with external SRAM up to a maximum of 255
SCBs. Very few Adaptec controller configurations have external SRAM.

If external SRAM is not available, SCBs are a limited resource.Using the SCBs in a straight forward man-
ner would only allow the driver to handle as many concurrent transactions as there are physical SCBs.To
fully use the SCSI bus and the devices on it, requires much more concurrency. The solution to this problem
is SCB Paging, a concept similar to memory paging.SCB paging takes advantage of the fact that devices
usually disconnect from the SCSI bus for long periods of time without talking to the controller. The SCBs
for disconnected transactions are only of use to the controller when the transfer is resumed. When the host
queues another transaction for the controller to execute, the controller firmware will use a free SCB if one is
available. Otherwise,the state of the most recently disconnected (and therefor most likely to stay discon-
nected) SCB is saved, via DMA, to host memory, and the local SCB reused to start the new transaction. This
allows the controller to queue up to 255 transactions regardless of the amount of SCB space.Since the local
SCB space serves as a cache for disconnected transactions, the more SCB space available, the less host bus
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traffic consumed saving and restoring SCB data.

SEE ALSO
aha (4), ahb (4), ahd (4), cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4)

HISTORY
Theahc driver appeared inFreeBSD2.0 andNetBSD 1.1.

AUTHORS
Theahc driver, theAIC7xxx sequencer-code assembler, and the firmware running on the aic7xxx chips was
written by Justin T. Gibbs. NetBSD porting is done by Stefan Grefen, Charles M. Hannum, Michael Graff,
Jason R. Thorpe, Pete Bentley, Frank van der Linden and Noriyuki Soda.

BUGS
SomeQuantumdrives (at least the Empire 2100 and 1080s) will not run on anAIC7870Rev B in synchronous
mode at 10MHz. Controllers with this problem have a 42 MHz clock crystal on them and run slightly above
10MHz. Thisconfuses the drive and hangs the bus. Settinga maximum synchronous negotiation rate of
8MHz in theSCSI-Selectutility will allo w normal operation.

Target mode is not supported onNetBSD version of this driver.
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NAME
ahcisata — AHCI 1.0 and 1.1 compliant SATA controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
ahcisata ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
The ahcisata driver supports the SATA controllers compliants to the Serial ATA Advanced Host Con-
troller Interface Revision 1.0 or 1.1 specification, and provides the interface with the hardware for the
ata (4) driver.

Theahcisata driver will only attach if the contoller has been put in AHCI mode by the BIOS; if the con-
troller is in pciide-compatible mode, it will be handled by the appropriate driver (piixide (4) for Intel
AHCI controllers).

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

BUGS
Native Command Queueing is not yet supported.
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NAME
ahd — Adaptec PCI/PCI-X Ultra320 SCSI host adapter driver

SYNOPSIS
For one or more PCI/PCI-X cards:
ahd∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

To compile in debugging code:
options AHD_DEBUG
options AHD_DEBUG_OPTS=<bitmask of options>
options AHD_REG_PRETTY_PRINT

For SCSIbusses:
scsibus ∗ at ahd?

DESCRIPTION
This driver provides access to theSCSIbus(ses) connected to AdaptecAIC79xx host adapter chips.

Driver features include support for narrow and wide busses, fast, ultra, ultra2, ultra160, and ultra320 syn-
chronous transfers, packetized transfers, tagged queueing, and 512 SCBs.

The AHD_DEBUG_OPTSoption is used to control which diagnostic messages are printed to the console
whenAHD_DEBUGis enabled. Logically OR the following bits together:

Value Function
0x0001 Show miscellaneous information
0x0002 Show sense data
0x0004 Show Serial EEPROM contents
0x0008 Show bus termination settings
0x0010 Show host memory usage
0x0020 Show SCSI protocol messages
0x0040 Show mode pointer of the chip register window
0x0080 Show selection timeouts
0x0100 Show FIFO usage messages
0x0200 Show Queue Full status
0x0400 Show SCB queue status
0x0800 Show inbound packet information
0x1000 Show S/G list information
0x2000 Enableextra diagnostic code in the firmware

The AHD_REG_PRETTY_PRINToption compiles in support for human-readable bit definitions for each
register that is printed by the debugging code.However, it also bloats the compiled size of the driver by
approximately 215KB.

HARDWARE
Theahd driver supports the following:

• AdaptecAIC7901host adapter chip
• AdaptecAIC7901A host adapter chip
• AdaptecAIC7902host adapter chip
• Adaptec29320host adapter
• Adaptec39320host adapter
• Many motherboards with on-boardSCSIsupport
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SEE ALSO
ahc (4), cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), scsi (4) sd (4), ses (4), st (4)

HISTORY
Theahd driver first appeared inFreeBSD4.7 andNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
Theahd driver, theAIC7xxx sequencer-code assembler, and the firmware running on the aic79xx chips was
written by Justin T. Gibbs. NetBSD porting is done by Pascal Renauld, Frank van der Linden, Jason Thorpe,
and Allen Briggs. This manual page is based on theahc (4) manual page.
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NAME
ahsc — A3000 low lev el SCSI interface

SYNOPSIS
ahsc0 at mainbus0

DESCRIPTION
The Amiga architecture uses a common machine independent scsi sub-system provided in the kernel source.
The machine independent drivers that use this code access the hardware through a common interface. (see
scsibus (4)) This common interface interacts with a machine dependent interface, such asahsc , which
then handles the hardware specific issues.

Theahsc interface handles things such as DMA and interrupts as well as actually sending commands, nego-
tiating synchronous or asynchronous transfers and handling disconnect/reconnect of SCSI targets. Thehard-
ware thatahsc uses is based on the WD33c93 SCSI chip.

DIAGNOSTICS
sbicwait TIMEO @%d with asr=x%x csr=x%x The 33c93 code (sbic) has been waiting too long for a
SCSI chip operation to complete. %d is the line in the source fileamiga/dev/sbic.c at which the SCSI
chip timed-out. Asr and csr are status registers within the SCSI chip.

ahsc%d: abort %s: csr = 0x%02x, asr = 0x%02xA SCSI operation %s was aborted due to an error.

ahsc%d: csr == 0x%02i A error has occurred within the SCSI chip code.

ahsc%d: unexpected phase %d in icmd from %dThe target described by ‘from %d’ has taken the SCSI
bus into a phase which is not expected during polled IO.

ahsc%d: unexpected phase %d in icmd from %dThe target described by ‘from %d’ has taken the SCSI
bus into a phase which is not expected during DMA IO setup.

SEE ALSO
scsibus (4)

HISTORY
Theahsc interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.0
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NAME
ai — AT&T StarLAN Ethernetinterface driver

SYNOPSIS
ai0 at isa? port 0x360 iomem 0xd0000 irq 7

DESCRIPTION
Theai driver supports the followingISA bus NICs:

AT&T StarLAN 10
AT&T StarLAN Fiber

These cards are based on theIntel 82586Ethernetcontroller chip.

SEE ALSO
ef (4), elmc (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), isa (4), ix (4), ifconfig (8)

AUTHORS
Rafal K. Boni
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NAME
aiboost — ASUS AI Booster hardware monitor

SYNOPSIS
aiboost ∗ at acpi?

DESCRIPTION
The aiboost driver provides support for monitoring the hardware sensors in recentASUS motherboards.
The driver uses ACPI as the backend to fetch sensor values and descriptions and provides its data via the
envsys (4) interface.

Theaiboost driver typically has 7 sensors, depending on the motherboard and chipset:

Sensor Units Typical Use
CPU uK CPUTemperature
MB uK MB Temperature
VCC uV DC Core Voltage
+3.3V uV DC +3.3 Voltage
+5V uV DC +5 Voltage
+12V uV DC +12 Voltage
CPU RPM CPUFan

SEE ALSO
envsys (4), envstat (8)

HISTORY
Theaiboost driver first appeared inFreeBSDand then it was ported toNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
The aiboost driver was written by Takanori Watanabe and Juan Romero Pardines, who adapted the code
for NetBSD.

BUGS
It’s possible to modify voltages via the ACPI methods in the DSDT, but for now the driver only reports the
sensors’ values. CPUQ-Fan is another thing that is typically specified in the ACPI namespace, and in the
future we should handle this feature (to enable or disable automatic/manual fan mode).
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NAME
aic — Adaptec AIC-6260 and AIC-6360 SCSI driver

SYNOPSIS
aic0 at isa? port 0x340 irq 12
aic ∗ at isapnp?
aic ∗ at pcmcia? function ?
scsibus ∗ at aic?

DESCRIPTION
Theaic driver provides support for theAdaptecAIC-6260 and AIC-6360SCSIcontroller chips.

The PCMCIASCSI host adapters and many ISA cards do not include boot ROMs and therefore cannot be
used to connect the boot device.

HARDWARE
Cards supported by theaic driver include:

Adaptec1502 ISA SCSI host adaptor

Adaptec152x ISA SCSI host adaptor

AdaptecAHA-1520B ISAPNP SCSI host adaptor

AdaptecAPA-1460 PCMCIA SCSI host adaptor

Creative LabsSoundBlaster ISA SCSI host adaptor, and compatibles

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4)
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NAME
aica — Yamaha AICA sound system audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
aica ∗ at g2bus?
audio ∗ at aica?

DESCRIPTION
Theaica driver provides support for the Yamaha AICA sound system (64 channel PCM sound) chip.

SEE ALSO
g2bus (4)

HISTORY
Theaica device driver appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

BUGS
AICA has 64 PCM channels, but this driver support only 2 channels (left & right). The remaining 62 chan-
nels are idle.
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NAME
akbd — Apple Desktop Bus keyboard driver for wscons

SYNOPSIS
akbd ∗ at obio?
wskbd ∗ at akbd? console ?

options ALTXBUTTONS
options CAPS_IS_CONTROL
options FORCE_FUNCTION_KEYS

DESCRIPTION
This driver provides thewscons (4) driver with support for Apple Desktop Bus keyboards.

To work around the limited number of buttons found on most ADB mice, one can map key sequences to trig-
ger mouse button events. To map Option+1, Option+2, Option+3 to mouse buttons 1, 2, and 3 respectively,
add the following line to your kernel configuration file:

options ALTXBUTTONS

On macppc systems it is possible to tweak the keyboard driver to treat the caps lock key on an ADB
keyboard as a control key. This requires special remapping because of ADB’s strange emulation of a
mechanically-locked key. To enable this code add the following line to your kernel configuration file:

options CAPS_IS_CONTROL

On macppc PowerBooks, several function keys double as "hot keys" (brightness, volume, eject) when the Fn
modifier is held down. MacOS X likes to reprogram the keyboard controller to send hot key events when Fn
is not held down and send function key events when it is.To transform the non-keyboard "button" events
back into function key events, place the following line in your kernel configuration file:

options FORCE_FUNCTION_KEYS

SUPPORTED HARDWARE
NetBSD is known to support the followingADB keyboards:

• On-board keyboards on PowerBook models

• Apple Standard Keyboard

• Apple Keyboard II

• Apple Extended Keyboard

• Apple Extended Keyboard II

• Apple Adjustable Keyboard

• Most third-party ADB keyboards are supported

SEE ALSO
adb (4), wscons (4), wskbd (4), wsconsctl (8)

BUGS
The number pad on extended keyboards does not send out the proper key codes for many applications.

The LEDs on extended keyboards are not functional underNetBSD.
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NAME
amdpm— AMD768 Power Management Controller and AMD8111 System Management Controller

SYNOPSIS
amdpm∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Theamdpmprovides support for the AMD768 Power Management Controller and for the AMD8111 System
Management Controller.

SEE ALSO
pci (4), rnd (4)

HISTORY
Theamdpmdriver appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

BUGS
Currently, this driver does nothing except collecting random numbers.
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NAME
amdtemp — AMD CPU on-die digital thermal sensor

SYNOPSIS
amdtemp∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The amdtemp driver provides support for the on-die digital thermal sensor present on AMD K8, AMD
Barcelona, AMD Phenoms and AMD Griffin CPUs.

These sensors were officially introduced in AMD K8 Revision F processors, and provide 0.5 degC accuracy.
Precision was improved in Revision G chips, which provide two more bits for 0.25 degC steppings.Each
core has two temperature sensors, and there are be up to two cores per CPU socket.

AMD Barcelona, AMD Phenom and AMD Griffin provide 0.125 degC accuracy and provide one tempera-
ture sensor for each CPU socket.

Theamdtemp driver reports temperatures through theenvsys (4) API.

Sensor Units Typical Use
CPUN sensor0 uK cpuNtemperature

SEE ALSO
envstat (4), powerd (8)

HISTORY
The amdtemp driver first appeared inOpenBSD4.4 namedkate (4). And then was ported toNetBSD 5.0.
The driver has been renamed with support for newer AMD CPUs.

AUTHORS
The amdtemp driver was written by Constantine A. Murenin <cnst@openbsd.org> whilst at the University
of Waterloo. It was adapted toNetBSD by Christoph Egger.
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NAME
amhphy — Driver for the AMD 79c901 10BASE-T PHY

SYNOPSIS
amhphy∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
Theamhphy driver supports the 10BASE-T portion of the AMD 79c901 HomePNA/10BASE-T PHY.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
amidisplaycc — wscons interface to amiga custom chips drivers

SYNOPSIS
amidisplaycc0 at mainbus0
wsdisplay0 at amidisplaycc0

DESCRIPTION
This device acts as an adapter between thewscons (4) framework and the Amiga custom chip driver func-
tions. It exports the internalwsdisplay (4) interface and contains the necessary rendering functions to
operate a text terminal with virtual screens. It uses the Amiga abstract graphic driver (grfabs) functions for
the low-level display management.

Currently it does not support running X.It can however coexist well enough with grf0 to make possible run-
ning X the old way, but be warned, you cannot switch screens while in X and when quitting it, it seems to
hang. Switching a screen then will bring up the text console. As always, we apologise for the inconvenience.

What it does support is hilite (bold), underline, reverse and foreground/background colors.

Virtual terminals and screen types
The number of virtual screens is limited only by the available chip memory.

Each virtual screen can have a different screen type.A screen type defines the following things: height and
width in pixels, number of colors, and font size. The supported screen types are listed below.

• 80x64 - display size 640x512 with 8 colors, font size 8x8
• 80x51 - display size 640x510 with 8 colors, font size 8x10
• 80x50 - display size 640x400 with 8 colors, font size 8x8
• 80x40 - display size 640x400 with 8 colors, font size 8x10
• 80x32 - display size 640x512 with 8 colors, font size 8x16
• 80x31 - display size 640x248 with 8 colors, font size 8x8
• 80x25 - display size 640x400 with 8 colors, font size 8x16
• 80x24 - display size 640x192 with 8 colors, font size 8x8
• default - same as either 80x64 or 80x50, depending on the presence of GRF_NTSC and

GRF_PAL in the kernel configuration.

The grfabs code determines the actual screen mode that is used. The config options GRF_NTSC, GRF_PAL,
GRF_AGA, etc. determine what kind of chipsets/modes are available.

Fonts
Fonts of width 8 and any height are supported.Fonts can be compiled into the kernel by specifying "options
FONT_[fontname]" in the configuration file, or loaded with thewsfontload (8) utility runtime.

SEE ALSO
wscons (4), wsdisplay (4), wsfontload (8), wsfont (9)
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NAME
amr — AMI MegaRAID PCI-SCSI RAID driver

SYNOPSIS
amr∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
scsibus ∗ at amr?

DESCRIPTION
The amr driver provides support for LSI (formerly American Megatrends) MegaRAID Express, Elite and
Enterprise family RAID controllers for SCSI and SATA, including models relabeled and sold by Dell,
Hewlett-Packard, and Intel. Supported controllers include:

• MegaRAID 320-1
• MegaRAID 320-2
• MegaRAID Series 418
• MegaRAID Enterprise 1200 (Series 428)
• MegaRAID Enterprise 1300 (Series 434)
• MegaRAID Enterprise 1400 (Series 438)
• MegaRAID Enterprise 1500 (Series 467)
• MegaRAID Enterprise 1600 (Series 471)
• MegaRAID Elite 1500 (Series 467)
• MegaRAID Elite 1600 (Series 493)
• MegaRAID Express 100 (Series 466WS)
• MegaRAID Express 200 (Series 466)
• MegaRAID Express 300 (Series 490)
• LSI MegaRAID SCSI 320-0X, 320-2X, 320-4X
• LSI MegaRAID SCSI 320-1E, 320-2E
• LSI MegaRAID SATA 300-6x, 300-8x
• Dell PERC
• Dell PERC 2/SC
• Dell PERC 2/DC
• Dell PERC 4/Di
• Dell PERC 4/SC
• Dell PERC 4e/Si
• HP NetRAID-1/Si
• HP NetRAID-3/Si
• HP Embedded NetRAID
• Intel SRCU42X
• Intel SRCU42E
• Intel SRMOBU42E
• Intel SRCS28X

DIAGNOSTICS
Dri ver i nitialisation/shutdown phase

amr%d: memory window not available
amr%d: I/O windo w not available

The PCI BIOS did not allocate resources necessary for the correct operation of the controller. The driver
cannot attach to this controller.

amr%d: busmaster bit not set, enabling
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The PCI BIOS did not enable busmaster DMA, which is required for the correct operation of the controller.
The driver has enabled this bit and initialisation will proceed.

amr%d: can’t allocate register window
amr%d: can’t allocate interrupt
amr%d: can’t set up interrupt
amr%d: can’t allocate parent DMA tag
amr%d: can’t allocate buffer DMA tag
amr%d: can’t allocate scatter/gather DMA tag
amr%d: can’t allocate s/g table
amr%d: can’t allocate mailbox tag
amr%d: can’t allocate mailbox memory

A resource allocation error occurred while initialising the driver; initialisation has failed and the driver will
not attach to this controller.

amr%d: can’t obtain configuration data from controller
amr%d: can’t obtain product data from controller

The driver was unable to obtain vital configuration data from the controller. Initialisation has failed and the
driver will not attach to this controller.

amr%d: can’t establish configuration hook
amr%d: can’t scan controller for dri ves

The scan for logical drives managed by the controller failed. Nodrives will be attached.

amr%d: device_add_child failed
amr%d: bus_generic_attach returned %d

Creation of the logical drive instances failed; attachment of one or more logical drives may have been
aborted.

amr%d: flushing cache...

The controller cache is being flushed prior to shutdown or detach.

Operational diagnostics
amr%d: I/O beyond end of unit (%u,%d > %u)

A partitioning error or disk corruption has caused an I/O request beyond the end of the logical drive. This
may also occur if FlexRAID Virtual Sizing is enabled and an I/O operation is attempted on a portion of the
virtual drive beyond the actual capacity available.

amr%d: polled command timeout

An initialisation command timed out. The initialisation process may fail as a result.

amr%d: bad slot %d completed

The controller reported completion of a command that the driver did not issue.This may result in data cor-
ruption, and suggests a hardware or firmware problem with the system or controller.

amr%d: I/O error - %x

An I/O error has occurred.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), pci (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4), amrctl (8)
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NAME
ams — Apple Desktop Bus mouse driver for wscons

SYNOPSIS
ams∗ at obio?
wsmouse∗ at ams?

DESCRIPTION
This driver provides thewscons (4) driver with support for Apple Desktop Bus mice.

SUPPORTED HARDWARE
NetBSD is known to support the followingADB mice:

• On-board trackpads and trackballs in PowerBook models

• Apple Desktop Bus Mouse

• Apple Desktop Bus Mouse II

• Interex ADB Mouse

• Logitech TrackMan

• Logitech MouseMan

• Microspeed Mouse Deluxe

• Mouse Systems A3 Mouse

• Most third-party ADB mice, trackballs, and trackpads are supported

DIAGNOSTICS
ams0 at adb0 addr 3: 1-button, 100 dpi mouseThis is a typical autoconfiguration message noting the
presence of theams mouse.

SEE ALSO
adb (4), wscons (4), wsmouse(4), wsconsctl (8)
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NAME
an — Aironet 4500/4800 and Cisco 340/350 series wireless network driver

SYNOPSIS
an∗ at pcmcia? function ?
an∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
an∗ at isapnp?

DESCRIPTION
The an driver provides support for Aironet Communications 4500/4800 and Cisco Aironet 340/350 series
wireless network adapters. This includes the ISA, PCI and PCMCIA varieties. The4500 series adapters
operate at 1 and 2Mbps while the 4800 series and 340/350 series can operate at 1, 2, 5.5 and 11Mbps.The
ISA, PCI and PCMCIA devices are all based on the same core PCMCIA modules and all have the same pro-
gramming interface, however unlike the Lucent Wav eLAN/IEEE cards, the ISA and PCI cards appear to the
host as normal ISA and PCI devices and do not require any PCMCIA support.

The PCMCIA Aironet cards require PCMCIA support. ISA cards can either be configured to use ISA Plug
and Play or to use a particular I/O address and IRQ by properly setting the DIP switches on the board.(The
default switch setting is for plug and play.) Thean driver has Plug and Play support and will work in either
configuration, however when using a hard-wired I/O address and IRQ, the driver configuration and the NIC’s
switch settings must agree. PCI cards require no switch settings of any kind and will be automatically
probed and attached.

All host/device interaction with the Aironet cards is via programmed I/O.The Aironet devices support
802.11 and 802.3 frames, power management, BSS (infrastructure) and IBSS (ad-hoc) operation modes.The
an driver encapsulates all IP and ARP traffic as 802.11 frames, however it can receive either 802.11 or 802.3
frames. Transmit speed is selectable between 1Mbps, 2Mbps, 5.5Mbps, 11Mbps, or “auto” (the NIC auto-
matically chooses the best speed).

By default, thean driver configures the Aironet card to join an access point with an SSID of null string.For
ad-hoc mode, in which stations can communicate among each other without the aid of an access point, the
driver must be set usingifconfig (8).

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8) andifmedia (4).

HARDWARE
Cards supported by thean driver include:

Aironet 4500 Series

Aironet 4800 Series

Cisco Aironet 340 Series

Cisco Aironet 350 Series

DIAGNOSTICS
an%d: init failed The Aironet card failed to come ready after an initialization command was issued.

an%d: failed to allocate %d bytes on NIC The driver was unable to allocate memory for transmit frames
in the NIC’s on-board RAM.

an%d: device timeout The Aironet card failed to generate an interrupt to acknowledge a transmit com-
mand.
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SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), netintro (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thean device driver first appeared inFreeBSD4.0, and then inNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
Thean driver was written by Bill Paul〈wpaul@ee.columbia.edu〉.
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NAME
apecs — DECchip 21072/21071 Core Logic chipset

SYNOPSIS
apecs ∗ at mainbus?
pci ∗ at apecs?

DESCRIPTION
Theapecs driver provides support for the DECchip 21072/21071 Core Logic chipset (PCI controller) found
on the AlphaStation 200/250/255/400 systems, EB64+-family systems, AlphaServer 800/1000A systems and
AlphaServer 1000 systems.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), mainbus (4), pci (4)
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NAME
apm— Advanced Power Management pseudo-device driver

SYNOPSIS
apm0 at mainbus0
#include <machine/apmvar.h>
/dev/apm

DESCRIPTION
The apm driver provides support for the Advanced Power Management features of some i386 system
BIOSes. Thedriver supports the Advanced Power Management (APM) BIOS Interface Specification (revi-
sion 1.2), published jointly by the Intel Corporation and the Microsoft Corporation.

The APM driver’s behavior may be adjusted by specifying any of the following kernel configuration options:
APM_NO_IDLE

Do not call the BIOS CPU idle function from the system idle loop.(Some systems will hang on
certain device accesses, such as sound cards or floppy diskette drives, without this option)

APM_V10_ONLY
Use only the APM revision 1.0 specification calls.(Some systems do not implement APM v1.1
very well, and generate weird events instead of the expected events when the system suspend key
is pressed.)

APM_NO_V12
Don’t attach to the BIOS as APM v1.2 compliant device. (In case there are problems with v1.2
support.)

APM_NO_STANDBY
Do not attempt to put the system into standby mode.

APM_NO_POWEROFF
Do not attempt to turn off power when halting the system.

APM_FORCE_64K_SEGMENTS
Force the length of the APM BIOS code and data segments to 64KB.

APM_ALLOW_BOGUS_SEGMENTS
Allow the use of data segments which are in unexpected locations.

APMDEBUG
Enable kernel printout of events received from the APM BIOS.

APMCALLDEBUG
Enable kernel printout of every call to the APM BIOS (this is very noisy).

APM_POWER_PRINT
Print power state on console atAPM_POWER_CHANGEev ents. (Sinceit increasessyslogd (8)’s
activity, it may consume increased battery power. Some systems generate the events too fre-
quently, and printing the status may disturb single-user operations.)

APM_DISABLE_INTERRUPTS
Set this to zero if you don’t want the kernel to disable interrupts before calling the BIOS. This is
required for most IBM ThinkPads, and some other newer laptops. A good indication that you need
this is that the machine hangs just after resuming from suspended state. It’s unclear if doing this
has negative effects on older BIOS, therefore it defaults to one (i.e interrupts are disabled).

If no processes are holding open file descriptors to the APM device, the driver will process the APM BIOS
ev ents itself. If a process has the device open for write, the driver defers all suspend and standby processing
to the user process as long as there is sufficient queue space to store the event for the process. If the device is
only open for read, the driver will report events but handle them itself.

The APM device may be opened by multiple readers but only one writer. Multiple readers may fetch the sta-
tus with ioctl (2) without worrying about interference, but they must cooperate to share events as only a
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single event queue is provided. Thedevice may only beselect (2)ed or manipulated withioctl (2);
read (2) andwrite (2) are not supported. Theioctl (2) calls supported are:
APM_IOC_SUSPEND

Initiate an APM suspend mode. This is a deep sleep mode which powers down most devices. The
device must be open for writing for this command to succeed.

APM_IOC_STANDBY
Initiate an APM standby mode. This is a light sleep mode from which the system can quickly
restore normal operation. The device must be open for writing for this command to succeed.

APM_IOC_GETPOWER
Fetch the current power status into anapm_power_infostructure.

struct apm_power_info {
u_char battery_state;
u_char ac_state;
u_char battery_life;
u_char spare1;
u_int minutes_left; / ∗ estimate ∗/
u_int nbattery;
u_int batteryid;
u_int spare2[4];

};

The structure should be zeroed (except forbatteryid) before being passed.

battery_state is one of APM_BATT_HIGH, APM_BATT_LOW, APM_BATT_CRITICAL,
APM_BATT_CHARGING, or APM_BATT_UNKNOWN.

ac_stateis one ofAPM_AC_OFF, APM_AC_ON, APM_AC_BACKUP, or APM_AC_UNKNOWN.

battery_lifeis the percentage estimated remaining normal battery life (or 0 if the BIOS cannot pro-
vide an estimate).

minutes_leftis an estimated remaining lifetime (or 0 if the BIOS cannot provide an estimate).

nbatteryis the number of batteries in the system. If the system is using APM v1.1 or earlier, nbat-
tery will always return 0.

Batteries are numbered from a base of 1.If the passed value ofbatteryid is 0, the returned values
will reflect the percentage remaining, minutes left, etc. of all of the system’s batteries taken
together. If the passed value ofbatteryidis nonzero, the return values will reflect the indicated bat-
tery’s percentage remaining, minutes left, etc. It is an error to setbatteryidto a value greater than
that returned bynbattery. If the system is using APM v1.1 or earlier, individual batteries cannot
be queried, andnbatterywill always return 0. batteryid is always set to the passed value upon
return.

APM_IOC_NEXTEVENT
Fetch the next event from the APM BIOS into anapm_event_infostructure. Ifno more events are
ready, this will returnEAGAIN.

struct apm_event_info {
u_int type;
u_int index;
u_int spare[8];

};
type is one of the APM event types (APM_STANDBY_REQ through
APM_SYS_STANDBY_RESUME).indexis the ordinal event sequence number.
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SEE ALSO
apmd(8)

REFERENCES
Advanced Power Management (APM) BIOS Interface Specification (Revision 1.1), Intel Corporation and
Microsoft Corporation. Intel order number 241704-001; Microsoft part number 781-110-X01.

HISTORY
Theapmpseudo-device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.3.
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NAME
aps — ThinkPad Active Protection System accelerometer

SYNOPSIS
aps0 at isa? port 0x1600

DESCRIPTION
Theaps driver provides support for several sensors found in some ThinkPad laptops.

The sensors currently exposed via theenvsys (4) interface are:

Sensor Units Typical Use
X_ACCEL Integer XAcceleration
Y_ACCEL Integer YAcceleration
X_VAR Integer Weighted X Acceleration?
Y_VAR Integer Weighted Y Acceleration?
Temp1 uK Unknown
Temp2 uK Unknown
Keyboard Active Boolean Keyboard activity
Mouse Active Boolean Mouseactivity
Lid Open Boolean Lidstate

SEE ALSO
envsys (4), envstat (8)

HISTORY
Theaps driver first appeared inOpenBSD3.8 and then was ported toNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
Theaps driver was written by Jonathan Gray〈jsg@openbsd.org〉.

CAVEATS
Theaps driver does not yet maintain state and subsequently does not take evasive action when it thinks the
hard drive is in danger.

The Y axis on X40 and possibly other models seems to be inverted. It is unknown how to distinguish
between different versions of the accelerometer to compensate for this in the driver at this time.

As IBM provides no documentation, it is not known what all the available sensors are used for.
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NAME
arckbd , arcwskbd , arcwsmouse — Archimedes keyboard/mouse driver

SYNOPSIS
arckbd0 at ioc0 bank 0 offset 0x04
arcwskbd0 at arckbd0
wskbd0 at arcwskbd0
arcwsmouse0 at arckbd0
wsmouse0 at arcwsmouse0

DESCRIPTION
Thearckbd driver controls the keyboard on systems supported byNetBSD/acorn26 and interfaces it to the
wscons system. All communication between user programs and thearckbd driver goes through the
wskbd andwsmouse drivers.

Because of the architecture ofwscons , it is impossible to have a device at which bothwskbd and
wsmouse devices attach. The arckbd driver works around this by having dummy arcwskbd and
arcwsmouse drivers which interpose between itself and thewscons drivers.

SEE ALSO
wscons (4), wskbd (4), wsmouse(4)

BUGS
Thearckbd driver is capable of determining the layout of the keyboard, and noticing when it changes (if a
different keyboard is connected, for instance), but doesn’t know how to pass this information on towscons .
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NAME
arcmsr — Areca Technology Corporation SATA/SAS RAID controller

SYNOPSIS
arcmsr ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Thearcmsr driver provides support for the PCI-X and PCI Express RAID controllers from Areca Technol-
ogy Corporation:

− ARC-1110 PCI-X 4 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1110ML PCI-X 4 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1120 PCI-X 8 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1120ML PCI-X 8 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1130 PCI-X 12 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1130ML PCI-X 12 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1160 PCI-X 16 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1160ML PCI-X 16 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1170 PCI-X 24 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1200 Rev A PCI Express 2 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1202 PCI Express 2 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1210 PCI Express 4 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1220 PCI Express 8 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1230 PCI Express 12 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1230ML PCI Express 12 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1231ML PCI Express 12 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1260 PCI Express 16 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1260ML PCI Express 16 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1261ML PCI Express 16 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1280 PCI Express 24 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1280ML PCI Express 24 Port SATA RAID Controller
− ARC-1680 PCI Express 8 Port SAS RAID Controller
− ARC-1680LP PCI Express 8 Port SAS RAID Controller
− ARC-1680i PCI Express 8 Port SAS RAID Controller
− ARC-1680x PCI Express 8 Port SAS RAID Controller
− ARC-1681 PCI-X 8 Port SAS RAID Controller

These controllers support RAID levels 0, 1, 1E, 3, 5, 6, and JBOD using either SAS or SATA II drives.

arcmsr supports management and monitoring of the controller through thebioctl (8) andenvstat (8)
commands.

Please note, however, that to use some features that require special privileges, such as creating/removing hot-
spares, pass-through disks or RAID volumes will require to have thepassworddisabled in the firmware; oth-
erwise aPermission deniederror will be reported bybioctl (8).

When a RAID 1 or 1+0 volume is created, either through thebioctl (8) command or controller’s firmware,
the volume won’t be accessible until the initialization is done. A way to get access to thesd (4) device that
corresponds to that volume without rebooting, is to issue the following command (once the initialization is
finished):

$ s csictl scsibus0 scan any any

The arcmsr driver will also report to the kernel log buffer any error that might appear when handling
firmware commands, such as used by thebioctl (8) command.
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EVENTS
Thearcmsr driver is able to send events topowerd (8) if a volume or any drive connected to the volume is
not online. The state-changedev ent will be sent to the/etc/powerd/scripts/sensor_drive
script when such condition happens.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), pci (4), scsi (4), sd (4), bioctl (8), envstat (8), powerd (8), scsictl (8)

HISTORY
Thearcmsr driver first appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
The arcmsr driver was originally written forOpenBSDby David Gwynne. It was ported toNetBSD and
extended by Juan Romero Pardines.
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NAME
aria — Sierra’s Aria chipset audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
aria0 at isa? port 0xPPP irq I
aria0 at isa? port 0xPPP irq I flags 1
audio ∗ at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
The aria driver provides support for Sierra’s Aria chipset, which is the basis of such cards as the
Prometheus Aria 16, the Genoa AudioBahn 16 Pro, and some Diamond Sonic Sounds (Rev A5 and Rev B2).

The Sierra Aria chipset is full-duplex and is capable of 8- and 16- bit audio sample recording and playback at
7875 Hz, 11025 Hz, 15750 Hz, 22050 Hz, 31500 Hz, and 44100 Hz.

Valid I/O addresses are 0x280, 0x290, 0x2A0, and 0x2B0. The IRQ may be set to 10, 11, or 12.

The flags setting is necessary for the Prometheus Aria 16, as it needs to be specially configured at each cold
boot by twiddling with the joystick port.

SEE ALSO
audio (4), isa (4)

HISTORY
Thearia device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

BUGS
DMA is not yet supported.

The flags option should not be necessary.

It is necessary to configure the port and irq.
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NAME
arp — Address Resolution Protocol

SYNOPSIS
#include <netinet/if_ether.h>

DESCRIPTION
The Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is a protocol used to dynamically map between Internet host
addresses and Ethernet addresses. It is used by all the Ethernet interface drivers. It is not specific to Internet
protocols or to Ethernet, but this implementation currently supports only that combination.

ARP caches Internet-Ethernet address mappings. When an interface requests a mapping for an address not in
the cache, ARP queues the message which requires the mapping and broadcasts a message on the associated
network requesting the address mapping. If a response is provided, the new mapping is cached and any
pending message is transmitted. ARP will queue at most one packet while waiting for a response to a map-
ping request; only the most recently ‘‘transmitted’’ packet is kept. If the target host does not respond after
several requests, the host is considered to be down for a short period (normally 20 seconds), allowing an
error to be returned to transmission attempts during this interval. The error is EHOSTDOWNfor a non-
responding destination host, andEHOSTUNREACHfor a non-responding router.

The ARP cache is stored in the system routing table as dynamically-created host routes.The route to a
directly-attached Ethernet network is installed as a “cloning” route (one with theRTF_CLONINGflag set),
causing routes to individual hosts on that network to be created on demand.These routes time out periodi-
cally (normally 20 minutes after validated; entries are not validated when not in use). An entry for a host
which is not responding is a “reject” route (one with theRTF_REJECTflag set).

ARP entries may be added, deleted or changed with thearp (8) utility. Manually-added entries may be tem-
porary or permanent, and may be “published”, in which case the system will respond to ARP requests for
that host as if it were the target of the request.

In the past, ARP was used to negotiate the use of a trailer encapsulation. This is no longer supported.

ARP watches passively for hosts impersonating the local host (i.e. a host which responds to an ARP mapping
request for the local host’s address).

DIAGNOSTICS
duplicate IP address %x sent from ethernet address %x:%x:%x:%x:%x:%x. ARP has discovered
another host on the local network which responds to mapping requests for its own Internet address with a dif-
ferent Ethernet address, generally indicating that two hosts are attempting to use the same Internet address.

SEE ALSO
inet (4), route (4), arp (8), ifconfig (8), route (8)

Plummer, D., "RFC 826",An Ethernet Address Resolution Protocol.

Leffler, S.J. andKarels, M.J., "RFC 893",Tr ailer Encapsulations.
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NAME
artsata — Intel i31244 Serial ATA disk controller driver

SYNOPSIS
artsata ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000
options PCIIDE_I31244_DISABLEDMA

DESCRIPTION
The artsata driver supports the Intel i31244 Serial ATA and controllers, and provides the interface with
the hardware for theata (4) driver.

The 0x0002 flag forces theartsata driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally be
enabled. Thiscan be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the SATA controller is
wired up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

BUGS
Early samples of the Intel i31244 Serial ATA controller revision 0 had a bug affecting DMA data transfers.
Full production samples have been fixed, but have the same revision number. The
PCIIDE_I31244_DISABLEDMA option can be used to disable DMA on the buggy revisions.
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NAME
asc — Acorn SCSI I Card device interface

SYNOPSIS
asc0 at podulebus?

DESCRIPTION
Theasc interface provides access to Acorn SCSI Card interfaces.

SEE ALSO
cosc (4), csc (4), oak (4), ptsc (4)
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NAME
asc — TURBOchannel single-channel SCSI adapter

SYNOPSIS
asc ∗ at ioasic? offset ?
asc ∗ at tc? slot ? offset ?
asc ∗ at tcds? chip?
scsibus ∗ at asc?

DESCRIPTION
The asc driver provides support for the NCR 53c94-based SCSI host adapter and related TURBOchannel
SCSI adapter option boards.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), ioasic (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4), tc (4), tcds (4)
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NAME
asc — TURBOchannel single-channel SCSI adapter

SYNOPSIS
asc ∗ at ioasic? offset ?
asc ∗ at tc? slot ? offset ?
asc ∗ at tcds? chip?
scsibus ∗ at asc?

DESCRIPTION
Theasc driver provides support for the NCR 53c94-based SCSI host adapter on the DECstation 5000 series,
and for the PMAZ-AA and related TURBOchannel SCSI-adapter option boards.Theasc is a medium-per-
formance implementation of the SCSI-I common command set supporting synchronous and asynchronous
SCSI devices. Thedriver provides no support for targets with multiple Logical Unit Numbers (LUNs).

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), ioasic (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4), tc (4), tcds (4)

HISTORY
Theasc driver first appeared in 4.4BSD.
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NAME
asc — VAXstation 4000 SCSI controller

SYNOPSIS
asc ∗ at vsbus? csr 0x200c0080 ( VS-4000/60 or VLC )
asc ∗ at vsbus? csr 0x25000080 ( VS-4000/9x )
asc ∗ at tc? ( Not yet supported )
scsibus ∗ at asc?

DESCRIPTION
Theasc driver provides support for theNCR 53c94-based SCSI host adapter on the VAXstation 4000 series,
and for the PMAZ-AA and related TURBOchannel SCSI adapter option boards (also on the VAXstation
4000 series models which include support for the TURBOchannel adapter).

CONFIGURATION
Theasc driver supports the followingflagsfor use inconfig (1) files:

bits 0-7: disable disconnect/reselect for the correspondingSCSItarget
bits 8-15: disable synchronous negotiation forSCSItarget

"Target" is synonymous withSCSIID number.

Note thatSCSItape drives should be allowed to perform disconnect/reselect or performance will suffer.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), esp (4), intro (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4)

HISTORY
Theasc driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.
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NAME
asp — first generation I/O subsystem

SYNOPSIS
asp ∗ at mainbus0
gsc ∗ at asp?

DESCRIPTION
Core bus controller and I/O subsystem as present on older HP 9000/700 workstations. Thesupported core
bus controllers are those used in conjunction withPA7000, PA7100, and PA7150CPUs and include:

• Core bus controller
• System Clock
• Interrupt Controller
• DMA Controller
• Real Time Clock Interface
• RAM and EEPROM controllers

MACHINES
An incomplete list of machines that use theASPbus controller:

• 705, 710
• 715/{33,50,75}
• 725/{50,75}
• 720, 730, 750
• 735/∗
• 742i
• 745i/{50,75}
• 747i/{50,75}
• 755/∗

SEE ALSO
gsc (4), intro (4), io (4)

Hardball I/O Subsystem ERS, Revision 1.1, Hewlett-Packard, 30 September 1991.

HISTORY
Theasp driver appeared inOpenBSD2.4. Itwas ported toNetBSD 1.6 by Matthew Fredette.
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NAME
ast — multiplexing serial communications interface

SYNOPSIS
ast0 at isa? port 0x1a0 irq 5
com2 at ast? slave ?
com3 at ast? slave ?
com4 at ast? slave ?
com5 at ast? slave ?

DESCRIPTION
The ast driver provides support for boards that multiplex together up to fourEIA RS-232C(CCITT V.28)
communications interfaces. Apparentlythe original maker of hardware using this multiplexing protocol was
AST.

Eachast device is the master device for up to fourcom devices. Thekernel configuration specifies these
com devices as slave devices of theast device, as shown in the synopsis. The slave ID giv en for eachcom
device determines which bit in the interrupt multiplexing register is tested to find interrupts for that device.
The port specification for theast device is used to compute the base addresses for thecom subdevices and
the port for the interrupt multiplexing register.

FILES
/dev/tty0?

SEE ALSO
com(4)

HISTORY
Theast driver was written by Roland McGrath and placed into the public domain.
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NAME
ata , atabus — AT attachment (ATA) bus driver

SYNOPSIS
atabus ∗ at wdc? channel ?
atabus ∗ at pciide? channel ?

DESCRIPTION
Theata driver provides basic low-level functions for thewd(4) andatapi (4) drivers, for hardware which
provides direct access to the ATA registers.

SEE ALSO
atapi (4), intro (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)
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NAME
atalk — AppleTalk Protocol Family

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <netatalk/at.h>

DESCRIPTION
The AppleTalk Protocol Family provides presentation layer support for the AppleTalk Datagram Delivery
Protocol (DDP), using the SOCK_DGRAM socket type.In addition, access to in-kernel AppleTalk routing
tables and network interface configurations is provided.

The AppleTalk Protocol Suite provides support for five kinds of physical media: LocalTalk (230kbps wire-
or’d serial), Ethernet, FDDI, Token Ring, and asynchronous serial connections (using either AppleTalk
Remote Access( ARA ) or PPP). Currently, NetBSD’s AppleTalk implementation supports Ethernet, FDDI,
and Token Ring.

AppleTalk packets are encapsulated on the Ethernet using the EtherTalk Link Access Protocol (ELAP).
Local network address resolution is handled using the AppleTalk Address Resolution Protocol (AARP).
Neither of these protocols is exposed to user-mode applications.

ADDRESSING
AppleTalk addresses are three byte quantities, stored in network byte order. The include file
〈netatalk/at.h 〉 defines the AppleTalk address format.

Sockets in the AppleTalk protocol family use the following address structure:

struct sockaddr_at {
uint8_t sat_len;
sa_family_t sat_family;
uint8_t sat_port;
struct at_addr sat_addr;
union {

struct netrange r_netrange;
char r_zero[8];

} s at_range;
};

The port of a socket may be set withbind (2). Thenode forbind (2) must always beATADDR_ANYNODE:
“this node”. The net must beATADDR_ANYNET. ATADDR_ANYNETcorresponds to the machine’s
“primary” address (the first configured). The port of a socket and the primary address are returned with
getsockname (2).

PROT OCOLS
The AppleTalk protocol family comprises theDDP datagram delivery protocol, AppleTalk Data Stream Pro-
tocol (ADSP) ,  AppleTalk Echo Protocol( AEP) ,  AppleTalk Filing Protocol ( AFP) ,  AppleTalk Session
Protocol (ASP) ,  AppleTalk Transaction Protocol( ATP) ,  Name Binding Protocol( NBP) ,  Printer Access
Protocol (PAP) ,  and Zone Information Protocol (ZIP ) .

DDP is implemented in the kernel asSOCK_DGRAMsockets in theAF_APPLETALK address family.
NetBSD implements all otherAppleTalk protocols using theNetatalkpackage.Netatalk implements all func-
tions except forADSP and anAFP client. AEP, NBP, and ZIP services are provided by theatalkd daemon.
ASP andATP services are provided by a user library. PAP andAFP services are provided by user programs
and daemons.
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SEE ALSO
bind (2), getsockname (2), options (4)

Gursharan S. Sidhu, Richard F. Andrews, and Alan B. Oppenheimer,Inside AppleTalk, second edition.
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NAME
ataraid — software BIOS RAID

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device ataraid

DESCRIPTION
Theataraid driver provides support for BIOS-based software RAID controllers.These are devices which
have some simple support for several basic RAID levels (often RAID 0 and RAID 1), but which require soft-
ware support to actually perform the RAID function. The BIOS support is largely just to create and recog-
nize the array so that it may be a boot device.

The driver currently supports RAID formats from:
• Promise FastTrak
• Adaptec HostRAID (found in Intel 6300ESB)
• Via V-RAID (found in many VIA-based motherboards)

SEE ALSO
ld (4)

HISTORY
Theataraid driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
Theataraid driver was originally adapted fromFreeBSDby Jason Thorpe〈thorpej@NetBSD.org〉.

BUGS
Not all features of the software RAID are currently recognized or supported.For example, the Adaptec sup-
port doesn’t recognize when a RAID 1 should be in a “building” state, and it does not do the right thing.

At least part of the reason for this is that the publically-available information on these formats is quite lim-
ited.
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NAME
ate — FujitsuMB86965A basedAllied-TelesisEthernet cards driver

SYNOPSIS
ate0 at isa? port 0x2a0 irq ?
ate ∗ at mca? slot ?

DESCRIPTION
The ate driver supportsAllied-Telesis ISAandMCA bus Ethernetadapters based on theFujitsu MB86965A
Ethernetcontroller. Supported boards include:

Allied-Telesis AT1700T/AT1700BT/AT1700FT/AT1700AT

Allied-Telesis AT1720T/AT1720BT/AT1720FT/AT1720AT

Allied-Telesis RE2001/RE2003/RE2005/RE2009

SEE ALSO
fmv (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), isa (4), mbe(4), mca(4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Theate driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.
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NAME
atf-test-case — generic description of test cases

DESCRIPTION
A test caseis a piece of code that stress-tests a specific feature of the software. Thisfeature is typically self-
contained enough, either in the amount of code that implements it or in the general idea that describes it, to
warrant its independent testing.Given this, test cases are very fine-grained, but they attempt to group similar
smaller tests which are semantically related.

A test case is defined by three components regardless of the language it is implemented in: a header, a body
and a cleanup routine.Theheaderis, basically, a declarative piece of code that defines several properties to
describe what the test case does and how it behaves. Inother words: it defines the test case’s meta-data, fur-
ther described in theMeta-data section. Thebody is the test case itself. It executes all actions needed to
reproduce the test, and checks for failures. Thisbody is only executed if the abstract conditions specified by
the header are met.Thecleanup routineroutine is a piece of code always executed after the body, reg ardless
of the exit status of the test case. It can be used to undo side-effects of the test case. Note that almost all
side-effects of a test case are automatically cleaned up by the library; this is explained in more detail in the
rest of this document.

It is extremely important to keep the separation between a test case’s header and body well-defined, because
the header isalwaysparsed, whereas the body is only executed when the conditions defined in the header are
met and when the user specifies that test case.

At last, test cases are always contained into test programs. The test programs act as a front-end to them, pro-
viding a consistent interface to the user and several APIs to ease their implementation.

Results
A test case always exits with one of the following results:

passed The test case was executed successfully.

skipped The test case could not be executed because some preconditions were not met. This is not a
failure because it can typically be resolved by adjusting the system to meet the necessary con-
ditions. Thisis always accompanied by areason, a message describing why the test was
skipped.

failed An error appeared during the execution of the test case. This is always accompanied by a
reason, a message describing why the test failed.

Input/output
Test cases are free to print whatever they want to theirstdout (4) andstderr (4) file descriptors.They
are, in fact, encouraged to print status information as they execute to keep the user informed of their actions.
This is specially important for long test cases.

Test cases will log their results to an auxiliary file, which is then collected by the test program they are con-
tained in. The developer need not care about this as long as he uses the correct APIs to implement the test
cases.

Meta-data
The following list describes all meta-data properties interpreted internally by ATF. You are free to define
new properties in your test cases and use them as you wish.

descr Type: textual. Required.

A brief textual description of the test case’s purpose. Will be shown to the user in
reports. Alsogood for documentation purposes.
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ident Type: textual. Required.

The test case’s identifier. Must be unique inside the test program and should be
short but descriptive.

require.arch Type textual. Optional. Pp. Awhitespace separated list of architectures that the
test case can be run under without causing errors due to an architecture mismatch.

require.config Type: textual. Optional.

A whitespace separated list of configuration variables that must be defined to
execute the test case. If any of the required variables is not defined, the test case is
skipped.

require.machine Type textual. Optional. Pp. Awhitespace separated list of machine types that the
test case can be run under without causing errors due to a machine type mismatch.

require.progs Type: textual. Optional.

A whitespace separated list of programs that must be present to execute the test
case. Thesecan be given as plain names, in which case they are looked in the
user’sPATH, or as absolute paths. If any of the required programs is not found,
the test case isskipped.

require.user Type: textual. Optional.

The required privileges to execute the test case.Can be one of ‘root’ or
‘unprivileged’. If the requested privileges do not match the current user, the test
case isskipped.

NOTE: In the future, it is expected that the test case will attempt to gain the neces-
sary privileges on its own before failing. At the very least, lowering the privileges
from the super-user to an unprivileged user will be supported.

timeout Type: integral. Required;defaults to ‘300’. Specifies the maximum amount of
time the test case can run. This is particularly useful because some tests can stall
either because they are incorrectly coded or because they trigger an anomalous
behavior of the program. It is not acceptable for these tests to stall the whole
execution of the test program.

Can optionally be set to zero, in which case the test case has no run-time limit.
This is discouraged.

Environment
Every time a test case is executed, several environment variables are cleared or reseted to sane values to
ensure they do not make the test fail due to unexpected conditions. These variables are:

HOME Set to the work directory’s path.

LANG Undefined.

LC_ALL Undefined.

LC_COLLATE Undefined.

LC_CTYPE Undefined.

LC_MESSAGES Undefined.
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LC_MONETARY Undefined.

LC_NUMERIC Undefined.

LC_TIME Undefined.

TZ Undefined.

Work dir ectories
The test program always creates a temporary directory and switches to it before running the test case’s body.
This way the test case is free to modify its current directory as it wishes, and the test program will be able to
clean it up later on in a safe way, removing any traces of its execution from the system.

File creation mode mask (umask)
Test cases are always executed with a file creation mode mask (umask) of ‘0022’. The test case’s code is free
to change this during execution.

SEE ALSO
atf-test-program (1), atf-formats (5), atf (7)
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NAME
ath — Atheros IEEE 802.11 driver

SYNOPSIS
ath ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
ath ∗ at cardbus? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The ath driver provides support for wireless network adapters based on the Atheros AR5210, AR5211,
AR5212, and AR5213 chips. Chip-specific support is provided by the Atheros Hardware Access Layer
(HAL), which is currently available only in binary form for selected architectures.

Supported features include 802.11 and 802.3 frames, power management, BSS, IBSS, and host-based access
point operation modes. All host/device interaction is via DMA.

Theath driver encapsulates all IP and ARP traffic as 802.11 frames, however it can receive either 802.11 or
802.3 frames.Transmit speed and operating mode is selectable depending on your hardware.

AR5210-based devices support 802.11a operation with transmit speeds of 6 Mbps, 9 Mbps, 12 Mbps, 18
Mbps, 24 Mbps, 36 Mbps, 48 Mbps, and 54 Mbps.

AR5211-based devices support 802.11a and 802.11b operation with transmit speeds as above for 802.11a
operation and 1Mbps, 2Mbps, 5.5 Mbps and 11Mbps for 802.11b operation.

AR5212-based and AR5213-based devices support 802.11a, 802.11b, and 802.11g operation with transmit
speeds appropriate to each.

All chips also support an Atheros Turbo Mode (TM) that operates in the 802.11a frequency range with 2x the
transmit speeds. (This mode is, however, only interoperable with other Atheros-based devices.)

The actual transmit speed used is dependent on signal quality and the “rate control” algorithm employed by
the driver. All chips support WEP encryption.AR5211 and AR5212 support the AES, TKIP, and Michael
cryptographic operations required for WPA but at this time the driver does not support them.To enable
encryption, useifconfig (8).

By default, theath driver configures the card for BSS operation (aka infrastructure mode). This mode
requires the use of an access point (base station).

The ath driver also supports the standard IBSS point-to-point mode where stations can communicate
amongst themselves without the aid of an access point.

The driver may also be configured to operate in hostap mode. In this mode a host may function as an access
point (base station). Access points are different than operating in IBSS mode.They operate in BSS mode.
They allow for easier roaming and bridge all Ethernet traffic such that machines connected via an access
point appear to be on the local Ethernet segment.

The mode of operation is chosen by specifying the appropriate mediaopt value to ifconfig. The −mflag to
ifconfig will list the available options.

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8).

Devices supported by theath driver come in either CardBus or mini-PCI packages.Wireless cards in Card-
Bus slots may be inserted and ejected on the fly.

The following cards are among those supported by theath driver:

Card Chip Bus Standard
3Com 3CRPAG175 AR5212 CardBus a/b/g
Airlink AWLH4030 AR5212 PCI b/g
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Aztech WL830PC AR5212 CardBus b/g
Belkin F6D3000 AR5212 PCI a/b/g
D-Link DWL-A520 AR5210 PCI a
D-Link DWL-A650 AR5210 CardBus a
D-Link DWL-AB650 AR5211 CardBus a/b
D-Link DWL-AG520 AR5212 PCI a/b/g
D-Link DWL-AG650 AR5212 CardBus a/b/g
D-Link DWL-AG660 AR521? CardBus a/b/g
D-Link DWL-G520 AR5212 PCI b/g
D-Link DWL-G650B AR5212 CardBus b/g
Elecom LD-WL54 AR5211 CardBus a
Elecom LD-WL54AG AR5212 CardBus a/b/g
Fujitsu E5454 AR5212 CardBus a/b/g
Fujitsu E5454 AR5212 CardBus a/b/g
Fujitsu FMV-JW481 AR5212 CardBus a/b/g
HP NC4000 AR5212 PCI a/b/g
I/O Data WN-A54 AR5212 CardBus a
I/O Data WN-AB AR5212 CardBus a/b
I/O Data WN-AG AR5212 CardBus a/b/g
Linksys WMP55AG AR5212 PCI a/b/g
Linksys WPC51AB AR5211 CardBus a/b
Linksys WPC55AG AR5212 CardBus a/b/g
NEC PA-WL/54AG AR5212 CardBus a/b/g
Netgear WAB501 AR5211 CardBus a/b
Netgear WAG311 AR5212 PCI a/b/g
Netgear WAG511 AR5212 CardBus a/b/g
Netgear WG311 AR5212 PCI b/g
Netgear WG511T AR5212 CardBus b/g
Orinoco 8470WD AR5212 CardBus a/b/g
Orinoco 8480 AR5212 CardBus a/b/g
Planex GW-NS54AG AR5212 CardBus a/b/g
Proxim Skyline 4030 AR5210 CardBus a
Proxim Skyline 4032 AR5210 PCI a
Samsung SWL-5200NAR5212 CardBus a/b/g
SMC SMC2735W AR5210 CardBus a
Sony PCWA-C300S AR5212 CardBus b/g
Sony PCWA-C500 AR5210 CardBus a
Sony PCWA-C700 AR5212 CardBus a/b
Ubiquiti SRC AR5213 CardBus a/b/g

An up to date list can be found at
http://customerproducts.atheros.com/customerproducts .

DIAGNOSTICS
ath%d: unable to attach hardware; HAL status %u The Atheros Hardware Access Layer was unable to
configure the hardware as requested.The status code is explained in the HAL include file
contrib/sys/dev/ic/athhal.h .

ath%d: failed to allocate descriptors: %d The driver was unable to allocate contiguous memory for the
transmit and receive descriptors. Thisusually indicates system memory is scarce and/or fragmented.
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ath%d: unable to setup a data xmit queue!The request to the HAL to setup the transmit queue for normal
data frames failed. Thisshould not happen.

ath%d: unable to setup a beacon xmit queue!The request to the HAL to setup the transmit queue for
802.11 beacon frames failed. Thisshould not happen.

ath%d: 802.11 address: %sThe MAC address programmed in the EEPROM is displayed.

ath%d: hard ware err or; r esetting An unrecoverable error in the hardware occurred. Errors of this sort
include unrecoverable DMA errors. The driver will reset the hardware and continue.

ath%d: rx FIFO o verrun; r esetting The receive FIFO in the hardware overflowed before the data could be
transferred to the host. This typically occurs because the hardware ran short of receive descriptors and had
no place to transfer received data. Thedriver will reset the hardware and continue.

ath%d: unable to reset hardware; hal status %u The Atheros Hardware Access Layer was unable to
reset the hardware as requested. The status code is explained in the HAL include file
contrib/sys/dev/ic/athhal.h . This should not happen.

ath%d: unable to start recv logic The driver was unable to restart frame reception. This should not hap-
pen.

ath%d: device timeout A frame dispatched to the hardware for transmission did not complete in time.The
driver will reset the hardware and continue. This should not happen.

ath%d: bogus xmit rate 0x%x An invalid transmit rate was specified for an outgoing frame. The frame is
discarded. Thisshould not happen.

ath%d: ath_chan_set: unable to reset channel %u (%u MHz)The Atheros Hardware Access Layer was
unable to reset the hardware when switching channels during scanning. This should not happen.

ath%d: unable to allocate channel table The driver was unable to allocate memory for the table used to
hold the set of available channels.

ath%d: unable to collect channel list from hal A problem occurred while querying the HAL to find the set
of available channels for the device. Thisshould not happen.

ath%d: %s: %dM -> %dM (%d ok, %d err , %d r etr) The driver’s rate control algorithm changed the
current rate for transmitting frames.This message is temporarily enabled for normal use to help in diagnos-
ing and improving the rate control algorithm. The message indicates the new and old transmit rates and the
statistics it used to decide on this change.

ath%d: failed to enable memory mapping The driver was unable to enable memory-mapped I/O to the
PCI device registers. Thisshould not happen.

ath%d: failed to enable bus masteringThe driver was unable to enable the device as a PCI bus master for
doing DMA. This should not happen.

ath%d: cannot map register spaceThe driver was unable to map the device registers into the host address
space. Thisshould not happen.

ath%d: could not map interrupt The driver was unable to allocate an IRQ for the device interrupt.This
should not happen.

ath%d: could not establish interrupt The driver was unable to install the device interrupt handler. This
should not happen.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), cardbus (4), ifmedia (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)
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HISTORY
Theath device driver first appeared inFreeBSD5.2. Itwas ported toNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
Theath driver was originally written by Sam Leffler, and was ported toNetBSD by David Young.

CAVEATS
Different regulatory domains have different default channels for adhoc mode.Seeifconfig (8) for infor-
mation on how to change the channel.Different regulatory domains may not be able to communicate with
each other with 802.11a as different regulatory domains do not necessarily have overlapping channels.

Revision A1 of the D-LINK DWL-G520 and DWL-G650 are based on an Intersil PrismGT chip and are not
supported by this driver.

Revision v2 of the Netgear WG311 is based on a Texas Instruments ACX111 and is not supported by this
driver.

Revision v3 of the Netgear WG311 is based on a Marvell Libertas 88W8335 and is not supported by this
driver.

The HAL module is constructed from a binary component and operating system-dependent source code.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, without modification, are permitted provided that the con-
ditions set forth insrc/contrib/sys/dev/ic/athhal-COPYRIGHT are observed.

BUGS
Performance in lossy environments is suboptimal.The algorithm used to select the rate for transmitted pack-
ets is very simplistic.There is no software retransmit; only hardware retransmit is used.Contributors are
encouraged to replace the existing rate control algorithm with a better one (hint: all the information needed is
available to the driver).

The driver does not fully enable power-save operation of the chip; consequently power use is suboptimal.
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NAME
atppc — driver for AT-style parallel port chip sets

SYNOPSIS
atppc ∗ at acpi?
atppc ∗ at isa? port 0x378 irq 7 drq 3 flags 0x00
atppc ∗ at isapnp?
atppc ∗ at ofisa?
atppc ∗ at pnpbios? index ?
atppc ∗ at puc? port ?
options ATPPC_VERBOSE
options ATPPC_DEBUG

DESCRIPTION
atppc supports parallel ports and provides the low lev el support needed by higher level drivers such as
ppbus (4). Thisdriver attaches where the traditionalNetBSD lpt (4) driver would ordinarily. It provides
the data transport and chip set manipulation needed by higher driver layers, such asppbus (4) andlpt (4).
This driver is designed to be one of many possible implementations supporting machine independent parallel
device support viappbus (4).

IEEE 1284 support
atppc is intended to provide to data-link like services to higher level IEEE 1284 device drivers (such as
ppbus (4)). atppc does not directly support IEEE 1284 features such as mode negotiation but rather pro-
vides the necessary infrastructure to allow a higher level driver to provide these services.

atppc does provide chip set manipulation, device handshakes (where appropriate), low-level error detec-
tion, and data transfer.

Supported data transfer modes
atppc supports the following data transfer modes: Centronics Compatible (Standard), Nibble, Byte (PS2),
Fast Centronics, ECP, and EPP. Standard and Fast Centronics modes are write only, Nibble and Byte modes
are read only, and ECP and EPP modes are bidirectional.

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), i386/pnpbios (4), isa (4), isapnp (4), lpt (4), ofisa (4), ppbus (4), puc (4)

HISTORY
Theatppc driver is based on theppc driver, which originally appeared inFreeBSD. The driver was ported
over in NetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
This manual page is based on theFreeBSDppc manual page.The information has been updated for the
NetBSD port by Gary Thorpe.

BUGS
TheFreeBSDdriver includes support for some specific chip sets, specifically detection of some non-standard
device I/O locations on the ISA bus. Thissupport was not ported over to the NetBSD version of the driver
yet.
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NAME
attimer — AT Timer (8253) driver

SYNOPSIS
attimer ∗ at acpi?
attimer0 at isa?

DESCRIPTION
The attimer driver handles the so-called AT Timer device, initially found as chip model 8253. It is used
as the main counter for the clock on the i386 port, but also offers control over the pitch of the PC speaker.

Theattimer driver currently only implements the access to the ISA register “TIMER1” which controls the
pitch of the PC speaker, and should be configured along withpcppi (4) to be of any actual use.

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), isa (4), pcppi (4)
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NAME
atu — Atmel at76c50x 802.11B wireless network interfaces

SYNOPSIS
atu ∗ at uhub? port ?

DESCRIPTION
Theatu driver provides support for wireless network adapters based around the Atmel at76c503, at76c503a,
at76c505, and at76c505a USB chipsets.

Supported features include 802.11 and 802.3 frames, power management, BSS, IBSS, ad-hoc, and host-
based access point mode.

Theatu driver encapsulates all IP and ARP traffic as 802.11 frames, however it can receive either 802.11 or
802.3 frames.Transmit speed is selectable between 1Mbps fixed, 2Mbps fixed, 2Mbps with auto fallback,
5.5Mbps, 8Mbps, or 11Mbps depending on your hardware.

Four different radio chipsets are used along with the device, each requiring a different firmware.

By default, theatu driver configures the card for BSS operation (aka infrastructure mode). This mode
requires the use of an access point (base station).

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8).

The following devices are among those supported by theatu driver:

Acer Peripherals AWL400
AcerP AWL-300
Aincomm AWU2000B
Atmel 2662W-V4
Atmel BW002
Atmel DWL-120
Atmel WL-1330
Belkin F5D6050
Geowave GW-US11S
Linksys WUSB11
Linksys WUSB11-V28
Ovislink AirLive
SMC 2662W-AR

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), netintro (4), usb (4), ifconfig (8), wiconfig (8)

AUTHORS
Theatu driver was written by Daan Vreeken and ported toOpenBSDby Theo de Raadt and David Gwynne.
TheOpenBSDdriver was then ported toNetBSD by Jesse Off〈joff@NetBSD.org〉.
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NAME
atw — ADMtek ADM8211 802.11 wireless network driver

SYNOPSIS
atw ∗ at cardbus? function ?
atw ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Theatw driver supports PCI/CardBus 802.11b wireless adapters based on the ADMtek ADM8211.

The ADM8211 is a bus-mastering 802.11 Media Access Controller (MAC) which is derived from ADMtek’s
Tulip clones (seetlp (4)). It supports contention-free traffic (with an 802.11 Point Coordinator), 64/128-bit
WEP encryption, and 802.11 power-saving. TheADM8211 integrates an RF3000 baseband processor (BBP)
by RF Microdevices.

In a typical application, the ADM8211 is coupled with an RF front-end by RFMD and a Silicon Laboratories
Si4126 RF/IF synthesizer.

With the ADM8211, the division of labor between the host and NIC is different than with firmware-based
NICs such asan(4), awi (4), andwi (4). TheADM8211 is still responsible for real-time 802.11 functions
such as sending ACK/RTS/CTS/ATIM frames, sending beacons, and answering CF polls from the access
point, but the host takes responsibility for providing 802.11 functions such as scanning, association, and
authentication. Thehost is also responsible for programming both the BBP and the RF/IF synthesizer.

atw contains incomplete support for the ADM8211’s WEP encryption/decryption engine.atw does not yet
support hardware WEP decryption, however, it will use the ADM8211’s crypto engine to encrypt transmitted
frames. Documentationfrom ADMtek claims that, in addition to the 4 128-bit shared WEP keys, the
ADM8211 will store WEP key pairs for up to 20 peers. The documentation provides no details, henceatw
does not support the 20 key-pairs.

The ADM8211 operates in 802.11 infrastructure mode (with an access point) and in 802.11 ad hoc mode
(without an access point) at 1, 2, 5.5, and 11Mbps.ADMtek says that the ADM8211 cannot operate as an
access point.

The operating mode is selected using theifconfig (8) utility. For more information on configuring this
device, seeifconfig (8) andifmedia (4).

HARDWARE
Cards supported by theatw driver include:

D-Link DWL-650 Rev. ?? CardBus card
D-Link DWL-520 Rev. C1 PCI card
LanReady WP2000 PCI card
TrendNet TEW-221PC CardBus card
Xterasys XN2511B PCI card

DIAGNOSTICS
atw0: failed to tune channel %d The driver failed to tune the radio to a new channel. Theradio remains
tuned to the old channel.

atw0: atw_si4136_write wrote %08x, SYNCTL still busy The driver waited 100ms without seeing an
indication that the ADM8211 had finished writing a register on the Si4126 RF/IF synthesizer.

atw0: device timeout The ADM8211 failed to generate an interrupt to acknowledge a transmit command.
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SEE ALSO
arp (4), cardbus (4), ifmedia (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

ADMtek, http://www.admtek.com.tw.

Silicon Laboratories, http://www.silabs.com.

RF Microdevicdes, http://www.rfmd.com.

HISTORY
Theatw device driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
Theatw driver was written by David Young〈dyoung@NetBSD.org〉. For features which the ADM8211 has
in common with the DECchip 21x4x, code was liberally borrowed fromtlp (4) by Jason Thorpe
〈thorpej@NetBSD.org〉.

BUGS
The author does not fully understand what processing the duration fields for the PLCP header and the 802.11
header undergo before they are applied to a transmitted frame. If the duration fields in transmitted frames are
incorrect, the performance of your network may suffer.

The driver does not provide rate control when the media type is set to autoselect.

The driver lets you change to hostap mode, but it does not work and it probably never will.

The driver will sometimes complain that it cannot re-tune the radio because the transmit process has not gone
idle. Theauthor is investigating.

Many features are still missing, especially WEP decryption and 802.11 power-saving.

The ad hoc mode has not been rigorously tested.IBSSs with the same SSID may not coalesce, but this
should not matter for most applications.

The driver is untested in the ad-hoc demo mode of Lucent Wav eLAN cards.

The ADM8211 supports 802.11 power-saving, however, atw does not support it yet.For time-bounded ser-
vice, the ADM8211 will interoperate with an access point which implements the 802.11 Point Coordination
Function, however, this is also not supported.

Combinations of an ADM8211 with either an Intersil or a Marvell RF front-end are not supported.
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NAME
atzsc — A2091 low lev el SCSI interface

SYNOPSIS
atzsc0 at zbus0

DESCRIPTION
The Amiga architecture uses a common machine independent scsi sub-system provided in the kernel source.
The machine independent drivers that use this code access the hardware through a common interface. (see
scsibus (4)) This common interface interacts with a machine dependent interface, such asatzsc , which
then handles the hardware specific issues.

The atzsc interface handles things such as DMA and interrupts as well as actually sending commands,
negotiating synchronous or asynchronous transfers and handling disconnect/reconnect of SCSI targets. The
hardware thatatzsc uses is based on the WD33c93 SCSI chip.

HARDWARE
Theatzsc interface supports the following Zorro II expansion cards:

A2091 Commodore SCSI adapter, manufacturer 514, product 2 or product 3

DIAGNOSTICS
sbicwait TIMEO @%d with asr=x%x csr=x%x The 33c93 code (sbic) has been waiting too long for a
SCSI chip operation to complete. %d is the line in the source fileamiga/dev/sbic.c at which the SCSI
chip timed-out. Asr and csr are status registers within the SCSI chip.

atzsc%d: abort %s: csr = 0x%02x, asr = 0x%02xA SCSI operation %s was aborted due to an error.

atzsc%d: csr == 0x%02i A error has occurred within the SCSI chip code.

atzsc%d: unexpected phase %d in icmd from %d The target described by ‘from %d’ has taken the SCSI
bus into a phase which is not expected during polled IO.

atzsc%d: unexpected phase %d in icmd from %dThe target described by ‘from %d’ has taken the SCSI
bus into a phase which is not expected during DMA IO setup.

SEE ALSO
scsibus (4)

HISTORY
Theatzsc interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.0
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NAME
auacer — Acer Labs I/O Controller Hub integrated AC’97 audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
auacer ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
The auacer device driver supports the M5455 integrated AC’97 audio controller of some Acer Labs I/O
Controller Hub.

SEE ALSO
ac97 (4), audio (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Theauacer device driver first appeared inNetBSD 3.0.

BUGS
No input supported (yet).
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NAME
audio — device-independent audio driver layer

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/audioio.h>

DESCRIPTION
Theaudio driver provides support for various audio peripherals. It provides a uniform programming inter-
face layer above different underlying audio hardware drivers. Theaudio layer provides full-duplex operation
if the underlying hardware configuration supports it.

There are four device files available for audio operation:/dev/audio , /dev/sound , /dev/audioctl ,
and/dev/mixer .

/dev/audio and/dev/sound are used for recording or playback of digital samples.

/dev/mixer is used to manipulate volume, recording source, or other audio mixer functions.

/dev/audioctl accepts the sameioctl (2) operations as/dev/sound , but no other operations.

In contrast to/dev/sound which has the exclusive open property/dev/audioctl can be opened at any
time and can be used to manipulate the audio device while it is in use.

SAMPLING DEVICES
When /dev/audio is opened, it automatically directs the underlying driver to manipulate monaural 8-bit
mu-law samples. Inaddition, if it is opened read-only (write-only) the device is set to half-duplex record
(play) mode with recording (playing) unpaused and playing (recording) paused.When /dev/sound is
opened, it maintains the previous audio sample mode and record/playback mode.In all other respects
/dev/audio and/dev/sound are identical.

Only one process may hold open a sampling device at a given time (although file descriptors may be shared
between processes once the first open completes).

On a half-duplex device, writes while recording is in progress will be immediately discarded.Similarly,
reads while playback is in progress will be filled with silence but delayed to return at the current sampling
rate. Ifboth playback and recording are requested on a half-duplex device, playback mode takes precedence
and recordings will get silence.

On a full-duplex device, reads and writes may operate concurrently without interference.If a full-duplex
capable audio device is opened for both reading and writing it will start in half-duplex play mode; full-duplex
mode has to be set explicitly.

On either type of device, if the playback mode is paused then silence is played instead of the provided sam-
ples, and if recording is paused then the process blocks inread (2) until recording is unpaused.

If a writing process does not callwrite (2) frequently enough to provide samples at the pace the hardware
consumes them silence is inserted.If the AUMODE_PLAY_ALLmode is not set the writing process must
provide enough data via subsequent write calls to “catch up” in time to the current audio block before any
more process-provided samples will be played. If a reading process does not callread (2) frequently
enough, it will simply miss samples.

The audio device is normally accessed withread (2) or write (2) calls, but it can also be mapped into user
memory withmmap(2) (when supported by the device). Oncethe device has been mapped it can no longer
be accessed by read or write; all access is by reading and writing to the mapped memory. The device appears
as a block of memory of sizebuffersize(as available via AUDIO_GETINFOor AUDIO_GETBUFINFO).
The device driver will continuously move data from this buffer from/to the audio hardware, wrapping around
at the end of the buffer. To find out where the hardware is currently accessing data in the buffer the
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AUDIO_GETIOFFSandAUDIO_GETOOFFScalls can be used. The playing and recording buffers are dis-
tinct and must be mapped separately if both are to be used. Only encodings that are not emulated (i.e. where
AUDIO_ENCODINGFLAG_EMULATEDis not set) work properly for a mapped device.

The audio device, like most devices, can be used inselect, can be set in non-blocking mode and can be set
(with a FIOASYNCioctl) to send aSIGIO when I/O is possible.The mixer device can be set to generate a
SIGIO whenever a mixer value is changed.

The followingioctl (2) commands are supported on the sample devices:

AUDIO_FLUSH
This command stops all playback and recording, clears all queued buffers, resets error counters,
and restarts recording and playback as appropriate for the current sampling mode.

AUDIO_RERROR (int)
This command fetches the count of dropped input samples into its integer argument. Thereis no
information regarding when in the sample stream they were dropped.

AUDIO_WSEEK (int)
This command fetches the count of samples that are queued ahead of the first sample in the most
recent sample block written into its integer argument.

AUDIO_DRAIN
This command suspends the calling process until all queued playback samples have been played
by the hardware.

AUDIO_GETDEV (audio_device_t)
This command fetches the current hardware device information into the audio_device_t argument.

typedef struct audio_device {
char name[MAX_AUDIO_DEV_LEN];
char version[MAX_AUDIO_DEV_LEN];
char config[MAX_AUDIO_DEV_LEN];

} a udio_device_t;

AUDIO_GETFD (int)
The command returns the current setting of the full duplex mode.

AUDIO_GETENC (audio_encoding_t)
This command is used iteratively to fetch sample encoding names and format_ids into the
input/output audio_encoding_t argument.

typedef struct audio_encoding {
int index; / ∗ input: nth encoding ∗/
char name[MAX_AUDIO_DEV_LEN]; / ∗ name of encoding ∗/
int encoding; / ∗ value for encoding parameter ∗/
int precision; / ∗ value for precision parameter ∗/
int flags;

#define AUDIO_ENCODINGFLAG_EMULATED 1 / ∗ software emulation mode ∗/
} a udio_encoding_t;

To query all the supported encodings, start with an index field of 0 and continue with successive
encodings (1, 2, ...) until the command returns an error.

AUDIO_SETFD (int)
This command sets the device into full-duplex operation if its integer argument has a non-zero
value, or into half-duplex operation if it contains a zero value. If the device does not support full-
duplex operation, attempting to set full-duplex mode returns an error.
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AUDIO_GETPROPS (int)
This command gets a bit set of hardware properties. If the hardware has a certain property the cor-
responding bit is set, otherwise it is not. The properties can have the following values:

AUDIO_PROP_FULLDUPLEX the device admits full duplex operation.
AUDIO_PROP_MMAP the device can be used withmmap(2).
AUDIO_PROP_INDEPENDENTthe device can set the playing and recording encoding parame-

ters independently.

AUDIO_GETIOFFS (audio_offset_t)

AUDIO_GETOOFFS (audio_offset_t)
This command fetches the current offset in the input(output) buffer where the audio hardware’s
DMA engine will be putting(getting) data. It mostly useful when the device buffer is available in
user space via themmap(2) call. The information is returned in the audio_offset structure.

typedef struct audio_offset {
u_int samples; / ∗ Total number of bytes transferred ∗/
u_int deltablks; / ∗ Blocks transferred since last checked ∗/
u_int offset; / ∗ Physical transfer offset in buffer ∗/

} a udio_offset_t;

AUDIO_GETINFO (audio_info_t)

AUDIO_GETBUFINFO (audio_info_t)

AUDIO_SETINFO (audio_info_t)
Get or set audio information as encoded in the audio_info structure.

typedef struct audio_info {
struct audio_prinfo play; / ∗ info for play (output) side ∗/
struct audio_prinfo record; / ∗ info for record (input) side ∗/
u_int monitor_gain; / ∗ input to output mix ∗/

/ ∗ BSD extensions ∗/
u_int blocksize; / ∗ H/W read/write block size ∗/
u_int hiwat; / ∗ output high water mark ∗/
u_int lowat; / ∗ output low water mark ∗/
u_int _ispare1;
u_int mode; / ∗ current device mode ∗/

#define AUMODE_PLAY 0x01
#define AUMODE_RECORD 0x02
#define AUMODE_PLAY_ALL 0x04 / ∗ do not do real-time correction ∗/
} a udio_info_t;

When setting the current state withAUDIO_SETINFO, the audio_info structure should first be ini-
tialized with AUDIO_INITINFO ( & info ) and then the particular values to be changed should
be set. This allows the audio driver to only set those things that you wish to change and eliminates
the need to query the device withAUDIO_GETINFOor AUDIO_GETBUFINFOfirst.

Themodefield should be set toAUMODE_PLAY, AUMODE_RECORD, AUMODE_PLAY_ALL, or a
bitwise OR combination of the three.Only full-duplex audio devices support simultaneous record
and playback.

hiwat and lowat are used to control write behavior. Writes to the audio devices will queue up
blocks until the high-water mark is reached, at which point any more write calls will block until
the queue is drained to the low-water mark.hiwat and lowat set those high- and low-water marks
(in audio blocks). The default forhiwat is the maximum value and forlowat75 % ofhiwat.
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blocksizesets the current audio blocksize. The generic audio driver layer and the hardware driver
have the opportunity to adjust this block size to get it within implementation-required limits.Upon
return from anAUDIO_SETINFOcall, the actual blocksize set is returned in this field.Normally
theblocksizeis calculated to correspond to 50ms of sound and it is recalculated when the encoding
parameter changes, but if theblocksizeis set explicitly this value becomes sticky, i.e., it remains
ev en when the encoding is changed.The stickiness can be cleared by reopening the device or set-
ting theblocksizeto 0.

struct audio_prinfo {
u_int sample_rate; / ∗ sample rate in samples/s ∗/
u_int channels; / ∗ number of channels, usually 1 or 2 ∗/
u_int precision; / ∗ number of bits/sample ∗/
u_int encoding; / ∗ data encoding (AUDIO_ENCODING_ ∗ below) ∗/
u_int gain; / ∗ volume level ∗/
u_int port; / ∗ selected I/O port ∗/
u_long seek; / ∗ BSD extension ∗/
u_int avail_ports; / ∗ available I/O ports ∗/
u_int buffer_size; / ∗ total size audio buffer ∗/
u_int _ispare[1];
/ ∗ Current state of device: ∗/
u_int samples; / ∗ number of samples ∗/
u_int eof; / ∗ End Of File (zero-size writes) counter ∗/
u_char pause; / ∗ non-zero if paused, zero to resume ∗/
u_char error; / ∗ non-zero if underflow/overflow occurred ∗/
u_char waiting; / ∗ non-zero if another process hangs in open ∗/
u_char balance; / ∗ stereo channel balance ∗/
u_char cspare[2];
u_char open; / ∗ non-zero if currently open ∗/
u_char active; / ∗ non-zero if I/O is currently active ∗/

};

Note: many hardware audio drivers require identical playback and recording sample rates, sample
encodings, and channel counts. The playing information is always set last and will prevail on such
hardware. If the hardware can handle different settings theAUDIO_PROP_INDEPENDENTprop-
erty is set.

The encoding parameter can have the following values:

AUDIO_ENCODING_ULAW mu-law encoding, 8 bits/sample
AUDIO_ENCODING_ALAW A-law encoding, 8 bits/sample
AUDIO_ENCODING_SLINEAR two’s complement signed linear encoding with the platform

byte order
AUDIO_ENCODING_ULINEAR unsigned linear encoding with the platform byte order
AUDIO_ENCODING_ADPCM ADPCM encoding, 8 bits/sample
AUDIO_ENCODING_SLINEAR_LEtwo’s complement signed linear encoding with little endian

byte order
AUDIO_ENCODING_SLINEAR_BEtwo’s complement signed linear encoding with big endian

byte order
AUDIO_ENCODING_ULINEAR_LEunsigned linear encoding with little endian byte order
AUDIO_ENCODING_ULINEAR_BEunsigned linear encoding with big endian byte order

The gain, port and balance settings provide simple shortcuts to the richer mixer interface
described below and are not obtained byAUDIO_GETBUFINFO. The gain should be in the range
[AUDIO_MIN_GAIN, AUDIO_MAX_GAIN] and the balance in the range
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[AUDIO_LEFT_BALANCE, AUDIO_RIGHT_BALANCE] with the normal setting at
AUDIO_MID_BALANCE.

The input port should be a combination of:

AUDIO_MICROPHONEto select microphone input.
AUDIO_LINE_IN to select line input.
AUDIO_CD to select CD input.

The output port should be a combination of:

AUDIO_SPEAKER to select speaker output.
AUDIO_HEADPHONEto select headphone output.
AUDIO_LINE_OUT to select line output.

The available ports can be found inavail_ports(AUDIO_GETBUFINFOonly).

buffer_sizeis the total size of the audio buffer. The buffer size divided by theblocksizegives the
maximum value forhiwat. Currently thebuffer_sizecan only be read and not set.

The seekand samplesfields are only used byAUDIO_GETINFOand AUDIO_GETBUFINFO.
seek represents the count of samples pending;samplesrepresents the total number of bytes
recorded or played, less those that were dropped due to inadequate consumption/production rates.

pausereturns the current pause/unpause state for recording or playback.For AUDIO_SETINFO,
if the pause value is specified it will either pause or unpause the particular direction.

MIXER DEVICE
The mixer device, /dev/mixer , may be manipulated withioctl (2) but does not supportread (2) or
write (2). It supports the followingioctl (2) commands:

AUDIO_GETDEV (audio_device_t)
This command is the same as described above for the sampling devices.

AUDIO_MIXER_READ (mixer_ctrl_t)

AUDIO_MIXER_WRITE (mixer_ctrl_t)
These commands read the current mixer state or set new mixer state for the specified device dev.
typeidentifies which type of value is supplied in themixer_ctrl_targument.

#define AUDIO_MIXER_CLASS 0
#define AUDIO_MIXER_ENUM 1
#define AUDIO_MIXER_SET 2
#define AUDIO_MIXER_VALUE 3
typedef struct mixer_ctrl {

int dev; / ∗ input: nth device ∗/
int type;
union {

int ord; / ∗ enum ∗/
int mask; / ∗ set ∗/
mixer_level_t value; / ∗ value ∗/

} u n;
} mixer_ctrl_t;

#define AUDIO_MIN_GAIN 0
#define AUDIO_MAX_GAIN 255
typedef struct mixer_level {

int num_channels;
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u_char level[8]; / ∗ [num_channels] ∗/
} mixer_level_t;
#define AUDIO_MIXER_LEVEL_MONO 0
#define AUDIO_MIXER_LEVEL_LEFT 0
#define AUDIO_MIXER_LEVEL_RIGHT 1

For a mixer value, thevaluefield specifies both the number of channels and the values for each
channel. Ifthe channel count does not match the current channel count, the attempt to change the
setting may fail (depending on the hardware device driver implementation). For an enumeration
value, the ord field should be set to one of the possible values as returned by a prior
AUDIO_MIXER_DEVINFOcommand. ThetypeAUDIO_MIXER_CLASSis only used for classi-
fying particular mixer device types and is not used forAUDIO_MIXER_READ or
AUDIO_MIXER_WRITE.

AUDIO_MIXER_DEVINFO (mixer_devinfo_t)
This command is used iteratively to fetch audio mixer device information into the input/output
mixer_devinfo_t argument. To query all the supported devices, start with an index field of 0 and
continue with successive devices (1, 2, ...) until the command returns an error.

typedef struct mixer_devinfo {
int index; / ∗ input: nth mixer device ∗/
audio_mixer_name_t label;
int type;
int mixer_class;
int next, prev;

#define AUDIO_MIXER_LAST -1
union {

struct audio_mixer_enum {
int num_mem;
struct {

audio_mixer_name_t label;
int ord;

} member[32];
} e ;
struct audio_mixer_set {

int num_mem;
struct {

audio_mixer_name_t label;
int mask;

} member[32];
} s ;
struct audio_mixer_value {

audio_mixer_name_t units;
int num_channels;
int delta;

} v ;
} u n;

} mixer_devinfo_t;

The label field identifies the name of this particular mixer control.The indexfield may be used as
the devfield in AUDIO_MIXER_READandAUDIO_MIXER_WRITEcommands. Thetypefield
identifies the type of this mixer control. Enumeration types are typically used for on/off style con-
trols (e.g. a mute control) or for input/output device selection (e.g. select recording input source
from CD, line in, or microphone). Set types are similar to enumeration types but any combination
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of the mask bits can be used.

The mixer_classfield identifies what class of control this is.The (arbitrary ) value set by the
hardware driver may be determined by examining themixer_classfield of the class itself, a mixer
of type AUDIO_MIXER_CLASS. For example, a mixer controlling the input gain on the line in
circuit would have a mixer_classthat matches an input class device with the name “inputs”
(AudioCinputs ), and would have alabel of “line” (AudioNline ). Mixer controls which con-
trol audio circuitry for a particular audio source (e.g. line-in, CD in, DAC output) are collected
under the input class, while those which control all audio sources (e.g. master volume, equalization
controls) are under the output class.Hardware devices capable of recording typically also have a
record class, for controls that only affect recording, and also a monitor class.

Thenextandprevmay be used by the hardware device driver to provide hints for the next and pre-
vious devices in a related set (for example, the line in level control would have the line in mute as
its “next” value). If there is no relevant next or previous value,AUDIO_MIXER_LASTis speci-
fied.

For AUDIO_MIXER_ENUMmixer control types, the enumeration values and their corresponding
names are filled in.For example, a mute control would return appropriate values paired with
AudioNon and AudioNoff . For AUDIO_MIXER_VALUEand AUDIO_MIXER_SETmixer
control types, the channel count is returned; the units name specifies what the level controls (typi-
cal values areAudioNvolume , AudioNtreble , AudioNbass ).

By convention, all the mixer devices can be distinguished from other mixer controls because they use a name
from one of theAudioC ∗ string values.

FILES
/dev/audio
/dev/audioctl
/dev/sound
/dev/mixer

SEE ALSO
audioctl (1), mixerctl (1), ioctl (2), ossaudio (3), midi (4), radio (4)

ISA bus
aria (4), ess (4), gus (4), guspnp (4), pas (4), sb (4), wss(4), ym(4)

PCI bus
auacer (4), auich (4), auixp (4), autri (4), auvia (4), azalia (4), clcs (4), clct (4), cmpci (4),
eap (4), emuxki (4), esa (4), esm(4), eso (4), fms (4), neo (4), sv (4), yds (4)

PCMCIA
esl (4)

TURBOchannel
bba (4)

USB
uaudio (4)
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BUGS
If the device is used inmmap(2) it is currently always mapped for writing (playing) due to VM system weird-
ness.
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NAME
audioamd — baseboard audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
audioamd0 at mainbus0
audioamd0 at obio0
audioamd0 at sbus0 slot ? offset ?
audio ∗at audioamd0

DESCRIPTION
The audioamd driver provides support for the baseboard audio found on sun4c and sun4m systems.The
baseboard audio driver is based on the AMD 79c30 ISDN and audio interface. Theinterface is only capable
of playing and recording 8kHz mu-law audio.

SEE ALSO
audio (4), sbus (4)
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NAME
audiocs — Crystal Semiconductor CS4231 audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
audiocs0 at sbus0 slot ? offset ?
audiocs0 at ebus?
audio ∗ at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
The audiocs driver provides support for the CS4231 audio devices on the EBus and SBus buses in sparc
and sparc64 machines.

SEE ALSO
audio (4), ebus (4), sbus (4)

BUGS
Mixer “outputs” class (AudioCoutputs ) is not yet supported.
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NAME
aue — ADMtek AN986 and AN8511 Pegasus USB Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
aue∗ at uhub?
ukphy ∗ at mii?

HARDWARE
Theaue driver supports the following adapters:

@Home USB 10/100
Abocom DSB650TX
Billionton Systems USB100
Compaq HNE-200
Corega FEther USB-TX
Corega FEther USB-TXS
D-Link DSB-650
D-Link DSB-650TX
D-Link DSB-650TX-PNA
I/O DAT A USB ETTX
Hawking UF100
Kingston KNU101TX
LinkSys USB100TX
LinkSys USB100H1
LinkSys USB10TA
Melco Inc. LU-ATX
Microsoft MN110
SOHOware NUB100
SMC 2202USB
SMC 2206USB/ETH

DESCRIPTION
The aue driver provides support for USBEthernetadapters based on the ADMtek AN986 Pegasus and
AN8511 Pegasus II chipsets.

The Pegasus contains a 10/100EthernetMAC with MII interface and is designed to work with bothEthernet
and HomePNA transceivers. Althoughdesigned to interface with 100Mbps peripherals, the existing USB
standard specifies a maximum transfer speed of 12Mbps. Users should therefore not expect to actually
achieve 100Mbps speeds with these devices.

The Pegasus supports a 64-bit multicast hash table, single perfect filter entry for the station address and
promiscuous mode.Packets are received and transmitted over separate USB bulk transfer endpoints.

Theaue driver supports the following media types:

autoselect Enable automatic selection of the media type and options.The user can man-
ually override the automatically selected mode by adding media options to the
/etc/rc.conf file.

10baseT/UTP Set 10Mbps operation.The mediaopt option can also be used to enable
full-duplex operation. Not specifying full duplex implies
half-duplex mode.
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100baseTX Set 100Mbps (fast Ethernet) operation. Themediaopt option can also be
used to enablefull-duplex operation. Notspecifyingfull duplex
implieshalf-duplex mode.

Theaue driver supports the following media options:

full-duplex Force full duplex operation. Theinterface will operate in half duplex mode if
this media option is not specified.

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8).

DIAGNOSTICS
aue%d: watchdog timeout A packet was queued for transmission and a transmit command was issued,
however the device failed to acknowledge the transmission before a timeout expired.

aue%d: no memory for rx list The driver failed to allocate an mbuf for the receiver ring.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), netintro (4), usb (4), ifconfig (8)

ADMtek AN986 data sheet, http://www.admtek.com.tw.

HISTORY
Theaue device driver first appeared inFreeBSD4.0, and inNetBSD 1.5.

AUTHORS
Theaue driver was written by Bill Paul〈wpaul@ee.columbia.edu〉.
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NAME
auich — Intel I/O Controller Hub integrated AC’97 audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
auich ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
The auich device driver supports the integrated AC’97 audio controller of the Intel I/O Controller Hub.
Supported chipsets include the i82801AA (ICH), i82801AB (ICH0), i82801BA (ICH2), i82440MX,
i82801CA (ICH3), i82801DB (ICH4), i82801EB (ICH5), i82801FB (ICH6), i82801GB/GR (ICH7), and
Intel 6300ESB. The driver also supports SiS 7012, nForce MCP, nForce2 MCP-T, nForce3 MCP-T, nForce3
250 MCP-T, nForce4, and AMD 8111.

SEE ALSO
ac97 (4), audio (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Theauich device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

BUGS
The ‘microphone’ input DMA channel is not currently supported.
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NAME
auixp — ATI IXP series integrated AC’97 audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
auixp ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
The auixp device driver supports the integrated AC’97 audio controller of the ATP IXP series I/O con-
troller hub. Supported models include all the chips that have IXP-200 base functionality for codec communi-
cation and DAC/ADC DMA support.

SEE ALSO
ac97 (4), audio (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Theauixp device driver appeared inNetBSD 2.1.

BUGS
The ‘SPDIF’ support is still rudimentary and not supported other than through the codec.‘Quadrophonic’
and ‘Dolby 5.1’ audio are supported but untested.

NetBSD 3.0 June 22, 2005 1
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NAME
aupci — PCI bridge

SYNOPSIS
aupci ∗ at aubus0 addr 0x14005000
pci ∗ at aupci?

DESCRIPTION
Theaupci driver provides support for the on-chip PCI bridge found in Alchemy Au1500 and Au1550 pro-
cessors.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Theaupci driver first appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

BUGS
Additional board-specific support in the driver is required, so it might not be supported on all Au1500 and
Au1550 designs.

DMA is not supported while the PCI is running in big endian mode.

NetBSD 3.0 February 12, 2006 1
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NAME
autoconf — diagnostics from the autoconfiguration code

DESCRIPTION
WhenNetBSD bootstraps it probes the innards of the machine on which it is running and locates controllers,
drives, and other devices, printing out what it finds on the console. This procedure is driven by a system con-
figuration table which is processed byconfig (1) and compiled into each kernel. Devices which exist in the
machine but are not configured into the kernel are not detected.

DIAGNOSTICS
CPU class not configured. You tried to bootNetBSD on a class ofCPU type which it doesn’t (or at least this
compiled version ofNetBSD doesn’t) understand.

SEE ALSO
config (1), intro (4), boot (8)

NetBSD 3.0 June 14, 2000 1
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NAME
autoconf — diagnostics from the autoconfiguration code

DESCRIPTION
WhenNetBSD bootstraps it probes the innards of the machine on which it is running and locates controllers,
drives, and other devices, printing out what it finds on the console. This procedure is driven by a system con-
figuration table which is processed byconfig (1) and compiled into each kernel. Devices which exist in the
machine but are not configured into the kernel are not detected.

DIAGNOSTICS
Support for system type %d is not present in this kernel. You tried to bootNetBSD on a class ofCPU
type which it doesn’t (or at least this compiled version ofNetBSD doesn’t) understand.

NetBSD does not yet support system type %d (%s).You tried to bootNetBSD on an unsupported system.

WARNING: can’t figur e what device matches %s.Unknown device.

PALcode not valid You tried to bootNetBSD on a system with an unknown version of the PALcode.

SEE ALSO
config (1), intro (4), boot (8)

NetBSD 3.0 September 21, 2001 1
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NAME
autoconf — diagnostics from the autoconfiguration code

DESCRIPTION
WhenNetBSD bootstraps it probes the innards of the machine on which it is running and locates controllers,
drives, and other devices, printing out what it finds on the console. This procedure is driven by a system con-
figuration table which is processed byconfig (1) and compiled into each kernel. Devices which exist in the
machine but are not configured into the kernel are not detected.

DIAGNOSTICS
CPU class not configured. You tried to bootNetBSD on a class ofCPU type which it doesn’t (or at least this
compiled version ofNetBSD doesn’t) understand.

%s at mainbus0. An Amiga internal device ‘%s’ was configured

not configured. If this line follows thefd0 at fdc0 configuration line, this diagnostic indicates that a
second floppy drive was detected, but was not configured into the kernel.

zbus0 at mainbus0 [mem 0x%x-0x%x]. The kernel is configuring AutoConfigured expansion boards.If
any Zorro II memory was detected, the virtual address of the space reserved for DMA bounce buffers is
printed.

%s at zbus0: pa 0x%x man/prod %d/%d. A Zorro expansion board was configured.pa 0x%0x is the
physical address the board was configured at.Man/prod %d/%d is the manufacturer/product codes.

%s at zbus0: pa 0x%x man/prod %d/%d not configured. A Zorro expansion board located atpa
0x%0x with a manufacturer/product code%d/%dwas found that is not configured into the kernel.

SEE ALSO
config (1), intro (4), boot (8)

NetBSD 3.0 June 14, 2000 1
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NAME
autoconf — diagnostics from the autoconfiguration code

DESCRIPTION
WhenNetBSD bootstraps it probes the innards of the machine on which it is running and locates controllers,
drives, and other devices, printing out what it finds on the console. This procedure is driven by a system con-
figuration table which is processed byconfig (1) and compiled into each kernel.

Autoconfiguration on theHP300s is similar to that on theVAX, the primary difference is in the naming con-
ventions. Onthe HP300, if devices exist which are not configured they will be ignored; if devices exist of
unsupported type they will be ignored.

Normally, the system uses the disk from which it was loaded as the root filesystem. If that is not possible, a
generic system will use ‘rd0 ’ if it e xists. If such a system is booted with theRB_ASKNAMEoption (see
reboot (2)), then the name of the root device is read from the console terminal at boot time, and any avail-
able device may be used.

DIAGNOSTICS
CPU type not configured. You tried to bootNetBSD on aCPU type which it doesn’t (or at least this com-
piled version ofNetBSD doesn’t) understand.

hpibbus%d at sc%d, ipl %d. An HP-IB was found at sc%d (the select code) with ipl%d (interrupt priority
level). NetBSD will call it hpibbus%d.

%s%d: %s.
%s%d at hpibbus%d, slave %d. An HP-IB disk or tape controller was found.For disks %s%dwill look
like ‘rd0 ’, for tapes like ‘ct0 ’. The ‘%s’ in the first line will be a product type like ‘‘7945A’’ o r ‘‘9144’’.
The slave number comes from the address select switches on the drive.

grf0 csr 0x560000
grf%d at sc%d A bit mapped display was found either at the ‘‘internal’’ address (first case) or at some
‘‘ external’’ select code (second case). If it exists, the internal display will always be unit 0.

%s%d at sc%d, ipl %d flags %d Another peripheral controller was found at the indicated select code and
with indicated interrupt priority level. ‘%s’ w ill be one ofcom(4) (single-port serial interfaces),dcm(4)
(four-port serial interfaces), orle (4) (LAN cards). Theslave number comes from the address select switches
on the interface card.

SEE ALSO
config (1), intro (4), boot (8)

4.3BSD for the HP300, in the distribution documentation package.

NetBSD 3.0 November 15, 2003 1
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NAME
autoconf — diagnostics from the autoconfiguration code

DESCRIPTION
WhenNetBSD bootstraps it probes the innards of the machine on which it is running and locates controllers,
drives, and other devices, printing out what it finds on the console. This procedure is driven by a system con-
figuration table which is processed byconfig (1) and compiled into each kernel. Devices which exist in the
machine but are not configured into the kernel are not detected.

DIAGNOSTICS
CPU class not configured. You tried to bootNetBSD on a class ofCPU type which it doesn’t (or at least this
compiled version ofNetBSD doesn’t) understand.

SEE ALSO
config (1), intro (4), boot (8)

NetBSD 3.0 February 20, 1994 1
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NAME
autoconf — diagnostics from the autoconfiguration code

DESCRIPTION
WhenNetBSD bootstraps it probes the innards of the machine on which it is running and locates controllers,
drives, and other devices, printing out what it finds on the console. This procedure is driven by a system con-
figuration table which is processed byconfig (1) and compiled into each kernel. Devices which exist in the
machine but are not configured into the kernel are usually not detected. The exception to this is the case of
NuBusexpansion boards.All NuBusslots are probed, and information about any cards found is reported even
if the card is not currently configured.

DIAGNOSTICS
%s%d at obio0: %s. The system is configuring an onboard I/O controller.

addr %x not configured. An onboard I/O controller was encountered that is not configured into the kernel.

%s at nubus%d slot %x. The system is configuring a NuBus expansion card in slot %x.

%s at nubus%d slot %x: %s (Vendor: %s, Part: %s Type: %x %x %x %x) not configur ed. A NuBus
expansion card was encountered that is not configured into the kernel. ‘Vendor’ is the manufacturer of the
board, ‘Part’ is the name of the board, and ‘Type’ is the Apple-defined type.

%s: channel %d not configured. A serial device channel was encountered that is not configured into the
kernel.

%s at %s not configured. A device which was configured into the kernel was unable to properly initialize
itself.

SEE ALSO
config (1), intro (4), boot (8)

NetBSD 3.0 July 17, 1997 1
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NAME
autoconf — diagnostics from the autoconfiguration code

DESCRIPTION
WhenNetBSD bootstraps it probes the innards of the machine on which it is running and locates controllers,
drives, and other devices, printing out what it finds on the console. This procedure is driven by a system con-
figuration table which is processed byconfig (1) and compiled into each kernel. Devices which exist in the
machine but are not configured into the kernel are not detected.

SEE ALSO
config (1), intro (4), boot (8)

NetBSD 3.0 April 8, 2001 1
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NAME
autoconf — diagnostics from the autoconfiguration code

DESCRIPTION
WhenNetBSD bootstraps it probes the innards of the machine on which it is running and locates controllers,
drives, and other devices, printing out what it finds on the console. This procedure is driven by a system con-
figuration table which is processed byconfig (1) and compiled into each kernel. Devices which exist in the
machine but are not configured into the kernel are not detected.

DIAGNOSTICS
Sorry, the kernel isn’t configured for this model. You tried to boot aNetBSD kernel which was not config-
ured to support your MVME board.

Sorry, NetBSD doesn’t support this model yet. You tried to bootNetBSD on an MVME board which is
not yet supported.

SEE ALSO
config (1), intro (4), boot (8)

NetBSD 3.0 November 28, 1999 1
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NAME
autoconf — diagnostics from the autoconfiguration code

DESCRIPTION
WhenNetBSD bootstraps it probes the innards of the machine on which it is running and locates controllers,
drives, and other devices, printing out what it finds on the console. This procedure is driven by a system con-
figuration table which is processed byconfig (1) and compiled into each kernel. Devices which exist in the
machine but are not configured into the kernel are not detected.

DIAGNOSTICS
CPU type (0x%x) not supported. You tried to bootNetBSD on a type ofCPU type which it doesn’t (or at
least this compiled version ofNetBSD doesn’t) understand.

SEE ALSO
config (1), intro (4), boot (8)

NetBSD 3.0 September 21, 2001 1
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NAME
autoconf — diagnostics from the autoconfiguration code

DESCRIPTION
WhenNetBSD bootstraps it probes the innards of the machine on which it is running and locates controllers,
drives, and other devices, printing out what it finds on the console. This procedure is driven by a system con-
figuration table which is processed byconfig (1) and compiled into each kernel. Devices which exist in the
machine but are not configured into the kernel are not detected.

DIAGNOSTICS
CPU class not configured. You tried to bootNetBSD on a class ofCPU type which it doesn’t (or at least this
compiled version ofNetBSD doesn’t) understand.

SEE ALSO
config (1), intro (4), boot (8)

NetBSD 3.0 February 20, 1994 1
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NAME
autoconf — diagnostics from the autoconfiguration code

DESCRIPTION
WhenNetBSD bootstraps it probes the innards of the machine on which it is running and locates controllers,
drives, and other devices, printing out what it finds on the console. This procedure is driven by a system con-
figuration table which is processed byconfig (1) and compiled into each kernel. Devices which exist in the
machine but are not configured into the kernel are not detected.

DIAGNOSTICS
CPU class not configured. You tried to bootNetBSD on a class ofCPU type which it doesn’t (or at least this
compiled version ofNetBSD doesn’t) understand.

SEE ALSO
config (1), intro (4), boot (8)

NetBSD 3.0 February 20, 1994 1
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NAME
autoconf — diagnostics from the autoconfiguration code

DESCRIPTION
WhenNetBSD bootstraps it probes the innards of the machine on which it is running and locates controllers,
drives, and other devices, printing out what it finds on the console. This procedure is driven by a system con-
figuration table which is processed byconfig (1) and compiled into each kernel. Devices which exist in the
machine but are not configured into the kernel are not detected.

DIAGNOSTICS
CPU class not configured. You tried to bootNetBSD on a class ofCPU type which it doesn’t (or at least this
compiled version ofNetBSD doesn’t) understand.

SEE ALSO
config (1), intro (4), boot (8)

NetBSD 3.0 February 20, 1994 1
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NAME
autoconf — diagnostics from the autoconfiguration code

DESCRIPTION
WhenNetBSD bootstraps it probes the innards of the machine on which it is running and locates controllers,
drives, and other devices. Eachitem found is recorded on the console. This procedure is driven by a system
configuration table which is processed byconfig (1) and compiled into each kernel.

On theVAX, devices inNEXUS slots are normally noted, thus memory controllers,UNIBUS andMASSBUS
adaptors. Devices which are not supported which are found inNEXUS slots are noted also. The Q-bus on
theMICROVAX is configured in the same way as theUNIBUS.

MASSBUSdevices are located by a very deterministic procedure sinceMASSBUSspace is completely probe-
able. If devices exist which are not configured they will be silently ignored; if devices exist of unsupported
type they will be noted.

UNIBUS devices are located by probing to see if their control-status registers respond.If not, they are
silently ignored.If the control status register responds but the device cannot be made to interrupt, a diagnos-
tic warning will be printed on the console and the device will not be available to the system.

Normally, the system uses the disk from which it was loaded as the root filesystem. If that is not possible, a
generic system will pick its root device as the “best” available device (MASSBUSdisks are better thanSMD
UNIBUS disks are better thanRK07s; the device must be drive 0 to be considered). Ifsuch a system is booted
with theRB_ASKNAMEoption (seereboot (2)), then the name of the root device is read from the console
terminal at boot time, and any available device may be used.

DIAGNOSTICS
cpu type %d not configured. You tried to bootNetBSD on aCPU type which it doesn’t (or at least this
compiled version ofNetBSD doesn’t) understand.

mba%d at tr%d. A MASSBUSadapter was found intr%d (the NEXUS slot number).NetBSD will call it
mba%d.

%d mba’s not configured. More MASSBUSadapters were found on the machine than were declared in the
machine configuration; the excessMASSBUSadapters will not be accessible.

uba%d at tr%d. A UNIBUS adapter was found intr%d (the NEXUS slot number).NetBSD will call it
uba%d.

dr32 unsupported (at tr %d). A DR32 interface was found in aNEXUS, for whichNetBSD does not have a
driver.

ci unsupported (at tr %d). A CI interface was found in aNEXUS, for whichNetBSD does not have a driver.

mcr%d at tr%d. A memory controller was found intr%d (the NEXUS slot number).NetBSD will call it
mcr%d.

5 mcr’ s unsupported. NetBSD supports only 4 memory controllers perCPU.

mpm unsupported (at tr%d). Multi-port memory is unsupported in the sense thatNetBSD does not know
how to poll it for ECCerrors.

%s%d at mba%d dri ve %d. A tape formatter or a disk was found on theMASSBUS; for disks%s%dwill
look like “hp0 ”, for tape formatters like “ht1 ”. The drive number comes from the unit plug on the drive or
in theTM formatter (noton the tape drive; see below).

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 1
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%s%d at %s%d slave %d. (For MASSBUS devices). Whichwould look like “tu0 at ht0 slave
0”, where “tu0 ” is the name for the tape device and “ht0 ” is the name for the formatter. A tape slave was
found on the tape formatter at the indicated drive number (on the front of the tape drive). UNIX will call the
device, e.g., “tu0 ”.

%s%d at uba%d csr %o vec %o ipl %x. The device %s%d, e.g. “dz0 ” was found onuba%d at control-
status register address ‘%o’ and with device vector ‘%o’. Thedevice interrupted at priority level ‘ %x’.

%s%d at uba%d csr %o zero vector. The device did not present a valid interrupt vector, rather presented
0 (a passive release condition) to the adapter.

%s%d at uba%d csr %o didn’t interrupt. The device did not interrupt, likely because it is broken, hung,
or not the kind of device it is advertised to be.

%s%d at %s%d slave %d. (For UNIBUS devices). Whichwould look like “up0 at sc0 slave 0 ”,
where “up0 ” is the name of a disk drive and “sc0 ” i s the name of the controller. Analogous toMASSBUS
case.

SEE ALSO
config (1), intro (4), boot (8)

HISTORY
Theautoconf feature appeared in 4.1BSD.

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 2
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NAME
autri — Trident 4DWAVE-DX/NX, SiS 7018, ALi M5451 audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
autri ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?
midi ∗ at autri?

DESCRIPTION
Theautri device driver supports the AC’97 audio controller found in Trident 4DWAVE-DX/NX, SiS 7018
and ALi M5451.

SEE ALSO
ac97 (4), audio (4), midi (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Theautri device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

NetBSD 3.0 June 22, 2005 1
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NAME
auvia — VIA VT82C686A/VT8233/VT8235/VT8237 integrated AC’97 audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
auvia ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
The auvia device driver supports the integrated AC’97 audio controller of the VIA Technologies
VT82C686A/VT8233/VT8235/VT8237 Southbridge chip found on some motherboards.

SEE ALSO
ac97 (4), audio (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Theauvia device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

NetBSD 3.0 June 22, 2005 1
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NAME
auxreg — Sun SPARC auxiliary register

SYNOPSIS
auxreg0 at mainbus0 # sun4c
auxreg0 at obio0 # s un4m
options BLINK

DESCRIPTION
The auxreg device contains controls for the front panel LED and various status bits for theSPARC
sparc/fdc (4) floppy controller.

options BLINK Force the front panel LED to blink.

SEE ALSO
sparc/fdc (4)

HISTORY
Theauxreg appeared inNetBSD 1.0.

NetBSD 3.0 February 24, 2006 1
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NAME
awacs — Apple audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
awacs ∗ at obio?
audio ∗ at awacs?

DESCRIPTION
Theawacs (audio wav eform amplifier and converter for sound) driver provides support for the audio hard-
ware found in many Apple PowerMacs.

SEE ALSO
audio (4)

HISTORY
Theawacs device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.1.

AUTHORS
Theawacs driver was written by Tsubai Masanari.

BUGS
This driver needs more testing.

This manual page needs more precision and detail.

NetBSD 3.0 May 9, 2001 1
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NAME
awi — AMD PCnetMobile IEEE 802.11 PCMCIA wireless network driver

SYNOPSIS
awi ∗ at pcmcia? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Theawi driver supports various IEEE 802.11 wireless cards that run AMD PCnetMobile firmware based on
the AMD 79c930 controller with the Intersil (formerly Harris) PRISM radio chipset. It provides access to
32kb of memory shared between the controller and the host.All host/device interaction is accomplished via
this shared memory, which can be accessed either via PCMCIA or I/O memory spaces.The awi driver
encapsulates all IP and ARP traffic in 802.11 frames.

The driver works both in infrastructure mode and in ad-hoc (independent BSS) mode.

In infrastructure mode, it communicates with an Access Point, which serves as a link-layer bridge between
an Ethernet segment and the wireless network. An access point also provides roaming capability, which
allows a wireless node to move between access points.

In ad-hoc mode, the device communicates peer to peer. Although it is more efficient to communicate
between wireless nodes, the coverage is limited spatially due to the lack of roaming capability.

In addition to these two modes in the IEEE 802.11 specification, theawi driver also supports a variant of ad-
hoc mode outside of the spec for DS radio cards. This makes it possible to communicate with the Wav eLAN
ad-hoc mode ofwi (4) driver. The NWID has no effect in this mode.

Another mode added to theawi driver can be used with old Melco access points with 2Mbps cards.This
mode actually uses the IEEE 802.11 ad-hoc mode with encapsulation of raw Ethernet packets (including
headers) in 802.11 frames.

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8) andifmedia (4).

HARDWARE
Cards supported by theawi driver include:

BayStack 650 1Mbps Frequency Hopping PCCARD adapter
BayStack 660 2Mbps Direct Sequence PCCARD adapter
Icom SL-200 2Mbps Direct Sequence PCCARD adapter
Melco WLI-PCM 2Mbps Direct Sequence PCCARD adapter
NEL SSMagic 2Mbps Direct Sequence PCCARD adapter
Netwav eAirSurfer Plus

1Mbps Frequency Hopping PCCARD adapter
Netwav eAirSurfer Pro

2Mbps Direct Sequence PCCARD adapter
Nokia C020 WLAN

2Mbps Direct Sequence PCCARD adapter
Farallon SkyLINE 2Mbps Direct Sequence PCCARD adapter
Zoom Air Model 4000

The original Xircom Netwav eAirSurfer is supported by thecnw(4) driver, and the PRISM-II cards are sup-
ported by thewi (4) driver.

MEDIA SELECTION
In addition to default Auto media type, the DS cards supportDS1andDS2media types, while the FH cards
support theFH1 media type.For each media type, theadhocmediaopt can be used to indicate to the driver
to operate in ad-hoc mode.Theflag0mediaopt should be used only with old access points, which operate in

NetBSD 3.0 January 2, 2006 1
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IBSS mode.For DS radio cards, theadhoc,flag0mediaopt can be used forwi (4) compatible Wav eLAN ad-
hoc mode.

DIAGNOSTICS
awi0: no suitable CIS info found The device cannot be mapped due to a resource conflict.Or, the device
failed to initialize its firmware.

awi0: failed to complete selftest (%s)The device failed to complete its self test. In some circumstances,
resetting device after power on fails. Re-insertingthe card or setting the interface up and then down again
(usingifconfig (8)) may also be helpful.

awi0: transmit timeout The device failed to generate an interrupt to acknowledge a transmitted packet.

awi0: failed to lock interrupt The system was unable to obtain the lock to access shared memory.

awi0: command %d failed %x The device failed to complete the request from the system.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), cnw(4), ifmedia (4), netintro (4), pcmcia (4), wi (4), ifconfig (8), wiconfig (8)

Am79C930 PCnet Mobile Single-Chip Wireless LAN Media Access Controller, http://www.amd.com.

HISTORY
Theawi device driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

AUTHORS
The initial version of theawi driver was written by Bill Sommerfeld〈sommerfeld@NetBSD.org〉. It was
then completely rewritten to support cards with the DS phy and ad-hoc mode by
Atsushi Onoe〈onoe@NetBSD.org〉.

NetBSD 3.0 January 2, 2006 2
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NAME
axe — ASIX AX88172 USB Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
axe ∗ at uhub?
XXphy∗ at mii?

HARDWARE
Theaxe driver supports the following adapters:

Corega FEther USB2-TX
D-Link DUB-E100
Linksys USB 200M
Melco LUA-U2-KTX
Netgear FA120
Sitecom LN029
Systemtalks SGCX2UL

DESCRIPTION
Theaxe driver provides support for USB (2.0)Ethernetadapters based on the ASIX AX88172 chip.

The chip contains a 10/100EthernetMAC with MII interface and is designed to work with bothEthernetand
HomePNA transceivers. Thechip also supports USB 2.0, thereby accommodating 100 Mb/s data rates.

Theaxe driver supports the following media types:

autoselect Enable automatic selection of the media type and options.

10baseT/UTP Set 10Mbps operation.The mediaopt option can also be used to enable
full-duplex operation. Not specifying full duplex implies
half-duplex mode.

100baseTX Set 100Mbps (fast Ethernet) operation. Themediaopt option can also be
used to enablefull-duplex operation. Notspecifyingfull duplex
implieshalf-duplex mode.

Theaxe driver supports the following media options:

full-duplex Force full duplex operation. Theinterface will operate in half duplex mode if
this media option is not specified.

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8).

SEE ALSO
arp (4), netintro (4), usb (4), ifconfig (8)

ASIX AX88172 data sheet, http://www.asix.com.tw.

HISTORY
Theaxe device driver first appeared inFreeBSDand was ported toNetBSD 3.0. It replaces theNetBSD uax
driver.

NetBSD 3.0 October 23, 2004 1
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NAME
az — Aztech/PackardBell radio card device driver

SYNOPSIS
az0 at isa? port 0x350
az1 at isa? port 0x358
radio ∗ at az?

DESCRIPTION
Theaz driver provides support for the Aztech/PackardBell radio cards.

The Aztech/PackardBell cards are stereo FM tuners that allow tuning in the 87.5-108.0 MHz range.They are
capable of reporting signal status (tuned/not tuned, stereo/mono signal) and forcing audio output to mono.

The Aztech cards use only one I/O port.The I/O port is set by the driver to the value specified in the config-
uration file. The I/O port must be one of 0x350 and 0x358.

SEE ALSO
isa (4), radio (4)

HISTORY
Theaz device driver appeared inOpenBSD3.0 andNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
The az driver was written by Vladimir Popov and Maxim Tsyplakov. The man page was written by
Vladimir Popov.

BUGS
It is impossible to determine to which frequency the card is tuned. Thus, the driver will report an internally
stored value even if it is not correct (changed by some program that uses direct port access).

NetBSD 3.0 October 8, 2001 1
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NAME
azalia — Generic High Definition Audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
azalia ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?

options AZALIA_DEBUG

DESCRIPTION
Theazalia device driver is expected to support any PCI device which is compliant to the High Definition
Audio Specification 1.0.Known supported controllers are Intel 82801F (ICH6) and Intel 82801G (ICH7).
Known supported codecs are Realtek ALC260, ALC880, ALC882, Analog Devices AD1981HD, CMedia
CMI9880, Sigmatel STAC9221, and STAC9221D.

SEE ALSO
audio (4), pci (4) http://www.intel.com/standards/hdaudio/

HISTORY
Theazalia device driver appeared inNetBSD 3.0.

BUGS
Non-PCM encodings such as Float32 and AC-3 are not supported.

There is no way to use 20bit or 24bit precision because of a limitation of the MI audio framework.
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NAME
bah — ARCnet network driver for SMC COM90C26 based boards

SYNOPSIS
bah∗ at zbus0

DESCRIPTION
Thebah interface provides access to the 2.5 Mb/s ARCnet network via theSMC COM90C26 + COM90C32
ARCnet chip set.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Theinter-
face MTU is 507 for protocols that do not use link level f ragmentation and 60480 bytes for the others. The
routing layer may specify additional limits.
Currently supported protocols are IPv4(+ARP), and IPv6.

IP VERSION 4 CONSIDERATIONS
When the NOARP flag is set on thebah interface, it does not employ the address resolution protocol
described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Internet and Ethernet addresses on the local network.
Instead, it uses the least significant 8 bits of the IP address as hardware address, as described in RFC 1051
and RFC1201.

With the IFF_LINK0 flag cleared, IP and ARP encoding is done according to the deprecated, but popular
among Amiga users, RFC 1051 encoding (that is, with simple header, packet type 240 / 241), and the MTU
is 507.

With the IFF_LINK0 flag set, IP/ARP/RARP encoding is done according to RFC 1201 (that is, with Packet
Header Definition Standard header and packet type 212/213). The MTU is normally 1500.

When switching between the two modes, do aifconfig interfacename down up to switch the
MTU.

When the IFF_LINK2 flag is set, ARP packets are sent with the protocol type encoded as it would be in the
ARCnet header, and decoded to the right protocol encoding on reception. According to "assigned numbers",
this is wrong, but some legacy software (namely, AmiTCP 3.0beta) shows this bug.

HARDWARE
Thebah interface supports the following Zorro II expansion cards:

A2060 Commodore’s ARCnet card, manufacturer 514, product 9

AMERISTARAmeristar’s ARCnet card, manufacturer 1053, product 9

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), intro (4), ifconfig (8)

P.A. Prindeville, "Standard for the transmission of IP datagrams and ARP packets over ARCNET networks.",
RFC, 1051, March 1988.

D. Provan, "Transmitting IP traffic over ARCNET networks.",RFC, 1201, February 1991.

I. Souvatzis, "Transmission of IPv6 Packets over ARCnet Networks.",RFC, 2497, January 1999.

ARCnet Packet Header Definition Standard, Novell Inc., 1989

STANDARDS
RFC 1051/RFC1201 with ARP, or without, using direct mapping of lower 8 IP address bits instead.
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HISTORY
TheAmiga bah interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.1. ARPsupport was added inNetBSD 1.3.

AUTHORS
Ignatios Souvatzis

NetBSD 3.0 May 31, 1995 2
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NAME
battery — support for batteries and related functionality in Apple Powerbook 2400, 3400 and 3500 (also
known as Original PowerBook G3)

SYNOPSIS
battery ∗ at pmu?

DESCRIPTION
Thebattery driver provides support for batteries and hardware sensors found in 1st generation PCI-based
PowerBooks, currently it only exports a few sensors via theenvsys (4) interface, including battery charge,
voltage, CPU and battery temperature and AC power availability.

SEE ALSO
envsys (4), pmu(4), envstat (8)

BUGS
There is no APM emulation right now and the battery current sensor may return misleading or wrong data.
This driver is considered preliminary and may be replaced at some point.

NetBSD 3.0 April 2, 2008 1
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NAME
bba — IOASIC Baseboard Audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
bba0 at ioasic? offset ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
The bba driver provides support for the IOASIC baseboard audio found on DEC 3000/300, 3000/500
(NetBSD/alpha) and DEC Personal DECstation (NetBSD/pmax) systems. The baseboard audio driver is
based on the AMD 79c30 ISDN and audio interface. Theinterface is only capable of playing and recording
8kHz mu-law audio.

SEE ALSO
audio (4), ioasic (4)

HISTORY
Thebba device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5. Thename for the driver was adopted from the same driver
in ULTRIX.
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NAME
bce — Broadcom BCM4401 Ethernet device driver

SYNOPSIS
bce ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The bce provides support for the Broadcom BCM4401 10/100 Ethernet card.Other cards from the 440x
series may also be supported.

SEE ALSO
bge (4), mii (4), ukphy (4)

HISTORY
Thebce driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.2.

AUTHORS
Cliff Wright 〈cliff@snipe444.org〉

BUGS
There is no VLAN support.

There is no flow control support.

Multicast is not using the packet filter and is in the accept all multicast mode.
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NAME
bcsp — BlueCore Serial Protocol driver

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device bcsp

DESCRIPTION
Thebcsp driver provides atty (4) line discipline to send and receive BlueCore Serial Protocol packets over
a serial line, as described in the "BlueCore Serial Protocol( BCSP ) "specification.

Moreover, the bcsp supports BCSP Link Establishment Protocol, as described in the "BCSP Link
Establishment Protocol" specification.

SEE ALSO
bluetooth (4), btuart (4), btattach (8)

HISTORY
Thebcsp device appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

BUGS
Thebcsp not support configuration for baud rate yet.

AUTHORS
KIYOHARA Takashi〈kiyohara@kk.iij4u.or.jp〉
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NAME
be — SPARC Fast Ethernet interface

SYNOPSIS
qec ∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ?
be∗ at qec?

DESCRIPTION
Thebe interface provides access to the 10Mb/s and 100Mb/s (half duplex only) Ethernet networks. Thebe
is found on the Sun 10/100 Mbit Ethernet boards (Sun part number SUNW,501-2450).

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Thebe
interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Internet
and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

The be is not capable of link autonegotiation, so a media type must be specified withifconfig (8). The
supported media types are:

media 100baseTX
Use 100Mbps, half duplex

media 10baseT
Use 10Mbps, half duplex

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), inet (4), intro (4), netintro (4), sbus (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Support for thebe first appeared inNetBSD 1.4.
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NAME
bge — Broadcom BCM570x family Gigabit Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
bge∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

Configuration of PHYs may also be necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
The bge device driver supports Gigabit Ethernet interfaces based on the Broadcom BCM570x family of
Gigabit Ethernet chips. The interfaces supported by thebge driver include:

• 3Com 3c996-T (10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T)

• Dell PowerEdge 2550 integrated BCM5700 NIC (10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T)

• IBM x235 server integrated BCM5703x NIC (10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T)

• Netgear GA302T (10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T)

• SysKonnect SK-9D21 (10BASE-T/100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T)

• SysKonnect SK-9D41 (1000BASE-SX)

The BCM570x family supports IPv4/TCP/UDP checksumming in hardware. Thebge driver supports this
feature of the chip. Seeifconfig (8) for information on how to enable this feature.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), bce (4), ifmedia (4), mii (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thebge driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.1.

AUTHORS
The bge driver was written by Bill Paul 〈wpaul@windriver.com〉 for FreeBSDand ported toNetBSD by
Frank van der Linden〈fvdl@wasabisystems.com〉, Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@wasabisystems.com〉 and
Jonathan Stone〈jonathan@dsg.stanford.edu〉.

NetBSD 3.0 January 31, 2003 1
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NAME
bha , bt — Buslogic SCSI adapter driver

SYNOPSIS
bha0 at isa? port 0x330 irq ? drq ?
bha∗ at eisa? slot ?
bha∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
scsibus ∗ at bha?

DESCRIPTION
Thebha driver supports the followingBuslogic SCSIadapters:

Buslogic ISA BT-445
Buslogic EISA BT-74x
Buslogic PCI BT-9[45][68]

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4)

HISTORY
In NetBSD 1.2 and earlier, this driver was namedbt but was renamed tobha in later releases.

BUGS
TheBuslogicBT-930 is not supported in this driver.

TheBuslogicBT-445S has a problem in early hardware and firmware revisions which prevents proper opera-
tion on a system with more than 16MB of RAM.Hardware revision D and firmware revision 3.37 should be
considered minimum requirements for using this board on systems configured in this manner.
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NAME
bio — Block IO ioctl tunnel pseudo-device

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device bio

DESCRIPTION
The bio driver provides userland applicationsioctl (2) access to devices otherwise not found as/dev
nodes. The/dev/bio device node operates by delegating ioctl calls to a requested device driver. Only
drivers which have registered with thebio device can be accessed via this interface.

The following device drivers register withbio for volume management:

arcmsr (4) Areca Technology Corporation SATA RAID controller
cac (4) Compaq RAID array controller
ciss (4) Compaq Smart ARRAY 5/6 SAS/SATA/SCSI RAID controller
mfi (4) LSI Logic & Dell MegaRAID SAS RAID controller

The following ioctl calls apply to thebio device:

BIOCLOCATE Locate a named device and give back a cookie to the application for subsequent
ioctl calls. The cookie is used to tunnel further ioctls to the right device.

BIOCINQ Retrieve number of volumes and physical disks for a specific device.

BIOCDISK Retrieve detailed information for the specified physical disk.Information returned
can include status, size, channel, target, lun, vendor name, serial number, and pro-
cessor device (ses or safte).

BIOCDISK_NOVOL Is just the same asBIOCDISKbut doesn’t require the disks to be in volume sets, so
this applies to any physical disk connected to the controller.

Note: this ioctl might not be supported on all hardware.

BIOCVOL Retrieve detailed information for the specified volume. Informationreturned can
include status, size, RAID level, number of disks, device name association (sd?)
and vendor name.

BIOCALARM Control the alarm beeper on the device. Supportedstates are: disable alarm, enable
alarm, silence alarm, status and test alarm.

Note: Theseoptions might not be supported on all hardware.

BIOCBLINK Blink an LED of the specified physical disk. Supported blink states are: blink LED,
unblink LED and blink alarm LED.

Note: Thisoption is only supported if the disk is governed by ses(4) or safte(4) and
the hardware supports hardware blinking.

BIOCSETSTATE Alter the state of specified physical disk. Supported states are: create/remove hot-
spare, create/remove pass through disk, start/stop consistency check in a volume,
online disk and offline disk.

Note: Theseoptions might not be supported on all hardware.

BIOCVOLOPS For operations in volume sets. It’s able to create and remove a volume set in a sup-
ported RAID controller.

Note: this ioctl might not be supported on all hardware.

NetBSD 3.0 May 25, 2008 1
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FILES
/dev/bio ioctl tunnel device

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), bioctl (8)

HISTORY
Thebio driver first appeared inOpenBSD3.2 andNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
The bio driver was written by Niklas Hallqvist〈niklas@openbsd.org〉. The API was written by Marco
Peereboom〈marco@openbsd.org〉 and was extended even more for NetBSD by Juan Romero Pardines
〈xtraeme@netbsd.org〉.

NetBSD 3.0 May 25, 2008 2
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NAME
bktr — Brooktree 848 compatible TV card driver

SYNOPSIS
bktr ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
radio ∗ at bktr?

#include <dev/ic/bt8xx.h>

options BKTR_OVERRIDE_CARD=n
options BKTR_OVERRIDE_TUNER=n
options BKTR_OVERRIDE_DBX=n
options BKTR_OVERRIDE_MSP=n
options BKTR_SYSTEM_DEFAULT=n
options BKTR_USE_PLL
options BKTR_GPIO_ACCESS
options BKTR_NO_MSP_RESET

DESCRIPTION
This driver supports video capture (frame grabber) and TV tuner cards based on theBrooktree Bt848, Bt848A,
Bt849A, Bt878, and Bt879chips.

Supported cards include most cards byAV erMedia, Hauppauge, Leadtek, Miro, Pinnacle, Pixelview, Terratec, and
some other companies, especially all cards based on theBrooktree Bt848, Bt848A, Bt849A, Bt878, or Bt879
chips. Anotable exception are theATI All-in-Wondercards.

The following kernel configuration options are available:

options BKTR_OVERRIDE_CARD=n
If the card is not recognized correctly by the auto-detection routine, it can be overridden by setting this
option to the appropriate value. Thefollowing values are allowed:
1 Pinnacle Systems (Miro) TV,
2 Hauppauge WinCast/TV,
3 STB TV/PCI,
4 Intel Smart Video III and Videologic Captivator PCI,
5 IMS TV Turbo,
6 AV erMedia TV/FM,
7 MMAC Osprey,
8 NEC PK-UG-X017,
9 I/O DAT A GV-BCTV2/PCI,
10 Animation Technologies FlyVideo,
11 Zoltrix TV,
12 KISS TV/FM PCI,
13 Video Highway Xtreme,
14 Askey/Dynalink Magic TView,
15 Leadtek WinFast TV 2000/VC100,
16 TerraTec TerraTV+, and
17 TerraTec TValue.

options BKTR_OVERRIDE_TUNER=n
If the TV tuner is not recognized correctly by the auto-detection routine, it can be overridden by setting this
option to the appropriate value. Known values are:
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1 Temic NTSC,
2 Temic PAL,
3 Temic SECAM,
4 Philips NTSC,
5 Philips PAL,
6 Philips SECAM,
7 Temic PAL I,
8 Philips PAL I,
9 Philips FR1236 NTSC FM,
10 Philips FR1216 PAL FM,
11 Philips FR1236 SECAM FM,
12 ALPS TSCH5 NTSC FM, and
13 ALPS TSBH1 NTSC.

options BKTR_OVERRIDE_DBX=n
To override detection of the BTSC (dbx) chip, set this to1 if you have one, or0 if not.

options BKTR_OVERRIDE_MSP=n
To override detection of the MSP 34xx chip, set this to1 if you have one, or0 if not.

options BKTR_SYSTEM_DEFAULT=n
If this option is set toBROOKTREE_PALdefault to PAL, else to NTSC.

options BKTR_USE_PLL
Default to PLL instead of XTAL.

options BKTR_GPIO_ACCESS
Useioctl ()s for direct GPIO access.

options BKTR_NO_MSP_RESET
Skip the MSP reset.This option is handy if you initialize the MSP audio in another operating system first
and then do a soft reboot.

VIDEO CAPTURE INTERF ACE
The video capture interface tobktr is accessed through the/dev/bktrN devices. Thefollowing
ioctl (2) commands are supported on the Brooktree848 video capture interface:

METEORSFMTunsigned long ∗
This command sets the video format, also sometimes referred to as the video norm. The supported
formats are:

METEOR_FMT_NTSC NTSC
METEOR_FMT_PAL PAL
METEOR_FMT_SECAM SECAM
METEOR_FMT_AUTOMODE hardware default

METEORGFMTunsigned long ∗
This command retrieves the current video format to theunsigned long ∗ argument.

METEORSETGEOstruct meteor_geomet ∗
This command sets the video properties that affect the bit size of a frame throught the
meteor_geomet ∗ argument.

struct meteor_geomet {
u_short rows; / ∗ height in pixels ∗/
u_short columns; / ∗ width in pixels ∗/
u_short frames;
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u_long oformat;
}

The framesfield is the number of frames to buffer. Currently only 1 frame is supported for most
operations.

Theoformatfield is a bit-field describing the output pixel format type and which video fields to cap-
ture. Thefollowing are supported pixel format types:
.Pp

METEOR_GEO_RGB16 16-bit RGB
METEOR_GEO_RGB24 24-bit RGB in 32 bits
METEOR_GEO_YUV_PACKED 16-bit 4:2:2 YUV
METEOR_GEO_YUV_PLANAR 16-bit 4:2:2 YUV
METEOR_GEO_YUV_UNSIGNEDunsigned UV
METEOR_GEO_YUV_422
METEOR_GEO_YUV_12
METEOR_GEO_YUV_9

The following are supported field capture modes:

METEOR_GEO_ODD_ONLY only odd fields
METEOR_GEO_EVEN_ONLY only even fields

By default, frames will consist of both the odd and even fields.

METEORGSUPPIXFMTstruct meteor_pixfmt ∗
This command is used interatively to fetch descriptions of supported output pixel formats into the
meteor_pixfmt ∗ argument.

struct meteor_pixfmt {
u_int index;
METEOR_PIXTYPE type;
u_int Bpp; / ∗ bytes per pixel ∗/
u_long masks[3]; / ∗ YUV bit masks ∗/
unsigned swap_bytes :1;
unsigned swap_shorts:1;

};

To query all the supported formats, start with an index field of 0 and continue with successive
encodings (1, 2, ...) until the command returns an error.

METEORSACTPIXFMTint ∗
This command sets the active pixel format. Theint ∗ argument is the index of the pixel format as
returned byMETEORGSUPPIXFMT.

METEORGACTPIXFMTint ∗
This command fetches the active pixel format index into theint ∗ argument.

METEORSINPUTunsigned long ∗
This command sets the input port of the Brooktree848 device. Thefollowing are supported input
ports:

METEOR_INPUT_DEV0 composite (RCA)
METEOR_INPUT_DEV1 tuner
METEOR_INPUT_DEV2 composite S-video
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METEOR_INPUT_DEV3 mystery device
METEOR_INPUT_DEV_RGB rgb meteor
METEOR_INPUT_DEV_SVIDEOS-Video

Not all devices built with Brooktree848 chips support the full list of input ports.

METEORGINPUTunsigned long ∗
This command retrieves the current input port to theunsigned long ∗ argument.

METEORSFPSunsigned short ∗
This command sets the number of frames to grab each second.Valid frame rates are integers from 0
to 30.

METEORGFPSunsigned short ∗
This command fetches the number of frames to grab each second into theunsigned short ∗
argument.

METEORCAPTURint ∗
This command controls capturing of video data. The following are valid arguments:

METEOR_CAP_SINGLE capture one frame
METEOR_CAP_CONTINOUS continuously capture
METEOR_CAP_STOP_CONT stop continuous capture

METEORSSIGNALunsigned int ∗
This command controls the signal emission properties ofbktr . If theunsigned int ∗ argu-
ment is a valid signal, then that signal will be emitted when either a frame or field capture has com-
pleted. To select between frame or field signalling, the following arguments are used:

METEOR_SIG_FRAME signal every frame
METEOR_SIG_FIELD signal every field

By default, signals will be generated for every frame. Generation of signals is terminated with the
METEOR_SIG_MODE_MASKargument.

TUNER INTERFACE
Most cards supported by this driver feature a hardware television tuner on the I2C bus. Thetuner interface to
bktr is accessed through the/dev/tunerN devices. Thefollowing ioctl (2) commands are supported
on the tuner interface:

TVTUNER_SETTYPEunsigned int ∗
This command sets the tuner’s TV channel set, also sometimes called the TV channel band.This
setting is used to calculate the proper tuning frequencies. The desired channel set must be selected
before attempting to set the tuner channel or frequency. The following is a list of valid channel sets:

CHNLSET_NABCST North America broadcast
CHNLSET_CABLEIRC North America IRC cable
CHNLSET_CABLEHRC North America HRC cable
CHNLSET_WEUROPE Western Europe
CHNLSET_JPNBCST Japan broadcast
CHNLSET_JPNCABLE Japan cable
CHNLSET_XUSSR Russia
CHNLSET_AUSTRALIA Australia
CHNLSET_FRANCE France

TVTUNER_GETTYPEunsigned int ∗
This command fetches the tuner’s current channel set to theunsigned int ∗ argument.
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TVTUNER_SETCHNLunsigned int ∗
This command sets the tuner’s frequency to a specified channel in the current channel set.

TVTUNER_GETCHNLunsigned int ∗
This command fetches the last selected channel.Note that it is not necessarily the current channel.
In particular, changing the tuner’s frequency by a command other thanTVTUNER_SETCHNLwill
not update this setting, and it defaults to 0 on driver initialization.

TVTUNER_SETFREQunsigned int ∗
This command sets the tuner’s frequency to 1/16th the value of theunsigned int ∗ argument,
in MHz. Note that the current channelset is used to determine frequency offsets when this command
is executed.

TVTUNER_GETFREQunsigned int ∗
This command fetches the tuner’s current frequency to the unsigned int ∗ argument. Note
that this value is 16 times the actual tuner frequency, in MHz.

BT848_SAUDIO int ∗
This command controls the audio input port and mute state.The following is a list of valid argu-
ments:

AUDIO_TUNER tuner audio port
AUDIO_EXTERN external audio port
AUDIO_INTERN internal audio port
AUDIO_MUTE mute audio
AUDIO_UNMUTE unmute audio

BT848_GAUDIO int ∗
This command fetches the audio input and mute state bits to theint ∗ argument.

FILES
/dev/bktr ∗ bktr driver interface device
/dev/tuner ∗ bktr tuner interface device
/dev/vbi ∗ teletext interface device

SEE ALSO
options (4), pci (4), radio (4), pkgsrc/audio/xmradio , pkgsrc/multimedia/ffmpeg ,
pkgsrc/multimedia/fxtv

HISTORY
Thebktr driver appeared inFreeBSD2.2 andNetBSD 1.5.

AUTHORS
The bktr driver was originally written by Amancio Hasty forFreeBSDand is now maintained by Roger
Hardiman. NetBSD porting was done by Bernd Ernesti, Berndt Josef Wulf, Matthias Scheler, and Thomas
Klausner.
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NAME
bluetooth — Bluetooth Protocol Family

SYNOPSIS
#include <netbt/bluetooth.h>
#include <netbt/hci.h>
#include <netbt/l2cap.h>
#include <netbt/rfcomm.h>

DESCRIPTION
TheBluetoothProtocol Family

ADDRESSING
Bluetooth Protocol Family sockets all use asockaddr_bt structure which contains a Bluetooth Device
Address (BDADDR). Thisconsists of a six byte string in least significant byte first order.

struct sockaddr_bt {
uint8_t bt_len;
sa_family_t bt_family;
bdaddr_t bt_bdaddr;
uint16_t bt_psm;
uint8_t bt_channel;

};

The local address used by the socket can be set withbind (2).

PROT OCOLS
Protocols included are:

BTPROTO_HCI
This gives raw access to the Host Controller Interface of local devices using the HCI protocol as
described in the Bluetooth Core Specification.Any user may open an HCI socket but there are limita-
tions on what unprivileged users can send and receive. The local address specified bybind (2) may be
used to select the device that the socket will receive packets from. IfBDADDR_ANYis specified then the
socket will receive packets from all devices on the system.connect (2) may be used to create connec-
tions such that packets sent withsend (2) will be delivered to the specified device, otherwise
sendto (2) should be used.

Thebt_psm andbt_channel fields in the sockaddr_bt structure are ignored by HCI protocol code
and should be set to zero.

HCI socket options:

SO_HCI_EVT_FILTER [struct hci_filter]
This filter controls which events will be recieved at the socket. See <netbt/hci.h > for available
ev ents. By default, Command_Complete and Command_Status events only are enabled.

SO_HCI_PKT_FILTER [struct hci_filter]
This filter controls the type of packets that will be received at the socket. By default, Event packets
only are enabled.

SO_HCI_DIRECTION [int]
When set, this enables control messages on packets received at the socket indicating the direction of
travel of the packet.
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HCI sysctl (8) controls:

net.bluetooth.hci.sendspace
Default send buffer size for HCI sockets.

net.bluetooth.hci.recvspace
Default receive buffer size for HCI sockets

net.bluetooth.hci.acl_expiry
If set, this is the time in seconds after which unused ACL data connections will be expired. If zero,
connections will not be closed.

net.bluetooth.hci.memo_expiry
Time, in seconds, that the system will keep records of Bluetooth devices in the vicinity after an
Inquiry Response packet has been recieved. This information is used for routing purposes.

net.bluetooth.hci.eventq_max
The maximum number of packets on the low lev el Event queue.

net.bluetooth.hci.aclrxq_max
The maximum number of packets on the low lev el ACL queue.

net.bluetooth.hci.scorxq_max
The maximum number of packets on the low lev el SCO queue.

BTPROTO_L2CAP
L2CAP sockets give sequential packet access over channels to other Bluetooth devices and make use of
thebt_psm field in thesockaddr_bt structure to select the Protocol/Sevice Multiplexer to specify
when making connections.

L2CAP socket options:

SO_L2CAP_IMTU [uint16_t]
Incoming MTU

SO_L2CAP_OMTU[uint16_t]
Outgoing MTU (read-only)

SO_L2CAP_LM [int]
Link Mode. The following bits may be set:

L2CAP_LM_AUTH Request authentication( pairing ) .
L2CAP_LM_ENCRYPTRequest encryption( includes auth) .
L2CAP_LM_SECURE Request secured link( encryption, plus change link key ) .

Link mode settings will be applied to the baseband link during L2CAP connection establishment.
If the L2CAP connection is already established,EINPROGRESSmay be returned, and it is not
possible to guarantee that data already queued( from either end) will not be delivered. If the
mode change fails, the L2CAP connection will be aborted.

L2CAPsysctl (8) controls:

net.bluetooth.l2cap.sendspace
Default send buffer size for L2CAP sockets.

net.bluetooth.l2cap.recvspace
Default receive buffer size for L2CAP sockets.

net.bluetooth.l2cap.rtx
Response Timeout eXpiry for L2CAP signals.
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net.bluetooth.l2cap.ertx
Extended Response Timeout eXpiry for L2CAP signals.

BTPROTO_RFCOMM
RFCOMM sockets provide streamed data over Bluetooth connection and make use of thebt_psm, and
bt_channel fields in thesockaddr_bt structure. Thechannel number must be between 1 and 30
inclusive except that if the special valueRFCOMM_CHANNEL_ANYis bound, when thelisten (2) call
is made, the first unused channel for the relevant bdaddr will be allocated and may be discovered using
thegetsockname (2) call. If no PSM is specified, a default value ofL2CAP_PSM_RFCOMM(0x0003)
will be used.

RFCOMM socket options:

SO_RFCOMM_MTU[uint16_t]
Maximum Frame Size to use for this link.

SO_RFCOMM_LM[int]
Link Mode. The following bits may be set at any time:

RFCOMM_LM_AUTH Request authentication( pairing ) .
RFCOMM_LM_ENCRYPTRequest encryption( includes auth) .
RFCOMM_LM_SECURERequest secured link( encryption, plus change link key ) .

Link mode settings will be applied to the baseband link during RFCOMM connection establish-
ment. If the RFCOMM connection is already established,EINPROGRESSmay be returned, and it
is not possible to guarantee that data already queued( from either end) will not be delivered. If
the mode change fails, the RFCOMM connection will be aborted.

RFCOMM sysctl (8) controls:

net.bluetooth.rfcomm.sendspace
Default send buffer size for RFCOMM sockets.

net.bluetooth.rfcomm.recvspace
Default receive buffer size for RFCOMM sockets.

net.bluetooth.rfcomm.default_mtu
Maximum Frame Size (N1)

net.bluetooth.ack_timeout
Acknowledgement Timer (T1)

net.bluetooth.mcc_timeout
Response Timer for Multiplexer Control Channel (T2)

BTPROTO_SCO
SCO sockets provide sequential packet access to time sensitive data channels over Bluetooth connec-
tions, typically used for audio data.

SCO socket options:

SO_SCO_MTU[uint16_t]
Maximum packet size for use on this link.This is read-only and will be set by the protocol code
when a connection is made.Currently, due to limitations in theubt (4) driver, the SCO protocol
code will only accept packets with exactly this size.

SO_SCO_HANDLE[uint16_t]
Connection handle for this link. This is read-only and provided for informational purposes only.
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SCOsysctl (8) controls:

net.bluetooth.sco.sendspace
Default send buffer size for SCO sockets.

net.bluetooth.sco.recvspace
Default receive buffer size for SCO sockets.

INFORMATION
The following ioctl (2) calls may be used to manipulate Bluetooth devices. Theioctl (2) must be made
on BTPROTO_HCIsockets. All of the requests take abtreq structure defined as follows as their parameter
and unless otherwise specified, use thebtr_name field to identify the device.

struct btreq {
char btr_name[HCI_DEVNAME_SIZE]; / ∗ device name ∗/

union {
struct {

bdaddr_t btri_bdaddr; / ∗ device bdaddr ∗/
uint16_t btri_flags; / ∗ flags ∗/
uint16_t btri_num_cmd; / ∗ # of f ree cmd buffers ∗/
uint16_t btri_num_acl; / ∗ # of f ree ACL buffers ∗/
uint16_t btri_num_sco; / ∗ # of f ree SCO buffers ∗/
uint16_t btri_acl_mtu; / ∗ ACL mtu ∗/
uint16_t btri_sco_mtu; / ∗ SCO mtu ∗/
uint16_t btri_link_policy; / ∗ Link Policy ∗/
uint16_t btri_packet_type; / ∗ Packet Type ∗/

} b tri;
struct bt_stats btrs; / ∗ unit stats ∗/

} b tru;
};

#define btr_flags btru.btri.btri_flags
#define btr_bdaddr btru.btri.btri_bdaddr
#define btr_num_cmd btru.btri.btri_num_cmd
#define btr_num_acl btru.btri.btri_num_acl
#define btr_num_sco btru.btri.btri_num_sco
#define btr_acl_mtu btru.btri.btri_acl_mtu
#define btr_sco_mtu btru.btri.btri_sco_mtu
#define btr_link_policy btru.btri.btri_link_policy
#define btr_packet_type btru.btri.btri_packet_type
#define btr_stats btru.btrs

/ ∗ btr_flags ∗/
#define BTF_UP (1<<0) / ∗ unit is up ∗/
#define BTF_RUNNING (1<<1) / ∗ unit is running ∗/
#define BTF_XMIT_CMD (1<<2) / ∗ transmitting CMD packets ∗/
#define BTF_XMIT_ACL (1<<3) / ∗ transmitting ACL packets ∗/
#define BTF_XMIT_SCO (1<<4) / ∗ transmitting SCO packets ∗/
#define BTF_INIT_BDADDR (1<<5) / ∗ waiting for bdaddr ∗/
#define BTF_INIT_BUFFER_SIZE (1<<6) / ∗ waiting for buffer size ∗/
#define BTF_INIT_FEATURES (1<<7) / ∗ waiting for features ∗/
#define BTF_NOOP_ON_RESET (1<<8) / ∗ wait for No-op on reset ∗/
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#define BTF_INIT_COMMANDS (1<<9) / ∗ waiting for supported commands ∗/

struct bt_stats {
uint32_t err_tx;
uint32_t err_rx;
uint32_t cmd_tx;
uint32_t evt_rx;
uint32_t acl_tx;
uint32_t acl_rx;
uint32_t sco_tx;
uint32_t sco_rx;
uint32_t byte_tx;
uint32_t byte_rx;

};

SIOCGBTINFO Get Bluetooth device Info. Given the device name, fill in the btreq structure including
the address field for use with socket addressing as above.

SIOCGBTINFOA Get Bluetooth device Info from Address. Given the device address, fill in the btreq
structure including the name field.

SIOCNBTINFO Next Bluetooth device Info . If name field is empty, the first device will be returned.
Otherwise, the next device will be returned. Thus, you can cycle through all devices in
the system.

SIOCSBTFLAGS Set Bluetooth device Flags. Not all flags are settable.

SIOCSBTPOLICY Set Bluetooth device Link Policy. Link Policy bits are defined in <netbt/hci.h >,
though you can only set bits that the device supports.

SIOCSBTPTYPE Set Bluetooth device Packet Types. You can only set packet types that the device sup-
ports.

SIOCGBTSTATS Read device statistics.

SIOCZBTSTATS Read device statistics, and zero them.

Only the super-user may change device configurations.

SEE ALSO
bind (2), getsockname (2), bluetooth (3), bcsp (4), bt3c (4), btbc (4), btuart (4), options (4),
ubt (4)

HISTORY
The Bluetooth Protocol Stack was written forNetBSD 4.0 by Iain Hibbert under the sponsorship of Itronix,
Inc.
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NAME
bm— Apple BMac Ethernet device driver

SYNOPSIS
bm∗ at obio?

Configuration of PHYs may also be necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
The bm driver provides support for the BMac Ethernet hardware found mostly in Apple PowerBooks G3s
and Power Macintosh G3s.

SEE ALSO
gem(4), mc(4), mii (4), nsphyter (4), tlp (4)

HISTORY
Thebmdevice driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

AUTHORS
The bm driver was written by Tsubai Masanari〈tsubai@NetBSD.org〉. The man page was written by
Thomas Klausner〈wiz@NetBSD.org〉.
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NAME
bmd— Nereid bank memory disk driver

SYNOPSIS
bmd∗ at intio0 addr 0xece3f0
bmd∗ at intio0 addr 0xecebf0

DESCRIPTION
Thebmddriver provides a memory disk for the Nereid bank memory space. There is no special command to
configure it, becausebmd is not a logical disk asmd(4).

FILES
/dev/bmd?? block mode bank memory disk
/dev/rbmd?? raw mode bank memory disk

EXAMPLES
In order to use it, do as follows:

newfs /dev/bmd0c
mount /dev/bmd0c /mnt

SEE ALSO
intio (4)

HISTORY
bmdappeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
bmtphy — Driver for Broadcom BCM5201 and BCM5202 “Mini-Theta” Ethernet PHYs and their deriv-
atives

SYNOPSIS
bmtphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
The bmtphy driver supports the Broadcom BCM5201 and BCM5202 10/100 Ethernet PHYs and their de-
rivatives such as BCM5214, BCM5221, BCM5222, and BCM4401.It also supports the internal PHY on the
3Com 3c905C 10/100 Ethernet interface, and the internal PHY on some 3Com 3c905B 10/100 Ethernet
interfaces.

SEE ALSO
ex (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
bnx — Broadcom NetXtreme II 10/100/1000 Ethernet device

SYNOPSIS
bnx ∗ at pci?
brgphy ∗ at mii?

DESCRIPTION
The bnx driver supports Broadcom’s NetXtreme II product family, such as the BCM5706 PCI-X and
BCM5708 PCI Express Ethernet controllers, which includes the following:

• Dell PowerEdge 1950 integrated BCM5708 NIC (10/100/1000baseT)
• Dell PowerEdge 2950 integrated BCM5708 NIC (10/100/1000baseT)
• HP NC370F PCI-X Multifunction Gigabit server adapter (1000baseSX)
• HP NC370T PCI-X Multifunction Gigabit server adapter (10/100/1000baseT)
• HP NC373F PCI Express Multifunction Gigabit server adapter (1000baseSX)
• HP NC373i PCI Express Multifunction Gigabit embedded server adapter (10/100/1000baseT)
• HP NC380T PCI Express Dual Port Multifunction Gigabit server adapter (10/100/1000baseT)
• IBM xSeries 3550 integrated BCM5708 NIC (10/100/1000baseT)
• IBM xSeries 3650 integrated BCM5708 NIC (10/100/1000baseT)

The NetXtreme II product family is composed of various Converged NIC (or CNIC) Ethernet controllers
which support a TCP Offload Engine (TOE), Remote DMA (RDMA), and iSCSI acceleration, in addition to
standard L2 Ethernet traffic, all on the same controller. The following features are supported in thebnx
driver underNetBSD:

IPv4 receive IP/TCP/UDP checksum offload
Jumbo frames (up to 9022 bytes)
VLAN tag insertion
Interrupt coalescing
10/100/1000Mbps operation in full-duplex mode
10/100Mbps operation in half-duplex mode

Thebnx driver supports the following media types:

autoselect Enable autoselection of the media type and options. The user can manually override the
autoselected mode viaifconfig (8).

10baseT/UTP Set 10Mbps operation.The ifconfig (8) mediaopt option can also be used to select
eitherfull-duplex or half-duplex modes.

100baseTX Set 100Mbps (Fast Ethernet) operation.The ifconfig (8) mediaopt option can also be
used to select eitherfull-duplex or half-duplex modes.

1000baseTX Set 1000baseTX operation over twisted pair. Only full-duplex mode is supported.

Thebnx driver supports the following media options:

full-duplex Force full duplex operation.

half-duplex Force half duplex operation.

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8).

SEE ALSO
arp (4), brgphy (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)
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HISTORY
Thebnx device driver first appeared inNetBSD 4.0.
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NAME
boca — multiplexing serial communications interface

SYNOPSIS
For 4-port BB1004 boards:

boca0 at isa? port 0x100 irq 5
com2 at boca? slave ?
com3 at boca? slave ?
com4 at boca? slave ?
com5 at boca? slave ?

For 8-port BB1008 boards:

boca0 at isa? port 0x100 irq 5
com2 at boca? slave ?
com3 at boca? slave ?
com4 at boca? slave ?
com5 at boca? slave ?
com6 at boca? slave ?
com7 at boca? slave ?
com8 at boca? slave ?
com9 at boca? slave ?

For 16-port BB2016 boards:

boca0 at isa? port 0x100 irq 5
com2 at boca? slave ?
com3 at boca? slave ?
com4 at boca? slave ?
com5 at boca? slave ?
com6 at boca? slave ?
com7 at boca? slave ?
com8 at boca? slave ?
com9 at boca? slave ?
boca1 at isa? port 0x140 irq 5
com10 at boca? slave ?
com11 at boca? slave ?
com12 at boca? slave ?
com13 at boca? slave ?
com14 at boca? slave ?
com15 at boca? slave ?
com16 at boca? slave ?
com17 at boca? slave ?

(The BB2016 is functionally equivalent to two BB1008 boards, and is configured as such.)

DESCRIPTION
Theboca driver provides support for BOCA Research BB1004, BB1008 and BB2016 boards that multiplex
together up to four, eight or sixteenEIA RS-232C(CCITT V.28) communications interfaces.

Eachboca device is the master device for up to eightcom devices. Thekernel configuration specifies these
com devices as slave devices of theboca device, as shown in the synopsis.The slave ID giv en for each
com device determines which bit in the interrupt multiplexing register is tested to find interrupts for that
device. Theport specification for theboca device is used to compute the base addresses for thecom subde-
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vices and the port for the interrupt multiplexing register.

FILES
/dev/tty??

SEE ALSO
com(4)

HISTORY
The boca driver was written by Charles Hannum, based on theast driver and source code from David
Muir Sharnoff. David wishes to acknowledge the assistance of Jason Venner in determining how to use the
BOCA boards.
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NAME
bpf — Berkeley Packet Filter raw network interface

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device bpfilter

DESCRIPTION
The Berkeley Packet Filter provides a raw interface to data link layers in a protocol independent fashion. All
packets on the network, even those destined for other hosts, are accessible through this mechanism.

The packet filter appears as a character special device, /dev/bpf . After opening the device, the file
descriptor must be bound to a specific network interface with theBIOSETIF ioctl. A given interface can be
shared by multiple listeners, and the filter underlying each descriptor will see an identical packet stream.

Associated with each open instance of abpf file is a user-settable packet filter. Whenever a packet is
received by an interface, all file descriptors listening on that interface apply their filter. Each descriptor that
accepts the packet receives its own copy.

Reads from these files return the next group of packets that have matched the filter. To improve performance,
the buffer passed to read must be the same size as the buffers used internally bybpf . This size is returned
by theBIOCGBLENioctl (see below), and under BSD, can be set withBIOCSBLEN. Note that an individual
packet larger than this size is necessarily truncated.

The packet filter will support any link level protocol that has fixed length headers.Currently, only Ethernet,
SLIP and PPP drivers have been modified to interact withbpf .

Since packet data is in network byte order, applications should use thebyteorder (3) macros to extract
multi-byte values.

A packet can be sent out on the network by writing to abpf file descriptor. The writes are unbuffered,
meaning only one packet can be processed per write.Currently, only writes to Ethernets and SLIP links are
supported.

IOCTLS
The ioctl (2) command codes below are defined in〈net/bpf.h 〉. All commands require these includes:

#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/time.h>
#include <sys/ioctl.h>
#include <net/bpf.h>

Additionally, BIOCGETIF andBIOCSETIF require<net/if.h> .

The (third) argument to theioctl (2) should be a pointer to the type indicated.

BIOCGBLEN (u_int)
Returns the required buffer length for reads onbpf files.

BIOCSBLEN (u_int)
Sets the buffer length for reads onbpf files. Thebuffer must be set before the file is
attached to an interface withBIOCSETIF . If the requested buffer size cannot be accom-
modated, the closest allowable size will be set and returned in the argument. Aread call
will result inEINVAL if it is passed a buffer that is not this size.

BIOCGDLT (u_int)
Returns the type of the data link layer underlying the attached interface. EINVAL is
returned if no interface has been specified. The device types, prefixed with “DLT_”, are
defined in〈net/bpf.h 〉.
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BIOCGDLTLIST (struct bpf_dltlist)
Returns an array of available type of the data link layer underlying the attached interface:

struct bpf_dltlist {
u_int bfl_len;
u_int ∗bfl_list;

};

The available type is returned to the array pointed to thebfl_list field while its length in
u_int is supplied to thebfl_lenfield. ENOMEMis returned if there is not enough buffer. The
bfl_lenfield is modified on return to indicate the actual length in u_int of the array returned.
If bfl_list is NULL, thebfl_lenfield is returned to indicate the required length of an array in
u_int.

BIOCSDLT (u_int)
Change the type of the data link layer underlying the attached interface. EINVAL is
returned if no interface has been specified or the specified type is not available for the inter-
face.

BIOCPROMISC
Forces the interface into promiscuous mode. All packets, not just those destined for the
local host, are processed.Since more than one file can be listening on a given interface, a
listener that opened its interface non-promiscuously may receive packets promiscuously.
This problem can be remedied with an appropriate filter.

The interface remains in promiscuous mode until all files listening promiscuously are
closed.

BIOCFLUSH
Flushes the buffer of incoming packets, and resets the statistics that are returned by
BIOCGSTATS.

BIOCGETIF (struct ifreq)
Returns the name of the hardware interface that the file is listening on. The name is
returned in the ifr_name field ofifr. All other fields are undefined.

BIOCSETIF (struct ifreq)
Sets the hardware interface associate with the file. This command must be performed
before any packets can be read.The device is indicated by name using theifr_name
field of theifreq. Additionally, performs the actions ofBIOCFLUSH.

BIOCSRTIMEOUT, BIOCGRTIMEOUT (struct timeval)
Set or get the read timeout parameter. Thetimeval specifies the length of time to wait
before timing out on a read request. This parameter is initialized to zero byopen (2), indi-
cating no timeout.

BIOCGSTATS (struct bpf_stat)
Returns the following structure of packet statistics:

struct bpf_stat {
uint64_t bs_recv;
uint64_t bs_drop;
uint64_t bs_capt;
uint64_t bs_padding[13];

};
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The fields are:

bs_recv the number of packets received by the descriptor since opened or reset
(including any buffered since the last read call);

bs_drop the number of packets which were accepted by the filter but dropped by
the kernel because of buffer overflows (i.e., the application’s reads
aren’t keeping up with the packet traffic); and

bs_capt the number of packets accepted by the filter.

BIOCIMMEDIATE (u_int)
Enable or disable “immediate mode”, based on the truth value of the argument. When
immediate mode is enabled, reads return immediately upon packet reception. Otherwise, a
read will block until either the kernel buffer becomes full or a timeout occurs.This is use-
ful for programs like rarpd (8), which must respond to messages in real time. The default
for a new file is off.

BIOCSETF (struct bpf_program)
Sets the filter program used by the kernel to discard uninteresting packets. Anarray of
instructions and its length is passed in using the following structure:

struct bpf_program {
u_int bf_len;
struct bpf_insn ∗bf_insns;

};

The filter program is pointed to by thebf_insnsfield while its length in units of ‘struct
bpf_insn’ is given by thebf_lenfield. Also,the actions ofBIOCFLUSHare performed.

See sectionFILTER MACHINE for an explanation of the filter language.

BIOCVERSION (struct bpf_version)
Returns the major and minor version numbers of the filter language currently recognized by
the kernel. Beforeinstalling a filter, applications must check that the current version is
compatible with the running kernel. Version numbers are compatible if the major numbers
match and the application minor is less than or equal to the kernel minor. The kernel ver-
sion number is returned in the following structure:

struct bpf_version {
u_short bv_major;
u_short bv_minor;

};

The current version numbers are given by BPF_MAJOR_VERSION and
BPF_MINOR_VERSIONfrom 〈net/bpf.h 〉. An incompatible filter may result in unde-
fined behavior (most likely, an error returned byioctl (2) or haphazard packet matching).

BIOCGHDRCMPLT BIOCSHDRCMPLT (u_int)
Enable/disable or get the “header complete” flag status. If enabled, packets written to the
bpf file descriptor will not have network layer headers rewritten in the interface output rou-
tine. Bydefault, the flag is disabled (value is 0).

BIOCGSEESENT BIOCSSEESENT (u_int)
Enable/disable or get the “see sent” flag status. If enabled, packets sent will be passed to
the filter. By default, the flag is enabled (value is 1).
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STANDARD IOCTLS
bpf now supports several standardioctl (2)’s which allow the user to do async and/or non-blocking I/O to
an open file descriptor.

FIONREAD (int)
Returns the number of bytes that are immediately available for reading.

SIOCGIFADDR (struct ifreq)
Returns the address associated with the interface.

FIONBIO (int)
Set or clear non-blocking I/O. If arg is non-zero, then doing aread (2) when no data is
available will return -1 anderrno will be set toEAGAIN. If arg is zero, non-blocking I/O is
disabled. Note:setting this overrides the timeout set byBIOCSRTIMEOUT.

FIOASYNC (int)
Enable or disable async I/O. When enabled (arg is non-zero), the process or process group
specified byFIOSETOWNwill start receiving SIGIO’s when packets arrive. Note that you
must do anFIOSETOWNin order for this to take affect, as the system will not default this
for you. The signal may be changed viaBIOCSRSIG.

FIOSETOWN FIOGETOWN (int)
Set or get the process or process group (if negative) that should receive SIGIO when pack-
ets are available. Thesignal may be changed usingBIOCSRSIG(see above).

BPF HEADER
The following structure is prepended to each packet returned byread (2):

struct bpf_hdr {
struct timeval bh_tstamp;
uint32_t bh_caplen;
uint32_t bh_datalen;
uint16_t bh_hdrlen;

};

The fields, whose values are stored in host order, and are:

bh_tstamp The time at which the packet was processed by the packet filter.

bh_caplen The length of the captured portion of the packet. Thisis the minimum of the trunca-
tion amount specified by the filter and the length of the packet.

bh_datalen The length of the packet off the wire. This value is independent of the truncation
amount specified by the filter.

bh_hdrlen The length of the BPF header, which may not be equal tosizeof(struct bpf_hdr).

The bh_hdrlenfield exists to account for padding between the header and the link level protocol. Thepur-
pose here is to guarantee proper alignment of the packet data structures, which is required on alignment sen-
sitive architectures and improves performance on many other architectures. The packet filter ensures that the
bpf_hdrand thenetwork layerheader will be word aligned. Suitable precautions must be taken when access-
ing the link layer protocol fields on alignment restricted machines.(This isn’t a problem on an Ethernet,
since the type field is a short falling on an even offset, and the addresses are probably accessed in a bytewise
fashion).

Additionally, individual packets are padded so that each starts on a word boundary. This requires that an
application has some knowledge of how to get from packet to packet. ThemacroBPF_WORDALIGNis
defined in〈net/bpf.h 〉 to facilitate this process. It rounds up its argument to the nearest word aligned
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value (where a word isBPF_ALIGNMENTbytes wide).

For example, if ‘p’ points to the start of a packet, this expression will advance it to the next packet:

p = ( char ∗)p + BPF_WORDALIGN(p->bh_hdrlen + p->bh_caplen)

For the alignment mechanisms to work properly, the buffer passed toread (2) must itself be word aligned.
malloc (3) will always return an aligned buffer.

FILTER MA CHINE
A filter program is an array of instructions, with all branches forwardly directed, terminated by areturn
instruction. Eachinstruction performs some action on the pseudo-machine state, which consists of an accu-
mulator, index register, scratch memory store, and implicit program counter.

The following structure defines the instruction format:

struct bpf_insn {
uint16_t code;
u_char jt;
u_char jf;
int32_t k;

};

Thek field is used in different ways by different instructions, and thejt andjf fields are used as offsets by the
branch instructions. The opcodes are encoded in a semi-hierarchical fashion. Thereare eight classes of
instructions: BPF_LD, BPF_LDX, BPF_ST, BPF_STX, BPF_ALU, BPF_JMP, BPF_RET, and BPF_MISC.
Various other mode and operator bits are or’d into the class to give the actual instructions.The classes and
modes are defined in〈net/bpf.h 〉.

Below are the semantics for each defined BPF instruction.We use the convention that A is the accumulator,
X is the index register, P[] packet data, and M[] scratch memory store.P[i:n] gives the data at byte offset “i”
in the packet, interpreted as a word (n=4), unsigned halfword (n=2), or unsigned byte (n=1). M[i] gives the
i’ th word in the scratch memory store, which is only addressed in word units. The memory store is indexed
from 0 to BPF_MEMWORDS-1. k, jt, and jf are the corresponding fields in the instruction definition.“len”
refers to the length of the packet.

BPF_LD
These instructions copy a value into the accumulator. The type of the source operand is
specified by an “addressing mode” and can be a constant (BBPF_IMM ), packet data at a
fixed offset (BPF_ABS), packet data at a variable offset (BPF_IND), the packet length
(BPF_LEN), or a word in the scratch memory store (BPF_MEM ). For BPF_IND and
BPF_ABS, the data size must be specified as a word (BPF_W), halfword (BPF_H), or
byte (BPF_B). Thesemantics of all the recognized BPF_LD instructions follow.

BPF_LD+BPF_W+BPF_ABS A <- P[k:4]
BPF_LD+BPF_H+BPF_ABS A <- P[k:2]
BPF_LD+BPF_B+BPF_ABS A <- P[k:1]
BPF_LD+BPF_W+BPF_IND A <- P[X+k:4]
BPF_LD+BPF_H+BPF_IND A <- P[X+k:2]
BPF_LD+BPF_B+BPF_IND A <- P[X+k:1]
BPF_LD+BPF_W+BPF_LEN A <- len
BPF_LD+BPF_IMM A <- k
BPF_LD+BPF_MEM A <- M[k]

BPF_LDX
These instructions load a value into the index register. Note that the addressing modes are
more restricted than those of the accumulator loads, but they includeBPF_MSH, a hack
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for efficiently loading the IP header length.

BPF_LDX+BPF_W+BPF_IMM X <- k
BPF_LDX+BPF_W+BPF_MEM X <- M[k]
BPF_LDX+BPF_W+BPF_LEN X <- len
BPF_LDX+BPF_B+BPF_MSH X <- 4∗(P[k:1]&0xf)

BPF_ST
This instruction stores the accumulator into the scratch memory. We do not need an
addressing mode since there is only one possibility for the destination.

BPF_ST M[k] <- A

BPF_STX
This instruction stores the index register in the scratch memory store.

BPF_STX M[k] <- X

BPF_ALU
The alu instructions perform operations between the accumulator and index register or con-
stant, and store the result back in the accumulator. For binary operations, a source mode is
required (BPF_K or BPF_X).

BPF_ALU+BPF_ADD+BPF_K A <- A + k
BPF_ALU+BPF_SUB+BPF_K A <- A - k
BPF_ALU+BPF_MUL+BPF_K A <- A ∗ k
BPF_ALU+BPF_DIV+BPF_K A <- A / k
BPF_ALU+BPF_AND+BPF_K A <- A & k
BPF_ALU+BPF_OR+BPF_K A <- A | k
BPF_ALU+BPF_LSH+BPF_K A <- A << k
BPF_ALU+BPF_RSH+BPF_K A <- A >> k
BPF_ALU+BPF_ADD+BPF_X A <- A + X
BPF_ALU+BPF_SUB+BPF_X A <- A - X
BPF_ALU+BPF_MUL+BPF_X A <- A ∗ X
BPF_ALU+BPF_DIV+BPF_X A <- A / X
BPF_ALU+BPF_AND+BPF_X A <- A & X
BPF_ALU+BPF_OR+BPF_X A <- A | X
BPF_ALU+BPF_LSH+BPF_X A <- A << X
BPF_ALU+BPF_RSH+BPF_X A <- A >> X
BPF_ALU+BPF_NEG A <- -A

BPF_JMP
The jump instructions alter flow of control. Conditionaljumps compare the accumulator
against a constant (BPF_K) or the index register (BPF_X). If the result is true (or non-
zero), the true branch is taken, otherwise the false branch is taken. Jumpoffsets are
encoded in 8 bits so the longest jump is 256 instructions.However, the jump always
(BPF_JA) opcode uses the 32 bitk field as the offset, allowing arbitrarily distant destina-
tions. All conditionals use unsigned comparison conventions.

BPF_JMP+BPF_JA pc += k
BPF_JMP+BPF_JGT+BPF_Kpc += (A > k) ? jt : jf
BPF_JMP+BPF_JGE+BPF_Kpc += (A≥ k) ? jt : jf
BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_Kpc += (A == k) ? jt : jf
BPF_JMP+BPF_JSET+BPF_K pc += (A & k) ? jt : jf
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BPF_JMP+BPF_JGT+BPF_Xpc += (A > X) ? jt : jf
BPF_JMP+BPF_JGE+BPF_Xpc += (A≥ X) ? jt : jf
BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_Xpc += (A == X) ? jt : jf
BPF_JMP+BPF_JSET+BPF_X pc += (A & X) ? jt : jf

BPF_RET
The return instructions terminate the filter program and specify the amount of packet to
accept (i.e., they return the truncation amount).A return value of zero indicates that the
packet should be ignored. The return value is either a constant (BPF_K) or the accumula-
tor (BPF_A).

BPF_RET+BPF_A accept A bytes
BPF_RET+BPF_K accept k bytes

BPF_MISC
The miscellaneous category was created for anything that doesn’t fit into the above classes,
and for any new instructions that might need to be added.Currently, these are the register
transfer instructions that copy the index register to the accumulator or vice versa.

BPF_MISC+BPF_TAX X <- A
BPF_MISC+BPF_TXA A <- X

The BPF interface provides the following macros to facilitate array initializers:

BPF_STMT (opcode, operand)
BPF_JUMP (opcode, operand, true_offset, false_offset)

SYSCTLS
The following sysctls are available whenbpf is enabled:

net.bpf.maxbufsize Sets the maximum buffer size available forbpf peers.

net.bpf.stats Showsbpf statistics. They can be retrieved with thenetstat (1) utility.

net.bpf.peers Shows the currentbpf peers. Thisis only available to the super user and
can also be retrieved with thenetstat (1) utility.

FILES
/dev/bpf

EXAMPLES
The following filter is taken from the Reverse ARP Daemon. It accepts only Reverse ARP requests.

struct bpf_insn insns[] = {
BPF_STMT(BPF_LD+BPF_H+BPF_ABS, 12),
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K, ETHERTYPE_REVARP, 0, 3),
BPF_STMT(BPF_LD+BPF_H+BPF_ABS, 20),
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K, REVARP_REQUEST, 0, 1),
BPF_STMT(BPF_RET+BPF_K, sizeof(struct ether_arp) +

sizeof(struct ether_header)),
BPF_STMT(BPF_RET+BPF_K, 0),

};

This filter accepts only IP packets between host 128.3.112.15 and 128.3.112.35.

struct bpf_insn insns[] = {
BPF_STMT(BPF_LD+BPF_H+BPF_ABS, 12),
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K, ETHERTYPE_IP, 0, 8),
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BPF_STMT(BPF_LD+BPF_W+BPF_ABS, 26),
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K, 0x8003700f, 0, 2),
BPF_STMT(BPF_LD+BPF_W+BPF_ABS, 30),
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K, 0x80037023, 3, 4),
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K, 0x80037023, 0, 3),
BPF_STMT(BPF_LD+BPF_W+BPF_ABS, 30),
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K, 0x8003700f, 0, 1),
BPF_STMT(BPF_RET+BPF_K, (u_int)-1),
BPF_STMT(BPF_RET+BPF_K, 0),

};

Finally, this filter returns only TCP finger packets. We must parse the IP header to reach the TCP header.
TheBPF_JSET instruction checks that the IP fragment offset is 0 so we are sure that we have a TCP header.

struct bpf_insn insns[] = {
BPF_STMT(BPF_LD+BPF_H+BPF_ABS, 12),
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K, ETHERTYPE_IP, 0, 10),
BPF_STMT(BPF_LD+BPF_B+BPF_ABS, 23),
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K, IPPROTO_TCP, 0, 8),
BPF_STMT(BPF_LD+BPF_H+BPF_ABS, 20),
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JSET+BPF_K, 0x1fff, 6, 0),
BPF_STMT(BPF_LDX+BPF_B+BPF_MSH, 14),
BPF_STMT(BPF_LD+BPF_H+BPF_IND, 14),
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K, 79, 2, 0),
BPF_STMT(BPF_LD+BPF_H+BPF_IND, 16),
BPF_JUMP(BPF_JMP+BPF_JEQ+BPF_K, 79, 0, 1),
BPF_STMT(BPF_RET+BPF_K, (u_int)-1),
BPF_STMT(BPF_RET+BPF_K, 0),

};

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), read (2), select (2), signal (3), tcpdump (8)

S. McCanne and V. Jacobson, "The BSD Packet Filter: A New Architecture for User-level Packet Capture",
Proceedings of the 1993 Winter USENIX.

HISTORY
The Enet packet filter was created in 1980 by Mike Accetta and Rick Rashid at Carnegie-Mellon University.
Jeffrey Mogul, at Stanford, ported the code to BSD and continued its development from 1983 on.Since
then, it has evolved into the ULTRIX Packet Filter at DEC, a STREAMS NIT module under SunOS 4.1, and
BPF.

AUTHORS
Steven McCanne, of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, implemented BPF in Summer 1990. The design was in
collaboration with Van Jacobson, also of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.

BUGS
The read buffer must be of a fixed size (returned by theBIOCGBLENioctl).

A fi le that does not request promiscuous mode may receive promiscuously received packets as a side effect
of another file requesting this mode on the same hardware interface. Thiscould be fixed in the kernel with
additional processing overhead. However, we favor the model where all files must assume that the interface
is promiscuous, and if so desired, must use a filter to reject foreign packets.
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Data link protocols with variable length headers are not currently supported.

Under SunOS, if a BPF application reads more than 2ˆ31 bytes of data, read will fail in EINVAL. You can
either fix the bug in SunOS, or lseek to 0 when read fails for this reason.

“Immediate mode” and the “read timeout” are misguided features. This functionality can be emulated with
non-blocking mode andselect (2).

NetBSD 3.0 August 4, 2006 9
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NAME
bpp — parallel port driver

SYNOPSIS
bpp0 at sbus?

DESCRIPTION
This driver provides access to parallel ports.

FILES
/dev/bpp

NetBSD 3.0 November 28, 2002 1
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NAME
brgphy — Driver for Broadcom BCM5400-family Gigabit Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
brgphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
The brgphy driver supports the Broadcom BCM5400-family Gigabit Ethernet PHYs. These PHYs are
found on a variety of Gigabit Ethernet interfaces.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
bridge — network bridge device

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device bridge

DESCRIPTION
The bridge driver creates a logical link between two or more IEEE 802 networks that use the same (or
“similar enough”) framing format.For example, it is possible to bridge Ethernet and 802.11 networks
together, but it is not possible to bridge Ethernet and Token Ring together.

To usebridge , the administrator must first create the interface and configure the bridge parameters.The
bridge is created using theifconfig (8) create subcommand. Thelearning and forwarding behavior and
other parameters of a bridge are configured by thebrconfig (8) utility.

A bridge can be used to provide several services, such as a simple 802.11-to-Ethernet bridge for wireless
hosts, and traffic isolation.

A bridge works like a hub, forwarding traffic from one interface to another. Multicast and broadcast packets
are always forwarded to all interfaces that are part of the bridge.For unicast traffic, the bridge learns which
MAC addresses are associated with which interfaces and will forward the traffic selectively.

The bridge driver implements the IEEE 802.1D Spanning Tree protocol (STP). Spanning Tree is used to
detect and remove loops in a network topology.

Transparent filtering for IP and IPv6 packets can be added with the kernel configuration optionoptions
BRIDGE_IPF.

When filtering is enabled, bridged packets will pass through the filter inbound on the originating interface
and outbound on the appropriate interfaces. ARPand REVARP packets are forwarded without being filtered
and others that are not IP nor IPv6 packets are not forwarded when filtering is enabled.

Note that packets to and from the bridging host will be seen by the filter on the interface with the appropriate
address configured as well as on the interface on which the packet arrives or departs.

SEE ALSO
etherip (4), options (4), brconfig (8), ipf (8)

HISTORY
Thebridge driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
Thebridge driver was originally written by Jason L. Wright〈jason@thought.net〉 as part of an undergradu-
ate independent study at the University of North Carolina at Greensboro.

This version of thebridge driver has been heavily modified from the original version by Jason R. Thorpe
〈thorpej@wasabisystems.com〉.

BUGS
The bridge driver currently supports only Ethernet and Ethernet-like (e.g. 802.11) network devices, with
exactly the same interface MTU size as the bridge device.

Thebridge driver currently does not support snooping viabpf (4).
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NAME
bt3c — 3Com Bluetooth PC Card driver

SYNOPSIS
bt3c ∗ at pcmcia? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The bt3c driver provides support for the 3Com Bluetooth PC Card, model 3CRWB6096, to the Bluetooth
protocol stack.

FIRMWARE
This card needs firmware loaded before it will work. Due to copyright restrictions we cannot distribute the
firmware with NetBSD, but if you have the card then you should have received a CD with the drivers on, or
you may download the latest version from the 3Com website. Create a directory namedbt3c in the search
path of thefirmload (9) kernel subsystem. Now, extract the driver archive and find the firmware file called
BT3CPCC.bin , and place this file in the newly created directory. The firmware will be loaded automatically
as needed.

DIAGNOSTICS
bt3c%d: Cannot open firmware

This will be printed to the console if the device cannot open the firmware file as described above.

bt3c%d: Antenna In
bt3c%d: Antenna Out

If the kernel is compiled with theDIAGNOSTICoption, these messages will be produced on the con-
sole when the card antenna position is changed.

bt3c%d: sleeping
bt3c%d: waking up

These messages will be produced when the card is enabled or disabled due to power change events.

SEE ALSO
bluetooth (4), pcmcia (4), firmload (9)

HISTORY
This bt3c device driver was written by Iain Hibbert usingFreeBSDand BlueZ drivers as a reference. It first
appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

BUGS
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NAME
btbc — AnyCom BlueCard driver

SYNOPSIS
btbc ∗ at pcmcia? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Thebtbc driver provides support for the AnyCom BlueCard (LSE041, LSE039, LSE139), to the Bluetooth
protocol stack.

SEE ALSO
bluetooth (4), pcmcia (4),

HISTORY
This btbc device driver was written by KIYOHARA Takashi using Linux bluecard_cs driver as a reference.
It first appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

BUGS

NetBSD 3.0 August 19, 2007 1
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NAME
bthidev — Bluetooth Human Interface Device support

SYNOPSIS
bthidev ∗ at bthub?

btkbd ∗ at bthidev? reportid ?
btms ∗ at bthidev? reportid ?

DESCRIPTION
The bthidev driver handles all Bluetooth Human Interface Devices. EachHID device can have sev eral
components, e.g., a keyboard and a mouse.These components use different report identifiers to distinguish
which component data is coming from.Thebthidev driver may have sev eral children attached that handle
particular components and dispatches data to them based on the report id.

Normally, Bluetooth HIDs will be attached using thebtdevctl (8) program. The following properties are
used by thebthidev driver during autoconfiguration:

local-bdaddr Local device address.

remote-bdaddr Remote device address.

service-name Thebthidev driver matches the ‘HID’ service.

control-psm This, if set, will indicate the PSM to use for the Control channel.If not set,
L2CAP_PSM_HID_CNTLwill be used.

interrupt-psm This, if set, will indicate the PSM to use for the Interrupt channel.If not set,
L2CAP_PSM_HID_INTRwill be used.

descriptor This required binary blob is the HID descriptor containing information about reports
the device will produce, and obtained via SDP.

reconnect If this boolean value is set, and is true, then thebthidev driver will initiate recon-
nections to the remote device when no connection is present.

link-mode This optional string represents the link mode of the baseband link, and may be one of
‘auth’, ‘encrypt’, or ‘secure’.

When thebthidev driver has configured its children, it will initiate a connection to the remote device. If
this fails and the reconnect flag is not set, it will then wait for the device to initiate the connection.

SEE ALSO
bluetooth (4), bthub (4), btkbd (4), btms (4), btdevctl (8)

HISTORY
Thebthidev driver was written by Iain Hibbert under the sponsorship of Itronix, Inc. and first appeared in
NetBSD 4.0.

NetBSD 3.0 April 10, 2007 1
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NAME
bthub — Bluetooth Remote Device Hub

SYNOPSIS
bthub ∗ at bt3c?
bthub ∗ at btbc?
bthub ∗ at btuart?
bthub ∗ at ubt?

bthidev ∗ at bthub?
btsco ∗ at bthub?

DESCRIPTION
The bthub device is used to attach remote Bluetooth devices to the system, and will attach to Bluetooth
controllers as they are enabled.

CONFIGURATION
Normally, Bluetooth Remote Devices will be configured on thebthub using thebtdevctl (8) program,
which passes aproplib (3) dictionary to the control file/dev/bthub with the BTDEV_ATTACHand
BTDEV_DETACH ioctl (2) commands.

The following properties are used bybthub :

local-bdaddr LocalBD_ADDR. This required property should be a six byte data blob.

remote-bdaddr RemoteBD_ADDR. This required property should be a six byte data blob.

service-name Service name.This required property should be a string indicating the service to configure,
and may be one of the following:

HF Handsfree, seebtsco (4).
HID Human Interface Device, seebthidev (4).
HSET Headset, seebtsco (4).

Properties used by the configured device are listed in the appropriate device manual page.

FILES
/dev/bthub

SEE ALSO
bluetooth (4), bthidev (4), btsco (4), btdevctl (8)

HISTORY
The bthub driver was written by Iain Hibbert under the sponsorship of Itronix, Inc. and first appeared in
NetBSD 4.0.
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NAME
btkbd — Bluetooth keyboard support

SYNOPSIS
btkbd ∗at bthidev? reportid ?
wskbd ∗at btkbd? console ?

options BTKBD_REPEAT
options BTKBD_LAYOUT=XXX

DESCRIPTION
Thebtkbd driver provides support for Bluetooth wireless keyboards.

Bluetooth keyboards are configured using thebtdevctl (8) program, and provide system access through
thewscons (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
bluetooth (4), bthidev (4), wskbd (4), btdevctl (8)

HISTORY
Thebtkbd driver appeared inNetBSD 4.0 and was written by Iain Hibbert under the sponsorship of Itronix,
Inc.

BUGS
Due to the configuration & connection requirements, Bluetooth keyboards cannot be used until the system is
fully booted.

Bluetooth keyboards cannot be the system console
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NAME
btms — Bluetooth mouse support

SYNOPSIS
btms ∗ at bthidev? reportid ?
wsmouse∗ at btms?

DESCRIPTION
Thebtms driver provides support for Bluetooth wireless mice.

Bluetooth mice must be configured with thebtdevctl (8) program and provide system access through the
wscons (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
bluetooth (4), bthidev (4), wsmouse(4), btdevctl (8)

HISTORY
The btms driver appeared inNetBSD 4.0 and was written by Iain Hibbert under the sponsorship of Itronix,
Inc.
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NAME
btsco — Bluetooth SCO Audio

SYNOPSIS
btsco ∗at bthub?
audio ∗at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
Thebtsco driver provides support for Bluetooth SCO Audio devices through theaudio (4) driver.

The btsco driver must be configured at run time with thebtdevctl (8) program. The following proper-
ties are used by thebtsco driver during autoconfiguration:

local-bdaddr
Local device address.

remote-bdaddr
Remote device address.

service-name
The btsco driver matches the ‘HF’ and ‘HSET’ services.For the ‘HF’ service, thebtsco
device will, on open (2), listen for incoming connections from the remote device. Otherwise,
btsco will attempt to initiate a connection to the remote device.

rfcomm-channel
This integer value is not used directly, but will be stored and passed via theBTSCO_INFOioctl
as below:

SCO connections require a baseband connection between the two devices before they can be created.The
btsco driver does not create this, but can provide information to facilitate an application setting up a control
channel prior to use, via theBTSCO_INFO ioctl (2) call on the mixer device, which returns a
btsco_info structure as follows:

#include <dev/bluetooth/btsco.h>

struct btsco_info {
bdaddr_t laddr; / ∗ controller bdaddr ∗/
bdaddr_t raddr; / ∗ headset bdaddr ∗/
uint8_t channel; / ∗ RFCOMM channel ∗/
int vgs; / ∗ mixer index speaker ∗/
int vgm; / ∗ mixer index mic ∗/

};

#define BTSCO_INFO _IOR(’b’, 16, struct btsco_info)

Thebtsco driver can be configured to act in Connect or Listen mode. In Connect mode, thebtsco driver
will initate a connection to the remote device on anopen (2) call, whereas in Listen mode,open (2) will
block until the remote device initiates the connection.

SEE ALSO
bthset (1), ioctl (2), audio (4), bluetooth (4), bthub (4), btdevctl (8)

HISTORY
Thebtsco driver was written forNetBSD 4.0 by Iain Hibbert under the sponsorship of Itronix, Inc.
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BUGS
btsco takes no notice of the HCI Voice Setting in the Bluetooth controller, and this must be 0x0060 (the
default) as alternate values are currently unsupported.

NetBSD 3.0 October 4, 2006 2
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NAME
btuart — Bluetooth HCI UART driver

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device btuart

DESCRIPTION
The btuart driver provides atty (4) line discipline to send and receive Bluetooth packets over a serial
line, as described in the "Bluetooth Host Controller Interface [Transport Layer] specification, Vol 4 part A."

SEE ALSO
bcsp (4) bluetooth (4), btattach (8)

HISTORY
The btuart driver was written with refererence to the BlueZ drivers for Linux, and first appeared in
NetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
KIYOHARA Takashi〈kiyohara@kk.iij4u.or.jp〉
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NAME
bwtwo — Sun monochromatic frame buffer

SYNOPSIS
bwtwo ∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
The bwtwo is a memory based black and white frame buffer. It supports the minimal ioctl’s needed to run
X(1).

SEE ALSO
cgsix (4), cgthree (4)

NetBSD 3.0 February 16, 1994 1
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NAME
bwtwo — Sun monochromatic frame buffer

SYNOPSIS
bwtwo0 at obmem0 addr 0x700000
bwtwo0 at obio addr 0x0

DESCRIPTION
The bwtwo is a memory based black and white frame buffer. It supports the minimal ioctl’s needed to run
X(1).

NetBSD 3.0 February 16, 1994 1
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NAME
bwtwo — Sun monochromatic frame buffer

SYNOPSIS
bwtwo0 at obmem0 addr ?

DESCRIPTION
The bwtwo is a memory based black and white frame buffer. It supports the minimal ioctl’s needed to run
X(1).

SEE ALSO
cgtwo (4), cgfour (4)

NetBSD 3.0 February 16, 1994 1
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NAME
cac — Compaq array controller driver

SYNOPSIS
cac ∗ at eisa? slot ?
cac ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The cac driver provides basic message passing and DMA support for Compaq array controllers.Disk
arrays are supported by theld driver.

HARDWARE
Thecac driver provides support for the following controllers:

Compaq Integrated Array
Compaq IAES
Compaq IDA
Compaq IDA-2
Compaq RAID LC2
Compaq Smart Array 221
Compaq Smart Array 3100ES
Compaq Smart Array 3200
Compaq Smart Array 4200
Compaq Smart Array 4250ES
Compaq Smart Array 431
Compaq SMART
Compaq SMART-2/E
Compaq SMART-2/P
Compaq SMART-2DH
Compaq SMART-2SL

SEE ALSO
intro (4), ld (4)

HISTORY
Thecac driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.
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NAME
cardbus , cardslot , cbb — CardBus driver

SYNOPSIS
cbb ∗ at pci? dev? function ?
cardslot ∗ at cbb?
cardbus ∗ at cardslot?
pcmcia ∗ at cardslot?
XX∗ at cardbus? function ?

DESCRIPTION
NetBSD provides machine-independent bus support and drivers for CardBus devices.

Thecbb device represents the CardBus controller. Each controller has a number of slots, represented by the
cardslot devices. A slot can have either a CardBus card or aPCMCIA card, which are attached with the
cardbus or pcmcia devices, respectively.

SUPPORTED DEVICES
NetBSD includes the following machine-independent CardBus drivers, sorted by function and driver name:

Network interfaces
ath Atheros 5210/5211/5212 802.11
atw ADMtek ADM8211 (802.11)
ex 3Com 3c575TX and 3c575BTX
fxp Intel i8255x
ral Ralink Technology RT25x0 (802.11)
rtk Realtek 8129/8139
rtw Realtek 8180L (802.11)
tlp DECchip 21143

Serial interfaces
com Modems and serial cards

SCSI controllers
adv AdvanSys 1200[A,B], 9xx[U,UA]
ahc Adaptec ADP-1480
njs Workbit NinjaSCSI-32

USB controllers
ehci Enhanced Host Controller (2.0)
ohci Open Host Controller
uhci Universal Host Controller

IEEE1394 controllers
fwohci OHCI controller

DIAGNOSTICS
cbb devices may not be properly handled by the system BIOS on i386-family systems.If, on an i386-family
system, thecbb driver reports

cbb0: NOT USED because of unconfigured interrupt
then enabling
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options PCI_ADDR_FIXUP
options PCI_BUS_FIXUP
options PCI_INTR_FIXUP

or (if ACPI is in use)
options PCI_INTR_FIXUP_DISABLED

in the kernel configuration might be of use.

SEE ALSO
adv (4), ahc (4), ath (4), atw (4), com(4), ehci (4), ex (4), fxp (4), njs (4), ohci (4), options (4),
pci (4), pcmcia (4), ral (4), rtk (4), rtw (4), tlp (4), uhci (4)

HISTORY
Thecardbus driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

BUGS
Memory space conflicts

NetBSD maps memory on Cardbus and PCMCIA cards in order to access the cards (including reading CIS
tuples on PCMCIA cards) and access the devices using theRBUS abstraction. Whenthe mapping does not
work, PCMCIA cards are typically ignored on insert, and Cardbus cards are recognized but nonfunctional.
On i386, the kernel has a heuristic to choose a memory address for mapping, defaulting to 1 GB, but choos-
ing 0.5 GB on machines with less than 192 MB RAM and 2 GB on machines with more than 1 GB of RAM.
The intent is to use an address that is larger than available RAM, but low enough to work; some systems
seem to have trouble with addresses requiring more than 20 address lines. On i386, the following kernel
configuration line disables the heuristics and forces Cardbus memory space to be mapped at 512M; this value
makes Cardbus support (including PCMCIA attachment under a cbb) work on some notebook models,
including the IBM Thinkpad 600E (2645-4AU) and the Compaq ARMADA M700:

options RBUS_MIN_START="0x20000000"
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NAME
carp — Common Address Redundancy Protocol

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device carp [count]

DESCRIPTION
The carp interface is a pseudo-device which implements and controls the CARP protocol.carp allows
multiple hosts on the same local network to share a set of IP addresses. Its primary purpose is to ensure that
these addresses are always available, but in some configurationscarp can also provide load balancing func-
tionality.

A carp interface can be created at runtime using theifconfig carp N create command.

To usecarp , the administrator needs to configure at minimum a common virtual host ID and virtual host IP
address on each machine which is to take part in the virtual group. Additional parameters can also be set on
a per-interface basis:advbase and advskew , which are used to control how frequently the host sends
advertisements when it is the master for a virtual host, andpass which is used to authenticate carp adver-
tisements. Finallycarpdev is used to specify which interface thecarp device attaches to. If unspecified,
the kernel attempts to set carpdev by looking for another interface with the same subnet. These configura-
tions can be done usingifconfig (8), or through theSIOCSVHioctl.

Additionally, there are a number of global parameters which can be set usingsysctl (8):

net.inet.carp.allow Accept incomingcarp packets. Enabledby default.

net.inet.carp.preempt Allow virtual hosts to preempt each other. It is also used to failover
carp interfaces as a group. When the option is enabled and one of
the carp enabled physical interfaces goes down, advskew is
changed to 240 on allcarp interfaces. Seealso the first example.
Disabled by default.

net.inet.carp.log Log badcarp packets. Disabledby default.

net.inet.carp.arpbalance Balance local traffic using ARP. Disabled by default.

EXAMPLES
For firewalls and routers with multiple interfaces, it is desirable to failover all of the carp interfaces
together, when one of the physical interfaces goes down. Thisis achieved by the preempt option. Enable it
on both host A and B:

# s ysctl -w net.inet.carp.preempt=1

Assume that host A is the preferred master and 192.168.1.x/24 is configured on one physical interface and
192.168.2.y/24 on another. This is the setup for host A:

# i fconfig carp0 create
# i fconfig carp0 vhid 1 pass mekmitasdigoat 192.168.1.1 \

netmask 255.255.255.0
# i fconfig carp1 create
# i fconfig carp1 vhid 2 pass mekmitasdigoat 192.168.2.1/24 \

netmask 255.255.255.0

The setup for host B is identical, but it has a higher advskew:

# i fconfig carp0 create
# i fconfig carp0 vhid 1 advskew 100 pass mekmitasdigoat \

192.168.1.1 netmask 255.255.255.0
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# i fconfig carp1 create
# i fconfig carp1 vhid 2 advskew 100 pass mekmitasdigoat \

192.168.2.1 netmask 255.255.255.0

Because of the preempt option, when one of the physical interfaces of host A fails, advskew is adjusted to
240 on all itscarp interfaces. Thiswill cause host B to preempt on both interfaces instead of just the failed
one.

In order to set up an ARP balanced virtual host, it is necessary to configure one virtual host for each physical
host which would respond to ARP requests and thus handle the traffic. In the following example, two virtual
hosts are configured on two hosts to provide balancing and failover for the IP address 192.168.1.10.

First thecarp interfaces on Host A are configured.Theadvskew of 100 on the second virtual host means
that its advertisements will be sent out slightly less frequently.

# i fconfig carp0 create
# i fconfig carp0 vhid 1 pass mekmitasdigoat 192.168.1.10 \

netmask 255.255.255.0
# i fconfig carp1 create
# i fconfig carp1 vhid 2 advskew 100 pass mekmitasdigoat \

192.168.1.10 netmask 255.255.255.0

The configuration for host B is identical, except the skew is on virtual host 1 rather than virtual host 2.

# i fconfig carp0 create
# i fconfig carp0 vhid 1 advskew 100 pass mekmitasdigoat \

192.168.1.10 netmask 255.255.255.0
# i fconfig carp1 create
# i fconfig carp1 vhid 2 pass mekmitasdigoat 192.168.1.10 \

netmask 255.255.255.0

Finally, the ARP balancing feature must be enabled on both hosts:

# s ysctl -w net.inet.carp.arpbalance=1

When the hosts receive an ARP request for 192.168.1.10, the source IP address of the request is used to com-
pute which virtual host should answer the request.The host which is master of the selected virtual host will
reply to the request, the other(s) will ignore it.

This way, locally connected systems will receive different ARP replies and subsequent IP traffic will be bal-
anced among the hosts. If one of the hosts fails, the other will take over the virtual MAC address, and begin
answering ARP requests on its behalf.

Note: ARP balancing only works on the local network segment. It cannot balance traffic that crosses a
router, because the router itself will always be balanced to the same virtual host.

SEE ALSO
netstat (1), sysctl (3), arp (4), arp (8), ifconfig (8), sysctl (8)

HISTORY
Thecarp device first appeared inOpenBSD3.5.
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NAME
ccd — Concatenated disk driver

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device ccd [count]

DESCRIPTION
Theccd driver provides the capability of combining one or more disks/partitions into one virtual disk.

This document assumes that you’re familiar with how to generate kernels, how to properly configure disks
and pseudo-devices in a kernel configuration file, and how to partition disks.

Note that the ‘raw’ partitions of the disksmust not be combined.Each component partition should be
offset at least one cylinder from the beginning of the component disk. This avoids potential conflicts
between the component disk’s disklabel and theccd ’s disklabel. Thekernel will only allow component par-
titions of typeFS_CCD. But for now, it allows partition of all types since some port lacks support of an on-
disk BSD disklabel. The partition ofFS_UNUSEDmay be rejected because device driver of component disk
will refuse it.

In order to compile in support for theccd , you must add a line similar to the following to your kernel con-
figuration file:

pseudo-device ccd 4 #concatenated disk devices

The count argument is how manyccd s memory is allocated for at boot time. In this example, no more than
4 ccd s may be configured.

A ccd may be either serially concatenated or interleaved. To serially concatenate the partitions, specify the
interleave factor of 0.

If a ccd is interleaved correctly, a “striping” effect is achieved, which can increase performance.Since the
interleave factor is expressed in units ofDEV_BSIZE, one must account for sector sizes other than
DEV_BSIZE in order to calculate the correct interleave. The kernel will not allow an interleave factor less
than the size of the largest component sector divided byDEV_BSIZE.

Note that best performance is achieved if all component disks have the same geometry and size.Optimum
striping cannot occur with different disk types.

Also note that the total size of concatenated disk may vary depending on the interleave factor even if the
exact same components are concatenated. And an old on-disk disklabel may be read after interleave factor
change. Asa result, the disklabel may contain wrong partition geometry and will cause an error when doing
I/O near the end of concatenated disk.

There is a run-time utility that is used for configuringccd s. Seeccdconfig (8) for more information.

WARNINGS
If just one (or more) of the disks in a non-mirroredccd fails, the entire file system will be lost.

FILES
/dev/{,r}ccd ∗ ccd device special files.

SEE ALSO
config (1), MAKEDEV(8), ccdconfig (8), fsck (8), mount (8), newfs (8)
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HISTORY
The concatenated disk driver was originally written at the University of Utah.
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NAME
cd — SCSI and ATAPI CD-ROM driver

SYNOPSIS
cd ∗ at scsibus? target ? lun ?
cd1 at scsibus0 target 4 lun 0
cd ∗ at atapibus? drive ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
Thecd driver provides support for a Small Computer Systems Interface (SCSI) bus and Advanced Technol-
ogy Attachment Packet Interface (AT API ) Compact Disc-Read Only Memory( CD-ROM) drive. In an
attempt to look like a regular disk, thecd driver synthesizes a partition table, with one partition covering the
entireCD-ROM. It is possible to modify this partition table usingdisklabel (8), but it will only last until
theCD-ROM is unmounted. In general the interfaces are similar to those described bywd(4) andsd (4).

As theSCSI adapter is probed during boot, theSCSI bus is scanned for devices. Any devices found which
answer as ‘Read-only’ type devices will be ‘attached’ to thecd driver.

For the use of flags with ATAPI devices, seewd(4).

The system utilitydisklabel (8) may be used to read the synthesized disk label structure, which will con-
tain correct figures for the size of theCD-ROM should that information be required.

KERNEL CONFIGURA TION
Any number ofCD-ROM devices may be attached to the system regardless of system configuration as all
resources are dynamically allocated.

IOCTLS
The following ioctl (2) calls which apply toSCSI CD-ROM drives are defined in the header files
〈sys/cdio.h 〉 and〈sys/disklabel.h 〉.

DIOCGDINFO

DIOCSDINFO ( struct disklabel ) Read or write the in-core copy of the disklabel for
the drive. The disklabel is initialized with information read from theSCSI
inquiry commands, and should be the same as the information printed at boot.
This structure is defined indisklabel (5).

CDIOCPLAYTRACKS ( struct ioc_play_track ) Start audio playback given a track address
and length. The structure is defined as follows:

struct ioc_play_track
{

u_char start_track;
u_char start_index;
u_char end_track;
u_char end_index;

};

CDIOCPLAYBLOCKS ( struct ioc_play_blocks ) Start audio playback given a block address
and length. The structure is defined as follows:

struct ioc_play_blocks
{

int blk;
int len;
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};

CDIOCPLAYMSF ( struct ioc_play_msf ) Start audio playback given a ‘minutes-sec-
onds-frames’ address and length. The structure is defined as follows:

struct ioc_play_msf
{

u_char start_m;
u_char start_s;
u_char start_f;
u_char end_m;
u_char end_s;
u_char end_f;

};

CDIOCREADSUBCHANNEL( struct ioc_read_subchannel ) Read information from the subchan-
nel at the location specified by this structure:

struct ioc_read_subchannel {
u_char address_format;

#define CD_LBA_FORMAT 1
#define CD_MSF_FORMAT 2

u_char data_format;
#define CD_SUBQ_DATA 0
#define CD_CURRENT_POSITION 1
#define CD_MEDIA_CATALOG 2
#define CD_TRACK_INFO 3

u_char track;
int data_len;
struct cd_sub_channel_info ∗data;

};

CDIOREADTOCHEADER ( struct ioc_toc_header ) Return summary information about the ta-
ble of contents for the mountedCD-ROM. The information is returned into the
following structure:

struct ioc_toc_header {
u_short len;
u_char starting_track;
u_char ending_track;

};

CDIOREADTOCENTRYS ( struct ioc_read_toc_entry ) Return information from the table of
contents entries mentioned.(Yes, this command name is misspelled).The
argument structure is defined as follows:

struct ioc_read_toc_entry {
u_char address_format;
u_char starting_track;
u_short data_len;
struct cd_toc_entry ∗data;

};
The requested data is written into an area of sizedata_len and pointed to by
data .
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CDIOCSETPATCH ( struct ioc_patch ) Attach various audio channels to various output
channels. Theargument structure is defined thusly:

struct ioc_patch {
u_char patch[4];
/ ∗ one for each channel ∗/

};

CDIOCGETVOL

CDIOCSETVOL ( struct ioc_vol ) Get (set) information about the volume settings of the
output channels. The argument structure is as follows:

struct ioc_vol
{

u_char vol[4];
/ ∗ one for each channel ∗/

};

CDIOCSETMONO Patch all output channels to all source channels.

CDIOCSETSTEREO Patch left source channel to the left output channel and the right source channel
to the right output channel.

CDIOCSETMUTE Mute output without changing the volume settings.

CDIOCSETLEFT

CDIOCSETRIGHT Attach both output channels to the left (right) source channel.

CDIOCSETDEBUG

CDIOCCLRDEBUG Turn on (off) debugging for the appropriate device.

CDIOCPAUSE

CDIOCRESUME Pause (resume) audio play, without resetting the location of the read-head.

CDIOCRESET Reset the drive.

CDIOCSTART

CDIOCSTOP Tell the drive to spin-up (-down) theCD-ROM.

CDIOCALLOW

CDIOCPREVENT Tell the drive to allow (prevent) manual ejection of theCD-ROM disc. Notall
drives support this feature.

CDIOCEJECT Eject theCD-ROM.

CDIOCLOADUNLOAD Cause the ATAPI changer to load or unload discs.

CDIOCCLOSE Tell the drive to close its door and load the media. Not all drives support this
feature.

In addition the generalscsi (4) ioctls may be used with thecd driver, if used against the ‘whole disk’ parti-
tion (i.e. /dev/rcd0d for the bebox and i386 port,/dev/rcd0c for all other ports).

NOTES
When aCD-ROM is changed in a drive controlled by thecd driver, then the act of changing the media will
invalidate the disklabel and information held within the kernel. To stop corruption, all accesses to the device
will be discarded until there are no more open file descriptors referencing the device. Duringthis period, all
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new open attempts will be rejected. When no more open file descriptors reference the device, the first next
open will load a new set of parameters (including disklabel) for the drive.

The audio code in thecd driver only supportSCSI-2standard audio commands. Because many CD-ROM
manufacturers have not followed the standard, there are many CD-ROM drives for which audio will not work.
Some work is planned to support some of the more common ‘broken’ CD-ROM drives; however, this is not
yet under way.

FILES
/dev/cd[0-9][a-h] block modeCD-ROM devices
/dev/rcd[0-9][a-h] raw modeCD-ROM devices

DIAGNOSTICS
None.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), scsi (4), sd (4), wd(4), disklabel (5), disklabel (8)

HISTORY
Thecd driver appeared in386BSD 0.1.

BUGS
The names of the structures used for the third argument toioctl () were poorly chosen, and a number of
spelling errors have survived in the names of theioctl () commands.
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NAME
cdce — USB Communication Device Class Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
cdce ∗ at uhub? port ?

DESCRIPTION
The cdce driver provides support for USB Host-to-Host (aka USB-to-USB) bridges based on the USB
Communication Device Class (CDC) and Ethernet subclass, including the following:

• Prolific PL-2501
• Sharp Zaurus

The USB bridge appears as a regular network interface on both sides, transporting Ethernet frames.

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8).

USB 1.x bridges support speeds of up to 12Mbps, and USB 2.0 speeds of up to 480Mbps.

Packets are received and transmitted over separate USB bulk transfer endpoints.

Thecdce driver does not support different media types or options.

DIAGNOSTICS
cdce%d: no union descriptor The driver couldn’t fetch an interface descriptor from the USB device. For a
manually added USB vendor/product, the CDCE_NO_UNION flag can be tried to work around the missing
descriptor.

cdce%d: no data interface
cdce%d: could not read endpoint descriptor
cdce%d: unexpected endpoint
cdce%d: could not find data bulk in/out For a manually added USB vendor/product, these errors indicate
that the bridge is not compatible with the driver.

cdce%d: watchdog timeout A packet was queued for transmission and a transmit command was issued,
however the device failed to acknowledge the transmission before a timeout expired.

cdce%d: no memory for rx list -- packet dropped! Memory allocation through MGETHDR or MCLGET
failed, the system is running low on mbufs.

cdce%d: abort/close rx/tx pipe failed
cdce%d: rx/tx list init failed
cdce%d: open rx/tx pipe failed
cdce%d: usb error on rx/tx

SEE ALSO
arp (4), intro (4), netintro (4), usb (4), ifconfig (8)

Universal Serial Bus Class Definitions for Communication Devices,
http://www.usb.org/developers/devclass_docs/usbcdc11.pdf.

Data sheet Prolific PL-2501 Host-to-Host Bridge/Network Controller,
http://tech.prolific.com.tw/visitor/fcabdl.asp?fid=20679530.

HISTORY
Thecdce device driver first appeared inOpenBSD3.6 andNetBSD 3.0.
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AUTHORS
Thecdce driver was written by Craig Boston〈craig@tobuj.gank.org〉 based on theaue (4) driver written by
Bill Paul 〈wpaul@windriver.com〉 and ported toOpenBSDby Daniel Hartmeier〈dhartmei@openbsd.org〉.

CAVEATS
Many USB devices notoriously fail to report their class and interfaces correctly. Undetected products might
work flawlessly when their vendor and product IDs are added to the driver manually.
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NAME
cec — IEEE488 GPIB controller boards

SYNOPSIS
cec ∗ at isa? port 0x2b8 irq 5 drq 1
gpib ∗ at cec?

DESCRIPTION
The cec driver supports GPIB (IEEE488) controller boards based on the NEC uPD7210 GPIB controller
chip. Thefollowing boards are supported:

− Capital Equipment Corp. IEEE488 board
− Keithley GPIB boards

The following GPIB boards are similar and support should be available reasonably easily:

− HAMEG HO-80 IEEE488 board
− National Instruments PCII board
− Measurement Computing (Computer Boards) ISA GPIB boards

SEE ALSO
gpib (4), isa (4)

HISTORY
Thecec driver appeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
cfb — PMAG-B CX colour unaccelerated 2-D framebuffer

SYNOPSIS
cfb ∗ at tc? slot ? offset ?
wsdisplay ∗ at cfb?

DESCRIPTION
Thecfb driver provides support for the PMAG-B CX colour framebuffer for the TURBOchannel bus. The
PMAG-B is an 8 bpp colour framebuffer capable of running at a resolution of 1024-by-864 at 60 Hz.

SEE ALSO
mfb (4), px (4), pxg (4), sfb (4), tc (4), tfb (4), wscons (4)

BUGS
NetBSD/pmax does not currently support the machine-independentwscons (4) interface and uses a machine-
dependent version.
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NAME
cgd — cryptographic disk driver

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device cgd [count]

DESCRIPTION
Thecgd driver provides the capability of encrypting blocks on their way to and from a disk or partition.

In order to compile support for thecgd into your kernel, you must add the driver to your kernel configura-
tion file. To do this, add a line similar to:

pseudo-device cgd 4 #cryptographic disk driver

The count argument defines how manycgd ’s may be configured at a time.

Encryption Algorithms
Currently the following cryptographic algorithms are supported:

aes-cbc AES in CBC mode. AES uses a 128 bit blocksize and can accept keys of length 128,
192, or 256. The default key length is 128.

3des-cbc Triple DES in CBC mode.Triple DES uses a 64 bit blocksize and is performed in
EDE3 mode with a 168 bit key. The key passed to the kernel is 192 bits but the parity
bits are ignored.

blowfish-cbc Blowfish in CBC mode.Blowfish uses a 64 bit blocksize and can accept keys between
40 and 448 bits in multiples of 8. It is strongly encouraged that keys be at least 128 bits
long. Thereare no performance advantages of using shorter keys. Thedefault key
length is 128 bits.

IV Methods
Currently, the only IV Method supported isencblkno (Encrypted Block Number). This method encrypts
the block number of the physical disk block with the cipher and key provided and uses that as the IV for
CBC mode. This method should ensure that each block has a different IV and that the IV is reasonably
unpredictable.

IOCTLS
A cgd responds to all of the standard diskioctl (2) calls defined insd (4), and also defines the following:

CGDIOCSET
configure thecgd . This ioctl (2) sets up the encryption parameters and points thecgd at
the underlying disk.

CGDIOCCLR
unconfigures thecgd .

Theseioctl (2)’s and their associated data structures are defined in/usr/include/dev/cgdvar.h .

WARNINGS
It goes without saying that if you forget the passphrase that you used to configure acgd , then you have irre-
vocably lost all of the data on the disk. Please ensure that you are using an appropriate backup strategy.

FILES
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/dev/{,r}cgd∗ cgd device special files.

SEE ALSO
config (1), ioctl (2), sd (4), MAKEDEV(8), cgdconfig (8)

HISTORY
The cgd driver was written by Roland C. Dowdeswell forNetBSD. The cgd driver originally appeared in
NetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
cgeight — Sun 24-bit color frame buffer

SYNOPSIS
cgeight0 at obio0 addr 0xfb300000 level 4 ( sun4/300 )
cgeight0 at obio0 addr 0x0b300000 level 4 ( sun4/100 )

DESCRIPTION
The cgeight is a memory based color frame buffer. Its pixel memory can be mapped into a user process
address space by using themmap(2) system call.Thecgeight driver supports the minimal ioctl’s needed
to runX(1).

SEE ALSO
bwtwo (4), cgtwo (4), cgthree (4), cgfour (4), cgsix (4), tcx (4)
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NAME
cgfour — Sun 8-bit color frame buffer

SYNOPSIS
cgfour0 at obio0 addr 0xfb300000 level 4 ( sun4/300 )
cgfour0 at obio0 addr 0x0b300000 level 4 ( sun4/100 )

DESCRIPTION
Thecgfour is a memory based color frame buffer with overlay plane. Its pixel memory and control planes
can be mapped into a user process address space by using themmap(2) system call.Thecgfour driver sup-
ports the minimal ioctl’s needed to runX(1).

SEE ALSO
bwtwo (4), cgtwo (4), cgthree (4), cgsix (4), cgeight (4), tcx (4)
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NAME
cgfour — Sun 8-bit color frame buffer

SYNOPSIS
cgfour0 at obmem0 addr ?

DESCRIPTION
Thecgfour is a memory based color frame buffer. It supports the minimal ioctl’s needed to runX(1).

SEE ALSO
bwtwo (4), cgtwo (4)
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NAME
cgfourteen — Sun accelerated 8/24-bit color frame buffer

SYNOPSIS
cgfourteen ∗ at obio?

DESCRIPTION
The cgfourteen is a memory based color frame buffer, with graphics acceleration and overlay capabili-
ties. Its pixel memory can be mapped into a user process address space by using themmap(2) system call.
Thecgfourteen driver supports the minimal ioctl’s needed to runX(1).

The driver operates by default incgthree (4) emulation mode, i.e.in 8-bit unaccelerated mode. This emu-
lation does include support for the hardware cursor present on thecgfourteen , howev er.

SEE ALSO
bwtwo (4), cgtwo (4), cgthree (4), cgfour (4), cgsix (4), cgeight (4), tcx (4)
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NAME
cgsix — Sun accelerated 8-bit color frame buffer

SYNOPSIS
cgsix ∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ? ( sun4c/sun4m )
cgsix0 at obio0 addr 0xfb000000 level 4 ( sun4/300 )
cgsix0 at obio0 addr 0x0b000000 level 4 ( sun4/100 )

DESCRIPTION
Thecgsix is a memory based color frame buffer. It supports the minimal ioctl’s needed to runX(7).

There are several versions of thecgsix board. TheSun part numbers and board types are:

501-1374, 501-1532 P4 GX
501-1505 P4 GX with 3/80 backpanel
501-1481, 501-1645 Sbus double-width GX
501-1672, 501-1996 Sbus GX
501-1717, 501-2018, 501-2039 Sbus GX+
501-2325, 501-2922 Sbus TGX
501-2253, 501-2955 Sbus TGX+

There are also on-board ‘GX’ cards in the ‘SPARCstation IPX’ and ‘SPARCstation LX’ machines.

The ‘GX’ and ‘TGX’ cards have 1Mb of on-board memory and support a maximum graphics resolution of
1152x900. The‘GX+’ cards have 4Mb of on-board memory and support a maximum resolution of
1280x1024. The‘TGX+’ cards have 4Mb of on-board memory and support a maximum resolution of
1600x1280. The‘TGX’ (Turbo GX) cards are faster than the ‘GX’ cards.

The number of supported resolutions varies by card type. All cards support a resolution of 1152x900 at
66Hz. All but the P4 and double-width cards support a resolution of 1152x900 at 76Hz. The cards default to
a resolution dependent on the attached monitor (usually 1152x900).

It is only possible to change the resolution of acgsix card from the PROM before the operating system is
loaded. For the primary card, this can be done using the ‘output-device’ PROM field.For example, for a
‘TGX+’ card, the following PROM command will set the resolution to 1280x1024 at 76Hz:

setenv output-device screen:r1280x1024x76

For secondary cards, a different method must be used to set the resolution.For a machine with OpenBoot
2.x or 3.x, and assuming a ‘TGX’ card at Sbus slot 1, the following PROM commands will set the resolution
to 1024x768 at 60Hz:

nvedit
probe-all
" / iommu/sbus/cgsix@1" select-dev
r1024x768x60
" / iommu/sbus/cgsix@1" " set-resolution" execute-device-method
device-end
install-console
banner
ˆC
nvstore
setenv use-nvramrc? true
reset
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For Sun4c machines, the device-path above would be:

" / sbus/cgsix@1"

For Sun-4 and Sun-3 systems, it is only possible to change PROM fields by altering byte values. For these
systems, it is probably easier to use theeeprom (8) command to set thescrsizefield to the desired resolu-
tion.

EXAMPLES
cgsix0 at obio0 addr 0xfb000000 level 4: cgsix/p4, 1152 x 900, rev 1
cgsix0 at sbus0 slot 0 offset 0x0 level 9: SUNW,501-2325, 1152 x 900, rev
11 cgsix0 at sbus0 slot 0 offset 0x0 level 9: SUNW,501-2253, 1280 x 1024,
rev 11

SEE ALSO
bwtwo (4), cgeight (4), cgfour (4), cgfourteen (4), cgthree (4), cgtwo (4), tcx (4), eeprom (8)

BUGS
The double-width ‘GX’ and the ‘GX+’ cards are not compatible with UltraSPARC machines.

On Sun-4 systems using a P4 GX card as console, theconsolefield in the PROM must be set top4opt, other-
wise the card will not be recognised as the console output device.

Several firmware revisions oncgsix boards have a terminal emulation bug that shows up when using the
screen control sequences for inserting blank lines near the bottom end of the screen (i.e., the control
sequences produced by the ‘al’ and ‘AL’ capabilities found in thetermcap (5) database). The most likely
occasion for triggering this bug is to use a full-screen editor such asvi (1) on the workstation’s console.

To work around this you can set yourTERMenvironment variable to the ‘sun-cgsix’ terminal definition
which is the same as the ‘sun’ entry, except that the ‘al’ and ‘AL’ capabilities have been removed (at the cost
of making the scrolling of the screen slower).
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NAME
cgthree — Sun 8-bit color frame buffer

SYNOPSIS
cgthree ∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ?
cgthree ∗ at obio0 slot ? offset ? ( some sun4m models )

DESCRIPTION
Thecgthree is a memory based color frame buffer. It supports the minimal ioctl’s needed to runX(1).

SEE ALSO
bwtwo (4), cgtwo (4), cgfour (4), cgsix (4), cgeight (4), tcx (4)
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NAME
cgtwo — Sun 8-bit color frame buffer

SYNOPSIS
cgtwo ∗ at vmes0 addr 0xff400000 level 4 vect 0xa8

DESCRIPTION
The cgtwo is a memory based color frame buffer. Its control pixel memory can be mapped into a user
process address space by using themmap(2) system call.The cgtwo driver supports the minimal ioctl’s
needed to runX(1).

SEE ALSO
bwtwo (4), cgthree (4), cgfour (4), cgsix (4), cgeight (4), tcx (4)
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NAME
cgtwo — Sun 8-bit VME bus color frame buffer

SYNOPSIS
cgtwo0 at vme2 addr 0x400000 ipl 4 vect 0xA8

DESCRIPTION
Thecgtwo is a memory based,VME bus, color frame buffer. It supports the minimal ioctl’s needed to run
X(1).

SEE ALSO
bwtwo (4), cgfour (4)
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NAME
ch — SCSI media changer driver

SYNOPSIS
ch ∗ at scsibus? target ? lun ?

DESCRIPTION
Thech driver is essentially anioctl (2) interface to a robot on aSCSIbus - a device that will change media
(e.g. tapes, CD-ROMs, etc) in and out of drives for that media.Thechio (1) utility program uses this inter-
face to manipulate such robots.

FILES
/dev/ch u SCSIbus media changer unitu
/usr/include/sys/chio.h

DIAGNOSTICS
ch%d: waiting %d seconds for changer to settle...Some changers require a long time to settle out, to do
tape inventory, for instance.

ch%d: offline The changer is not responding.

ch%d: warning, READ ELEMENT ST ATUS avail != count
ch%d: could not sense element address page
ch%d: could not sense capabilities page

SEE ALSO
chio (1), ioctl (2), cd (4), intro (4), scsi (4), st (4)

AUTHORS
Jason R. Thorpe
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NAME
chipsfb — Chips Technologies 6555x based graphics chips

SYNOPSIS
chipsfb ∗ at pci?
wsdisplay ∗ at chipsfb?

DESCRIPTION
The chipsfb driver provides support for the CT 65550 and 65554 graphics controllers. Currently it
depends on the firmware (usually Open Firmware) to set up the framebuffer, but all graphics operations used
by wsdisplay use the blitter.

SEE ALSO
wscons (4), wsdisplay (4)

BUGS
The driver has been tested on macppc only.
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NAME
cia — DECchip 2117x Core Logic chipset

SYNOPSIS
cia ∗ at mainbus?
pci ∗ at cia?

DESCRIPTION
The cia driver provides support for the DECchip 2117x Core Logic chipset (PCI controller) found on the
AlphaStation 500/600, AlphaServer 1000 and AlphaServer 800/1000A systems.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), mainbus (4), pci (4)
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NAME
ciphy — Driver for Cicada 10/100/1000 copper Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
ciphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
Theciphy driver supports PHYs commonly integrated on VIA Networkinng Technologies VT6122 Gigabit
Ethernet adapters.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Driver is ported fromFreeBSDand first appeared inNetBSD 3.0.

AUTHORS
The driver was originally written by Bill Paul〈wpaul@windriver.com〉.
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NAME
cir — Consumer IR (remote control) driver

SYNOPSIS
cir ∗ at XX?

DESCRIPTION
Thecir provides access to consumer infrared devices such as remote control receivers and transmitters.

SEE ALSO
irframe (4)

HISTORY
Thecir driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

BUGS
This device is not yet functional.
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NAME
ciss — HP/Compaq Smart ARRAY 5/6 RAID controllers

SYNOPSIS
ciss ∗ at pci? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The ciss driver provides support for the CISS interface implemented by fifth and later generations of the
HP/Compaq Smart ARRAY family of controllers.

The CISS interface is defined in the document entitledCISS Command Interface for SCSI-3 Support Open
Specification, Version 1.04, Valence Number 1, Compaq Computer Corporation, 2000/11/27.

This driver supports several Compaq and HP controllers implementing the CISS interface, including:

• Compaq Smart Array 5300 version 1
• Compaq Smart Array 5300 version 2
• Compaq Smart Array 5i version 1
• Compaq Smart Array 5i version 2
• HP Smart Array 5312
• HP Smart Array 6i
• HP Smart Array 641
• HP Smart Array 642
• HP Smart Array 6400
• HP Smart Array 6400 EM
• HP Smart Array E200
• HP Smart Array E200i
• HP Smart Array P400
• HP Smart Array P400i
• HP Smart Array P600
• HP Smart Array P800
• HP Smart Array V100
• HP Smart Array 1 through 13

These controllers support RAID 0, RAID 1, RAID 5, JBOD, and superpositions of those configurations.

Although the controllers are actual RAID controllers, theciss driver makes them look just like SCSI con-
trollers. All RAID configuration must be done through the controllers’ BIOSes.

Hardware from previous generations of this product family may be supported by thecac (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
bio (4), cac (4), intro (4), pci (4), scsi (4), sd (4)

HISTORY
Theciss driver first appeared inNetBSD 3.1.

AUTHORS
The ciss driver was written by Michael Shalayeff 〈mickey@openbsd.org〉, and ported toNetBSD by
Tonnerre Lombard〈tonnerre@netbsd.org〉.
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NAME
clcs — Cirrus Logic CS4280 audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
clcs ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?
midi ∗ at clcs?

DESCRIPTION
The clcs driver provides support for the Cirrus Logic CS4280 chip.Partial support exists for the CS461x
chips, but is disabled. Instead, thewss(4) orsb (4) drivers should be used.

SEE ALSO
audio (4), midi (4), pci (4), sb (4), wss(4)

HISTORY
Theclcs device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.
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NAME
clct — Cirrus Logic CS4281 audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
clct ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
Theclct driver provides support for the Cirrus Logic CS4281 chip.

SEE ALSO
ac97 (4), audio (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Theclct device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
clmpcc — Cirrus Logic CD2400/CD2401 serial communications controller

SYNOPSIS
clmpcc0 at pcctwo? ipl 4

DESCRIPTION
The clmpcc driver provides support for the Cirrus Logic CD2401 Multi-protocol Communications Con-
troller found on Motorola MVME167 and MVME177 single-board computers.

The chip integrates four serial channels in one package, with each channel being completely independent and
capable of running in Async (with optional DMA control), Bisync, HDLC/SDLC and X.21 modes. Each
channel has 32 bytes of FIFO, split into 16 bytes for the Tx side and 16 bytes for the Rx side.

At the present time, theclmpcc driver supports the non-DMA Async mode of operation, using the channel
FIFOs to maximize throughput with minimal interrupt overhead.

The Motorola MVME1x7 boards provide a 20MHz master clock to the device, which allows the Tx and Rx
side to be independently set to any baud rate in the range 50 to 57600. The device should be capable of run-
ning at a baud rate of 115200, however it is not a rate documented in the device’s datasheet for Async. mode
so is not recommended.

FILES
/dev/console

/dev/ttyC1

/dev/ttyC2

/dev/ttyC3

DIAGNOSTICS
clmpcc%d: channel %d command timeout (idle) The chip failed to acknowledge a command sent to the
specified channel.

clmpcc%d: Failed to reset chip The clmpcc driver was unable to determine if the chip completed its
RESET processing.

SEE ALSO
pcctwo (4), tty (4)

HISTORY
Theclmpcc driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.4 and is currently under development.

BUGS
The hardware flow control features of the chip are not yet fully supported.
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NAME
clnp — Connectionless-Mode Network Protocol

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netiso/iso.h>
#include <netiso/clnp.h>

int
socket (AF_ISO , SOCK_RAW , 0);

DESCRIPTION
CLNP is the connectionless-mode network protocol used by the connectionless-mode network service.This
protocol is specified inISO 8473. Itmay be accessed through a “raw socket” for debugging purposes only.
CLNP sockets are connectionless, and are normally used with thesendto (2) andrecvfrom (2) system
calls, though theconnect (2) call may also be used to fix the destination for future packets (in which case
theread (2) or recv (2) andwrite (2) orsend (2) system calls may be used).

Outgoing packets automatically have aCLNP header prepended to them. Incoming packets received by the
user contain the fullCLNP header. The followingsetsockopt (2) options apply toCLNP:

CLNPOPT_FLAGSSets the flags which are passed to clnp when sending a datagram.Valid flags are:

CLNP_NO_SEG Do not allow segmentation
CLNP_NO_ER Suppress ER pdus
CLNP_NO_CKSUMDo not generate theCLNP checksum

CLNPOPT_OPTS SetsCLNP options. Theoptions must be formatted exactly as specified byISO 8473,
section 7.5 “Options Part”. Oncean option has been set, it will be sent on all packets
until a different option is set.

CONGESTION EXPERIENCE BIT
Whenever a packet is transmitted, the globally unique quality of service option is added to the packet. The
sequencing preferred bit and the low transit delay bit are set in this option.

If a packet is forwarded containing the globally unique quality of service option, and the interface through
which the packet will be transmitted has a queue length greater thancongest_threshold, then the congestion
experienced bit is set in the quality of service option.

The threshold value stored incongest_thresholdmay be tuned.

When a packet is received with the globally unique quality of service option present, and the congestion
experienced bit is set, then the transport congestion control function is called.

DIAGNOSTICS
A socket operation may fail with one of the following errors returned:

[EISCONN] When trying to establish a connection on a socket which already has one, or when
trying to send a datagram with the destination address specified and the socket is
already connected;

[ENOTCONN] When trying to send a datagram, but no destination address is specified, and the
socket hasn’t been connected;

[ENOBUFS] When the system runs out of memory for an internal data structure;
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[EADDRNOTAVAIL] When an attempt is made to create a socket with a network address for which no net-
work interface exists;

[EHOSTUNREACH] When trying to send a datagram, but no route to the destination address exists.

[EINVAL ] When specifying unsupported options.

SEE ALSO
recv (2), send (2), intro (4), iso (4)

BUGS
Packets are sent with the type code of 0x1d (technically an invalid packet type) for lack of a better way to
identify rawCLNP packets.

No more thanMLENbytes of options can be specified.
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NAME
clock — Clock driver for Motorola MVME68K Single Board Computers

SYNOPSIS
clock0 at pcc? ipl 5
clock0 at pcctwo? ipl 5

DESCRIPTION
The clock driver uses the counter/timer facilities of the MVME147’s pcc driver or the
MVME167/MVME177’s pcctwo driver to provide two independent hardware clocks for use by theNetBSD
kernel.

Both clock interrupts are set to 100Hz, with one used to provide the master kernel stats clock tick. The other
is used for profiling purposes.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), pcc (4), pcctwo (4)
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NAME
clock , oclock — Clock driver for Sun SPARC computers

SYNOPSIS
clock0 at mainbus0 # s un4c
clock0 at obio0 # s un4m
clock0 at obio0 addr 0xf2000000 # s un4/300

ooclock0 at obio0 addr 0xf3000000 # sun4/200
ooclock0 at obio0 addr 0x03000000 # sun4/100

DESCRIPTION
Theclock device contains common timer, clock and eeprom routines for theNetBSD kernel.

All system use the timer interrupt to drive the hard clock. The second interrupt is used to drive statistics
clock, except sun4/100 and sun4/200 machines, which don’t hav ea spare timer device.

HARDWARE
Theclock driver provides support for the following chips:

Dallas DS1287A
Intersil 7170
Mostek Mk48T02
Mostek Mk48T08

SEE ALSO
sparc/timer (4)

HISTORY
Theclock appeared inNetBSD 1.0.
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NAME
clockctl — Clock subsystem user control

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device clockctl

DESCRIPTION
The clockctl interface brings clock control to non-root users. Any user with write access to
/dev/clockctl will be able to perform operations such assettimeofday (2), clock_settime (2),
adjtime (2), orntp_adjtime (2), which are normally restricted to the super-user. Using theclockctl
pseudo-device, it is possible to run daemons such asntpd (8) as non-privileged users, thus reducing the
security exposure if a compromise is found in such a daemon.

The clockctl pseudo-device driver provides anioctl (2) call for each privileged clock-related system
call. The system call stubs in C library will use theioctl (2) on /dev/clockctl if the special file is
present and accessible, or will revert to the plain super-user-restricted system call if the special file is not
accessible.

The followingioctl (2) calls are defined in〈sys/clockctl.h 〉:

CLOCKCTL_SETTIMEOFDAY
This will run thesettimeofday (2) system call. Argument should be a pointer to astruct
clockctl_settimeofday_args:

struct clockctl_settimeofday_args {
struct timeval tv;
struct timezone tzp;

};

CLOCKCTL_CLOCK_SETTIME
This will run theclock_settime (2) system call. Argument should be a pointer to astruct
clockctl_clock_settime_args:

struct clockctl_clock_settime_args {
clockid_t clock_id;
struct timespec tp;

};

CLOCKCTL_ADJTIME
This will run the adjtime (2) system call. Argument should be a pointer to astruct
clockctl_adjtime_args:

struct clockctl_adjtime_args {
struct timeval delta;
struct timeval olddelta;

};

CLOCKCTL_NTP_ADJTIME
This will run thentp_adjtime (2) system call. Argument should be a pointer to astruct
clockctl_ntp_adjtime_args:

struct clockctl_ntp_adjtime_args {
struct timex tp;

};
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SEE ALSO
adjtime (2), clock_settime (2), ioctl (2), settimeofday (2)

HISTORY
clockctl appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
cltp — ISO Connectionless Transport Protocol

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netiso/iso.h>

int
socket (AF_ISO , SOCK_DGRAM , 0);

DESCRIPTION
CLTP is a simple, unreliable datagram protocol which is accessed via theSOCK_DGRAMabstraction for the
ISO protocol family. CLTP sockets are connectionless, and are normally used with thesendto (2) and
recvfrom (2) calls, though theconnect (2) call may also be used to fix the destination for future packets
(in which case therecv (2) or read (2) andsend (2) orwrite (2) system calls may be used).

CLTP address formats are identical to those used by TP. In particular CLTP provides a service selector in
addition to the normalISO NSAP. Note that theCLTP selector space is separate from the TP selector space
(i.e. aCLTP selector may not be “connected” to a TP selector).

Options at theCLNP network level may be used withCLTP; seeclnp (4).

DIAGNOSTICS
A socket operation may fail with one of the following errors returned:

[EISCONN] when trying to establish a connection on a socket which already has one, or when try-
ing to send a datagram with the destination address specified and the socket is
already connected;

[ENOTCONN] when trying to send a datagram, but no destination address is specified, and the
socket hasn’t been connected;

[ENOBUFS] when the system runs out of memory for an internal data structure;

[EADDRINUSE] when an attempt is made to create a socket with a selector which has already been
allocated;

[EADDRNOTAVAIL] when an attempt is made to create a socket with a network address for which no net-
work interface exists.

SEE ALSO
getsockopt (2), recv (2), send (2), socket (2), clnp (4), intro (4), iso (4)
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NAME
cmdide — CMD Technology and Silicon Image IDE disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
cmdide ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000
options PCIIDE_CMD064x_DISABLE
options PCIIDE_CMD0646U_ENABLEUDMA

DESCRIPTION
The cmdide driver supports the CMD Technology PCI0640, PCI0643, PCI0646, PCI0648, PCI0649, and
Silicon Image 0680 IDE controllers, and provides the interface with the hardware for theata (4) driver.

The 0x0002 flag forces thecmdide driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally be
enabled. Thiscan be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the IDE controller is wired
up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

BUGS
There’s no way to reliably know if a PCI064x controller is enabled or not. If the driver finds a PCI064x, it
will assume it is enabled unless the PCIIDE_CMD064x_DISABLE option is specified in the kernel config
file. This will be a problem only if the controller has been disabled in the BIOS and another controller has
been installed and uses the ISA legacy I/O ports and interrupts.

The PCI0646U controller is known to be buggy with Ultra-DMA transfers, so Ultra-DMA is disabled by
default for this controller. To enable Ultra-DMA, use the PCIIDE_CMD0646U_ENABLEUDMA option.
Ultra-DMA can eventually be disabled on a per-drive basis with config flags, seewd(4).

The timings used for the PIO and DMA modes for controllers listed above are for a PCI bus running at 30 or
33 MHz. This driver may not work properly on overclocked systems.
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NAME
cmos — Read/write access to IBM PC/AT CMOS RAM

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device cmos

DESCRIPTION
Usecmos to read the real-time clock and ISA configuration data from an ISA-compatible CMOS RAM, and
to write the ISA configuration data.

A program reads between 0 and 48 bytes from the CMOS RAM, starting at byte 0 of the RAM, using a sin-
gle call toread (2). Likewise, a program writes between 0 and 48 bytes to the CMOS RAM, starting at byte
0 of the RAM, using a single call towrite (2).

cmos does not allow programs to overwrite the real-time clock data (bytes 0 through 9), the status registers
(10 through 13), the diagnostic status or CMOS shutdown status (bytes 14 and 15), or the CMOS checksum
(bytes 46 and 47). Writes to those bytes are ignored.

On writes,cmos recomputes the CMOS checksum and writes it to the CMOS RAM.

EXAMPLES
Display entire contents of CMOS RAM:

# dd i f=/dev/cmos bs=48 count=1 | od -t x1
0000000 37 00 09 00 22 00 06 13 04 80 26 02 50 80 00 00
0000020 00 51 f0 00 01 80 02 00 fc 0f 2f 00 00 00 00 00
0000040 00 80 81 f0 ff 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 05 ee
0000060

Change boot order on Soekris net4521 to PXE ROM, Primary HDD, Secondary HDD:

# dd i f=/dev/cmos of=/tmp/cmos0 bs=48 count=1
1+0 records in
1+0 records out
48 bytes transferred in 0.001 secs (48000 bytes/sec)
# cp / tmp/cmos0 /tmp/cmos
# printf ’\xf0\x80\x81\xff’ | dd bs=1 seek=33 conv=notrunc of=/tmp/cmos
4+0 records in
4+0 records out
4 bytes transferred in 0.001 secs (4000 bytes/sec)
# dd i f=/tmp/cmos of=/dev/cmos
0+1 records in
0+1 records out
48 bytes transferred in 0.001 secs (48000 bytes/sec)

ERRORS
A program can read or write no more than 48 bytes tocmos. read (2) / write (2) will return EINVAL if
more than 48 bytes are read / written at once.

AUTHORS
The originalcmos driver was written by Takahiro Kambe〈taca@back-street.net〉.
David Young〈dyoung@NetBSD.org〉 modified the original and added it toNetBSD.
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NAME
cmpci — C-Media CMI8x38 audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
cmpci ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?
mpu∗ at cmpci?
opl ∗ at cmpci? flags 1

DESCRIPTION
Thecmpci device driver supports C-Media CMI8x38 based sound cards.

The device has SPDIF input/output interfaces, 16bit CODEC with analog mixer, OPL3 FM Synthesizer, and
MPU401 compatible MIDI I/O port interface.

MIXER DEVICE
The mixer device ofcmpci driver can be accessed viamixerctl (1) command. The complex structure is
analyzed as follows.

SPDIF in ----------------------
#1(coax)->|spdin1 | R - ----------------------
#2(opt)-->|spdin2 spdif.input |-- ∗->--|spdin spdif.output |--> SPDIF

-->|spdout | | - ->|playback | output
| - --------------------- | | - ----------------------
--------------------<------+- ∗

---------<-------------------+-+----------------------------------
| - ----------------------- | | - ---------------------- |
-->|legacy spdif.output. |--+- ∗-->|spdout | |
-->|wave playback | - ---->|spdin spdif.monitor |---- |
| - ----------------------- NC-|off | | |
---------<-- spdif ----------------------- | |

-------+------- dac ------------ ----------------- v |
wave -->|playback.mode|---->|inputs.dac|- ∗->|inputs.dac.mute|->----- |
playback --------------- ------------ R ----------------- | + | |

----------------- --------------------- |mix| |
FM synthesizer -->|inputs.fmsynth |-- ∗->|inputs.fmsynth.mute|-->----- |

----------------- R --------------------- ∗->--
CD ---------------------- --------------------------- v
LINE-IN ->|inputs.{cd,line,aux}|- ∗>|inputs.{cd,line,aux}.mute|->-----
AUX ---------------------- R - -------------------------- | |

------------------ | |
PC-SPK -->| inputs.speaker |----------------------------------->| + |

------------------ | |
------------------- ------------ ----------------- |mix|

MIC -- ∗-->|inputs.mic.preamp|->|inputs.mic|->|inputs.mic.mute|->| |
| - ------------------ ------------ ----------------- -----
| - ----------- ----------------- |
--->|record.mic|-->| | v

------------ | record.source |-->to -----------
∗R-->| (select, mix) | recording |outputs. ∗|-->

----------------- ----------- SPK
(front)
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Note the 2nd SPDIF input exists only on CMI8738/PCI-6ch versions.

MIXER EXAMPLES
Here are examples about wav eplayback and SPDIF input/output ports.

Playback to speaker, SPDIF input to SPDIF output
mixerctl -w playback.mode=dac spdif.output=spdin spdif.monitor=off

Playback to SPDIF output, SPDIF input to speaker
mixerctl -w playback.mode=spdif spdif.output=playback
spdif.output.playback=wave spdif.monitor=spdin

SPDIF input to both SPDIF output and speaker
mixerctl -w spdif.output=spdin spdif.monitor=spdin

Playback to both SPDIF output and speaker
mixerctl -w playback.mode=spdif spdif.output=playback
spdif.output.playback=wave spdif.monitor=spdout

Mix playback and SPDIF input to speaker
mixerctl -w playback.mode=dac spdif.monitor=spdin

SEE ALSO
mixerctl (1), audio (4), midi (4), mpu(4), opl (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Thecmpci device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

BUGS
4ch/6ch playback is not yet available. Joystick port is not supported.

spdif.output.playback=legacy does not seem to work properly.
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NAME
cms — Creative Music System device driver

SYNOPSIS
cms0 at isa? port 0x220
midi ∗ at cms?

DESCRIPTION
The cms driver provides support for the Creative Music System (C/MS). These cards were developed by
Creative Labs, the same people who designed the SoundBlaster cards. Chips were available for the Sound-
Blaster to make them compatible with CMS.

The CMS cards are only capable of playing basic notes and noises, making them suitable for playing midi,
but not much else. The output is stereo, but thecms driver doesn’t support stereo control. The cards have
external volume control, line-output and speaker.

The base I/O port address is usually jumper-selected to 0x220.Valid jumper settings are for 0x210, 0x220,
0x230, 0x240, 0x250 and 0x260. There are no interrupt settings.

SEE ALSO
isa (4), midi (4)

HISTORY
Thecms device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.
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NAME
cnw — Netwav eAirSurfer wireless network driver

SYNOPSIS
cnw∗ at pcmcia? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The cnw interface provides access to a theoretical 1 Mb/s wireless Ethernet network based on the Netwav e
AirSurfer Wireless LAN (formerly known as the Xircom Netwav eWireless LAN).

Note that the driver does not support newer devices such as the Netwav eAirSurfer “Plus”, or the BayStack
650/660. Thesedevices are supported by theawi (4) driver.

Netwav edevices are not compatible with IEEE 802.11 wireless networks. Alsonote that there are Netwav e
devices with different wireless frequency, depending on the radio band plan in each country.

The card uses 36K of I/O memory mapped to the card.You may need to increase memory space available to
the PCMCIA controller. Seepcmcia (4) for details.

In use, the cards appear to achieve up to a 420Kb/s transfer rate, though a transfer rate between 250Kb/s and
350Kb/s is typical.

The card operates in the 2.4GHz frequency range and is subject to interference from microwaves, IEEE
802.11 wireless network devices, as well as earth.For example, it seems that IEEE 802.11 channel 14 con-
flicts with Netwav e ( US frequency ) .  They interfere with each other if they are both operated in the same
geographic region, causing weird packet loss.You may be able to avoid the interference with IEEE 802.11
devices, by changing the IEEE 802.11 channel.

HARDWARE
Cards supported by thecnw driver include:

Xircom CreditCard Netwav e

NetWav eAirSurfer

DIAGNOSTICS
cnw0: can’t map memory Indicates that the driver was not able to allocate enough PCMCIA bus address
space into which to map the device. Seepcmcia (4) and increase memory available to the PCMCIA con-
troller.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), awi (4), inet (4), intro (4), pcmcia (4), cnwctl (8)
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NAME
com — serial communications interface

SYNOPSIS
com0 at isa? port "IO_COM1" irq 4
com1 at isa? port "IO_COM2" irq 3
com∗ at acpi?
com∗ at cardbus?
com∗ at isapnp?
com∗ at mca? slot ?
com∗ at mhzc?
com∗ at ofisa?
com∗ at pcmcia?
com∗ at pcmcom?
com∗ at pnpbios? index ?
com∗ at puc? port ?
com∗ at xirc?
options COM_HAYESP
options RND_COM

Arm32
com0 at mainbus? base 0x00210fe0
com1 at mainbus? base 0x00210be0

HP 9000/300 and 400 Series
com∗ at dio? scode ?
com∗ at frodo? offset ?

IBM PowerPC 4xx
com∗ at opb?

SPARC
com∗ at ebus?
com∗ at obio0

DESCRIPTION
The com driver provides support for NS8250-, NS16450-, and NS16550-basedEIA RS-232C(CCITT V.28)
communications interfaces. TheNS8250 and NS16450 have single character buffers, and the NS16550 has a
16 character buffer.

Input and output for each line may set to one of following baud rates; 50, 75, 110, 134.5, 150, 300, 600,
1200, 1800, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, or 115200, or any other baud rate which is a factor of
115200.

The ttyXX devices are traditional dial-in devices; the dtyXX devices are used for dial-out. (Seetty (4).)

TheCOM_HAYESPkernel option adds support for the Hayes ESP serial board.

With options RND_COM enabled, thecom driver can be used to collect entropy for the rnd (4) entropy
pool. Theentropy is generated from interrupt randomness.
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Arm32 specific
If “flags 1” is specified, thecom driver will not set the MCR_IENABLE bit on the UART. This is mainly for
use on AST multiport boards, where the MCR_IENABLE bit is used to control whether or not the devices
use a shared interrupt.

FILES
/dev/dty00
/dev/dty01
/dev/dty02
/dev/tty00
/dev/tty01
/dev/tty02

DIAGNOSTICS
com%d: %d silo overflows The input “silo” has overflowed and incoming data has been lost.

com%d: weird interrupt: iir=%x The device has generated an unexpected interrupt with the code listed.

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), ast (4), cardbus (4), isa (4), isapnp (4), mca(4), mhzc(4), ofisa (4), pcmcia (4),
pcmcom(4), pnpbios (4), puc (4), rtfps (4), tty (4), xirc (4)

HISTORY
Thecom driver was originally derived from the HP9000/300dca driver.

BUGS
Data loss is possible on busy systems with unbuffered UARTs at high speed.

The name of this driver and the constants which define the locations of the various serial ports are holdovers
from DOS.
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NAME
cons − keyboard and console display interface

DESCRIPTION
The keyboard and various possible displays combine to provide a terminal-like interface to the system.
Internally, these are separate devices which software combines to emulate a normal terminal. See the appro-
priate manual pages for information about each display and the keyboard.

The keyboard adapter also supports the speaker, which is activated when the ASCII characterbel (ˆG) is
sent to the display with software. For additional information on speaker control, seespeaker(4).

Console Device Control

The display devices, /dev/ttyaed, /dev/ttyap16, /dev/ttyap8c, /dev/ttyapa8, /dev/ttyega, /dev/ttymono,
/dev/ttympel, /dev/ttyvga, and /dev/tty8514are all minor devices under/dev/console, and are all capable of
displaying console output.Unique to this system is the fact that you may have one or more of these dis-
plays on your workstation at a time and any one can act as a console.With only one keyboard and system
mouse, the console driver multiplexes these input devices to the many displays. All of the displays may
have simultaneous logins and the user can ‘‘hot key’’ between each display. At first, this ‘‘input focus’’ i s
on the first device in the above sequence to be found at initialization time.The input focus can be manually
switched to the next available display by pressing the default ‘‘hot key’’ < Alt><Scroll Lock>. When the
input focus is on a display, all keyboard and mouse data are sent to the process(es) that read from that dis-
play.

If no other console tty device is open, and only the default input emulator is used (seekbdemul(4)), the
input focus is set to/dev/console. In this case, <Alt><Scroll Lock> only switches which display gets con-
sole output. In the case where one or more tty devices are open, or the default input emulator changes,
/dev/consolegets no input. It tries to send output to the currently focused device. A user can redirect these
console messages to any tty devices with the TIOCCONS ioctl.

To support the many displays and the multiplexing between them, an emulator package was developed to
work with the console driver. This package allows different types of emulation on input and output to be
written independently of device.

The display devices/dev/aed, /dev/apa16, /dev/apa8c, /dev/apa8, /dev/ega, /dev/mono, /dev/mpel, /dev/vga,
and/dev/ibm8514are also minor devices to/dev/console. They are typically used by window managers and
other graphic applications.When the focus is pointed to one of these display devices, the console messages
are put in a circular buffer (seebufemul(4)) unless redirected with the TIOCCONS ioctl. The buffer is
flushed to the screen upon closing the display device.

The following are generic consoleioctlsdefined inscreen_cousf.u:

CON_SELECT_SCREEN
Output focus is set to display number (arg > 0) or to next display in list (arg < 0).
Previous display number is returned.

CON_GET_SCREEN Justreturns the current output focus display number.

EIGETD Getsthe number of the current input emulator for this display.

EOGETD Getsthe number of the current output emulator for this display.

EISETD Setsthe input emulator and returns the previous for this display.

EOSETD Setsthe output emulator and returns the previous for this display.

CON_INIT_SCREEN Initializesthe specified display (arg 0) or this display (arg < 0).

CON_GET_FOCUS_CODE
Gets the current keyboard code for setting the console focus (affects xemul only).

CON_SET_FOCUS_CODE
Sets the current keyboard code for setting the console focus (affects xemul only),
and return the previous code.
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All of the above commands take integer arguments.

The following are generic consoleioctlsdefined inconsio.h:

SCRIOCGETF Getsthe screen control flags for the given display number.

SCRIOCSETC Setsthe screen control flags for the given display number.

SCRIOCGETF and SCRIOCSETC use the following structure:
struct screen_control {

int device; /* which screen/display to control */
int switches;/* Flags for this screen */

};

CONSDEV_PRESENT
Display is present on this system.This bit cannot be changed by
SCRIOSETC.

CONSDEV_KERNEL Displayis available to the kernel.

CONSDEV_USER Displayis available to the user.

CONSDEV_INIT Displayhas been initialized for output.

CONSDEV_TTY Diplay has been initialuzed for output. This bit cannot be changed by
SCRIOSETC.

CONSDEV_GRA Graphicsdisplay has been opened directly by minor device number. This
bit cannot be changed by SCRIOSETC.

CONSDEV_NOINPUT
Prevents the "round-robin" console focus-switching from finding this dis-
play. This flag is cleared whenbuf_emulis closed.

SCRSETNIP Setsthe no-input bit in the screen control flags for the display’s current file
description.

SCRCLRNIP Clearsthe no-input bit in the screen control flags for the display’s current
file description.

The followingioctl is defined inbufemul.h:

BUFDISPINFO Arg returns the following information about the display:

BUF_IS_ATR(arg) True when the CPU is an IBM 6152 Academic System.

BUF_IS_RTPC(arg) True when the CPU is an IBM RT PC.

BUF_GET_PCCODE(x)
Get PC-Code version/type byte (IBM 6152 only).
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BUF_GET_VGA(arg) Getthe type of display connected to the VGA. 0=none,1=color, 2=gray.
Valid only for the IBM 6152 Academic System.

BUF_GET_8514(arg) Get the type of display connected to the IBM 8514/A. 0=none, 1=color,
2=gray. Valid only for the IBM 6152 Academic System.

BUF_GET_EGA(arg) Returnsthe value of the switches on the EGA display. Valid only for the
IBM RT PC with an EGA card installed.

All of the above ioctl system calls are device-independent controls for dealing with the emulators.

Each emulator has its own set ofioctls for its own emulation purposes.These otheriotls are used in win-
dow-manager emulators for operations such as passing/positioning the mouse locator for/on the display.
See the man page for any particular emulator for more information.

NOTE
On the IBM RT PC, the kernel flashes ‘‘98’’ on the LEDs if it cannot find any configured display during ini-
tialization, and then proceeds.

DIAGNOSTICS
None.

FILES
For the IBM RT PC:
/dev/console
/dev/aed
/dev/apa16
/dev/apa8c
/dev/apa8
/dev/ega
/dev/mono
/dev/mpel

For the IBM 6152 Academic System:
/dev/vga
/dev/ibm8514

SEE ALSO
bufemul(4), bus(4), ibm5081(4), ibm5151(4), ibm6153(4), ibm6154(4), ibm6155(4), ibm8514(4),
ibmaed(4), ibmemul(4), kbdemul(4), speaker(4), stdemul(4), tty(4), vga(4), xemul(4), setscreen(8)
‘‘ IBM/4.3 Console Emulators’’, in Volume II, Supplementary Documents
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NAME
cons — HP300console interface

DESCRIPTION
This release supports a “virtual” console device used forkernel printf messages and accessed in user mode
via /dev/console . It is virtual in the sense that it is attached to a hardware interface at boot time.Cur-
rently the choices are limited to: a bit-mapped display acting as aninternal terminal emulator“ ITE”, the
builtin serial interfacecom(4), or anull (4) console in that order.

FILES
/dev/console

SEE ALSO
com(4), tty (4), reboot (8)

BUGS
You should be able to specify potential console devices atconfig (1) time.
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NAME
cons — VAX-11 console interface

DESCRIPTION
The console is available to the processor through the console registers. Itacts like a normal terminal, except
that when the local functions are not disabled,ˆP (control-P) puts the console in local console mode (where
the prompt is ‘>>>’). Theoperation of the console in this mode varies slightly per-processor.

VAX-11/780 or 785
On either theVAX-11/780 or 785 the following commands may be used after placing the console in local
mode withˆP .

c
continue Re-enter conversational mode if the processor was halted.

h
halt Halt the CPU. On an 11/780 or 785 the processor is not stopped by entering local console

mode.

set t p (set terminal program) Re-enter conversational mode if the processor is still running.

P (proceed) Get out ofODT mode.

<break> If you hit the break key on the console, then the consoleLSI-11 will go intoODT (console
debugger mode).

VAX-11/750 or 11/730
On an 11/750 or an 11/730 the processor is halted whenever the console is not in conversational mode.

C Return to conversational mode.

ret Return from remote diagnosis mode to local console mode.

ˆD (11/750 only) When in console mode on an 11/750 which has a remote diagnosis module,
a ˆD will put you in remote diagnosis mode, where the prompt will beRDM>.

VAX-8600 or 8650
The VAX-8600 (8650) console normally works in the same way as the 11/750, except that there are many
additional modes and commands.

c
continue Return to conversational mode.

halt Halt the processor ifHEX debug enabled.

p Halt the processor if in normal mode.

With the above proviso’s the console works like any otherUNIX terminal.

FILES
/dev/console

SEE ALSO
tty (4), reboot (8)

VAX Hardware Handbook.
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HISTORY
Thecons interface appeared in 4.0BSD.
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NAME
console — amigaconsole interface

DESCRIPTION
This release supports a “virtual” console device used forkernel printf messages and accessed in user mode
via /dev/console . It is virtual in the sense that it is attached to a hardware interface at boot time.Cur-
rently the choices are limited to: a bit-mapped display acting as aninternal terminal emulator“ ITE”, the
builtin serial interfaceser (4), or anull (4) console in that order.

FILES
/dev/console

SEE ALSO
tty (4), reboot (8)

HISTORY
Theconsole device is currently under development.

BUGS
You should be able to specify potential console devices atconfig (1) time.
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NAME
console — i386 console interface

SYNOPSIS
options CONSDEVNAME=string
options CONADDR=integer
options CONSPEED=integer
options CONS_OVERRIDE
options CONMODE=integer

DESCRIPTION
The “console” device is used forkernel printf messages and accesses to the/dev/console character spe-
cial device in user mode. It is attached to a hardware interface at boot time controlled by options in the ker-
nel configuration file, or information passed by the boot loader.

Bootblocks fromNetBSD 1.4 or newer select their console device from a compiled-in list, and then pass their
choice of console device and console parameters to the kernel.

As of NetBSD 1.5, theconsdev bootblock command allows changing the console device on-the-fly.

The kernel will use the same console device as the bootblock; no special kernel configuration is required.

To override the bootblock’s choice of console, or to use a serial kernel console with older bootblocks, you
must specify kernel config-file options to override the information passed by the bootblock. The current
option choices are:

- the standard PC keyboard and display
(with either the “pc” or thewscons (4) driver)

- standard PC serial ports
(with com(4) driver)

The availablekernel configurationoptions are:

options CONSDEVNAME=string
specifies the name of the console device. Valid values are “pc” for the pc keyboard / display (default) and
“com” for a serial port.

options CONADDR=integer
sets the base address for the serial console port (default: 0x3f8).

options CONSPEED=integer
sets the baudrate for the serial console (default: 9600).

options CONS_OVERRIDE
causes console information passed by the bootloader to be ignored and the settings specified by the three
options above (or the defaults) to be used. Default behaviour is to use the settings from the bootloader if
present, and to use option / default values only if no information was passed.

options CONMODE=integer
allows to specify terminal control flags. The argument is a “cflag” value, seetermios (4) for details.
Default is (CREAD | CS8 | HUPCL) (8N1). Thisoption takes always effect, because mode settings are
not passed by the bootloader.

FILES
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/dev/console

/sys/arch/i386/conf/CONFIG

EXAMPLES
options CONSDEVNAME="\"com\"",CONADDR=0x2f8,CONSPEED=57600

SEE ALSO
config (1), tty (4), boot (8), boot_console (8)

BUGS
The console device is chosen early in system startup regardless if the specified driver / device is present in
the system configuration file. If the driver asked for by the bootloader or “options CONSDEVNAME” i s
not configured into the system, a panic is caused. Because there is no console device, no explaining message
will be printed. If the driver is present, but the specific device instance not, kernel printf will work, but
/dev/console becomes a dummy.
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NAME
coretemp — Intel Core on-die digital thermal sensor

SYNOPSIS
options INTEL_CORETEMP

DESCRIPTION
Thecoretemp driver provides support for the on-die digital thermal sensor present on Intel Core and newer
CPUs.

The coretemp driver reports each core’s temperature through theenvsys (4) API. The driver has only 1
temperature sensor:

Sensor Units Typical Use
sensor0 uK cpuNtemperature

EVENTS
The coretemp driver is able to send a critical ev ent to the
/etc/powerd/scripts/sensor_temperature powerd (8) script (if running) when the tempera-
ture has reached a critical state.

SEE ALSO
envstat (4), powerd (8)

HISTORY
Thecoretemp driver first appeared inFreeBSD7.0. Andthen was ported toNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
The coretemp driver was written by Rui Paulo 〈rpaulo@FreeBSD.org〉 as part of a Google Summer of
Code project. It was adapted toNetBSD by Juan Romero Pardines.
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NAME
cosc — MCS Connect32 SCSI II Card device interface

SYNOPSIS
cosc0 at podulebus?

DESCRIPTION
Thecosc interface provides access to MCS Connect32 interfaces.

SEE ALSO
asc (4), csc (4), oak (4), ptsc (4)
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NAME
cpc — IBM CPC700 bridge support

SYNOPSIS
cpc0 at mainbus0
com0 at cpc0 addr 0xff600300
com1 at cpc0 addr 0xff600400
pci0 at cpc0

DESCRIPTION
Thecpc provides support for the IBM CPC700 host bridge aimed at Power PC.

SEE ALSO
com(4), mainbus (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Thecpc driver appeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
cpi — parallel printer driver for Creative Systems Inc. Hurdler CPI Nubus card

SYNOPSIS
cpi ∗ at nubus?

DESCRIPTION
Thecpi interface provides access to parallel printer ports.

HARDWARE
The cpi interface supports the Creative Systems Inc. Hurdler CPI Nubus card, which is based on a Zilog
Z8536 CIO.

The parallel port on the Hurdler CPI card is wired as follows:

Signal SubDpin Z8536pin Z8536signal
/STROBE Strobe 1 22 PC3
D0 2 33 PA0
D1 3 32 PA1
D2 4 31 PA2
D3 5 30 PA3
D4 6 29 PA4
D5 7 28 PA5
D6 8 27 PA6
D7 9 26 PA7
/ACK 10 21 + 11 PC2 + PB3
BUSY 11 19 + 14 PC0 + PB6
PE Paper Error 12 20 PC1
SEL Select 13 13 PB5
/AUTOFD AutoFeed 14 12 PB4
/FAULT 15 9  PB1
/RESET 16 8 PB0
/SELIN SelectIn 17 10 PB2

The Z8536 INT line (pin 24) is wired to PB7 (pin 15).

SEE ALSO
autoconf (4), lpt (4), nubus (4), printcap (5)

IEEE Standard 1284-1994

HISTORY
cpi first appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
Thecpi driver was written by Hauke Fath〈hauke@NetBSD.org〉.

CAVEATS
The Hurdler CPI Nubus card does not use a TTL buffer to drive the parallel interface. Instead,the card’s
Z8536 CIO drives the printer port directly. Printers terminating the parallel interface with less than 2 kOhms
may cause permanent damage to the Z8536 CIO.
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NAME
cpu — Device driver for CPU-specific features

SYNOPSIS
cpu0 at root flags 0
options CPU_ARM2
options CPU_ARM250
options CPU_ARM3

DESCRIPTION
Thecpu driver provides a convenient hook for identifying the system’s CPU and setting various parameters
relating to it.

Setting the bottom bit of the flags will cause the cache on the ARM3 to be disabled, otherwise it’s enabled.

The following options are available relating to thecpu driver:

options CPU_ARM2
Enables support for ARM2 CPUs.

options CPU_ARM250
Enables support for ARM2as CPUs (as found in the ARM250).

options CPU_ARM3
Enables support for ARM3 CPUs.
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NAME
cpu — HP PA-RISC CPU

SYNOPSIS
cpu ∗ at mainbus0 irq 31

DESCRIPTION
The following table lists thePA-RISC CPU types and their characteristics, such as TLB, maximum cache
sizes andHP 9000/700machines they were used in (see alsointro (4) for the reverse list).

CPU PA Clock Caches TLB BTLB Models
(max) (max)
MHz KB

7000 1.1a 66 256L1I 96I 4 I  705,710,720
256 L1D 96D 4D 730,750

7100 1.1b 100 1024L1I 120 16 715/33/50/75
2048 L1D 725/50/75

{735,755}/100
742i, 745i, 747i

7150 1.1b 125 1024L1I 120 16 {735,755}/125
2048 L1D

7100LC 1.1c 100 1L1I 64 8 712/60/80/100
1024 L2I 715/64/80/100
1024 L2D 715/100XC

725/64/100
743i, 748i
SAIC

7200 1.1d 140 2L1 120 16 C100,C110
1024 L2I J200,J210
1024 L2D

7300LC 1.1e 180 64L1I 96 8 A180,A180C
64 L1D B132,B160,B180

8192 L2 C132L,C160L
744, 745, 748
RDI PrecisioBook

FLOATING-POINT COPROCESSOR
The following table summarizes available floating-point coprocessor models for the 32-bitPA-RISC proces-
sors.

FPU Model

Indigo
Sterling I MIU (TYCO)
Sterling I MIU (ROC w/Weitek)
FPC (w/Weitek)
FPC (w/Bit)
Timex-II
Rolex 725/50, 745i
HARP-I
Tornado J2x0,C1x0
PA-50 (Hitachi)
PCXL 712/60/80/100
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SUPERSCALAR EXECUTION
The following table summarizes the superscalar execution capabilities of 32-bitPA-RISCprocessors.

CPU Units Bundles

7100 1integer ALU load-store/fp
1 FP int/fp

branch/∗
7100LC 2integer ALU load-store/int

1 FP load-store/fp
int/fp
branch/∗

7200 2integer ALU load-store/int
1 FP load-store/fp

int/int
int/fp
branch/∗

7300LC 2integer ALU load-store/int
1 FP load-store/fp

int/fp
branch/∗

In conclusion, all of the above CPUs are dual-issue, or 2-way superscalar, with the exception that on CPUs
with two integer ALUs only one of these units is capable of doing shift, load/store, and test operations.
Additionally, there are several kinds of restrictions placed upon the superscalar execution:

For the purpose of showing which instructions are allowed to proceed together through the pipeline, they are
divided into classes:

Class Description

flop floatingpoint operation
ldst loadsand stores
flex integer ALU
mm shifts,extracts and deposits
nul mightnullify successor
bv BV, BE
br otherbranches
fsys FTESTand FP status/exception
sys systemcontrol instructions

For CPUs with two integer ALUs (7100LC, 7200, 7300LC), the following table lists the instructions which
are allowed to be executed concurrently:

First Secondinstruction

flop + ldst/flex/mm/nul/bv/br
ldst +flop/flex/mm/nul/br
flex + flop/ldst/flex/mm/nul/br/fsys
mm +flop/ldst/flex/fsys
nul + flop
sys never bundled

ldst + ldst is also possible under certain circumstances, which is then called "double word load/store".

The following restrictions are placed upon the superscalar execution:
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• An instruction that modifies a register will not be bundled with another instruction that takes this register
as operand. Exception: a flop can be bundled with an FP store of the flop’s result register.

• An FP load to one word of a doubleword register will not be bundled with a flop that uses the other dou-
bleword of this register.

• A flop will not be bundled with an FP load if both instructions have the same target register.
• An instruction that could set the carry/borrow bits will not be bundled with an instruction that uses

carry/borrow bits.
• An instruction which is in the delay slot of a branch is never bundled with other instructions.
• An instruction which is at an odd word address and executed as a target of a taken branch is never bun-

dled.
• An instruction which might nullify its successor is never bundled with this successor. Only if the succes-

sor is a flop instruction is this bundle allowed.

PERFORMANCE MONITOR COPR OCESSOR
The performance monitor coprocessor is an optional, implementation-dependent coprocessor which provides
a minimal common software interface to implementation-dependent performance monitor hardware.

DEBUG SPECIAL UNIT
The debug special function unit is an optional, architected SFU which provides hardware assistance for soft-
ware debugging using breakpoints. The debug SFU is currently defined only for Level 0 processors.

SEE ALSO
asp (4), intro (4), lasi (4), mem(4), wax(4), http://www.openpa.net/

Hewlett-Packard,PA-RISC 1.1 Architecture and Instruction Set Reference Manual, May 15, 1996.

Hewlett-Packard,PA7100LC ERS, Public version 1.0, March 30 1999.

Hewlett-Packard Journal,Design of the PA7200 CPU, February 1996.

Hewlett-Packard,PA7300LC ERS, Version 1.0, March 18 1996.

HISTORY
The cpu driver was written by Michael Shalayeff 〈mickey@openbsd.org〉 for the HPPA port for
OpenBSD2.5. Itwas ported toNetBSD 1.6 by Matthew Fredette.
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NAME
crime — CPU, Rendering, Interconnect and Memory Engine

SYNOPSIS
crime0 at mainbus0 addr 0x14000000

DESCRIPTION
Thecrime ASIC acts as a controller between the CPU and VICE, MACE, the graphics back-end, and main
memory. crime can be typically found in O2 machines.

SEE ALSO
mace(4)

HISTORY
Thecrime driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

BUGS
crime does not pay.
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NAME
crl — VAX-8600consoleRL02 interface

DESCRIPTION
This is a simple interface to theDEC RL02 disk unit which is part of the console subsystem on theVAX-8600
and 8650. Access is given to the entireRL02 disk; the pack format is the same as that ofRL02 disks on other
controllers. Ason otherVAX console media, transfers are done a word at a time using privileged registers
(i.e., slowly).

All I/O is raw; the seek addresses in raw transfers should be a multiple of 512 bytes and a multiple of 512
bytes should be transferred, as in other “raw” disk interfaces. (Althoughthe sector size is actually 256 bytes,
the driver allows operations only on 512-byte boundaries.)

FILES
/dev/crl

SEE ALSO
arff (8)

HISTORY
Thecrl driver appeared in 4.3BSD.
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NAME
crypto , swcrypto — user-mode access to hardware-accelerated cryptography

SYNOPSIS
hifn ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
ubsec ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

pseudo-device crypto
pseudo-device swcrypto

#include <sys/ioctl.h>
#include <sys/time.h>
#include <crypto/cryptodev.h>

DESCRIPTION
The crypto driver giv es user-mode applications access to hardware-accelerated cryptographic transforms,
as implemented by theopencrypto (9) in-kernel interface. Theswcrypto driver is a software-only
implementation of theopencrypto (9) interface, and must be included to use the interface without hard-
ware acceleration.The /dev/crypto special device provides anioctl (2) based interface. User-mode
applications should open the special device, then issueioctl (2) calls on the descriptor. The crypto
device provides two distinct modes of operation: one mode for symmetric-keyed cryptographic requests, and
a second mode for both asymmetric-key (public-key/private-key) requests, and for modular arithmetic (for
Diffie-Hellman key exchange and other cryptographic protocols). The two modes are described separately
below.

THEORY OF OPERATION
Regardless of whether symmetric-key or asymmetric-key operations are to be performed, use of the device
requires a basic series of steps:

1. Opena file descriptor for the device. Seeopen (2).

2. If any symmetric operation will be performed, create one session, withCIOCGSESSION, or multiple
sessions, withCIOCNGSESSION. Most applications will require at least one symmetric session.Since
cipher and MAC keys are tied to sessions, many applications will require more. Asymmetric operations
do not use sessions.

3. Submitrequests, synchronously withCIOCCRYPT(symmetric) orCIOCFKEY(asymmetric) or asyn-
chronously withCIOCNCRYPTM(symmetric) orCIOCNFKEYM(asymmetric). Theasynchronous
interface allows multiple requests to be submitted in one call if the user so desires.

4. If the asynchronous interface is used, wait for results withselect (2) or poll (2), then collect them
with CIOCNCRYPTRET(a particular request) orCIOCNCRYPTRETM(multiple requests).

5. Destroy one session withCIOCFSESSIONor many at once withCIOCNFSESSION.

6. Closethe device withclose (2).

SYMMETRIC-KEY OPERA TION
The symmetric-key operation mode provides a context-based API to traditional symmetric-key encryption
(or privacy) algorithms, or to keyed and unkeyed one-way hash (HMAC and MAC) algorithms. The sym-
metric-key mode also permits fused operation, where the hardware performs both a privacy algorithm and an
integrity-check algorithm in a single pass over the data: either a fused encrypt/HMAC-generate operation, or
a fused HMAC-verify/decrypt operation.

To use symmetric mode, you must first create a session specifying the algorithm(s) and key(s) to use; then
issue encrypt or decrypt requests against the session.
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Symmetric-key privacy algorithms
Contingent upon device drivers for installed cryptographic hardware registering withopencrypto (9), as
providers of a given algorithm, some or all of the following symmetric-key privacy algorithms may be avail-
able:

CRYPTO_DES_CBC
CRYPTO_3DES_CBC
CRYPTO_BLF_CBC
CRYPTO_CAST_CBC
CRYPTO_SKIPJACK_CBC
CRYPTO_AES_CBC
CRYPTO_ARC4

Integrity-check operations
Contingent upon hardware support, some or all of the following keyed one-way hash algorithms may be
available:

CRYPTO_RIPEMD160_HMAC
CRYPTO_MD5_KPDK
CRYPTO_SHA1_KPDK
CRYPTO_MD5_HMAC
CRYPTO_SHA1_HMAC
CRYPTO_SHA2_HMAC
CRYPTO_MD5
CRYPTO_SHA1

The CRYPTO_MD5andCRYPTO_SHA1algorithms are actually unkeyed, but should be requested as sym-
metric-key hash algorithms with a zero-length key.

IOCTL Request Descriptions
CRIOGET int ∗fd

This operation is deprecated and will be removed after NetBSD 5.0. It clones the fd argument to
ioctl (4), yielding a new file descriptor for the creation of sessions.Because the device now
clones on open, this operation is unnecessary.

CIOCGSESSIONstruct session_op ∗sessp

struct session_op {
u_int32_t cipher; / ∗ e.g. CRYPTO_DES_CBC ∗/
u_int32_t mac; / ∗ e.g. CRYPTO_MD5_HMAC ∗/

u_int32_t keylen; / ∗ cipher key ∗/
void ∗ key;
int mackeylen; / ∗ mac key ∗/
void ∗ mackey;

u_int32_t ses; / ∗ returns: ses # ∗/
};

Create a new cryptographic session on a file descriptor for the device; that is, a persistent object
specific to the chosen privacy algorithm, integrity algorithm, and keys specified insessp. The
special value 0 for either privacy or integrity is reserved to indicate that the indicated operation
(privacy or integrity) is not desired for this session.

Multiple sessions may be bound to a single file descriptor. The session ID returned in
sessp->ses is supplied as a required field in the symmetric-operation structurecrypt_op
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for future encryption or hashing requests.

This implementation will never return a session ID of 0 for a successful creation of a session,
which is aNetBSD extension.

For non-zero symmetric-key privacy algorithms, the privacy algorithm must be specified in
sessp->cipher, the key length in sessp->keylen, and the key value in the octets
addressed bysessp->key.

For keyed one-way hash algorithms, the one-way hash must be specified insessp->mac, the
key length in sessp->mackey, and the key value in the octets addressed by
sessp->mackeylen.

Support for a specific combination of fused privacy and integrity-check algorithms depends on
whether the underlying hardware supports that combination.Not all combinations are sup-
ported by all hardware, even if the hardware supports each operation as a stand-alone non-fused
operation.

CIOCNGSESSIONstruct crypt_sgop ∗sgop

struct crypt_sgop {
size_t count; / ∗ how many ∗/
struct session_n_op ∗ sessions; / ∗ where to get them ∗/

};

struct session_n_op {
u_int32_t cipher; / ∗ e.g. CRYPTO_DES_CBC ∗/
u_int32_t mac; / ∗ e.g. CRYPTO_MD5_HMAC ∗/

u_int32_t keylen; / ∗ cipher key ∗/
void ∗ key;
u_int32_t mackeylen; / ∗ mac key ∗/
void ∗ mackey;

u_int32_t ses; / ∗ returns: session # ∗/
int status;

};

Create one or more sessions.Takes a counted array ofsession_n_op structures insgop.
For each requested session (array element n), the session number is returned in
sgop->sessions[n].ses and the status for that session creation in
sgop->sessions[n].status.

CIOCCRYPTstruct crypt_op ∗cr_op

struct crypt_op {
u_int32_t ses;
u_int16_t op; / ∗ e.g. COP_ENCRYPT ∗/
u_int16_t flags;
u_int len;
void ∗ src, ∗dst;
void ∗ mac; / ∗ must be large enough for result ∗/
void ∗ iv;

};

Request a symmetric-key (or hash) operation.The file descriptor argument toioctl (4) must
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have been bound to a valid session.To encrypt, setcr_op->op to COP_ENCRYPT. To
decrypt, setcr_op->op to COP_DECRYPT. The fieldcr_op->len supplies the length of
the input buffer; the fieldscr_op->src, cr_op->dst, cr_op->mac, cr_op->iv supply
the addresses of the input buffer, output buffer, one-way hash, and initialization vector, respec-
tively.

CIOCNCRYPTMstruct crypt_mop ∗cr_mop

struct crypt_mop {
size_t count; / ∗ how many ∗/
struct crypt_n_op ∗ reqs; / ∗ where to get them ∗/

};

struct crypt_n_op {
u_int32_t ses;
u_int16_t op; / ∗ e.g. COP_ENCRYPT ∗/
u_int16_t flags;
u_int len;

u_int32_t reqid; / ∗ request id ∗/
int status; / ∗ accepted or not ∗/

void ∗opaque; / ∗ opaque pointer ret to user ∗/
u_int32_t keylen; / ∗ cipher key - optional ∗/
void ∗ key;
u_int32_t mackeylen; / ∗ mac key - optional ∗/
void ∗ mackey;

void ∗ src, ∗ dst;
void ∗ mac;
void ∗ iv;

};

This is the asynchronous version of CIOCCRYPT, which allows multiple symmetric-key (or
hash) operations to be started (see CIOCRYPT above for the details for each operation).

Thecr_mop->count field specifies the number of operations provided in the cr_mop->reqs
array.

Each operation is assigned a unique request id returned in thecr_mop->reqs[n].reqid
field.

Each operation can accept an opaque value from the user to be passed back to the user when the
operation completes ((e.g. to track context for the request). The opaque field is
cr_mop->reqs[n].opaque.

If a problem occurs with starting any of the operations then that operation’s
cr_mop->reqs[n].status field is filled with the error code.The failure of an operation
does not prevent the other operations from being started.

Theselect (2) or poll (2) functions must be used on the device file descriptor to detect that
some operation has completed; results are then retrieved with CIOCNCRYPTRETM.

Thekey andmackey fields of the operation structure are currently unused.They are intended
for use to immediately rekey an existing session before processing a new request.
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CIOCFSESSION void
Destroys the /dev/crypto session associated with the file-descriptor argument.

CIOCNFSESSIONstruct crypt_sfop ∗sfop;

struct crypt_sfop {
size_t count;
u_int32_t ∗sesid;

};

Destroys thesfop->count sessions specified by thesfop array of session identifiers.

ASYMMETRIC-KEY OPERA TION
Asymmetric-key algorithms

Contingent upon hardware support, the following asymmetric (public-key/private-key; or key-exchange sub-
routine) operations may also be available:

Algorithm Input parameter Output parameter
Count Count

CRK_MOD_EXP 3 1
CRK_MOD_EXP_CRT 6 1
CRK_MOD_ADD 3 1
CRK_MOD_ADDINV 2 1
CRK_MOD_SUB 3 1
CRK_MOD_MULT 3 1
CRK_MOD_MULTINV 2 1
CRK_MOD 2 1
CRK_DSA_SIGN 5 2
CRK_DSA_VERIFY 7 0
CRK_DH_COMPUTE_KEY 3 1

See below for discussion of the input and output parameter counts.

Asymmetric-key commands
CIOCASSYMFEATint ∗feature_mask

Returns a bitmask of supported asymmetric-key operations. Eachof the above-listed asymmet-
ric operations is present if and only if the bit position numbered by the code for that operation is
set. For example,CRK_MOD_EXPis available if and only if the bit( 1  << CRK_MOD_EX) is
set.

CIOCFKEY struct crypt_kop ∗kop

struct crypt_kop {
u_int crk_op; / ∗ e.g. CRK_MOD_EXP ∗/
u_int crk_status; / ∗ return status ∗/
u_short crk_iparams; / ∗ # of i nput params ∗/
u_short crk_oparams; / ∗ # of o utput params ∗/
u_int crk_pad1;
struct crparam crk_param[CRK_MAXPARAM];

};

/ ∗ Bignum parameter, in packed bytes. ∗/
struct crparam {

void ∗ crp_p;
u_int crp_nbits;
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};

Performs an asymmetric-key operation from the list above. The specific operation is supplied
in kop->crk_op; final status for the operation is returned inkop->crk_status. The
number of input arguments and the number of output arguments is specified in
kop->crk_iparams and kop->crk_iparams, respectively. The fieldcrk_param[]
must be filled in with exactly kop->crk_iparams + kop->crk_oparams arguments,
each encoded as astruct crparam (address, bitlength) pair.

The semantics of these arguments are currently undocumented.

CIOCNFKEYMstruct crypt_mkop ∗mkop

struct crypt_mkop {
size_t count; / ∗ how many ∗/
struct crypt_n_op ∗ reqs; / ∗ where to get them ∗/

};

struct crypt_n_kop {
u_int crk_op; / ∗ e.g. CRK_MOD_EXP ∗/
u_int crk_status; / ∗ accepted or not ∗/
u_short crk_iparams; / ∗ # of i nput params ∗/
u_short crk_oparams; / ∗ # of o utput params ∗/
u_int32_t crk_reqid; / ∗ request id ∗/
struct crparam crk_param[CRK_MAXPARAM];
void ∗crk_opaque; / ∗ opaque pointer ret to user ∗/

};

This is the asynchronous version ofCIOCFKEY, which starts one or more key operations. See
CIOCNCRYPTMabove and CIOCNCRYPTRETMbelow for descriptions of themkop>count,
mkop>reqs, mkop>reqs[n].crk_reqid, mkop>reqs[n].crk_status, and
mkop>reqs[n].crk_opaque fields of the argument structure, and result retrieval.

Asynchronous status commands
When requests are submitted with theCIOCNCRYPTMor CIOCNFKEYMcommands, result retrieval is asyn-
chronous (the submit ioctls return immediately). Use theselect (2) or poll (2) functions to determine
when the file descriptor has completed operations ready to be retrieved.

CIOCNCRYPTRETstruct crypt_result ∗cres

struct crypt_result {
u_int32_t reqid; / ∗ request ID ∗/
u_int32_t status; / ∗ 0 if s uccessful ∗/
void ∗ opaque; / ∗ pointer from user ∗/

};

Check for the status of the request specified bycres->reqid. This requires a linear search
through all completed requests and should be used with extreme care if the number of requests
pending on this file descriptor may be large.

Thecres->status field is set as follows:

0 The request has completed, and its results have been copied out to the original
crypt_n_op or crypt_n_kop structure used to start the request.The
copyout occurs during this ioctl, so the calling process must be the process
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that started the request.

EINPROGRESS
The request has not yet completed.

EINVAL The request was not found.

Other values indicate a problem during the processing of the request.

CIOCNCRYPTRETMstruct cryptret_t ∗cret

struct cryptret {
size_t count; / ∗ space for how many ∗/
struct crypt_result ∗ results; / ∗ where to put them ∗/

};

Retrieve a number of completed requests.This ioctl accepts a count and an array (each array
element is acrypt_result_t structure as used byCIOCNCRYPTRETabove) and fills the
array with up tocret->count results of completed requests.

This ioctl fills in thecret->results[n].reqid field, so that the request which has
completed may be identified by the application.Note that the results may include requests sub-
mitted both as symmetric and asymmetric operations.

SEE ALSO
hifn (4), ubsec (4), opencrypto (9)

HISTORY
Thecrypto driver is derived from a version which appeared inFreeBSD4.8, which in turn is based on code
which appeared inOpenBSD3.2.

The "new API" for asynchronous operation with multiple basic operations per system call (the "N" ioctl vari-
ants) was contributed by Coyote Point Systems, Inc. and first appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

BUGS
Error checking and reporting is weak.

The values specified for symmetric-key key sizes to CIOCGSESSIONmust exactly match the values
expected byopencrypto (9). Theoutput buffer and MAC buffers supplied toCIOCCRYPTmust follow
whether privacy or integrity algorithms were specified for session: if you request a non-NULLalgorithm, you
must supply a suitably-sized buffer.

The scheme for passing arguments for asymmetric requests is Baroque.

The naming inconsistency betweenCRIOGETand the variousCIOC∗ names is an unfortunate historical arti-
fact.
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NAME
cs — Cirrus LogicCrystal CS89x0Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
cs0 at isa? port 0x300 iomem ? irq ? drq ?
cs ∗ at ofisa?
cs ∗ at isapnp?
cs ∗ at pcmcia? function ?
cs0 at mainbus0
(PM/PPC port)

DESCRIPTION
Thecs driver supportsEthernetinterfaces based on the Cirrus Logic Crystal CS8900, 8920 and 8920MISA
bus Ethernetcontrollers.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), isa (4), ofisa (4), ifconfig (8)

http://www.cirrus.com/

HISTORY
Thecs driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.
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NAME
cs80bus — support for CS80/SS80 on the IEEE488 GPIB

SYNOPSIS
cs80bus ∗ at gpib?

DESCRIPTION
Thecs80bus driver supports devices on the IEEE488 GPIB which communicate using the CS80/SS80 pro-
tocol. Thesedevice are primarily block devices such as tapes and disks drives commonly found on HP/Agi-
lent equipment.

SEE ALSO
ct (4), gpib (4), mt(4), rd (4)

HISTORY
Thecs80bus driver appeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
csc — Cumana SCSI II Card device interface

SYNOPSIS
csc0 at podulebus?

DESCRIPTION
Thecsc interface provides access to Cumana SCSI II interfaces.

SEE ALSO
asc (4), cosc (4), oak (4), ptsc (4)
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NAME
css — DEC IMP-11A LH/DH IMPnetwork interface

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device imp device css0 at uba0 csr 167600 flags 10 vector cssrint

cssxint

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: At the moment,NetBSD does not supportIMP, so this manual page is not relevant.

Thecss device provides a Local Host/Distant Host interface to anIMP. It is normally used when participat-
ing in theDARPA Internet. Thecontroller itself is not accessible to users, but instead provides the hardware
support to theIMP interface described inimp (4). Theconfiguration entry for theimp (4) must also include
thepseudo-deviceas shown above.

DIAGNOSTICS
css%d: not alive. The initialization routine was entered even though the device did not autoconfigure.This
is indicates a system problem.

css%d: can’t initialize. Insufficient UNIBUS resources existed to initialize the device. This is likely to
occur when the device is run on a buffered data path on an 11/750 and other network interfaces are also con-
figured to use buffered data paths, or when it is configured to use buffered data paths on an 11/730 (which
has none).

css%d: imp doesn’t respond, icsr=%b. The driver attempted to initialize the device, but theIMP failed to
respond after 500 tries. Check the cabling.

css%d: stray output interrupt csr=%b. An interrupt occurred when no output had previously been started.

css%d: output error, ocsr=%b icsr=%b. The device indicated a problem sending data on output.

css%d: recv error, csr=%b. The device indicated a problem receiving data on input.

css%d: bad length=%d. An input operation resulted in a data transfer of less than 0 or more than 1008
bytes of data into memory (according to the word count register). Thisshould never happen as the maximum
size of a host-IMP message is 1008 bytes.

HISTORY
Thecss interface appeared in 4.2BSD.
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NAME
ct — CS/80cartridge tape interface

SYNOPSIS
ct0 at hpibbus? slave ?

DESCRIPTION
The cartridge tape interface as found in the 7946 and 9144 products provides a standard tape drive interface
as described inmtio (4) with the following exceptions:

1. Thereis only one density.

2. Onlythe “raw” interface is supported.

3. TheMTIOCTOP ioctl (2) is limited. In particular, the command,MTFSRis not supported.

4. TheMTIOCGET ioctl (2) is not supported.

5. Therecord size for read and write operations must be between 1K and 64K inclusive.

Special filesrct0 throughrct3 refer to rewind on close interfaces to drives 0 to 3. Files rct4 through
rct7 refer to no-rewind interfaces. Filesrct8 throughrct11 refer to streaming rewind on close inter-
faces. (Only 9144 type devices can stream.)Lastly, rct12 throughrct15 refer to streaming no-rewind
interfaces.

SEE ALSO
mt(1), tar (1), mtio (4)

BUGS
Read and writes of less than 1024 bytes will not behave as expected.
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NAME
ct — C/A/T phototypesetter interface

SYNOPSIS
ct0 at uba0 csr 0167760 vector ctintr

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

This is an interface to either a Graphic SystemsC/A/T phototypesetter or an AutologicAPS-Micro5 using a
DR-11 Cinterface.

Thect is a write only device.

FILES
/dev/cat

DIAGNOSTICS
None.

SEE ALSO
troff (1)

Phototypesetter interface specification.

HISTORY
Thect driver appeared in 4.1BSD.
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NAME
cuda — support for CUDA microcontrollers found in many Power Macintosh and compatible computers

SYNOPSIS
cuda ∗ at obio?
nadb ∗ at cuda?
iic ∗ at cuda?

DESCRIPTION
Thecuda driver provides support for the CUDA microcontroller found in many Power Macintosh and com-
patible computers, mostly Old World desktop machines.CUDA controls the real time clock, ADB, power
and on some machines aniic (9) bus.

SEE ALSO
nadb (4), obio (4), pmu(4), sgsmix (4), iic (9)
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NAME
cue — CATC USB-EL1201A USB Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
cue ∗ at uhub?

HARDWARE
Thecue driver supports the following adapters:

Belkin F5U111
CATC Netmate
CATC Netmate II

DESCRIPTION
Thecue driver provides support for USBEthernetadapters based on the Computer Access Technology Cor-
poration’s USB-EL1202A chipset.

The USB-EL1202A supports a 512-bit multicast hash filter, single perfect filter entry for the station address
and promiscuous mode.Packets are received and transmitted over separate USB bulk transfer endpoints.

The CATC adapter supports only 10Mbps half-duplex mode, hence there are noifmedia (4) modes to
select.

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8).

DIAGNOSTICS
cue%d: watchdog timeout A packet was queued for transmission and a transmit command was issued,
however the device failed to acknowledge the transmission before a timeout expired.

cue%d: no memory for rx list The driver failed to allocate an mbuf for the receiver ring.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), netintro (4), usb (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thecue device driver first appeared inFreeBSD4.0, and inNetBSD 1.5.

AUTHORS
Thecue driver was written by Bill Paul〈wpaul@ee.columbia.edu〉.
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NAME
cy — Cyclades Cyclom-{4, 8, 16, 32}Y asynchronous comms board serial device driver

SYNOPSIS
cy0 at isa? iomem 0xd4000 irq 12
cy ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
This driver provides an interface to Cyclades Cyclom-4Y, Cyclom-8Y, Cyclom-16Y, and Cyclom-32Y asyn-
chronous multiport serial boards.These boards are based around Cirrus Logic CD1400 communication con-
trollers.

The device minor numbers for this driver are encoded as follows:

d c c p p p p p  - b its in the minor device number

bits meaning
---- -------
ppppp physical serial line (i.e. port) to use:

0-3 on Cyclom-4Y
0-7 on Cyclom-8Y
0-15 on Cyclom-16Y
0-31 on Cyclom-32Y

cc card unit number; note this limits the driver to
four cards per system

d s et to use as a dial-out line

FLOW CONTROL
Thecy driver makes use of the CD1400’s automatic CTS flow control. Inaddition, the CD1400’s automatic
input flow control can be used. This requires the kernel configuration optionCY_HW_RTSand a special
cable that exchanges the RTS and DTR lines.

DIAGNOSTICS
cy%d: port %d: can’t allocate tty There is not enough memory to allocate tty data structures.

cy%d: can’t allocate input buffer There is not enough memory to allocate the data input buffer.

Additional debugging output can be enable with the kernel configuration optionCY_DEBUG. Diagnostic
counters may be enabled with the kernel configuration optionCY_DEBUG1.

SEE ALSO
termios (4), tty (4)

AUTHORS
Thecy driver was written by Timmo Rossi.

BUGS
Support for the Cyclom-32Y has not been tested.
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NAME
cypide — Cypress IDE disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
cypide ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
Thecypide driver supports the Cypress 82C693 IDE controllers, and provides the interface with the hard-
ware for theata (4) driver.

The 0x0002 flag forces thecypide driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally be
enabled. Thiscan be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the IDE controller is wired
up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

BUGS
The timings used for the PIO and DMA modes for controllers listed above are for a PCI bus running at 30 or
33 MHz. This driver may not work properly on overclocked systems.
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NAME
cz — Cyclades-Z series multi-port serial adapter device driver

SYNOPSIS
cz ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The cz device driver supports the Cyclades-Z series of multi-port serial adapters. The Cyclades-Z is an
intelligent serial controller comprising:

• PLX9060ES PCI bus interface

• Xilinx XC5204 FPGA

• IDT R3052 MIPS CPU

The MIPS CPU runs firmware provided by the device driver. Communication with the MIPS is performed
by modifying data structures located in board local RAM or host RAM.

The Cyclades-Z comes in three basic flavors:

• Cyclades-8Zo rev. 1 -- This is an older 8-port board with no FPGA. The serial ports are provided
by an octopus cable.

• Cyclades-8Zo rev. 2 -- This is the newer 8-port board. The serial ports are provided by an octo-
pus cable.

• Cyclades-Ze -- This is the expandable version of the Cyclades-Z. It uses an HD-50 SCSI cable to
connect the board to a 1U rack mountable serial expansion box. Each box has 16 RJ45 serial
ports, and up to 4 boxes may be chained together, for a total of 64 ports.Boxes 3 and 4 require
their own external power supply, otherwise the firmware will refuse to start (as it cannot commu-
nicate with the UARTs in those boxes).

The Cyclades-Z has several features to improve performance under high serial I/O load:

• The board may operate in interrupt-driven mode or polled mode to reduce interrupt load.

• Each channel has a large input and output buffer.

• Each channel may be programmed to generate an interrupt based on reception of a specific char-
acter, e.g. a PPP End-Of-Frame character.

• The MIPS CPU on the board performs all flow-control handling.

FILES
/dev/ttyCZnnnn -- dial-in (normal) TTY device
/dev/dtyCZnnnn -- dial-out TTY device

SEE ALSO
pci (4), termios (4), tty (4)

HISTORY
Thecz driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

AUTHORS
Thecz driver was written by Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@zembu.com〉 and
Bill Studenmund〈wrstuden@zembu.com〉 of Zembu Labs, Inc.
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BUGS
Thecz driver does not currently implement communication via host RAM.While this may improve perfor-
mance by reducing the number of PCI memory space read/write cycles, it is not straightforward to imple-
ment with the currentbus_dma(9) API.

Interrupt mode has not been tested.

There is no support for reading or writing the EEPROM connected to the PLX PCI bus controller.
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NAME
daic — isdn4bsd driver for EICON.Diehl active ISDN cards

SYNOPSIS
daic0 at isa? iomem 0xd8000 irq 10

DESCRIPTION
Thedaic driver supports the old Diehl active cards:S, SX, SXn, SCOMandQUADRO.

For a QUADROcard, the driver will detect the board type and use all four ports, each attached as a controller
of its own to the isdn4bsd system, which can be listed using the daicctl utility.

Thedaic driver interfaces the ISDN card to the ISDN4BSD kernel subsystem. All lower layer ISDN con-
trol is handled by the card. This should allow you to run any national ISDN protocol delivered by
EICON.Diehl for your card, but the driver has only been tested with the DSS1 protocol and some parts of the
cards interface are ISDN protocol dependent.

The daic driver is written to conform to the software interface documented by Diehl in their
ISDN-Karten Benutzerhandbuch from 1992.

MICR OCODE DOWNLOAD
Every active card needs its own operating software before it can work. You have to download this to the card
before using it with isdn4bsd. Use the daicctl utility to do this, i.e. calldaicctl -d te_etsi.sx 1 to
download the filete_etsi.sx to controller number 1. Usedaicctl -l to list all available controllers
(and ports). You have to select the correct ISDN protocol file for your ISDN interface, see the Diehl docu-
mentation for details.

The cards bootstrap process involves another file, which is independent of the card type you use and the pro-
tocol you run. It is calleddownload.bin in current versions of the Diehl software distribution and has to
be copied to the kernel compile directory underdev/microcode/daic and converted into a header file
used when compiling the kernel by runningmake in that directory. Your kernel compile will fail and remind
you of this if you forget to do this. Due to copyright restrictions we cannot distribute the driver with this file
integrated. But if you own a card, you do have the file (or can get it from the Diehl web server).

SEE ALSO
daicctl (1)

BUGS
The driver is not yet finished.
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NAME
dbri — SUNW,DBRI audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
dbri ∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ?
audio ∗at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
Thedbri driver provides support for the audio part of DBRI ISDN controllers found in various sun4m class
machines. Itworks with both onboard codecs and external speakerboxes.

SEE ALSO
audio (4), sbus (4)
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NAME
dcl — HP 98628A serial communications link

SYNOPSIS
dcl0 at dio? scode ? flags 0x1

DESCRIPTION
The 98628A is a buffered EIA RS-232C(CCITT V.28) communications interface. Ithas one port with full
modem control.

Input and output for each line may set to one of following baud rates; 0, 50, 75, 110, 134.5, 150, 200, 300,
600, 1200, 1800, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200.

An optional argumentflags may be set to 1 if the line should be treated as hard-wired with carrier always
present, or to 0 if modem control is desired.

UseHP cable "98626 & 98628 opts.002,RS232-C DCECABLE, 5061-4216" to attach non-modem devices.
UseHP cable "98626 & 98628 opts.001,RS232-C DTECABLE, 5061-4215" to attach modems.

The 98628A has a 256 byte input silo and a 256 output silo. Input interrupts happen on a per character basis.

The high water and low water marks in the kernel tty routines are completely inappropriate for a device like
this with a large input buffer. Don’t use tandem mode if possible.A fast system can handle input at 19.2K
baud without receive overflow.

For output to devices that make heavy use ofXON/XOFF a write size of less than 256 will improve perfor-
mance marginally.

FILES
/dev/ttyl[0-9]

DIAGNOSTICS
dcl%d: error 0x%x RESET CARD. Where the errors are encoded:

0x06 card failure
0x0d uart receive overflow
0x0e receive overflow
0x0f missing external clock
0x10 cts false too long
0x11 lost carrier
0x12 activity timeout
0x13 connection not established
0x19 illegal databits/parity
0x1a register address out of range
0x1b register value out of range
0x-- unknown error

SEE ALSO
tty (4)

BUGS
Thedcl device is not actually supported inNetBSD. This man page is only for information purposes in case
someone wishes to port the driver from 4.3BSD.
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Breaks received at a faster rate than 1 break every second will be recognized as a single break.

Console use is not supported.

TheRS-422/423/499, MTS-DSN/DL modes of the card are not supported.
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NAME
dcm — HP98642Aserial communications multiplexer

SYNOPSIS
dcm∗ at dio? scode ? flags 0xe

DESCRIPTION
The 98642A is a four portEIA RS-232C(CCITT V.28) communications multiplexer. The 98642A has three
direct-connect ports and one port with full modem control.

Input and output for each line may set to one of following baud rates; 50, 75, 110, 134.5, 150, 300, 600,
1200, 1800, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400.

Flags is usually specified as 0xe since 3 of the 4 ports (1-3) do not support modem control and should be
treated as hard-wired with carrier always present. If port 0 does not have the need for modem control then
flags can be specified as0xf .

Each port on the98642Ahas a 128 byte input silo and a 16 byte output silo.Interrupts happen on a per char-
acter basis unless the interrupt rate for the card reaches 70 interrupts per second at which time the driver
changes to a 16.7ms (60 interrupts per second) polling scheme until the interrupt rate drops.

FILES
/dev/tty0[0-9a-f]

DIAGNOSTICS
dcm%d port%d: silo overflow Input Silo has overflowed and incoming data has been lost.

dcm%d port%d: uart o verflow The 3 character buffer in the UART has overflowed.

SEE ALSO
dio (4), tty (4)

BUGS
Total throughput per card, all ports together, is limited to 76800 bits per second continuous input rate.
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NAME
ddb — in-kernel debugger

SYNOPSIS
options DDB

To enable history editing:
options DDB_HISTORY_SIZE=integer

To disable enteringddb upon kernel panic:
options DDB_ONPANIC=0

To enable teeing allddb output to the kernel msgbuf:
options DDB_TEE_MSGBUF=1

To specify commands which will be executed on each entry toddb :
options DDB_COMMANDONENTER="trace;show registers"
In this case, "trace" and then "show registers" will be executed automatically.

To enable extended online help:
options DDB_VERBOSE_HELP .

DESCRIPTION
ddb is the in-kernel debugger. It may be entered at any time via a special key sequence, and optionally may
be invoked when the kernel panics.

ENTERING THE DEB UGGER
UnlessDDB_ONPANICis set to 0,ddb will be activated whenever the kernel would otherwise panic.

ddb may also be activated from the console. In general, sending a break on a serial console will activate
ddb . There are also key sequences for each port that will activateddb from the keyboard:

alpha <Ctrl>-<Alt>-<Esc> on PC style keyboards.
amd64 <Ctrl>-<Alt>-<Esc>

<Break> on serial console.
amiga <LAlt>-<LAmiga>-<F10>
atari <Alt>-<LeftShift>-<F9>
hp300 <Shift>-<Reset>
hp700 +++++ (five plus signs)

<Break> on serial console.
hpcarm <Ctrl>-<Alt>-<Esc>
hpcmips <Ctrl>-<Alt>-<Esc>
hpcsh <Ctrl>-<Alt>-<Esc>
i386 <Ctrl>-<Alt>-<Esc>

<Break> on serial console.
mac68k <Command>-<Power>, or the Interrupt switch.
macppc Some models: <Command>-<Option>-<Power>
mvme68k Abort switch on CPU card.
pmax <Do> onLK-201 rcons console.

<Break> on serial console.
sparc <L1>-A, or <Stop>-A on aSunkeyboard.

<Break> on serial console.
sparc64 <L1>-A, or <Stop>-A on aSunkeyboard.

<Break> on serial console.
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sun3 <L1>-A, or <Stop>-A on aSunkeyboard.
<Break> on serial console.

vax <Esc>-<Shift>-D on serial console.
x68k Interrupt switch on the body.
xen +++++ (five plus signs)

The key sequence to activate ddb can be changed by modifying “hw.cnmagic” withsysctl (8). If the con-
sole is not dedicated toddb the sequence should not be easily typed by accident. In addition,ddb may be
explicitly activated by the debugging code in the kernel ifDDBis configured.

COMMAND SYNT AX
The general command syntax is:

command[ / modifier] address [,count]

The current memory location being edited is referred to asdot, and the next location isnext. They are dis-
played as hexadecimal numbers.

Commands that examine and/or modify memory updatedot to the address of the last line examined or the
last location modified, and setnext to the next location to be examined or modified. Other commands don’t
changedot, and setnext to be the same asdot.

A blank line repeats the previous command from the addressnext with the previouscount and no modi-
fiers. Specifyingaddress setsdot to the address.If address is omitted,dot is used.A missingcount
is taken to be 1 for printing commands, and infinity for stack traces.

The syntax:

,count

repeats the previous command, just as a blank line does, but with the specifiedcount .

ddb has amore (1)-like functionality; if a number of lines in a command’s output exceeds the number
defined in thelinesvariable, thenddb displays “--db more--” and waits for a response, which may be one of:

〈return〉 one more line.

〈space〉 one more page.

q abort the current command, and return to the command input mode.

You can setlinesvariable to zero to disable this feature.

If ddb history editing is enabled (by defining the
options DDB_HISTORY_SIZE=num

kernel option), then a history of the lastnum commands is kept. Thehistory can be manipulated with the
following key sequences:

<Ctrl>-P retrieve previous command in history (if any).

<Ctrl>-N retrieve next command in history (if any).

COMMANDS
ddb supports the following commands:

! address[(expression[,...])]
A synonym forcall .

break [ /u ] address[,count]
Set a breakpoint ataddress. If count is supplied, continues(count-1 ) times before stopping at
the breakpoint. If the breakpoint is set, a breakpoint number is printed with ‘#’.This number can be
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used todelete the breakpoint, or to add conditions to it.

If /u is specified, set a breakpoint at a user-space address.Without /u , address is considered to
be in the kernel-space, and an address in the wrong space will be rejected, and an error message will
be emitted. This modifier may only be used if it is supported by machine dependent routines.

Warning: if a user text is shadowed by a normal user-space debugger, user-space breakpoints may not
work correctly. Setting a breakpoint at the low-level code paths may also cause strange behavior.

bt [ /ul ] [ frame-address][,count]
A synonym fortrace .

bt/t [ /ul ] [ pid][,count]
A synonym fortrace/t .

bt/a [ /ul ] [ lwpaddr][,count]
A synonym fortrace/a .

call address[(expression[,...])]
Call the function specified byaddress with the argument(s) listed in parentheses.Parentheses may
be omitted if the function takes no arguments. Thenumber of arguments is currently limited to 10.

continue [ /c ]
Continue execution until a breakpoint or watchpoint. If /c is specified, count instructions while
executing. Somemachines (e.g., pmax) also count loads and stores.

Warning: when counting, the debugger is really silently single-stepping. This means that single-step-
ping on low-level may cause strange behavior.

delete address | #number
Delete a breakpoint. The target breakpoint may be specified byaddress, as per break , or by the
breakpoint number returned bybreak if it’ s prefixed with ‘#’.

dmesg [count]
Prints the contents of the kernel message buffer. The optionalcount argument will limit printing to
at most the lastcount bytes of the message buffer.

dwatch address
Delete the watchpoint ataddress that was previously set withwatch command.

examine [ / modifier] address[,count]
Display the address locations according to the format inmodifier. Multiple modifier formats dis-
play multiple locations.If modifier isn’t specified, the modifier from the last use ofexamine is
used.

The valid format characters formodifier are:
b examine bytes (8 bits).
h examine half-words (16 bits).
l examine words (legacy “long”, 32 bits).
L examine long words (implementation dependent)
a print the location being examined.
A print the location with a line number if possible.
x display in unsigned hex.
z display in signed hex.
o display in unsigned octal.
d display in signed decimal.
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u display in unsigned decimal.
r display in current radix, signed.
c display low 8 bits as a character. Non-printing characters as displayed as an octal escape

code (e.g., ‘\000’).
s display the NUL terminated string at the location.Non-printing characters are displayed

as octal escapes.
m display in unsigned hex with a character dump at the end of each line. The location is dis-

played as hex at the beginning of each line.
i display as a machine instruction.
I display as a machine instruction, with possible alternative formats depending upon the

machine:
alpha print register operands
m68k use Motorola syntax
vax don’t assume that each external label is a procedure entry mask

kill pid[,signal_number]
Send a signal to the process specified by thepid. Note thatpid is interpreted using the current
radix (seetrace/t command for details).If signal_number isn’t specified, the SIGTERM sig-
nal is sent.

match [ /p ]
A synonym fornext .

next [ /p ]
Stop at the matching return instruction.If /p is specified, print the call nesting depth and the cumu-
lative instruction count at each call or return. Otherwise, only print when the matching return is hit.

print [ /axzodurc ] address [address ...]
Print addressesaddress according to the modifier character, as per examine . Valid modifiers are:
/a , /x , /z , /o , /d , /u , /r , and /c (as perexamine ). If no modifier is specified, the most recent
one specified is used.address may be a string, and is printed “as-is”.For example:

print/x "eax = " $eax "\necx = " $ecx "\n"

will produce:

eax = xxxxxx
ecx = yyyyyy

ps [ /a ][ /n ][ /w ][ /l ]
A synonym forshow all procs .

reboot [flags]
Reboot, using the optionally supplied bootflags, which is a bitmask supporting the same values as
for reboot (2). Someof the more useful flags:

Value Name Description
0x1 RB_ASKNAME Ask for file name to reboot from
0x2 RB_SINGLE Reboot to single user mode
0x4 RB_NOSYNC Don’t sync before reboot
0x8 RB_HALT Halt instead of reboot
0x40 RB_KDB Boot into kernel debugger
0x100 RB_DUMP Dump unconditionally before reboot
0x808 RB_POWERDOWN Power off (or at least halt)

Note: Limitations of the command line interface preclude specification of a boot string.
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search [ /bhl ] address value [mask] [ ,count]
Search memory fromaddress for value. The unit size is specified with a modifier character, as
perexamine . Valid modifiers are:/b , /h , and /l . If no modifier is specified,/l is used.

This command might fail in interesting ways if it doesn’t find value. This is becauseddb doesn’t
always recover from touching bad memory. The optionalcount limits the search.

set $ variable [= ] expression
Set the named variable or register to the value ofexpression. Valid variable names are described
in VARIABLES .

show all callout
Display information about callouts in the system.Seecallout (9) for more information on call-
outs.

show all pages
Display basic information about all physical pages managed by the VM system.For more detailed
information about a single page, useshow page .

show all pools [ /clp ]
Display all pool information. Modifiers are the same asshow pool .

show all procs [ /a ][ /n ][ /w ][ /l ]
Display all process information.Valid modifiers:

/n show process information in aps (1) style format (this is the default). Informationprinted
includes: process ID, parent process ID, process group, UID, process status, process flags,
process command name, and process wait channel message.

/a show the kernel virtual addresses of each process’ proc structure, u-area, and vmspace structure.
The vmspace address is also the address of the process’ vm_map structure, and can be used in
theshow map command.

/w show each process’ PID, command, system call emulation, wait channel address, and wait chan-
nel message.

/l show each process’ associated LWP information, including each LWP’s LID, flags, kernel LWP
structure address, u-area, and wait channel.

show arptab
Dump the entireAF_INET routing table.This command is available only on systems which support
inet and ARP.

show breaks
Display all breakpoints.

show buf [ /f ] address
Print the struct buf ataddress. The/f does nothing at this time.

show event [ /f ]
Print all the non-zeroevcnt (9) event counters.If /f is specified, all event counters with a count of
zero are printed as well.

show lock address
Display information about a lock ataddress. This command is useful only if a kernel is compiled
with options LOCKDEBUG .

show malloc address
If address is supplied, display the kernel memory allocator’s idea on the allocation status for it.
Also, print out global statistics for the memory allocator. This command is useful only if a kernel is
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compiled withoptions MALLOC_DEBUG .

show map [ /f ] address
Print the vm_map ataddress. If /f is specified, the complete map is printed.

show mount [ /f ] address
Print the mount structure ataddress. If /f is specified, the complete vnode list is printed.

show mbuf [ /c ] address
Print the mbuf structure ataddress. If /c is specified, the mbufs in the chain are followed.

show ncache address
Dump the namecache list associated with vnode ataddress.

show object [ /f ] address
Print the vm_object ataddress. If /f is specified, the complete object is printed.

show page [ /f ] address
Print the vm_page ataddress. If /f is specified, the complete page is printed.

show pool [ /clp ] address
Print the pool ataddress. Valid modifiers:
/c Print the cachelist and its statistics for this pool.
/l Print the log entries for this pool.
/p Print the pagelist for this pool.

show registers [ /u ]
Display the register set.If /u is specified, display user registers instead of kernel registers or the cur-
rently save one.

Warning: support for/u is machine dependent. If not supported, incorrect information will be dis-
played.

show sched_qs
Print the state of the scheduler’s run queues.For each run queue that has an LWP, the run queue
index and the list of LWPs will be shown. If the run queue has LWPs, but the sched_whichqs bit is
not set for that queue, the queue index will be prefixed with a ‘!’.

show uvmexp
Print a selection of UVM counters and statistics.

show vnode [ /f ] address
Print the vnode ataddress. If /f is specified, the complete vnode is printed.

show watches
Display all watchpoints.

sifting [ /F ] string
Search the symbol tables for all symbols of whichstring is a substring, and display them.If /F is
specified, a character is displayed immediately after each symbol name indicating the type of symbol.

For a.out (5)-format symbol tables, absolute symbols display@, text segment symbols display∗,
data segment symbols display+, BSSsegment symbols display-, and filename symbols display/. For
ELF-format symbol tables, object symbols display+, function symbols display∗, section symbols
display& , and file symbols display/.

To sift for a string beginning with a number, escape the first character with a backslash as:

sifting \386
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step [ /p ] [ ,count]
Single-stepcount times. If /p is specified, print each instruction at each step. Otherwise, only
print the last instruction.

Warning: depending on the machine type, it may not be possible to single-step through some low-
level code paths or user-space code. On machines with software-emulated single-stepping (e.g.,
pmax), stepping through code executed by interrupt handlers will probably do the wrong thing.

sync Force a crash dump, and then reboot.

trace [ /u [ l ]] [ frame-address][,count]
Stack trace fromframe-address. If /u is specified, trace user-space, otherwise trace kernel-
space.count is the number of frames to be traced.If count is omitted, all frames are printed.If
/l is specified, the trace is printed and also stored in the kernel message buffer.

Warning: user-space stack trace is valid only if the machine dependent code supports it.

trace/t [ l ] [ pid][,count]
Stack trace by “thread” (process, onNetBSD) rather than by stack frame address.Note thatpid is
interpreted using the current radix, whilstps displays pids in decimal; prefixpid with ‘0t’ to force it
to be interpreted as decimal (seeVARIABLES section for radix). If /l is specified, the trace is
printed and also stored in the kernel message buffer.

Warning: trace by pid is valid only if the machine dependent code supports it.

trace/a [ l ] [ lwpaddr][,count]
Stack trace by light weight process (LWP) address rather than by stack frame address.If /l is speci-
fied, the trace is printed and also stored in the kernel message buffer.

Warning: trace by LWP address is valid only if the machine dependent code supports it.

until [ /p ]
Stop at the next call or return instruction.If /p is specified, print the call nesting depth and the
cumulative instruction count at each call or return.Otherwise, only print when the matching return is
hit.

watch address[,size]
Set a watchpoint for a region. Execution stops when an attempt to modify the region occurs.size
defaults to 4.

If you specify a wrong space address, the request is rejected with an error message.

Warning: attempts to watch wired kernel memory may cause an unrecoverable error in some systems
such as i386.Watchpoints on user addresses work the best.

whatis address
Describe what an address is.

write [ /bhl ] address expression [expression ...]
Write theexpressions at succeeding locations.The unit size is specified with a modifier charac-
ter, as perexamine . Valid modifiers are:/b , /h , and /l . If no modifier is specified,/l is used.

Warning: since there is no delimiter betweenexpressions, strange things may occur. It’s best to
enclose eachexpression in parentheses.

x [ / modifier] address[,count]
A synonym forexamine .
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MACHINE-SPECIFIC COMMANDS
The "glue" code that hooksddb into theNetBSD kernel for any giv en port can also add machine specific
commands to theddb command parser. All of these commands are preceded by the command word
machineto indicate that they are part of the machine-specific command set (e.g.machine reboot ).
Some of these commands are:

ALPHA
halt Call the PROM monitor to halt the CPU.
reboot Call the PROM monitor to reboot the CPU.

ARM32
panic Print the current "panic" string.
frame Given a trap frame address, print out the trap frame.

MIPS
cp0 Dump CP0 (coprocessor 0) register values.
kvtop Print the physical address for a given kernel virtual address.
tlb Print out the Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB). Only works inNetBSD kernels compiled

with DEBUGoption.

SH3
tlb Print TLB entries
cache Print cache entries
frame Print switch frame and trap frames.
stack Print kernel stack usage. Only works inNetBSD kernels compiled with theKSTACK_DEBUG

option.

SPARC
prom Exit to the Sun PROM monitor.

SPARC64
ctx Print process context information.
cpu Switch to another cpu.
dtlb Print data translation look-aside buffer context information.
dtsb Display data translation storage buffer information.
kmap Display information about the listed mapping in the kernel pmap.Use the “f” modifier to get

a full listing.
extract Extract the physical address for a given virtual address from the kernel pmap.
fpstate Dump the FPU state.
itlb Print instruction translation look-aside buffer context information.
itsb Display instruction translation storage buffer information.
lwp Display a struct lwp
pcb Display information about the “struct pcb” listed.
pctx Attempt to change process context.
page Display the pointer to the “struct vm_page” for this physical address.
phys Display physical memory.
pmap Display the pmap. Use the “f” modifier to get a fuller listing.
proc Display some information about the process pointed to, or curproc.
prom Enter the OFW PROM.
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pv Display the “struct pv_entry” pointed to.
sir Reset the machine and enter prom (do a Software Initiated Reset).
stack Dump the window stack. Usethe “u” modifier to get userland information.
tf Display full trap frame state. This is most useful for inclusion with bug reports.
ts Display trap state.
traptrace Display or set trap trace information. Use the “r” and “f” modifiers to get reversed and full

information, respectively.
uvmdump Dumps the UVM histories.
watch Set or clear a physical or virtual hardware watchpoint. Pass the address to be watched, or “0”

(or omit the address) to clear the watchpoint. Optionalmodifiers are “p” for physical address,
“r” for trap on read access (default: trap on write access only), “b” for 8 bit width, “h” for 16
bit, “l” for 32 bit or “L” for 64 bit.

window Print register window information. Argument is a stack frame number (0 is top of stack, which
is used when no index is giv en).

SUN3 and SUN3X
abort Drop into monitor via abort (allows continue).
halt Exit to Sun PROM monitor as inhalt (8).
reboot Reboot the machine as inreboot (8).
pgmap Given an address, print the address, segment map, page map, and Page Table Entry (PTE).

VARIABLES
ddb accesses registers and variables as$name. Register names are as per theshow registers com-
mand. Somevariables are suffixed with numbers, and may have a modifier following a colon immediately
after the variable name.For example, register variables may have a ‘u’ modifier to indicate user register
(e.g.,$eax:u ).

Built-in variables currently supported are:
lines The number of lines. This is used by themore feature. Whenthis variable is set to

zero themore feature is disabled.
maxoff Addresses are printed as’symbol’+offset unlessoffset is greater thanmaxoff.
maxwidth The width of the displayed line.ddb wraps the current line by printing new line when

maxwidthcolumn is reached.When this variable is set to zeroddb doesn’t perform any
wrapping.

onpanic If non-zero (the default),ddb will be invoked when the kernel panics. If the kernel con-
figuration option

options DDB_ONPANIC=0
is used,onpanicwill be initialized to off.

fromconsole
If non-zero (the default), the kernel allows to enterddb from the console (by break sig-
nal or special key sequence). Ifthe kernel configuration option

options DDB_FROMCONSOLE=0
is used,fromconsolewill be initialized to off.

radix Input and output radix.
tabstops Tab stop width.
tee_msgbuf If explicitly set to non zero (zero is the default) allddb output will not only be dis-

played on screen but also be fed to the msgbuf. Thedefault of the variable can be set
using the kernel configuration option

options DDB_TEE_MSGBUF=1
which will initialize tee_msgbufto be 1. This option is especially handy for poor souls
who don’t hav ea serial console but want to recallddb output from a crash investigation.
This option is more generic than the /l command modifier possible for selected com-
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mands as discussed above to log the output.Mixing both /l and this setting can give
double loggings.

All built-in variables are accessible viasysctl (3).

EXPRESSIONS
Almost all expression operators in C are supported, except ‘˜’, ‘ˆ’, and unary ‘&’. Special rules inddb are:

identifier name of a symbol.It is translated to the address (or value) of it. ‘.’ and ‘:’ can be
used in the identifier. If supported by an object format dependent routine,
[filename:]function[:line number], [filename:]variable, and
filename[:line number], can be accepted as a symbol.The symbol may be
prefixed withsymbol_table_name:: (e.g.,emulator::mach_msg_trap ) to
specify other than kernel symbols.

number number. Radix is determined by the first two characters: ‘0x’ - hex, ‘0o’ - octal, ‘0t’
- decimal, otherwise follow current radix.

. dot

+ next

.. address of the start of the last line examined. Unlike dot or next, this is only
changed by theexamine or write commands.

" last address explicitly specified.

$name register name or variable. Itis translated to the value of it. It may be followed by a
‘:’ and modifiers as described above.

# a binary operator which rounds up the left hand side to the next multiple of right
hand side.

∗expr expression indirection. It may be followed by a ‘:’ and modifiers as described above.

SEE ALSO
reboot (2), options (4), reboot (8), sysctl (8), cnmagic (9)

HISTORY
Theddb kernel debugger was written as part of the MACH project at Carnegie-Mellon University.
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NAME
ddc — VESA Display Data Channel V2 devices

SYNOPSIS
ddc at iic? addr 0x50

DESCRIPTION
The ddc driver provides support for accessing the VESA Display Data Channel Version 2 supported by
many video displays.

BUGS
This driver does not provide any mechanism for access from user applications. Its only use at this point is to
provide a means for framebuffer device drivers to query monitor description data (EDID) using a specialized
in-kernel API. No support for sending control commands to display devices is provided.

SEE ALSO
iic (4), ddc (9), edid (9)

HISTORY
Theddc device appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
Garrett D’Amore〈gdamore@NetBSD.org〉

NetBSD 3.0 May 11, 2006 1
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NAME
ddn — DDN Standard ModeX.25 IMP network interface

SYNOPSIS
ddn0 at uba0 csr 166740 vector ddnintr

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

Theddn device provides aDDN Standard ModeX.25 interface to anIMP using theACC ACP625 X.25board.
It is normally used for connecting to the Defense Data Network (DDN ) .  The controller itself is not accessi-
ble to users, but instead provides a network interface for the Internet Protocol described inip (4).

DIAGNOSTICS
ddn%d: not ali ve. The initialization routine was entered even though the device did not autoconfigure.
This indicates a system problem.

ddn%d: failed getting UBA r esources for lcn %d." InsufficientUNIBUS resources existed to initialize the
device. Thisis likely to be a shortage ofUNIBUS mapping registers.

ddn%d: couldn’t get X25 init buffer. This indicates that anmbufcould not be allocated for sending the
initialization message to theACP625.

DDN: illegal X25 address length!
DDN: illegal X25 address format! These errors indicate a problem with the calledX.25 address received
from theIMP on an incoming call.

X25 RESET on lcn = %d. This indicates that an unexpectedX.25 RESETwas received on the indicated
LCN.

X25 INTERRUPT on lcn = %d, code = %d. This indicates that an unexpectedX.25 INTERRUPT Packet
was received on the indicatedLCN.

ddn%d: failed to get supr msg bfr! This indicates that anmbufcould not be allocated for sending a super-
visor message to theACP625.

Any other error message fromddn%d: indicates a serious error detected by either the driver or theACP625
firmware.

SEE ALSO
ip (4), netintro (4)

HISTORY
Theddn interface appeared in 4.3BSD.
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NAME
de — DECchip21040, 21140, 21141, 21142, and 21143PCI Ethernetinterface driver

SYNOPSIS
de∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

Configuration of PHYs may also be necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
The de driver supportsEthernetand Fast Ethernetinterfaces based on the Digital Equipment Corporation
DECchip21040, 21140, 21141, 21142, and 21143 model controllers forPCI bus.

21040 10BASE-T and AUI/BNC
21140 10BASE-T and 100BASE-TX
21141 10BASE-T and 100BASE-TX
21142 10BASE-T and 100BASE-TX
21143 10BASE-T and 100BASE-TX

Supported Network Interface Cards (NIC) include, but are not limited to:

Accton EN1207i
Cogent EM100
Asante AsanteFAST
DEC DE435
DEC DE450
DEC DE500
SMC 9332
Znyx NetBlaster ZX340 series (345, 348, 346)

Generally, if the NIC is forPCI bus, and the major controller chip has theDIGITAL logo on it, with one of the
model numbers above, thede driver should recognize and control it.Beware, however, that many NIC man-
ufacturers change theEthernetcontroller chip without changing the product model number, and a physical
inspection of the NIC, or a probe of the NIC with aPCI diagnostic tool is the only way to tell if a realDEC
TULIP controller is present.

Multi-port interfaces are typically configured as aPCI−PCI bridge with multiplede instances on thePCI bus
on the other side of the bridge.

DEC sold its semiconductor division toIntel. In addition, there are many "knock-offs" of the DEC TULIP
Ethernetcontroller chips; NICs based on these chips are handled by thetlp (4) driver.

This de driver should not be confused with theNetBSD VAX de driver for theDEC DEUNA/DELUA Ethernet
controller forUniBus.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), pci (4), tlp (4), ifconfig (8)

http://www.adaptec.com/ , http://www.asante.com/ , http://www.smc.com/ ,
http://www.znyx.com/

HISTORY
Thede driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.1

AUTHORS
Matt Thomas〈matt@3am-software.com〉.
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NAME
de — DEC DEUNA/DELUA 10 Mb/s Ethernet interface

SYNOPSIS
de0 at uba? csr 174510

DESCRIPTION
Thede interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network through a Digital EquipmentUNIBUS Net-
work Adapter (DEUNA ) .

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Thede
interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Internet
and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

DIAGNOSTICS
de%d: hardware address %s. This is a normal autoconfiguration message noting the 6 byte physical Eth-
ernet address of the adapter.

de%d: oerror, flags=%b tdrerr=%b (len=%d). The hardware indicated an error in transmitting a packet
to the cable. The status and error flags are reported.

de%d: ierr or, flags=%b lenerr=%b (len=%d). The hardware indicated an error in reading a packet from
the cable. The status and error flags are reported.

The following messages indicate a probable hardware error performing the indicated operation during auto-
configuration or initialization. The two control and status registers should indicate the nature of the failure.
See the hardware manual for details.

de%d: reset failed, csr0=%b csr1=%b.
de%d: ppcb failed, csr0=%b csr1=%b.
de%d: read addr failed, csr0=%b csr1=%b.
de%d: wtring failed, csr0=%b csr1=%b.
de%d: wtmode failed, csr0=%b csr1=%b.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), netintro (4)

HISTORY
Thede driver appeared in 4.3BSD.
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NAME
dge — Intel i82597EX Ten Gigabit Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
dge∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The dge device driver supports the Intel i82597EX PRO/10GbE LR Ethernet adapter, which uses a single
mode fiber (1310nm) interface.

The i82597EX supports IPv4/TCP/UDP checksumming in hardware, as well as TCP Segmentation Offload-
ing (TSO). The driver does currently only support the hardware checksumming features.Seeifconfig (8)
for information on how to enable the hardware checksum calculations.

The driver also makes use of theifconfig (8) link flagslink0 andlink1 to set the PCIX burst size.
The burst size is set according to this table:

link0 link1 burst size
off off 512
on off 1024
off on 2048
on on 4096

A larger burst size will increase the transmit capacity of the card dramatically but may have neg ative effect
on other devices in the system.

DIAGNOSTICS
dge%d: Tx packet consumes too many DMA segments, dropping... The packet consisted of too many
small mbufs and could therefore not be loaded into a DMA map. This is most unlikely, the driver can cur-
rently handle up to 100 segments, but over 80 segments has been seen using large (16k) jumbo frames.

dge%s: device timeout (txfree %d txsfree %d txnext %d) The i82597EX had been given packets to send,
but didn’t interrupt within 5 seconds.This diagnostic is most likely the result of a hardware failure, and the
chip will be reset to resume normal operation.

dge%d: Receive overrun If the computer is under heavy load, the software may not be able to keep up
removing received datagrams from the receive queue, and will therefore loose datagrams.To avoid this,
check that the other end is using the XON/XOFF protocol, if possible, or increase the receive descriptor ring
size in the driver.

dge%d: symbol error
dge%d: parity err or An error in the XGMII communication was detected. This is a hardware error in the
MAC<->PHY communication bus.

dge%d: CRC error A CRC error in the received datagram was detected. The error is probably caused in
the fiber communication.

dge%d: WARNING: reset failed to complete This is a fatal error and means that the hardware is broken
and will most likely not function correctly.

dge%d: unable to allocate or map rx buffer %d error = %d The driver was not able to map a mbuf clus-
ter page to a receive descriptor entry in the receive ring. Mostlikely the system has run out of mbuf clusters
or have a too small cluster map. See the errno for more information.
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SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thedge driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
Thedge driver was written by Anders Magnusson〈ragge@ludd.luth.se〉.

BUGS
There should be an XGMII framework for the driver to use.

NetBSD 3.0 March 18, 2004 2
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NAME
dh — DH-11/DM-11 serial multiplexer device interface

SYNOPSIS
dh0 at uba0 csr 0160020 vector dhrint dhxint [flags]
dm0 at uba0 csr 0170500 vector dmintr [flags]

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

A DH-11 provides 16 serial communication lines;DM-11s may optionally be paired withDH-11s to provide
modem control for the lines.

An optional argumentflags may be supplied with the device specification in theconfig (1) file indicating
that the line corresponding to bit numberi is not properly connected, and should be treated as hard-wired
with carrier always present. Thus specifyingflags 0x0004 for dh0 would cause linettyh2 to be
treated in this way.

Normal I/O control parameters for individual lines are managed byioctl (2) calls. Line speeds may be ini-
tiated viagetty (8) andstty (1) or may be communicated by other programs which useioctl (2) such as
ifconfig (8), seetty (4).

Thedh driver monitors the rate of input on each board, and switches between the use of character-at-a-time
interrupts and input silos.While the silo is enabled during periods of high-speed input, the driver polls for
input 30 times per second.

FILES
/dev/tty[h-o][0-9a-f]
/dev/ttyd[0-9a-f]

DIAGNOSTICS
dh%d: NXM. No response fromUNIBUS on a DMA transfer within a timeout period.This is often fol-
lowed by aUNIBUS adapter error. This occurs most frequently when theUNIBUS is heavily loaded and
when devices which hog the bus (such asRK07s) are present. It is not serious.

dh%d: silo overflow. The character input silo overflowed before it could be serviced. This can happen if a
hard error occurs when theCPU is running with elevated priority, as the system will then print a message on
the console with interrupts disabled. It is not serious.

SEE ALSO
tty (4)

HISTORY
A dh driver appeared in Version 6AT&T UNIX .
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NAME
dhu — DHU-11/DHV-11serial communications multiplexer

SYNOPSIS
dhu0 at uba0 csr 0160440

DESCRIPTION
A DHU-11 provides 16 communication lines.

Normal I/O control parameters for individual lines are managed byioctl (2) calls. Individual DHU-11 lines
may be configured to run at any of 13 speeds (50, 200 and 38400 baud are not available); the speed may be
set viagetty (8) or stty (1) or may be communicated by other programs which useioctl (2) such as
ifconfig (8), seetty (4).

The DHU-11 driver normally uses input silos and delays receiver interrupts by 20 milliseconds rather than
taking an interrupt on each input character.

FILES
/dev/tty[S-Z][0-9a-f]

NOTES
The driver currently does not make full use of the hardware capabilities of theDHU-11, for dealing with
XON/XOFF flow-control or hard-wired lines for example.

Although the devices are not the same, aDHU-11 can convince theDH-11 autoconfiguration code that it is a
DH-11.

The 4 40-way cables are a pain.

SEE ALSO
tty (4)

HISTORY
Thedhu driver appeared in 4.3BSD.
A newdhu driver showed up in 1.2BSD.

BUGS
Even if thedhu hardware supportsDMA , the driver cannot make use of this capability.

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 1
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NAME
dino — Dino and Cujo Host/PCI bridges

SYNOPSIS
dino ∗ at phantomas?
com∗ at dino?
pci ∗ at dino?

DESCRIPTION
This driver supportsDino andCujo Host/PCI bridges found in [ABC][0-9][0-9][0-9]-Class workstations and
GSC / HSC cards.Cujo is a 64 bit datapath version ofDino.

On some machines it may also provide an additional serial port through thecom(4) driver, or PS/2keyboard
and mouse ports, though the latter are not yet supported.

MACHINES
An incomplete list of machines that use theDino / Cujo Host/PCI bridges:

• 744
• 748[i]
• A180[C]
• B132L[+], B160L, B180L+
• C132L, C160[L], C180, C200, C240, C360
• J2240
• D390
• R380, R390

SEE ALSO
com(4), intro (4), pci (4), phantomas (4)

HISTORY
Thedino driver appeared inOpenBSD3.5. Itwas ported toNetBSD 2.0 by Jochen Kunz.

BUGS
dino bridges of revision earlier than three may exhibit data corruption on DMA. This hardware bug does
not affect cujo or card modedino bridges. SeeHP Service Note Numbers A4190A-01 and A4191A-01
for more details. Systems affected are those shipped before Aug 20, 1997 and of models: B132L, B160L,
C160, C180, C200, C240.
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NAME
dio — DIO/DIO-II bus

SYNOPSIS
dio0 at mainbus0

DESCRIPTION
This driver is for the DIO/DIO-II bus on HP 9000/3xx series workstations.

SUPPORTED DEVICES
NetBSD includesDIO drivers, sorted by device type and driver name:

Framebuffers
dvbox HP98730‘‘ DaVinci’’ graphics device interface

gbox HP98700‘‘ Gatorbox’’ graphics device interface

hyper A1096A ‘‘ Hyperion’’ graphics device interface

rbox HP98720‘‘ Renaissance’’ graphics device interface

topcat HP9854498550 ‘‘Topcat’’ and ‘‘Catseye’’ device interface

Serial interfaces
com HP98644Aserial communications interface (formerly dca)

dcm HP98642Aserial communications multiplexer

Network interfaces
le HP98643built-in and add-on Ethernet boards

HP-IB interfaces
fhpib ‘‘ fast’’ HP-IB interface

nhpib ‘‘ normal’’ HP-IB interface

SCSI interfaces
spc HP98265ASCSI interface

SEE ALSO
com(4), dcm(4), dvbox (4), gbox (4), hpib (4), hyper (4), le (4), rbox (4), spc (4), topcat (4)
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NAME
dk — Disk partition ( wedge )driver

SYNOPSIS
options DKWEDGE_AUTODISCOVER
options DKWEDGE_METHOD_BSDLABEL
options DKWEDGE_METHOD_GPT
options DKWEDGE_METHOD_MBR

DESCRIPTION
Thedk driver provides a disk-like interface to an area of a physical disk.Wedges may be configured manu-
ally with dkctl (8) or automatically by the kernel upon the attachment of the physical disk.

KERNEL OPTIONS
DKWEDGE_AUTODISCOVER Automatically detect and configure wedges using any available methods.

DKWEDGE_METHOD_BSDLABELBSD disklabel detection method.

DKWEDGE_METHOD_GPT Extensible Firmware Interface Globally Unique Identifier Partition Table
(GPT) detection method.

DKWEDGE_METHOD_MBR IBM PC-compatible Master Boot Record (MBR) partitioning detection
method, with support for Extended MBRs.

FILES
/dev/{,r}dk ∗ dk device special files.

SEE ALSO
config (1), MAKEDEV(8), disklabel (8), dkctl (8), fdisk (8)

HISTORY
Thedk driver first appeared inNetBSD 3.0.

AUTHORS
Thedk driver was written by Jason R. Thorpe.
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NAME
dl — DL-11/DLV-11 serial device driver

SYNOPSIS
dl0 at uba? csr 0176500
dl1 at uba? csr 0176510
dl2 at uba? csr 0176520
dl3 at uba? csr 0176530

DESCRIPTION
Thedl driver controls aDL-11-compatible asynchronous serial card, and probably things compatible with it.
A four-port DLV-11J will appear four times in the device list, as the ports look like separate cards to the
driver.

The dl driver provides the normal interface described intty (4), but many of the configuration calls are
unsupported, since their functions are handled by jumpers or switches on the serial card itself.Calls related
to modem-control lines are also ignored, since these cards lack them.

There’s a chance this driver might also work with anLP11, an LPV11 or even a PC11, but it hasn’t been
tested.

FILES
/dev/ttyJ? Special files for communicating with dl devices.

DIAGNOSTICS
dl%d: rx o verrun. The character in the receive buffer wasn’t read before the next character arrived, and has
been lost.

dl%d: stray rx interrupt. The driver was called to service a receive interrupt, but there was nothing for it
to read.

SEE ALSO
tty (4)

HISTORY
Thedl driver was written forNetBSD 1.3.

AUTHORS
Ben Harris <bjh21@NetBSD.org>

BUGS
TheDL-11 and friends only have single-character receive and transmit buffers, so an interrupt is generated for
ev ery character received or transmitted. Attemptingto receive data at even moderately high rates will cause
rx overruns. Fast transmission seems to be fine though.

There is no support in the driver for the paper-tape reader on anLT33 attached via aDLV-11KA or similar.

The overrun message is logged in the interrupt routine itself, which will probably just make the problem
worse.

The CSR printed on startup is that of the receiver, while the interrupt vector is that of the transmitter.

In order to determine the card’s interrupt vector, the driver sends aNUL to each port. This may confuse
things attached to them.
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The driver has so far only been tested on aDLV-11J. It may or may not work on the other cards it claims to
support.
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NAME
dmc — DEC DMC-11/DMR-11 point-to-point serial communications device

SYNOPSIS
dmc0 at uba0 csr 167600

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

Thedmc interface provides access to a point-to-point communications device which runs at either 1 Mb/s or
56 Kb/s. DMC-11s communicate using theDEC DDCMPlink layer protocol.

The dmc interface driver also supports aDEC DMR-11providing point-to-point communication running at
data rates from 2.4 Kb/s to 1 Mb/s.DMR-11s are a more recent design and thus are preferred over DMC-11s.
The NXMTandNRCVconstants in the driver may be increased in this case, as theDMR can accept up to 64
transmit and receive buffers, as opposed to 7 for theDMC.

The configuration flags specify how to set up the device,

0 full duplex DDCMP (normal mode)
1 DDCMP Maintenance mode (generally useless)
2 DDCMP Half Duplex, primary station
3 DDCMP Half Duplex, secondary station

The host’s address must be specified with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2), and the destination address speci-
fied with aSIOCSIFDSTADDR ioctl (2), before the interface will transmit or receive any packets.

ROUTING
The driver places aHOST entry in the kernel routing tables for the address given in theSIOCSIFDSTADDR
ioctl (2). To use theDMC as a link between local nets, the route to the remote net must be added manually
with theroute (8) command, or by the use of the routing processrouted (8) on each end of the link.

DIAGNOSTICS
dmc%d: bad control %o. A bad parameter was passed to thedmcloadroutine.

dmc%d: unknown address type %d. An input packet was received which contained a type of address
unknown to the driver.

DMC fatal error 0%o. A fatal error inDDMCP occurred, causing the device to be restarted.

DMC soft error 0%o. A non-fatal error inDDMCP has occurred.

dmc%d: af%d not supported. The interface was handed a message which has addresses formatted in an
unsuitable address family.

SEE ALSO
inet (4), intro (4)

HISTORY
Thedmc driver appeared in 4.2BSD.

BUGS
The current version of the driver uses a link-level encapsulation so that multiple protocol types may be used.
It is thus incompatible with earlier drivers, including the 4.2BSD version.
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NAME
dmf — DMF-32 serial terminal multiplexor

SYNOPSIS
dmf0 at uba? csr 0160340 vector dmfsrint dmfsxint dmfdaint dmfdbint

dmfrint dmfxint dmflint

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

Thedmf device provides 8 lines of asynchronous serial line support. The first two of these have full modem
control. Thedevice also provides a line printer port similar to theLP-11. Other features of theDMF-32 are
not supported. During autoconfiguration, the driver examines the configuration of eachDMF-32 and adjusts
the interrupt vectors so that fewer vector locations are used if possible.

An optional argumentflags may be supplied with the device specification in the config file indicating that
the line corresponding to bit numberi is not properly connected, and should be treated as hard-wired with
carrier always present. Thus specifyingflags 0x04 for dmf0 would cause linettyA2 to be treated in
this way. Flags should be set for all lines without hardware support for modem control.

Normal I/O control parameters for individual lines are managed byioctl (2) calls. Line speeds may be ini-
tiated viagetty (8) andstty (1) or may be communicated by other programs which useioctl (2) such as
ifconfig (8), seetty (4).

The serial line part of thedmf driver normally enables the input silos with a short timeout (30 milliseconds);
this allows multiple characters to be received per interrupt during periods of high-speed input.

A l ine printer port on admf is designated by a minor device number of the form 128+n. SeeMAKEDEV(8).
Column and lines per page may be changed from the default 132 columns and 66 lines by encoding the num-
ber of columns in bits 8-15 of flags and the number of lines in bits 16-23. This device does not provide the
fancy output canonicalization features of thelp (4) driver.

FILES
/dev/tty[A-CE-I][0-7]
/dev/ttyd[0-7]
/dev/lp

DIAGNOSTICS
dmf%d: NXM line %d. No response fromUNIBUS on a DMA transfer within a timeout period. This is
often followed by aUNIBUS adapter error. This occurs most frequently when theUNIBUS is heavily loaded
and when devices which hog the bus (such asRK07s) are present. It is not serious.

dmf%d: silo overflow. The character input silo overflowed before it could be serviced. This can happen if a
hard error occurs when theCPU is running with elevated priority, as the system will then print a message on
the console with interrupts disabled. It is not serious.

dmfsrint, dmfsxint, dmfdaint, dmfdbint. One of the unsupported parts of the dmf interrupted; something
is amiss, check your interrupt vectors for a conflict with another device.

SEE ALSO
tty (4)

HISTORY
Thedmf driver appeared in 4.2BSD.
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BUGS
It should be possible to set the silo timeout with a configuration file option, as the value is a trade-off
between efficiency and response time for flow control and character echo.
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NAME
dmoverio — hardware-assisted data mover interface

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device dmoverio

#include <dev/dmover/dmover_io.h>

DESCRIPTION
Thedmoverio pseudo-device driver provides an interface to hardware-assisted data movers, which the ker-
nel supports using thedmover (9) facility. This can be used to copy data from one location in memory to
another, clear a region of memory, fill a region of memory with a pattern, and perform simple operations on
multiple regions of memory, such as an XOR, without intervention by the CPU.

A dmoverio function always has one output region. A function may have zero or more input regions, or
may use an immediate value as an input.For functions which use input regions, the lengths of each input
region and the output region must be the same.All dmoverio functions with the same name will have the
same number of and type inputs.

To usedmoverio , the client must first create a session. This is achieved by performing the following steps:

• Create a session handle by opening the/dev/dmoverio device.

• Select thedmoverio function using the DMIO_SETFUNC ioctl, which takes the following argument:

#define DMIO_MAX_FUNCNAME 64
struct dmio_setfunc {

char dsf_name[DMIO_MAX_FUNCNAME];
};

If the specified function is not available, the DMIO_SETFUNC ioctl will fail with an error code of
ESRCH.

To submit a request for processing the following steps must be performed:

• Fill in a request structure:

typedef struct {
struct iovec ∗dmbuf_iov;
u_int dmbuf_iovcnt;

} d mio_buffer;

struct dmio_usrreq {
/ ∗ Output buffer. ∗/
dmio_buffer req_outbuf;

/ ∗ Input buffer. ∗/
union {

uint8_t _immediate[8];
dmio_buffer ∗_inbuf;

} _ req_inbuf_un;

#define req_immediate _req_inbuf_un._immediate
#define req_inbuf _req_inbuf_un._inbuf

uint32_t req_id; / ∗ request ID; passed in response ∗/
};
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For functions which use an immediate value as an input, thereq_immediatemember is used to specify
the value. Values smaller than 8 bytes should use the least-significant bytes first.For example, a 32-bit
integer would occupy bytes 0, 1, 2, and 3.

For functions which use input regions,req_inbufshould point to an array ofdmio_buffer’s.

The req_id should be a unique value for each request submitted by the client. It will be passed back
unchanged in the response when processing of the request has completed.

• Write the request structure to the session handle using thewrite (2) system call. Multiple requests may
be written to the session in a single call.

• Read the response structure back from the session handle using theread (2) system call. The response
structure is defined as follows:

struct dmio_usrresp {
uint32_t resp_id;
int resp_error;

};

Theresp_idcorresponds to thereq_id in the request.resp_errorcontains 0 if the request succeeded or an
errno (2) value indicating why the request failed. Multipleresponses may be read back in a single call.
Note that responses may not be received in the same order as requests were written.

When a client is finished using admoverio session, the session is destroyed by closing the session handle
usingclose (2).

EXAMPLES
The following is an example of a client usingdmoverio to zero-fill a region of memory. In this example,
the application would be able to perform other work while the hardware-assisted data mover clears the speci-
fied block of memory.

int
hw_bzero(void ∗buf, size_t len)
{

static uint32_t reqid;

struct dmio_setfunc dsf;
struct iovec iov;
struct dmio_usrreq req;
struct dmio_usrresp resp;
int fd;

fd = open("/dev/dmoverio", O_RDWR, 0666);
if (fd == -1)

return (-1);

strcpy(dsf.dsf_name, "zero");

if (ioctl(fd, DMIO_SETFUNC, &dsf) == -1) {
close(fd);
return (-1);

}

iov.iov_base = buf;
iov.iov_len = len;
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req.req_outbuf.dmbuf_iov = &iov;
req.req_outbuf.dmbuf_iovcnt = 1;
req.req_id = reqid++;

if (write(fd, &req, sizeof(req)) != sizeof(req)) {
close(fd);
return (-1);

}

/ ∗ Application can do other work here. ∗/

if (read(fd, &resp, sizeof(resp)) != sizeof(resp)) {
close(fd);
return (-1);

}

if (resp.resp_id != req.req_id) {
close(fd);
return (-1);

}

if (resp.resp_error != 0) {
close(fd);
return (-1);

}

close(fd);
return (0);

}

SEE ALSO
dmover (9)

HISTORY
Thedmoverio device first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
The dmoverio device was designed and implemented by Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@wasabisystems.com〉
and contributed by Wasabi Systems, Inc.
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NAME
dmphy — Driver for Davicom DM9101 and AMD 79c873 10/100 Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
dmphy∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
Thedmphy driver supports the Davicom DM9101 and AMD 79c873 10/100 Ethernet PHYs.

The AMD 79c873 is a work-alike (most likely an OEM of the core) of the Davicom part.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
dmv — DEC DMV-11 point-to-point serial communications device

SYNOPSIS
dmv0 at uba0 csr 167000 vector dmvrint dmvxint

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

The dmv interface provides access to a point-to-point communications device which runs at up to 56 Kb/s.
DMV-11s communicate using theDEC DDCMPlink layer protocol.

The host’s address must be specified with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2), and the destination address speci-
fied with aSIOCSIFDSTADDR ioctl (2), before the interface will transmit or receive any packets.

ROUTING
The driver places aHOST entry in the kernel routing tables for the address given in theSIOCSIFDSTADDR
ioctl (2). To use theDMV as a link between local nets, the route to the remote net must be added manually
with theroute (8) command, or by the use of the routing processrouted (8) on each end of the link.

DIAGNOSTICS
dmvprobe: can’t start device.
dmvprobe: device init failed, bsel4=%o, bsel6=%o.The probe routine was unable to start the device.

dmvinit: dmv%d not running.
dmvrestart: can’t start device.
dmv%d: device init failed, bsel4=%o, bsel6=%o.The initialization/restart routine was unable to start the
device.

dmv%d: far end on-line. The other end of the connection has come online.

dmv%d: far end restart. The other end of the line has restarted.

dmv%d: bad control %o. A bad parameter was passed to thedmvloadroutine.

dmvxint: dmv%d bad rcv pkt addr 0x%x len 0x%x. A bad packet was received.

dmv%d: bad packet address 0x%x. An input packet was received which contained a type of address
unknown to the driver.

dmvxint: dmv%d unallocated packet 0x%x. A protocol error has occurred with the board.

dmvoutput, dmv%d can’t handle af%d. A packet for an unsupported address family has been sent.

dmv%d: output timeout, bsel0=%b bsel2=%b. A device timeout occurred.

Numerous other device errors may be displayed.

SEE ALSO
dmc(4), inet (4), intro (4)

HISTORY
Thedmv driver appeared in 4.3BSD−Tahoe.
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NAME
dmz — DMZ-32 serial terminal multiplexor

SYNOPSIS
dmz0 at uba? csr 0160540 vector dmzrinta dmzxinta dmzrintb dmzxintb

dmzrintc dmzxintc

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

Thedmz device provides 24 lines of asynchronous serial line support.Modem control on all ports is avail-
able as an option for the H3014 distribution panel.

An optional argumentflags may be supplied with the device specification fordmz in the config file indi-
cating that the line corresponding to bit numberi is not properly connected, and should be treated as hard-
wired with carrier always present.Thus specifyingflags 0x000004 for dmz0 would cause linettya2
to be treated in this way.

Normal I/O control parameters for individual lines are managed byioctl (2) calls. Line speeds (there are
16 choices for theDMZ) may be initiated viagetty (8) andstty (1) or may be communicated by other pro-
grams which useioctl (2) such asifconfig (8), seetty (4).

Thedmz driver normally enables the input silos with a short timeout (30 milliseconds); this allows multiple
characters to be received per interrupt during periods of high-speed input.

FILES
/dev/tty[abcefg][0-9a-n]

DIAGNOSTICS
dmz%d: NXM line %d. No response from theUNIBUS on aDMA transfer within a timeout period. This is
often followed by aUNIBUS adapter error. This occurs most frequently when theUNIBUS is heavily loaded
and when devices which hog the bus (such asRK07s) are present. It is not serious.

dmz%d: silo overflow. The character input silo overflowed before it could be serviced. This can happen if
a hard error occurs when theCPU is running with elevated priority, as the system will then print a message on
the console with interrupts disabled. It is not serious.

SEE ALSO
tty (4)

HISTORY
Thedmz driver appeared in 4.3BSD.

BUGS
It should be possible to set the silo timeout with a configuration file option, as the value is a trade-off
between efficiency and response time for flow control and character echo.
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NAME
dn — DN-11 serial autocall unit interface

SYNOPSIS
dn0 at uba? csr 0160020 vector dnintr

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

Thedn device provides an interface through aDEC DN-11(or equivalent such as the Able Quadracall) to an
auto-call unit ( ACU ) .  To place an outgoing call one forks a sub-process which opens the appropriate call
unit file, /dev/cua? and writes the phone number on it. The parent process then opens the corresponding
modem line /dev/cul? . When the connection has been established, the open on the modem line
/dev/cul? will return and the process will be connected.A timer is normally used to timeout the opening
of the modem line.

The codes for the phone numbers are:

0-9 numberto be dialed
∗ dial ∗ (‘:’ is a synonym)
# dial # (‘;’ is a synonym)
− delay 20 milliseconds
< end of phone number (‘e’ is a synonym)
= delay for a second dial tone (‘w’ is a synonym)
f force a hangup of any existing connection

The phone number to be dialed must be presented as one contiguous string.

By convention, even numbered call units are for 300 baud modem lines, while odd numbered units are for
1200 baud lines.For example,/dev/cua0 is associated with a 300 baud modem line,/dev/cul0 , while
/dev/cua1 is associated with a 1200 baud modem line,/dev/cul1 . For devices such as the Quadracall
which simulate multipleDN-11 units, the minor device indicates which outgoing modem to use.

FILES
/dev/cua? call units
/dev/cul? associated modem lines

DIAGNOSTICS
Tw o error numbers are of interest at open time.

[EBUSY] The dialer is in use.

[ENXIO] The device doesn’t exist, or there’s no power to it.

SEE ALSO
tip (1)

HISTORY
A dn driver appeared in Version 6AT&T UNIX .
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NAME
dnkbd — Domain keyboard

SYNOPSIS
dnkbd at frodo? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
Thednkbd driver provides support for the Domain keyboard found on HP Apollo 9000/4xx series worksta-
tions.

SEE ALSO
com(4), frodo (4)
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NAME
dpclock — DP8573A real-time clock

SYNOPSIS
dpclock ∗ at hpc0 offset ?

DESCRIPTION
Thedpclock driver provides support for the DP8573A real-time clock (RTC). Thisdevice appears on SGI
Personal Iris 4D/2x, 4D/3x and Indigo machines. Note that the kernel expects the RTC to run in UTC.

SEE ALSO
dsclock (4), intro (4)

HISTORY
Thedpclock driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
dpt — DPT EATA SCSIadapter driver

SYNOPSIS
dpt ∗ at isa? port ? irq ? dma ?
dpt ∗ at eisa? slot ?
dpt ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
scsibus ∗ at dpt?

DESCRIPTION
The dpt driver provides support for third and fourth generation DPTSCSIcontrollers. Allcommunication
with the controllers is conducted via the EATA (Enhanced AT Bus Attachment) protocol.

DPT adapters examine and interpret allSCSI commands received before passing them to any underlying
physical device(s). In this way, caching, RAID and other transformations are achieved while remaining
transparent to the host operating system.

HARDWARE
The dpt driver provides support for the adapters listed below. Later models are supported by theiop
driver.

DPT SmartCache III
DPT SmartCache IV
DPT SmartRAID III
DPT SmartRAID IV

FILES
/dev/dpt u control device for unitu

DIAGNOSTICS
None of these messages should be encountered under normal circumstances.It should be noted that the list
below is not complete.

dpt%d: readcfg failed - see dpt(4)
The EATA configuration data did not appear upon request. This may be caused by older firmware.
Generally the solution is to power-cycle the affected machine.

dpt%d: spurious intr
A spurious interrupt was received from the HBA.

dpt%d: bogus status (returned CCB id NNNN)
A corrupt or incomplete status packet was received from the HBA.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), dpti (4), intro (4), iop (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4)

Thesysutils/dptutil package.

CAM committee standard CAM/89-004 - the EATA (Enhanced AT Bus Attachment) protocol.

HISTORY
Thedpt driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.4.2.
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BUGS
EATA adapters other than listed may function correctly with thedpt driver, howev er a definitive list is not
available.

Older boards that do not support scatter-gather I/O or DMA are not supported.

ECC formatted disk and arrays (i.e. with a sector size of 528 bytes) do not work correctly with the PM2041
and certain firmware revisions of the PM3334.
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NAME
dpti — DPT/Adaptec I2O RAID management interface

SYNOPSIS
dpti ∗ at iop? tid 0

DESCRIPTION
Thedpti driver attaches toDPT andAdaptecIOPs, and provides the pass-through command interface used
by the management tools for these devices. dptelog , dptmgr , and raidutil version 3.12 as provided
by Adaptechave been tested with this driver.

FILES
/dev/dpti u control device for unitu

SEE ALSO
dpt (4), intro (4), iop (4), iopsp (4), ld (4), iopctl (8)

Thesysutils/dptutil andsysutils/storage-manager packages.

HISTORY
Thedpti driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.3.
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NAME
drm — Direct Rendering Manager (DRI kernel support)

SYNOPSIS
i915drm ∗ at vga?
mach64drm∗ at vga?
mgadrm∗ at vga?
r128drm ∗ at vga?
radeondrm ∗ at vga?
savagedrm ∗ at vga?
sisdrm ∗ at vga?
tdfxdrm ∗ at vga?
viadrm ∗ at vga?

options DRM_DEBUG

DESCRIPTION
The Direct Rendering Manager is part of the Direct Rendering Infrastructure (see
http://dri.freedesktop.org/ ) for supporting video acceleration (3d acceleration, mostly).

Thedrm drivers provide support for the following chipsets:
i915drm Intel i915, i945
mach64drm Mach64 (3D Rage Pro, Rage)
mgadrm Matrox G[24]00, G[45]50
r128drm ATI Rage 128
radeondrm ATI Radeon
savagedrm S3 Savage
sisdrm SiS
tdfxdrm 3dfx (Voodoo)
viadrm VIA

To make use of the driver, X(7) must be compiled with DRI support, Mesa DRI drivers must be installed, the
appropriate/dev/dri/card ∗ device must exist, and DRI must be enabled in the X configuration file.

Details for these steps:

1. X must be compiled with DRI support. On i386, this is usually the default.

2. Mesa(seehttp://www.mesa3d.org/ ) should be compiled for the netbsd-dri target, patch
available athttp://issc.uj.ac.za/˜yorick/drm/mesa.patch

3. Thedevice node must exist:

mkdir -p /dev/dri
mknod /dev/dri/card0 c 180 0
chgrp wheel /dev/dri/card0
chmod 0660 /dev/dri/card0

4. EnableDRI in the X configuration (eitherxorg.conf or XF86Config ):

Section "Module"
...
Load "dri"
Load "GLcore"
Load "glx"

EndSection
Section "DRI"
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Group "wheel"
Mode 0660

EndSection

Debugging output can be enabled and disabled by setting thesysctl (8) nodehw.dri.debug. Addi-
tional information can be obtained from thesysctl (8) nodes hw.dri, hw.dri.card0,
hw.dri.card1, etc.

SEE ALSO
X(7)

HISTORY
DRM was first available for Linux. Subsequently Eric Anholt ported the DRM kernel modules toFreeBSD.
Erik Reid adapted theFreeBSDDRM kernel modules toNetBSD. As DRM continued to develop theNetBSD
support was neglected. Tonnerre Lombard got the DRM modules working again, but DRM development
once again left theNetBSD support behind. Finally Yorick Hardy took theFreeBSDDRM source and man-
aged to get it compiling and working again onNetBSD, thanks largely to the efforts of all those mentioned
above. Subsequently Matthias Drochner improved the DRM file hierarchy for NetBSD and committed the
DRM kernel drivers.

Thedrm drivers appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
Eric Anholt, Terry Barnaby, Erdi Chen, Michel Daenzer, Leif Delgass, Frank C. Earl, Rickard E. Faith, Jose
Fonseca, Nicolai Haehnle, Jeff Hartmann, Thomas Hellstrom, Gareth Hughes, Felix Kuehling, Sung-Ching
Lin, Kevin E. Martin, Jared D. McNeill, Daryll Strauss, Keith Whitwell

CAVEATS
Disable AIGLX if necessary (xorg.conf ) :

Section "ServerFlags"
Option "AIGLX" "off"

EndSection

Section "Extensions"
Option "Composite" "Disable"

EndSection

In case of errors,/dev/dri/card0 may be changed, make sure to recreate it in that case.

options DRM_DEBUG can slow DRI down a lot, disable it oncedrm works.
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NAME
drum — paging device

DESCRIPTION
This file refers to the paging device in use by the system.This may actually be a subdevice of one of the disk
drivers, but in a system with paging interleaved across multiple disk drives it provides an indirect driver for
the multiple drives.

FILES
/dev/drum

HISTORY
Thedrum special file appeared in 3.0BSD.

BUGS
Reads from the drum are not allowed across the interleaving boundaries.Since these only occur every
.5Mbytes or so, and since the system never allocates blocks across the boundary, this is usually not a prob-
lem.
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NAME
dsclock — DS1286 real-time clock

SYNOPSIS
dsclock ∗ at hpc0 offset ?

DESCRIPTION
The dsclock driver provides support for the DS1286 real-time clock (RTC). Thisdevice appears on SGI
Indy and Indigo2 machines. Note that the kernel expects the RTC to run in UTC.

SEE ALSO
dpclock (4), intro (4)

HISTORY
Thedsclock driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
dtide — D.T. Software IDE interface driver

SYNOPSIS
dtide ∗ at podulebus0 slot ?
atabus ∗ at dtide? channel ?

DESCRIPTION
Thedtide driver handles a D.T. Software IDE interface plugged into an Acorn expansion slot. It uses the
standardNetBSD IDE controller driver, and hence can use the standardatabus driver.

The card provides two IDE channels.The external IDE connector is channel 0, while the internal connector
is channel 1.

SEE ALSO
atabus (4), atapibus (4), podulebus (4), wd(4)

BUGS
The driver was derived by rev erse-engineering the card and itsRISC OSdriver, so it may not handle the card
entirely optimally.
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NAME
dvbox — HP98730‘‘ DaVinci’’ graphics device interface

DESCRIPTION
This driver is for theHP98730and 98731 graphics device, also known as the DaVinci. This driver has not
been tested with all possible combinations of frame buffer boards and scan boards installed in the device.
The driver merely checks for the existence of the device and does minimal set up.

The DaVinci can be configured at either the ‘‘internal’’ address (frame buffer address 0x200000, control reg-
ister space address 0x560000) or at an external select code less than 32.At the internal address it will be the
‘‘ preferred’’ console device. Thehardware installation manual describes the procedure for setting these val-
ues.

A user process communicates to the device initially by means ofioctl (2) calls. For theHP-UX ioctl (2)
calls supported, refer toHP-UX manuals. TheBSD calls supported are:

GRFIOCGINFO
Get Graphics Info

Get info about device, setting the entries in thegrfinfo structure, as defined in
〈hpdev/grfioctl.h 〉. For the standard 98730, the number of planes should be 4.The number
of colors would therefore be 15, excluding black. If one 98732A frame buffer board is installed,
there will still be 4 planes, with the 4 planes on the colormap board becoming overlay planes.
With each additional 98732 frame buffer board 4 planes will be added up to a maximum of 32
planes total.

GRFIOCON
Graphics On

Turn graphics on by enablingCRT output. Thescreen will come on, displaying whatever is in the
frame buffer, using whatever colormap is in place.

GRFIOCOFF
Graphics Off

Turn graphics off by disabling output to theCRT. The frame buffer contents are not affected.

GRFIOCMAP
Map Device to user space

Map in control registers and frame buffer space. Once the device file is mapped, the frame buffer
structure is accessible. The structure describing the 98730 is defined in
〈hpdev/grf_dvreg.h 〉.

FILES
/dev/grf? BSD special file
/dev/crt98730
/dev/ocrt98730 HP-UX starbasespecial files
/dev/MAKEDEV.hpux script for creatingHP-UX special files

EXAMPLES
This is a short segment of code showing how the device is opened and mapped into user process address
space assuming that it isgrf0 :

struct dvboxfb ∗dvbox;
u_char ∗Addr, frame_buffer;
struct grfinfo gi;
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int disp_fd;

disp_fd = open("/dev/grf0",1);

if (ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCGINFO, &gi) < 0) return -1;

(void) ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCON, 0);

Addr = (u_char ∗) 0 ;
if (ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCMAP, &Addr) < 0) {
(void) ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCOFF, 0);
return -1;
}
dvbox = (dvboxfb ∗) A ddr; / ∗ Control Registers ∗/
frame_buffer=(u_char ∗)Addr+gi.gd_regsize; / ∗ Frame buffer memory ∗/

DIAGNOSTICS
None underBSD. HP-UX CE.utilitiesmust be used.

ERRORS
[ENODEV] no such device.

[EBUSY] Another process has the device open.

[EINVAL ] Invalid ioctl specification.

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), grf (4)

BUGS
Not tested for all configurations of scan board and frame buffer memory boards.
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NAME
dwlpx — DEC DWLPA and DWLPB PCI adapter

SYNOPSIS
dwlpx ∗ at kft?
pci ∗ at dwlpx?

DESCRIPTION
The dwlpx driver provides support for DEC DWLPA and DWLPB PCI adapter found on the AlphaServer
8x00 Systems.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), kft (4), pci (4)
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NAME
dz — DZ-11 serial multiplexer device interface

SYNOPSIS
dz0 at uba0 csr 0160100 vector dzrint dzxint

DESCRIPTION
A DZ-11 provides 8 communication lines with partial modem control, adequate forUNIX dialup use.

An optional argumentflags may be supplied with the device specification in the config file indicating that
the line corresponding to bit numberi is not properly connected, and should be treated as hard-wired with
carrier always present. Thus specifyingflags 0x04 for dz0 would cause linetty02 to be treated in this
way.

Normal I/O control parameters for individual lines are managed byioctl (2) calls. Line speeds may be ini-
tiated via thettys (5) file,stty (1) or ifconfig (8) to name a few, seetty (4).

Thedz driver monitors the rate of input on each board, and switches between the use of character-at-a-time
interrupts and input silos.While the silo is enabled during periods of high-speed input, the driver polls for
input 30 times per second.

FILES
/dev/tty[0-9][0-9]
/dev/ttyd[0-9a-f] dialups

DIAGNOSTICS
dz%d: silo overflow . The 64 character input silo overflowed before it could be serviced.This can happen
if a hard error occurs when theCPU is running with elevated priority, as the system will then print a message
on the console with interrupts disabled. It is not serious.

SEE ALSO
stty (1), tty (4), ttys (5), getty (8)

HISTORY
A dz driver appeared in Version 32VAT&T UNIX .
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NAME
ea — Atomwide “Ether3” Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
ea∗ at podulebus0 slot ?

DESCRIPTION
The ea driver provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network through a card based on the SEEQ 8005
Advanced Ethernet Data Link Controller.

The cards supported by this driver are generally those supported by the “Ether3” driver under RISC OS.
These include:

• Atomwide A-1005
• Atomwide A-1006
• Atomwide A-1007
• Acorn AEH54

Media selection on these cards is through links on the board, so there are no media options available through
the driver.

SEE ALSO
eb(4), netintro (4), podulebus (4), ifconfig (8)

BUGS
The driver doesn’t support 8-bit cards like the A-1009, A-1010, A-1011 and A-1012.
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NAME
eap — AudioPCI audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
eap∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?
joy ∗ at eap?
midi ∗ at eap?
options EAP_USE_BOTH_DACS

DESCRIPTION
The eap driver provides support for the Ensoniq AudioPCI and Creative Labs SoundBlaster PCI series of
audio cards. All models based on the ES1370, ES1371, and ES1373 chips are supported.

By specifying:

options EAP_USE_BOTH_DACS

a second audio device is attached.You can use it simply by directing audio output to it.This way it is possi-
ble for two different programs to use the "same" audio device simultaneously.

SEE ALSO
ac97 (4), audio (4), joy (4), midi (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Theeap device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

CAVEATS
The joystick port hardware works by emulating a legacy isa (4) joystick port, bypassing thepci (4) bus
method for address allocation. This is unlikely to work on PCI busses other than the primary one. There is
also a possibility for conflicts with real ISA devices because the PCI bus is probed before ISA.Use with
caution.

NetBSD 3.0 July 22, 2006 1
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NAME
eb — ANT “EtherB” Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
eb∗ at podulebus0 slot ?

DESCRIPTION
Theeb driver provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network through a card based on the SEEQ 80C04 Eth-
ernet Data Link Controller.

The cards supported by this driver are generally those supported by the “EtherB” driver under RISC OS.
These include:

• ANT EtherB network slot card
• Acorn AEH61

SEE ALSO
ea(4), netintro (4), podulebus (4), ifconfig (8)

NetBSD 3.0 April 6, 2001 1
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NAME
EBus — introduction to SPARC EBus bus support and drivers

SYNOPSIS
ebus ∗ at pci?

DESCRIPTION
TheEBus bus is designed to provide the ability to put ISA and traditional Intel-style peripherals in a SPARC
based system with a minimal amount of glue logic.Typically, it is implemented in the PCIO IC from SME,
which also implements ahme(4) compatible PCI network device (network ). The EBus has four DMA
channels, similar to the DMA seen in theesp (4) SCSI DMA.

SEE ALSO
Sun Microelectronics,Peripheral Component Interconnect Input Output Controller, Part No.: 802-7837-01,
March 1997, http://www.sun.com/oem/products/manuals/802-7837.pdf.

NetBSD 3.0 March 13, 2002 1
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NAME
ec — driver for 3Com EtherLink II (3c503)ISA bus Ethernetcards

SYNOPSIS
ec0 at isa? port 0x250 iomem 0xd8000 irq 9

DESCRIPTION
Theec device driver supports 3Com EtherLink II (3c503)Ethernetcards forISA bus which are based on the
National Semiconductor DP8390/WD83C690Ethernetinterface chips.

MEDIA SELECTION
The EtherLink II supports two media types on a single card. All support theAUI media type. The other
media is eitherBNC or UTP behind a transceiver. Software cannot differentiate betweenBNC andUTP cards.

To enable the AUI media, select the10base5or aui media type withifconfig (8)’s media directive. To
select the other media (BNC or UTP) ,  select the10base2or bncmedia type.

DIAGNOSTICS
ec0: wildcarded IRQ is not allowed

The IRQ was wildcarded in the kernel configuration file. This is not supported.

ec0: invalid IRQ <n>, must be 3, 4, 5, or 9

An IRQ other than the above IRQ values was specified in the kernel configuration file. The EtherLink II hard-
ware only supports the above listedIRQ values.

ec0: failed to clear shared memory at offset <off>

The memory test was unable to clear shared the interface’s shared memory region. Thisoften indicates that
the card is configured at a conflictingiomemaddress.

ec0: warning - receiver r ing buffer overrun

The DP8390Ethernetchip used by this board implements a shared-memory ring-buffer to store incoming
packets. The3c503 usually has only 8K bytes of shared memory. This is only enough room for about 4 full-
size (1500 byte) packets. Thiscan sometimes be a problem, especially on the original 3c503, because these
boards’ shared-memory access speed is quite slow; typically only about 1MB/second. The overhead of this
slow memory access, and the fact that there is only room for 4 full-sized packets means that the ring-buffer
will occasionally overrun.

When an overrun occurs, the board must be reset to avoid a lockup problem in early revision DP8390
Ethernetchips. Resettingthe board causes all of the data in the ring-buffer to be lost, requiring the data to be
retransmitted/received, congesting the board further. Because of this, maximum throughput on these boards
is only about 400-600K bytes per second.

This problem is exacerbated byNFSbecause the 8-bit boards lack sufficient packet buffer memory to support
the default 8K byte packets thatNFS and other protocols use as their default. If these cards must be used
with NFS, use themount_nfs (8) −r and −w options in/etc/fstab to limit NFS’s packet size. 4K
(4096) byte packets generally work.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), isa (4), ifconfig (8), mount_nfs (8)

NetBSD 3.0 October 20, 1997 1
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NAME
ec — 3Com 3c400 Multibus Ethernet interface driver

SYNOPSIS
ec0 at mbmem0 addr 0xe0000 ipl 3
ec1 at mbmem0 addr 0xe2000 ipl 3

DESCRIPTION
Theec interface provides access to the 10 Mb/sEthernetnetwork via the3Com3c400 Ethernet chip set.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Theec
interface employs the Address Resolution Protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Inter-
net andEthernetaddresses on the local network.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ie (4), inet (4), intro (4)

NetBSD 3.0 August 16, 2001 1
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NAME
ec — 3Com 10 Mb/s Ethernet interface

SYNOPSIS
ec0 at uba0 csr 161000 vector ecrint eccollide ecxint flags 0

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

Theec interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network through a 3Com controller.

The hardware has 32 kilobytes of dual-ported memory on theUNIBUS. This memory is used for internal
buffering by the board, and the interface code reads the buffer contents directly through theUNIBUS. The
address of this memory is given in theflags field in the configuration file. The first interface normally has
its memory at UNIBUS address 0.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Theec
interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Internet
and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

The interface normally tries to use a “trailer” encapsulation to minimize copying data on input and output.
The use of trailers is negotiated withARP. This negotiation may be disabled, on a per-interface basis, by set-
ting theIFF_NOTRAILERS flag with anSIOCSIFFLAGS ioctl (2).

The interface software implements an exponential backoff algorithm when notified of a collision on the
cable. Thisalgorithm uses a 16-bit mask and theVAX-11’s interval timer in calculating a series of random
backoff values. Thealgorithm is as follows:

1. Initializethe mask to be all 1’s.

2. If the mask is zero, 16 retries have been made and we give up.

3. Shift the mask left one bit and formulate a backoff by masking the interval timer with the
smaller of the complement of this mask and a 5-bit mask, resulting in a pseudo-random number
between 0 and 31. This produces the number of slot times to delay, where a slot is 51 microsec-
onds.

4. Usethe value calculated in step 3 to delay before retransmitting the packet. Thedelay is done in
a software busy loop.

DIAGNOSTICS
ec%d: send error. After 16 retransmissions using the exponential backoff algorithm described above, the
packet was dropped.

ec%d: input error (offset=%d). The hardware indicated an error in reading a packet off the cable or an
illegally sized packet. Thebuffer offset value is printed for debugging purposes.

ec%d: can’t handle af%d. The interface was handed a message with addresses formatted in an unsuitable
address family; the packet was dropped.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), netintro (4)

HISTORY
Theec driver appeared in 4.2BSD.

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 1
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BUGS
The hardware is not capable of talking to itself. The software implements local sending and broadcast by
sending such packets to the loop interface. Thisis a kludge.

Backoff delays are done in a software busy loop.This can degrade the system if the network experiences fre-
quent collisions.

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 2
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NAME
eca — Acorn Econet driver

SYNOPSIS
eca0 at ioc0 bank 2

DESCRIPTION
Theeca driver provides access to an Econet network through a standard Acorn Econet module, based on the
Motorola 6854 ADLC. It obtains its Econet station number from the machine’s CMOS RAM.

DIAGNOSTICS
%s: Tx underrun Transmission of a frame failed because the driver couldn’t get data to the ADLC fast
enough. Thismight be caused by the network clock rate being too high, or by the current screen mode using
too much of the data bus’s bandwidth.

%s: collision A collision occurred while transmitting a frame.The transmission should be retried, but cur-
rently isn’t.

%s: incomplete transmission A transmission failed to complete, but no obvious reason was found.This
should never happen.

%s: Rx overrun Reception of a frame failed because the driver couldn’t get data off the ADLC fast enough.
Likely causes are the same as forTx underrun above.

%s: Rx abort A frame being received was aborted before it was complete. This was probably caused by a
problem at the transmitting station.

%s: CRC error A received frame failed its cyclic redundancy check and was discarded. This is usually due
to electrical noise on the network.

%s: No clock The clock signal on the Econet has disappeared. This probably indicates that the machine is
unplugged from the network, or that the network itself has failed.

%s: Oversized frame A frame larger than the current MTU of the interface was received and discarded.

SEE ALSO
netintro (4), ifconfig (8)

NetBSD 3.0 September 11, 2001 1
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NAME
ed — Ethernet driver for DP8390-based Ethernet boards

SYNOPSIS
ed∗ at zbus0

DESCRIPTION
Theed interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network via the DP8390 Ethernet chip set.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Theed
interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Internet
and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

HARDWARE
Theed interface supports the following Zorro II expansion cards:

AMIGANET Hydra Systems’ Ethernet card, manufacturer 2121, product 1

LAN ROVER ASDG’s Ethernet card, manufacturer 1023, product 254

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), intro (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Theed interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.0.

NetBSD 3.0 August 30, 1994 1
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NAME
edc — IBM DASD Storage Interface ESDI disk driver

SYNOPSIS
edc ∗ at mca? slot ?
ed∗ at edc? drive ?

DESCRIPTION
The edc driver supportsIBM MCA ESDI disk controllers and disks, most commonly found inIBM PS/2
machines. Supportedboards include:

IBM ESDI Fixed Disk Controller

IBM Integrated ESDI Fixed Disk & Controller

SEE ALSO
intro (4), mca(4)

HISTORY
This driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
The driver was written by Jaromir Dolecek〈jdolecek@NetBSD.org〉.

NOTES
The driver should also work properly on machines with more than 16MB of memory, using buffer bouncing
to overcome 24bit MCA DMA limitation.

NetBSD 3.0 April 19, 2001 1
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NAME
ef — 3ComEtherLink 16 (3c507)ISA Ethernetdriver

SYNOPSIS
ef0 at isa? port 0x360 iomem 0xd0000 irq 7

DESCRIPTION
The ef driver supports3Com EtherLink II (3c507) 10Mb/sEthernetNIC based on theIntel 82586Ethernet
chip.

SEE ALSO
ai (4), elmc (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), isa (4), ix (4), ifconfig (8)

http://www.3com.com/

AUTHORS
Rafal K. Boni

NetBSD 3.0 June 4, 1999 1
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NAME
eg — 3Com EtherLink Plus (3c505) Ethernet interface device driver

SYNOPSIS
eg0 at isa? port 0x280 irq 9

DESCRIPTION
Theeg interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network via the 3Com EtherLink Plus (3c505) Ether-
net board.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), isa (4), ifconfig (8)

AUTHORS
Theeg driver was written by Dean Huxley.

NetBSD 3.0 November 10, 1997 1
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NAME
eh — i-cubed EtherLan 100/200/500-series (EtherH) Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
eh∗ at podulebus0 slot ?

DESCRIPTION
The eh driver provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network through an i-cubed EtherLan 100-series,
200-series or 500-series expansion card. It also supports the Acorn-badged variants of the same cards, with
part numbersAEH75, AEH77 andAEH79.

Media selection on cards supporting multiple media can be accomplished either usingifconfig (8) or
using links on the card. The links override the software and make the card behave as if only one medium is
available. Themedia available, subject to the hardware on the card, are:

auto Automatically select 10BASE-T or 10BASE2. 10BASE-T will be used if a link beat appears to
be present on that interface. Otherwise,10BASE2 will be used.

10baseT 10BASE-T, 10Mb/s over unshielded twisted pair, RJ45 connector.

10base2 10BASE2, 10Mb/s over coaxial cable, BNC connector, also called Thinnet.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), ne(4), netintro (4), podulebus (4), ifconfig (8)

BUGS
EtherLan 500-series support is untested.

The 10BASE-FL port on the EtherLan 513 will probably be identified as 10BASE2.

NetBSD 3.0 December 22, 2000 1
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NAME
ehci — USB Enhanced Host Controller driver

SYNOPSIS
ehci ∗ at cardbus? function ?
ehci ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
usb ∗ at ehci?

DESCRIPTION
The ehci driver provides support for the USB Enhanced Host Controller Interface, which is used by USB
2.0 controllers.

EHCI controllers are peculiar in that they can only handle the USB 2.0 protocol. This means that they nor-
mally have one or more companion controllers (i.e.,ohci (4) or uhci (4)) handling USB 1.x devices. Con-
sequently each USB connector is electrically connected to two USB controllers. The handling of this is
totally automatic, but can be noticed since USB 1.x and USB 2.0 devices plugged in to the same connector
appear to connect to different USB busses.

SEE ALSO
cardbus (4), ohci (4), pci (4), uhci (4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theehci driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

BUGS
The support for hubs that are connected with high speed upstream and low or full speed downstream (i.e., for
transaction translators) is limited.

There is no support (yet) for isochronous transfers.

NetBSD 3.0 May 1, 2005 1
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NAME
ei — AcornAKA25 (Ether1) Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
ei ∗ at podulebus0 slot ?

DESCRIPTION
The ei driver provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network through an AcornAKA25 Ethernet card (also
known as “Ether1” after itsRISC OSdriver). Thecard is based on the Intel 82586.

Media selection on theAKA25 is through links on the board (LK3–LK8 and LK10), so there are no media
options available through the driver.

SEE ALSO
netintro (4), podulebus (4), ifconfig (8)

NetBSD 3.0 October 22, 2006 1
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NAME
eisa — Introduction to EISA bus machine-independent drivers and support

SYNOPSIS
options EISAVERBOSE

Machine-dependent; depends on the bus topology andEISA bus interface of your system.Typical EISA
buses are either connected directly to the main system bus, or via anPCI to EISA bridge. Seethe intro (4)
documentation for your system for details.

DESCRIPTION
NetBSD includes a machine-independentEISA bus subsystem and several machine-independentEISA device
drivers.

Your system may support additionalEISA devices. Drivers for EISA devices not listed here are machine-
dependent. Consultyour system’sintro (4) for additional information.

SUPPORTED DEVICES
NetBSD includes machine-independentEISA drivers, sorted by device type and driver name:

Disk and tape controllers
cac Compaq array controllers.

mlx Mylex DAC960 and DEC SWXCR RAID controllers.

SCSI interfaces
ahb Adaptec 174xSCSIinterfaces.

ahc Adaptec AIC 7770, 274x, and 284xSCSIinterfaces.

bha BusLogic BT-74xSCSIinterfaces.

dpt DPT SmartCache/SmartRAID III and IVSCSIinterfaces.

uha Ultrastor 24fSCSIinterfaces.

Network interfaces
ep 3Com 3c579 and 3c592 10MbitEthernet, and 3c597 10/100MbitEthernetinterfaces.

fea Digital DEFEA FDDI interfaces.

le Digital DE422Ethernetinterfaces.

tlp Digital DE425Ethernetinterfaces.

Note that most or allEISA devices also have PCI or ISA equivalents. Theseare listed inpci (4), isa (4), or
isapnp (4), respectively. The manual pages for each individual driver also lists the supported bus variants.

SEE ALSO
ahb (4), ahc (4), bha (4), cac (4), dpt (4), ep(4), fea (4), intro (4), le (4), mlx (4), tlp (4), uha (4)

HISTORY
The machine-independentEISA subsystem appeared inNetBSD 1.2.

NetBSD 3.0 September 27, 2002 1
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NAME
el — 3Com EtherLink (3c501) Ethernet interface device driver

SYNOPSIS
el0 at isa? port 0x300 irq 9

DESCRIPTION
The el interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network via the 3Com EtherLink (3c501) Ethernet
cards.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), isa (4), ifconfig (8)

AUTHORS
Theel driver was written my Matthew Kimmel.

BUGS
Theel driver does not currently support multicast or DMA.

NetBSD 3.0 November 10, 1997 1
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NAME
elanpar — AMD Elan SC520 Programmable Address Regions

SYNOPSIS
elansc ∗ at mainbus? bus ?
elanpar ∗ at elansc?

DESCRIPTION
Theelanpar driver supports the write-protect feature of the AMD Elan SC520 microcontroller’s integrated
Programmable Address Regions. Currently, elanpar protects the kernel text from being overwritten by the
CPU or errant DMA.

DIAGNOSTICS
elanpar0: cpu violated write-protect window %u
elanpar0: gp violated write-protect window %u
elanpar0: pci violated write-protect window %u

A Programmable Address Region stopped either the CPU, the general-purpose bus (gp ) ,or a PCI bus mas-
ter from writing to the indicated window of write-protected memory.

elanpar0: %u bytes of kernel text are unprotected

elanpar has not write-protected%ubytes of the kernel text.

SEE ALSO
dmesg(8), elanpex (4), elansc (4), syslogd (8).

BUGS
elanpar leaves as many as 65535 bytes unprotected at the beginning and end of kernel text. Also,
elanpar is not compatible with setting breakpoints usingddb (4). Disableelanpar usingdrvctl −d
elanpar0 before setting a breakpoint withddb (4).

HISTORY
Theelanpar device first appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
Theelanpar driver was written by David Young〈dyoung@NetBSD.org〉.

NetBSD 3.0 January 10, 2008 1
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NAME
elanpex — AMD Elan SC520 PCI Exception Instrumentation

SYNOPSIS
elansc ∗ at mainbus? bus ?
elanpex ∗ at elansc?

DESCRIPTION
The elanpex driver supports the PCI exception-reporting facilities of the AMD Elan SC520 microcon-
troller’s integrated PCI host controller.

DIAGNOSTICS
PCI master exceptions

The host controller may originate a transaction of type%son bus address%x that fails for the following rea-
sons:

elanpex0: %s %x master retry timeout
elanpex0: %s %x master target abort
elanpex0: %s %x master abort
elanpex0: %s %x master system error
elanpex0: %s %x master received parity error
elanpex0: %s %x master detected parity error

Transaction types include

i/o read
i/o write
memory rd
memory wr
cfg rd
cfg wr

PCI target exceptions

The host controller may be the target of a failed transaction of type%s at bus address%x. Failures may
occur for the following reasons:

elanpex0: %s %x target delayed txn timeout
elanpex0: %s %x target address parity
elanpex0: %s %x target data parity

Transaction types are alike to failed master exceptions.

SEE ALSO
dmesg(8), elanpar (4), elansc (4), syslogd (8).

HISTORY
Theelanpex device first appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
Theelanpex driver was written by David Young〈dyoung@NetBSD.org〉.

NetBSD 3.0 January 10, 2008 1
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NAME
elansc — AMD Elan SC520 System Controller driver

SYNOPSIS
elansc ∗ at mainbus? bus ?
gpio ∗ at elansc?
pci ∗ at elansc?
elanpar ∗ at elansc?
elanpex ∗ at elansc?

DESCRIPTION
The elansc driver supports the system controller of the AMD Elan SC520 microcontroller. The SC520
consists of an AMD Am5x86 processor core, integrated PCI host controller, and several standard on-chip
devices, such as NS16550-compatible UARTs, real-time clock, and timers.

The Elan SC520 also provides several special on-chip devices. Thefollowing are supported by theelansc
driver:

• Watchdog timer. The watchdog timer may be configured for a 1 second, 2 second, 4 second, 8 second, 16
second, or 32 second expiration period.

• PCI exceptions reporting. The SC520 microcontroller can report exceptions that occur as it acts as both a
PCI bus master and a bus target. Seeelanpex (4).

• RAM write-protection. The SC520 microcontroller can designate write-protected regions of RAM using
the Programmable Address Regions registers. Seeelanpar (4).

• Programmable Input/Output. The SC520 microcontroller supports 32 programmable I/O signals (PIOs)
that can be used on the system board to monitor signals or control devices that are not handled by the
other functions in the SC520 microcontroller. These signals can be programmed to be inputs or to be
driven “high” or “low” as outputs. Pins can be accessed through thegpio (4) framework. The
gpioctl (8) program allows easy manipulation of pins from userland.

• PCI host-bridge optimization.elansc takes advantage of a suspend/resume cycle to tune the PCI host-
bridge for higher performance.

SEE ALSO
elanpar (4), elanpex (4), gpio (4), gpioctl (8), wdogctl (8)

HISTORY
The elansc device first appeared inNetBSD 2.0. PIOfunction support was added inOpenBSD3.6, and
subsequently ported toNetBSD 4.0. Supportfor PCI exceptions reporting and for RAM write-protection first
appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
Theelansc driver was written by Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@NetBSD.org〉.
Jasper Wallace provided the work-around for a hardware bug related to the watchdog timer in some steppings
of the SC520 CPU. Support for the PIO function was added toOpenBSD3.6 by
Alexander Yurchenko〈grange@openbsd.org〉 and was ported toNetBSD by
Jeff Rizzo 〈riz@NetBSD.org〉.
David Young〈dyoung@NetBSD.org〉 added support for PCI exceptions reporting and for RAM write-protec-
tion using the Programmable Address Regions.

NetBSD 3.0 January 21, 2005 1
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NAME
elmc — 3ComEtherLink/MC (3c523)MCA Ethernetdriver

SYNOPSIS
elmc ∗ at mca? slot ?

DESCRIPTION
The elmc driver supports3Com EtherLink/MC (3c523) 10Mb/sEthernetNIC based on theIntel 82586
Ethernetchip.

SEE ALSO
ai (4), ef (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), ix (4), mca(4), ifconfig (8)

http://www.3com.com/

AUTHORS
The driver was written by Jaromir Dolecek〈jdolecek@NetBSD.org〉.

NetBSD 3.0 March 2, 2001 1
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NAME
emuxki — Creative Labs SBLive! and PCI 512 audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
emuxki ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
The emuxki device driver supports Creative Sound Blaster Live! cards as well as the Sound Blaster PCI
512.

These Environmental Audio cards are based upon the programmable EMU10K1 digital-processing chip.

Hardware features:
• E-mu Systems, Inc. EMU10K1 music synthesis engine
• 64-voice hardware polyphony with E-mu’s patented 8-point interpolation technology
• Up to 1024-voice polyphony with multi-timbre capability
• Support for real-time digital effects like rev erb, chorus, flanger, pitch shifter, or distortion across any

audio source
• User-selectable settings are optimized for headphones, two or four speakers
• Creative Multi Speaker Surround (CMSS) technology places any mono or stereo source in a 360 degree

audio space
• Processes sample rates from 5kHz to 48kHz
• Hardware full duplex support enables simultaneous record and playback at 8 standard sample rates
• Allows multiple audio sources playback on the same speaker system

SEE ALSO
ac97 (4), audio (4), joy (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Theemuxki device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.3.

AUTHORS
Theemuxki driver was written by Yannick Montulet〈yannick.montulet@epitech.net〉.

BUGS
Currently, this driver does not support multiple source recording, MIDI nor the multi-voice capability.

NetBSD 3.0 June 22, 2005 1
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NAME
en — Midway-based ATM interfaces device driver

SYNOPSIS
en∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
en∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
Theen device driver supports Midway-basedATM interfaces including the Efficient Networks, Inc. ENI-155
and Adaptec 5900 and 5905.

OPTIONS
The Efficient Networks, Inc. and Adaptec interfaces use significantly different DMA engines. In order to
reduce the size of theen driver object, exactly one of the following options may be placed in the kernel con-
figuration file:

MIDWA Y_ADPONLY
Include support for Adaptec interfaces only.

MIDWA Y_ENIONLY
Include support for Efficient Networks, Inc. interfaces only.

HARDWARE
Cards supported by theen driver include:

Efficient Networks, Inc. ENI-155
Adaptec 5900 and 5905

SEE ALSO
intro (4), pci (4), sbus (4), ifconfig (8)

BUGS
TheSbusattachment of theen driver only currently functions on sun4c class systems.

NetBSD 3.0 November 10, 1997 1
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NAME
en — Xerox 3 Mb/s Ethernet interface

SYNOPSIS
en0 at uba0 csr 161000 vector enrint enxint encollide

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

The en interface provides access to a 3 Mb/s Ethernet network. Dueto limitations in the hardware,DMA
transfers to and from the network must take place in the lower 64K bytes of theUNIBUS address space, and
thus this must be among the firstUNIBUS devices enabled after boot.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Thesta-
tion address is discovered by probing the on-board Ethernet address register, and is used to verify the proto-
col addresses. No packets will be sent or accepted until a network address is supplied.

The interface software implements an exponential backoff algorithm when notified of a collision on the
cable. Thisalgorithm uses a 16-bit mask and theVAX-11’s interval timer in calculating a series of random
backoff values. Thealgorithm is as follows:

1. Initializethe mask to be all 1’s.

2. If the mask is zero, 16 retries have been made and we give up.

3. Shift the mask left one bit and formulate a backoff by masking the interval timer with the mask
(this is actually the two’s complement of the value).

4. Usethe value calculated in step 3 to delay before retransmitting the packet.

The interface handles both Internet andNS protocol families. Itnormally tries to use a “trailer” encapsula-
tion to minimize copying data on input and output. The use of trailers is negotiated withARP. This negotia-
tion may be disabled, on a per-interface basis, by setting theIFF_NOTRAILERS flag with an
SIOCSIFFLAGS ioctl (2).

DIAGNOSTICS
en%d: output error. The hardware indicated an error on the previous transmission.

en%d: send error. After 16 retransmissions using the exponential backoff algorithm described above, the
packet was dropped.

en%d: input error. The hardware indicated an error in reading a packet off the cable.

en%d: can’t handle af%d. The interface was handed a message with addresses formatted in an unsuitable
address family; the packet was dropped.

SEE ALSO
inet (4), netintro (4)

HISTORY
Theen driver appeared in 4.2BSD.

BUGS
The device has insufficient buffering to handle back to back packets. Thismakes use in a production envi-
ronment painful.
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The hardware does word at a timeDMA without byte swapping. To compensate, byte swapping of user data
must either be done by the user or by the system.A kludge to byte swap onlyIP packets is provided if the
ENF_SWABIPSflag is defined in the driver and set at boot time with anSIOCSIFFLAGS ioctl (2).
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NAME
envctrl — SunUltra Enterprise 450 environmental monitoring

SYNOPSIS
envctrl ∗ at ebus?

DESCRIPTION
The envctrl driver provides thermal monitoring of processors and power supplies, as well as automatic
fan regulation. The driver attaches to the SUNW,envctrl subsystem found on Ultra Enterprise 450 systems.

The following sensors can be queried withenvstat (8):

Sensor Units Description
CPU0 degC Processor0 temperature
CPU1 degC Processor1 temperature
CPU2 degC Processor2 temperature
CPU3 degC Processor3 temperature
PS0 degC Power supply 0 temperature
PS1 degC Power supply 1 temperature
PS2 degC Power supply 2 temperature
ambient degC Ambienttemperature
cpufan voltage V Voltage used to drive processor fans
psfan voltage V Voltage used to drive power supply fans
ps failed count numberof failed power supplies
fans failed count numberof failed fans

SEE ALSO
envsys (4), envstat (8)

HISTORY
Theenvctrl driver first appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
Tobias Nygren〈tnn@NetBSD.org〉

BUGS
The driver doesn’t support SUNW,envctrltwo found on the Ultra Enterprise 250.

Environmental interrupts are not supported.
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NAME
envsys — Environmental Systems framework (version 2)

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/envsys.h>

DESCRIPTION
Theenvsys framework provides support to handle hardware monitor devices. Hardware monitoring chips
are able to report values from different types of sensors.

Theenvsys framework consists of two parts:

1. the userland part, to receive the current sensor data and to set some properties on sensors:
envstat (8).

2. Thekernel part that is able to talk to the drivers providing sensor data:sysmon_envsys (9).

Theenvsys framework usesproplib (3) for communication between kernel and user space. The follow-
ing ioctl (2) types are available:

ENVSYS_GETDICTIONARY( prop_dictionary_t )

This ioctl (2) is used to receive the global dictionary that is being used in the kernel by the
sysmon_envsys (9) framework. It will contain an array of dictionaries per device and one dictionary
per sensor plus another special dictionary that contains the properties for a device. Eachsensor dictio-
nary will have their own characteristics and values.

The following XML property list represents a virtual device “device0” with one sensor “sensor0” and all
available properties set on it, plus another sensor for the “device-properties” dictionary (which contains
specific properties for a device):

<key>device0</key>
<array>

<dict>
<key>allow-rfact</key>
<true/>
<key>avg-value</key>
<integer>36400</integer>
<key>battery-capacity</key>
<string>NORMAL</string>
<key>critical-capacity</key>
<integer>21417</integer>
<key>critical-max</key>
<integer>343150000</integer>
<key>critical-min</key>
<integer>288150000</integer>
<key>cur-value</key>
<integer>406000</integer>
<key>description</key>
<string>CPU Temp</string>
<string>index</string>
<string>sensor0</string>
<key>max-value</key>
<integer>3894000</integer>
<key>min-value</key>
<integer>2894000</integer>
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<key>monitoring-state-critical</key>
<true/>
<key>monitoring-state-critover</key>
<true/>
<key>monitoring-state-critunder</key>
<true/>
<key>monitoring-state-state-changed</key>
<true/>
<key>monitoring-state-warnover</key>
<true/>
<key>monitoring-state-warnunder</key>
<true/>
<key>monitoring-supported</key>
<true/>
<key>state</key>
<string>valid</string>
<key>type</key>
<string>Ampere hour</string>
<key>want-percentage</key>
<true/>

</dict>
<dict>

<key>device-properties</key>
<dict>

<key>refresh-timeout</key>
<integer>0xa</integer>

</dict>
</dict>

</array>

Let’s explain some more about those objects:

allow-rfact Set totrue mean that the sensor is able to change the
resistor factor, only used in Voltage sensors.

avg-value Current average value in the sensor.

battery-capacity Current capacity state for a battery capacity sensor.

critical-capacity Critical capacity set previously by the
ENVSYS_SETDICTIONARY ioctl (2). Only avail-
able on sensors with thewant-percentage object
enabled.

critical-max Critical max limit set previously by the
ENVSYS_SETDICTIONARY ioctl (2).

critical-min Critical min limit set previously by the
ENVSYS_SETDICTIONARY ioctl (2).

cur-value Current value in the sensor.

description Description of the sensor.

index Index position of the sensor.
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max-value Current max value in the sensor.

min-value Current min value in the sensor.

monitoring-state-critical If true, the driver has enabled the flag to monitor a criti-
cal state.

monitoring-state-critical-over If true, the driver has enabled the flag to monitor a criti-
cal over state.

monitoring-state-critical-under If true, the driver has enabled the flag to monitor a criti-
cal under state.

monitoring-state-state-changed If true, the driver has enabled the flag to monitor for
state changes in a drive or Battery state sensor.

monitoring-state-warning-over If true, the driver has enabled the flag to monitor a
warning over state.

monitoring-state-warning-under If true, the driver has enabled the flag to monitor a
warning under state.

monitoring-supported If true, critical capacity/max/min limits may be set by
theENVSYS_SETDICTIONARY ioctl (2).

state Current state in the sensor.

type Type of unit in the sensor.

want-percentage If true, max-valueand cur-value are valid and a per-
centage may be computed from them.

ENVSYS_REMOVEPROPS( prop_dictionary_t )

This ioctl (2) is used to remove all properties that are currently set via the
ENVSYS_SETDICTIONARYioctl. Thevalues will be set to defaults, the ones that the driver uses.

Only one object is allowed on this dictionary:

<key>envsys-remove-props</key>
<true/>

It is a boolean object and must be set totrue to be effective.

ENVSYS_SETDICTIONARY( prop_dictionary_t )

This ioctl (2) is used to send a dictionary with new properties that should be processed by theenvsys
framework. Only a set of predefined keywords are recognized by the kernel part. The following is the
property list representation of a dictionary with all recognized and required keywords that a sensor
understands:

<dict>
<key>description</key>
<string>cpu temp</string>
<key>rfact</key>
<integer>56000</integer>
<key>critical-capacity</key>
<integer>10</integer>
<key>critical-max</key>
<integer>3400</integer>
<key>critical-min</key>
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<integer>2800</integer>
</dict>

Also if some properties in a device need to be changed, the “device-properties” dictionary must be used.
At this moment only the “refresh-timeout” property is understood. This has the following structure:

<dict>
<key>device-properties</key>
<dict>

<key>refresh-timeout</key>
<integer>0xa</integer>

</dict>
</dict>

A dictionary sent to the kernel with thisioctl (2) should have the following structure:

<dict>
<key>device_name</key>
<array>

<dict>
<key>index</key>
<string>sensor0</string>
<key>description</key>
<string>cpu temp</string>
...
Another property for this sensor
...

</dict>
...
Another dictionary for device-properties or sensor
...

</array>
...
Another device as above
...

</dict>

The named device will be an array and will contain dictionaries, any dictionary needs to have the index
object specifying the sensor that is required for the new properties.

If an unknown object was sent with the dictionary, EINVAL will be returned, or if the sensor does not
support changing rfact (voltage sensors) or critical/capacity limits,ENOTSUPwill be returned.

NOTES
When setting a critical max or min limit with theENVSYS_SETDICTIONARY ioctl (2), the user must be
aw are thatsysmon_envsys (9) expects to have a proper unit, so the value must be converted. Pleasesee
sysmon_envsys (9) for more information.

Also when setting a critical capacity limit, the formula to send a proper value tosysmon_envsys (9) is the
following: value = (value / 100)∗ max value. The max value is available in the sensor’s dictionary.

EXAMPLES
The following example shows how to change the description ofsensor0 in theaiboost0 device with the
ENVSYS_SETDICTIONARY ioctl (2):
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int
main(void)
{

prop_dictionary_t global_dict, sensor_dict;
prop_array_t array;
prop_object_t obj;
int fd;

global_dict = prop_dictionary_create();
sensor_dict = prop_dictionary_create();
array = prop_array_create();

if (!prop_dictionary_set(global_dict, "aiboost0", array))
err(EINVAL, "prop_dictionary_set global");

obj = prop_string_create_cstring_nocopy("sensor0");
if (obj == NULL ||

!prop_dictionary_set(dict, "index", obj))
err(EINVAL, "sensor index");

prop_object_release(obj);

/ ∗ new description ∗/
obj = prop_string_create_cstring_nocopy("CPU temp");
if (obj == NULL ||

!prop_dictionary_set(dict, "description", obj))
err(EINVAL, "new description");

prop_object_release(obj);

if (!prop_array_add(array, sensor_dict))
err(EINVAL, "prop_array_add");

if ((fd = open(_DEV_SYSMON, O_RDWR)) == −1)
err(EXIT_FAILURE, "open")

/ ∗ we are done, send the dictionary ∗/
error = prop_dictionary_send_ioctl(global_dict,

fd,
ENVSYS_SETDICTIONARY);

prop_object_release(array);
prop_object_release(global_dict);
(void)close(fd);
return error;

}

SEE ALSO
envstat (8), powerd (8), sysmon_envsys (9)
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HISTORY
The first envsysframework first appeared inNetBSD 1.5. The envsys 2 framework first appeared in
NetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
The (current)envsys 2framework was implemented by Juan Romero Pardines. Additionalinput on the
design was provided by manyNetBSD developers around the world.

The firstenvsysframework was implemented by Jason R. Thorpe, Tim Rightnour, and Bill Squier.
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NAME
ep — driver for 3Com EtherLink III Ethernet interfaces

SYNOPSIS
ep0 at isa? port ? irq ?
ep∗ at isapnp?
ep∗ at eisa? slot ?
ep∗ at mca? slot ?
ep∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
ep∗ at pcmcia? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Theep device driver supports the 3Com EtherLink III family of Ethernet cards.

The 3c515 is an ISA 10/100 card with DMA capability. The chipset is similar to that of the 3c905, with
some changes to make it work with the more limited ISA bus address space. This card is supported,
although DMA is not used.

The EISA and PCI 3c59x devices use an older DMA engine which is not capable of multi-segment DMA.
DMA on these devices is not used.

The 3c529 is a MCA device, and doesn’t support DMA.

The PCI 3c90x devices have multi-segment DMA capability, which is not supported by theep driver. To use
the DMA capabilities of these cards, theex (4) driver must be used.

The PCI 3c90xB devices are not supported by theep driver, as they do not include support for programmed
I/O. Thesedevices are supported by theex (4) driver.

The 3c575 is a CardBus device, and is supported byex (4) driver.

MEDIA SELECTION
There are 3 main chipset classes supported by theep driver. Each has their own media selection capabilities.

The first class is the “3c509” class. This includes the 3c509, 3c509B, 3c529, 3c579, 3c562, and 3c589.
These devices can support 10BASE-T, 10BASE2, and 10BASE5. Available media will be displayed when
the device is found by the kernel.

The second class is the “Vortex” class. This includes the 3c592, 3c579, 3c590, and 3c595. This class also
includes the 3c900-TPO and 3c900-COMBO; they use the “Boomerang” chipset, but use Vortex-style media
selection. Thesedevices have many different media types varying by model.Some models have an external
MII connector for connecting an external PHY. This is supported by means of the "manual" media type.
Av ailable media will be displayed when the device is found by the kernel.

The third class is the “Boomerang” class. This includes the 3c515, 3c905, and 3c574.These devices support
media selection via MII. The 3c515 and 3c905 have an nsphy (4), and the 3c574 has atqphy (4), for this
purpose. Seeifmedia (4) andmii (4) for more information.

HARDWARE
Supported cards include:

3c509 ISA 10Mbps card, in BNC and multiport variants

3c509B ISA Plug-and-Play 10Mbps card, in BNC and multiport variants

3c515 ISA Plug-and-Play 10/100 card with UTP
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3c529 MCA 10Mbps card, in UTP+AUI and BNC+AUI variants

3c556B PCMCIA 56K modem-10/100Mbps Ethernet combo card with dongle

3c562 PCMCIA modem-10Mbps Ethernet combo card with dongle

3c574 PCMCIA 10/100Mbps card with dongle

3c579 EISA 10Mbps card, in UTP, BNC, and multiport variants

3c589 PCMCIA 10Mbps card with dongle

3c590 PCI 10Mbps multiport card with DMA capability

3c592 EISA 10Mbps card with DMA capability

3c595 PCI 10/100Mbps with different media options and DMA capability

3c597 EISA 10/100Mbps card with DMA capability

3c900 PCI 10Mbps card in 10BASE-T and multiport variants with DMA capability

3c905 PCI 10/100Mbps card in 10BASE-T, multiport, and fast variants with DMA capability

NOTES
EtherLink III cards have no jumpers to set the address. 3Com supplies software to set the address of the card
in software. To find the card on the ISA bus, the kernel performs a complex scan operation at IO address
0x100. Beware! Avoid placing other cards at that address!

The 3Com configuration utilities can ‘autosense’ the active media and save it as default. Thesaved default
medium is the medium that was active at the time the configuration utility was run.Theep driver does not
yet re-autosense the active media at boot time. If the EEPROM autosense bit is set, the driver simply uses
the media type sensed and saved when the configuration utility was run.

DIAGNOSTICS
ep0: reset (status: %x) the driver has encountered a FIFO underrun or overrun. The driver will reset the
card and the packet will be lost. This is not fatal.

ep0: eeprom failed to come ready The EEPROM failed to come ready. This probably means the card is
wedged.

ep0: 3c509 in test mode. Erase pencil mark!This means that someone has scribbled with pencil in the test
area on the card. Erase the pencil mark and reboot. (This is not a joke).

SEE ALSO
eisa (4), ex (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), isa (4), isapnp (4), mca(4), mii (4), nsphy (4), pci (4),
pcmcia (4), tqphy (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
epic — SMC83C170 (EPIC/100)Ethernetdriver

SYNOPSIS
epic ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Theepic driver supports network adapters based on the Standard Microsystems Corp.83C170Ethernet PCI
Integrated Controller (EPIC/100).

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

http://www.smc.com/

HISTORY
Theepic driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

AUTHORS
Jason R. Thorpe
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NAME
es — Ethernet driver for SMC91C90-based Ethernet boards

SYNOPSIS
es ∗ at zbus0

DESCRIPTION
Thees interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network via the SMC91C90 Ethernet chip set.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Thees
interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Internet
and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

HARDWARE
Thees interface supports the following Zorro II expansion cards:

EthernetPLUS CEI A4066 EthernetPLUS Ethernet card, manufacturer 1053, product 10

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), intro (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thees interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.1.
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NAME
esa — ESS Technology Allegro-1 / Maestro-3 family audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
esa ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?
options ESA_NUM_VOICES=4

DESCRIPTION
Theesa driver provides support for the ESS Allegro-1 and Maestro-3 audio devices on the PCI bus. These
devices are popular in laptop systems.

The Allegro-1 and the Maestro-3 are full-duplex devices that allow independent playback and recording at
sample rates between 8000Hz and 48000Hz and are capable of playback at 8 and 16 bit in mono and stereo.

Setting options ESA_NUM_VOICES=4 allows for hardware mixing in the device driver. Note that due to
microcode constraints, theesa driver is currently limited to 4 simultaneous voices.

SEE ALSO
ac97 (4), audio (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Theesa device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.3.

AUTHORS
Jared D. McNeill〈jmcneill@invisible.ca〉
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NAME
esh — RoadRunner-based HIPPI interfaces device driver

SYNOPSIS
esh ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The esh device driver supports the Essential Communications RoadRunner-based HIPPI interfaces. With
some modifications, the driver could be made to support the Gigabit Ethernet card based on the same chip.

The driver supports both a normal network interface and a raw HIPPI Framing Protocol (HIPPI-FP) device.
The HIPPI-FP interface is accessed via the/dev/esh N/ulpN set of devices. Thereare 255 available Upper
Layer Protocols in FP; these are selectable via the various device entries.

HIPPI is an 800-megabit/sec networking technology which supports extremely large packet sizes. In order to
efficiently use this network, the kernel should be configured with extra mbufs, and the default socket buffer
size should be increased to at least 192KB, regardless of the expected bandwidth-delay product of the net-
work.

HIPPI ARP is not widely used, and theNetBSD stack does not support it (yet). In order to define the map-
pings between IP addresses and ifields (the HIPPI MAC addresses), the administrator must make link-layer
entries in the routing table using theroute (8) command:

route add -interface 129.99.154.101 -llinfo -link esh0:3.0.0.65

MEDIA SELECTION
Media selection is not yet supported for this device.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), pci (4), eshconfig (8), ifconfig (8), route (8)

BUGS
The card must be tuned for proper and efficient DMA operation.The appropriate values vary based on the
system. Theeshconfig (8) program is used for this.
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NAME
esiop — Enhanced Symbios Logic/NCR 53c8xx SCSI driver

SYNOPSIS
esiop ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
options SIOP_SYMLED
scsibus ∗ at esiop?

DESCRIPTION
The esiop driver provides improved support over siop (4) for the Symbios Logic/NCR 53x8xx series of
SCSIcontroller chips:

− 53c825 and 53c825a (Fast-WideSCSI)
− 53c875 and 53c875j (Ultra-WideSCSI)
− 53c876 (Dual Ultra-WideSCSI)
− 53c885 (Ultra-WideSCSIandEthernet)
− 53c895 (Ultra2-WideSCSI)
− 53c896 (PCI 64bit, dual Ultra2-WideSCSI)
− 53c1010-33 (PCI 64bit, dual Ultra160SCSI)
− 53c1510d (PCI 64bit, dual Ultra2-wideSCSI)

Older adapters are supported by thesiop (4) driver.

The SIOP_SYMLED option causes the driver to report SCSI activity on the GPIO pin 1, which is connected
to the activity LED on some adapters. At this time only the 53c895 based Symbios and Tekram adapters are
known to require this.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), pci (4), scsi (4), sd (4), siop (4), st (4), uk (4)

HISTORY
Theesiop driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
Theesiop driver was written by Manuel Bouyer〈Manuel.Bouyer@lip6.fr〉 for NetBSD.
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NAME
esis — End System to Intermediate System Routing Protocol

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <netiso/esis.h>

DESCRIPTION
The ES-IS routing protocol is used to dynamically map betweenISO NSAP addresses andISO SNPA
addresses; to permit End Systems (ES) and Intermediate Systems (IS) to learn of each other’s existence; and
to allow Intermediate Systems to inform End Systems of (potentially) better routes to use when forwarding
Network Protocol Data Units (NPDUs )  to a particular destination.

The mapping betweenNSAPaddresses andSNPAaddresses is accomplished by transmitting "hello" Protocol
Data Units ( PDUs )  between the cooperating Systems.These PDUs are transmitted whenever the
configurationtimer expires. Whena "hello" PDU is received, theSNPA address that it conveys is stored in
the routing table for as long as theholding timein thePDU suggests. Thedefaultholding time(120 seconds)
placed in the "hello"PDU, the configuration timer value, and the system type (End System or Intermediate
System) may be changed by issuing anSIOCSSTYPE ioctl (2), which is defined in
〈sys/netiso/iso_snpac.h 〉.

The protocol behaves differently depending on whether the System is configured as an End System or an
Intermediate System.

END SYSTEM OPERATION
When an interface requests a mapping for an address not in the cache, theSNPA of any known Intermediate
System is returned.If an Intermediate System is not known, then theall end systemsmulticast address is
returned. Itis assumed that the intended recipient of theNPDU will immediately transmit a "hello"PDU back
to the originator of theNPDU.

If an NPDU is forwarded by the End System, a redirectPDU will not be generated.However, redirectPDUs
received will be processed.This processing consists of adding an entry in the routing table. If the redirect is
towards an Intermediate System, then an entry is made in the routing table as well.The entry in the routing
table will mark theNSAP address contained in the redirectPDU as the gateway for the destination system (if
an NET is supplied), or will create a route with theNSAP address as the destination and theSNPA address
(embodied as a link-level struct sockaddr) as the gateway.

If the System is configured as an End System, it will report all theNSAPs that have been configured using the
ifconfig (8) command, and no others. It is possible to have more than oneNSAPassigned to a given inter-
face, and it is also possible to have the sameNSAPassigned to multiple interfaces. However, any NSAPcon-
taining anNSEL that is consistent with thensellengthoption (default one) of any interface will be accepted as
anNSAP for this System.

INTERMEDIA TE SYSTEM OPERATION
When an interface requests a mapping for an address not in the routing table, an error is returned.

When anNPDU is forwarded out on the same interface that theNPDU arrived upon, a redirectPDU is gener-
ated.

MANUAL ROUTING TABLE MODIFICA TION
To facilitate communications with systems which do not useES-IS, one may add a route whose destination is
a struct sockaddr_iso containing theNSAP in question, and the gateway being a link-level struct sockaddr,
either by writing a special purpose program, or using theroute (8) command e.g.:
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route add -iface -osi 49.0.4.8.0.2b.b.83.bf -link qe0:8.0.2b.b.83.bf

If the System is configured as an End System and has a single network interface which does not support mul-
ticast reception, it is necessary to manually configure the location of anIS, using the route command in a
similar way. There, the destination address should be “default” (spelled out literally as 7ASCII characters),
and the gateway should be once again be a link-level struct sockaddr specifying theSNPAof theIS.

SEE ALSO
iso (4), ifconfig (8), route (8)

End system to Intermediate system routing exchange protocol for use in conjunction with the Protocol for
providing the connectionless-mode network service, ISO, 9542.

BUGS
RedirectPDUs do not contain options from the forwardedNPDU which generated the redirect. The multicast
address used on theIEEE 802.3 ( Ethernet) network is taken from the National Bureau of Standards( NBS)
December 1987 agreements. This multicast address is not compatible with theIEEE 802.5 ( Token Ring )
multicast addresses format. Therefore, broadcast addresses are used on theIEEE 802.5subnetwork.

Researchers at the University of Wisconsin are constructing an implementation of theIS-IS routing protocol.

NBS is now known as the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST ) .
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NAME
esl — ESS Technology AudioDrive (Programmed I/O mode) family audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
esl ∗ at pcmcia? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?
opl ∗ at esl?

DESCRIPTION
Theesl driver provides support for the ESS 1688 AudioDrive audio devices on a PCMCIA card.

Since there is no way to do DMA over the PCMCIA bus, theesl driver uses a Programmed I/O mode to
drive the cards. This is very inefficient, but is the only way to drive such a card.

Cards supported by this driver are capable of 8- and 16-bit audio sample playback at rates up to 44.1kHz.

SEE ALSO
audio (4), midi (4), opl (4), pcmcia (4)

HISTORY
Theesl device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
Jared D. McNeill〈jmcneill@invisible.ca〉

BUGS
Putting a machine into suspend mode while this driver is active will cause the machine to freeze.

Recording is not yet supported by this driver.
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NAME
esm — ESS Technology Maestro 2/2E PCI Audio Accelerator audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
esm∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
Theesm device driver supports sound cards based on ESS Technology Maestro, Maestro-2, and Maestro-2E
PCI AC97 Audio Accelerator chips (ES1968 and ES1978).Due to their power management capabilities, the
Maestro chips are often used in laptop and notebook systems.

The Maestro is a full-duplex device that allows independent playback and recording at sample rates between
4000 Hz and 48 kHz. The sound processor is capable of handling and converting 8 and 16 bit mono and
stereo data.

SEE ALSO
ac97 (4), audio (4), joy (4), mpu(4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Theesm device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

BUGS
Currently, this driver only supports 16-bit mono recording; an unknown bug causes stereo recording to miss a
channel. Alsonot supported yet are hardware volume settings, MIDI, and joystick input.
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NAME
eso — ESS Technology Solo-1 PCI AudioDrive audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
eso ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?
joy ∗ at eso?
mpu∗ at eso?
opl ∗ at eso?

DESCRIPTION
The eso device driver supports sound cards based on ESS Technology Solo-1 PCI AudioDrive chips
(ES1938 and ES1946), e.g. the TerraTec 128i PCI card.

DIAGNOSTICS
eso0: can’t map Audio 1 DMA into I/O spacePCI autoconfiguration did not map the first audio channel
DMA controller into I/O space at a suitable address, and the driver was not able map it by itself. In that case
only playback functionality will be available.

eso0: reset timeoutThe device failed to acknowledge being reset.

eso0: RDR timeout The driver timed out reading data from a controller register.

eso0: WDR timeout The driver timed out waiting to send a command or writing to a controller register.

SEE ALSO
audio (4), joy (4), mpu(4), opl (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Theeso device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5. Theon-board gameport was first supported inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
esp — NCR 53C9x, Emulex ESP406, and Qlogic FAS408 SCSI driver

SYNOPSIS
ISA bus

esp0 at isa? port 0x230 irq ?

PCMCIA
esp ∗ at pcmcia? function ?

MCA
esp ∗ at mca? slot ?

mac68k
esp0 at obio?
esp1 at obio?

macppc
esp0 at obio0 flags 0x00ff

sun3x
esp0 at obio0 addr 0x66000000 ipl 2 flags 0xff0f

sparc
dma0 at obio0 addr 0xfa001000 level 4 ( Sun 4/300 )
esp0 at obio0 addr 0xfa000000 level 4 ( Sun 4/300 )

dma0 at sbus0 slot ? offset ? ( sun4c and sun4m )
esp0 at sbus0 slot ? offset ? ( sun4c )
esp0 at dma0 ( sun4m )

dma∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ? ( Sbus )
esp ∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ? ( SBus, older PROMs )
esp ∗ at dma? ( SBus )

scsibus ∗ at esp?

DESCRIPTION
Theesp driver provides support for theNCR 53C90, 53C94 and 53C96;EmulexESP100, ESP100A, ESP200
and ESP406; andQlogic FAS216 and FAS408SCSIcontroller chips found in a wide variety of systems and
peripheral boards. This includes theQlogic ISA andVLB SCSI host adapters, and theSunFast SCSIbuffered
Ethernetfor Sbus ( FSBE/S, X1053A, Sun part # 501-2015) .

For Qlogic PCI SCSIhost adapters, use theisp (4) device.

CONFIGURATION
Theesp driver supports the followingflagsfor use inconfig (1) files:

bits 0-7: disable disconnect/reselect for the correspondingSCSItarget
bits 8-15: disable synchronous negotiation for the correspondingSCSItarget
bits 16-23: disable tagged queuing for the correspondingSCSItarget

"Target" is synonymous withSCSIID number.
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Note thatSCSItape drives should be allowed to perform disconnect/reselect or performance will suffer.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), le (4), mca(4), pcmcia (4), scsi (4), sd (4), ss (4), st (4), uk (4)

http://www.qlc.com/
http://www.sun.com/
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NAME
ess — ESS Technology AudioDrive family audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
ess ∗ at isapnp?
ess ∗ at pnpbios? index ?
ess ∗ at ofisa?
audio ∗ at audiobus?
opl ∗ at ess?

DESCRIPTION
Theess driver provides support for the ESS 1788, 1888, 1887, and 888 AudioDrive audio devices.

The AudioDrive 1788 is a half-duplex device, while the 1888, 1887, and 888 are full-duplex. All are capable
of 8- and 16-bit audio sample recording and playback at rates up to 44.1kHz.

The AudioDrive takes 16 I/O ports. The I/O port range, IRQ, and DRQ channels are set by the driver to the
values specified in the configuration file (or for isapnp, pnpbios, or ofisa, the values assigned from the
firmware). TheI/O port base must be one of 0x220, 0x230, 0x240, 0x250. The IRQ must be one of 5, 7, 9,
10 (or 15 on the 1887 only). The first DRQ channel must be selected from 0, 1, 3. The second DRQ channel
(used for playback by the full-duplex 1888/1887, ignored by the 1788) can additionally be set to 5. If both
DRQ channels are used they must be different.

The joystick interface (if enabled) is handled by thejoy (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
audio (4), isapnp (4), joy (4), ofisa (4), opl (4), pnpbios (4)

HISTORY
Theess device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

BUGS
The AudioDrive devices have a SoundBlaster compatibility mode, and may be detected by the SoundBlaster
driver (seesb (4)) rather than the AudioDrive driver. The workaround is to remove the SoundBlaster driver
from the kernel configuration.
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NAME
et — driver for ET4000 VME graphics cards

SYNOPSIS
et0 at vme0

DESCRIPTION
Theet device driver supports VME graphics cards based on the Tseng ET4000 chipset.It supports the min-
imal ioctl’s needed to run X11. The 8Kb control registers are mapped from offset 0x0 to offset 0x1fff and
the 1MB frame buffer is mapped from offset 0x400000 to offset 0x4fffff . VGA compatible memory is
mapped from offset 0xa0000 to offset 0xc0000.

HARDWARE
Cards supported by theet driver include:

Crazy Dots II VME graphics card

NOTES
The clock generator on the Crazy Dots card is an ICS 1394M. Setting the clock is done by writing to a regis-
ter at offset 0x0. This address cannot be read. The values that can be written to the register and the associ-
ated clock are:

Value Clock
0x00 14318
0x10 16257
0x17 20000
0x0c 24000
0x04 25175
0x14 28332
0x18 32514
0x1a 36000
0x1c 40000
0x03 44900
0x0f 50000
0x13 50344
0x07 56644
0x11 65028
0x1f 80000

FILES
/dev/etvme

AUTHORS
Julian Coleman

BUGS
The driver does not support a text mode, so cannot be used as a console.
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NAME
etherip — EtherIP tunneling device

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device etherip

DESCRIPTION
Theetherip interface is a tunneling pseudo device for Ethernet frames.It can tunnel Ethernet traffic over
IPv4 and IPv6 using the EtherIP protocol specified in RFC 3378.

The only difference between anetherip interface and a real Ethernet interface is that there is an IP tunnel
instead of a wire. Therefore, to useetherip the administrator must first create the interface and then con-
figure protocol and addresses used for the outer header. This can be done by usingifconfig (8) create
andtunnel subcommands, orSIOCIFCREATEandSIOCSLIFPHYADDRioctls.

Packet format
Ethernet frames are prepended with a EtherIP header as described by RFC 3378. The resulting EtherIP
packets will be encapsulated in an outer packet, which may be either an IPv4 or IPv6 packet, with IP proto-
col number 97.

Ethernet address
When aetherip device is created, it is assigned an Ethernet address of the form f2:0b:a5:xx:xx:xx.This
address can later be changed through a sysctl node.

The sysctl node is net.link.etherip.<iface>. Any string of six colon-separated hexadecimal numbers will be
accepted. Readingthat node will provide a string representation of the current Ethernet address.

Security
The EtherIP header of incoming packets is not checked for validity. This is because there seems to be some
confusion about how such a header has to look like. For outgoing packets, the header is set up the same way
as done inOpenBSD, FreeBSD, and Linux to be compatible with those systems.

Converting from pr evious implementation
A tunnel configured for the previous (undocumented) implementation will work with just renaming the
device from gif toetherip .

SEE ALSO
bridge (4), gif (4), inet (4), inet6 (4), tap (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Theetherip device first appeared inNetBSD 4.0, it is based ontap (4), gif (4), and the former gif-based
EtherIP implementation ported fromOpenBSD.

BUGS
Probably many. There is lots of code duplication betweenetherip , tap (4), gif (4), and probably other
tunnelling drivers which should be cleaned up.
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NAME
ex — driver for 3Com Fast EtherLink XL (3c900, 3c905, 3c980) and similarPCI bus and cardbus Ethernet
interfaces

SYNOPSIS
ex ∗ at cardbus? function ?
ex ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
3Com EthernetandFast Ethernetcards supported by theex driver include:

3c450-TX 10/100 Ethernet
3c555 MiniPCI 10/100 Ethernet
3c575-TX Ethernet
3c575B-TX Ethernet
3c575CT Ethernet
3c656 MiniPCI 10/100 Ethernet
3c656B MiniPCI 10/100 Ethernet
3c656C MiniPCI 10/100 Ethernet
3c900-TPO Ethernet
3c900-COMBO Ethernet
3c900B-TPC Ethernet
3c900B-TPO Ethernet
3c900B-COMBO Ethernet
3c905-T4 10/100 Ethernet
3c905-TX 10/100 Ethernet
3c905B-COMBO 10/100 Ethernet
3c905B-FX 10/100 Ethernet
3c905B-T4 10/100 Ethernet
3c905B-TX 10/100 Ethernet
3c905CX-TX 10/100 Ethernet
3c980 Server Adapter 10/100 Ethernet
3c980C-TXM 10/100 Ethernet
3cSOHO100-TX 10/100 Ethernet

All versions of theEtherLink XL ( except the older 3c900 and 3c905) support IPv4/TCP/UDP checksum-
ming in hardware. Theex driver supports this feature of the chip.Seeifconfig (8) for information on
how to enable this feature.

MEDIA SELECTION
Some of these network interfaces support the Media Independent Interface (MII ) ,  a  bus which can have at
least one arbitrary Physical interface (PHY ) chip on it. NetBSD supportsMII and has separate drivers for
many different PHY chips, includingukphy (4), a genericPHY driver that can support many PHY chips that
NetBSD does not yet have a specific driver for.

Support for thePHY found on a given NIC must be configured into aNetBSD kernel config (1) for this
driver to work properly in those cases.

Seeifmedia (4), andmii (4).

DIAGNOSTICS
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%s: adapter failur e (%x)
%s: can’t allocate download descriptors, error = %d
%s: can’t allocate or map rx buffers
%s: can’t allocate upload descriptors, error = %d
%s: can’t create download desc. DMA map, error = %d
%s: can’t create rx DMA map %d, error = %d
%s: can’t create tx DMA map %d, error = %d
%s: can’t create upload desc. DMA map, error = %d
%s: can’t load download desc. DMA map, error = %d
%s: can’t load mbuf chain, error = %d
%s: can’t load rx buffer, error = %d
%s: can’t load upload desc. DMA map, error = %d
%s: can’t map download descriptors, error = %d
%s: can’t map upload descriptors, error = %d
%s: fifo underrun (%x) @%d
%s: jabber (%x)
%s: receive stalled
%s: too many segments,
%s: uplistptr was 0 host too slow to serve incoming packets

SEE ALSO
cardbus (4), exphy (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

http://www.3com.com/
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NAME
ex — Excelan 10 Mb/s Ethernet interface

SYNOPSIS
ex0 at uba0 csr 164000 vector excdint

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

The ex interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network through an Excelan controller used as a
link-layer interface.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Theex
interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Internet
and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

The interface normally tries to use a “trailer” encapsulation to minimize copying data on input and output.
The use of trailers is negotiated withARP. This negotiation may be disabled, on a per-interface basis, by set-
ting theIFF_NOTRAILERS flag with anSIOCSIFFLAGS ioctl (2).

DIAGNOSTICS
ex%d: HW %c.%c, NX %c.%c, hard ware address %s. This provides firmware revisions levels, and is
expected during autoconfiguration.

ex%d: can’t initialize. There was a failure in allocating UNIBUS resources for the device.

ex%d: configuration failed; cc = %x. The hardware indicated an error when trying to initialize itself.The
error code returned is described at length in the device Reference Manual.

ex%d: receive err or %b. The hardware indicated an error in reading a packet from the cable.Specific
Error bits are provided

ex%d: transmit err or %b. The hardware indicated an error in transmitting a packet to the cable or an ille-
gally sized packet. SpecificError bits are provided

ex%d: can’t handle af%d. The interface was handed a message with addresses formatted in an unsuitable
address family; the packet was dropped.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), netintro (4)

HISTORY
Theex driver appeared in 4.3BSD.
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NAME
exphy — Driver for 3Com 3c905B-TX internal Ethernet PHY

SYNOPSIS
exphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
Theexphy driver supports the internal PHY on 3Com 3c905B-TX 10/100 Ethernet interfaces.

SEE ALSO
ex (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
faith — IPv6-to-IPv4 TCP relay capturing interface

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device faith

DESCRIPTION
The faith interface captures IPv6 TCP traffic, for implementing userland IPv6-to-IPv4 TCP relay like
faithd (8).

faith interfaces are dynamically created and destroyed with theifconfig (8) create anddestroy
subcommands.

Special action will be taken when IPv6 TCP traffic is seen on a router, and routing table suggests to route it
to faith interface. Inthis case, the packet will be accepted by the router, reg ardless of list of IPv6 interface
addresses assigned to the router. The packet will be captured by an IPv6 TCP socket, if it hasIN6P_FAITH
flag turned on and it has matching address/port pairs. In result,faith will let you capture IPv6 TCP traffic
to some specific destination addresses. Userland programs, such asfaithd (8) can use this behavior to
relay IPv6 TCP traffic to IPv4 TCP traffic. Theprogram can accept some specific IPv6 TCP traffic, perform
getsockname (2) to get the IPv6 destination address specified by the client, and perform application-spe-
cific address mapping to relay IPv6 TCP to IPv4 TCP.

IN6P_FAITH flag on IPv6 TCP socket can be set by usingsetsockopt (2), with level equals to
IPPROTO_IPV6 and optname equals toIPv6_FAITH .

To handle error reports by ICMPv6, some of ICMPv6 packets routed tofaith interface will be delivered to
IPv6 TCP, as well.

To understand howfaith can be used, take a look at source code offaithd (8).

As faith interface implements potentially dangerous operation, great care must be taken when configuring
faith interface. To avoid possible misuse,sysctl (8) variablenet.inet6.ip6.keepfaith must be
set to1 prior to the use of the interface. Whennet.inet6.ip6.keepfaith is 0, no packet will be
captured byfaith interface.

faith interface is intended to be used on routers, not on hosts.

SEE ALSO
inet (4), inet6 (4), faithd (8)

Jun-ichiro itojun Hagino and Kazu Yamamoto, "An IPv6-to-IPv4 transport relay translator",RFC 3142, June
2001, ftp://ftp.isi.edu/in-notes/rfc3142.txt.

HISTORY
The FAITH IPv6-to-IPv4 TCP relay translator was first appeared in WIDE hydrangea IPv6 stack.
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NAME
Fast IPsec — hardware-accelerated IP Security Protocols

SYNOPSIS
options FAST_IPSEC
options IPSEC_NAT_T
pseudo-device crypto

DESCRIPTION
IPsec is a set of protocols,ESP (for Encapsulating Security Payload)AH (for Authentication Header), and
IPComp (for IP Payload Compression Protocol) that provide security services for IP datagrams.Fast
IPsec is an implementation of these protocols that uses theopencrypto (9) subsystem to carry out cryp-
tographic operations. This means, in particular, that cryptographic hardware devices are employed whenever
possible to optimize the performance of these protocols.

In general, theFast IPsec implementation is intended to be compatible with theKAME IPsecimplemen-
tation. This documentation concentrates on differences from that software. Theuser should refer to
ipsec (4) for basic information on setting up and using these protocols.

System configuration requires theopencrypto (9) subsystem. When theFast IPsec protocols are con-
figured for use, all protocols are included in the system.To selectively enable/disable protocols, use
sysctl (8).

DIAGNOSTICS
To be added.

SEE ALSO
ipsec (4), setkey (8), sysctl (8), opencrypto (9)

HISTORY
The protocols draw heavily on theOpenBSDimplementation of theIPsecprotocols. Thepolicy management
code is derived from theKAME implementation found in theirIPsecprotocols. TheFast IPsec protocols
are based on code which appeared inFreeBSD4.7. TheNetBSD version is a close copy of theFreeBSDorigi-
nal, and first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

Support for IPv6 andIPcompprotocols has been added inNetBSD 4.0.

Support for IPSEC_NAT_T (Network Address Translator Traversal as described in RFCs 3947 and 3948) has
been added inNetBSD 5.0.

BUGS
There still are some issues in the IPv6 support. In particularFAST_IPSECdoes not protect packets with IPv6
extension headers.

Certain legacy authentication algorithms are not supported because of issues with theopencrypto (9) sub-
system.

This documentation is incomplete.
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NAME
fd , stdin , stdout , stderr — file descriptor files

DESCRIPTION
The files/dev/fd/0 through/dev/fd/# refer to file descriptors which can be accessed through the file
system. Ifthe file descriptor is open and the mode the file is being opened with is a subset of the mode of the
existing descriptor, the call:

fd = open("/dev/fd/0", mode);

and the call:

fd = fcntl(0, F_DUPFD, 0);

are equivalent.

Opening the files/dev/stdin , /dev/stdout and/dev/stderr is equivalent to the following calls:

fd = fcntl(STDIN_FILENO, F_DUPFD, 0);
fd = fcntl(STDOUT_FILENO, F_DUPFD, 0);
fd = fcntl(STDERR_FILENO, F_DUPFD, 0);

Flags to theopen (2) call other thanO_RDONLY, O_WRONLYandO_RDWRare ignored.

FILES
/dev/fd/#
/dev/stdin
/dev/stdout
/dev/stderr

SEE ALSO
tty (4)
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NAME
fd , fdc — Sun SPARCstation i82072 or i82077 floppy disk controller driver

SYNOPSIS
fdc0 at mainbus0 ( sun4c )
fdc0 at obio0 ( sun4m )
fd ∗ at fdc0

DESCRIPTION
This is the driver for the built-in floppy disk drive run by theIntel i82072 or i82077 controller chip found on
the SPARCstation desktop systems, and otherSPARCsystems.

Bits [0-3 ] of the minor device number of the special files referring to this device encode the floppy density
as follows:

0 3.5’’ 1.44MB floppy diskettes.

1 3.5’’ 720KB floppy diskettes.

2 3.5’’ 360KB floppy diskettes.

3 3.5’’ 1.2MB/NEC Japanese format floppy diskettes.

FORMATTING
The driver supports floppy disk formatting using the interfaces in〈sys/fdio.h 〉:

FDIOCGETFORMATstruct fdformat_parms
Fetch current formatting parameters. This gets the default parameters for the open
device if no parameters have been set during the session.

FDIOCSETFORMATstruct fdformat_parms
Set formatting parameters.The driver sav es this state and it persists while the
device is open.

FDIOCFORMAT_TRACKstruct fdformat_cmd
Format a track on the medium.If this call returnsEINVAL, the track formatting
parameters were out of range for the medium.If it returns EIO, there was a
medium error while formatting the track.

FDIOCSETOPTSint Set driver options which persist until the device is closed. The options should be
the logical OR of the desired values below:

FDOPT_NORETRYDo not retry operations on failure
FDOPT_SILENT Do not print error messages to the console

FDIOCGETOPTSint Fetch drive options.

A typical use of the formatting facilities would be to open the device, callFDIOCGETFORMATto fetch the
current format parameters, perhaps change a parameter or two, display the formatting details to the user, and
then callFDIOCSETFORMATfollowed by a series of calls toFDIOCFORMAT_TRACK.

SEE ALSO
eject (1), fdformat (1)

HISTORY
Thefd formatting support appeared inNetBSD 1.3.
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NAME
fd — Sun 3/80 i82027 floppy disk drive controller driver

SYNOPSIS
fdc0 at obio0 ( sun3x )
fd ∗ at fdc0

DESCRIPTION
The fd driver is for the built-in floppy diskette drive run by theIntel i82027 controller found on the Sun 3/80.

Bits [0-3 ] of the minor device number of the special files referring to this device encode the floppy density
as follows:

0 3.5’’ 1.44MB floppy diskettes.

1 3.5’’ 720KB floppy diskettes.

2 3.5’’ 360KB floppy diskettes.

3 3.5’’ 1.2MB/NEC Japanese format floppy diskettes.

FORMATTING
The driver supports floppy disk formatting using the interfaces in〈sys/fdio.h 〉:

FDIOCGETFORMATstruct fdformat_parms
Fetch current formatting parameters. This gets the default parameters for the open
device if no parameters have been set during the session.

FDIOCSETFORMATstruct fdformat_parms
Set formatting parameters.The driver sav es this state and it persists while the
device is open.

FDIOCFORMAT_TRACKstruct fdformat_cmd
Format a track on the medium.If this call returnsEINVAL, the track formatting
parameters were out of range for the medium.If it returns EIO, there was a
medium error while formatting the track.

FDIOCSETOPTSint Set driver options which persist until the device is closed. The options should be
the logical OR of the desired values below:

FDOPT_NORETRYDo not retry operations on failure
FDOPT_SILENT Do not print error messages to the console

FDIOCGETOPTSint Fetch drive options.

A typical use of the formatting facilities would be to open the device, callFDIOCGETFORMATto fetch the
current format parameters, perhaps change a parameter or two, display the formatting details to the user, and
then callFDIOCSETFORMATfollowed by a series of calls toFDIOCFORMAT_TRACK.

SEE ALSO
eject (1), fdformat (1)

HISTORY
Thefd formatting support appeared inNetBSD 1.3.
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BUGS
Formatting appears to not work reliably on all machines.
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NAME
fdc — Amiga custom chip floppy disk controller device

SYNOPSIS
fdc0 at mainbus0
fd ∗ at fdc? unit ?

DESCRIPTION
The fdc device driver provides support for the mainboard floppy disk controller and floppy disk drives on
Amiga systems.

The driver supports the following floppy diskette formats by using particular partitions:
880KB 3.5-inch 11sectors/track (‘‘A miga’’) (a)
1.76MB 3.5-inch 22 sectors/track (‘‘A miga’’) (a)
880KB 5.25-inch11 sectors/track (‘‘A miga’’) (a)
720KB 3.5-inch 9sectors/track (‘‘MS-DOS’’) (b)
1.44MB 3.5-inch 18 sectors/track (‘‘MS-DOS’’) (b)
720KB 5.25-inch9 sectors/track (‘‘MS-DOS’’) (b)

On systems equipped with floppy disk drives capable of using high-density floppy diskettes, the driver auto-
matically detects whether the inserted floppy diskette is either a double-density or a high-density medium.

DIAGNOSTICS
fdc: unable to allocate DMA buffer The driver found the controller, but was unable to allocate the amount
of chip memory required for its DMA buffers.

SEE ALSO
fdformat (1), autoconf (4)

BUGS
In order to detect a floppy disk drive’s capability of using high-density media, a high-density diskette has to
be inserted for the duration of the autoconfiguration phase of the drive.

Thefdc driver supports neither thefdformat (1) facility nor the〈sys/fdio.h 〉 interface.
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NAME
fdc — NEC 765 floppy disk controller driver

SYNOPSIS
fdc0 at isa? port 0x3f0 irq 6 drq 2
fdc ∗ at acpi?
fdc ∗ at pnpbios? index ?
fd ∗ at fdc? drive ?

DESCRIPTION
The fdc driver provides support for the NEC 765 floppy disk controller and floppy disk drives, commonly
found on IBM-PC compatible systems.

The driver supports the following floppy diskette formats by using particular partitions:
1.44MB 3.5-inch (b)
1.2MB 5.25-inch(c)
360KB 5.25-inch(1.2MB drive) (d)
360KB 5.25-inch(IBM-PC drive) (e)
720KB 3.5-inch(f)
720KB 5.25-inch(g)
360KB 3.5-inch(h)

Partition a selects the default format for the attached floppy drive, as determined by the BIOS configuration
for the diskette drive.

FORMATTING
The driver supports floppy disk formatting using the interfaces in〈sys/fdio.h 〉:
FDIOCGETFORMATstruct fdformat_parms

Fetch current formatting parameters. This gets the default parameters for the open
device if no parameters have been set during the session.

FDIOCSETFORMATstruct fdformat_parms
Set formatting parameters.The driver sav es this state and it persists while the
device is open.

FDIOCFORMAT_TRACKstruct fdformat_cmd
Format a track on the medium.If this call returnsEINVAL, the track formatting
parameters were out of range for the medium.If it returns EIO, there was a
medium error while formatting the track.

FDIOCSETOPTSint Set driver options which persist until the device is closed. The options should be
the logical OR of the desired values below:
FDOPT_NORETRYDo not retry operations on failure
FDOPT_SILENT Do not print error messages to the console

FDIOCGETOPTSint Fetch drive options.

A typical use of the formatting facilities would be to open the device, callFDIOCGETFORMATto fetch the
current format parameters, perhaps change a parameter or two, display the formatting details to the user, and
then callFDIOCSETFORMATfollowed by a series of calls toFDIOCFORMAT_TRACK.

SEE ALSO
fdformat (1), acpi (4), isa (4), pnpbios (4)

HISTORY
Thefdc formatting support appeared inNetBSD 1.3.
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NAME
fdc — Sun SPARCstation i82072 or i82077 floppy disk controller driver

SYNOPSIS
fdc0 at sbus0 ( SBus based machines )
fdc0 at ebus0 ( PCI based machines )
fd ∗ at fdc0

DESCRIPTION
This is the driver for the built-in floppy disk drive run by theIntel i82072 or i82077 controller chip found on
the SPARCstation desktop systems, and otherSPARCsystems.

Bits [0-3 ] of the minor device number of the special files referring to this device encode the floppy density
as follows:

0 3.5’’ 1.44MB floppy diskettes.

1 3.5’’ 720KB floppy diskettes.

2 3.5’’ 360KB floppy diskettes.

3 3.5’’ 1.2MB/NEC Japanese format floppy diskettes.

FORMATTING
The driver supports floppy disk formatting using the interfaces in〈sys/fdio.h 〉:

FDIOCGETFORMATstruct fdformat_parms
Fetch current formatting parameters. This gets the default parameters for the open
device if no parameters have been set during the session.

FDIOCSETFORMATstruct fdformat_parms
Set formatting parameters.The driver sav es this state and it persists while the
device is open.

FDIOCFORMAT_TRACKstruct fdformat_cmd
Format a track on the medium.If this call returnsEINVAL, the track formatting
parameters were out of range for the medium.If it returns EIO, there was a
medium error while formatting the track.

FDIOCSETOPTSint Set driver options which persist until the device is closed. The options should be
the logical OR of the desired values below:

FDOPT_NORETRYDo not retry operations on failure
FDOPT_SILENT Do not print error messages to the console

FDIOCGETOPTSint Fetch drive options.

A typical use of the formatting facilities would be to open the device, callFDIOCGETFORMATto fetch the
current format parameters, perhaps change a parameter or two, display the formatting details to the user, and
then callFDIOCSETFORMATfollowed by a series of calls toFDIOCFORMAT_TRACK.

SEE ALSO
eject (1), fdformat (1)

HISTORY
Thefdc driver first appeared inNetBSD 4.0.
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BUGS
The ebus attachment does not yet work.

NetBSD 3.0 May 8, 2007 2
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NAME
finsio — Fintek LPC Super I/O driver

SYNOPSIS
finsio0 at isa? port 0x4e

DESCRIPTION
The finsio driver provides support for the Fintek F71805F, F71806F, F71862FG, F71872, F71882 and
F71883 LPC Super I/O chips.

Only the Hardware Monitor device is supported and it provides you to monitor the sensors through the
envsys (4) API.

Thefinsio Super I/O Hardware Monitor supports 15 sensors (this depends on the chip ID):

Sensor Units Typical Use
IN0 uV DC Internal 3.3Vcc
IN1 uV DC Memory Vtt
IN2 uV DC RAM Vcc
IN3 uV DC Chipset V
IN4 uV DC +5V
IN5 uV DC +12V
IN6 uV DC Vcc 1.5V
IN7 uV DC Vcore
IN8 uV DC Vsb
IN9 uV DC Vbat (optional)
Temp1 uK CPUTemperature
Temp2 uK MotherboardTemperature
Temp3 uK (undefined)
Fan0 RPM CPUFan
Fan1 RPM UserFan1
Fan2 RPM UserFan2

SEE ALSO
envsys (4), envstat (8)

HISTORY
Thefinsio driver first appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
Thefinsio driver was written by Geoff Steckel and
Juan Romero Pardines.
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NAME
fl — console floppy interface

DESCRIPTION
This is a simple interface to theDEC RX01floppy disk unit, which is part of the consoleLSI-11 subsystem for
VAX-11/780s. Accessis given to the entire floppy consisting of 77 tracks of 26 sectors of 128 bytes.

All I/O is raw; the seek addresses in raw transfers should be a multiple of 128 bytes and a multiple of 128
bytes should be transferred, as in other “raw” disk interfaces.

FILES
/dev/floppy

DIAGNOSTICS
None.

SEE ALSO
arff (8)

HISTORY
Thefl driver appeared in 4.0BSD.

BUGS
Multiple console floppies are not supported.

If a write is given with a count not a multiple of 128 bytes then the trailing portion of the last sector will be
zeroed.
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NAME
floppy — Atari floppy interface

SYNOPSIS
fd0 at fdc0 unit 0
fd1 at fdc0 unit 1

DESCRIPTION
This is an interface to the builtin and external floppy drives on the Atari. Currently, there is no disklabel sup-
port for the floppy drives. Instead, the floppy interface uses the partition number embedded in the minor
device number to distinguish between various floppy formats.

Currently, the following formats are supported:

Partition Size sides tracks sectors/track
a 360Kb 1 80 9
b 720Kb 2 80 9
c 1.44Mb 2 80 18

FILES
/dev/fd[01][abc] Block files
/dev/rfd[01][abc] Raw files

DIAGNOSTICS
None.
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NAME
fms — Forte Media FM801 audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
fms ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?
mpu∗ at fms?
opl ∗ at fms?

DESCRIPTION
Thefms device driver supports the Forte Media FM801 sound card.

SEE ALSO
ac97 (4), audio (4), mpu(4), opl (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Thefms device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.
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NAME
fmv — FujitsuFMV-18x Ethernet cards device driver

SYNOPSIS
fmv0 at isa? port 0x2a0 irq ?
fmv ∗ at isapnp?

DESCRIPTION
The fmv driver supports the Fujitsu FMV-18x ISA network adapters based on theFujitsu
MB86964/MB86965AEthernetcontrollers. Supportedboards include:

Fujitsu FMV-181 ISA Ethernet

Fujitsu FMV-181A ISA Ethernet

Fujitsu FMV-182 ISA Ethernet

Fujitsu FMV-182A ISA Ethernet

Fujitsu FMV-183 ISA-PnP Ethernet

For Fujitsu FMV-186/186A/188 PCI Ethernet adapters, usefxp (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
ate (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), isa (4), isapnp (4), mbe(4), ifconfig (8)

http://www.fujitsumicro.com/

HISTORY
Thefmv driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.
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NAME
fpa , fea , fta — DEC FDDI interface driver

SYNOPSIS
fpa ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
fea ∗ at eisa? slot ?

alpha and pmax
fta ∗ at tc? slot ? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
Cards supported by thefpa , fea andfta device driver are:

DEFPA DEC PCI FDDI Controller

DEFEA DEC EISA FDDI Controller

DEFTA DEC TURBOchannel FDDI Controller

respectively. All variants of either controller are supported including the DAS and SAS configurations.

DIAGNOSTICS
fea%d: error: desired IRQ of %d does not match device’s actual IRQ (%d) The device probe detected
that the DEFEA board is configured for a different interrupt than the one specified in the kernel configuration
file.

fea%d: error: memory not enabled! ECU reconfiguration required The device probe found that no
device memory had been configured on the DEFEA.The DEFEA can be configured with no device memory,
this driver requires a minimum of 1K device memory be set up. The ECU (EISA Configuration Utility) will
need to be run to change the settings.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), netintro (4), ifconfig (8)

AUTHORS
Thefpa , fea andfta device driver and manual page were written by Matt Thomas.

BUGS
Normally, the device driver will not enable the reception of SMT frames.However if the IFF_LINK1 flag is
set, the device driver will enable the reception of SMT frames and pass them up to the Berkeley Packet Filter
for processing.
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NAME
frodo — HP Apollo 9000/4xx Frodo ASIC

SYNOPSIS
frodo0 at intio?

DESCRIPTION
The frodo driver supports the Frodo ASIC (a.k.a. Apollo Utility chip) found on HP Apollo 9000/4xx series
workstations.

SUPPORTED DEVICES
NetBSD includesFRODOdrivers, sorted by device type and driver name:

Serial devices
dnkbd 8250-like serial ports (Domain keyboard flavor)

com 8250-like serial ports (tty flavor)

SEE ALSO
com(4), dnkbd (4), intio (4)
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NAME
fss , fssbs — file system snapshot device

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device fss 4

DESCRIPTION
The fss driver provides a read-only interface to the snapshot of a currently mounted file system.Reading
from a fss device gives the view of the file system when the snapshot was taken. It can be configured via
ioctl (2).

IOCTLS
The ioctl (2) command codes below are defined in〈sys/dev/fssvar.h 〉.

The (third) argument toioctl (2) should be a pointer to the type indicated.

FSSIOCSET(struct fss_set)
Configures afss device.

struct fss_set {
char ∗fss_mount;
char ∗fss_bstore;
blksize_t fss_csize;

};

The struct elementfss_mountis the mount point of the file system. The struct elementfss_bstore
is either a regular file or a raw disk device where data overwritten on the file system will be saved.
The struct elementfss_csizeis the preferred size of this data.

FSSIOCGET(struct fss_get)
Gets the status of afss device.

struct fss_get {
char fsg_mount[MNAMELEN];
struct timeval fsg_time;
blksize_t fsg_csize;
blkcnt_t fsg_mount_size;
blkcnt_t fsg_bs_size;

};
The struct elementfsg_mountis the mount point of the file system. The struct elementfsg_timeis
the time this snapshot was taken. Thestruct elementfsg_csizeis the current size of data clusters.
The struct elementfsg_mount_sizeis the number of clusters of the file system. The struct element
fsg_bs_sizeis the number of clusters written to the backing store.

FSSIOCCLR
Unconfigures afss device.

FSSIOFSET(int)
Sets the flags of afss device. Possibleflags are:

FSS_UNCONFIG_ON_CLOSE
Unconfigure thefss device on the last close.

FSSIOFGET(int)
Gets the flags of afss device.
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KERNEL THREADS
For each active snapshot device there is a kernel thread that handles the backing store. This thread is named
fssbsNwhereN is the device minor number.

FILES
/dev/rfss?
/dev/fss?

SEE ALSO
fssconfig (8), mount (8), umount (8)

HISTORY
Thefss device appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

BUGS
This driver is experimental. Be sure you have a backup before you use it.
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NAME
fwip — IP over IEEE1394 driver

SYNOPSIS
fwip ∗ at ieee1394if?

DESCRIPTION
The fwip driver provides standard IP over IEEE1394 based on the protocols described in RFC 2734 and
RFC 3146.

The ieee1394if (4) andfwohci (4) drivers must be configured in the kernel as well.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), fwohci (4), ieee1394if (4), netintro (4), ifconfig (8), sysctl (8)

HISTORY
Thefwip device driver first appeared inFreeBSD5.3. Itwas added toNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
The fwip driver and this manual page were written by Doug Rabson, based on earlier work by Hidetoshi
Shimokawa. It was added toNetBSD 4.0 by KIYOHARA Takashi.

BUGS
This driver currently does not support the MCAP protocol for multicast IP over IEEE1394. Multicastpack-
ets are treated as broadcast packets which is sufficient for most trivial uses of multicast.
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NAME
fwohci — OHCI IEEE1394 chipset device driver

SYNOPSIS
fwohci ∗ at cardbus? function ?
fwohci ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

HARDWARE
The fwohci driver provides support for PCI/CardBus IEEE1394 interface cards.The driver supports the
following IEEE 1394 OHCI chipsets:

• Adaptec AHA-894x/AIC-5800
• Apple Pangea
• Apple UniNorth
• Intel 82372FB
• IOGEAR GUF320
• Lucent / Agere FW322/323
• NEC uPD72861
• NEC uPD72870
• NEC uPD72871/2
• NEC uPD72873
• NEC uPD72874
• National Semiconductor CS4210
• Ricoh R5C551
• Ricoh R5C552
• Sony CX3022
• Sony i.LINK (CXD1947)
• Sony i.LINK (CXD3222)
• Te xas Instruments PCI4410A
• Te xas Instruments PCI4450
• Te xas Instruments PCI4451
• Te xas Instruments TSB12LV22
• Te xas Instruments TSB12LV23
• Te xas Instruments TSB12LV26
• Te xas Instruments TSB43AA22
• Te xas Instruments TSB43AB21/A/AI/A-EP
• Te xas Instruments TSB43AB22/A
• Te xas Instruments TSB43AB23
• Te xas Instruments TSB82AA2
• VIA Fire II (VT6306)

SEE ALSO
fwip (4), ieee1394if (4), sbp (4), fwctl (8)

HISTORY
Thefwohci device driver first appeared inFreeBSD5.0. Itwas added toNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
The fwohci device driver was written by Katsushi Kobayashi and Hidetoshi Shimokawa. It was added to
NetBSD 4.0 by KIYOHARA Takashi.
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BUGS
The driver allows physical access from any node on the bus by default. Thismeans that any devices on the
bus can read and modify any memory space which can be accessed by an IEEE 1394 OHCI chip.It is
allowed mostly forsbp (4) devices. Thisshould be changed to allow it only for specific devices. Anyway,
IEEE1394 is a bus and not expected to be connected with un-trustable devices because a node can monitor
all the traffic.
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NAME
fxp — Intel i8255x 10/100 Ethernet device driver

SYNOPSIS
fxp ∗ at cardbus? function ?
fxp ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The fxp device driver supports Ethernet interfaces based on the Intel i82557, i82558, i82559, and i82550
10/100 PCI Ethernet chips.

Certain versions of the i8255x support loading microcode which implements a receive interrupt mitigation
function, known as “CPUSaver”. Useof this option can improve performance in some situations by reducing
interrupt load on the host. This option is available on the following chip versions:

• i82558 step A4 (rev 4)
• i82558 step B0 (rev 5)
• i82559 step A0 (rev 8)
• i82559S step A (rev 9)
• i82550 (rev 12)
• i82550 step C (rev 13)

This option is enabled by setting the “link0” option withifconfig (8).

Some chipset revisions can suffer from a receiver-side lockup bug which can be mitigated by resetting the
chip every sixteen seconds without traffic. Sincethe probe for affected chipsets generates false positives and
the workaround can cause momentary loss of responsiveness, particularly noticeable when playing audio, the
workaround is not enabled by default. Theboot messages will indicate if any interface may have this issue.
The workaround is enabled by setting the “link1” option withifconfig (8).

HARDWARE
Cards supported by thefxp driver include:

• Intel EtherExpress Pro 10+
• Intel EtherExpress Pro 100B
• Intel EtherExpress Pro 100+
• Intel InBusiness 10/100
• Intel PRO/100 S

MEDIA SELECTION
Media selection is supported via MII. Seeifmedia (4) andmii (4) for more information.

EtherExpress Pro 10+ boards may use a Seeq 80c24 AutoDUPLEX(tm) media interface. Boardswith these
chips do not support media selection, as the 80c24 has no programming interface, and no way to read link
status. Theseboards claim a media of "manual" since they self-configure based on the configuration of the
link partner (hub or switch).

DIAGNOSTICS
fxp0: WARNING: SCB timed out! The driver timed out waiting for the chip’s command interface to
become ready.

fxp0: too many segments, abortingThe driver encountered a packet that included too many DMA seg-
ments, and was not able to allocate a new buffer to transmit the packet from. The packet has been dropped.
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fxp0: too many segments, retrying The driver encountered a packet that included too many DMA seg-
ments, and allocated a new buffer to transmit the packet from.

fxp0: can’t load mbuf chain, error = %d The driver was unable to load a transmit DMA map, and has
reported the errno value.

fxp0: device timeout The device failed to generate a transmit complete interrupt for the last packet transmit-
ted. Thedevice has been reset.

fxp0: can’t load rx buffer, err or = %d The driver was unable to load the DMA map for a receive buffer,
and has reported the errno value. Thiserror is currently fatal, and will panic the system.

fxp0: fxp_mdi_read: timed out The MDIO failed to become ready during an MII read operation.

fxp0: fxp_mdi_write: timed out The MDIO failed to become ready during an MII write operation.

fxp0: May need receiver l ock-up workaround The interface may need to be periodically reset to work-
around a receiver lock-up bug.

SEE ALSO
cardbus (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
g2bus — G2 bus support

SYNOPSIS
g2bus0 at shb?

DESCRIPTION
The g2bus driver provides support for the Dreamcast G2 bus layer, to which the audio subsystem and the
expansion slot are connected.

SEE ALSO
gapspci (4)

HISTORY
Theg2bus device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
gapspci — GAPS PCI bridge support

SYNOPSIS
gapspci ∗ at g2bus?
pci ∗ at gapspci?

DESCRIPTION
The gapspci driver provides support for the GAPS PCI bridge.The SEGA Broadband Adapter (model
HIT-0400/HIT-0401) is composed of this bridge and anrtk (4) Ethernet controller.

SEE ALSO
g2bus (4), pci (4), rtk (4)

HISTORY
Thegapspci device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
gb — HP98700‘‘ Gatorbox’’ graphics device interface

DESCRIPTION
This driver is for theHP98700and 98710 graphics devices, also known as the Gatorbox. The term ‘‘Gator’’
will often be used, and it is not to be confused with ‘‘Gator’’ used in reference to anHP 9837 or 200/237
machine. Also,the term Gatorbox is used for the 98700 alone, with the 98701 frame buffer memory or with
the 98710 accelerator installed. This driver merely checks for the existence of the device and does minimal
set up, as it is expected the applications will initialize the device to their requirements.

The 98700 can be used as the only graphics device on a system, in which case it will be used as the system
console. Itcan also be installed as a secondary display device. For the first case, theHP 98287AM.A.D.
interface card should be set to internal control space. This will put the frame buffer at the DIO address
0x200000 and the control registers at 0x560000. At this address it will be the ‘‘preferred’’ console device
(seecons (4)). For use as a secondary device, the 98287A should be set to frame buffer address 0x300000,
and to an external select code.

It should be noted that this configuration will conflict with the 98547 display card which has a 2 megabyte
frame buffer starting at address 0x200000. The 98700 should only be installed as a secondary device in a
machine with a 1 bit 98544 display card or 4 bit 98545 card.The98700H Installation Guidecontains further
configuration information.

The ioctl (2) calls supported by theBSD system for the Gatorbox are:

GRFIOCGINFO
Get Graphics Info

Get info about device, setting the entries in thegrfinfo structure, as defined in
〈hpdev/grfioctl.h 〉. For the standard 98700, the number of planes should be 4.The number
of colors would therefore be 15, excluding black.With the 98701 option installed there will be
another 4 planes for a total of 8, giving 255 colors.

GRFIOCON
Graphics On

Turn graphics on by enablingCRT output. Thescreen will come on, displaying whatever is in the
frame buffer, using whatever colormap is in place.

GRFIOCOFF
Graphics Off

Turn graphics off by disabling output to theCRT. The frame buffer contents are not affected.

GRFIOCMAP
Map Device to user space

Map in control registers and framebuffer space. Once the device file is mapped, the frame buffer
structure is accessible. The frame buffer structure describing the 98700 is given in
〈hpdev/grf_gbreg.h 〉.

GRFIOCUNMAP
Unmap Device

Unmap control registers and framebuffer space.

For further information about the use of ioctl see the man page.
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FILES
/dev/grf? BSD special file
/dev/crt98700 HP-UX starbasespecial file

EXAMPLES
A small example of opening, mapping and using the device is given below. For more examples of the details
on the behavior of the device, see the device dependent source files for the X Window System, in the
/usr/src/new/X/libhp.fb directory.

struct gboxfb ∗gbox;
u_char ∗Addr, frame_buffer;
struct grfinfo gi;
int disp_fd;

disp_fd = open("/dev/grf0",1);

if (ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCGINFO, &gi) < 0) return -1;

(void) ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCON, 0);

Addr = (u_char ∗) 0 ;
if (ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCMAP, &Addr) < 0) {
(void) ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCOFF, 0);
return -1;
}
gbox = (gboxfb ∗) A ddr; / ∗ Control Registers ∗/
frame_buffer = (u_char ∗) A ddr + gi.gd_regsize; / ∗ Frame buffer memory ∗/

DIAGNOSTICS
None underBSD. HP-UX TheCE.utilities/Crtadjustprograms must be used.

ERRORS
[ENODEV] no such device.

[EBUSY] Another process has the device open.

[EINVAL ] Invalid ioctl specification.

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), grf (4)
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NAME
gbus — internal bus on AlphaServer CPU modules

SYNOPSIS
gbus ∗ at tlsb? node ? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
Thegbus driver provides support for the internal bus on AlphaServer CPU modules.

The following devices are supported by thegbus driver:

mcclock DS1287 real-time clock

SEE ALSO
intro (4), mcclock (4), tlsb (4)
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NAME
gcscide — IDE Controller for the AMD CS5535 Companion device

SYNOPSIS
gcscide ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
Thegcscide driver supports the IDE controller of the AMD CS5535 Companion device, and provides the
interface with the hardware for theata (4) driver.

The 0x0002 flag forces thegcscide driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally be
enabled. Thiscan be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the IDE controller is wired
up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)
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NAME
gcscpcib — AMD CS553[56] PCI-ISA bridge with timecounter, watchdog timer, and GPIO

SYNOPSIS
gcscpcib ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
gpio ∗ at gcscpcib?
isa ∗ at gcscpcib?

DESCRIPTION
The gcscpcib driver provides support for the AMD Geode CS5535 and CS5536 Companion chip.This
device contains a number of components, including a PCI-ISA bridge. Besides the core functionality, the
gcscpcib driver implements a 32-bit 3.5 MHz timecounter, a watchdog timer device, and a GPIO device.
The watchdog timer may be configured via thewdogctl (8) utility and the GPIO pins can be manipulated
via thegpioctl (8) utility.

SEE ALSO
gpio (4), intro (4), isa (4), pci (4), pcib (4), gpioctl (8), wdogctl (8)

HISTORY
Thegcscpcib driver first appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
The gcscpcib driver was written by Michael Shalayeff and Yojiro UO. The GPIO parts were added by
Marc Balmer〈mbalmer@openbsd.org〉.
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NAME
gdrom — GD-ROM disk driver

SYNOPSIS
gdrom0 at shb?

DESCRIPTION
Thegdrom driver provides support for the Dreamcast CD-ROM ( “GD-ROM” ) storage device.

FILES
/dev/gdrom0 p block mode GD-ROM disk partitionp
/dev/rgdrom0 p raw mode GD-ROM disk partitionp

HISTORY
Thegdrom device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
gem— ERI/GEM/GMAC Ethernet device driver

SYNOPSIS
gem∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
gem∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ?

Configuration of PHYs may also be necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
The gem driver provides support for the GMac Ethernet hardware found mostly in the last Apple Power-
Books G3s and most G4-based Apple hardware, as well as many Sun UltraSPARCs.

Cards supported by this driver include:
• Sun GEM gigabit ethernet (including SX fibre variants)
• Sun ERI 10/100
• Apple GMAC

The GEM family supports hardware checksumming to assist in computing IPv4 TCP checksums.The gem
driver supports this feature of the chip. Seeifconfig (8) for information on how to enable this feature.

SEE ALSO
bmtphy (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)

Sun Microsystems,GEM Gigabit Ethernet ASIC Specification,
http://www.sun.com/processors/manuals/ge.pdf.

HISTORY
Thegemdevice driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
Thegemdriver was written by Eduardo Horvath〈eeh@NetBSD.org〉. The man page was written by Thomas
Klausner〈wiz@NetBSD.org〉.

BUGS
The hardware checksumming support does not support IPv4 UDP, although this was allowed prior to
NetBSD 5. Also,the hardware IPv4 TCP receive checksumming support has bugs, so this is disabled.

On the SX fibre variants of the hardware, the link will stay down if there is a duplex mismatch. Also,packet
transmission may fail when inhalf-duplex mode.
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NAME
genfb — generic framebuffer console driver

SYNOPSIS
genfb ∗ at pci?
genfb ∗ at sbus?
wsdisplay ∗ at genfb?

DESCRIPTION
The genfb driver provides support for generic framebuffers that have no native driver. All it needs are
some parameters to describe the framebuffer and an address.

PCI
When attaching to apci (4) bus the driver is configured via device properties:

width ( uint32 )
Width in pixels.

height ( uint32 )
Height in pixels.

stride ( uint32 )
Line size in bytes.

depth ( uint32 )
Bits per pixel.

is_console ( bool )
If true,genfb will try to become the system console.

address ( uint32 )
Bus address of the framebuffer.

SBus
When attaching tosbus (4) all those parameters are retrieved from the firmware.

SEE ALSO
pci (4), sbus (4), wscons (4), wsdisplay (4)

BUGS
There is no way to change the color map even when the firmware supports it.Thepci (4) bus frontend has
only been tested on macppc and requires machine dependent code to pass the properties mentioned above.
So far only macppc provides them.
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NAME
gentbi — Driver for generic 1000BASE-X ten-bit interfaces

SYNOPSIS
gentbi ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
Thegentbi driver supports generic ten-bit interfaces that implement the 1000BASE-X protocol, including
1000BASE-SX, 1000BASE-LX, and 1000BASE-CX.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
geodecntr — AMD Geode SC1100 High Resolution Counter

SYNOPSIS
geodegcb ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
geodecntr ∗ at geodegcb?

DESCRIPTION
The geodecntr driver supports theAMD SC1100 controllers and provides a timecounter implementation
for the 27MHz counter.

The other timing sources in the SC1100 suffer from powermanagement features that prohibit i8254 and TSC
to be used for time keeping. Thisgeodecntr driver makes the 27MHz counter available for the
timecounter (9) framework.

SEE ALSO
timecounter (9)
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NAME
geodeide — AMD Geode IDE disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
geodeide ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
The geodeide driver supports theAMD Geode CS5530A and SC1100IDE controllers, and provides the
interface with the hardware for theata (4) driver.

The 0x0002 flag forces thegeodeide driver to disableDMA on chipsets for whichDMA would normally
be enabled. This can be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where theIDE controller is
wired up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

BUGS
The SC1100 controller requires 4-byte aligned data transfers and cannot handle transfers of exactly 64 kilo-
bytes.

The CS5530 multifunction chip/core’s IDE section claims to be capable ofUDMA mode 2( 33.3MB/s ) but
in practice using that mode swamps the controller so badly thatgeodeide limits theUDMA negotiation to
mode 1( 25MB/s ) so that the other functions of this chip continue to work.

The IDE DMA engine in the CS5530 can only do transfers on cache-line( 16-byte ) boundaries. Attemptsto
perform DMA on any other alignment will crash the system. This problem may also exist in the SC1100
since the CS5530 was its direct predecessor, and it is not clear that National Semiconductor fixed any bugs in
it.

The geodeide driver will reject attempts toDMA to buffers not aligned to the required boundary. The
wd(4) disk driver will back off to PIO mode to accomplish these transfer requests, at reduced system perfor-
mance.
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NAME
geodewdog — AMD Geode SC1100 Watchdog Timer driver

SYNOPSIS
geodegcb ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
geodewdog ∗ at geodegcb?

DESCRIPTION
The geodewdog driver supports the AMD Geode SC1100 microcontroller’s integrated watchdog timer.
The watchdog timer may be configured for expiration periods between one and 16776 seconds (more than
4.5 hours).

SEE ALSO
elansc (4), wdogctl (8)

HISTORY
Thegeodewdog device first appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
The geodewdog driver was written by David Young 〈dyoung@NetBSD.org〉. It was derived from the
elansc (4) driver by
Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@NetBSD.org〉.
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NAME
gif — generic tunnel interface

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device gif

DESCRIPTION
Thegif interface is a generic tunneling pseudo device for IPv4 and IPv6. It can tunnel IPv[46] traffic over
IPv[46]. Therefore,there can be four possible configurations. The behavior ofgif is mainly based on RFC
2893 IPv6-over-IPv4 configured tunnel.gif can also tunnel ISO traffic over IPv[46] using EON encapsula-
tion.

To usegif , the administrator must first create the interface and then configure protocol and addresses used
for the outer header. This can be done by usingifconfig (8) create and tunnel subcommands, or
SIOCIFCREATE and SIOCSIFPHYADDRioctls. Also, administrator needs to configure protocol and
addresses used for the inner header, by using ifconfig (8). Notethat IPv6 link-local address( those start
with fe80:: ) will be automatically configured whenever possible. You may need to remove IPv6 link-
local address manually usingifconfig (8), when you would like to disable the use of IPv6 as inner header
( like when you need pure IPv4-over-IPv6 tunnel) .  Finally, use routing table to route the packets toward
gif interface.

gif can be configured to be ECN friendly. This can be configured byIFF_LINK1 .

ECN friendly behavior
gif can be configured to be ECN friendly, as described indraft-ietf-ipsec-ecn-02.txt . This is
turned off by default, and can be turned on byIFF_LINK1 interface flag.

Without IFF_LINK1 , gif will show a normal behavior, like described in RFC 2893.This can be summa-
rized as follows:

Ingress Set outer TOS bit to0.

Egress Drop outer TOS bit.

With IFF_LINK1 , gif will copy ECN bits (0x02 and0x01 on IPv4 TOS byte or IPv6 traffic class byte)
on egress and ingress, as follows:

Ingress Copy TOS bits except for ECN CE (masked with0xfe ) from inner to outer. set ECN CE
bit to 0.

Egress Use inner TOS bits with some change. If outer ECN CE bit is1, enable ECN CE bit on
the inner.

Note that the ECN friendly behavior violates RFC 2893. This should be used in mutual agreement with the
peer.

Packet format
Every inner packet is encapsulated in an outer packet. Theinner packet may be IPv4, IPv6, or ISO CLNP.
The outer packet may be IPv4 or IPv6, and has all the usual IP headers, including a protocol field that identi-
fies the type of inner packet.

When the inner packet is IPv4, the protocol field of the outer packet is 4 (IPPROTO_IPV4). Whenthe
inner packet is IPv6, the protocol field of the outer packet is 41 (IPPROTO_IPV6). Whenthe inner packet
is ISO CNLP, the protocol field of the outer packet is 80 (IPPROTO_EON).
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Security
Malicious party may try to circumvent security filters by using tunneled packets. For better protection,gif
performs martian filter and ingress filter against outer source address, on egress. Notethat martian/ingress
filters are no way complete.You may want to secure your node by using packet filters. Ingress filter can be
turned off by IFF_LINK2 bit.

EXAMPLES
Configuration example:

Host X--NetBSD A ----------------tunnel---------- cisco D------Host E
\ |

\ /
+-----Router B--------Router C---------+

On NetBSD system A (NetBSD):

# r oute add default B
# i fconfig gifN create
# i fconfig gifN A netmask 0xffffffff tunnel A D up
# r oute add E 0
# r oute change E -ifp gif0

On Host D (Cisco):

Interface TunnelX
ip unnumbered D ! e .g. address from Ethernet interface
tunnel source D ! e .g. address from Ethernet interface
tunnel destination A

ip route C <some interface and mask>
ip route A mask C
ip route X mask tunnelX

or on Host D (NetBSD):

# r oute add default C
# i fconfig gifN D A

If all goes well, you should see packets flowing.

If you want to reach Host A over the tunnel (from the Cisco D), then you have to hav ean alias on Host A for
e.g. the Ethernet interface like: ifconfig <etherif> alias Y and on the ciscoip route Y
mask tunnelX.

SEE ALSO
etherip (4), inet (4), inet6 (4), ifconfig (8)

C. Perkins, "IP Encapsulation within IP",RFC 2003, October 1996, ftp://ftp.isi.edu/in-notes/rfc2003.txt.

R. Gilligan and E. Nordmark, "Transition Mechanisms for IPv6 Hosts and Routers",RFC 2893, August
2000, ftp://ftp.isi.edu/in-notes/rfc2893.txt.

Sally Floyd, David L. Black, and K. K. Ramakrishnan,IPsec Interactions with ECN, December 1999, draft-
ietf-ipsec-ecn-02.txt.

F. Baker and P. Savola, "Ingress Filtering for Multihomed Networks",RFC 3704, March 2004,
ftp://ftp.isi.edu/in-notes/rfc3704.txt.
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STANDARDS
IPv4 over IPv4 encapsulation is compatible with RFC 2003. IPv6 over IPv4 encapsulation is compatible
with RFC 2893.

HISTORY
Thegif device first appeared in WIDE hydrangea IPv6 kit.

BUGS
There are many tunneling protocol specifications, defined differently from each other. gif may not interop-
erate with peers which are based on different specifications, and are picky about outer header fields.For
example, you cannot usually usegif to talk with IPsec devices that use IPsec tunnel mode.

The current code does not check if the ingress address( outer source address) configured togif makes
sense. Make sure to configure an address which belongs to your node.Otherwise, your node will not be able
to receive packets from the peer, and your node will generate packets with a spoofed source address.

If the outer protocol is IPv6, path MTU discovery for encapsulated packet may affect communication over
the interface.

In the past,gif had a multi-destination behavior, configurable viaIFF_LINK0 flag. Thebehavior was
obsoleted and is no longer supported.

NetBSD 3.0 December 18, 2006 3
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NAME
gio — SGI’s Graphics I/O (GIO) bus (an early PCI-like bus)

SYNOPSIS
gio0 at imc0
gio0 at pic0

DESCRIPTION
The gio bus is a bus for connecting high-speed peripherals to the main memory and CPU. The devices
themselves are typically (but not necessarily) connected to thehpc (4) peripheral controller, and memory and
CPU are accessed through theimc (4) (Indy Memory Controller) orpic (4) (Processor Interface Controller).
The gio bus is found on the Personal Iris 4D/3x, Indigo, Indy, Challenge S, Challenge M, and Indigo2
machines and exists in three incarnations: GIO32, GIO32-bis, and GIO64.

SEE ALSO
giopci (4), grtwo (4), hpc (4), imc (4), light (4), newport (4), pic (4)

HISTORY
Thegio driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

CAVEATS
Challenge S systems may use only onegio DMA-capable expansion card, despite having two slots. Cards
based on thehpc (4) controller, such as the GIO32 scsi and E++ Ethernet adapters, must be placed in slot 1
(closest to the side of the case). All other cards must be placed in slot 0 (adjacent to the memory banks).

Indigo2 and Challenge M systems contain either three or four GIO64 connectors, depending on the model.
However, in both cases only two electrically distinct slots are present. Therefore, distinct expansion cards
may not share physical connectors associated with the same slot.Refer to the PCB stencils to determine the
association between physical connectors and slots.

BUGS
Systems employing the imc (4) may experience spurious SysAD bus parity errors when using expansion
cards, which do not drive all data lines during a CPU PIO read. The only workaround is to disable SysAD
parity checking when using such cards.
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NAME
giopci — Attachment for PCI devices bridged to the GIO bus

SYNOPSIS
giopci ∗ at gio? slot?

DESCRIPTION
The giopci driver provides support for the machine-independent PCI subsystem (described inpci (4))
such that it may attach various GIO expansion boards featuring PCI chipsets sitting behind various special
GIO<->PCI bridges.

The following boards are presently supported:
Phobos G100/G130/G160 Fast Ethernet tlp (4)
Set Engineering GIO Fast Ethernet tl (4)

SEE ALSO
gio (4), pci (4), tl (4), tlp (4)

HISTORY
Thegiopci driver first appeared inNetBSD 4.0.
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NAME
glxsb — Geode LX Security Block crypto accelerator

SYNOPSIS
glxsb ∗ at pci?

DESCRIPTION
Theglxsb driver supports the security block of the Geode LX series processors.The Geode LX is a mem-
ber of the AMD Geode family of integrated x86 system chips.

Driven by periodic checks for available data from the generator, glxsb supplies entropy to the random (4)
driver for common usage.

glxsb also supports acceleration of AES-CBC operations forcrypto (4).

SEE ALSO
crypto (4), intro (4), pci (4), random (4), crypto (9)

HISTORY
Theglxsb device first appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
Theglxsb driver was written forOpenBSDby Tom Cosgrove. It was ported toNetBSD by
Jared D. McNeill〈jmcneill@NetBSD.org〉.

BUGS
Theglxsb driver only provides random numbers and AES acceleration. Since it does not provide HMACs,
IPSec will not currently use it; it will however be used by OpenSSH.
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NAME
glxtphy — Driver for Level One LXT-1000 10/100/1000 Ethernet PHY

SYNOPSIS
glxtphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
Theglxtphy driver supports the Level One LXT-1000 10/100/1000 Ethernet PHY. This PHY is found on
a variety of CAT5 Gigabit Ethernet interfaces.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
gm— Apple GMac Ethernet device driver

SYNOPSIS
gm∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

Configuration of PHYs may also be necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
The gmdriver provides support for the GMac Ethernet hardware found mostly in the newest Apple Power-
Books G3s and most G4-based Apple hardware.

This driver is now obsolete. You should be using thegem(4) driver.

Wireless hardware is not supported by this driver, but bywi (4).

SEE ALSO
bm(4), bmtphy (4), brgphy (4), gem(4), mc(4), mii (4), tlp (4), wi (4)

HISTORY
Thegmdevice driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5 and is obsoleted by thegem(4) driver.

AUTHORS
The gm driver was written by Tsubai Masanari〈tsubai@NetBSD.org〉. The man page was written by
Thomas Klausner〈wiz@NetBSD.org〉.
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NAME
gphyter — Driver for National Semiconductor DP83861 10/100/1000 Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
gphyter ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
The gphyter driver supports the National Semiconductor DP83861 and DP83891 (Gig PHYTER)
10/100/1000 Ethernet PHYs. These PHYs are found on a variety of CAT5 Gigabit Ethernet interfaces.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
cec — support for the IEEE488 GPIB

SYNOPSIS
gpib ∗ at cec?

DESCRIPTION
Thecec driver supports the IEEE488 general-purpose interface bus (GPIB).

FILES
/dev/gpib? GPIB device special file

SEE ALSO
cs80bus (4), ct (4), mt(4), rd (4)

HISTORY
Thecec driver appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

BUGS
The user-level interface to the gpib driver current doesn’t do anything useful. The GPIB subsystem places
the unfortunate constraint that the local GPIB controller is always the controller in charge (CIC).
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NAME
gpio — General Purpose Input/Output

SYNOPSIS
gpio ∗ at elansc?
gpio ∗ at gcscpcib?
gpio ∗ at gscpcib?
gpio ∗ at nsclpcsio?
gpio ∗ at ppbus?

#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/gpio.h>
#include <sys/ioctl.h>

DESCRIPTION
Thegpio device attaches to theGPIOcontroller and provides a uniform programming interface to its pins.

EachGPIO controller with an attachedgpio device has an associated device file under the/dev directory,
e.g./dev/gpio0 . Access from userland is performed throughioctl (2) calls on these devices.

IOCTL INTERF ACE
The following structures and constants are defined in the〈sys/gpio.h 〉 header file:

GPIOINFO (struct gpio_info)
Returns information about theGPIOcontroller in thegpio_info structure:

struct gpio_info {
int gpio_npins; / ∗ total number of pins available ∗/

};

GPIOPINREAD (struct gpio_pin_op)
Returns the input pin value in thegpio_pin_op structure:

struct gpio_pin_op {
int gp_pin; / ∗ pin number ∗/
int gp_value; / ∗ value ∗/

};

Thegp_pin field must be set before calling.

GPIOPINWRITE (struct gpio_pin_op)
Writes the output value to the pin. The value set in thegp_value field must be either
GPIO_PIN_LOW(logical 0) orGPIO_PIN_HIGH (logical 1). On return, thegp_value field con-
tains the old pin state.

GPIOPINTOGGLE (struct gpio_pin_op)
Toggles the pin output value, i.e. changes it to the opposite.gp_value field is ignored and on return
contains the old pin state.

GPIOPINCTL (struct gpio_pin_ctl)
Changes pin configuration flags with the new ones provided in thegpio_pin_ctl structure:

struct gpio_pin_ctl {
int gp_pin; / ∗ pin number ∗/
int gp_caps; / ∗ pin capabilities (read-only) ∗/
int gp_flags; / ∗ pin configuration flags ∗/

};
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Thegp_flags field is a combination of the following flags:

GPIO_PIN_INPUT input direction
GPIO_PIN_OUTPUT output direction
GPIO_PIN_INOUT bi-directional
GPIO_PIN_OPENDRAINopen-drain output
GPIO_PIN_PUSHPULL push-pull output
GPIO_PIN_TRISTATE output disabled
GPIO_PIN_PULLUP internal pull-up enabled
GPIO_PIN_PULLDOWN internal pull-down enabled
GPIO_PIN_INVIN invert input
GPIO_PIN_INVOUT invert output

Note that theGPIO controller may not support all of these flags. On return thegp_caps field con-
tains flags that are supported. If no flags are specified, the pin configuration stays unchanged.

FILES
/dev/gpiou GPIO device unitu file.

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), gpioctl (8)

HISTORY
Thegpio device first appeared inOpenBSD3.6 andNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
The gpio driver was written by Alexander Yurchenko〈grange@openbsd.org〉. gpio and was ported to
NetBSD by Jared D. McNeill〈jmcneill@NetBSD.org〉.

BUGS
Event capabilities are not supported.
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NAME
gpioow — 1-Wire bus bit-banging through GPIO pin

SYNOPSIS
gpioow ∗ at gpio? offset 0 mask 0x1
onewire ∗ at gpioow?

DESCRIPTION
The gpioow driver allows bit-banging a 1-Wire bus as a master using one GPIO pin. The pin is used as a
data signal. The GPIO pin must be able to drive an output and read an input.

The pin number is specified in the kernel configuration with theoffset locator. Themask locator should
always be 0x1.

SEE ALSO
gpio (4), intro (4), onewire (4)

HISTORY
Thegpioow driver first appeared inOpenBSD4.0 andNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
Thegpioow driver was written by Alexander Yurchenko〈grange@openbsd.org〉 and was ported toNetBSD
by Jeff Rizzo 〈riz@NetBSD.org〉.

NetBSD 3.0 March 4, 2006 1
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NAME
gre — encapsulating network device

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device gre

DESCRIPTION
Thegre network interface pseudo device encapsulates datagrams into IP. These encapsulated datagrams are
routed to a destination host, where they are decapsulated and further routed to their final destination.The
“tunnel” appears to the inner datagrams as one hop.

gre interfaces are dynamically created and destroyed with theifconfig (8) create anddestroy sub-
commands.

This driver currently supports the following modes of operation:

GRE encapsulation (IP protocol number 47)
Encapsulated datagrams are prepended an outer datagram and a GRE header. The GRE header speci-
fies the type of the encapsulated datagram and thus allows for tunneling other protocols than IP like e.g.
AppleTalk. GREmode is also the default tunnel mode on Cisco routers. This is also the default mode
of operation of thegreX interfaces.

GRE in UDP encapsulation
Encapsulated datagrams are prepended a GRE header, and then they are sent over a UDP socket. User-
land may create the socket and “delegate” it to the kernel using theGRESSOCK ioctl (2). If userland
does not supply a socket, then the kernel will create one using the addresses and ports supplied by
ioctl (2)sSIOCSLIFPHYADDR, GRESADDRD, and/orGRESADDRS.

MOBILE encapsulation (IP protocol number 55)
Datagrams are encapsulated into IP, but with a shorter encapsulation. The original IP header is modi-
fied and the modifications are inserted between the so modified header and the original payload.Like
gif (4), only for IP in IP encapsulation.

ThegreX interfaces support a number ofioctl (2)s, such as:

GRESADDRS:
Set the IP address of the local tunnel end.This is the source address set by or displayed by ifconfig for
thegreX interface.

GRESADDRD:
Set the IP address of the remote tunnel end. This is the destination address set by or displayed by
ifconfig for thegreX interface.

GREGADDRS:
Query the IP address that is set for the local tunnel end. This is the address the encapsulation header
carries as local address (i.e. the real address of the tunnel start point.)

GREGADDRD:
Query the IP address that is set for the remote tunnel end.This is the address the encapsulated packets
are sent to (i.e. the real address of the remote tunnel endpoint.)

GRESPROT O:
Set the operation mode to the specified IP protocol value. Theprotocol is passed to the interface in
(struct ifreq)->ifr_flags. The operation mode can also be given as

link0 link2 IPPROT O_UDP
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link0 -link2 IPPROT O_GRE

-link0 -link2
IPPROT O_MOBILE

to ifconfig (8).

GREGPROT O:
Query operation mode.

GRESSOCK:
Delegate a socket from userland to a tunnel interface in UDP encapsulation mode. The file descriptor
for the socket is passed in (struct ifreq)->ifr_value.

Note that the IP addresses of the tunnel endpoints may be the same as the ones defined withifconfig (8)
for the interface (as if IP is encapsulated), but need not be, as e.g. when encapsulating AppleTalk.

EXAMPLES
Configuration example:

Host X-- Host A ----------------tunnel---------- cisco D------Host E
\ |

\ /
+------Host B----------Host C----------+

On host A (NetBSD) :

# r oute add default B
# i fconfig greN create
# i fconfig greN A D netmask 0xffffffff linkX up
# i fconfig greN tunnel A D
# r oute add E D

On Host D (Cisco):

Interface TunnelX
ip unnumbered D ! e .g. address from Ethernet interface
tunnel source D ! e .g. address from Ethernet interface
tunnel destination A

ip route C <some interface and mask>
ip route A mask C
ip route X mask tunnelX

OR On Host D (NetBSD) :

# r oute add default C
# i fconfig greN create
# i fconfig greN D A
# i fconfig tunnel greN D A

If all goes well, you should see packets flowing ;-)

If you want to reach Host A over the tunnel (from Host D (Cisco)), then you have to hav ean alias on Host A
for e.g. the Ethernet interface like:

ifconfig <etherif> alias Y
and on the cisco

ip route Y mask tunnelX
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A similar setup can be used to create a link between two private networks (for example in the 192.168 sub-
net) over the Internet:

192.168.1. ∗ --- Router A -------tunnel-------- Router B --- 192.168.2. ∗
\ /

\ /
+----- the Internet ------+

Assuming router A has the (external) IP address A and the internal address 192.168.1.1, while router B has
external address B and internal address 192.168.2.1, the following commands will configure the tunnel:

On router A:

# i fconfig greN create
# i fconfig greN 192.168.1.1 192.168.2.1
# i fconfig greN tunnel A B
# r oute add -net 192.168.2 -netmask 255.255.255.0 192.168.2.1

On router B:

# i fconfig greN create
# i fconfig greN 192.168.2.1 192.168.1.1
# i fconfig greN tunnel B A
# r oute add -net 192.168.1 -netmask 255.255.255.0 192.168.1.1

To setup the same tunnel as above, but using GRE in UDP encapsulation instead of GRE encapsulation, set
flagslink0 andlink2, and specify source and destination UDP ports.

On router A:

# i fconfig greN create
# i fconfig greN link0 link2
# i fconfig greN 192.168.1.1 192.168.2.1
# i fconfig greN tunnel A,port-A B,port-B
# r oute add -net 192.168.2 -netmask 255.255.255.0 192.168.2.1

On router B:

# i fconfig greN create
# i fconfig greN link0 link2
# i fconfig greN 192.168.2.1 192.168.1.1
# i fconfig greN tunnel B,port-B A,port-A
# r oute add -net 192.168.1 -netmask 255.255.255.0 192.168.1.1

Along these lines, you can use GRE tunnels to interconnect two IPv6
networks over an IPv4 infrastructure, or to hook up to the IPv6 internet
via an IPv4 tunnel to a Cisco router.

2001:db8:1::/64 -- NetBSD A -----tunnel----- Cisco B --- IPv6 Internet
\ /

\ /
+----- the Internet ------+

The example will use the following addressing:
Net BSD

A has the IPv4 address A and the IPv6 address 2001:db8:1::1 (connects
to internal network 2001:db8:1::/64).
Cisco B has external IPv4 address B.
All the IPv6 internet world is behind B, so A wants to route 0::0/0
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(the IPv6 default route) into the tunnel.
The GRE tunnel will use a transit network: 2001:db8:ffff::1/64 on
the
Net BSD

side, and ::2/64 on the Cisco side.
Then the following commands will configure the tunnel:

On router A
( Net BSD) :

# i fconfig greN create
# i fconfig greN inet6 2001:db8:ffff::1/64
# i fconfig greN tunnel A B
# r oute add -inet6 2001:db8:ffff::/64 2001:db8:ffff::2 -ifp greN
# r oute add -inet6 0::0/0 2001:db8:ffff::2 -ifp greN

On router B (Cisco):

Interface TunnelX
tunnel mode gre ip
ipv6 address 2001:db8:ffff::2/64 ! t ransfer network
tunnel source B ! e .g. address from LAN interface
tunnel destination A ! w here the tunnel is connected to

ipv6 route 2001:db8::/64 TunnelX ! r oute this network through tunnel

NOTES
The MTU ofgreX interfaces is set to 1476 by default to match the value used by Cisco routers. This may not
be an optimal value, depending on the link between the two tunnel endpoints. It can be adjusted via
ifconfig (8).

There needs to be a route to the decapsulating host that does not run over the tunnel, as this would be a loop.
(This is not relevant for IPv6-over-IPv4 tunnels, of course.)

In order to tellifconfig (8) to actually mark the interface as up, the keyword “up” must be given last on its
command line.

The kernel must be set to forward datagrams by either optionGATEWAY in the kernel config file or by issu-
ing the appropriate option tosysctl (8).

SEE ALSO
atalk (4), gif (4), inet (4), ip (4), netintro (4), options (4), protocols (5), ifconfig (8),
sysctl (8)

A description of GRE encapsulation can be found in RFC 1701 and RFC 1702.

A description of MOBILE encapsulation can be found in RFC 2004.

AUTHORS
Heiko W.Rupp〈hwr@pilhuhn.de〉
David Young〈dyoung@NetBSD.org〉 ( GRE in UDP encapsulation, bug fixes )

BUGS
The GRE RFCs are not yet fully implemented (no GRE options).

The MOBILE encapsulation appears to have been broken since it was first added toNetBSD, until August
2006. It is known to interoperate with anothergre in MOBILE mode, however, it has not been tested for
interoperability with any other implementation of RFC 2004.
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The NetBSD base system does not( yet ) contain a daemon for automatically establishing a UDP tunnel
between a host behind a NAT router and a host on the Internet.
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NAME
grf — Amiga graphics frame buffer device

SYNOPSIS
grf0 at grfcc0
grf1 at grfrt0
grf2 at grfrh0
grf3 at grfcl?
grf4 at grful0
grf5 at grfcv0
grf6 at grfet?
grf7 at grfcv3d0

DESCRIPTION
This is frame buffer device for Amiga. Thereis fixed mapping to the common video hardware. If the device
is configured, the frame buffers are mapped as follows:

grf0 custom chips

grf1 & grf2 Retina Z2/Z3

grf3 Cirrus boards

grf4 A2410 video

grf5 CyberVision 64

grf6 ET4000 boards (Tseng - oMniBus, Domino, Merlin)

grf7 CyberVision 64/3D

SEE ALSO
grfcl (4), grfcv (4), grfcv3d (4), grfet (4), grfrh (4), grfrt (4), grful (4), hp300/grf (4),
ite (4)

BUGS
This manpage should provide programming details.
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NAME
grf — HP graphics frame buffer device interface

SYNOPSIS
grf ∗ at dvbox?
grf ∗ at gbox?
grf ∗ at hyper?
grf ∗ at rbox?
grf ∗ at topcat?

DESCRIPTION
This is a generic description of the frame buffer device interface. Thedevices to which this applies are the
98544, 98545 and 98547 Topcat display cards (also known asHP300Hdevices), the 98548, 98549 and 98550
Catseye display cards, the 98700 Gatorbox graphics box, the 98720 Renaissance graphics box, and the 98730
DaVinci graphics box.

Use of the devices can be effectively approached from two directions. Thefirst is throughHP-UX Starbase
routines, the second is by direct control in theBSD environment. Inorder to use the Starbase libraries, code
must be compiled in anHP-UX environment, either by doing so on anHP-UX machine and transferring the
binaries to theBSD machine, or by compilation with the use of thehpux command. Applicationsusing
Starbase libraries have been run successfully onBSD machines using both of these compilation techniques.

Direct compilation, such as that used for the X Window System servers, has also been successful.Examples
of some frame buffer operations can be found in the device dependent X Window system sources, for exam-
ple the/usr/src/new/X/libhp.fb directory. These files contain examples of device dependent color
map initialization, frame buffer operations, bit moving routines etc.

The basic programming of thegrf ? devices involves opening the device file, mapping the control registers
and frame buffer addresses into user space, and then manipulating the device as the application requires.The
address mapping is controlled by anioctl (2) call to map the device into user space, and an unmap call
when finished. The ioctls supported byBSD are:

GRFIOCGINFO
Get Graphics Info

Get info about device, setting the entries in thegrfinfostructure, as defined in <hpdev/grfioctl.h>:

struct grfinfo {
int gd_id; / ∗ HPUX identifier ∗/
caddr_t gd_regaddr; / ∗ control registers physaddr ∗/
int gd_regsize; / ∗ control registers size ∗/
caddr_t gd_fbaddr; / ∗ frame buffer physaddr ∗/
int gd_fbsize; / ∗ frame buffer size ∗/
short gd_colors; / ∗ number of colors ∗/
short gd_planes; / ∗ number of planes ∗/

/ ∗ new stuff ∗/
int gd_fbwidth; / ∗ frame buffer width ∗/
int gd_fbheight; / ∗ frame buffer height ∗/
int gd_dwidth; / ∗ displayed part width ∗/
int gd_dheight; / ∗ displayed part height ∗/
int gd_pad[6]; / ∗ for future expansion ∗/

};
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GRFIOCON
Graphics On

Turn graphics on by enablingCRT output. Thescreen will come on, displaying whatever is in the
frame buffer, using whatever colormap is in place.

GRFIOCOFF
Graphics Off

Turn graphics off by disabling output to theCRT. The frame buffer contents are not affected.

GRFIOCMAP
Map Device to user space

Map in control registers and framebuffer space. Once the device file is mapped, the frame buffer
structure is accessible.

GRFIOCUNMAP
Unmap Device

Unmap control registers and framebuffer space.

For further information about the use of ioctl see the man page.

FILES
/dev/grf? BSD interface special files
/dev/ ∗crt ∗ HP-UX starbaseinterface special files

EXAMPLES
This short code fragment is an example of opening some graphics device and mapping in the control and
frame buffer space:

#define GRF_DEV <some_graphics_device> / ∗ /dev/grfN ∗/
{

struct fbstruct ∗regs; / ∗ fbstruct = gboxfb, rboxfb, etc. ∗/
u_char ∗Addr, frame_buffer;
struct grfinfo gi;
int disp_fd;

disp_fd = open(GRF_DEV,1);
if (ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCGINFO, &gi) < 0) return -1;
(void) ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCON, 0);

Addr = (u_char ∗) 0 ;
if (ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCMAP, &Addr) < 0) {

(void) ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCOFF, 0);
return -1;

}
regs = (fbstruct ∗) A ddr; / ∗ Control Registers ∗/
frame_buffer = (u_char ∗) A ddr + gi.gd_regsize; / ∗ Frame buffer mem ∗/

}

DIAGNOSTICS
None underBSD. HP-UX TheCE.utilities/Crtadjustprograms must be used for each specific device.
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ERRORS
[ENODEV] no such device.

[EBUSY] Another process has the device open.

[EINVAL ] Invalid ioctl specification.

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), dvbox (4), gbox (4), hil (4), hyper (4), rbox (4), topcat (4)
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NAME
grfcl — 8/16/24/32-bit color graphics driver

SYNOPSIS
grfcl ∗ at zbus0
grf3 at grfcl?
ite3 at grf3

DESCRIPTION
The grfcl device driver supports graphics boards with the Cirrus Logic chipset. It supports the minimal
ioctl’s needed to run X11.

HARDWARE
Thegrfcl interface supports the following ZorroII/III expansion cards:

Picasso II/II+ A Zorro II only card with the Cirrus Logic 5426, 5428 or 5429 chipset. From
Vi llage Tronic, manufacturer 2167, product 11 for the memory base and 12 for
the register base (if your board has a product of 13, it is in segmented mode
which is not supported byNetBSD). Thisboard supports 8/15/16/24 bit graph-
ics modes.

Picasso IV A Zorro II/III card with the Cirrus Logic 5446 chipset. From Village Tronic,
manufacturer 2167, in Zorro II mode with the product 21 for the memory
base1, 22 for the memory base2 and 23 for the register base, in Zorro III mode
with the product 24 for the entire board.This board supports 8/15/16/24 bit
graphics modes.

Piccolo A Zorro II/III card with the Cirrus Logic 5426 chipset. From IBH, manufac-
turer 2195, product 5 for the memory base and 6 for the register base.This
board supports 8/15/16/24 bit graphics modes.

Piccolo SD64 A Zorro II/III card with the Cirrus Logic 5434 chipset. From IBH, manufac-
turer 2195, product 10 for the memory base and 11 for the register base.This
board supports 8/15/16/24/32 bit graphics modes.

Spectrum A Zorro II/III card with the Cirrus Logic 5426 chipset. From GVP, manufac-
turer 2193, product 1 for the memory base and 2 for the register base.This
board supports 8/15/16/24 bit graphics modes.

FILES
/dev/grf3 graphics interface special file
/dev/ttye3 console interface special file for the internal terminal emulator

SEE ALSO
console (4), ite (4), grfconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thegrfcl interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.0.

BUGS
grfcl will not work with Zorro II cards in the segmented mode and it does not support the sync-on-green
flag fromgrfconfig (8).
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NAME
grfcv — 8/15/16/24/32-bit color graphics driver

SYNOPSIS
grfcv0 at zbus0
grf5 at grfcv0
ite5 at grf5

DESCRIPTION
The grfcv device driver supports graphics boards with the S3 Trio64 chipset. It supports the minimal
ioctl’s needed to run X11.

HARDWARE
Thegrfcv interface supports the following ZorroIII expansion card:

CyberVision 64 A Zorro III only card. From phase5, manufacturer 8512, product 34.

FILES
/dev/grf5 graphics interface special file
/dev/ttye5 console interface special file for the internal terminal emulator

SEE ALSO
console (4), grfcv3d (4), ite (4), grfconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thegrfcv interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.1.

BUGS
grfcv does not support the sync-on-green flag fromgrfconfig (8).
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NAME
grfcv3d — 8/15/16/24/32-bit color graphics driver

SYNOPSIS
grfcv3d0 at zbus0
grf7 at grfcv3d0
ite7 at grf7

DESCRIPTION
The grfcv3d device driver supports graphics boards with the S3 Virge chipset. It supports the minimal
ioctl’s needed to run X11.

HARDWARE
Thegrfcv3d interface supports the following ZorroII/III expansion card:

CyberVision 64/3D A Zorro II/III card. From phase5, manufacturer 8512, product 67.

FILES
/dev/grf7 graphics interface special file
/dev/ttye7 console interface special file for the internal terminal emulator

SEE ALSO
console (4), grfcv (4), ite (4), grfconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thegrfcv3d interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.3.

BUGS
grfcv3d does currently only work in Zorro III mode and does not support the sync-on-green flag from
grfconfig (8).
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NAME
grfet — 8/16/24/32-bit color graphics driver

SYNOPSIS
grfet ∗ at zbus0
grf6 at grfet?
ite6 at grf6

DESCRIPTION
The grfet device driver supports graphics boards with the Tseng ET4000 or ET4000W32 chipset and a
Sierra 11483 or Brooktree BT482 DAC. It supports the minimal ioctl’s needed to run X11.

HARDWARE
Thegrfet interface supports the following ZorroII/III expansion cards:

Domino A Zorro II only card with the Tseng ET4000 chipset and a Sierra 11483 DAC. From Vil-
lage Tronic, manufacturer 2167, product 1 for the memory base and 2 for the register
base.

Merlin A Zorro II/III card with the Tseng ET4000W32 chipset and a Brooktree BT482 DAC.
From Expert, manufacturer 2117, with the product 3 for the memory base and 4 for the
register base.

oMnibus A Zorro II only Zorro/AT bridge board with a separate VGA card usually with a Tseng
ET4000 chipset and a Sierra 11483 DAC, but a few others are also supported. Once made
by Oliver Bausch and sold by Armax, manufacturer 2181, product 0 for the memory base
and also 0 for the register base.

FILES
/dev/grf6 graphics interface special file
/dev/ttye6 console interface special file for the internal terminal emulator

SEE ALSO
console (4), ite (4), grfconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thegrfet interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.2.

BUGS
grfet does not support the sync-on-green flag fromgrfconfig (8).
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NAME
grfrh — 8/16/24-bit color graphics driver

SYNOPSIS
grfrh0 at zbus0
grf2 at grfrh0
ite2 at grf2

DESCRIPTION
The grfrh device driver supports graphics boards with the NCR 77C32BLT chipset. Itsupports the mini-
mal ioctl’s needed to run X11.

HARDWARE
Thegrfrh interface supports the following expansion cards:

Retina BLT Z3 A Zorro III only card. From Macro System, manufacturer 18260, product 16.

Altais A DraCo local bus only card. From Macro System, manufacturer 18260, product
19.

FILES
/dev/grf2 graphics interface special file
/dev/ttye2 console interface special file for the internal terminal emulator

SEE ALSO
console (4), ite (4), grfconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thegrfrh interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.0.

BUGS
grfrh does not allow setting graphics modes withgrfconfig (8).
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NAME
grfrt — 8-bit color graphics driver

SYNOPSIS
grfrt0 at zbus0
grf1 at grfrt0
ite1 at grf1

DESCRIPTION
Thegrfrt device driver supports graphics boards with the NCR 77C22E+ chipset. It supports the minimal
ioctl’s needed to run X11.

HARDWARE
Thegrfrt interface supports the following ZorroII expansion card:

Retina Z2 A Zorro II only card. From Macro System, manufacturer 18260, product 6.

FILES
/dev/grf1 graphics interface special file
/dev/ttye1 console interface special file for the internal terminal emulator

SEE ALSO
console (4), ite (4), grfconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thegrfrt interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.0.

BUGS
grfrt does not allow setting graphics modes withgrfconfig (8).
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NAME
grful — 8-bit color graphics driver

SYNOPSIS
grful ∗ at zbus0
grf4 at grful?
ite4 at grf4

DESCRIPTION
The grful is a driver for the A2410, a TMS34010 based color graphics board.It supports the minimal
ioctl’s needed to run X11, but doesn’t provide a mappable framebuffer, so special X servers are needed.
A standard ITE terminal emulator is supported on one of the overlay planes.

HARDWARE
Thegrful interface supports the following ZorroII expansion card:

A2410 A Zorro II only card with the TMS34010 processor. From the University of Lowell, manu-
facturer 1030, product 0.

FILES
/dev/grf4 graphics interface special file
/dev/grfim4 graphics interface special file for accessing images
/dev/grfov4 graphics interface special file for overlays
/dev/ttye4 console interface special file for the internal terminal emulator

SEE ALSO
console (4), ite (4), grfconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thegrful interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.1.

BUGS
grful does not allow setting graphics modes withgrfconfig (8).
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NAME
grtwo — SGI GR2 graphics controller

SYNOPSIS
grtwo ∗ at gio? slot ?
wsdisplay ∗ at grtwo? console ?

DESCRIPTION
Thegrtwo driver supports the SGI GR2 series of graphics controllers, which are found on Indigo, Crimson,
and some Personal Iris series machines.

SEE ALSO
gio (4), light (4), newport (4), wscons (4)

HISTORY
Thegrtwo driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
Christopher SEKIYA wrote this driver.

BUGS
This driver has not been extensively tested on the many different GR2 series offerings. It is unlikely to run
without modification on Crimson machines.
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NAME
gsc — General System Connect bus onHP 9000/700machines

SYNOPSIS
gsc ∗ at lasi?
gsc ∗ at asp?
gsc ∗ at wax?

DESCRIPTION
This is the core I/O bus for all HP 9000/700 workstations. AllI/O subsystems connect to this bus. The
devices can be either on separate chips, expansion cards or on an integrated megacell, like the LASI MBA.

The GSC bus is a 32-bit wide, address and data multiplexed bus. In its "standard" implementation it has a
maximum throughput of 160MB/s, the "2x" implementation reaches up to 250MB/s.Some HPPA CPUs
directly attach to this bus, namely the PA7100LC and PA7300LC.

As for the expansion cards, there are different form-factors, depending on bus-speed (standard or 2x) and
specific models. The standard formfactor is the "EISA form-factor"; cards that look like typical EISA cards
with a different connector (100-pin female EBBL). The Series 712 have their own special type of GSC
expansion cards, called the "GIO form-factor", which is quite small and mostly has only one VLSI chip on it
(in most cases LASI/WAX). Newer systems sometimes feature the "HSC formfactor", which is a 1U-VME
card-like expansion card with a 100-pin male pin+socket connector. Mixing cards with different speeds is
supported but downgrades the performance of the whole I/O-subsystem.

SUPPORTED DEVICES
The system includes machine-dependentGSCdrivers, sorted by driver name:

com(4) RS-232 ports.
gsckbc (4) PC-style keyboard controller.
harmony (4) CS4215/AD1849 audio.
hil (4) Human Interface Loop, for HP-proprietary input devices like keyboard and mice.
iee (4) Intel i82596 DX/CA 32-bit LAN coprocessor.
lpt (4) Centronics printer port.
oosiop (4) Symbios/NCR53C700 SCSI I/O Processor.
osiop (4) Symbios/NCR53C710 SCSI I/O Processor.

Some of theseGSCdevices also have PCI, EISA, or ISA equivalents. Theseare listed inpci (4), eisa (4), or
isa (4),

SEE ALSO
asp (4), cpu (4), intro (4), lasi (4), wax(4)

HISTORY
Thegsc driver appeared inOpenBSD2.6. Itwas ported toNetBSD 1.6 by Matthew Fredette.
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NAME
gsckbc — GSC PS/2 keyboard and mouse interface

SYNOPSIS
gsckbc ∗ at gsc?
pckbd ∗ at gsckbc?
pms∗ at gsckbc?

DESCRIPTION
Thegsckbc device is a machine dependent front end to thepckbport (9) interface. Itattaches to the GSC
PS/2 keyboard and mouse interface found in LASI chips.

DIAGNOSTICS
gsckbc_attach: can’t map I/O spaceThe driver was not able to map the device registers during attachment.
The device will not be usable.

can’t find master device An error occured during attachment of the keyboard port so the mouse port can’t
be attached too.

SEE ALSO
gsc (4), intro (4), io (4), lasi (4), pckbport (9)

HISTORY
Thegsckbc driver appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
Jochen Kunz

BUGS
Actually the two PS/2 ports are a single device and share a single interrupt. The firmware lists them as indi-
vidual devices in the firmware device tree. This illusion is kept to map the firmware device tree as close as
possible to the kernel device tree. The first device is caled master, gets the interrupt and the other is the
slave. Assumption: Master attaches first, gets the interrupt and has lower HPA. So it is important that the
master device, usually the keyboard port, attaches first to make the slave, usually the mouse port, usable.
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NAME
gscpcib — National Semiconductor Geode SC1100 PCI-ISA bridge

SYNOPSIS
gscpcib ∗ at pci?
isa ∗ at gscpcib?
gpio ∗ at gscpcib?

DESCRIPTION
The gscpcib driver provides support for the National Semiconductor Geode SC1100 System-on-Chip
PCI-ISA bridge. Thisdevice is aPCI-ISA bridge, but with some additional sub-devices. Besidesthe core
pcib (4) functionality, thegscpcib driver provides support for theGPIO interface of this device.

The device has 64 I/O pins which can be accessed through thegpio (4) framework. Thegpioctl (8) pro-
gram provides a convenient way to manipulate these pins from userland.

SEE ALSO
gpio (4), intro (4), isa (4), pci (4), pcib (4), gpioctl (8)

HISTORY
Thegscpcib driver first appeared inOpenBSD3.6 andNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
The gscpcib driver was written by Alexander Yurchenko 〈grange@openbsd.org〉 and was ported to
NetBSD by Jared D. McNeill〈jmcneill@NetBSD.org〉.
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NAME
gsip — National Semiconductor DP83820 Gigabit Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
gsip ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

Configuration of PHYs may also be necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
Thegsip device driver supports Gigabit Ethernet interfaces based on the National Semiconductor DP83820
Gigabit Ethernet chips.

The National Semiconductor DP83820 is found on NetGear GA-622, Asante FriendlyNet GigaNIX, D-Link
DGE-500T, SMC 9452TX and 9462TX, Accton EN1407-T, Planex GN-1000TE, ARK SOHO GA2000T and
GA2500T, and other low-cost Gigabit Ethernet cards.It uses an external PHY or an external 10-bit interface.

The DP83820 supports VLAN tag insertion/removal in hardware. Thegsip driver supports this feature of
the chip.

The DP83820 supports IPv4/TCP/UDP checksumming in hardware. Thegsip driver supports this feature
of the chip. Seeifconfig (8) for information on how to enable this feature.

The DP83820 chip is a close relative of the DP83815 10/100 Ethernet chip, which is supported by the
sip (4) driver, hence thegsip name.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), mii (4), netintro (4), pci (4), vlan (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thegsip driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
Thegsip driver was written by Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@NetBSD.org〉.

BUGS
The gsip driver does not support the 10-bit interface, which is required in order to support fiber-optic
media.
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NAME
gt — PCI bridge

SYNOPSIS
gt ∗ at mainbus? addr 0x14000000
pci ∗ at gt?

DESCRIPTION
Thegt driver provides support for the PCI bridge.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), pci (4)
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NAME
gtsc — GVP low lev el SCSI interface

SYNOPSIS
gtsc0 at gvpbus0

DESCRIPTION
The Amiga architecture uses a common machine independent scsi sub-system provided in the kernel source.
The machine independent drivers that use this code access the hardware through a common interface. (see
scsibus (4)) This common interface interacts with a machine dependent interface, such asgtsc , which
then handles the hardware specific issues.

Thegtsc interface handles things such as DMA and interrupts as well as actually sending commands, nego-
tiating synchronous or asynchronous transfers and handling disconnect/reconnect of SCSI targets. Thehard-
ware thatgtsc uses is based on the WD33c93 SCSI chip.

DIAGNOSTICS
sbicwait TIMEO @%d with asr=x%x csr=x%x The 33c93 code (sbic) has been waiting too long for a
SCSI chip operation to complete. %d is the line in the source fileamiga/dev/sbic.c at which the SCSI
chip timed-out. Asr and csr are status registers within the SCSI chip.

gtsc%d: abort %s: csr = 0x%02x, asr = 0x%02xA SCSI operation %s was aborted due to an error.

gtsc%d: csr == 0x%02i A error has occurred within the SCSI chip code.

gtsc%d: unexpected phase %d in icmd from %d The target described by ‘from %d’ has taken the SCSI
bus into a phase which is not expected during polled IO.

gtsc%d: unexpected phase %d in icmd from %d The target described by ‘from %d’ has taken the SCSI
bus into a phase which is not expected during DMA IO setup.

SEE ALSO
scsibus (4)

HISTORY
Thegtsc interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.0
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NAME
gus — Gravis UltraSound/UltraSound MAX audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
gus0 at isa? port 0xPPP irq X drq Y drq2 Z
audio ∗ at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
Thegus driver provides support for the Gravis UltraSound (GUS) and GUS MAX audio cards. Both cards
have on-board memory which is used for seamless playback of samples.They can play back 8- or 16-bit
samples at up to 44.1kHz.They can record 8-bit samples at up to 44.1kHz.The UltraSound MAX is a full-
duplex sound device, and if configured with two DRQ channels can be used for simultaneous playback and
recording. TheI/O port base is jumper-selected, and may be chosen from 0x210-0x260 in steps of 0x10.
(The normal setting is 0x220.) The GUS takes 16 ports at its base address and 8 ports at its base address +
0x100.

The IRQ is software programmed, so you may select any IRQ from the set {3,5,7,9,11,12,15}. The DRQ
lines are software programmed, and may be chosen from {1,3,5,6,7}.The drq2 field in the configuration file
line specifies a second DRQ line for recording. If there is no drq2 field in the config file, the playback chan-
nel will be used for recording DMA and only half-duplex mode will be available.

The Gravis UltraSound MAX has an additional CODEC onboard which is addressed with four ports at an
offset of 0x10C from the base ports (0x31C-0x36C).

SEE ALSO
audio (4)

REFERENCES
Gravis UltraSound Low-Level Toolkit, Revision 2.01, 20 May 1993, published by Advanced Gravis and
Forte Technologies.

HISTORY
Thegus device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.1.

BUGS
The full-duplex features of the GUS MAX have not been fully tested, and full-duplex on the original GUS
may not be possible at all.

Only two voices on the GF1 synthesizer chip are used by this driver (for left and right channels).

Manipulating the mixer while audio samples are playing can lead to device driver confusion (and maybe
ev en a system panic).

Manipulating the mixer device seems to create pregnant system pauses, probably due to excessive interrupt
masking.

The joystick and MIDI port interfaces are not supported.
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NAME
guspnp — Am78C201 audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
guspnp ∗ at isapnp?
audio ∗ at audiobus?

There should be no limit caused by the driver on the number of drivers or cards active in the system.

DESCRIPTION
Theguspnp driver provides support for audio subsystems using the Interwav e(Am78C20x) family of ICs,
usually the Gravis Ultrasound Plug and Play. Unlike thegus driver guspnp driver does not require any local
memory for the IC, but uses the codec for both playback and recording.Theguspnp driver can simultane-
ously playback and record 8- and 16-bit samples at frequencies from 5.51kHz to 48kHz.

The guspnp driver relies onisapnp to allocate suitable resources for it. This version of the driver only
uses the first logical device of the five the Interwav eIC has. The four unused logical devices are the ATAPI
CD-ROM device, PnP Joystick device, legacy soundcard emulation device (SoundBlaster) and MIDI serial
device. Supportfor at least ATAPI CD-ROM and Joystick is being worked on. This version of the driver
will use 1 IRQ and 2 DRQs.

HARDWARE
Cards supported by theguspnp driver include:

GravisUltrasound PNP, and compatibles

SEE ALSO
audio (4), gus (4), isapnp (4)

REFERENCES
Interwav e(tm) IC Am78C201/202 Programmer’s Guide Rev. 2. 1996. Advanced Micro Devices.

HISTORY
Theguspnp driver appeared inNetBSD 1.3.

AUTHORS
Kari Mettinen〈Kari.Mettinen@helsinki.fi〉, University of Helsinki.

BUGS
Sometimes you can cause a hiss on either left or right channel, or both.You can usually make it disappear by
playing random data, however this might not be a very nice thing to your audio equipment, but it is the only
way I hav efound out to be effective.

Only the Codec is used in this version of the driver, therefore only 2 channels are supported (left and right).
Also sound quality is probably worse at lower kHz compared to playing through the synthesizer which does
interpolation.

If the implementation has a ’bad’ oscillator, using frequencies 44.8kHz and 38.4kHz will result in incorrect
playback frequency. The author has a GUS PnP Pro which displays this behavior.

Other members of the Interwav efamily have not been tested and don’t hav ethe glue needed to make them
work. Should someone need to implement it, not many changes in the existing code are needed. Output volt-
age control in register CFIG2 [7] should be set differently for some other members of the family.
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Other architectures than i386 haven’t been tested. The bus_space abstraction has been used from the begin-
ning, so it should work.
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NAME
haltwo — SGI HAL2 audio controller

SYNOPSIS
haltwo0 at hpc0 offset ?

DESCRIPTION
haltwo is the audio controller found on the Indy and Indigo2 machines.

SEE ALSO
audio (4), hpc (4)

HISTORY
Thehaltwo driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

CAVEATS
The driver lacks support for most mixer operations and recording.
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NAME
harmony — CS4215/AD1849 audio interface

SYNOPSIS
harmony ∗ at gsc?
audio ∗ at harmony?

DESCRIPTION
The harmony device uses theCrystal SemiconductorCS421516-Bit Multimedia Audio Codec orAnalog
Devices AD1849 SoundPort(R)Stereo Codecchip to implement the audio device interface described in
audio (4). Thisdevice is found on mostHP PA-RISC workstations. Theharmony has a maximum preci-
sion of 16 bits and has a stereo input and stereo output.

On HP 9000/712modelsharmony also provides two additional channels for an add-on card with two
fax/voice modems.

One of the hardware registers reflects the state of theCHI bus that is used to communicate with the codec and
thus being sampled at a low accuracy secondary frequency (such astimeout (9)) produces poor quality ran-
dom bit stream that is fed into the entropy pool of rnd (4).

MACHINES
An incomplete list of machines that featureharmony audio:

• 712/∗
• 715/∗
• 725/∗
• 735/∗
• 755/∗
• B132L[+], B160L, B180L+
• C100, C110, C132L, C160[L], C180, C200, C240, C360
• J200, J210[XC], J280, J282, J2240

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), audio (4), gsc (4), intro (4), rnd (4)

HISTORY
Support forharmony first appeared inOpenBSD3.3. Itwas ported toNetBSD 1.6 by Chuck Silvers.

CAVEATS
To trigger entropy collection CHI bus has to be programmed into the data mode that happens once a single
buffer of data has been played or recorded.
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NAME
dtide — HCCS IDE interface driver

SYNOPSIS
hcide ∗ at podulebus0 slot ?
ata ∗ at hcide? channel ?

DESCRIPTION
The dtide driver handles an HCCS IDE interface plugged into an Acorn expansion slot. It uses the stan-
dardNetBSD IDE controller driver, and hence can use the standardatabus driver.

The card provides three IDE channels.The internal 44-way IDE connector is channel 0, the internal 40-way
connector is channel 1 and the external connector is channel 2.

SEE ALSO
atabus (4), atapibus (4), podulebus (4), wd(4)

BUGS
The driver was derived by rev erse-engineering the card, so it may not handle the card entirely optimally.
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NAME
hdh — ACC IF-11/HDH IMPnetwork interface

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device imp
hdh0 at uba0 csr 166740 vector hdhintr

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

NOTE: At the moment,NetBSD does not supportIMP, so this manual page is not relevant.

Thehdh device provides anHDLC Host (HDH ) interface to anIMP. It is normally used when participating
in theDARPA Internet. Thecontroller itself is not accessible to users, but instead provides the hardware sup-
port to theIMP interface described inimp (4). Theconfiguration entry for theIMP must also include the
pseudo-deviceas shown above in theSYNOPSIS.

DIAGNOSTICS
hdh%d: not ali ve. The initialization routine was entered even though the device did not autoconfigure.
This indicates a system problem.

hdh%d: cannot get chan %d uba resources.InsufficientUNIBUS resources existed to initialize the device.
This is likely to be a shortage ofUNIBUS mapping registers.

hdh%d: LINE UP . This indicates that both theHDLC andHDH protocols have declared the link to theIMP
alive.

hdh%d: LINE DOWN. This indicates that the link to theIMP has died.

hdh%d: TIMEOUT.
hdh%d: HOST DAT A ERROR.
hdh%d: IMP SEQUENCE ERROR.
hdh%d: HOST SEQUENCE ERROR. These errors indicate that anHDH protocol error has been detected.

hdh%d: cannot get supervisor cmnd buffer. This error indicates that anmbufcould not be allocated to
send a command to theIF-11/HDH.

Any other error message from hdh%d: indicates a serious error detected by either the driver or the IF-11/HDH
firmware.

SEE ALSO
netintro (4)

HISTORY
Thehdh driver appeared in 4.3BSD.
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NAME
hifn — Hifn 7751/7951/7811/7955/7956 crypto accelerator

SYNOPSIS
hifn ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Thehifn driver supports various cards containing the Hifn 7751, 7951, 7811, 7955, and 7956 chipsets, such
as

Invertex AEON No longer being made. Came as 128KB SRAM model, or 2MB DRAM
model.

Hifn 7751 Reference board with 512KB SRAM.

PowerCrypt Seehttp://www.powercrypt.com/ . Comes with 512KB SRAM.

XL-Crypt Seehttp://www.powercrypt.com/ . Only board based on 7811 (which
is faster than 7751 and has a random number generator).

NetSec 7751 Seehttp://www.netsec.net/ . Supports the most IPsec sessions, with
1MB SRAM.

Soekris Engineering vpn1201 and vpn1211
Seehttp://www.soekris.com/ . Contains a 7951 and supports symmet-
ric and random number operations.

Soekris Engineering vpn1401 and vpn1411
Seehttp://www.soekris.com/ . Contains a 7955 and supports symmet-
ric and random number operations.

The hifn driver registers itself to accelerate DES, Triple-DES, AES (7955 and 7956 only), ARC4, MD5,
MD5-HMAC, SHA1, and SHA1-HMAC operations foropencrypto (9), and thus forfast_ipsec (4)
andcrypto (4).

The Hifn7951, 7811, 7955, and 7956may also supply data to the kernelrnd (4) subsystem.

SEE ALSO
crypto (4), fast_ipsec (4), intro (4), rnd (4), opencrypto (9)

HISTORY
The hifn device driver appeared inOpenBSD2.7. Thehifn device driver was imported toFreeBSD5.0,
back-ported toFreeBSD4.8, and subsequently imported intoNetBSD 2.0.

CAVEATS
The Hifn 9751 shares the same PCI ID. This chip is basically a 7751, but with the cryptographic functions
missing. Instead,the 9751 is only capable of doing compression.Since we do not currently attempt to use
any of these chips to do compression, the 9751-based cards are not useful.

Support for the 7955 and 7956 is incomplete; the asymmetric crypto facilities are to be added and the perfor-
mance is suboptimal.

Supplying data to the kernelrnd (4) subsystem has been disabled, pending verification that the on-chip RNG
is statistically adequate.
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BUGS
The 7751 chip starts out at initialization by only supporting compression.A proprietary algorithm, which
has been reverse engineered, is required to unlock the cryptographic functionality of the chip.It is possible
for vendors to make boards which have a lock ID not known to the driver, but all vendors currently just use
the obvious ID which is 13 bytes of 0.
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NAME
hil — Human Interface Link device driver

SYNOPSIS
hil ∗ at intio?

DESCRIPTION
The Human Interface Link( HIL ) is the interface used by the Series 300 computers to connect devices such
as keyboards, mice, control knobs, andID modules to the machine.

Special files/dev/hil[1-7] refer to physical HIL devices 1 through 7./dev/hil0 is an artifact of a
never-completed interface and is not currently useful for anything. In the current implementation, only one
keyboard can be used for text-mode interaction via theite (4) interface; other keyboards, if any, are accessi-
ble only via their/dev/hil N interfaces, as described here.

The device file that corresponds to a particularHIL device is determined by the order of the devices on the
loop. For instance, if anID module is the second physical device on the loop, then/dev/hil2 is the spe-
cial file that should be used for communication with that module.

Communication with anHIL device is begun with anopensystem call.A process may open a device already
opened by another process unless the existing process is operating inHP-UX compatibility mode, in which
case it requires exclusive use of the device, or another process has the device open and is usingHP-UX style
device access (seeHILIOCHPUXbelow).

In the current implementation,HP-UX style access is the only supported access method.This interface uses
read (2) calls to receive packets of data representing events. (An interface using a memory area shared
between the kernel and the user process was partially implemented, and remnants of it can be found in the
include files and the driver, but it does not work and probably will be completely dropped in favor of a con-
sole interface providing better cross-port consistency.)

To receive events from a device, a user process usesopen (2) to open the device, then uses the
HILIOCHPUX ioctl (see below) to requestHP-UX style access. Then data obtained withread (2) consists of
a stream of packets, each of which has a five-byte header consisting of a one-byte length (including the
header) and a four-byte timestamp, which is measured in hundredths of a second since some fixed reference
point. The timestamp is stored in host-native byte order; copying it into a ‘long int’ variable with
memcpy(3) or equivalent will give a useful result.Following this header is zero or more bytes, as received
from the device. Thismanual page documents this data only minimally; see PACKET FORMAT below.

select (2) may be used in the usual way to detect input data.

ioctl (2) is used to control theHIL device. Theioctl commands (which unfortunately are defined in an
include file, /usr/src/sys/arch/hp300/dev/hilioctl.h , not normally installed under
/usr/include ), are as follows. Many of these are functionally identical to ioctlsHP-UX provides.

HILIOCID Identify and Describe

The device will return up to 11 bytes of information describing the type and characteristics of
the device. At the very least, 2 bytes of information, the device ID, and the Describe Record
Header will be returned. Identical to theHP-UX HILID ioctl.

HILIOCSC Report Security Code

Request the security code record from a device. The security code can vary from 1 byte to 15,
and is only supported by someHIL devices. Identicalto theHP-UX HILSC ioctl.

HILIOCRN Report Name
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An ascii string of up to 15 bytes in length that describes the device is returned.Identical to the
HP-UX HILRN ioctl.

HILIOCRS Report Status

An ascii string of up to 15 bytes in length that describes the current status of the device is
returned. Identicalto theHP-UX HILRS ioctl.

HILIOCED Extended Describe

Additional information of up to 15 bytes is returned describing the device. Thisioctl is simi-
lar to HILIOCID , which must be used first to determine if the device supports extended
describe. Identicalto theHP-UX HILED ioctl.

HILIOCAROFF
Disable Auto Repeat

Turn off auto repeat on the keyboard while it is in cooked mode. Identical to theHP-UX
HILDKR ioctl.

HILIOCAR1 Enable Auto Repeat

Turn on auto repeat on the keyboard while it is in raw mode. Therepeat rate is set to 1/30th of
a second. Identicalto theHP-UX HILER1 ioctl.

HILIOCAR2 Enable Auto Repeat

Turn on auto repeat on the keyboard while it is in raw mode. Therepeat rate is set to 1/60th of
a second. Identicalto theHP-UX HILER2 ioctl.

The following ioctls are specific to this implementation:

HILIOCBEEP
Beep

Generate a keyboard beep as defined byarg. arg is a pointer to two bytes of information;
the first is the duration of the beep (microseconds), the second is the frequency of the beep
(Hertz).

HILIOCHPUX
Use HP-UX Read Interface

UseHP-UX semantics for gathering data from this device. Thiscall must be used before any-
thing can be read from the descriptor.

PA CKET FORMA T
When reading data from a device, events are received as data packets, with a header as described above.
Here we provide (very rudimentary) documentation for the format of the device-dependent data, for at least
one type of mouse and keyboard (specifically, the 46060A two-button mechanical mouse and 46021A
keyboard); other mice and keyboards may or may not be similar.

The first byte of data is a bitmask. Only two bits have known meaning:

0x02 The data portion contains mouse motion deltas, two signed 8-bit quantities, X delta first.

0x40 The data portion contains a key or mouse button up/down event, one byte. The low bit is 0 if the
ev ent is a ‘down’ event, 1 if an ‘up’ event. Theother seven bits identify the key or button, according
to the table below.

If both bits are set, the mouse deltas appear before the button byte.
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The known identifying values for key/button events are (only the 0xfe bits are listed):

0x04 ‘Extend char’ (right-hand).
0x06 ‘Extend char’ (left-hand).
0x08 ‘Shift’ (right-hand).
0x0a ‘Shift’ (left-hand).
0x0c ‘CTRL’
0x0e ‘Break’ / ‘Reset’
0x10 4, on the numeric keypad.
0x12 8, on the numeric keypad.
0x14 5, on the numeric keypad.
0x16 9, on the numeric keypad.
0x18 6, on the numeric keypad.
0x1a 7, on the numeric keypad.
0x1c The comma key on the numeric keypad.
0x1e ‘Enter’, on the numeric keypad.
0x20 1, on the numeric keypad
0x22 The slash key on the numeric keypad.
0x24 2, on the numeric keypad.
0x26 The plus key on the numeric keypad.
0x28 3, on the numeric keypad.
0x2a The asterisk key on the numeric keypad.
0x2c 0, on the numeric keypad.
0x2e The minus key on the numeric keypad.
0x30 B
0x32 V
0x34 C
0x36 X
0x38 Z
0x3e ‘ESC’ / ‘DEL’
0x42 The second (counting from the left) of the four unmarked keys at the top right.
0x46 The third (counting from the left) of the four unmarked keys at the top right.
0x48 The period key on the numeric keypad.
0x4a The leftmost of the four unmarked keys at the top right.
0x4c The ‘Tab’ key on the numeric keypad.
0x4e The rightmost of the four unmarked keys at the top right.
0x50 H
0x52 G
0x54 F
0x56 D
0x58 S
0x5a A
0x5e ‘Caps’
0x60 U
0x62 Y
0x64 T
0x66 R
0x68 E
0x6a W
0x6c Q
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0x6e ‘Tab’
0x70 The digit-7 / ampersand key.
0x72 The digit-6 / circumflex key.
0x74 The digit-5 / percent-sign key.
0x76 The digit-4 / dollar-sign key.
0x78 The digit-3 / hash-mark key.
0x7a The digit-2 / at-sign key.
0x7c The digit-1 / exclamation-point key.
0x7e The backquote / tilde key.
0x80 Left mouse button.
0x82 Right mouse button.
0x90 ‘Menu’
0x92 ‘F4’
0x94 ‘F3’
0x96 ‘F2’
0x98 ‘F1’
0x9c ‘Stop’
0x9e ‘Enter’ / ‘Print’
0xa0 ‘System’ / ‘User’
0xa2 ‘F5’
0xa4 ‘F6’
0xa6 ‘F7’
0xa8 ‘F8’
0xac ‘Clear line’
0xae ‘Clear display’
0xb0 The digit-8 / asterisk key.
0xb2 The digit-9 / left-parenthesis key.
0xb4 The digit-0 / right-parenthesis key.
0xb6 The minus-sign / underscore key.
0xb8 The equal-sign / plus-sign key.
0xba ‘Back space’
0xbc ‘Insert line’
0xbe ‘Delete line’
0xc0 I
0xc2 O
0xc4 P
0xc6 The left-bracket / left-brace key.
0xc8 The right-bracket / right-brace key.
0xca The backslash / vertical-bar key.
0xcc ‘Insert char’
0xce ‘Delete char’
0xd0 J
0xd2 K
0xd4 L
0xd6 The semicolon / colon key.
0xd8 The single-quote / double-quote key.
0xda ‘Return’
0xdc The arrow key pointing up and left.
0xde ‘Prev’
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0xe0 M
0xe2 The period / less-than key.
0xe4 The comma / greater-than key.
0xe6 The slash / question-mark key.
0xea ‘Select’
0xee ‘Next’
0xf0 N
0xf2 The spacebar.
0xf8 The left-pointing arrow key.
0xfa The down-pointing arrow key.
0xfc The up-pointing arrow key.
0xfe The right-pointing arrow key.

FILES
/dev/hil[1-7] Individual HIL loop devices.

ERRORS
[ENODEV] No such HIL loop device.

[ENXIO] HIL loop is inoperative.

[EBUSY] Another HP-UX process has the device open, or anotherBSD process has the device open, and
is using it inHP-UX mode.

[EINVAL ] Invalid ioctl (2) specification.

BUGS
Requiring HILIOCHPUX to be able to read anything is gross. It is probably not worth fixing, though,
because the whole hil/ite mechanism will probably be replaced with a more-or-less port-independent scheme
in the foreseeable future.
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NAME
hk — RK6-11/ RK06 andRK07 disk interface

SYNOPSIS
hk0 at uba? csr 0177440 vector rkintr
rk0 at hk0 drive 0

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

Thehk driver is a typical block-device disk driver; block deviceI/O is described inphysio (4).

The scriptMAKEDEV(8) should be used to create the special files; if a special file needs to be created by hand
consultmknod(8).

DISK SUPPORT
Special file names begin with ‘hk ’ and ‘rhk ’ f or the block and character files respectively. The second com-
ponent of the name, a drive unit number in the range of zero to seven, is represented by a ‘?’ in the disk lay-
outs below. The last component is the file system partition which is designated by a letter from ‘a’ to ‘ h’.
and corresponds to a minor device number set: zero to seven, eight to 15, 16 to 23 and so forth for drive zero,
drive two and drive three respectively. The location and size (in sectors) of the partitions for theRK06 and
RK07 drives are as follows:

RK07partitions
disk start length cyl

hk?a 0 15884 0-240
hk?b 15906 10032 241-392
hk?c 0 53790 0-814
hk?d 25938 15884 393-633
hk?f 41844 11792 634-814
hk?g 25938 27786 393-813

RK06partitions
disk start length cyl

hk?a 0 15884 0-240
hk?b 15906 11154 241-409
hk?c 0 27126 0-410

On a dualRK-07 system partition hk?a is used for the root for one drive and partition hk?g for the /usr file
system. Iflarge jobs are to be run using hk?b on both drives as swap area provides a 10Mbyte paging area.
Otherwise partition hk?c on the other drive is used as a single large file system.

FILES
/dev/hk[0-7][a-h] block files
/dev/rhk[0-7][a-h] raw files

DIAGNOSTICS
hk%d%c: hard error %sing fsbn %d[-%d] cs2=%b ds=%b er=%b . An unrecoverable error occurred
during transfer of the specified filesystem block number(s), which are logical block numbers on the indicated
partition. Thecontents of the cs2, ds and er registers are printed in octal and symbolically with bits decoded.
The error was either unrecoverable, or a large number of retry attempts (including offset positioning and
drive recalibration) could not recover the error.
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rk%d: write lock ed. The write protect switch was set on the drive when a write was attempted. The write
operation is not recoverable.

rk%d: not r eady. The drive was spun down or off l ine when it was accessed. The i/o operation is not
recoverable.

rk%d: not ready (came back!). The drive was not ready, but after printing the message about being not
ready (which takes a fraction of a second) was ready. The operation is recovered if no further errors occur.

rk%d%c: soft ecc reading fsbn %d[-%d]. A recoverableECC error occurred on the specified sector(s) in
the specified disk partition. This happens normally a few times a week. If it happens more frequently than
this the sectors where the errors are occurring should be checked to see if certain cylinders on the pack, spots
on the carriage of the drive or heads are indicated.

hk%d: lost interrupt. A timer watching the controller detected no interrupt for an extended period while an
operation was outstanding. This indicates a hardware or software failure. Thereis currently a hardware/soft-
ware problem with spinning down drives while they are being accessed which causes this error to occur. The
error causes aUNIBUS reset, and retry of the pending operations. If the controller continues to lose inter-
rupts, this error will recur a few seconds later.

SEE ALSO
hp(4), uda (4), up(4), syslogd (8)

HISTORY
Thehk driver appeared in 4.1BSD.

BUGS
Thewrite (2) function scribbles on the tail of incomplete blocks.

DEC-standard error logging should be supported.

A program to analyze the logged error information (even in its present reduced form) is needed.

The partition tables for the file systems should be read off of each pack, as they are never quite what any sin-
gle installation would prefer, and this would make packs more portable.

TheRK07 g partition size in rk.c disagrees with that in/etc/disktab .
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NAME
hme— Sun Microelectronics STP2002-STQ Ethernet interfaces device driver

SYNOPSIS
hme∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
hme∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
Thehmedriver supports Sun Microelectronics STP2002-STQ Fast Ethernet interfaces.

HARDWARE
The hme driver supports the on-board Ethernet interfaces of many Sun UltraSPARCworkstation and server
models.

Cards supported by thehmedriver include:

Sun PCI SunSwift Adapter( “SUNW,hme” )
Sun SBus SunSwift Adapter( “hme” and “SUNW,hme” )
Sun PCI Sun100BaseT Adapter 2.0( “SUNW,hme” )
Sun SBus Sun100BaseT 2.0( “SUNW,hme” )
Sun PCI Quad FastEthernet Controller( “SUNW,qfe” )
Sun SBus Quad FastEthernet Controller( “SUNW,qfe” )

The STP2002 family supports hardware checksumming to assist in computing IPv4 TCP/UDP checksums.
The hme driver supports this feature of the chip.Seeifconfig (8) for information on how to enable this
feature.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ukphy (4), ifconfig (8)

Sun Microelectronics,STP2002QFP Fast Ethernet, Parallel Port, SCSI (FEPS) User’s Guide, April 1996,
http://mediacast.sun.com/users/Barton808/media/STP2002QFP-FEPs_UG.pdf.

HISTORY
Thehmedriver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

AUTHORS
Thehmedriver was written by Paul Kranenburg〈pk@NetBSD.org〉.
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NAME
hp — MASSBUSdisk interface

SYNOPSIS
hp0 at mba0 drive 0
hp∗ at mba? drive ?

DESCRIPTION
The hp driver is a generic MASSBUS disk driver which handles the standardDEC controllers. Itis typical
of a block-device disk driver; block I/O is described inphysio (4).

The scriptMAKEDEV(8) should be used to create the special files; if a special file needs to be created by hand
consultmknod(8). It is recommended as a security precaution to not create special files for devices which
may never be installed.

The first sector of each disk contains both a first-stage bootstrap program and a disk label containing geome-
try information and partition layouts (seedisklabel (5). Thissector is normally write-protected, and disk-
to-disk copies should avoid copying this sector. The label may be updated withdisklabel (8), which can
also be used to write-enable and write-disable the sector. The next 15 sectors contain a second-stage boot-
strap program.

DISK SUPPORT
During autoconfiguration or whenever a drive comes on line for the first time, or when a drive is opened after
all partitions are closed, the first sector of the drive is examined for a disk label.If a label is found, the
geometry of the drive and the partition tables are taken from it. If no label is found, a fake label is created by
the driver, enough so that a real label can be written.

The hp?a partition is normally used for the root file system, the hp?b partition as a paging area, and the hp?c
partition for pack-pack copying (it maps the entire disk).On disks larger than about 205 Megabytes, the
hp?h partition is inserted prior to the hp?d or hp?g partition; the hp?g partition then maps the remainder of
the pack.

FILES
/dev/hp[0-7][a-h] block files
/dev/rhp[0-7][a-h] raw files

DIAGNOSTICS
hp%d%c: hard error %sing fsbn %d [of %d-%d] (hp%d bn %d cn %d tn %d sn %d) mbsr=%b
er1=%b er2=%b. An unrecoverable error occurred during transfer of the specified filesystem block num-
ber, which is a logical block number on the indicated partition.If the transfer involved multiple blocks, the
block range is printed as well.The parenthesized fields list the actual disk sector number relative to the
beginning of the drive, as well as the cylinder, track and sector number of the block.The MASSBUSstatus
register is printed in hexadecimal and with the error bits decoded if any error bits other thanMBEXC and
DTABT are set. In any case the contents of the two error registers are also printed in octal and symbolically
with bits decoded. (Note that er2 is what oldRP06manuals would callRPER3; the terminology is that of the
RM disks). Theerror was either unrecoverable, or a large number of retry attempts (including offset posi-
tioning and drive recalibration) could not recover the error.

hp%d%c: soft ecc reading fsbn %d [of %d-%d] (hp%d bn %d cn %d tn %d sn %d). A recoverable
ECC error occurred on the specified sector of the specified disk partition.If the transfer involved multiple
blocks, the block range is printed as well. The parenthesized fields list the actual disk sector number relative
to the beginning of the drive, as well as the cylinder, track and sector number of the block. This happens nor-
mally a few times a week.If it happens more frequently than this the sectors where the errors are occurring
should be checked to see if certain cylinders on the pack, spots on the carriage of the drive or heads are indi-
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cated.

SEE ALSO
physio (4), up(4), disklabel (5), MAKEDEV(8), disklabel (8), mknod(8)

HISTORY
Thehp driver appeared in 4.0BSD.
A newhp driver showed up inNetBSD 1.2.

BUGS
DEC-standardbad144 (8) bad-block handling should be used.

DEC-standard error logging should be supported.

A program to analyze the logged error information (even in its present reduced form) is needed.
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NAME
hpc — SGI High performance Peripheral Controller

SYNOPSIS
hpc0 at gio0 addr 0x1fb80000
hpc1 at gio0 addr 0x1fb00000
hpc2 at gio0 addr 0x1fb98000
hpc3 at gio0 addr 0x1fb90000

DESCRIPTION
hpc interfaces the peripherals connected to it to thegio (4) bus. hpc is found on the Personal Iris 4D/3x,
Indigo, Indy, Challenge S, Challenge M, and Indigo2 machines.

There are three different numerical revisions of thehpc controller. Revisions 1 and 1.5 exist on Personal Iris
4D/3x and Indigo machines, as well as GIO32bis expansion cards such as the E++ SEEQ-based Ethernet
adapter. Revision 1.5 supports bi-endian operation.Revision 3 exists on Indy, Challenge S, Indigo2, and
Challenge M systems. It is possible to have an on-board HPC3 as well as HPC1.5-based GIO32bis adapters
in the Indy and Challenge S systems.Additionally, the Challenge S may have a secondary HPC3 if the
IOPLUS (a.k.a. ’’mezzanine’’) board is installed.

HARDWARE
dsclock DS1286-based RTC

dpclock DP8573A-based RTC

haltwo HAL2 audio controller

sq Seeq 8003 and 80C03Ethernetcontrollers

wdsc WD33c93SCSIcontroller

zsc Zilog Z8530 UART

SEE ALSO
gio (4), imc (4), pic (4)

HISTORY
The hpc driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6 with support for Revision 3.Revision 1 and 1.5 support was
added inNetBSD 2.0.

BUGS
hpc Revisions 1 and 1.5 support DMA buffer pointers of only 28 bits and may therefore only address 256
megabytes of memory. The R4k Indigo and Indy are the only systems that support sufficient memory to
illustrate this drawback. A software workaround is not currently implemented.Revision 3, with 32 bit
pointers, does not have this limitation.
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NAME
hpib — Built-in and 98625 HP-IB interface

SYNOPSIS
nhpib ∗at dio? scode ?
hpibbus ∗ at nhpib?
fhpib ∗at dio? scode ?
hpibbus ∗ at fhpib?

DESCRIPTION
Thehpib driver supports the built-in and 98625 HP-IB interface.

SEE ALSO
ct (4), ppi (4), rd (4)
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NAME
hpqlb — HP Quick Launch Buttons

SYNOPSIS
hpqlb ∗ at acpi?

DESCRIPTION
Many HP notebook computers come with hotkeys. Thehpqlb driver provides support for all hotkeys gener-
ating keycodes.

The following hotkeys which do not generate keycodes are:

• Display Switch
• Brightness Up
• Brightness Down

SEE ALSO
acpi (4)

HISTORY
Thehpqlb driver appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
This driver was written forNetBSD by Christoph Egger.
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NAME
hptide — Triones/Highpoint IDE disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
hptide ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
The hptide driver supports the Triones/Highpoint HPT366, HPT370, HPT370A, HPT372 and HPT374
IDE controllers, and provides the interface with the hardware for theata (4) driver.

The 0x0002 flag forces thehptide driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally be
enabled. Thiscan be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the IDE controller is wired
up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

BUGS
The timings used for the PIO and DMA modes for controllers listed above are for a PCI bus running at 30 or
33 MHz. This driver may not work properly on overclocked systems.
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NAME
ht — TM-03/ TE-16, TU-45, TU-77 MASSBUS mag tape device interface:

SYNOPSIS
ht0 at mba? drive ?
tu0 at ht0 slave 0

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

The TM-03 transport combination provides a standard tape drive interface as described inmtio (4). All
drives provide both 800 and 1600BPI; theTE-16 runs at 45IPS, theTU-45 at 75IPS, while theTU-77 runs at
125 IPSand autoloads tapes.

DIAGNOSTICS
tu%d: no write ring . An attempt was made to write on the tape drive when no write ring was present; this
message is written on the terminal of the user who tried to access the tape.

tu%d: not online. An attempt was made to access the tape while it was offline; this message is written on
the terminal of the user who tried to access the tape.

tu%d: can’t change density in mid-tape. An attempt was made to write on a tape at a different density
than is already recorded on the tape. This message is written on the terminal of the user who tried to switch
the density.

tu%d: hard err or bn%d mbsr=%b er=%b ds=%b . A tape error occurred at blockbn; the ht error regis-
ter and drive status register are printed in octal with the bits symbolically decoded.Any error is fatal on non-
raw tape; when possible the driver will have retried the operation which failed several times before reporting
the error.

SEE ALSO
mt(1), tar (1), mt(4), mtio (4), physio (4), tm(4), ts (4), ut (4)

HISTORY
An ht driver appeared in Version 6AT&T UNIX .

BUGS
May hang if physical (non-data) errors occur.
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NAME
hy — Network Systems Hyperchannel interface

SYNOPSIS
hy0 at uba0 csr 0172410 vector hyint

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

Thehy interface provides access to a Network Systems Corporation Hyperchannel Adapter.

The network to which the interface is attached is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2).
The host’s address is discovered by reading the adapter status register. The interface will not transmit or
receive packets until the network number is known.

DIAGNOSTICS
hy%d: unit number 0x%x port %d type %x micr ocode level 0x%x. Identifies the device during auto-
configuration.

hy%d: can’t handle af%d. The interface was handed a message with addresses formatted in an unsuitable
address family; the packet was dropped.

hy%d: can’t initialize. The interface was unable to allocateUNIBUS resources. This is usually due to hav-
ing too many network devices on an 11/750 where there are only 3 buffered data paths.

hy%d: NEX - Non Existent Memory. Non existent memory error returned from hardware.

hy%d: BAR overflow. Bus address register overflow error returned from hardware.

hy%d: Power Off bit set, trying to reset. Adapter has lost power, driver will reset the bit and see if power
is still out in the adapter.

hy%d: Power Off Err or, network shutdown. Power was really off in the adapter, network connections are
dropped. Software does not shut down the network unless power has been off for a while.

hy%d: RECVD MP > MPSIZE (%d). A message proper was received that is too big. Probable a driver
bug. Shouldn’t happen.

hy%d: xmit error − len > hy_olen [%d > %d]. Probable driver error. Shouldn’t happen.

hy%d: DRIVER BUG − INVALID ST ATE %d. The driver state machine reached a non-existent state.
Definite driver bug.

hy%d: watchdog timer expired. A command in the adapter has taken too long to complete.Driver will
abort and retry the command.

hy%d: adapter power restored. Software was able to reset the power off bit, indicating that the power has
been restored.

SEE ALSO
inet (4), netintro (4)

HISTORY
Thehy interface appeared in 4.2BSD.

BUGS
If the adapter does not respond to the status command issued during autoconfigure, the adapter is assumed
down. A reboot is required to recognize it.
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The adapter power fail interrupt seems to occur sporadically when power has, in fact, not failed. Thedriver
will believe that power has failed only if it can not reset the power fail latch after a “reasonable” time inter-
val. Theseseem to appear about 2-4 times a day on some machines. There seems to be no correlation with
adapter rev lev el, number of ports used etc. and whether a machine will get these “bogus powerfails”. They
don’t seem to cause any real problems so they hav ebeen ignored.
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NAME
hyper — A1096A ‘‘ Hyperion’’ graphics device interface

SYNOPSIS
hyper ∗ at dio? scode ?

DESCRIPTION
This driver is for the Hyperion monochrome framebuffer.

SEE ALSO
grf (4), ite (4)
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NAME
iavc — isdn4bsd AVM B1 driver

SYNOPSIS
iavc ∗ at pci?

DESCRIPTION
The iavc driver is used to glue the AVM family of active cards to theisdncapi (4) driver and the
isdn4bsdpackage. Currentlyonly the AVM B1 PCI is supported. Support for the AVM B1 ISA and the
AVM T1 PCI cards should be quite easy to add, since support already exists in theFreeBSDversion of the
driver.

To use this driver, you must first fetch the firmware fileb1.t4 from ftp://ftp.avm.de/ and load it to
the card usingisdnd (8).

SEE ALSO
isdncapi (4), isdnd (8)

STANDARDS
CAPI 2.0 (http://www.capi.org/ )

AUTHORS
The iavc device driver was written by Juha-Matti Liukkonen〈jml@cubical.fi〉 (Cubical Solutions Ltd, Fin-
land) forFreeBSDand ported toNetBSD by Antti Kantee〈pooka@cubical.fi〉. This manpage was written by
Hellmuth Michaelis〈hm@FreeBSD.org〉.
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NAME
ibus — pmax internal I/O space driver

SYNOPSIS
ibus0 at mainbus0
ibus0 at tc? slot ? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
ibus is a virtual device corresponding to the pmax internal I/O space found on DEC 2100, 3100, 5100 and
5000/200 systems.

Internal I/O space spans the pmax physical address space, and is mapped permanently in the kernel virtual
space at the very early time of the kernel startup procedure.

ibus driver manages the internal I/O space of pmax.

• Address range management to avoid confliction of address space of which devices probe by
touching hardware port is difficult.

• Interrupt vector management.

• bus_space (9) andbus_dma(9) implementation.

• Other utility functions.

ibus is always required to run theNetBSD kernel.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), bus_dma(9), bus_space (9)
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NAME
ichlpcib — Intel ICH LPC Interface Bridge

SYNOPSIS
ichlpcib ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
hpet0 at ichlpcib?
isa0 at ichlpcib?

DESCRIPTION
The ichlpcib driver supports the Intel ICH LPC Interface Bridges on compatible chipsets. Supported
functions include:

• Watchdog timer. The watchdog timer may be configured for a 2 seconds (on ICH6 or newer) and 4 sec-
onds (on ICH5 or older) min period and for a 39 seconds (on ICH5 or older) or 613 seconds max period
(on ICH6 or newer).

• Power Management timer. A 24-bit timer available to be used by the timecounters framework.

• SpeedStep. Insome systems the SpeedStep function is also available, and can be used to switch between
high and low frequency (to reduce power consumption) via themachdep.speedstep_statesysctl (8)
node. A value of 0 will use the low frequency (low power) and a 1 will enable the high frequency (full
power).

SEE ALSO
sysctl (8), wdogctl (8)

HISTORY
The ichlpcib driver first appeared inNetBSD 3.0.

AUTHORS
The ichlpcib driver was written by Minoura Makoto and
Matthew R. Green.
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NAME
ichsmb — Intel ICH SMBus controller

SYNOPSIS
ichsmb ∗ at pci?
iic ∗ at ichsmb?

DESCRIPTION
The ichsmb driver provides support for the Intel ICH SMBus host interface to be used with theiic (4)
framework.

Supported chipsets:

• Intel ICH, ICH2, ICH3, ICH4, ICH4-M, ICH5, ICH5R, ICH6, ICH6-M, ICH6R, ICH7, ICH8, C-
ICH, 6300ESB and 6321ESB.

SEE ALSO
iic (4), intro (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
The ichsmb driver first appeared inOpenBSD4.0. Thisdriver imports fromOpenBSD3.9.

AUTHORS
The ichsmb driver was written by Alexander Yurchenko〈grange@openbsd.org〉.

BUGS
The driver doesn’t support I2C commands with a data buffer size of more than 2 bytes.
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NAME
icmp — Internet Control Message Protocol

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>

int
socket (AF_INET , SOCK_RAW , proto);

DESCRIPTION
ICMP is the error and control message protocol used byIP and the Internet protocol family. It may be
accessed through a “raw socket” for network monitoring and diagnostic functions.Theproto parameter to
the socket call to create anICMP socket is obtained fromgetprotobyname (3). ICMP sockets are connec-
tionless, and are normally used with thesendto (2) andrecvfrom (2) calls, though theconnect (2) call
may also be used to fix the destination for future packets (in which case theread (2) or recv (2) and
write (2) orsend (2) system calls may be used).

Outgoing packets automatically have an IP header prepended to them (based on the destination address).
Incoming packets are received with theIP header and options intact.

DIAGNOSTICS
A socket operation may fail with one of the following errors returned:

[EISCONN] when trying to establish a connection on a socket which already has one, or when try-
ing to send a datagram with the destination address specified and the socket is
already connected;

[ENOTCONN] when trying to send a datagram, but no destination address is specified, and the
socket hasn’t been connected;

[ENOBUFS] when the system runs out of memory for an internal data structure;

[EADDRNOTAVAIL] when an attempt is made to create a socket with a network address for which no net-
work interface exists.

SEE ALSO
recv (2), send (2), inet (4), intro (4), ip (4)

Internet Control Message Protocol, RFC, 792, September 1981.

Requirements for Internet Hosts -- Communication Layers, RFC, 1122, October 1989.

HISTORY
The icmp protocol appeared in 4.3BSD.
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NAME
icmp6 — Internet Control Message Protocol for IPv6

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>
#include <netinet/icmp6.h>

int
socket (AF_INET6 , SOCK_RAW , IPPROTO_ICMPV6);

DESCRIPTION
ICMPv6 is the error and control message protocol used by IPv6 and the IPv6 protocol family (seeip6 (4)
and inet6 (4)). It may be accessed through a “raw socket” for network monitoring and diagnostic func-
tions.

The proto parameter to thesocket (2) call to create an ICMPv6 socket may be obtained from
getprotobyname (3). ICMPv6 sockets are connectionless, and are normally used with thesendto (2)
and recvfrom (2) calls, though theconnect (2) call may also be used to fix the destination for future
packets (in which caseread (2) or recv (2) andwrite (2) orsend (2) system calls may be used).

Outgoing packets automatically have an IPv6 header prepended to them (based on the destination address).
Incoming packets on the socket are received with the IPv6 header and any extension headers removed.

Types
ICMPv6 messages are classified according to the type and code fields present in the ICMPv6 header. The
abbreviations for the types and codes may be used in rules inpf.conf (5). Thefollowing types are defined:

Num Abbrev.Description
1 unreach Destinationunreachable
2 toobig Packet too big
3 timex Time exceeded
4 paramprob Invalid IPv6 header
128 echoreqEchoservice request
129 echorepEchoservice reply
130 groupqryGroupmembership query
130 listqryMulticastlistener query
131 grouprepGroupmembership report
131 listenrepMulticastlistener report
132 grouptermGroupmembership termination
132 listendoneMulticastlisterner done
133 routersolRoutersolicitation
134 routeradvRouteradvertisement
135 neighbrsolNeighborsolicitation
136 neighbradvNeighboradvertisement
137 redirShorterroute exists
138 routrrenumRouterenumbering
139 fqdnreqFQDNquery
139 niqryNodeinformation query
139 wrureqWho-are-yourequest
140 fqdnrepFQDNreply
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140 nirepNodeinformation reply
140 wrurepWho-are-youreply
200 mtracerespmtraceresponse
201 mtracemtracemessages

The following codes are defined:

Num Abbrev. TypeDescription
0 noroute-unr unreach No route to destination
1 admin-unr unreach Administratively prohibited
2 beyond-unr unreach Beyond scope of source address
2 notnbr-unr unreach Not a neighbor (obselete)
3 addr-unr unreach Address unreachable
4 port-unr unreach Port unreachable
0 transit timex Time exceeded in transit
1 reassemb timex Time exceeded in reassembly
0 badhead paramprobErroneous header field
1 nxthdr paramprobUnrecognized next header
2 redir Unrecognizedoption
0 redironlink redir Redirection to on-link node
1 redirrouter redir Redirection to better router

Headers
All ICMPv6 messages are prefixed with an ICMPv6 header. This header corresponds to theicmp6_hdr
structure and has the following definition:

struct icmp6_hdr {
uint8_t icmp6_type; / ∗ type field ∗/
uint8_t icmp6_code; / ∗ code field ∗/
uint16_t icmp6_cksum; / ∗ checksum field ∗/
union {

uint32_t icmp6_un_data32[1]; / ∗ type-specific ∗/
uint16_t icmp6_un_data16[2]; / ∗ type-specific ∗/
uint8_t icmp6_un_data8[4]; / ∗ type-specific ∗/

} i cmp6_dataun;
} _ _packed;

#define icmp6_data32 icmp6_dataun.icmp6_un_data32
#define icmp6_data16 icmp6_dataun.icmp6_un_data16
#define icmp6_data8 icmp6_dataun.icmp6_un_data8
#define icmp6_pptr icmp6_data32[0] / ∗ parameter prob ∗/
#define icmp6_mtu icmp6_data32[0] / ∗ packet too big ∗/
#define icmp6_id icmp6_data16[0] / ∗ echo request/reply ∗/
#define icmp6_seq icmp6_data16[1] / ∗ echo request/reply ∗/
#define icmp6_maxdelay icmp6_data16[0] / ∗ mcast group membership ∗/

icmp6_typedescribes the type of the message. Suitable values are defined in〈netinet/icmp6.h 〉.
icmp6_codedescribes the sub-type of the message and depends onicmp6_type. icmp6_cksumcontains the
checksum for the message and is filled in by the kernel on outgoing messages.The other fields are used for
type-specific purposes.
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Filters
Because of the extra functionality of ICMPv6 in comparison to ICMPv4, a larger number of messages may
be potentially received on an ICMPv6 socket. Inputfilters may therefore be used to restrict input to a subset
of the incoming ICMPv6 messages so only interesting messages are returned by therecv (2) family of calls
to an application.

Theicmp6_filter structure may be used to refine the input message set according to the ICMPv6 type.
By default, all messages types are allowed on newly created raw ICMPv6 sockets. Thefollowing macros
may be used to refine the input set:

void ICMP6_FILTER_SETPASSALL (struct icmp6_filter ∗filterp)
Allow all incoming messages.filterp is modified to allow all message types.

void ICMP6_FILTER_SETBLOCKALL (struct icmp6_filter ∗filterp)
Ignore all incoming messages.filterp is modified to ignore all message types.

void ICMP6_FILTER_SETPASS (int type , struct icmp6_filter ∗filterp)
Allow ICMPv6 messages with the given type. filterp is modified to allow such messages.

void ICMP6_FILTER_SETBLOCK (int type , struct icmp6_filter ∗filterp)
Ignore ICMPv6 messages with the given type. filterp is modified to ignore such messages.

int ICMP6_FILTER_WILLPASS (int type , const struct icmp6_filter ∗filterp)
Determine if the given filter will allow an ICMPv6 message of the given type.

int ICMP6_FILTER_WILLBLOCK (int type , const struct icmp6_filter ∗filterp)
Determine if the given filter will ignore an ICMPv6 message of the given type.

The getsockopt (2) andsetsockopt (2) calls may be used to obtain and install the filter on ICMPv6
sockets at option level IPPROTO_ICMPV6 and name ICMPV6_FILTER with a pointer to the
icmp6_filter structure as the option value.

SEE ALSO
getsockopt (2), recv (2), send (2), setsockopt (2), socket (2), getprotobyname (3), inet6 (4),
ip6 (4), netintro (4)

W. Stevens and M. Thomas,Advanced Sockets API for IPv6, RFC 2292, February 1998.

A. Conta and S. Deering,Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMPv6) for the Internet Protocol Version 6
(IPv6) Specification, RFC 2463, December 1998.
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NAME
icp — ICP-Vortex and Intel Storage RAID driver

SYNOPSIS
icp ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
ld ∗ at icp? unit ?
icpsp ∗ at icp? unit ?
scsibus ∗ at icpsp?

DESCRIPTION
The icp driver provides support for the newer (post 1997) ICP-Vortex GDT and Intel Storage RAID con-
trollers.

The ld driver provides access to logical devices (disk arrays) presented by the controller. The icpsp driver
provides direct access to other SCSI devices attached to the controller, such as tape or CD-ROM drives.

DIAGNOSTICS
pci_mem_find: expected mem type 00000000, found 00000002

This message may be displayed during autoconfiguration if the controller’s memory is
mapped below 1MB in physical address space. This can be disabled either through changing
a setting in the controller’s BIOS utility, or changing the position of a jumper on the board.
See your controller’s documentation for more information.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), ld (4), scsi (4)

HISTORY
The icp driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6, and was based on theFreeBSDand OpenBSDdrivers of the
same name.

BUGS
ISA & EISA front-ends and a management interface are needed.

Older PCI boards are not yet supported.
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NAME
icsphy — Driver for Integrated Circuit Systems ICS1890/1893 10/100 Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
icsphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
The icsphy driver supports the Integrated Circuit Systems ICS1890 and ICS1893 10/100 Ethernet PHYs.
These PHYs are found on a variety of high-performance Ethernet interfaces.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
ie — Ethernet driver for Ether1 podule Ethernet interfaces

SYNOPSIS
ie0 at podulebus?

DESCRIPTION
The ie interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network.

HARDWARE
The Ethernet cards supported by theie interface are:

Acorn Ether1 podule

SEE ALSO
ea(4), eb(4), eh(4), em(4), es (4), intro (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
ie — Ethernet driver for Intel 82596 Ethernet chip

SYNOPSIS
ie0 at pcctwo? ipl 3

DESCRIPTION
The ie interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network via the Intel 82596 chip fitted to Motorola
MVME167 and MVME177 single board computers.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), le (4), pcctwo (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
ie — SPARC Intel 82586 ethernet interface

SYNOPSIS
ie0 at obio0 addr 0xf6000000 level 6 ( sun4/200 on-board )
ie0 at obio0 addr 0x06000000 level 6 ( sun4/100 on-board )
ie1 at vmes0 addr 0xffe88000 level 5 vect 0x75 ( VME )
ie2 at vmes0 addr 0xff31ff02 level 5 vect 0x76 ( VME )
ie3 at vmes0 addr 0xff35ff02 level 5 vect 0x77 ( VME )
ie4 at vmes0 addr 0xff2dff02 level 5 vect 0x7c ( VME )

DESCRIPTION
The ie interface provides access to the 10 Mb/s Ethernet network via theIntel 82586 Ethernet chip set.The
ie is found as an on-board interface on Sun 4/100 and 4/200 workstations. Theie also exists as a VME
card.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Theie
interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Internet
and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), inet (4), intro (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
ie — Intel 82586 Ethernet interface driver

SYNOPSIS
ie0 at obio0 addr 0x7f0800 ipl 3
ie0 at mbmem0 addr 0x88000 ipl 3
ie1 at mbmem0 addr 0x8c000 ipl 3
ie1 at vme0 addr 0xe88000,0xe00000 len -1,0x40000 irq 3 vect 0x75

DESCRIPTION
The ie interface provides access to the 10 Mb/sEthernetnetwork via theIntel 82586 Ethernet chip set.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Theie
interface employs the Address Resolution Protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Inter-
net andEthernetaddresses on the local network.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ec (4), inet (4), intro (4)
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NAME
ie — Intel 82586 Ethernet interface driver

SYNOPSIS
ie0 at obio0 addr 0x0C0000 ipl 3
ie1 at vme2 addr 0xe88000 ipl 3 vect 0x75
ie ∗ at sebuf?

DESCRIPTION
The ie interface provides access to the 10 Mb/sEthernetnetwork via theIntel 82586 Ethernet chip set.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Theie
interface employs the Address Resolution Protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Inter-
net andEthernetaddresses on the local network.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), intro (4), le (4)
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NAME
iee — Intel i8259610MBit/s Ethernetinterface

SYNOPSIS
hp700

iee ∗ at gsc?

DESCRIPTION
The iee device provides access to theIntel i8259610MBit/s Ethernetinterface. iee supports IEEE 802.1Q
Virtual LANs. iee operates thei82596 in 32-Bit Linear Mode, opposed toie (4) that drives the i82596only
in i82586compatibility mode.

HARDWARE
There is currently only an MD frontend for the hp700 GSC bus.

hp700
The iee interface suportsIntel i82596DXon ASP/ASP2 based machines and thei82596CAmacrocell in LASI
based machines.GSC expansion cards may work, but are not tested. Media selection on hp700 is done
either manually via hardware jumper or automatically depending on machine model.

DIAGNOSTICS
iee%d: iee_intr: receive err or %d, rfd_status=0x%.4x, rfd_count=0x%.4x. An error during frame
reception occured. The frame was dropped.

iee%d: iee_intr: can’t allocate mbuf.
iee%d: iee_intr: can’t alloc mbuf cluster. A frame was received, but dropped due to lack of memory.

iee%d: iee_intr: receive ring buffer overrun Many frames where received under high load and the receive
ring buffer was to small to store them all.Frame reception was restarted from scratch. Most likely there
where frames lost.

iee%d: iee_intr: scb_status=0x%x scb_cmd=0x%x faild command %d: cb_status[%d]=0x%.4x
cb_cmd[%d]=0x%.4x A transmit or setup command was not executed successfully.

iee%d: iee_intr: crc_err=%d Number of frames with a CRC error received.

iee%d: iee_intr: align_err=%d Number of unaligned frames received.

iee%d: iee_intr: resource_err=%d Number of good frames dropped because the receive ring buffer was
full.

iee%d: iee_intr: overrun_err=%d Number of frames lost because the system bus was not available for
DMA.

iee%d: iee_intr: rcvcdt_err=%d Number of collisions detected during frame reception.

iee%d: iee_intr: short_fr_err=%d Number of frames received that where shorter then the minimum frame
length.

iee%d: iee_start: failed to load DMA map A mbuf (9) chain with too many elements could not be setup
for transmission. Thembuf (9) chain will be merged into a singlembuf (9) cluster and retransmitted.

iee%d: iee_start: can’t allocate mbuf.
iee%d: iee_start: can’t load TX DMA map. Said error occurred during merging thembuf (9) chain into a
mbuf (9) cluster. The frame was dropped.
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iee%d: iee_init: can’t create TX DMA map
iee%d: iee_init: can’t allocate mbuf
iee%d: iee_init: can’t allocate mbuf cluster
iee%d: iee_init: can’t create RX DMA map
iee%d: iee_init: can’t load RX DMA map There was no memory free to allocate resources when the oper-
ator tried to bring the interface up. The interface will not come up.Try again later.

iee%d: iee_watchdog: transmit timeout %d
iee%d: iee_watchdog: setup timeout %d The hardware didn’t respond to a transmit or setup command
within five seconds. Theinterface will be reset and restarted.

iee%d: iee_gsc_cmd: timeout n=%dTimeout at sending a channel attention command to the chip.

iee%d: iee_gsc_reset timeout bussy=0x%x Timeout at resetting the chip.Possible errors during
autoconf (4).

iee%d: iee_gsc_attach: can’t map I/O spaceThe driver failed to map the I/O ports of the chip. The device
will not be attached.

iee%d: iee_gsc_attach: can’t allocate %d bytes of DMA memory
iee%d: iee_gsc_attach: can’t map DMA memory
iee%d: iee_gsc_attach: can’t create DMA map
iee%d: iee_gsc_attach: can’t load DMA map The driver failed to get the shared DMA memory for the
chip. Thedevice will not be attached.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), inet (4), intro (4), vlan (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
The iee driver appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
Jochen Kunz

BUGS
None. ;-)
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NAME
ieee1394if — IEEE1394 High-performance Serial Bus

SYNOPSIS
ieee1394if ∗ at fwohci?

DESCRIPTION
NetBSD provides machine-independent bus support and raw drivers for IEEE1394 interfaces.

The ieee1394if driver consists of two layers: the controller and the bus layer. The controller attaches to a
physical bus (like pci (4)). The ieee1394if bus attaches to the controller. Additional drivers can be
attached to the bus.

Up to 63 devices, including the host itself, can be attached to a IEEE1394 bus. Theroot node is dynamically
assigned with a PHY device function. Also, the other IEEE1394 bus specific parameters, e.g., node ID, cycle
master, isochronous resource manager and bus manager, are dynamically assigned, after bus reset is initiated.
On theieee1394if bus, every device is identified by an EUI 64 address.

FILES
/dev/fw0.0
/dev/fwmem0.0

SEE ALSO
fwip (4), fwohci (4), pci (4), sbp (4), fwctl (8), sysctl (8)

HISTORY
The ieee1394if driver first appeared inFreeBSD5.0, asfirewire . It was added toNetBSD 4.0 under
its present name.

AUTHORS
The ieee1394if driver was written by Katsushi Kobayashi and Hidetoshi Shimokawa for the FreeBSD
project. Itwas added toNetBSD 4.0 by KIYOHARA Takashi.

BUGS
Seefwohci (4) for security notes.
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NAME
ieee80211 — standard interface to IEEE 802.11 devices

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <net/if.h>
#include <net/ethernet.h>
#include <net/if_ieee80211.h>

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the standard interface to configuration and status information on IEEE 802.11 devices.
Most devices support options not configurable by this interface. They must be set by their respective, spe-
cific control program. The interface is via one of the followingioctl (2) calls on a socket:

SIOCG80211 Get configuration or status information.

SIOCS80211 Set configuration information.

These requests are made via a modifiedifreq structure. Thisstructure is defined as follows:

struct ieee80211req {
char i_name[IFNAMSIZ]; / ∗ if_name, e.g. "wi0" ∗/
uint16_t i_type; / ∗ req type ∗/
int16_t i_val; / ∗ Index or simple value ∗/
int16_t i_len; / ∗ Index or simple value ∗/
void ∗i_data; / ∗ Extra data ∗/

};

For SIOCG80211 the following values ofi_typeare valid:

IEEE80211_IOC_SSID
Returns the requested SSID by copying it into the buffer pointed to byi_dataand settingi_len to
the length.If i_val is ≥ 0 then the request refers to the configured value for that slot.Generally, 0
is the only valid value, but some interfaces support more SSIDs.If i_val is −1 then the request
refers to the currently active value.

IEEE80211_IOC_NUMSSIDS
Returns the number of SSIDs this card supports.In most cases, this is 1, but some devices such as
an(4) support more.

IEEE80211_IOC_WEP
Returns the current WEP status ini_val. Valid values areIEEE80211_WEP_NOSUP,
IEEE80211_WEP_ON, IEEE80211_WEP_OFF, and IEEE80211_WEP_MIXED. Respec-
tively, these values mean unsupported, mandatory for all devices, off, and on, but not required for
all devices.

IEEE80211_IOC_WEPKEY
Returns the requested WEP key via i_dataand its length viai_len. If the device does not support
returning the WEP key or the user is not root then the key may be returned as all zeros.Techni-
cally this is a valid key, but it is the kind of key an idiot would put on his luggage so we use it as a
special value. Generally, only four WEP keys are allowed, but some devices support more. If so,
the first four (0-3) are the standard keys stored in volatile storage and the others are device specific.

IEEE80211_IOC_NUMWEPKEYS
Returns the number of WEP keys supported by this device, generally 4.A device that does not
support WEP may either report 0 or simply returnEINVAL.
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IEEE80211_IOC_WEPTXKEY
Returns the WEP key used for transmission.

IEEE80211_IOC_AUTHMODE
Returns the current authentication mode ini_val. Valid values areIEEE80211_AUTH_NONE,
IEEE80211_AUTH_OPEN, and IEEE80211_AUTH_SHARED.

IEEE80211_IOC_STATIONNAME
Returns the station name viai_dataand its length viai_len. While all known devices seem to sup-
port this in some way or another, they all do it differently and it appears to not have anything to do
with the actual IEEE 802.11 standard so making up an answer may be necessary for future devices.

IEEE80211_IOC_CHANNEL
Returns the current direct sequence spread spectrum channel in use.

IEEE80211_IOC_POWERSAVE
Returns the current powersaving mode. Valid values areIEEE80211_POWERSAVE_NOSUP,
IEEE80211_POWERSAVE_OFF, IEEE80211_POWERSAVE_ON,
IEEE80211_POWERSAVE_CAM, IEEE80211_POWERSAVE_PSP, and
IEEE80211_POWERSAVE_PSP_CAM. Currently,IEEE80211_POWERSAVE_ONis defined to
be equal toIEEE80211_POWERSAVE_CAM, but this may be incorrect.

IEEE80211_IOC_POWERSAVESLEEP
Returns the powersave sleep time in msec ini_val.

For SIOCS80211 the following values ofi_typeare valid:

IEEE80211_IOC_SSID
Set the desired SSID for infrastructure and ad-hoc modes to value given by i_dataand i_len. The
length should be no longer than 32 characters.

IEEE80211_IOC_WEP
Set the current WEP mode to the value given in i_val. Valid values are the same as those for this
value above. Devices which do not support all modes may choose to either returnEINVAL or
choose a reasonable alternate (supported) setting.

IEEE80211_IOC_WEPKEY
Set the WEP key indicated byi_val to the value given by i_dataandi_len. Generally, valid values
of i_lenare 0, 5, and 13 though not all devices with WEP support have support for 13-byte keys.

IEEE80211_IOC_WEPTXKEY
Set the WEP key used for transmission to the value ini_val. Not all values which are valid for set-
ting keys may be valid for setting transmit keys due to strange device interfaces.

IEEE80211_IOC_AUTHMODE
Set the current authorization mode to the value given in i_val. Valid values are given above. Not
all devices support this.

IEEE80211_IOC_STATIONNAME
Set the station name to the value given by i_dataand i_len. The standard does not appear to deal
with this feature so the range of valid values may vary from device to device.

IEEE80211_IOC_CHANNEL
Set the desired ad-hoc channel to the value given by i_val. On some devices this has an impact on
infrastructure mode as well.Valid values are 1-14, but 0 should be allowed and should return the
device to the default value. Maydevices support this directly by converting any inv alid value to
the default value.
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IEEE80211_IOC_POWERSAVE
Set the current powersaving mode to the value given in i_val. Valid values are the same as those
for this value above. Devices which do not support all modes may choose to either returnEINVAL
or choose a reasonable alternate (supported) setting. Most devices only support CAM mode.

IEEE80211_IOC_POWERSAVESLEEP
Set the powersave sleep time in msec to the value ini_val.

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), an(4), ray (4), wi (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
The ieee80211 manual appeared inFreeBSD4.3.
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NAME
ifmedia — network interface media settings

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <net/if.h>
#include <net/if_media.h>

DESCRIPTION
The ifmedia interface provides a consistent method for querying and setting network interface media and
media options. The media is typically set using theifconfig (8) command.

There are currently four link types supported byifmedia :
IFM_ETHER Ethernet
IFM_TOKEN Token Ring
IFM_FDDI FDDI
IFM_IEEE80211 IEEE802.11 Wireless LAN

The following sections describe the possible media settings for each link type. Not all of these are supported
by every device; refer to your device’s manual page for more information.

The lists below provide the possible names of each media type or option. The first name in the list is the
canonical name of the media type or option. Additional names are acceptable aliases for the media type or
option.

COMMON MEDIA TYPES AND OPTIONS
The following media types are shared by all link types:

IFM_AUTO Autoselect the best media. [autoselect, auto]
IFM_MANUALJumper or switch on device selects media. [manual]
IFM_NONE Deselect all media. [none]

The following media options are shared by all link types:

IFM_FDX Place the device into full-duplex mode. Thisoption only has meaning if the device is
normally not full-duplex. [full-duplex, fdx]

IFM_HDX Place the device into half-duplex mode. Thisoption only has meaning if the device is
normally not half-duplex. [half-duplex, hdx]

IFM_FLOW Hardware flow control support. [flowcontrol, flow]

IFM_FLAG0 Driver-defined flag. [flag0]

IFM_FLAG1 Driver-defined flag. [flag1]

IFM_FLAG2 Driver-defined flag. [flag2]

IFM_LOOP Place the device into hardware loopback mode. [loopback, hw-loopback, loop]

MEDIA TYPES AND OPTIONS FOR ETHERNET
The following media types are defined for Ethernet:

IFM_HPNA_1 HomePNA 1.0, 1Mb/s. [HomePNA1, HPNA1]

IFM_10_T 10BASE-T, 10Mb/s over unshielded twisted pair, RJ45 connector. [10baseT, UTP,
10UTP]
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IFM_10_2 10BASE2, 10Mb/s over coaxial cable, BNC connector, also called Thinnet.
[10base2, BNC, 10BNC]

IFM_10_5 10BASE5, 10Mb/s over 15-wire cables, DB15 connector, also called AUI.
[10base5, AUI, 10AUI]

IFM_10_STP 10BASE-STP, 10Mb/s over shielded twisted pair, DB9 connector. [10baseSTP,
STP, 10STP]

IFM_10_FL 10BASE-FL, 10Mb/s over fiber optic cables. [10baseFL, FL, 10FL]

IFM_100_TX 100BASE-TX, 100Mb/s over unshielded twisted pair, RJ45 connector.
[100baseTX, 100TX]

IFM_100_FX 100BASE-FX, 100Mb/s over fiber optic cables. [100baseFX, 100FX]

IFM_100_T4 100BASE-T4, 100Mb/s over 4-wire (category 3) unshielded twisted pair, RJ45 con-
nector. [100baseT4, 100T4]

IFM_100_T2 100BASE-T2. [100baseT2,100T2]

IFM_100_VG 100VG-AnyLAN. [100baseVG, 100VG]

IFM_1000_SX 1000BASE-SX, 1Gb/s over multi-mode fiber optic cables. (short wav es)
[1000baseSX, 1000SX]

IFM_1000_LX 1000BASE-LX, 1Gb/s over single-mode fiber optic cables. (long wav es)
[1000baseLX, 1000LX]

IFM_1000_CX 1000BASE-CX, 1Gb/s over shielded twisted pair. (twinax) [1000baseCX, 1000CX]

IFM_1000_T 1000BASE-T, 1Gb/s over category 5 unshielded twisted pair, 802.3ab, RJ45 con-
nector. [1000baseT, 1000T]

IFM_10G_LR 10GBASE-LR, 10Gb/s over single-mode fiber optic cables. [10GbaseLR, 10GLR]

The following media option is defined for Ethernet:

IFM_ETH_MASTER Configure a 1000BASE-T PHY as the clock master for a 1000BASE-T link.
This option has no effect (shows current status only) if the media is
IFM_AUTO.

IFM_ETH_TXPAUSEConfigure the device to send PAUSE (flow control ) frames. Thisoption has
no effect (shows current status only) if the media isIFM_AUTO.

IFM_ETH_RXPAUSEConfigure the device to receive PAUSE (flow control ) frames. Thisoption
has no effect (shows current status only) if the media isIFM_AUTO.

MEDIA TYPES AND OPTIONS FOR TOKEN RING
The following media types are defined for Token Ring:

IFM_TOK_STP4 4Mb/s, shielded twisted pair, DB9 connector. [DB9/4Mbit, 4STP]

IFM_TOK_STP16 16Mb/s, shielded twisted pair, DB9 connector. [DB9/16Mbit, 16STP]

IFM_TOK_UTP4 4Mb/s, unshielded twisted pair, RJ45 connector. [UTP/4Mbit, 4UTP]

IFM_TOK_UTP16 16Mb/s, unshielded twisted pair, RJ45 connector. [UTP/16Mbit, 16UTP]

The following media options are defined for Token Ring:
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IFM_TOK_ETR Early token release. [EarlyTokenRelease, ETR]

IFM_TOK_SRCRTEnable source routing features. [SourceRouting, SRCRT]

IFM_TOK_ALLR All routes vs. single route broadcast. [AllRoutes, ALLR]

MEDIA TYPES AND OPTIONS FOR FDDI
The following media types are defined for FDDI:

IFM_FDDI_SMF Single-mode fiber. [Single-mode, SMF]
IFM_FDDI_MMF Multi-mode fiber. [Multi-mode, MMF]
IFM_FDDI_UTP Unshielded twisted pair, RJ45 connector. [UTP, CDDI]

The following media options are defined for FDDI:

IFM_FDDI_DA Dual-attached station vs. Single-attached station. [dual-attach, das]

MEDIA TYPES AND OPTIONS FOR IEEE802.11 WIRELESS LAN
The following media types are defined for IEEE802.11 Wireless LAN:

IFM_IEEE80211_FH1 Frequency Hopping 1Mbps. [FH1]
IFM_IEEE80211_FH2 Frequency Hopping 2Mbps. [FH2]
IFM_IEEE80211_DS1 Direct Sequence 1Mbps. [DS1]
IFM_IEEE80211_DS2 Direct Sequence 2Mbps. [DS2]
IFM_IEEE80211_DS5 Direct Sequence 5Mbps. [DS5]
IFM_IEEE80211_DS11 Direct Sequence 11Mbps. [DS11]
IFM_IEEE80211_DS22 Direct Sequence 22Mbps. [DS22]
IFM_IEEE80211_OFDM6 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 6Mbps. [OFDM6]
IFM_IEEE80211_OFDM9 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 9Mbps. [OFDM9]
IFM_IEEE80211_OFDM12 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 12Mbps. [OFDM12]
IFM_IEEE80211_OFDM18 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 18Mbps. [OFDM18]
IFM_IEEE80211_OFDM24 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 24Mbps. [OFDM24]
IFM_IEEE80211_OFDM36 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 36Mbps. [OFDM36]
IFM_IEEE80211_OFDM48 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 48Mbps. [OFDM48]
IFM_IEEE80211_OFDM54 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 54Mbps. [OFDM54]
IFM_IEEE80211_OFDM72 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 72Mbps. [OFDM72]

The following media options are defined for IEEE802.11 Wireless LAN:
IFM_IEEE80211_ADHOC Ad-hoc (IBSS) mode. [adhoc, ibss]

In some drivers, it may be used with theIFM_FLAG0 [flag0] media
option to specify non-standard ad-hoc demo mode.

IFM_IEEE80211_HOSTAP Access Point mode [hostap]
IFM_IEEE80211_MONITOR Monitor mode [monitor]
IFM_IEEE80211_TURBO Turbo mode [turbo]

SEE ALSO
netintro (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
The ifmedia interface first appeared inBSD/OS3.0. Theimplementation that appeared inNetBSD 1.3 was
written by Jonathan Stone and Jason R. Thorpe to be compatible with the BSDI API.It has since gone
through several revisions which have extended the API while maintaining backwards compatibility with the
original API.

Support for theIEEE802.11 Wireless LANlink type was added inNetBSD 1.5.
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NAME
ifpci — AVM Fritz!PCI ISDN card driver

SYNOPSIS
ifpci ∗ at pci?

DESCRIPTION
The ifpci driver supports the popular Fritz!PCI card from AVM. While this card uses the same brand as its
predecessors, those use a different chipset and are driven by the isic (4) driver.

The PCI subsystem configures the card automatically, there are no options for the driver.

SEE ALSO
isic (4), isdnd (8)

STANDARDS
CCITT Recommendation I.430

AUTHORS
The ifpci driver was written by Gary Jennejohn forFreeBSD. It was ported toNetBSD by Martin
Husemann〈martin@NetBSD.org〉.
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NAME
igsfb — IGA 1682 and CyberPro series graphics cards

SYNOPSIS
igsfb ∗ at pci?
wsdisplay ∗ at igsfb?

DESCRIPTION
The igsfb driver provides support for IGA 1682 and CyberPro series of graphics cards by InteGraphics
Systems, now Tvia. Theigsfb driver operates these cards in linear framebuffer mode, not in VGA mode.

SEE ALSO
wscons (4)

HISTORY
The igsfb driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

BUGS
There’s currently no way to change resolution, frequency, etc. Thedriver is hardcoded to init the card to
1024×768, 8bpp at 60Hz.
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NAME
iha — Initio INIC-940/950 based PCI SCSI host adapter driver

SYNOPSIS
iha ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
scsibus ∗ at iha?

DESCRIPTION
The iha driver supports PCI SCSI host adapters based on the Initio INIC-940 and INIC-950 chips.

The INI-9090U, INI-9100U/UW, the Iwill 2935UW and the IOI Technology IOI-4203U have been tested.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), pci (4), scsi (4), sd (4), ss (4), st (4), uk (4), scsipi (9)

http://www.initio.com/

AUTHORS
The iha driver was originally written forOpenBSDby Kenneth R. Westerback, based on aFreeBSDdriver by
Winston Hung. Izumi Tsutsui ported the driver to NetBSD.

BUGS
iha driver does not currently use tagged command queuing.
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NAME
ik — Ikonas frame buffer, graphics device interface

SYNOPSIS
ik0 at uba? csr 0172460 vector ikintr

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

The ik driver provides an interface to an Ikonas frame buffer graphics device. Eachminor device is a differ-
ent frame buffer interface board. When the device is opened, its interface registers are mapped, via virtual
memory, into the user processes address space. This allows the user process very high bandwidth to the
frame buffer with no system call overhead.

Bytes written or read from the device areDMA ’ed from or to the interface. Theframe buffer XY address, its
addressing mode, etc. must be set up by the user process before calling write or read.

Other communication with the driver is via ioctls. The IK_GETADDR ioctl (2) returns the virtual address
where the user process can find the interface registers. TheIK_WAITINT ioctl (2) suspends the user
process until the ikonas device has interrupted (for whatever reason — the user process has to set the inter-
rupt enables).

FILES
/dev/ik

DIAGNOSTICS
None.

HISTORY
The ik driver appeared in 4.2BSD.

BUGS
An invalid access (e.g., longword) to a mapped interface register can cause the system to crash with a
machine check.A user process could possibly cause infinite interrupts hence bringing things to a crawl.
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NAME
ikphy — driver for Intel i82563 Kumeran 10/100/1000 Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
ikphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
The ikphy driver supports the Intel i82563 Kumeran 10/100/1000 Ethernet PHYs. These PHYs are found
on a variety of high-performance Ethernet interfaces.

NOTES
While not required for basic card operation, the lack of this device will mean that thewm(4) device cannot
detect link and link-speed.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), mii (4), wm(4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
il — Interlan NI1010 10 Mb/s Ethernet interface

SYNOPSIS
il0 at uba0 csr 164000

DESCRIPTION
The il interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network through an Interlan 1010 or 1010A con-
troller.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Theil
interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Internet
and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

DIAGNOSTICS
il%d: input err or. The hardware indicated an error in reading a packet off the cable or an illegally sized
packet.

il%d: can’t handle af%d. The interface was handed a message with addresses formatted in an unsuitable
address family; the packet was dropped.

il%d: setaddr didn’t w ork. The interface was unable to reprogram its physical Ethernet address. This may
happen with very early models of the interface. Thisfacility is used only when the controller is not the first
network interface configured forXNS. The oldest interface tested (2.7.1.0.1.45) has never failed in this way.

il%d: reset failed, csr=%b.
il%d: status failed, csr=%b.
il%d: hardwar e diag failed, csr=%b.
il%d: verifying setaddr , csr=%b.
il%d: stray xmit interrupt, csr=%b.
il%d: can’t initialize. The above messages indicate a probable hardware error performing the indicated
operation during autoconfiguration or initialization.The status field in the control and status register (the
low-order four bits) should indicate the nature of the failure. Seethe hardware manual for details.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), netintro (4)

HISTORY
The il interface appeared in 4.2BSD.
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NAME
imc — Indy Memory Controller and system controller

SYNOPSIS
imc0 at mainbus0 addr 0x1fa00000

DESCRIPTION
The Indy Memory Controller is responsible for acting as an interface from thegio (4) bus to the main mem-
ory and CPU. Theimc is found in the Indigo R4k, Indy, Challenge S, Challenge M, and Indigo2 machines.

SEE ALSO
gio (4)

HISTORY
The imc driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
inet — Internet protocol family

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>

DESCRIPTION
The Internet protocol family is a collection of protocols layered atop theInternet Protocol ( IP ) transport
layer, and using the Internet address format. The Internet family provides protocol support for the
SOCK_STREAM, SOCK_DGRAM, and SOCK_RAWsocket types; theSOCK_RAWinterface provides access to
the IP protocol.

ADDRESSING
Internet addresses are four byte quantities, stored in network standard format (on theVAX these are word and
byte reversed). Theinclude file〈netinet/in.h 〉 defines this address as a discriminated union.

Sockets bound to the Internet protocol family use the following addressing structure,

struct sockaddr_in {
uint8_t sin_len;
sa_family_t sin_family;
in_port_t sin_port;
struct in_addr sin_addr;
int8_t sin_zero[8];

};

Sockets may be created with the local addressINADDR_ANYto effect “wildcard” matching on incoming
messages. Theaddress in aconnect (2) or sendto (2) call may be given as INADDR_ANYto mean “this
host”. Thedistinguished addressINADDR_BROADCASTis allowed as a shorthand for the broadcast address
on the primary network if the first network configured supports broadcast.

PROT OCOLS
The Internet protocol family comprises theIP transport protocol, Internet Control Message Protocol
( ICMP ) ,  Transmission Control Protocol( TCP) ,  and User Datagram Protocol( UDP) . TCP is used to sup-
port theSOCK_STREAMabstraction whileUDP is used to support theSOCK_DGRAMabstraction. Araw
interface toIP is available by creating an Internet socket of typeSOCK_RAW. The ICMP message protocol is
accessible from a raw socket.

The 32-bit Internet address contains both network and host parts.It is frequency-encoded; the most-signifi-
cant bit is clear in Class A addresses, in which the high-order 8 bits are the network number. Class B
addresses use the high-order 16 bits as the network field, and Class C addresses have a 24-bit network part.
Sites with a cluster of local networks and a connection to the Internet may chose to use a single network
number for the cluster; this is done by using subnet addressing. The local (host) portion of the address is fur-
ther subdivided into subnet and host parts.Within a subnet, each subnet appears to be an individual network;
externally, the entire cluster appears to be a single, uniform network requiring only a single routing entry.
Subnet addressing is enabled and examined by the following ioctl (2) commands on a datagram socket in
the Internet domain; they hav ethe same form as theSIOCIFADDRcommand (seenetintro (4)).

SIOCSIFNETMASKSet interface network mask. The network mask defines the network part of the
address; if it contains more of the address than the address type would indicate, then
subnets are in use.
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SIOCGIFNETMASKGet interface network mask.

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), socket (2), icmp (4), intro (4), ip (4), netintro (4), tcp (4), udp (4)

Stuart Sechrest,An Introductory 4.4BSD Interprocess Communication Tutorial. ( see
/usr/share/doc/psd/20.ipctut )

Samuel J. Leffler, Robert S. Fabry, William N. Joy, Phil Lapsley, Steve Miller, and Chris Torek,Advanced
4.4BSD IPC Tutorial. ( see/usr/share/doc/psd/21.ipc )

HISTORY
The inet protocol interface appeared in 4.2BSD.

BUGS
The Internet protocol support is subject to change as the Internet protocols develop. Usersshould not depend
on details of the current implementation, but rather the services exported.
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NAME
inet6 — Internet protocol version 6 family

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>

DESCRIPTION
The inet6 family is an updated version ofinet (4) family. While inet (4) implements Internet Protocol
version 4,inet6 implements Internet Protocol version 6.

inet6 is a collection of protocols layered atop theInternet Protocol version 6( IPv6) transport layer, and
using the IPv6 address format.The inet6 family provides protocol support for theSOCK_STREAM,
SOCK_DGRAM, and SOCK_RAWsocket types; theSOCK_RAWinterface provides access to theIPv6 protocol.

ADDRESSING
IPv6 addresses are 16 byte quantities, stored in network standard byteorder. The include file
〈netinet/in.h 〉 defines this address as a discriminated union.

Sockets bound to theinet6 family use the following addressing structure:

struct sockaddr_in6 {
uint8_t sin6_len;
sa_family_t sin6_family;
in_port_t sin6_port;
uint32_t sin6_flowinfo;
struct in6_addr sin6_addr;
uint32_t sin6_scope_id;

};

Sockets may be created with the local address “:: ” ( which is equal to IPv6 address0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0 )
to effect “wildcard” matching on incoming messages.

The IPv6 specification defines scoped addresses, like link-local or site-local addresses.A scoped address is
ambiguous to the kernel, if it is specified without a scope identifier. To manipulate scoped addresses prop-
erly from the userland, programs must use the advanced API defined in RFC 2292.A compact description of
the advanced API is available in ip6 (4). If a scoped address is specified without an explicit scope, the ker-
nel may raise an error. Note that scoped addresses are not for daily use at this moment, both from a specifi-
cation and an implementation point of view.

The KAME implementation supports an extended numeric IPv6 address notation for link-local addresses,
like “fe80::1%de0 ” to specify “fe80::1 on de0 interface”. This notation is supported by
getaddrinfo (3) andgetnameinfo (3). Someof normal userland programs, such astelnet (1) or
ftp (1), are able to use this notation.With special programs like ping6 (8), you can specify the outgoing
interface by an extra command line option to disambiguate scoped addresses.

Scoped addresses are handled specially in the kernel. Inkernel structures like routing tables or interface
structures, a scoped address will have its interface index embedded into the address. Therefore, the address
in some kernel structures is not the same as that on the wire. The embedded index will become visible
through aPF_ROUTEsocket, kernel memory accesses viakvm(3) and on some other occasions.HOW-
EVER, users should never use the embedded form. For details please consult
http://www.kame.net/dev/cvsweb.cgi/kame/IMPLEMENTATION . Note that the above URL
describes the situation with the latest KAME tree, not theNetBSD tree.
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PROT OCOLS
The inet6 family comprises theIPv6 network protocol, Internet Control Message Protocol version 6
( ICMPv6) ,  Transmission Control Protocol( TCP) ,  and User Datagram Protocol( UDP) . TCP is used to
support theSOCK_STREAMabstraction whileUDP is used to support theSOCK_DGRAMabstraction. Note
that TCP andUDP are common toinet (4) andinet6 . A raw interface toIPv6 is available by creating an
Internet socket of typeSOCK_RAW. The ICMPv6 message protocol is accessible from a raw socket.

Interaction between IPv4/v6 sockets
By default, NetBSD does not route IPv4 traffic toAF_INET6 sockets. Thedefault behavior intentionally
violates RFC 2553 for security reasons. Listen to two sockets if you want to accept both IPv4 and IPv6 traf-
fic. IPv4 traffic may be routed with certain per-socket/per-node configuration, however, it is not recom-
mended to do so. Consultip6 (4) for details.

The behavior ofAF_INET6 TCP/UDP socket is documented in RFC 2553. Basically, it says this:
• A specific bind on anAF_INET6 socket (bind (2) with an address specified) should accept IPv6 traffic

to that address only.
• If you perform a wildcard bind on anAF_INET6 socket (bind (2) to IPv6 address:: ) ,  and there is no

wildcard bindAF_INET socket on that TCP/UDP port, IPv6 traffic as well as IPv4 traffic should be
routed to thatAF_INET6 socket. IPv4traffic should be seen as if it came from an IPv6 address like
::ffff:10.1.1.1 . This is called an IPv4 mapped address.

• If there are both a wildcard bindAF_INET socket and a wildcard bindAF_INET6 socket on one
TCP/UDP port, they should behave separately. IPv4 traffic should be routed to theAF_INET socket and
IPv6 should be routed to theAF_INET6 socket.

However, RFC 2553 does not define the ordering constraint between calls tobind (2), nor how IPv4
TCP/UDP port numbers and IPv6 TCP/UDP port numbers relate to each other( should they be integrated or
separated ) .Implemented behavior is very different from kernel to kernel. Therefore,it is unwise to rely too
much upon the behavior ofAF_INET6 wildcard bind sockets. It is recommended to listen to two sockets,
one forAF_INET and another forAF_INET6 , when you would like to accept both IPv4 and IPv6 traffic.

It should also be noted that malicious parties can take advantage of the complexity presented above, and are
able to bypass access control, if the target node routes IPv4 traffic toAF_INET6 socket. Usersare advised
to take care handling connections from IPv4 mapped address toAF_INET6 sockets.

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), socket (2), sysctl (3), icmp6 (4), intro (4), ip6 (4), tcp (4), udp (4)

STANDARDS
Tatsuya Jinmei and Atsushi Onoe,An Extension of Format for IPv6 Scoped Addresses, internet draft, draft-
ietf-ipngwg-scopedaddr-format-02.txt, June 2000, work in progress material.

HISTORY
The inet6 protocol interfaces are defined in RFC 2553 and RFC 2292. The implementation described
herein appeared in the WIDE/KAME project.

BUGS
The IPv6 support is subject to change as the Internet protocols develop. Usersshould not depend on details
of the current implementation, but rather the services exported.

Users are suggested to implement “version independent” code as much as possible, as you will need to sup-
port bothinet (4) andinet6 .
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NAME
inphy — Driver for Intel i82555 10/100 Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
inphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
The inphy driver supports the Intel i82555 10/100 Ethernet PHYs. These PHYs are found on a variety of
high-performance Ethernet interfaces.

NOTES
While not required for basic card operation, the lack of this device will mean that thefxp (4) device cannot
detect link and link-speed.

SEE ALSO
fxp (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
intersil7170 — Intersil ICM7170 time-of-day clock driver

SYNOPSIS
#include <dev/ic/intersil7170reg.h>
#include <dev/ic/intersil7170var.h>
define intersil7170
file dev/ic/intersil7170.c intersil7170

DESCRIPTION
The intersil7170 driver provides access to theIntersil ICM7170time-of-day clock chip. Access methods
to retrieve and set date and time are provided through theTODR interface defined intodr (9).

To tie an instance of this device to the system, use theintersil7170_attach () function and the
intersil7170_softc structure defined as follows:

void intersil7170_attach (struct intersil7170_softc ∗)

struct intersil7170_softc {
struct device sc_dev;
bus_space_tag_t sc_bst;
bus_space_handle_t sc_bsh;
struct todr_chip_handle sc_handle;
u_int sc_year0;
u_int sc_flag;

};

bus_tag

bus_handle Specify bus space access to the chip’s non-volatile memory ( including the clock
registers ) .

sc_handle TODR handle passed to thetodr_attach () function to registertodr (9) interface.

sc_year0 The actual year represented by the clock’s ‘year’ counter. This is generally depen-
dent on the system configuration in which the clock device is mounted.For instance,
on Sun Microsystems machines the convention is to have clock’s two-digit year rep-
resent the year 1968.

sc_flag This flag is used to specify machine-dependent features.

Note that if the resulting date retrieved with the todr_gettime() method is earlier that January 1, 1970, the
driver will assume that the chip’s year counter actually represents a year in the 21st century. This behaviour
can be overridden by setting theINTERSIL7170_NO_CENT_ADJUSTflag insc_flag.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), todr (9)

HISTORY
The intersil7170 driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

AUTHORS
The intersil7170 driver was written by Paul Kranenburg〈pk@NetBSD.org〉.
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NAME
intio — hp300 internal I/O space driver

SYNOPSIS
intio0 at mainbus0

DESCRIPTION
intio is a virtual device corresponding to the hp300 internal I/O space.

Internal I/O space spans the hp300 physical address space, and is mapped permanently in the kernel virtual
space at the very early time of the kernel startup procedure.

intio driver manages the internal I/O space of hp300.

• Address range management to avoid confliction of address space of which devices probe by
touching hardware port is difficult.

• Interrupt vector management.

• bus_space (9) andbus_dma(9) implementation.

• Other utility functions.

intio is always required to run theNetBSD kernel.

SEE ALSO
bus_dma(9), bus_space (9)
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NAME
intio — X68K internal I/O space driver

SYNOPSIS
intio0 at mainbus0

DESCRIPTION
intio is a virtual device corresponding to the x68k internal I/O space.

Internal I/O space spans from 0xc00000 to 0xffffff o f the x68k physical address space, and is mapped perma-
nently in the kernel virtual space at the very early time of the kernel startup procedure.

intio driver manages the internal I/O space of x68k.

• Address range management to avoid confliction of address space of which devices probe by
touching hardware port is difficult.

• Interrupt vector management.

• bus_space (9) andbus_dma(9) implementation.

• Other utility functions.

intio is always required to run theNetBSD kernel.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), bus_dma(9), bus_space (9)
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NAME
io — HP PA-RISC I/O subsystem reference

DESCRIPTION
The following table lists thePA-RISC I/O subsystems and connected devices found in the supportedHP
9000/700machines.

Model MBA SCSI Network Video Misc
705 A SE DX Timber
710 A SE DX Timber
712 LW SE CA, TR Artist
715/33 A SE DX Stinger
715/50 A SE DX Stinger
715/64 LW SE CA Artist
715/75 A SE DX Stinger
715/80 LW SE CA Artist
715/100 LW SE CA Artist
720 A SE DX [SGC]
725/50 A SE DX Stinger
725/75 A SE DX Stinger
725/64 LW SE CA Artist
725/100 LW SE CA Artist
730 A SE DX [SGC]
735 A SE, FWD DX, FDDI [SGC]
742i A SE CA Stinger VME
743i DLW SE DX Artist VME
744 DLW SE DX EG VME
745 DLW SE DX EG VME
745i A SE DX Stinger
747i A SE DX Stinger
748 DLW SE DX EG VME
748i DLW SE DX Artist VME
750 A SE DX [SGC]
755 A SE, FWD DX, FDDI [SGC]
J2x0/XC LW SE, FWD CA [GSC]
A180 DL SE TLP [GSC/PCI]
B1xxL DLW SE, FWD CA EG
B1xxL+ DLW SE, UW TLP EG
C1x0 LW SE, FWD CA [GSC]
C1xxL DLW SE, UW TLP EG
RDI DL SE CA EG CardBus
SAIC LW SE CA Artist PCMCIA

The MBA column denotes the bus adapters in use:

A asp (4)
D dino (4)
L lasi (4)
W wax(4)

The trailing characters in the SCSI row denote the SCSI bus configuration:
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SE oosiop (4) orosiop (4); Symbios/NCR53C700/710 8-bit (fast) single-ended,
FWD siop (4); NCR53C72016-bit fast differential (HVD),
UW siop (4); NCR53C87516-bit ultra single-ended.

The trailing digits in the Network row denote the interface speed:

CA iee (4); i82596CA10 Mb/s,
DX iee (4); i82596DX10 Mb/s,
TLP tlp (4); DEC 21142/310/100 Mb/s,
FDDI Am78830Formac+ FDDI,
TR TMS380C264/16 Mb/s TokenRing.

SEE ALSO
asp (4), dino (4), gsc (4), iee (4), intro (4), lasi (4), oosiop (4), osiop (4), siop (4), sti (4),
tlp (4), wax(4), http://www.openpa.net/

HISTORY
The hp700io reference first appeared withOpenBSD3.3. Itwas ported toNetBSD 2.0 by Jochen Kunz.
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NAME
io — I/O privilege file

DESCRIPTION
This device is obsolete and is provided for compatibility purposes only; usei386_iopl (2) instead.

After opening/dev/io for writing the process is granted full I/O privileges; closing the returned file
descriptor doesnot result in revocation of these privileges. Thenew I/O privileges can be useful in order to
write userland programs that handle some hardware directly.

The entire access control is handled by the file access permissions of/dev/io , so care should be taken in
granting rights for this device.

I/O privilege on access to/dev/io is only granted if the kernel was built with theCOMPAT_10option.

FILES
/dev/io

SEE ALSO
mem(4)

HISTORY
The io file appeared inNetBSD 1.0 after it was in the kernel for some time.
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NAME
ioasic — baseboard IO control ASIC for DEC TURBOchannel systems

SYNOPSIS
ioasic0 at tc? slot ? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
The ioasic driver provides support for the DEC proprietary IOCTL ASIC found on all DEC TURBOchan-
nel machines with MIPS (DECstation 5000 series, excluding the 5000/200) and Alpha (3000-series) proces-
sors. Onthese machines (including the 5000/200), all baseboard devices should be configured as children of
the ioasic device.

The ioasic provides hardware DMA channels and interrupt support for several baseboard devices, includ-
ing one asc SCSI device with a scatter/gather DMA channel, an mc146818-compatiblemcclock , an
Am7930 audio device bba , one or two scc two-port serial devices, and a AMD 7990 LANCEle Ethernet
interface.

The ioasic is also used for the floppy-disc drive and audio/ISDN hardware on the Personal DECstation
and audio-equipped TURBOchannel Alphas, where theioasic hardware provides a scatter-gather DMA
channel between the 16-bit device and the 32-bittc DMA address space.

Support for scatter-gather DMA eliminates the need for additional copying. A baseboardasc SCSI adaptor
attached to anioasic will give slightly better performance than itstc counterpart.

SEE ALSO
asc (4), bba (4), intro (4), le (4), mcclock (4), scc (4), tc (4)

HISTORY
The ioasic driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.1, derived from DECstation boot-time configuration code in
4.4BSD.

BUGS
The DECstation 5000/200 does not actually have an IOASIC chip, but for consistency it must be configured
as if it did.
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NAME
ioat — multiplexing serial communications interface

SYNOPSIS
For 6-port BOCA IOAT66 board:

ioat0 at isa? port 0x220 irq 5
com2 at ioat? slave ?
com3 at ioat? slave ?
com4 at ioat? slave ?
com5 at ioat? slave ?
com6 at ioat? slave ?
com7 at ioat? slave ?

DESCRIPTION
The ioat driver provides support for BOCA Research IOAT66 boards that multiplex together up to sixEIA
RS-232C(CCITT V.28) communications interfaces.

Eachioat device is the master device for up to sixcom devices. Thekernel configuration specifies these
com devices as slave devices of theioat device, as shown in the synopsis.The slave ID giv en for each
com device determines which bit in the interrupt multiplexing register is tested to find interrupts for that
device. Theport specification for theioat device is used to compute the base addresses for thecom subde-
vices. The port for the interrupt multiplexing register is not programmable.

FILES
/dev/tty??

SEE ALSO
com(4)

HISTORY
The ioat driver was adapted from the boca driver by Michael Richardson.
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NAME
iobus — Device driver for the I/O bus

SYNOPSIS
iobus0 at root

DESCRIPTION
Systems supported byNetBSD/acorn26 have a 16-bit I/O bus connected to the CPU bus by bi-directional
buffers managed by the IOC.The iobus driver provides support for this bus. All NetBSD/acorn26 kernels
need this driver.

On Archimedes systems, the only device attached atiobus is the IOC. While MEMC podules are physi-
cally iobus devices, they’re logically treated as being attached to the IOC.On machines with an IOEB, the
Universal Peripheral Controller chip is also attached atiobus .

SEE ALSO
podulebus (4)
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NAME
iomdkbc — ARM IOMD keyboard and mouse ports

SYNOPSIS
iomdkbc ∗ at iomd?
pckbd ∗ at iomdkbc?
pms∗ at iomdkbc?

DESCRIPTION
The iomdkbc driver interfaces machine-independent drivers for PC keyboards and PS/2 mice to the particu-
lar implementation of the keyboard and mouse ports provided by theARM IOMD20, ARM7500, and
ARM7500FE. The quadrature mouse interface on theIOMD20 is handled by theqms(4) driver.

This driver replaces thekbd (4) andrpckbd (4) drivers, which will be withdrawn in a futureNetBSD release.
If a kernel haskbd (4) or rpckbd (4) configured,iomdkbc will only be used for the mouse interface (if
present).

SEE ALSO
kbd (4), pckbd (4), pms(4), qms(4), rpckbd (4)

HISTORY
The iomdkbc driver was introduced inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
iop — I2O adapter driver

SYNOPSIS
iop ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
iopsp ∗ at iop? tid ?
ld ∗ at iop? tid ?
dpti ∗ at iop? tid 0

DESCRIPTION
The iop driver provides support forPCI I/O processors conforming to theI2O specification, revision 1.5 and
above.

I2O is a specification that defines a software interface for communicating with a number of device types.In
its basic form, I2O provides the following:

• A vendor-neutral interface for communicating with an I/O processor (IOP) and a number of types of
peripherals. Inorder to achieve this, hardware-specific device drivers run on the IOP, and hardware-neu-
tral device drivers run on the host.

• Reduced I/O overhead for the host.All communication between the host and the IOP is performed using
a high level protocol. Thespecification also provides for batching of requests and replies between the
host and IOP.

• An optional vendor-neutral configuration interface. Datafrom HTTP GET and POST operations can be
channeled to individual devices, and HTML pages returned.

Five types of devices are well defined by the specification. These are:

• Random block storage devices (disks).
• Sequential storage devices (tapes).
• LAN interfaces, including Ethernet, FDDI, and Token Ring.
• Bus ports (SCSI).
• SCSI peripherals.

The iop driver’s role is to initialize and monitor the IOP, provide a conduit for messages and replies to and
from devices, and provide other common services for peripheral drivers, such as DMA mapping.

IOCTL INTERF ACE
The following structures and constants are defined indev/i2o/iopio.h . Note that the headers
sys/types.h , sys/device.h anddev/i2o/i2o.h are prerequisites and must therefore be included
beforehand.

IOPIOCPT (struct ioppt)
Submit a message to the IOP and return the reply. Note that the return value of this ioctl is not
affected by completion status as indicated by the reply.

struct ioppt {
void ∗pt_msg; / ∗ pointer to message buffer ∗/
size_t pt_msglen; / ∗ message buffer size in bytes ∗/
void ∗pt_reply; / ∗ pointer to reply buffer ∗/
size_t pt_replylen; / ∗ reply buffer size in bytes ∗/
int pt_timo; / ∗ completion timeout in ms ∗/
int pt_nbufs; / ∗ number of transfers ∗/
struct ioppt_buf pt_bufs[IOP_MAX_MSG_XFERS]; / ∗ transfers ∗/

};
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struct ioppt_buf {
void ∗ptb_data; / ∗ pointer to buffer ∗/
size_t ptb_datalen; / ∗ buffer size in bytes ∗/
int ptb_out; / ∗ non-zero if transfer is to IOP ∗/

};

The minimum timeout value that may be specified is 1000ms. All other values must not exceed the
iop driver’s operational limits.

The initiator context and transaction context fields in the message frame will be filled by theiop
driver. As such, this ioctl may not be used to send messages without a transaction context payload.

IOPIOCGSTATUS (struct iovec)
Request the latest available status record from the IOP. This special-case ioctl is provided as the
I2O_EXEC_STATUS_GET message does not post replies, and can therefore not be safely issued
using the IOPIOCPT ioctl.

The following ioctls may block while attempting to acquire theiop driver’s configuration lock, and may fail
if the acquisition times out.

IOPIOCGLCT (struct iovec)
Retrieve the iop driver’s copy of the logical configuration table. This copy of the LCT matches the
current device configuration, but is not necessarily the latest available version of the LCT.

IOPIOCRECONFIG
Request that theiop driver scan all bus ports, retrieve the latest version of the LCT, and attach or
detach devices as necessary. Note that higher-level reconfiguration tasks (such as logically re-scan-
ning SCSI busses) will not be performed by this ioctl.

IOPIOCGTIDMAP (struct iovec)
Retrieve the TID to device map. This map indicates which targets are configured, and what the corre-
sponding device name for each is. Although at any giv en point it contains the same number of entries
as the LCT, the number of entries should be determined using the iov_len field from the returned
iovec.

struct iop_tidmap {
u_short it_tid;
u_short it_flags;
char it_dvname[sizeof(((struct device ∗)NULL)->dv_xname)];

};
#define IT_CONFIGURED 0x02 / ∗ target configured ∗/

FILES
/dev/iop u control device for IOP unitu

SEE ALSO
dpti (4), intro (4), iopsp (4), ld (4), iopctl (8)

http://www.intelligent-io.com/

HISTORY
The iop driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.3.
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NAME
iopaau — Intel I/O Processor Application Accelerator Unit

SYNOPSIS
iopxs ∗ at mainbus?
iopaau ∗ at iopxs?

DESCRIPTION
The Application Accelerator Unit, or AAU, provides hardware-assisted support for performing block fills on
a region of memory, XOR of multiple regions of memory( parity computation) ,  and parity verification.

The iopaau driver supports the Application Accelerator Units on the following Intel I/O Processors:

• Intel i80321 I/O Processor

The iopaau driver provides a back-end to thedmover (9) interface, and supports the following dmover (9)
functions:

zero Zero a region of memory

fill8 Fill a region of memory with an 8-bit value

copy Copy a region of memory

xor2 Perform an XOR of 2 input streams

xor3 Perform an XOR of 3 input streams

xor4 Perform an XOR of 4 input streams

xor5 Perform an XOR of 5 input streams

xor6 Perform an XOR of 6 input streams

xor7 Perform an XOR of 7 input streams

xor8 Perform an XOR of 8 input streams

SEE ALSO
dmover (9)

HISTORY
The iopaau device first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
The iopaau driver was written by Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@wasabisystems.com〉 and contributed by
Wasabi Systems, Inc.

BUGS
Due to limitations in how scatter-gather is done by the AAU hardware, a given DMA segment must be the
same length for the output stream and each input stream. The easiest way to achieve this is to ensure that all
streams used in an AAU operation begin at the same offset into a page.
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NAME
iophy — Driver for Intel i82553 10/100 Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
iophy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
The iophy driver supports the Intel i82553 10/100 Ethernet PHYs found on some Intel i82557-based Ether-
net cards.

SEE ALSO
fxp (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
iopsp — I2O SCSI port driver

SYNOPSIS
iopsp ∗ at iop? tid ?
scsibus ∗ at iopsp?

DESCRIPTION
The iopsp driver provides support for I2O SCSI bus adapter ports and child peripherals.

IOPs present each child peripheral attached to a bus adapter port as an individual device. Inorder to present
the appearance of a bus, theiopsp driver groups child peripherals by controlling port.

On IOPs containing a SCSI port and block or tape driver modules, some SCSI devices may not be directly
accessible. For each inaccessible device, a message will be displayed during configuration.For example:

iopsp0: target 0,0 (tid 70): in use by tid 47

Such devices will usually be indirectly accessible as block devices, either individually or as part of an array.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), iop (4), ld (4), scsi (4)

HISTORY
The iopsp driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.3.
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NAME
iopwdog — Intel I/O Processor Watchdog Timer

SYNOPSIS
iopxs ∗ at mainbus?
iopwdog ∗ at iopxs?

DESCRIPTION
The iopwdog driver supports the watchdog timer built-in to the following Intel I/O Processors:

• Intel i80321 I/O Processor

The watchdog timer counts down at a fixed rate based on the clock speed of the XScale CPU core.The
period of the watchdog timer cannot be changed, nor can the watchdog time be disabled once is has been
enabled.

SEE ALSO
wdogctl (8)

HISTORY
The iopwdog device first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
The iopwdog driver was written by Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@wasabisystems.com〉 and contributed by
Wasabi Systems, Inc.
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NAME
ip — Internet Protocol

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>

int
socket (AF_INET , SOCK_RAW , proto);

DESCRIPTION
IP is the network layer protocol used by the Internet protocol family. Options may be set at theIP level when
using higher-level protocols that are based onIP (such asTCP andUDP). It may also be accessed through a
“raw socket” when developing new protocols, or special-purpose applications.

There are several IP-level setsockopt (2)/getsockopt (2) options. IP_OPTIONS may be used to pro-
vide IP options to be transmitted in theIP header of each outgoing packet or to examine the header options on
incoming packets. IP options may be used with any socket type in the Internet family. The format ofIP
options to be sent is that specified by theIP protocol specification (RFC 791), with one exception: the list of
addresses for Source Route options must include the first-hop gateway at the beginning of the list of gate-
ways. Thefirst-hop gateway address will be extracted from the option list and the size adjusted accordingly
before use.To disable previously specified options, use a zero-length buffer:

setsockopt(s, IPPROTO_IP, IP_OPTIONS, NULL, 0);

IP_TOS and IP_TTL may be used to set the type-of-service and time-to-live fields in theIP header for
SOCK_STREAMandSOCK_DGRAMsockets. For example,

int tos = IPTOS_LOWDELAY; / ∗ see <netinet/in.h> ∗/
setsockopt(s, IPPROTO_IP, IP_TOS, &tos, sizeof(tos));

int ttl = 60; / ∗ max = 255 ∗/
setsockopt(s, IPPROTO_IP, IP_TTL, &ttl, sizeof(ttl));

IP_IPSEC_POLICY controls IPSec policy for sockets. For example,

const char ∗policy = "in ipsec ah/transport//require";
char ∗buf = ipsec_set_policy(policy, strlen(policy));
setsockopt(s, IPPROTO_IP, IP_IPSEC_POLICY, buf, ipsec_get_policylen(buf));

IP_PORTRANGEcontrols how ephemeral ports are allocated forSOCK_STREAMandSOCK_DGRAMsock-
ets. For example,

int range = IP_PORTRANGE_LOW; / ∗ see <netinet/in.h> ∗/
setsockopt(s, IPPROTO_IP, IP_PORTRANGE, &range, sizeof(range));

If the IP_RECVDSTADDRoption is enabled on aSOCK_DGRAMor SOCK_RAWsocket, therecvmsg (2)
call will return the destinationIP address for aUDP datagram. Themsg_control field in the msghdr structure
points to a buffer that contains a cmsghdr structure followed by theIP address. Thecmsghdr fields have the
following values:

cmsg_len = sizeof(struct in_addr)
cmsg_level = IPPROTO_IP
cmsg_type = IP_RECVDSTADDR

If the IP_RECVIF option is enabled on aSOCK_DGRAMor SOCK_RAWsocket, therecvmsg (2) call will
return a struct sockaddr_dl corresponding to the interface on which the packet was received. themsg_control
field in the msghdr structure points to a buffer that contains a cmsghdr structure followed by the struct sock-
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addr_dl. Thecmsghdr fields have the following values:

cmsg_len = sizeof(struct sockaddr_dl)
cmsg_level = IPPROTO_IP
cmsg_type = IP_RECVIF

MULTICAST OPTIONS
IP multicasting is supported only onAF_INET sockets of typeSOCK_DGRAMandSOCK_RAW, and only on
networks where the interface driver supports multicasting.

The IP_MULTICAST_TTL option changes the time-to-live (TTL) for outgoing multicast datagrams in order
to control the scope of the multicasts:

u_char ttl; / ∗ range: 0 to 255, default = 1 ∗/
setsockopt(s, IPPROTO_IP, IP_MULTICAST_TTL, &ttl, sizeof(ttl));

Datagrams with a TTL of 1 are not forwarded beyond the local network. Multicastdatagrams with a TTL of
0 will not be transmitted on any network, but may be delivered locally if the sending host belongs to the des-
tination group and if multicast loopback has not been disabled on the sending socket (see below). Multicast
datagrams with TTL greater than 1 may be forwarded to other networks if a multicast router is attached to
the local network.

For hosts with multiple interfaces, each multicast transmission is sent from the primary network interface.
TheIP_MULTICAST_IF option overrides the default for subsequent transmissions from a given socket:

struct in_addr addr;
setsockopt(s, IPPROTO_IP, IP_MULTICAST_IF, &addr, sizeof(addr));

where "addr" is the localIP address of the desired interface orINADDR_ANYto specify the default interface.
An interface’s local IP address and multicast capability can be obtained via theSIOCGIFCONF and
SIOCGIFFLAGS ioctls. An application may also specify an alternative to the default network interface by
index:

struct uint32_t idx = htonl(ifindex);
setsockopt(s, IPPROTO_IP, IP_MULTICAST_IF, &idx, sizeof(idx));

where "ifindex" is an interface index as returned byif_nametoindex (3).

Normal applications should not need to useIP_MULTICAST_IF .

If a multicast datagram is sent to a group to which the sending host itself belongs (on the outgoing interface),
a copy of the datagram is, by default, looped back by the IP layer for local delivery. The
IP_MULTICAST_LOOPoption gives the sender explicit control over whether or not subsequent datagrams
are looped back:

u_char loop; / ∗ 0 = disable, 1 = enable (default) ∗/
setsockopt(s, IPPROTO_IP, IP_MULTICAST_LOOP, &loop, sizeof(loop));

This option improves performance for applications that may have no more than one instance on a single host
(such as a router demon), by eliminating the overhead of receiving their own transmissions.It should gener-
ally not be used by applications for which there may be more than one instance on a single host (such as a
conferencing program) or for which the sender does not belong to the destination group (such as a time
querying program).

A multicast datagram sent with an initial TTL greater than 1 may be delivered to the sending host on a differ-
ent interface from that on which it was sent, if the host belongs to the destination group on that other inter-
face. Theloopback control option has no effect on such delivery.
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A host must become a member of a multicast group before it can receive datagrams sent to the group.To
join a multicast group, use theIP_ADD_MEMBERSHIPoption:

struct ip_mreq mreq;
setsockopt(s, IPPROTO_IP, IP_ADD_MEMBERSHIP, &mreq, sizeof(mreq));

wheremreq is the following structure:

struct ip_mreq {
struct in_addr imr_multiaddr; / ∗ multicast group to join ∗/
struct in_addr imr_interface; / ∗ interface to join on ∗/

}

imr_interface should beINADDR_ANYto choose the default multicast interface, or theIP address of a
particular multicast-capable interface if the host is multihomed. Membership is associated with a single
interface; programs running on multihomed hosts may need to join the same group on more than one inter-
face. Upto IP_MAX_MEMBERSHIPS(currently 20) memberships may be added on a single socket.

To drop a membership, use:

struct ip_mreq mreq;
setsockopt(s, IPPROTO_IP, IP_DROP_MEMBERSHIP, &mreq, sizeof(mreq));

wheremreq contains the same values as used to add the membership. Memberships are dropped when the
socket is closed or the process exits.

RAW IP SOCKETS
Raw IP sockets are connectionless, and are normally used with thesendto (2) andrecvfrom (2) calls,
though theconnect (2) call may also be used to fix the destination for future packets (in which case the
read (2) or recv (2) andwrite (2) orsend (2) system calls may be used).

If proto is 0, the default protocolIPPROTO_RAWis used for outgoing packets, and only incoming packets
destined for that protocol are received. If proto is non-zero, that protocol number will be used on outgoing
packets and to filter incoming packets.

Outgoing packets automatically have an IP header prepended to them (based on the destination address and
the protocol number the socket is created with), unless theIP_HDRINCL option has been set.Incoming
packets are received with IP header and options intact.

IP_HDRINCL indicates the complete IP header is included with the data and may be used only with the
SOCK_RAWtype.

#include <netinet/ip.h>

int hincl = 1; / ∗ 1 = on, 0 = off ∗/
setsockopt(s, IPPROTO_IP, IP_HDRINCL, &hincl, sizeof(hincl));

Unlike previousBSD releases, the program must set all the fields of the IP header, including the following:

ip->ip_v = IPVERSION;
ip->ip_hl = hlen >> 2;
ip->ip_id = 0; / ∗ 0 means kernel set appropriate value ∗/
ip->ip_off = offset;

If the header source address is set toINADDR_ANY, the kernel will choose an appropriate address.
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DIAGNOSTICS
A socket operation may fail with one of the following errors returned:

[EISCONN] when trying to establish a connection on a socket which already has one, or when try-
ing to send a datagram with the destination address specified and the socket is
already connected;

[ENOTCONN] when trying to send a datagram, but no destination address is specified, and the
socket hasn’t been connected;

[ENOBUFS] when the system runs out of memory for an internal data structure;

[EADDRNOTAVAIL] when an attempt is made to create a socket with a network address for which no net-
work interface exists.

[EACCES] when an attempt is made to create a raw IP socket by a non-privileged process.

The following errors specific toIP may occur when setting or gettingIP options:

[EINVAL ] An unknown socket option name was given.

[EINVAL ] The IP option field was improperly formed; an option field was shorter than the mini-
mum value or longer than the option buffer provided.

SEE ALSO
getsockopt (2), recv (2), send (2), ipsec_set_policy (3), icmp (4), inet (4), intro (4)

Internet Protocol, RFC, 791, September 1981.

Host Extensions for IP Multicasting, RFC, 1112, August 1989.

Requirements for Internet Hosts -- Communication Layers, RFC, 1122, October 1989.

HISTORY
The ip protocol appeared in 4.2BSD.
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NAME
ip6 — Internet Protocol version 6 (IPv6) network layer

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>

int
socket (AF_INET6 , SOCK_RAW , proto);

DESCRIPTION
The IPv6 network layer is used by the IPv6 protocol family for transporting data. IPv6 packets contain an
IPv6 header that is not provided as part of the payload contents when passed to an application.IPv6 header
options affect the behavior of this protocol and may be used by high-level protocols (such as thetcp (4) and
udp (4) protocols) as well as directly by “raw sockets”, which process IPv6 messages at a lower-level and
may be useful for developing new protocols and special-purpose applications.

Header
All IPv6 packets begin with an IPv6 header. When data received by the kernel are passed to the application,
this header is not included in buffer, even when raw sockets are being used.Likewise, when data are sent to
the kernel for transmit from the application, the buffer is not examined for an IPv6 header: the kernel always
constructs the header. To directly access IPv6 headers from received packets and specify them as part of the
buffer passed to the kernel, link-level access (bpf (4), for example )must be used instead.

The header has the following definition:

struct ip6_hdr {
union {

struct ip6_hdrctl {
uint32_t ip6_un1_flow; / ∗ 20 bits of flow ID ∗/
uint16_t ip6_un1_plen; / ∗ payload length ∗/
uint8_t ip6_un1_nxt; / ∗ next header ∗/
uint8_t ip6_un1_hlim; / ∗ hop limit ∗/

} i p6_un1;
uint8_t ip6_un2_vfc; / ∗ version and class ∗/

} i p6_ctlun;
struct in6_addr ip6_src; / ∗ source address ∗/
struct in6_addr ip6_dst; / ∗ destination address ∗/

} _ _packed;

#define ip6_vfc ip6_ctlun.ip6_un2_vfc
#define ip6_flow ip6_ctlun.ip6_un1.ip6_un1_flow
#define ip6_plen ip6_ctlun.ip6_un1.ip6_un1_plen
#define ip6_nxt ip6_ctlun.ip6_un1.ip6_un1_nxt
#define ip6_hlim ip6_ctlun.ip6_un1.ip6_un1_hlim
#define ip6_hops ip6_ctlun.ip6_un1.ip6_un1_hlim

All fields are in network-byte order. Any options specified (seeOptions below) must also be specified in
network-byte order.

ip6_flowspecifies the flow ID. ip6_plenspecifies the payload length.ip6_nxtspecifies the type of the next
header.ip6_hlimspecifies the hop limit.
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The top 4 bits ofip6_vfcspecify the class and the bottom 4 bits specify the version.

ip6_srcandip6_dstspecify the source and destination addresses.

The IPv6 header may be followed by any number of extension headers that start with the following generic
definition:

struct ip6_ext {
uint8_t ip6e_nxt;
uint8_t ip6e_len;

} _ _packed;

Options
IPv6 allows header options on packets to manipulate the behavior of the protocol. These options and other
control requests are accessed with thegetsockopt (2) and setsockopt (2) system calls at level
IPPROTO_IPV6 and by using ancillary data inrecvmsg (2) andsendmsg (2). They can be used to access
most of the fields in the IPv6 header and extension headers.

The following socket options are supported:

IPV6_UNICAST_HOPS int ∗
Get or set the default hop limit header field for outgoing unicast datagrams sent on this socket. A
value of −1 resets to the default value.

IPV6_MULTICAST_IF u_int ∗
Get or set the interface from which multicast packets will be sent.For hosts with multiple inter-
faces, each multicast transmission is sent from the primary network interface. Theinterface is spec-
ified as its index as provided byif_nametoindex (3). A value of zero specifies the default inter-
face.

IPV6_MULTICAST_HOPS int ∗
Get or set the default hop limit header field for outgoing multicast datagrams sent on this socket.
This option controls the scope of multicast datagram transmissions.

Datagrams with a hop limit of 1 are not forwarded beyond the local network. Multicastdatagrams
with a hop limit of zero will not be transmitted on any network but may be delivered locally if the
sending host belongs to the destination group and if multicast loopback (see below) has not been
disabled on the sending socket. Multicastdatagrams with a hop limit greater than 1 may be for-
warded to the other networks if a multicast router (such asmrouted (8)) is attached to the local net-
work.

IPV6_MULTICAST_LOOP u_int ∗
Get or set the status of whether multicast datagrams will be looped back for local delivery when a
multicast datagram is sent to a group to which the sending host belongs.

This option improves performance for applications that may have no more than one instance on a
single host (such as a router daemon) by eliminating the overhead of receiving their own transmis-
sions. It should generally not be used by applications for which there may be more than one
instance on a single host (such as a conferencing program) or for which the sender does not belong
to the destination group (such as a time-querying program).

A multicast datagram sent with an initial hop limit greater than 1 may be delivered to the sending
host on a different interface from that on which it was sent if the host belongs to the destination
group on that other interface. Themulticast loopback control option has no effect on such delivery.

IPV6_JOIN_GROUP struct ipv6_mreq ∗
Join a multicast group.A host must become a member of a multicast group before it can receive
datagrams sent to the group.
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struct ipv6_mreq {
struct in6_addr ipv6mr_multiaddr;
unsigned int ipv6mr_interface;

};

ipv6mr_interfacemay be set to zeroes to choose the default multicast interface or to the index of a
particular multicast-capable interface if the host is multihomed.Membership is associated with a
single interface; programs running on multihomed hosts may need to join the same group on more
than one interface.

If the multicast address is unspecified (i.e., all zeroes), messages from all multicast addresses will be
accepted by this group. Note that setting to this value requires superuser privileges.

IPV6_LEAVE_GROUPstruct ipv6_mreq ∗
Drop membership from the associated multicast group. Memberships are automatically dropped
when the socket is closed or when the process exits.

IPV6_IPSEC_POLICY struct sadb_x_policy ∗
Get or set IPSec policy for sockets. For example,

const char ∗policy = "in ipsec ah/transport//require";
char ∗buf = ipsec_set_policy(policy, strlen(policy));
setsockopt(s, IPPROTO_IPV6, IPV6_IPSEC_POLICY, buf, ipsec_get_policylen(buf));

IPV6_PORTRANGEint ∗
Get or set the allocation policy of ephemeral ports for when the kernel automatically binds a local
address to this socket. Thefollowing values are available:

IPV6_PORTRANGE_DEFAULTUse the regular range of non-reserved ports (varies, see
sysctl (8)).

IPV6_PORTRANGE_HIGH Use a high range (varies, seesysctl (8)).
IPV6_PORTRANGE_LOW Use a low, reserved range (600−1023).

IPV6_PKTINFO int ∗
Get or set whether additional information about subsequent packets will be provided as ancillary
data along with the payload in subsequentrecvmsg (2) calls. The information is stored in the fol-
lowing structure in the ancillary data returned:

struct in6_pktinfo {
struct in6_addr ipi6_addr; / ∗ src/dst IPv6 address ∗/
unsigned int ipi6_ifindex; / ∗ send/recv if index ∗/

};

IPV6_HOPLIMIT int ∗
Get or set whether the hop limit header field from subsequent packets will be provided as ancillary
data along with the payload in subsequentrecvmsg (2) calls. The value is stored as anint in the
ancillary data returned.

IPV6_HOPOPTS int ∗
Get or set whether the hop-by-hop options from subsequent packets will be provided as ancillary
data along with the payload in subsequentrecvmsg (2) calls. The option is stored in the following
structure in the ancillary data returned:

struct ip6_hbh {
uint8_t ip6h_nxt; / ∗ next header ∗/
uint8_t ip6h_len; / ∗ length in units of 8 octets ∗/

/ ∗ followed by options ∗/
} _ _packed;
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The inet6_option_space () routine and family of routines may be used to manipulate this data.

This option requires superuser privileges.

IPV6_DSTOPTS int ∗
Get or set whether the destination options from subsequent packets will be provided as ancillary
data along with the payload in subsequentrecvmsg (2) calls. The option is stored in the following
structure in the ancillary data returned:

struct ip6_dest {
uint8_t ip6d_nxt; / ∗ next header ∗/
uint8_t ip6d_len; / ∗ length in units of 8 octets ∗/

/ ∗ followed by options ∗/
} _ _packed;

The inet6_option_space () routine and family of routines may be used to manipulate this data.

This option requires superuser privileges.

IPV6_RTHDR int ∗
Get or set whether the routing header from subsequent packets will be provided as ancillary data
along with the payload in subsequentrecvmsg (2) calls. The header is stored in the following
structure in the ancillary data returned:

struct ip6_rthdr {
uint8_t ip6r_nxt; / ∗ next header ∗/
uint8_t ip6r_len; / ∗ length in units of 8 octets ∗/
uint8_t ip6r_type; / ∗ routing type ∗/
uint8_t ip6r_segleft; / ∗ segments left ∗/

/ ∗ followed by routing-type-specific data ∗/
} _ _packed;

The inet6_option_space () routine and family of routines may be used to manipulate this data.

This option requires superuser privileges.

IPV6_PKTOPTIONS struct cmsghdr ∗
Get or set all header options and extension headers at one time on the last packet sent or received on
the socket. All options must fit within the size of an mbuf (seembuf (9)). Optionsare specified as a
series of cmsghdr structures followed by corresponding values. cmsg_level is set to
IPPROTO_IPV6, cmsg_typeto one of the other values in this list, and trailing data to the option
value. Whensetting options, if the lengthoptlento setsockopt (2) is zero, all header options will
be reset to their default values. Otherwise,the length should specify the size the series of control
messages consumes.

Instead of usingsendmsg (2) to specify option values, the ancillary data used in these calls that cor-
respond to the desired header options may be directly specified as the control message in the series
of control messages provided as the argument tosetsockopt (2).

IPV6_CHECKSUMint ∗
Get or set the byte offset into a packet where the 16-bit checksum is located. When set, this byte
offset is where incoming packets will be expected to have checksums of their data stored and where
outgoing packets will have checksums of their data computed and stored by the kernel. Avalue of
−1 specifies that no checksums will be checked on incoming packets and that no checksums will be
computed or stored on outgoing packets. Theoffset of the checksum for ICMPv6 sockets cannot be
relocated or turned off.
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IPV6_V6ONLY int ∗
Get or set whether only IPv6 connections can be made to this socket. For wildcard sockets, this can
restrict connections to IPv6 only.

IPV6_FAITH int ∗
Get or set the status of whetherfaith (4) connections can be made to this socket.

IPV6_USE_MIN_MTU int ∗
Get or set whether the minimal IPv6 maximum transmission unit (MTU) size will be used to avoid
fragmentation from occurring for subsequent outgoing datagrams.

IPV6_AUTH_LEVEL int ∗
Get or set theipsec (4) authentication level.

IPV6_ESP_TRANS_LEVEL int ∗
Get or set the ESP transport level.

IPV6_ESP_NETWORK_LEVELint ∗
Get or set the ESP encapsulation level.

IPV6_IPCOMP_LEVEL int ∗
Get or set theipcomp (4) level.

The IPV6_PKTINFO , IPV6_HOPLIMIT , IPV6_HOPOPTS, IPV6_DSTOPTS, and IPV6_RTHDR
options will return ancillary data along with payload contents in subsequentrecvmsg (2) calls with
cmsg_level set to IPPROTO_IPV6 and cmsg_type set to respective option name value (e.g.,
IPV6_HOPTLIMIT ). These options may also be used directly as ancillarycmsg_typevalues in
sendmsg (2) to set options on the packet being transmitted by the call.The cmsg_levelvalue must be
IPPROTO_IPV6. For these options, the ancillary data object value format is the same as the value returned
as explained for each when received with recvmsg (2).

Note that usingsendmsg (2) to specify options on particular packets works only on UDP and raw sockets.
To manipulate header options for packets on TCP sockets, only the socket options may be used.

In some cases, there are multiple APIs defined for manipulating an IPv6 header field.A good example is the
outgoing interface for multicast datagrams, which can be set by theIPV6_MULTICAST_IF socket option,
through theIPV6_PKTINFO option, and through thesin6_scope_idfield of the socket address passed to the
sendto (2) system call.

Resolving these conflicts is implementation dependent.This implementation determines the value in the fol-
lowing way: options specified by using ancillary data (i.e.,sendmsg (2)) are considered first, options speci-
fied by usingIPV6_PKTOPTIONS to set “sticky” options are considered second, options specified by using
the individual, basic, and direct socket options (e.g.,IPV6_UNICAST_HOPS) are considered third, and
options specified in the socket address supplied tosendto (2) are the last choice.

Multicasting
IPv6 multicasting is supported only onAF_INET6 sockets of typeSOCK_DGRAMandSOCK_RAW, and only
on networks where the interface driver supports multicasting.Socket options (see above) that manipulate
membership of multicast groups and other multicast options includeIPV6_MULTICAST_IF ,
IPV6_MULTICAST_HOPS, IPV6_MULTICAST_LOOP, IPV6_LEAVE_GROUP, and
IPV6_JOIN_GROUP.

Raw Sockets
Raw IPv6 sockets are connectionless and are normally used with thesendto (2) andrecvfrom (2) calls,
although theconnect (2) call may be used to fix the destination address for future outgoing packets so that
send (2) may instead be used and thebind (2) call may be used to fix the source address for future outgoing
packets instead of having the kernel choose a source address.
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By usingconnect (2) orbind (2), raw socket input is constrained to only packets with their source address
matching the socket destination address ifconnect (2) was used and to packets with their destination
address matching the socket source address ifbind (2) was used.

If the proto argument tosocket (2) is zero, the default protocol( IPPROTO_RAW) is used for outgoing
packets. For incoming packets, protocols recognized by kernel arenot passed to the application socket (e.g.,
tcp (4) andudp (4)) except for some ICMPv6 messages.The ICMPv6 messages not passed to raw sockets
include echo, timestamp, and address mask requests.If proto is non-zero, only packets with this protocol
will be passed to the socket.

IPv6 fragments are also not passed to application sockets until they hav ebeen reassembled.If reception of
all packets is desired, link-level access (such asbpf (4)) must be used instead.

Outgoing packets automatically have an IPv6 header prepended to them (based on the destination address
and the protocol number the socket was created with). Incoming packets are received by an application with-
out the IPv6 header or any extension headers.

Outgoing packets will be fragmented automatically by the kernel if they are too large. Incomingpackets will
be reassembled before being sent to the raw socket, so packet fragments or fragment headers will never be
seen on a raw socket.

EXAMPLES
The following determines the hop limit on the next packet received:

struct iovec iov[2];
u_char buf[BUFSIZ];
struct cmsghdr ∗cm;
struct msghdr m;
int found, optval;
u_char data[2048];

/ ∗ Create socket. ∗/

(void)memset(&m, 0, sizeof(m));
(void)memset(&iov, 0, sizeof(iov));

iov[0].iov_base = data; / ∗ buffer for packet payload ∗/
iov[0].iov_len = sizeof(data); / ∗ expected packet length ∗/

m.msg_name = &from; / ∗ sockaddr_in6 of peer ∗/
m.msg_namelen = sizeof(from);
m.msg_iov = iov;
m.msg_iovlen = 1;
m.msg_control = buf; / ∗ buffer for control messages ∗/
m.msg_controllen = sizeof(buf);

/ ∗
∗ Enable the hop limit value from received packets to be
∗ returned along with the payload.
∗/

optval = 1;
if (setsockopt(s, IPPROTO_IPV6, IPV6_HOPLIMIT, &optval,

sizeof(optval)) == -1)
err(1, "setsockopt");
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found = 0;
while (!found) {

if (recvmsg(s, &m, 0) == -1)
err(1, "recvmsg");

for (cm = CMSG_FIRSTHDR(&m); cm != NULL;
cm = CMSG_NXTHDR(&m, cm)) {

if (cm->cmsg_level == IPPROTO_IPV6 &&
cm->cmsg_type == IPV6_HOPLIMIT &&
cm->cmsg_len == CMSG_LEN(sizeof(int))) {

found = 1;
(void)printf("hop limit: %d\n",

∗(int ∗)CMSG_DATA(cm));
break;

}
}

}

DIAGNOSTICS
A socket operation may fail with one of the following errors returned:

[EISCONN] when trying to establish a connection on a socket which already has one or when try-
ing to send a datagram with the destination address specified and the socket is
already connected.

[ENOTCONN] when trying to send a datagram, but no destination address is specified, and the
socket hasn’t been connected.

[ENOBUFS] when the system runs out of memory for an internal data structure.

[EADDRNOTAVAIL] when an attempt is made to create a socket with a network address for which no net-
work interface exists.

[EACCES] when an attempt is made to create a raw IPv6 socket by a non-privileged process.

The following errors specific to IPv6 may occur when setting or getting header options:

[EINVAL ] An unknown socket option name was given.

[EINVAL ] An ancillary data object was improperly formed.

SEE ALSO
getsockopt (2), recv (2), send (2), setsockopt (2), socket (2), if_nametoindex (3), bpf (4),
icmp6 (4), inet6 (4), netintro (4), tcp (4), udp (4)

W. Stevens and M. Thomas,Advanced Sockets API for IPv6, RFC 2292, February 1998.

S. Deering and R. Hinden,Internet Protocol, Version 6 (IPv6) Specification, RFC 2460, December 1998.

R. Gilligan, S. Thomson, J. Bound, and W. Stevens,Basic Socket Interface Extensions for IPv6, RFC 2553,
March 1999.

W. Stevens, B. Fenner, and A. Rudoff,UNIX Network Programming, third edition.

STANDARDS
Most of the socket options are defined in RFC 2292 or RFC 2553.The IPV6_V6ONLY socket option is
defined in RFC 3542.The IPV6_PORTRANGEsocket option and the conflict resolution rule are not defined
in the RFCs and should be considered implementation dependent.
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NAME
ipf − packet filtering kernel interface

SYNOPSIS
#include <netinet/ip_compat.h>
#include <netinet/ip_fil.h>

IOCTLS
To add and delete rules to the filter list, three ’basic’ ioctls are provided for use. The ioctl’s are called as:

ioctl(fd, SIOCADDFR, struct frentry **)
ioctl(fd, SIOCDELFR, struct frentry **)
ioctl(fd, SIOCIPFFL, int *)

However, the full complement is as follows:

ioctl(fd, SIOCADAFR, struct frentry **) (same as SIOCADDFR)
ioctl(fd, SIOCRMAFR, struct frentry **) (same as SIOCDELFR)
ioctl(fd, SIOCADIFR, struct frentry **)
ioctl(fd, SIOCRMIFR, struct frentry **)
ioctl(fd, SIOCINAFR, struct frentry **)
ioctl(fd, SIOCINIFR, struct frentry **)
ioctl(fd, SIOCSETFF, u_int *)
ioctl(fd, SIOGGETFF, u_int *)
ioctl(fd, SIOCGETFS, struct friostat **)
ioctl(fd, SIOCIPFFL, int *)
ioctl(fd, SIOCIPFFB, int *)
ioctl(fd, SIOCSWAPA, u_int *)
ioctl(fd, SIOCFRENB, u_int *)
ioctl(fd, SIOCFRSYN, u_int *)
ioctl(fd, SIOCFRZST, struct friostat **)
ioctl(fd, SIOCZRLST, struct frentry **)
ioctl(fd, SIOCAUTHW, struct fr_info **)
ioctl(fd, SIOCAUTHR, struct fr_info **)
ioctl(fd, SIOCATHST, struct fr_authstat **)

The variations, SIOCADAFR vs. SIOCADIFR, allow operation on the two lists, active and inactive, respec-
tively. All of these ioctl’s are implemented as being routing ioctls and thus the same rules for the various
routing ioctls and the file descriptor are employed, mainly being that the fd must be that of the device asso-
ciated with the module (i.e., /dev/ipl).

The three groups of ioctls above perform adding rules to the end of the list (SIOCAD*), deletion of rules
from any place in the list (SIOCRM*) and insertion of a rule into the list (SIOCIN*). The rule place into
which it is inserted is stored in the "fr_hits" field, below.

typedef struct frentry {
struct frentry*fr_next;
u_short fr_group; /* group to which this rule belongs */
u_short fr_grhead; /* group # which this rule starts */
struct frentry*fr_grp;
int fr_ref; /* reference count - for grouping */
void *fr_if a;

#if BSD >= 199306
void *fr_oifa;

#endif
/*
* These are only incremented when a packet matchesthis rule and
* it is the last match
*/
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U_QUAD_T fr_hits;
U_QUAD_T fr_bytes;
/*
* Fields after this may not change whilst in the kernel.
*/
struct fr_ip fr_ip;
struct fr_ip fr_mip; /* mask structure */

u_char fr_tcpfm; /* tcp flags mask */
u_char fr_tcpf; /* tcp flags */

u_short fr_icmpm; /* data for ICMP packets (mask) */
u_short fr_icmp;

u_char fr_scmp; /* data for port comparisons */
u_char fr_dcmp;
u_short fr_dport;
u_short fr_sport;
u_short fr_stop; /* top port for <> and >< */
u_short fr_dtop; /* top port for <> and >< */
u_32_t fr_flags; /* per-rule flags && options (see below) */
u_short fr_skip; /* # of rules to skip */
u_short fr_loglevel; /* syslog log facility + priority */
int (*fr_func) __P((int, ip_t *, fr_info_t *));
char fr_icode; /* return ICMP code */
char fr_ifname[IFNAMSIZ];

#if BSD > 199306
char fr_oifname[IFNAMSIZ];

#endif
struct frdest fr_tif;/* "to" interface */
struct frdest fr_dif;/* duplicate packet interfaces */

} f rentry_t;

When adding a new rule, all unused fields (in the filter rule) should be initialised to be zero.To insert a
rule, at a particular position in the filter list, the number of the rule which it is to be inserted before must be
put in the "fr_hits" field (the first rule is number 0).

Flags which are recognised in fr_flags:

FR_BLOCK 0x000001 /* do not allow packet to pass */
FR_PASS 0x000002 /* allow packet to pass */
FR_OUTQUE 0x000004 /* outgoing packets */
FR_INQUE 0x000008 /* ingoing packets */
FR_LOG 0x000010/* Log */
FR_LOGB 0x000011/* Log-fail */
FR_LOGP 0x000012/* Log-pass */
FR_LOGBODY 0x000020 /*log the body of packets too */
FR_LOGFIRST 0x000040/* log only the first packet to match */
FR_RETRST 0x000080/* return a TCP RST packet if blocked */
FR_RETICMP 0x000100/* return an ICMP packet if blocked */
FR_FAKEICMP 0x00180 /* Return ICMP unreachable with fake source */
FR_NOMATCH 0x000200 /* no match occured */
FR_ACCOUNT 0x000400 /* count packet bytes */
FR_KEEPFRAG 0x000800 /*keep fragment information */
FR_KEEPSTATE 0x001000 /*keep ‘connection’ state information */
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FR_INACTIVE 0x002000
FR_QUICK 0x004000 /* match & stop processing list */
FR_FASTROUTE 0x008000 /* bypass normal routing */
FR_CALLNOW 0x010000 /*call another function (fr_func) if matches */
FR_DUP 0x020000/* duplicate the packet */
FR_LOGORBLOCK 0x040000 /*block the packet if it can’t be logged */
FR_NOTSRCIP 0x080000/* not the src IP# */
FR_NOTDSTIP 0x100000 /* not the dst IP# */
FR_AUTH 0x200000 /* use authentication */
FR_PREAUTH 0x400000 /* require preauthentication */

Values for fr_scomp and fr_dcomp (source and destination port value comparisons) :

FR_NONE 0
FR_EQUAL 1
FR_NEQUAL 2
FR_LESST 3
FR_GREATERT 4
FR_LESSTE 5
FR_GREATERTE 6
FR_OUTRANGE 7
FR_INRANGE 8

The third ioctl, SIOCIPFFL, flushes either the input filter list, the output filter list or both and it returns the
number of filters removed from the list(s).The values which it will take and recognise are FR_INQUE and
FR_OUTQUE (see above). This ioctl is also implemented for/dev/ipstateand will flush all state tables
entries if passed 0 or just all those which are not established if passed 1.

General Logging Flags
There are two flags which can be set to log packets independently of the rules used. These allow for pack-
ets which are either passed or blocked to be logged.To set (and clear)/get these flags, two ioctls are pro-
vided:

SIOCSETFF Takes an unsigned integer as the parameter. The flags are then set to those provided
(clearing/setting all in one).

FF_LOGPASS 0x10000000
FF_LOGBLOCK 0x20000000
FF_LOGNOMATCH 0x40000000
FF_BLOCKNONIP 0x80000000 /* Solaris 2.x only */

SIOCGETFF Takes a pointer to an unsigned integer as the parameter. A copy of the flags currently in
used is copied to user space.

Filter statistics
Statistics on the various operations performed by this package on packets is kept inside the kernel. These
statistics apply to packets traversing through the kernel. To retrieve this structure, use this ioctl:

ioctl(fd, SIOCGETFS, struct friostat *)

struct friostat {
struct filterstats f_st[2];
struct frentry *f_fin[2];
struct frentry *f_fout[2];
struct frentry *f_acctin[2];
struct frentry *f_acctout[2];
struct frentry *f_auth;
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u_long f_froute[2];
int f_active; /* 1 or 0 - active rule set */
int f_defpass; /* default pass - from fr_pass */
int f_running; /* 1 if running, else 0 */
int f_logging; /* 1 if enabled, else 0 */
char f_version[32]; /*version string */

};

struct filterstats{
u_long fr_pass; /* packets allowed */
u_long fr_block; /* packets denied */
u_long fr_nom; /* packets which don’t match any rule */
u_long fr_ppkl; /* packets allowed and logged */
u_long fr_bpkl; /* packets denied and logged */
u_long fr_npkl; /* packets unmatched and logged */
u_long fr_pkl; /* packets logged */
u_long fr_skip; /* packets to be logged but buffer full */
u_long fr_ret; /* packets for which a return is sent */
u_long fr_acct; /* packets for which counting was performed */
u_long fr_bnfr; /* bad attempts to allocate fragment state */
u_long fr_nfr; /* new fragment state kept */
u_long fr_cfr; /* add new fragment state but complete pkt */
u_long fr_bads; /* bad attempts to allocate packet state */
u_long fr_ads; /* new packet state kept */
u_long fr_chit; /* cached hit */
u_long fr_pull[2]; /* good and bad pullup attempts */

#if SOLARIS
u_long fr_notdata; /* PROT O/PCPROT Othat have no data */
u_long fr_nodata; /* mblks that have no data */
u_long fr_bad; /* bad IP packets to the filter */
u_long fr_notip; /* packets passed through no on ip queue */
u_long fr_drop; /* packets dropped - no info for them! */

#endif
};
If we wanted to retrieve all the statistics and reset the counters back to 0, then the ioctl() call would be
made to SIOCFRZST rather than SIOCGETFS. In addition to the statistics above, each rule keeps a hit
count, counting both number of packets and bytes.To reset these counters for a rule, load the various rule
information into a frentry structure and call SIOCZRLST.

Swapping Active lists
IP Filter supports two lists of rules for filtering and accounting: an active list and an inactive list. This
allows for large scale rule base changes to be put in place atomically with otherwise minimal interruption.
Which of the two is active can be changed using the SIOCSWAPA ioctl. It is important to note that no
passed argument is recognised and that the value returned is that of the list which is now inactive.

FILES
/dev/ipauth
/dev/ipl
/dev/ipnat
/dev/ipstate

SEE ALSO
ipl(4), ipnat(4), ipf(5), ipf(8), ipfstat(8)

BUGS
When a packet encapsulated by ipsec(4) tunnel comes in, ipf(4) looks at wire-format packet on inbound and
outbound. ipf(4)will not look at decapsulated packets on inbound, nor packets prior to encapsulation on
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outbound.

When tunneled packets arrive at the node and are handled by a tunneling pseudo interface like gif(4), the
packets may go through ipf(4) twice, before and after decapsulation. In some cases it may be necessary to
check, in the ipf(4) rules, if the inbound interface is a tunneling pseudo interface or not.
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NAME
ipfilter − Introduction to IP packet filtering

DESCRIPTION
IP Filter is a TCP/IP packet filter, suitable for use in a firewall environment. To use, it can either be used as
a loadable kernel module or incorporated into your UNIX kernel; use as a loadable kernel module where
possible is highly recommended. Scripts are provided to install and patch system files, as required.

FEATURES
The IP packet filter can:

explicitly deny/permit any packet from passing through

distinguish between various interfaces

filter by IP networks or hosts

selectively filter any IP protocol

selectively filter fragmented IP packets

selectively filter packets with IP options

send back an ICMP error/TCP reset for blocked packets

keep packet state information for TCP, UDP and ICMP packet flows

keep fragment state information for any IP packet, applying the same rule to all fragments.

act as a Network Address Translator (NAT)

use redirection to setup true transparent proxy connections

provide packet header details to a user program for authentication

in addition, supports temporary storage of pre-authenticated rules for passing packets through

Special provision is made for the three most common Internet protocols, TCP, UDP and ICMP. The IP
Packet filter allows filtering of:

Inverted host/net matchingTCP/UDP packets by port number or a port number range

ICMP packets by type/code

"established" TCP packets

On any arbitrary combination of TCP flags

"short" (fragmented) IP packets with incomplete headers can be filtered

any of the 19 IP options or 8 registered IP security classes TOS (Type of Service) field in packets

To keep track of the performance of the IP packet filter, a  logging device is used which supports logging of:

the TCP/UDP/ICMP and IP packet headers

the first 128 bytes of the packet (including headers)

A packet can be logged when:

it is successfully passed through

it is blocked from passing through

it matches a rule setup to look for suspicious packets

IP Filter keeps its own set of statistics on:

packets blocked

packets (and bytes!) used for accounting

packets passed packets logged

1
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attempts to log which failed (buffer full)

and much more, for packets going both in and out.

Tools
The current implementation provides a small set of tools, which can easily be used and integrated with reg-
ular unix shells and tools. A brief description of the tools provided:

ipf(8) reads in a set of rules, from either stdin or a file, and adds them to the kernels current list (appending
them). It can also be used to flush the current filter set or delete individual filter rules. The file format is
described in ipf(5).

ipfs(8) is a utility to temporarily lock the IP Filter kernel tables (state tables and NAT mappings) and write
them to disk. After that the system can be rebooted, and ipfs can be used to read these tables from disk and
restore them into the kernel. This way the system can be rebooted without the connections being termi-
nated.

ipfstat(8) interrogates the kernel for statistics on packet filtering, so far, and retrieves the list of filters in
operation for inbound and outbound packets.

ipftest(1) reads in a filter rule file and then applies sample IP packets to the rule file. This allows for testing
of filter list and examination of how a packet is passed along through it.

ipmon(8) reads buffered data from the logging device (default is /dev/ipl) for output to either:

screen (standard output)

file

syslog

ipsend(1) generates arbitary IP packets for ethernet connected machines.

ipresend(1) reads in a data file of saved IP packets (ie snoop/tcpdump/etherfind output) and sends it back
across the network.

iptest(1) contains a set of test "programs" which send out a series of IP packets, aimed at testing the
strength of the TCP/IP stack at which it is aimed at. WARNING: this may crash machine(s) targeted!

ipnat(8) reads in a set of rules, from either stdin or a file and adds them to the kernels current list of active
NAT rules. NAT rules can also be deleted using ipnat. The format of the configuration file to be used with
ipnat is described in ipnat(5).

For use in your own programs (e.g. for writing of transparent application proxies), the programming inter-
face and the associated ioctl’s are documented in ipf(4).

Documentation on ioctl’s and the format of data saved to the logging character device is provided in ipl(4)
so that you may develop your own applications to work with or in place of any of the above.

Similar, the interface to the NAT code is documented in ipnat(4).

PA CKET PROCESSING FLOW
The following diagram illustrates the flow of TCP/IP packets through the various stages introduced by IP
Filter.

IN
|
V

+-------------------------+--------------------------+
| |  |
| V  |
| Network Address Translation |
| |  |
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| authenticated | |
| +-------<---------+ |
| |  | |
| |  V |
| V  IP Accounting |
| |  | |
| |  V |
| |  Fragment Cache Check--+ |
| |  | | |
| V  V V |
| |  Packet State Check-->+ |
| |  | | |
| | +->--+ | | |
| | | | V  | |
| V groups IPFiltering V |
| | | | |  | |
| | +--<-+ | | |
| |  | | |
| +---------------->|<-----------+ |
| |  |
| V  |
| +---<----+ |
| | | |
| function | |
| | V |
| +--->----+ |
| |  |
| V  |

+--|---<--- fast-route ---<--+ |
| |  | |
| |  V |
| +-------------------------+--------------------------+
| |
| pass only
| |
| V
V [KERNEL TCP/IP Processing]
| |
| +-------------------------+--------------------------+
| |  | |
| |  V |
| |  Fragment Cache Check--+ |
| |  | | |
| |  V V |
| |  Packet State Check-->+ |
| |  | | |
| |  V | |
V |  IP Filtering | |
| |  | V |
| |  |<-----------+ |
| |  V |
| |  IP Accounting |
| |  | |
| |  V |
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| |  Network Address Translation |
| |  | |
| |  V |
| +-------------------------+--------------------------+
| |
| pass only
V |
+--------------------------->|

V
OUT

MORE INFORMATION
More information (including pointers to the FAQ and the mailing list) can be obtained from the sofware’s
official homepage: www.ipfilter.org

SEE ALSO
ipf(4), ipf(5), ipf(8), ipfilter(5), ipfs(8), ipfstat(8), ipftest(1), ipl(4), ipmon(8), ipnat(8), ipnat(4),
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NAME
ipkdb — IP-based kernel debugger

SYNOPSIS
options IPKDB
options IPKDBSECURE
options IPKDBKEY="\"IPKDB key for remote debugging\""
options IPKDB_NE_PCISLOT=x

DESCRIPTION
ipkdb is a kernel debugger that uses UDP and IP to communicate with a remote debugger (normally
gdb (1)).

Since the debugger uses its own driver to talk to the networking hardware, the number of supported network
interfaces is a lot less than what is supported by the kernel. Atthe time of this writing, there is only support
for a NE2000 compatible card in a PCI slot. In order foripkdb to find your card, you need to specify the
slot the card is in via theoptions IPKDB_NE_PCISLOT .

To use ipkdb , you have to set up a DHCP server, from whichipkdb can get the IP address for the inter-
face that is used for debugging.

To enter ipkdb , the remote debugger has to send the protocol start packet. E.g.,gdb will do this on the
command

target ipkdb debuggee IPKDB key for remote debugging
wheredebuggee is the name of the machine to debug (which must resolve to the IP address of the inter-
face), and the rest of the line corresponds to the definition ofIPKDBKEY (see below). For ipkdb to actu-
ally see this packet, the interface which is used for debugging has to be set up to actually receive packets, i.e.
it has to be up and running.

To prevent messing around with a secured system,ipkdb normally also checks the security level at which
the kernel is running.ipkdb will only work with security levels less than 1, unless the kernel is configured
with options IPKDBSECURE .

In addition, the debugger is forcedly entered on a panic, as well as on initial startup, if you boot the kernel
with the −d option (note that this however is machine dependent). On such a forced enter toipkdb there is
no need for the interface in question to already be up and running, sinceipkdb only needs to send/receive
packets via its own driver.

As some form of security against the occasional hacker, ipkdb uses the definition ofoptions
IPKDBKEY to compute a checksum on the data in every packet. Theremote debugger has to send this
checksum, based on the data it sends and the key, or ipkdb ignores the packet. Thisis also used in order to
check against data errors on the connection.

SEE ALSO
gdb (1), ddb (4), ip (4), udp (4), init (8)

HISTORY
ipkdb appeared inNetBSD 1.3 for the first time. Its configuration and setup changed quite a bit in
NetBSD 1.5.

BUGS
Since the kernel includes the definition of IPKDBKEY, anyone who can read the kernel can extract it and use
it to enteripkdb .

NetBSD 3.0 March 27, 2000 1
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There is no support forip6 (4).

NetBSD 3.0 March 27, 2000 2
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NAME
ipl − IP packet log device

DESCRIPTION
The ipl pseudo device’s purpose is to provide an easy way to gather packet headers of packets you wish to
log. If a packet header is to be logged, the entire header is logged (including any IP options − TCP/UDP
options are not included when it calculates header size) or not at all. The packet contents are also logged
after the header. If the log reader is busy or otherwise unable to read log records, up to IPLLOGSIZE
(8192 is the default) bytes of data are stored.

Prepending every packet header logged is a structure containing information relevant to the packet follow-
ing and why it was logged. The structure’s format is as follows:

/*
* L og structure. Each packet header logged is prepended by one of these.
* Following this in the log records read from the device will be an ipflog
* structure which is then followed by any packet data.
*/
typedef struct iplog {

u_long ipl_sec;
u_long ipl_usec;
u_int ipl_len;
u_int ipl_count;
size_t ipl_dsize;
struct iplog *ipl_next;

} i plog_t;

typedef structipflog {
#if (defined(NetBSD) && (NetBSD <= 1991011) && (NetBSD >= 199603))

u_char fl_ifname[IFNAMSIZ];
#else

u_int fl_unit;
u_char fl_ifname[4];

#endif
u_char fl_plen; /* extra data after hlen */
u_char fl_hlen; /* length of IP headers saved */
u_short fl_rule; /* assume never more than 64k rules, total */
u_32_t fl_flags;

} i pflog_t;

When reading from theipl device, it is necessary to call read(2) with a buffer big enough to hold at least 1
complete log record - reading of partial log records is not supported.

If the packet contents are more than 128 bytes whenlog body is used, then only 128 bytes of the packet
contents are logged.

Although it is only possible to read from theipl device, opening it for writing is required when using an
ioctl which changes any kernel data.

The ioctls which are loaded with this device can be found underipf(4). The ioctls which are for use with
logging and don’t affect the filter are:

ioctl(fd, SIOCIPFFB, int *)
ioctl(fd, FIONREAD, int *)

The SIOCIPFFB ioctl flushes the log buffer and returns the number of bytes flushed. FIONREAD returns
the number of bytes currently used for storing log data.If IPFILTER_LOG is not defined when compiling,
SIOCIPFFB is not available and FIONREAD will return but not do anything.

1
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There is currently no support for non-blocking IO with this device, meaning all read operations should be
considered blocking in nature (if there is no data to read, it will sleep until some is made available).

SEE ALSO
ipf(4)

BUGS
Packet headers are dropped when the internal buffer (static size) fills.

FILES
/dev/ipl

2
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NAME
ipmi — Intelligent Platform Management Interface driver

SYNOPSIS
ipmi0 at mainbus?

DESCRIPTION
The ipmi device driver supports motherboards implementing the Intelligent Platform Management Interface
version 1.5 or 2.0, and exports sensors and the watchdog through theenvsys (4) interface.

EVENTS
The ipmi driver is able to send events topowerd (8) when sensor’s state has changed. Intrusion sensors
will send acritical ev ent when state is not ok.Power Supply sensors will send acritical ev ent when the
Power Supply unit is not installed andwarning-overwhen the Power Supply unit is installed but not powered
on. Fan, temperature and voltage sensors will sendcritical-over when the value is very critical, or
warning-overif it’ s in a warning alert.

SEE ALSO
envsys (4), envstat (8), powerd (8), wdogctl (8)

HISTORY
The ipmi driver first appeared inOpenBSD3.9 and was then ported toNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
The ipmi driver was originally written by Jordan Hargrave and was ported toNetBSD by Manuel Bouyer
〈bouyer@NetBSD.org〉.

NetBSD 3.0 July 2, 2007 1
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NAME
ipnat − Network Address Translation kernel interface

SYNOPSIS
#include <netinet/ip_compat.h>
#include <netinet/ip_fil.h>
#include <netinet/ip_proxy.h>
#include <netinet/ip_nat.h>

IOCTLS
To add and delete rules to the NAT list, two ’basic’ ioctls are provided for use. The ioctl’s are called as:

ioctl(fd, SIOCADNAT , struct ipnat **)
ioctl(fd, SIOCRMNAT , struct ipnat **)
ioctl(fd, SIOCGNATS, struct natstat **)
ioctl(fd, SIOCGNATL, struct natlookup **)

Unlike ipf(4), there is only a single list supported by the kernel NAT interface. Aninactive list which can
be swapped to is not currently supported.

These ioctl’s are implemented as being routing ioctls and thus the same rules for the various routing ioctls
and the file descriptor are employed, mainly being that the fd must be that of the device associated with the
module (i.e., /dev/ipl).

The structure used with the NAT interface is described below:

typedef structipnat {
struct ipnat *in_next;
void *in_ifp;
u_short in_flags;
u_short in_pnext;
u_short in_port[2];
struct in_addrin_in[2];
struct in_addrin_out[2];
struct in_addrin_nextip;
int in_space;
int in_redir;/* 0 if it’ s a mapping, 1 if it’s a hard redir */
char in_ifname[IFNAMSIZ];

} i pnat_t;

#define in_pmin in_port[0] /* Also holds static redir port */
#define in_pmax in_port[1]
#define in_nip in_nextip.s_addr
#define in_inip in_in[0].s_addr
#define in_inmsk in_in[1].s_addr
#define in_outip in_out[0].s_addr
#define in_outmsk in_out[1].s_addr

Recognised values for in_redir:

#define NAT_MAP 0
#define NAT_REDIRECT 1

NAT statistics Statistics on the number of packets mapped, going in and out are kept, the number of times
a new entry is added and deleted (through expiration) to the NAT table and the current usage level of the
NAT table.

Pointers to the NAT table inside the kernel, as well as to the top of the internal NAT l ists constructed with
theSIOCADNAT ioctls. Thetable itself is a hash table of size NAT_SIZE (default size is 367).

1
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To retrieve the statistics, theSIOCGNATS ioctl must be used, with the appropriate structure passed by ref-
erence, as follows:

ioctl(fd, SIOCGNATS, struct natstat *)

typedef struct natstat {
u_long ns_mapped[2];
u_long ns_added;
u_long ns_expire;
u_long ns_inuse;
nat_t ***ns_table;
ipnat_t *ns_list;

} natstat_t;

BUGS
It would be nice if there were more flexibility when adding and deleting filter rules.

FILES
/dev/ipnat

SEE ALSO
ipf(4), ipnat(5), ipf(8), ipnat(8), ipfstat(8)
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NAME
ippp — ISDN synchronous PPP network driver

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device ippp count

DESCRIPTION
The ippp driver interfaces the IP subsystem of the operating system with the ISDN layer so that a transport
of IP packets over an ISDN link is possible.

For configuration of theippp driver, either theipppctl (8) utility is used or it is configured viaisdnd (8)
and its associatedisdnd.rc (5) file.

In case an IP packet for a remote side arrives in the driver and no connection is established yet, the driver
communicates with theisdnd (8) daemon to establish a connection.

The driver has support for interfacing to thebpf (4) subsystem for usingtcpdump (8) with theippp inter-
faces.

The ipppctl (8) utility is used to configure all aspects of PPP required to connect to a remote site.

LINK0 and LINK1
The link0 and link1 flags given as parameters toifconfig (8) have the following meaning for theippp
devices:

link0 Wait passively for connection. The administrative Openev ent to the Link Control Protocol (LCP)
layer will be delayed until after the lower layers signal anUp ev ent (rise of “carrier”). This can be
used by lower layers to support a dial-in connection where the physical layer isn’t available immedi-
ately at startup, but only after some external event arrives. Receiptof a Downev ent from the lower
layer will not take the interface completely down in this case.

link1 Dial-on-demand mode. The administrative Openev ent to the LCP layer will be delayed until either
an outbound network packet arrives, or until the lower layer signals anUp ev ent, indicating an
inbound connection.As with passive mode, receipt of aDownev ent (loss of carrier) will not auto-
matically take the interface down, thus it remains available for further connections.

The link0 flag is set tooff by default, thelink1 flag toon.

SEE ALSO
bpf (4), isdnd.rc (5), ipppctl (8), isdnd (8), tcpdump (8)

AUTHORS
The ippp device driver was written by Joerg Wunsch〈joerg@freebsd.org〉 and then added to ISDN4BSD by
Gary Jennejohn〈gary@freebsd.org〉.

This man page was written by Hellmuth Michaelis〈hm@kts.org〉.

NetBSD 3.0 August 31, 2000 1
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NAME
ipsec — IP security protocol

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>
#include <netinet6/ipsec.h>

options IPSEC
options IPSEC_ESP
options IPSEC_NAT_T
options IPSEC_DEBUG

DESCRIPTION
ipsec is a security protocol in Internet Protocol layer. ipsec is defined for both IPv4 and IPv6( inet (4)
and inet6 (4) ) . ipsec consists of two sub-protocols, namely ESP( encapsulated security payload) and
AH ( authentication header) .  ESP protects IP payload from wire-tapping by encrypting it by secret key
cryptography algorithms. AHguarantees integrity of IP packet and protects it from intermediate alteration or
impersonation, by attaching cryptographic checksum computed by one-way hash functions.ipsec has two
operation modes: transport mode and tunnel mode.Transport mode is for protecting peer-to-peer communi-
cation between end nodes.Tunnel mode includes IP-in-IP encapsulation operation and is designed for secu-
rity gateways, like VPN configurations.

The following kernel options are available:

options IPSEC
Includes support for theIPsecprotocol. IPSECwill enable secret key management part, policy management
part,AH and IPComp. Kernel binary will not be subject to export control in most of countries, even if com-
piled with IPSEC. For example, it should be okay to export it from within the United States to the outside.
INET6andIPSECare orthogonal so you can get IPv4-only kernel with IPsec support, IPv4/v6 dual support
kernel without IPsec, and so forth. This option requiresINET at this moment, but it should not.

options IPSEC_DEBUG
Enables debugging code inIPsecstack. Thisoption assumesIPSEC.

options IPSEC_ESP
Includes support forIPsec ESPprotocol. IPSEC_ESPwill enable source code that is subject to export control
in some countries( including the United States) ,  and compiled kernel binary will be subject to certain
restriction. Thisoption assumesIPSEC.

options IPSEC_NAT_T
Includes support forIPsecNetwork Address Translator traversal (NAT -T), as described in RFCs 3947 and
3948. This feature might be patent-encumbered in some countries. This option assumesIPSEC and
IPSEC_ESP.

Kernel interface
ipsec is controlled by key management engine and policy engine, in the operating system kernel.

Ke y management engine can be accessed from the userland by usingPF_KEYsockets. ThePF_KEYsocket
API is defined in RFC2367.

Policy engine can be controlled by extended part ofPF_KEY API, setsockopt (2) operations, and
sysctl (3) interface. Thekernel implements extended version ofPF_KEY interface, and allows you to
define IPsec policy like per-packet filters. setsockopt (2) interface is used to define per-socket behavior,
andsysctl (3) interface is used to define host-wide default behavior.

NetBSD 3.0 February 12, 2005 1
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The kernel code does not implement dynamic encryption key exchange protocol like IKE ( Internet Key
Exchange ) .That should be implemented as userland programs( usually as daemons) ,  by using the above
described APIs.

Policy management
The kernel implements experimental policy management code.You can manage the IPsec policy in two
ways. Oneis to configure per-socket policy usingsetsockopt (2). Theother is to configure kernel packet
filter-based policy using PF_KEY interface, viasetkey (8). In both cases, IPsec policy must be specified
with syntax described inipsec_set_policy (3).

With setsockopt (2), you can define IPsec policy in per-socket basis.You can enforce particular IPsec
policy onto packets that go through particular socket.

With setkey (8) you can define IPsec policy against packets, using sort of packet filtering rule. Refer to
setkey (8) on how to use it.

In the latter case, “default ” policy is allowed for use withsetkey (8). By configuring policy to
default , you can refer system-widesysctl (8) variable for default settings. The following variables are
available. 1 means “use ”, and2 means “require ” in the syntax.

Name Type Changeable
net.inet.ipsec.esp_trans_deflev integer yes
net.inet.ipsec.esp_net_deflev integer yes
net.inet.ipsec.ah_trans_deflev integer yes
net.inet.ipsec.ah_net_deflev integer yes
net.inet6.ipsec6.esp_trans_deflev integer yes
net.inet6.ipsec6.esp_net_deflev integer yes
net.inet6.ipsec6.ah_trans_deflev integer yes
net.inet6.ipsec6.ah_net_deflev integer yes

If kernel finds no matching policy system wide default value is applied. System wide default is specified by
the following sysctl (8) variables. 0 means “discard ” which asks the kernel to drop the packet. 1
means “none ”.

Name Type Changeable
net.inet.ipsec.def_policy integer yes
net.inet6.ipsec6.def_policy integer yes

Miscellaneous sysctl variables
The following variables are accessible viasysctl (8), for tweaking kernel IPsec behavior:

Name Type Changeable
net.inet.ipsec.ah_cleartos integer yes
net.inet.ipsec.ah_offsetmask integer yes
net.inet.ipsec.dfbit integer yes
net.inet.ipsec.ecn integer yes
net.inet.ipsec.debug integer yes
net.inet6.ipsec6.ecn integer yes
net.inet6.ipsec6.debug integer yes

The variables are interpreted as follows:

ipsec.ah_cleartos
If set to non-zero, the kernel clears type-of-service field in the IPv4 header during AH authentica-
tion data computation. The variable is for tweaking AH behavior to interoperate with devices that
implement RFC1826 AH.It should be set to non-zero( clear the type-of-service field) for
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RFC2402 conformance.

ipsec.ah_offsetmask
During AH authentication data computation, the kernel will include 16bit fragment offset field
( including flag bits) in IPv4 header, after computing logical AND with the variable. Thevariable
is for tweaking AH behavior to interoperate with devices that implement RFC1826 AH. It should
be set to zero( clear the fragment offset field during computation) for RFC2402 conformance.

ipsec.dfbit
The variable configures the kernel behavior on IPv4 IPsec tunnel encapsulation. If set to 0, DF bit
on the outer IPv4 header will be cleared.1 means that the outer DF bit is set regardless from the
inner DF bit. 2 means that the DF bit is copied from the inner header to the outer. The variable is
supplied to conform to RFC2401 chapter 6.1.

ipsec.ecn
If set to non-zero, IPv4 IPsec tunnel encapsulation/decapsulation behavior will be friendly to ECN
( explicit congestion notification) ,  as documented indraft-ietf-ipsec-ecn-02.txt .
gif (4) talks more about the behavior.

ipsec.debug
If set to non-zero, debug messages will be generated viasyslog (3).

Variables undernet.inet6.ipsec6 tree has similar meaning as thenet.inet.ipsec counterpart.

PROT OCOLS
The ipsec protocol works like plug-in to inet (4) andinet6 (4) protocols.Therefore,ipsec supports
most of the protocols defined upon those IP-layer protocols. Some of the protocols, like icmp (4) or
icmp6 (4), may behave differently with ipsec . This is becauseipsec can prevent icmp (4) or icmp6 (4)
routines from looking into IP payload.

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), socket (2), ipsec_set_policy (3), fast_ipsec (4), icmp6 (4), intro (4), ip6 (4),
racoon (8), setkey (8), sysctl (8)

STANDARDS
Daniel L. McDonald, Craig Metz, and Bao G. Phan,PF_KEY Key Management API, Version 2, RFC, 2367.

HISTORY
The implementation described herein appeared in WIDE/KAME IPv6/IPsec stack.

BUGS
The IPsec support is subject to change as the IPsec protocols develop.

There is no single standard for policy engine API, so the policy engine API described herein is just for
KAME implementation.

AH and tunnel mode encapsulation may not work as you might expect. If you configure inbound “require”
policy against AH tunnel or any IPsec encapsulating policy with AH ( like “esp/tunnel/A-B/use
ah/transport/A-B/require ” ) ,  tunneled packets will be rejected.This is because we enforce policy
check on inner packet on reception, and AH authenticates encapsulating( outer ) packet, not the encapsu-
lated (inner ) packet (so for the receiving kernel there’s no sign of authenticity) .  The issue will be solved
when we revamp our policy engine to keep all the packet decapsulation history.

Under certain condition, truncated result may be raised from the kernel against SADB_DUMPand
SADB_SPDDUMPoperation onPF_KEYsocket. Thisoccurs if there are too many database entries in the
kernel and socket buffer for thePF_KEYsocket is insufficient. If you manipulate many IPsec key/policy
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database entries, increase the size of socket buffer or usesysctl (8) interface.
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NAME
ipw — Intel PRO/Wireless 2100 IEEE 802.11 driver

SYNOPSIS
ipw ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The ipw driver provides support for the Intel PRO/Wireless 2100 MiniPCI network adapter.

By default, theipw driver configures the adapter for BSS operation (aka infrastructure mode). This mode
requires the use of an access point.

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8).

EXAMPLES
Join an existing BSS network (i.e.: connect to an access point):

ifconfig ipw0 inet 192.168.0.20 netmask 0xffffff00

Join a specific BSS network with network name “my_net ”:

ifconfig ipw0 inet 192.168.0.20 netmask 0xffffff00 nwid my_net

Join a specific BSS network with 64 bits WEP encryption:

ifconfig ipw0 inet 192.168.0.20 netmask 0xffffff00 nwid my_net \
nwkey 0x1234567890

Join a specific BSS network with 128bits WEP encryption:

ifconfig ipw0 inet 192.168.0.20 netmask 0xffffff00 nwid my_net \
nwkey 0x01020304050607080910111213

DIAGNOSTICS
ipw%d: device timeout The driver will reset the hardware. Thisshould not happen.

SEE ALSO
an(4), awi (4), pci (4), wi (4), ifconfig (8), ipwctl (8), pkgsrc/sysutils/ipw-firmware

The IPW Web Page, http://damien.bergamini.free.fr/ipw/.

AUTHORS
The ipw driver and this man page were written by Damien Bergamini 〈damien.bergamini@free.fr〉.

NetBSD 3.0 February 16, 2007 1
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NAME
irframe — IrDA frame level driver

SYNOPSIS
irframe ∗ at oboe?
irframe ∗ at uirda?
irframe ∗ at ustir?
pseudo-device irframetty

#include <dev/irdaio.h>

DESCRIPTION
The irframe driver provides support for IrDA frame level transmission. Itdoes not contain the IrDA pro-
tocol stack per se, but the stack can be built on top of theirframe driver.

Access to frames is via theread (2) andwrite (2) system calls. Each write constitutes one frame, and each
read yields one frame.The poll (2) system call can be used to check for availability of frames. There are
also a number ofioctl (2) calls to manipulate the device:

IRDA_RESET_PARAMS
Reset the parameters set byIRDA_SET_PARAMS.

IRDA_SET_PARAMS(struct irda_params)
Set the speed, extra beginning of frame bytes, and maximum frame size.

IRDA_GET_SPEEDMASK(int)
Get the set of allowable speeds.

IRDA_GET_TURNAROUNDMASK(int)
Get the set of allowable turn around times.

SEE ALSO
cir (4), irframetty (4), oboe (4), uirda (4), ustir (4)
comms/birda package

HISTORY
The irframe driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
irframetty — IrDA frame over serial line driver

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device irframetty

#include <dev/irdaio.h>

DESCRIPTION
The irframetty driver provides atty (4) line discipline to send and receive IrDA frames over a serial
line via an IrDA dongle.

Access to the frames is via theirframe (4) driver.

Different dongles require different handling. The connected dongle type can be set withioctl (2) calls:

IRFRAMETTY_SET_DONGLE(int)
Set the dongle type. See the include file for possible dongles.

IRFRAMETTY_GET_DONGLE(int)
Get the dongle type.

IRFRAMETTY_GET_DEVICE(int)
Get the number of theirframe (4) device that must be used to access the frames.

SEE ALSO
irframe (4), irdaattach (8)

HISTORY
The irframetty driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
irip — Raw IP over ISDN network driver

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device irip count

DESCRIPTION
The irip driver interfaces the IP subsystem of the operating system with the ISDN layer so that transport of
IP packets over an ISDN link is possible.

The driver just packs IP packets without anything appended or prepended into raw HDLC packets on the B
channel and transfers them to a remote site. IP packets received from the remote site are queued into the
local IP protocol stack.

The format of the resulting packet on the B channel is:

(HDLC opening flag) (IP-packet) (CRC) (HDLC closing flag)

In the case where an IP packet for a remote site arrives in the driver and no connection has been established
yet, the driver communicates with theisdnd (8) daemon to establish a connection.

The driver has support for interfacing to thebpf (4) subsystem for usingtcpdump (8) with theirip inter-
faces.

The driver optionally (when compiled with the IRIP_VJ option) provides Van Jacobson header compression,
under control of the link0 and link1 options toifconfig (8):

link0 Apply VJ compression to outgoing packets on this interface, and assume that
incoming packets require decompression.

link1 Check incoming packets for Van Jacobson compression; if they appear to be
compressed, automatically set link0.

The default values areon for link1 andoff for link0.

SEE ALSO
bpf (4), isdnd.rc (5), isdnd (8), tcpdump (8)

AUTHORS
The irip device driver and this man page were written by Hellmuth Michaelis〈hm@kts.org〉.
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NAME
irongate — API UP1000 AMD751 Core Logic + AGP Chipset

SYNOPSIS
irongate ∗ at mainbus?
pci ∗ at irongate?

DESCRIPTION
The irongate driver provides support for the AMD751 Core Logic + AGP Chipset found on Alpha Pro-
cessor, Inc.’s UP1000 systems.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), mainbus (4), pci (4)
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NAME
isa — introduction to machine-independent ISA bus support and drivers

SYNOPSIS
Attachments are machine-dependent and depend on the bus topology andISA bus interface of your system.
Seeintro (4) for your system for details.

DESCRIPTION
NetBSD includes a machine-independentISA bus subsystem and several machine-independentISA device
drivers.

Your system may support additionalISA devices. Drivers for ISA devices not listed here are machine-depen-
dent. Consultyour system’sintro (4) for additional information.

SUPPORTED DEVICES
NetBSD includes machine-independentISA drivers, sorted by device type and driver name:

SCSI interfaces
adv AdvansysSCSIinterfaces.

aha Adaptec AHA-154x family (154xA, 154xB, 154xC, and 154xCF) and the BusLogic
BT54x SCSIinterfaces.

ahc Adaptec 29xx, 39xx, and other AIC-7xxx-basedSCSIinterfaces.

aic Adaptec AIC-6260 and Adaptec AIC-6360 basedSCSI interfaces, including the
Adaptec 152x, SoundBlasterSCSIinterfaces, and a variety of compatibles.

bha BusLogic BT-445SCSIinterfaces.

dpt DPT SmartCache/SmartRAID III and IVSCSIinterfaces.

esp NCR 53C9x, Emulex ESP406, and Qlogic FAS408SCSIinterfaces.

nca NCR-5380/NCR-53C400

sea Seagate/Future DomainSCSI cards. ST01/02,Future Domain TMC-885, and Future
Domain TMC-950.

uha Ultrastor 14fSCSIinterfaces.

wds WD-7000 family of bus-masteringSCSIinterfaces.

Disk and tape controllers
mcd Mitsumi CD-ROM drives.

wdc Standard Western Digital type hard drive controllers: MFM, RLL, ESDI, and
IDE/ATAPI.

wt Wangtek and compatible QIC-02 and QIC-36 tape drives.

Serial and parallel interfaces
ast Multi-port serial communications card first made by AST.

boca Boca BB100[48] and BB2016 multiplexing serial communications cards.

com NS8250-, NS16450-, and NS16550-based serial ports.
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cy Cyclades Cyclom-4Y, -8Y, and -16Y asynchronous serial communications cards.

ioat BOCA ResearchIOAT66 serial interfaces.

lpt StandardISA parallel port interface.

rtfps IBM RT four-port serial interfaces.

tcom Byte Runner Technologies TC-400 and TC-800 series serial interfaces.

Network interfaces
ai AT&T StarLan Ethernetinterfaces.

ate Allied Telesis AT1700 series and RE2000 seriesEthernetinterfaces.

cs Cirrus LogicCrystal CS8900Ethernetinterfaces.

ec 3Com EtherLink II (3c503)Ethernetinterfaces.

ef 3ComEtherLink II (3c507)Ethernetinterfaces.

eg 3Com EtherLink Plus (3c505)Ethernetinterfaces.

el 3Com EtherLink (3c501)Ethernetinterfaces.

ep 3Com EtherLink III (3c509)Ethernetinterfaces.

fmv Fujitsu FMV-181 and FMV-182 interfaces.

ix Intel EtherExpress/16Ethernetinterfaces.

iy Intel i82595-basedEthernetinterfaces, including the EtherExpress Pro/10.

lc DEC EtherWORKS IIIEthernetinterfaces (DE203, DE204, and DE205).

le Ethernetinterfaces based on the AMD LANCE chip, including BICC Isolan, Novell
NE2100, Digital DEPCA, and PCnet-ISA.

ne Novel NE2000 and compatibleEthernetinterfaces.

ntwoc SDL Communications Riscom/N2 synchronous serial interfaces.

sm SMC91C9x-basedEthernetinterfaces.

tr TROPIC based token ring interfaces.

we Western Digital/SMC 80x3, SMC Elite Ultra, and SMC EtherEZEthernetinterfaces.

Sound cards and MIDI interfaces
aria Sierra’s Aria based sound cards.

cms Creative Music System.

ess ESS Technology AudioDrive 1788-, 1888-, 1887-, and 888-based sound cards.

gus Gravis Ultrasound sound cards.

mpu Roland MPU401 (and compatible) MIDI UARTs.

opl Yamaha OPL2 and OPL3 FM MIDI synthesizers.

pas ProAudio Spectrum sound cards.

sb SoundBlaster, SoundBlaster 16, and SoundBlaster Pro sound cards.
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wss Windows Sound System-compatible sound cards based on the AD1848 and compatible
chips.

Miscellaneous devices
az Aztech/PackardBell radio card.

eg a EGA graphics boards.

lm National Semiconductor LM78, LM79 and compatible hardware monitors.

pcdisplay PC display adapters.

pcic PCI PCMCIAcontrollers, including the Cirrus Logic GD6729.

pckbc PC keyboard controllers.

pcppi PC control and timer ports.

pms PS/2 auxiliary port mice (including wheel mice).

rt AIMS Lab Radiotrack FM radio.

rtii AIMS Lab Radiotrack II FM radio.

sf2r SoundForte RadioLink SF16-FMR2 FM radio.

tcic Databook DB86082, DB86084, DB86184, and DB86072PCMCIA controllers.

vga VGA graphics boards.

Note that someISA devices also have newer ISA Plug-and-Play variants. Theseare listed inisapnp (4).
Some i386 platforms usepnpbios (4) to attachISA devices.

DIAGNOSTICS
Stray interrupt on IRQ 7 It means the interrupt controller reported an unmasked interrupt on IRQ 7, but no
driver attached to that IRQ ‘claimed’ it.

There are two reasons this can happen:

• In anything other than i386, it would almost always mean that there is a driver attached to the IRQ, but it
is the wrong driver.

• On i386, there is the more obscure issue of ‘default IRQ7’s. Thatis, when a device asserts an IRQ, but
the IRQ is deasserted after the PIC latches the interrupt and before the CPU acknowledges it, the PIC just
flat out lies about which IRQ it was. Itis usually due to a suboptimally coded driver.

SEE ALSO
adv (4), aha (4), ahc (4), ai (4), aic (4), aria (4), ast (4), ate (4), az (4), bha (4), boca (4), cms(4),
com(4), cs (4), cy (4), dpt (4), ec (4), ef (4), eg(4), el (4), ep(4), esp (4), ess (4), fmv (4), gus (4),
intro (4), ioat (4), isapnp (4), ix (4), iy (4), joy (4), lc (4), le (4), lm (4), lpt (4), mcd(4), mpu(4),
nca (4), ne(4), ntwoc (4), opl (4), pas (4), pcdisplay (4), pcic (4), pckbc (4), pcppi (4), pms(4),
pnpbios (4), rt (4), rtfps (4), rtii (4), sb (4), sea (4), sf2r (4), sm(4), tcic (4), tcom (4), tr (4),
uha (4), vga (4), wd(4), wdc(4), wds(4), we(4), wss(4), wt (4)

HISTORY
The machine-independentISA subsystem appeared inNetBSD 1.2.
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NAME
isapnp — introduction to ISA Plug-and-Play support

SYNOPSIS
isapnp0 at isa?

An
isapnp bus can be configured for each supported ISA bus.

DESCRIPTION
NetBSD provides machine-independent bus support and drivers for ISA Plug-and-Play (isapnp) autoconfigu-
ration of PnP-compatible devices on an ISA bus.

SUPPORTED DEVICES
NetBSD includes machine-independent ISAPNP drivers, sorted by function and driver name:

SCSI interfaces
aha Adaptec AHA-154[02]SCSIinterfaces.

aic Adaptec AHA-1520BSCSIinterfaces.

Disk controllers
wdc Standard IDE and ATAPI drive controller.

Serial and parallel interfaces
com 8250/16450/16550-compatible ISA PnP serial cards and internal modems.

Network interfaces
an Aironet 4500/4800 andCisco340 series 802.11 interfaces.

ep 3Com 3c509B EtherLink IIIEthernetinterface.

le PCnet-PnPEthernetinterfaces based on the successor to the AMD LANCE chip.

ne NE2000-compatibleEthernetinterfaces.

tr TROPIC based token ring interfaces.

Sound cards
ess ESS Technology derived PnP sound cards and devices.

guspnp Gravis Ultrasound PnP sound cards.

sb SoundBlaster, SoundBlaster 16, and SoundBlaster Pro sound cards.

wss Windows Sound System compatible cards, e.g., most of the cards with Crystal Semi-
conductor chips.

ym Yamaha OPL3-SAx sound cards.

Miscellaneous devices
pcic PCI PCMCIAcontrollers, including the Cirrus Logic GD6729.

ISA Plug-and-Play devices also have alternate ISA drivers with static ISA IO address configuration.These
are listed inisa (4). The isapnp bus ignores devices that have already been found and configured as
isa (4) devices. Theisapnp bus is only effective on machines which lack a PnP BIOS, oron which the
PnP BIOS has been disabled. The manual pages for each individual isapnp driver also list the supported
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front-ends for other buses.

SEE ALSO
aha (4), aic (4), an(4), com(4), ep(4), ess (4), guspnp (4), intro (4), isa (4), le (4), ne(4), pcic (4),
sb (4), tr (4), wdc(4), wss(4), ym(4)

HISTORY
The isapnp driver appeared inNetBSD 1.3.
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NAME
isdn — ISDN kernel to userland master device

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device isdn

DESCRIPTION
The isdn device driver is used by theisdnd (8) daemon to exchange messages with the ISDN kernel part
for the purpose of call establishment, control and disconnection and to access various control and status
informations.

The messages and message parameters are documented in the include file
/usr/include/netisdn/i4b_ioctl.h .

The available ioctl’s are:

I4B_CDID_REQ
Request a unique Call Description IDentifier (cdid) which identifies uniquely a single inter-
action of the local D channel with the exchange.

I4B_CONNECT_REQ
Actively request a call setup to a remote ISDN subscriber.

I4B_CONNECT_RESP
Respond to an incoming call, either accept, reject or ignore it.

I4B_DISCONNECT_REQ
Actively terminate a connection.

I4B_CTRL_INFO_REQ
Request information about an installed ISDN controller card.

I4B_DIALOUT_RESP
Give information about call setup to driver who requested dialing out.

I4B_TIMEOUT_UPD
Update the kernels timeout value(s) in case of dynamically calculated shorthold mode timing
changes.

I4B_UPDOWN_IND
Inform the kernel userland drivers about interface soft up/down status changes.

I4B_CTRL_DOWNLOAD
Download firmware to active card(s).

I4B_ACTIVE_DIAGNOSTIC
Return diagnostic information from active cards.

Status and event messages available from the kernel are:

MSG_CONNECT_IND
An incoming call from a remote ISDN user is indicated.

MSG_CONNECT_ACTIVE_IND
After an incoming call has been accepted locally or an outgoing call has been accepted by a
remote, the exchange signaled an active connection and the corresponding B-channel is
switched through.

MSG_DISCONNECT_IND
A call was terminated.

MSG_DIALOUT_IND
A userland interface driver requests the daemon to dial out (typically a network interface
when a packet arrives in its send queue).
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MSG_IDLE_TIMEOUT_IND
A call was terminated by the isdn4bsd kernel driver because a B-channel idle timeout
occurred.

MSG_ACCT_IND
Accounting information from a network driver.

MSG_CHARGING_IND
Charging information from the kernel.

SEE ALSO
isdnd (8)

AUTHORS
The isdn device driver and this man page were written by Hellmuth Michaelis〈hm@kts.org〉.
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NAME
isdnbchan — ISDN Raw B-Channel access driver

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device isdnbchan count

DESCRIPTION
The isdnbchan driver provides an interface to the raw untranslated B-channel.

SEE ALSO
isdnd.rc (5), isdnd (8)

AUTHORS
The isdnbchan device driver and this man page were written by Hellmuth Michaelis〈hm@kts.org〉.
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NAME
isdncapi — CAPI driver for isdn4bsd

DESCRIPTION
isdncapi is a CAPI driver for theisdn4bsdpackage. Itsits between layer 4 of isdn4bsd and a driver for an
active ISDN card; currently only theiavc (4) driver for the AVM B1 and T1 family of active cards is sup-
ported.

SEE ALSO
iavc (4)

STANDARDS
CAPI 2.0 (http://www.capi.org/ )

AUTHORS
The isdncapi device driver was written by Juha-Matti Liukkonen〈jml@cubical.fi〉 (Cubical Solutions Ltd,
Finland) forFreeBSDand ported toNetBSD by Antti Kantee〈pooka@cubical.fi〉. This manpage was written
by Hellmuth Michaelis〈hm@FreeBSD.org〉.
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NAME
isdnctl — control device for the ISDN kernel part

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device isdnctl

DESCRIPTION
isdnctl is used by theisdndebug (8) utility to get and set the current debugging level and other infor-
mation of the kernel ISDN handling layers.

SEE ALSO
isdndebug (8)

AUTHORS
The isdnctl device driver and this man page were written by Hellmuth Michaelis〈hm@kts.org〉.
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NAME
isdntel — ISDN B-channel telephony interface driver

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device isdntel count

DESCRIPTION
The isdntel driver provides an interface to the B-channel for telephony applications and is currently used
by theisdnd (8) for answering machine support. The driver is part of the isdn4bsd package.

The lower six bits of the driver’s minor number are used to specify a unit number, whereas the upper two bits
specify a functionality.

Functionality zero is the usual telephony data stream i/o driver.

Functionality one is used to enable commands to dial out and hang up and receive responses about the state
of the dial out progress and status. This commands may change in the future, for details see the file
/usr/include/netisdn/i4b_tel_ioctl.h and theisdntel (8) utility.

The telephony data stream comes out of the line in a bit-reversed format, so theisdntel driver does the
bit-reversion process in any case.

Additionally, the user can specify to do A-law to mu-law, mu-law to A-law or no conversion at all in the
isdntel driver by using theisdntelctl (8) utility.

The driver is able to process several ioctl’s:

I4B_TEL_GETAUDIOFMT
get currently used audio format conversion.

I4B_TEL_SETAUDIOFMT
set currently used audio format conversion.

I4B_TEL_EMPTYINPUTQUEUE
clear the input queue.

For the I4B_TEL_GETAUDIOFMT and I4B_TEL_SETAUDIOFMT, the following parameters are available:

CVT_NONE
do no A-law/mu-law audio format conversion. The conversion path looks like this:

USER <--> bitreversing <--> ISDN-line

CVT_ALAW2ULAW
set audio format conversion to do an audio conversion from A-law (on the ISDN line) to mu-
law (in the userland). Theread (2) conversion path looks like this:

USER <-- mu-law/A-law <-- bitreversing <-- ISDN-line

and thewrite (2) conversion path looks like this:

USER --> mu-law/A-law --> bitreversing --> ISDN-line

CVT_ULAW2ALAW
set audio format conversion to do an audio conversion from mu-law (on the ISDN line) to A-
law (in the userland). Theread (2) conversion path looks like this:

USER <-- A-law/mu-law <-- bitreversing <-- ISDN-line

and thewrite (2) conversion path looks like this:
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USER --> A-law/mu-law --> bitreversing --> ISDN-line

SEE ALSO
isdnd.rc (5), isdnd (8), isdntel (8), isdntelctl (8)

STANDARDS
A-law and mu-law are specified in ITU Recommendation G.711.

AUTHORS
The isdntel device driver and this man page were written by Hellmuth Michaelis〈hm@kts.org〉.
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NAME
isdntrc — ISDN interface driver for D and B channel tracing

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device isdntrc count

DESCRIPTION
The isdntrc driver is used to add a header to the data got from the D and/or B channel and queues it to be
read and further processed by theisdntrace (8) utility. Currently, count should be the number of B
channels (twice the number of cards).

SEE ALSO
isdnd (8), isdntrace (8)

AUTHORS
The isdntrc device driver and this man page were written by Hellmuth Michaelis〈hm@kts.org〉.
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NAME
isic — isdn4bsd Siemens ISDN Chipset device driver

SYNOPSIS
On the ISA bus:

Teles S0/8 or Niccy 1008 card:
options ISICISA_TEL_S0_8
isic0 at isa? iomem 0xd0000 irq 5

Teles S0/16 or Creatix ISDN-S0 or Niccy 1016 card:
options ISICISA_TEL_S0_16
isic0 at isa? port 0xd80 iomem 0xd0000 irq 5

Teles S0/16.3 card:
options ISICISA_TEL_S0_16_3
isic0 at isa? port 0xd80 irq 5

AVM A1 or AVM Fritz card:
options ISICISA_AVM_A1
isic0 at isa? port 0x340 irq 5

USRobotics Sportster ISDN TA internal or Stollmann Tina-pp card:
options ISICISA_USR_STI
isic0 at isa? port 0x268 irq 5

ITK ix1 micro card:
options ISICISA_ITKIX1
isic0 at isa? port 0x398 irq 10

On the ISAPNP bus:

Teles S0/16.3 PnP card
options ISICPNP_TEL_S0_16_3_P
isic ∗ at isapnp?

Creatix ISDN-S0 P&P card
options ISICPNP_CRTX_S0_P
isic ∗ at isapnp?

Dr. Neuhaus Niccy GO@
options ISICPNP_DRN_NGO
isic ∗ at isapnp?

ELSA QuickStep 1000pro (ISA version):
options ISICPNP_ELSA_QS1ISA
isic ∗ at isapnp?

Sedlbauer WinSpeed:
options ISICPNP_SEDLBAUER
isic ∗ at isapnp?

Dynalink IS64PH:
options ISICPNP_DYNALINK
isic ∗ at isapnp?

Cards on the PCI bus:
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ELSA QuickStep 1000pro (PCI version)
isic ∗ at pci?

Cards on the PCMCIA or PCCARD bus:

AVM Fritz!Card PCMCIA
options ISICPCMCIA_AVM_A1
isic ∗ at pcmcia? function ?

ELSA MicroLink ISDN/MC
options ISICPCMCIA_ELSA_ISDNMC
isic ∗ at pcmcia? function ?

ELSA MicroLink MC/all
options ICISPCMCIA_ELSA_MCALL
isic ∗ at pcmcia? function ?

Cards on the Amiga Zorro bus:

BSC/ITH ISDN Master or MasterII, ITH ISDN MasterII, Individual Computers ISDN Surfer, VMC ISDN
Blaster, or Zeus ISDN Link
aster ∗ at zbus?
isic ∗ at aster? port ?

DESCRIPTION
The isic driver provides D-channel layer 1 supports as specified in ITU Recommendation I.430 and layer 1
support for the B-channel.

The driver supports several 8- and 16-bit passive ISDN cards from various manufacturers which are all based
upon the popular Siemens ISDN chipset consisting of the ISDN Subscriber Access Controller ISAC (such as
the PEB2085 or PSB 2186) and the High-Level Serial Communications Controller Extended HSCX (such as
the SAB82525 or PSB21525). The newer IPAC chip (which integrates an ISAC and a HSCX in one chip,
with the added benefit of larger FIFO buffers) is also supported.

SUPPORTED CARDS
Teles S0/8, Dr. Neuhaus Niccy 1008, Creatix ISDN-S0/8

Notice that this cards must not have aport value in the config line.

Valid interrupts are 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.

The i/o ports are memory mapped and the memory start address may be in the range 0xA0000 to
0xDF000 and uses 4kB of memory.

The optionalflagvalue is 1.

Teles S0/16, Creatix ISDN-S0, Dr. Neuhaus Niccy 1016

These boards have a jumper which specifies an i/o base address of either 0xd80, 0xe80 or 0xf80.
The remaining necessary configuration values are then programmed at run time by accessing this i/o
port.

Valid interrupts are 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12 or 15.

Valid memory start addresses are 0xC0000, 0xC2000, 0xC4000, 0xC6000, 0xC8000, 0xCA000,
0xCC000, 0xCE000, 0xD0000, 0xD2000, 0xD4000, 0xD6000, 0xD8000, 0xDA000, 0xDC000 and
0xDE000.
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Notice: Although the Jumpers are labeled 0xd80, 0xe80 or 0xf80, they also require i/o space at
addresses 0x180, 0x280 or 0x380.

The optionalflagvalue is 2.

Teles S0/16.3

This card is completely i/o mapped and must not have an iomemstatement in the config line.

Valid interrupts are 2, 5, 9, 10, 12 or 15.

Notice: Although the switch positions are labeled 0x180, 0x280 and 0x380, the card is to be config-
ured at 0xd80, 0xe80 or 0xf80 respectively!

The optionalflagvalue is 3.

AVM A1, AVM Fritz!Card

These boards have a jumper which specifies an i/o base address of either 0x200, 0x240, 0x300 or
0x340.

Valid interrupt configurations are 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12 or 15.

Older Versions of the AVM A1 also require setting of an IRQ jumper, newer versions of this and the
Fritz!Card only have an i/o base jumper and the interrupt is set up at runtime by reprogramming a
register.

This card is completely i/o mapped and must not have an iomemstatement in the config line.

The optionalflagvalue is 4.

Teles S0/16.3 PnP

Possible i/o port values are 0x580, 0x500 and 0x680. Possible interrupt configurations are 3, 5, 7,
10, 11 and 12.

The card is autoconfigured by the PnP kernel subsystem.

Creatix ISDN-S0 P&P

Valid i/o port values are 0x120, 0x180 and 0x100.

Valid interrupt configurations are 3, 5, 7, 10, 11 and 12.

The card is autoconfigured by the PnP kernel subsystem.

3Com USRobotics Sportster ISDN TA intern and Stollmann Tina pp

Valid i/o port values are 0x200, 0x208, 0x210, 0x218, 0x220, 0x228, 0x230, 0x238, 0x240, 0x248,
0x250, 0x258, 0x260, 0x268, 0x270 and 0x278.

Valid interrupt configurations are 5, 7, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15.

Notice: this card has a strange address decoding scheme resulting in 64 windows of some bytes
length. Anyway, support for this card is good because the manufacturer gav eout technical docs for
this card!

The optionalflagvalue is 7.

Dr. Neuhaus Niccy Go@

Valid i/o port values must be in the range 0x200 ... 0x3e0.

Valid interrupt configurations are 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15.
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The card is autoconfigured by the PnP kernel subsystem.

Sedlbauer Win Speed

Valid i/o port values must be in the range 0x100 ... 0x3f0. (alignment 0x8, len 0x8)

Valid interrupt configurations are 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15.

The card is autoconfigured by the PnP kernel subsystem.

ELSA QuickStep 1000pro (ISA)

I/O port in the range 0x160 ... 0x360 (occupies 8 bytes).

Valid interrupt configurations are 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 11, 12, 15.

The card is autoconfigured by the PnP kernel subsystem.

ELSA QuickStep 1000pro-PCI

The card is autoconfigured by the PCI kernel subsystem.

ITK ix1 micro

Valid i/o port values must be in the range (<unknown>).

Valid interrupt configurations are (<unknown>).

The optionalflagvalue is 18.

BSC ISDN Master (2092/64)
BSC ISDN MasterII (2092/65)
ITH ISDN MasterII (5000/1)
VMC ISDN Blaster (5001/1)
Zeus ISDN Link (2189/3)

The card addresses are autoconfigured by the Zorro bus kernel subsystem.The ISDN functions of
the boards are at known (to the driver) relative addresses.

Note that currently, you have to jumper the card interrupt forIPL 2 instead ofIPL 6 (which is used
by most AmigaOS software).

Note that the ITH ISDN MasterII doesn’t work in the DraCo Zorro bus. This is not a
NetBSD-specific problem, but a general one.

Individual Computers ISDN Surfer (4626/5 serno 0)

The card addresses are autoconfigured by the Zorro bus kernel subsystem. The ISDN functions of
the boards are at known (to the driver) relative addresses.

The card is operated by the driver at IPL 2 instead ofIPL 6 (which is used by most AmigaOS soft-
ware). Because of this, if an AmigaOS driver did lock the interrupt priority level of the card, your
system might hang soon after boot. In this case, boot using the boot block, or without enabling the
AmigaOS driver if you use loadbsd.

SEE ALSO
isdnd (8)

STANDARDS
CCITT Recommendation I.430
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AUTHORS
The isic driver and this man page were written by Hellmuth Michaelis〈hm@kts.org〉. It is based on earlier
work of Arne Helme, Andrew Gordon and Gary Jennejohn.

The complete porting to and maintenance ofNetBSD was done by Martin Husemann〈martin@NetBSD.org〉.

The NetBSD/amiga ISDN Blaster/Master/MasterII driver was written by Ignatios Souvatzis
〈is@NetBSD.org〉.

BUGS
Note that all of the boards with I/O ports actually use several ranges of port addresses; Teles happen to refer
to the 0xd80 range in their documentation (the board also uses 0x180 etc.), while AVM happen to refer to the
0x200 range in their documentation (the board also uses 0x600 etc.)The driver matches the manufacturers’
description for the purposes of configuration, but of course makes use of all the ports in order to operate the
card.

Since there is no hardware documentation available from several manufacturers for their boards, it is likely
that there are many, many bugs left.
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NAME
iso — ISO protocol family

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <netiso/iso.h>

DESCRIPTION
The ISO protocol family is a collection of protocols that uses theISO address format.The ISO family pro-
vides protocol support for theSOCK_SEQPACKETabstraction through theTP protocol (ISO 8073), for the
SOCK_DGRAMabstraction through the connectionless transport protocol (ISO 8602), and for theSOCK_RAW
abstraction by providing direct access (for debugging) to theCLNP (ISO 8473) network layer protocol.

ADDRESSING
ISO addresses are based uponISO 8348/AD2, Addendum to the Network Service Definition Covering
Network Layer Addressing.

Sockets bound to the OSI protocol family use the following address structure:

struct iso_addr {
u_char isoa_len; / ∗ length, not including this byte ∗/
char isoa_genaddr[20]; / ∗ general opaque address ∗/

};

struct sockaddr_iso {
u_char siso_len; / ∗ size of this sockaddr ∗/
sa_family_t siso_family; / ∗ addressing domain, AF_ISO ∗/
u_char siso_plen; / ∗ presentation selector length ∗/
u_char siso_slen; / ∗ session selector length ∗/
u_char siso_tlen; / ∗ transport selector length ∗/
struct iso_addr siso_addr; / ∗ network address ∗/
u_char siso_pad[6]; / ∗ space for gosip v2 SELs ∗/

};
#define siso_nlen siso_addr.isoa_len
#define siso_data siso_addr.isoa_genaddr

The fields of this structure are:

siso_len:
Length of the entire address structure, in bytes, which may grow to be longer than the 32 bytes
shown above.

siso_family:
Identifies the domain:AF_ISO.

siso_tlen:
Length of the transport selector.

siso_slen:
Length of the session selector. This is not currently supported by the kernel and is provided as a
convenience for user level programs.

siso_plen:
Length of the presentation selector. This is not currently supported by the kernel and is provided as
a convenience for user level programs.
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siso_addr:
The network part of the address, described below.

TRANSPORT ADDRESSING
An ISO transport address is similar to an Internet address in that it contains a network-address portion and a
portion that the transport layer uses to multiplex its services among clients. In the Internet domain, this por-
tion of the address is called aport. In the ISO domain, this is called atransport selector(also known at one
time as atransport suffix). While ports are always 16 bits, transport selectors may be of (almost) arbitrary
size.

Since the C language does not provide convenient variable length structures, we have separated the selector
lengths from the data themselves. Thenetwork address and various selectors are stored contiguously, with
the network address first, then the transport selector, and so on. Thus, if you had a network address of less
than 20 bytes, the transport selector would encroach on space normally reserved for the network address.

NETWORK ADDRESSING
ISO network addresses are limited to 20 bytes in length.ISO network addresses can take any format.

PROT OCOLS
TheARGO 1.0 implementation of theISO protocol family comprises the Connectionless-Mode Network Pro-
tocol (CLNP) ,  and the Transport Protocol( TP) ,  classes 4 and 0, andX.25. TP is used to support the
SOCK_SEQPACKETabstraction. Araw interface toCLNP is available by creating anISO socket of type
SOCK_RAW. This is used forCLNP debugging only.

SEE ALSO
clnp (4), cltp (4), tp (4)
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NAME
isp — Qlogic based SCSI and FibreChannel SCSI Host Adapters

SYNOPSIS
isp ∗ at pci? dev? function? ( PCI )
isp ∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ? ( SBus )
scsibus ∗ at isp?

DESCRIPTION
This driver provides access toSCSIor FibreChanneldevices.

SCSI features include support for Ultra SCSI and wide mode transactions forSCSI, and LVD (for the
ISP1080 and ISP1280),

Fibre Channel support uses FCP SCSI profile forFibreChannel. and uses Class 3 connections only. Support
is available for Public and Private loops.Command tagging is supported for all (in fact,FibreChannelrequires
tagging).

CONFIGURATION
An optionalflags 0x80appended to the above isp∗ declarations will disable the download of driver firmware,
which means you use whatever firmware is running on the card. If no firmware is running on the card, the
driver cannot operate the card.

An optionalflags 0x40appended to the above isp∗ declarations (can be OR’d in with the other config flags
option) will keep the driver from looking at device or bus NVRAM settings (this is in case NVRAM is just
wrong and you have the card in a platform where it is inconvenient to change NVRAM settings on the card).

HARDWARE
Supported cards include:

ISP1000 SBus Fast Wide, Ultra Fast Wide cards, Single Ended or Differential cards.

PTI SBS440
Performance Technology ISP1000 variants.

ISP1020 Qlogic 1020 Fast Wide and Differential Fast Wide PCI cards.

ISP1040 Qlogic 1040 Ultra Wide and Differential Ultra Wide PCI cards.

PTI SBS450
Performance Technology ISP1040 variants.

Qlogic 1240
Qlogic 1240 Dual Bus Ultra Wide and Differential Ultra Wide PCI cards.

Qlogic 1080
Qlogic 1280 LVD Ultra2 Wide PCI cards.

Qlogic 1280
Qlogic 1280 Dual Bus LVD Ultra2 Wide PCI cards.

Qlogic 2100
Qlogic 2100 and 2100A Copper and Optical Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop

Qlogic 2102
Qlogic Dual Loop 2100A Optical Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop PCI cards.
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Qlogic 2200
Qlogic 2200 Copper and Optical Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop PCI cards.

Qlogic 2202
Qlogic 2200 Dual Bus Optical Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop PCI cards.

Qlogic 2204
Qlogic 2200 Quad Bus Optical Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop PCI cards.

Qlogic 2300
Qlogic 2300 2-Gigabit Optical Fibre Channel PCI cards.

Qlogic 2312
Qlogic 2300 2-Gigabit Dual Channel Optical Fibre Channel PCI cards.

PTI SBS470
Performance Technology ISP2100 variants.

Antares P-0033
Antares Microsystems ISP2100 variants.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), intro (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4)

AUTHORS
The isp driver was written by Matthew Jacob for NASA/Ames Research Center.

BUGS
The driver currently ignores some NVRAM settings.

The driver currently doesn’t do error recovery for timed out commands very gracefully.

Sometimes, when booting, the driver gets stuck waiting for the Fibre Channel firmware to tell it that the loop
port database is ready. In this case you’ll see an announcement that the loop state has a value of 0x1.To
unwedge the system, unplug and replug the fibre channel connection, or otherwise cause a LIP (Loop Initial-
ization Primitive sequence) - this will kick the firmware into getting unstuck.

NetBSD 3.0 March 25, 1999 2
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NAME
isv — IDEC Supervision/16 image capture board

SYNOPSIS
isv0 at isa? port 0x2f0
isv0 at isa? port 0x2e0
isv0 at isa? port 0x3f0
isv0 at isa? port 0x3e0

DESCRIPTION
isv is a driver for the IDEC Supervision/16, an image capture board that plugs into a 16-bit ISA bus. The
IDEC Supervision/16 digitizes an NTSC television signal, storing a 512 x 480-pixel, 8-bit grayscale image in
its 256kB dynamic RAM array every 1/30th of a second.The host reads frames from the DRAM using
122881 16-bit I/O reads.Reading frames from the Supervision/16 is quite slow: after the host reads a 16-bit
word from the DRAM, the Supervision/16 state machine takes approximately 0.5 microseconds to get ready
for the next read.Theoretically, a frame rate of approximately 10 frames per second is possible.isv
achieves a frame rate of approximately 6 frames per second.

SEE ALSO
isvctl (8)

Programming the Supervision/16 Image Capture Board, IDEC, circa 1991.

HISTORY
The isv device first appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
The isv driver was written by David Young〈dyoung@NetBSD.org〉.

BUGS
Synchronizing with the hardware and reading frames from it is very CPU-intensive.

isv will not detect the capture board if it is not attached to an active video source.To force NetBSD to
detect the capture board at any time, re-scan the ISA bus using, e.g.,drvctl −r isa0.

NetBSD 3.0 April 1, 2008 1
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NAME
ite — Amiga Internal Terminal Emulator

SYNOPSIS
ite0 at grf0
ite1 at grf1
ite2 at grf2
ite3 at grf3
ite4 at grf4
ite5 at grf5
ite6 at grf6
ite7 at grf7

DESCRIPTION
TTY special files of the form ‘‘ttye?’’ are interfaces to theAmiga ITE for bit-mapped displays.An ite is the
main system console on mostAmiga workstations and is the mechanism through which a user communicates
with the machine. If more than one of the supported displays exists on a system, any or all can be used as
ite s with the limitation that only one will have a keyboard (since only one keyboard is supported) and only
one of each type can be used.

ite devices use theHP-UX ‘300h ’ termcap (5) entry. Howev er, as currently implemented, theite does
not support the full range ofHP-UX capabilities for this device. Missingare multiple colors, blinking, soft-
keys, programmable tabs, scrolling memory and keyboard arrow keys. Thekeyboard will use the left and
right Amigakeys as meta keys, in that it will set the eighth bit of the character code.ite devices also do a
good job at emulating the ‘vt100 ’ termcap (5) entry.

Upon booting, the kernel will first look for anite device to use as the system console( /dev/console ) .
If a display exists at any hardware address, it will be the console. The kernel looks for them in decreasing
order (that is, choosing the highest-numbered one).

On most systems, a display is used both as anite (/dev/ttye? aka/dev/console ) and as a graphics
device (/dev/grf? ) . In this environment, there is some interaction between the two uses that should be
noted. For example, opening/dev/grf0 will deactivate theite that is, write over whatever may be on
the ite display. When the graphics application is finished and/dev/grf0 closed, theite will be reini-
tialized with the frame buffer cleared and the old colormap installed.

SEE ALSO
grf (4), kbd (4)

HISTORY
TheAmiga ite first appeared inNetBSD 1.0

NetBSD 3.0 August 30, 1994 1
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NAME
ite — HP Internal Terminal Emulator graphics driver

SYNOPSIS
ite ∗ at grf?

DESCRIPTION
TTY special files of the form ‘‘ttye?’’ are interfaces to theHP ITE for bit-mapped displays as implemented
underBSD. An ITE is the main system console on mostHP300workstations and is the mechanism through
which a user communicates with the machine. If more than one display exists on a system, any or all can be
used asITEs with the limitation that only the first one opened will have a keyboard (since only one keyboard
is supported).

ITE devices use theHP-UX ‘300h ’ termcap (5) or terminfo (5) entries. However, as currently imple-
mented, theITE does not support the full range ofHP-UX capabilities for this device. Missingare multiple
colors, underlining, blinking, softkeys, programmable tabs, scrolling memory and keyboard arrow keys. The
keyboard does not have any of the international character support ofHP’s NLS system. Itdoes use the left
and rightextend charkeys as meta keys, in that it will set the eighth bit of the character code.

Upon booting, the kernel will first look for anITE device to use as the system console( /dev/console ) .
If a display exists at any hardware address, it will be the console. The kernel looks for, in order: a 98544,
98545, or 98547 Topcat display, a 98700 Gatorbox at a supported address (seegbox (4)), or a 98720 Renais-
sance at a supported address (seerbox (4)). Currentlythere is noITE support for the 98548, 98549, 98550
and 98556 boards.

When activated as anITE (special file opened), all displays go through a standard initialization sequence.
The frame buffer is cleared, theROM fonts are unpacked and loaded into off-screen storage and a cursor
appears. TheITE initialization routine also sets the colormap entry used to white.Variable colors are not
used, mainly for reasons of simplicity. The font pixels are all set to 0xff and the colormap entry correspond-
ing to all planes is set to R=255, G=255 and B=255.The actual number of planes used to display the charac-
ters depends on the hardware installed.Finally, if the keyboardHIL device is not already assigned to another
ITE device, it is placed in ‘‘cooked’’ mode and assigned to thisITE.

On most systems, a display is used both as anITE (/dev/ttye? aka/dev/console ) and as a graphics
device (/dev/grf? ) . In this environment, there is some interaction between the two uses that should be
noted. For example, opening/dev/grf0 will deactivate theITE, that is, write over whatever may be on the
ITE display. When the graphics application is finished and/dev/grf0 closed, theITE will be reinitialized
with the frame buffer cleared and theITE colormap installed.

DIAGNOSTICS
None underBSD.

SEE ALSO
grf (4), hil (4), tty (4)

NetBSD 3.0 September 10, 2001 1
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NAME
iteide — Integrated Technology Express IDE disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
iteide ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
The iteide driver supports the IT8211 and IT8212 IDE controllers which are found on some Gigabyte
motherboards (as “GigaRAID”) and some PCI cards.This driver provides the interface with the hardware
for theata (4) driver.

The optional RAID functionality of the IT8211 and IT8212 is not supported and is explicitly disabled by the
iteide driver. The controller will act like a regular IDE controller with no RAID functionality.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

AUTHORS
The iteide driver was written by Alexander Yurchenko〈grange@openbsd.org〉 and ported toNetBSD by
Grant Beattie〈grant@NetBSD.org〉.

NetBSD 3.0 June 30, 2006 1
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NAME
itesio — ITE IT87xxF Super I/O driver

SYNOPSIS
itesio0 at isa? port 0x2e
itesio1 at isa? port 0x4e

DESCRIPTION
The itesio driver provides support for the Environment Controller and the Watchdog Timer on the
IT87xxF Super I/Os, and may be used to monitor hardware sensors or setting up a watchdog timeout value for
the system.

The itesio driver has 15 sensors:

Sensor Units Typical Use
Temp0 uK CPUTemp
Temp1 uK SystemTemp
Temp2 uK Aux Temp
VIN0 uV DC Vcore A
VIN1 uV DC Vcore B
VIN2 uV DC +3.3V
VIN3 uV DC +5V
VIN4 uV DC +12V
VIN5 uV DC -12V
VIN6 uV DC -5V
VIN7 uV DC STANDBY
VBAT uV DC VBAT
Fan0 RPM CPUFan
Fan1 RPM SystemFan
Fan2 RPM AuxFan

The itesio Watchdog Timer is configurable via thewdogctl (8) utility and has a resolution between 1
and 65535 seconds. The Watchdog Timer is not supported on the IT8705 Super I/O.

SEE ALSO
envsys (4), envstat (8), wdogctl (8)

HISTORY
The itesio driver first appeared inOpenBSD3.4 and then it was ported toNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
The itesio driver was written by Julien Bordet〈zejames@greyhats.org〉 and Juan Romero Pardines
〈xtraeme@netbsd.org〉.

BUGS
Interrupt support is unimplemented.

NetBSD 3.0 April 2, 2008 1
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NAME
iwi — Intel PRO/Wireless 2200BG/2915ABG IEEE 802.11 driver

SYNOPSIS
iwi ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The iwi driver provides support for Intel(R) PRO/Wireless 2200BG and 2915ABG MiniPCI network
adapters.

By default, theiwi driver configures the adapter for BSS operation (aka infrastructure mode).This mode
requires the use of an access point.

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8).

The iwi driver requires thepkgsrc/sysutils/iwi-firmware3 package to be installed and loaded
for proper functionality.

EXAMPLES
Join an existing BSS network (i.e.: connect to an access point):

ifconfig iwi0 inet 192.168.0.20 netmask 0xffffff00

Join a specific BSS network with network name “my_net ”:

ifconfig iwi0 inet 192.168.0.20 netmask 0xffffff00 nwid my_net

Join a specific BSS network with 64 bits WEP encryption:

ifconfig iwi0 inet 192.168.0.20 netmask 0xffffff00 nwid my_net \
nwkey 0x1234567890

Join a specific BSS network with 128bits WEP encryption:

ifconfig iwi0 inet 192.168.0.20 netmask 0xffffff00 nwid my_net \
nwkey 0x01020304050607080910111213

DIAGNOSTICS
iwi%d: device timeout The driver will reset the hardware. Thisshould not happen.

SEE ALSO
an(4), awi (4), ipw (4), pci (4), wi (4), ifconfig (8), iwictl (8), firmload (9),
pkgsrc/sysutils/iwi-firmware3

The IWI Web Page, http://damien.bergamini.free.fr/ipw/.

AUTHORS
The iwi driver and this man page were written by Damien Bergamini 〈damien.bergamini@free.fr〉.

NetBSD 3.0 January 3, 2007 1
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NAME
iwic — isdn4bsd Winbond ISDN Chip device driver

SYNOPSIS
iwic ∗ at pci?

DESCRIPTION
The iwic driver provides D-channel layer 1 support as specified in ITU Recommendation I.430 and layer 1
support for the B-channel.

The driver supports passive PCI ISDN cards from various manufacturers based on the Winbond W6692 chip.

SUPPORTED CARDS
ASUSCOM P-IN100-ST-D

Dynalink IS64PPH

SEE ALSO
isdnd (8)

STANDARDS
CCITT Recommendation I.430

AUTHORS
The iwic driver was written by Dave Boyce〈dave@abyss.demon.co.uk〉.

This manpage was written by Hellmuth Michaelis〈hm@freebsd.org〉.

CAVEATS
The driver is still in a somewhat experimental state.

BUGS
Layer 1 persistent deactivation not yet implemented.

NetBSD 3.0 September 25, 2002 1
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NAME
iwm, fd — floppy disk driver for IWM and non-DMA SWIM controllers

SYNOPSIS
iwm0 at obio?
fd ∗ at iwm0 drive ?

DESCRIPTION
The iwm driver interfaces to the built-in and external floppy disk drives on the Macintosh. It supports double-
density media, written in Apple’s proprietary GCR format. Currently, there is no disklabel support for the
floppy drives. Instead, theiwm driver sets up a fake in-core disklabel, using the minor device number to
select from the supported disk formats.

The following formats are supported:

Partition Size sides tracks sectors/track
a 800Kb 2 80 10 (default)
b 400Kb 1 80 10
c 800Kb 2 80 10

(The above table describes the logical mapping as implemented by the driver; the physical layout of GCR
floppies has 8..12 sectors per track.)

FORMATTING
The iwm driver does currently not support floppy disk formatting.

SEE ALSO
Apple Computer, Inc.: "Inside Macintosh", Vol III-33f. (Addison-Wesley)

Apple Computer, Inc.: "New Technical Notes DV 17 - Sony Driver"

Neil Parker: "iwmstuff"

eject (1)

HISTORY
The iwm interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

AUTHORS
Hauke Fath put together the beginnings of theiwm driver in 1996 from the sparse documentation in "Inside
Macintosh", Neil Parker’s "iwmstuff" documentation for the Apple IIgs and a long, hard look at the .Sony
driver.

BUGS
The FFS code is incapable of dealing with a varying number of sectors per track. We hav eto fake a mapping
and so lose FFS support for hardware parameters like transition times.

The driver only supports an obsolete format.

NetBSD 3.0 June 6, 1998 1
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NAME
ix — Intel EtherExpress/16 Ethernet ISA bus NIC driver

SYNOPSIS
ix0 at isa? port 0x300 irq 10

DESCRIPTION
The ix device driver supports the EtherExpress/16 card, and might support otherISA bus cards using the
same chip. The EtherExpress/16Ethernetadapter is based on theIntel 82586Ethernetchip.

SEE ALSO
ai (4), ef (4), elmc (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), ifconfig (8)

NetBSD 3.0 June 4, 1999 1
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NAME
ix — Interlan Np100 10 Mb/s Ethernet interface

SYNOPSIS
np0 at uba0 csr 166000 vector npintr

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

The ix interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network through an Interlan Np100 controller used
as a link-layer interface.

This interface is unusual in that it requires loading firmware into the controller before it may be used as a
network interface. Thisis accomplished by opening a character special device, and writing data to it.A pro-
gram to load the image is provided in/usr/src/new/np100 . The sequence of commands would be:

# . /npload np.image [/dev/np<board #> if other than np00]
# s leep 10
# i fconfig ix0 ...

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Theix
interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Internet
and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

The interface normally tries to use a “trailer” encapsulation to minimize copying data on input and output.
The use of trailers is negotiated withARP. This negotiation may be disabled, on a per-interface basis, by set-
ting theIFF_NOTRAILERS flag with anSIOCSIFFLAGS ioctl (2).

DIAGNOSTICS
ix%d: Req failed, cmd %x, stat %x, ust error %x,%x. The firmware in the controller refused to honor a
request fromUNIX in initializing packet level communications. Theboard may need to be reset and
reloaded. Or, you may not have allowed enough time between loading the board and issuing the request to
beginUNIX network operation.

ix%d: can’t initialize. The interface was unable to obtain UNIBUS resources required for operation.

ix%d: failed to reinitialize DLA module. The interface got sick after attempting to reprogram its physical
Ethernet address.Try reloading the firmware. Theattempt is made only when this interfaces is not the first
one configured forXNS.

ix%d: can’t handle af%d. The interface was handed a message with addresses formatted in an unsuitable
address family; the packet was dropped.

ix%d: stray xmit interrupt, npr eq=%x. This may happen if the board is reloaded while network processes
are still running.

ixrint: cqe error %x, %x, %x. This will result if anifconfig (8) request is made at an inopportune time,
such as not allowing enough time after loading the firmware. After100 such errors are logged, theUNIX net-
work driver will shut itself down, saying:

ixrint: shutting down unix dla. The recourse is to reload the firmware and allow more time.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), netintro (4), np(4)

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 1
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HISTORY
The ix driver appeared in 4.3BSD.

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 2
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NAME
ixpide — PCI IDE disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
ixpide ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
The ixpide driver supports the ATI Technologies IXP IDE controller, and provides the interface with the
hardware for theata (4) driver.

The 0x0002 flag forces theixpide driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally be
enabled. Thiscan be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the IDE controller is wired
up to the system incorrectly.

HARDWARE
The supported IDE controllers are
• ATI SB200
• ATI SB300
• ATI SB400, Parallel ATA
• ATI SB400, Serial ATA

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

NetBSD 3.0 July 4, 2005 1
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NAME
iy — Intel EtherExpress PRO/10 Ethernet driver (Intel i82595)

SYNOPSIS
iy0 at isa? port {port} irq ?

DESCRIPTION
The iy device driver supports the EtherExpress PRO/10 card, and might support otherISA cards using the
same chip.

MEDIA SELECTION
The different models of the supported boards come with some subset of RJ-45,BNC and AUI connectors.
Supported media include:

AUI/DIX Standard 15 pin connector

10Base2 BNC, also known as thin-net

10BaseT UTP, also known as twisted pair

The default port to use is the port the card autodetects atifconfig up time. To choose an alternative
port, an explicit medium can be specified toifconfig (8) or in yourifconfig.iy? file.

NOTES
The EtherExpress PRO card has no jumpers to set the address.Intel supplies software to set the address of
the card in software. You have to hardwire this address in your kernel configuration file.

SEE ALSO
ed(4), eg(4), el (4), ep(4), intro (4), ix (4), le (4), ifconfig (8)

STANDARDS
are great. There’s so many to choose from.

NetBSD 3.0 May 22, 1996 1
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NAME
j6x0lcd — driver for Jornada 680 LCD screen

SYNOPSIS
j6x0lcd ∗ at shb?

DESCRIPTION
The j6x0lcd driver provides support for controlling brightness, contrast, and power of the LCD screen in
Jornada 680 series machines.

The default keymap binds〈Ctrl 〉 + 〈Alt 〉 + 〈arrowkey〉 to control brightness with up and down arrow
keys, and to control contrast with left and right arrow keys.

SEE ALSO
screenblank (1)

HISTORY
The j6x0lcd driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

NetBSD 3.0 April 4, 2004 1
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NAME
j6x0tp — driver for Jornada 680 touch-screen

SYNOPSIS
j6x0tp ∗ at adc?
wsmouse∗ at j6x0tp? mux 0
wskbd ∗ at j6x0tp? mux 1

options J6X0TP_WSMOUSE_EXCLUSIVE
options J6X0TP_SETTINGS_ICON_KEYSYM=keysym
options J6X0TP_PGUP_ICON_KEYSYM=keysym
options J6X0TP_PGDN_ICON_KEYSYM=keysym
options J6X0TP_SWITCH_ICON_KEYSYM=keysym

DESCRIPTION
The j6x0tp driver provides support for the Jornada 680/690 touch-screen.

Pen movements are passed towsmouse(4) as mouse clicks and drags.

Taps on the on-screen “HP hard icons” are passed towskbd (4) as key presses.

The j6x0tp driver has the following config options.

options J6X0TP_WSMOUSE_EXCLUSIVE
Stop feeding input towskbd (4) when the attachedwsmouse(4) device is opened.

options J6X0TP_SETTINGS_ICON_KEYSYM=keysym

options J6X0TP_PGUP_ICON_KEYSYM=keysym

options J6X0TP_PGDN_ICON_KEYSYM=keysym

options J6X0TP_SWITCH_ICON_KEYSYM=keysym
Customize the mapping of on-screen “HP hard icons” to keys. Default keymap assignsKS_Home,
KS_Prior , KS_Next , and KS_End respectively. It is possible to change the mapping at run time
with wsconsctl (8), but for a “keyboard” as small as this one it is convenient to be able to change
the defaults at compile time.

SEE ALSO
adc (4), wskbd (4), wsmouse(4), tpctl (8)

HISTORY
The j6x0tp driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

NetBSD 3.0 November 5, 2003 1
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NAME
j720kbd — driver for Jornada 710/720/728 keyboard

SYNOPSIS
j720kbd ∗ at j720ssp?
hpckbd ∗ at j720kbd?
wskbd ∗ at hpckbd? mux 1

DESCRIPTION
The j720kbd driver provides support for the keyboard in the Jornada 720 series machines.

Pressing the on/off button will suspend the machine. Pressing this key again will cause it to resume.

SEE ALSO
hpckbd (4), wskbd (4), wsconsctl (8)

NetBSD 3.0 March 29, 2006 1
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NAME
j720lcd — driver for Jornada 710/720/728 LCD screen

SYNOPSIS
j720lcd ∗ at j720ssp?

DESCRIPTION
The j720lcd driver provides support for controlling brightness, contrast, and power of the LCD screen in
the Jornada 720 series machines.

The default keymap binds〈Ctrl 〉 + 〈Alt 〉 + 〈arrowkey〉 to control brightness with up and down arrow
keys, and to control contrast with left and right arrow keys.

SEE ALSO
screenblank (1), wsconsctl (8)

NetBSD 3.0 March 29, 2006 1
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NAME
j720tp — driver for Jornada 710/720/728 touch-screen

SYNOPSIS
j720tp ∗ at j720ssp?
wsmouse∗ at j720tp? mux 0
wskbd ∗ at j720tp? mux 1

DESCRIPTION
The j720tp driver provides support for the touch-screen in the Jornada 720 series machines.

Pen movements are passed towsmouse(4) as mouse clicks and drags.

Whenwskbd ∗ at j720tp? is enabled, taps on the on-screen “HP hard icons” are passed towskbd (4) as
key presses.

The default icon to key mapping is:
Settings icon KS_Home
Backup icon KS_Prior
Dialup icon KS_Next
Media Player icon KS_End

SEE ALSO
wskbd (4), wsmouse(4), tpctl (8), wsconsctl (8)

NetBSD 3.0 March 29, 2006 1
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NAME
jensenio — DEC 2000/300 (Jensen) I/O module

SYNOPSIS
jensenio ∗ at mainbus0

DESCRIPTION
The jensenio driver provides support for the I/O module found on the DEC 2000/300.The module is
comprised of two things:

− VLSI VL82C106 junk I/O chip; and
− Intel EISA bus interface.

The following devices are supported by thejensenio driver:

com serial communications interface
eisa machine-independent EISA bus
isa machine-independent ISA bus
lpt Parallel port driver
mcclock DS1287 real-time clock
pckbc PC keyboard controller driver

SEE ALSO
com(4), eisa (4), intro (4), isa (4), lpt (4), mcclock (4), pckbc (4)

NetBSD 3.0 September 19, 2001 1
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NAME
jmide — JMicron Technology JMB36x PCIe to SATA II/PAT A controller driver

SYNOPSIS
jmide ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000
ahcisata ∗ at jmide?

DESCRIPTION
The jmide driver supports the JMicron Technology JMB36x IDE controllers.

These PCI-e controllers exist in different flavors (1 or 2 PAT A Ultra/133 ports and/or 1 or 2 SATA-II ports),
and are highly flexible. TheSATA ports can be attached to the integrated AHCI controller or attached to the
PCI IDE channels in PAT A emulation, in either single-drive emulation on each PCI IDE channels, or in mas-
ter/slave emulation on one of the PCI IDE channels.

When enabled, the AHCI controller can either be on the PCI function 0 or function 2.The PCI IDE con-
troller can also be on either PCI function, and can share the PCI function with AHCI.The jmide driver
supports both the AHCI controller and PCI IDE controller in various configurations.

SEE ALSO
ahcisata (4), ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

AUTHORS
The jmide driver was written by Manuel Bouyer.

NetBSD 3.0 July 2, 2007 1
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NAME
joy — game adapter driver

SYNOPSIS
joy ∗ at acpi?
joy ∗ at eap?
joy ∗ at eso?
joy0 at isa? port 0x201
joy ∗ at isapnp?
joy ∗ at ofisa?
joy ∗ at pci?
joy ∗ at pnpbios? index ?

DESCRIPTION
This driver provides access to the game adapter. The lower bit in the minor device number selects the joy-
stick: 0 is the first joystick and 1 is the second.

The game control adapter allows up to two joysticks to be attached to the system. The adapter plus the driver
convert the present resistive value to a relative joystick position. On receipt of an output signal, four timing
circuits are started.By determining the time required for the circuit to time-out (a function of the resistance),
the paddle position can be determined.The adapter could be used as a general purpose I/O card with four
analog (resistive) inputs plus four digital input points.

Applications may callioctl (2) on a game adapter driver file descriptor to set and get the offsets of the two
potentiometers and the maximum time-out value for the circuit.The ioctl (2) commands are listed in
〈machine/joystick.h 〉 and currently are:

JOY_SETTIMEOUT Sets the maximum time-out for the adapter.
JOY_GETTIMEOUT Returns the current maximum time-out.
JOY_SET_X_OFFSETSets an offset on X value.
JOY_GET_X_OFFSETReturns the current X offset.
JOY_SET_Y_OFFSETSets an offset on Y value.
JOY_GET_Y_OFFSETReturns the current Y offset.

All these commands take an integer parameter.

read (2) on the file descriptor returns ajoystick structure:

struct joystick {
int x;
int y;
int b1;
int b2;

};

The fields have the following functions:

x current X coordinate of the joystick (or position of paddle 1)

y current Y coordinate of the joystick (or position of paddle 2)

b1 current state of button 1

b2 current state of button 2

The b1 and b2 fields in struct joystick are set to 1 if the corresponding button is down, 0 otherwise.

NetBSD 3.0 July 22, 2006 1
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The x and y coordinates are supposed to be between 0 and 255 for a good joystick and a good adapter.
Unfortunately, because of the hardware hack that is used to measure the position (by measuring the time
needed to discharge an RC circuit made from the joystick’s potentiometer and a capacitor on the adapter),
calibration is needed to determine exactly what values are returned for a specific joystick/adapter combina-
tion. Incorrecthardware can yield negative or values greater than 255.

A typical calibration procedure uses the values returned at lower left, center and upper right positions of the
joystick to compute the relative position.

This calibration is not part of the driver.

FILES
/dev/joy0 first joystick
/dev/joy1 second joystick

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), eap (4), eso (4), isa (4), isapnp (4), ofisa (4), pci (4), pnpbios (4)

AUTHORS
Jean-Marc Zucconi wrote theFreeBSDdriver. Matthieu Herrb ported it toNetBSD and wrote this manual
page.
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NAME
kbd — Sun workstation keyboard

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device kbd

DESCRIPTION
Thekbd driver provides an interface to the workstation console keyboard. TheSun"type 2", "type 3", "type
4", and "type 5" keyboards are supported. The "type 5" keyboard is treated as if it were a "type 4". All types
generate keycodes encoding the key identity and motion (up or down) as the keys are pressed and released.
Thekbd driver either passes the keycodes to an application as they come in ( e.g. X(1) ) , or translates them
into ASCII characters first according to a set of built-in tables.

If the kbd is configured as the device to be used for system console input( seeopenprom (4) ) , it will be
internally connected to the/dev/console device special file, which can be used as atty (4) device.

The device special file/dev/kbd is used to get direct access to the keyboard input stream.

The following ioctl’s are supported (mostly just enough to keep theX(1) server going):

KIOCTRANS Set translation mode. The argument is of typeint ∗, the only value supported is
TR_UNTRANS_EVENT.

KIOCGTRANS Get translation mode. The argument is of typeint ∗. TR_UNTRANS_EVENTis always
returned.

KIOCGETKEY Fill in old-style key station translation. The argument is of typestruct okiockey ∗.

KIOCCMD Send a command to the keyboard. Theargument is of typeint ∗, and can have one of
the following values:

KBD_CMD_BELL Start the keyboard beeper.

KBD_CMD_NOBELL
Stop the keyboard beeper.

KBD_CMD_CLICK Instruct the keyboard to make extra noise when touching keys.

KBD_CMD_NOCLICK
Instruct the keyboard to stop making extra noise when touching
keys.

KIOCTYPE Get keyboard type. The argument is of typeint ∗, in which one of the valuesKB_SUN2,
KB_SUN3or KB_SUN4will be returned.

KIOCSDIRECT
Route the keyboard input stream through theSunOScompatible event module. The argu-
ment is of typeint ∗, a non-zero value will put the driver into "event" mode, while a
value of zero will make it return to "ASCII translation" mode.

KIOCSKEY Set key station translation. The argument is of typestruct kiockey ∗ ( see
/usr/include/machine/kbio.h for more details) .

KIOCGKEY Get key station translation. The argument is of typestruct kiockey ∗.

KIOCLAYOUT Get keyboard layout( “ type 4” only) .  The argument is of typeint ∗, in which the unin-
terpreted result of theKBD_CMD_GLAYOUTkeyboard command is returned( on
KB_SUN4type keyboards this will be the setting of a DIP switch bank) .
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KIOCSLED Set LED state( “ type 4” only) .  The argument is of typechar ∗, and is the inclusive OR
of the following flags:

LED_NUM_LOCK
LED_COMPOSE
LED_SCROLL_LOCK
LED_CAPS_LOCK

Each of these flags turn on the LED in the obvious key.

KIOCGLED Get LED state( “ type 4” only) .  The argument is of typechar ∗, in which the current
LED state is returned.

SEE ALSO
ms(4)

BUGS
kbd is hardwired to the built-inzs1serial port at 1200 bps.
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NAME
kbd — Sun workstation keyboard

SYNOPSIS
kbd0 at zstty?

DESCRIPTION
Thekbd driver provides an interface to the workstation console keyboard. "type2", "type 3", "type 4", and
"type 5" keyboards are supported. The "type 5" keyboard is treated as if it were a "type 4". All types gener-
ate keycodes encoding the key identity and motion (up or down) as the keys are pressed and released.The
kbd driver either passes the keycodes to an application as they come in, or translates them intoASCII charac-
ters first according to a set of built-in tables.

If the keyboard is configured as the device to be used for system console input, it will be internally connected
to the/dev/console device special file, which can be used as atty (4) device.

The device special file/dev/kbd is used to get direct access to the keyboard input stream. The following
ioctl’s are supported (mostly just enough to keep theX(1) server going):

KIOCTRANS Set translation mode.The argument is of typeint ∗, the only value supported is
TR_UNTRANS_EVENT.

KIOCGTRANS Get translation mode. The argument is of typeint ∗. TR_UNTRANS_EVENTis always
returned.

KIOCGETKEY Fill in old-style key station translation. The argument is of typestruct okiockey ∗.

KIOCCMD Send a command to the keyboard. Theargument is of typeint ∗, and can have one of
the following values:

KBD_CMD_BELL Start the keyboard beeper.

KBD_CMD_NOBELL
Stop the keyboard beeper.

KBD_CMD_CLICK Instruct the keyboard to make extra noise when touching keys.

KBD_CMD_NOCLICK
Instruct the keyboard to stop making extra noise when touching
keys.

KIOCTYPE Get keyboard type. The argument is of typeint ∗, in which one of the valuesKB_SUN2,
KB_SUN3or KB_SUN4will be returned.

KIOCSDIRECT
Route the keyboard input stream through theSunOScompatible event module. The argu-
ment is of typeint ∗, a non-zero value will put the driver into “event” mode, while a
value of zero will make it return to “ASCII translation” mode.

KIOCSKEY Set key station translation. The argument is of typestruct kiockey ∗ ( see
/usr/include/machine/kbio.h for more details) .

KIOCGKEY Get key station translation. The argument is of typestruct kiockey ∗.

KIOCLAYOUT Get keyboard layout( “ type 4” only) .  The argument is of typeint ∗, in which the unin-
terpreted result of theKBD_CMD_GLAYOUTkeyboard command is returned( on KBDUN4
type keyboards this will be the setting of a DIP switch bank) .
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KIOCSLED Set LED state( “ type 4” only) .  The argument is of typechar ∗, and is the inclusive OR
of the following flags:

LED_NUM_LOCK
LED_COMPOSE
LED_SCROLL_LOCK
LED_CAPS_LOCK

Each of these flags turn on the LED in the obvious key.

KIOCGLED Get LED state( “ type 4” only) .  The argument is of typechar ∗, in which the current
LED state is returned.

SEE ALSO
ms(4)

BUGS
kbd is hardwired to the built-inzs1serial port at 1200 bps.
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NAME
kbd — Sun workstation keyboard

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device kbd

DESCRIPTION
Thekbd driver provides an interface to the workstation console keyboard. "type2", "type 3", "type 4", and
"type 5" keyboards are supported. The "type 5" keyboard is treated as if it were a "type 4". All types gener-
ate keycodes encoding the key identity and motion (up or down) as the keys are pressed and released.The
kbd driver either passes the keycodes to an application as they come in, or translates them intoASCII charac-
ters first according to a set of built-in tables.

If the keyboard is configured as the device to be used for system console input( seeeeprom (8) ) , it will be
internally connected to the/dev/console device special file, which can be used as atty (4) device.

The device special file/dev/kbd is used to get direct access to the keyboard input stream. The following
ioctl’s are supported (mostly just enough to keep theX(1) server going):

KIOCTRANS Set translation mode.The argument is of typeint ∗, the only value supported is
TR_UNTRANS_EVENT.

KIOCGTRANS Get translation mode. The argument is of typeint ∗. TR_UNTRANS_EVENTis always
returned.

KIOCGETKEY Fill in old-style key station translation. The argument is of typestruct okiockey ∗.

KIOCCMD Send a command to the keyboard. Theargument is of typeint ∗, and can have one of
the following values:

KBD_CMD_BELL Start the keyboard beeper.

KBD_CMD_NOBELL
Stop the keyboard beeper.

KBD_CMD_CLICK Instruct the keyboard to make extra noise when touching keys.

KBD_CMD_NOCLICK
Instruct the keyboard to stop making extra noise when touching
keys.

KIOCTYPE Get keyboard type. The argument is of typeint ∗, in which one of the valuesKB_SUN2,
KB_SUN3or KB_SUN4will be returned.

KIOCSDIRECT
Route the keyboard input stream through theSunOScompatible event module. The argu-
ment is of typeint ∗, a non-zero value will put the driver into “event” mode, while a
value of zero will make it return to “ASCII translation” mode.

KIOCSKEY Set key station translation. The argument is of typestruct kiockey ∗ ( see
/usr/include/machine/kbio.h for more details) .

KIOCGKEY Get key station translation. The argument is of typestruct kiockey ∗.

KIOCLAYOUT Get keyboard layout( “ type 4” only) .  The argument is of typeint ∗, in which the unin-
terpreted result of theKBD_CMD_GLAYOUTkeyboard command is returned( on KBDUN4
type keyboards this will be the setting of a DIP switch bank) .
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KIOCSLED Set LED state( “ type 4” only) .  The argument is of typechar ∗, and is the inclusive OR
of the following flags:

LED_NUM_LOCK
LED_COMPOSE
LED_SCROLL_LOCK
LED_CAPS_LOCK

Each of these flags turn on the LED in the obvious key.

KIOCGLED Get LED state( “ type 4” only) .  The argument is of typechar ∗, in which the current
LED state is returned.

SEE ALSO
eeprom (4), ms(4), eeprom (8)

BUGS
kbd is hardwired to the built-inzs1serial port at 1200 bps.
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NAME
kft — KFTIA and KFTHA Bus Adapter Node for I/O hoses

SYNOPSIS
kft ∗ at tlsb? node ? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
The kft driver provides support for the KFTIA and KFTHA Bus Adapter Node for I/O hoses found on
AlphaServer 8x00 systems.

The following devices are supported by thekft driver:

dwlpx ???

SEE ALSO
dwlpx (4), intro (4), tlsb (4)
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NAME
kg — KL-11/DL-11W line clock

SYNOPSIS
kg0 at uba0 csr 0176500 vector kglock

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

A KL-11 or DL-11W can be used as an alternative real time clock source. When configured, certain system
statistics and, optionally, system profiling work will be collected each time the clock interrupts.For opti-
mum accuracy in profiling, the DL-11W should be configured to interrupt at the highest possible priority
level. Thekg device driver automatically calibrates itself to the line clock frequency.

SEE ALSO
config (1), kgmon(8)

HISTORY
Thekg driver appeared in 4.2BSD.
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NAME
kloader — in-kernel bootloader

SYNOPSIS
options KLOADER
options KLOADER_KERNEL_PATH="\"/netbsd\""

DESCRIPTION
Thekloader is the in-kernel bootloader for platforms that do not have a proper firmware.

Some platforms supported byNetBSD do not have a firmware that can boot theNetBSD kernel. Examplesare
game consoles (dreamcast and playstation2 ports), and handhelds (hpcarm, hpcmips, and hpcsh ports).On
such platforms the bootloader is usually a host program that runs under the native OS. Thismeans that
rebootingNetBSD is a lengthy process of booting into the native OS first, launching the bootloader program,
and finally bootingNetBSD again. Thisproblem is addressed bykloader , which allows the currently run-
ning kernel to serve as a bootloader for the kernel being booted, thus avoiding the burden of booting into the
native OS first.

Whenkloader is configured into the kernel, a call toreboot (2) causes thekloader to load the new
kernel into memory, and arrange for control to be passed to the new kernel — just like a standalone boot-
loader does. The new kernel then boots in the ordinary manner.

SEE ALSO
reboot (2), boot (8), reboot (8)

HISTORY
kloader first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

BUGS
kloader ignoreshowto andbootstr arguments passed to thereboot (2) system call, and reboots the
system with the previous boot settings.

kloader doesn’t support booting compressed kernels.

The hpcarm port doesn’t supportkloader yet.
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NAME
kse — Micrel 8842/8841 PCI Ethernet controller driver

SYNOPSIS
kse ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The kse driver supports Ethernet interfaces based on the Micrel 8842/8841 PCI Ethernet chips. The 8842
has 2 Ethernet ports which behave as a managed switch to bridge each other. It works like a T-shape connec-
tor of Ethernet data flow in which an Ethernet controller sits at the leg of the T. Frames can flow between the
two ports while traffic destined for the 8842 reaches the EMAC. The 8841 is a plain 10/100 Ethernet.The
kse driver distinguishs and handles them according to the HW model.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

AUTHORS
Thekse driver was written by Tohru Nishimura.

BUGS
__STRICT_ALIGNMENT case is not written. 8842 media selection keeps "auto" and indicates "up
100baseTX-FX flow" when either of two ports is found link-up. There is no functional provision to see and
control the media selection of them this moment.Advanced features like flow volume bound, VLAN tag
insertion/removal, QoS DiffServ are not implemented and remain uncontrollable by thekse driver.
UDP4CSUM is not very useful since the HW has an implementation error for the case when a large UDP
datagram is fragmented into MTU sized frames.
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NAME
ksyms — kernel symbol table interface

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device ksyms

DESCRIPTION
The /dev/ksyms character device provides a read-only interface to the current kernel symbol table. It can
be accessed either as a sequential file, where it looks like an executable file but with zero-sized text and data
segments, or viaioctl (2).

/dev/ksyms represents the symbol table at the time when the device is opened, and may not change until
it is closed.

The in-kernel symbol manager is designed to be able to handle any type of symbol table.However, only
elf (5) symbol tables are currently dealt with.

IOCTLS
The ioctl (2) command codes below are defined in〈sys/ksyms.h 〉.

The (third) argument to theioctl (2) should be a pointer to the type indicated.

KIOCGSIZE (int)
Returns the total size of the current symbol table.This should be used when allocating a
buffer to read in the whole symbol table to memory.

KIOCGVALUE (struct ksyms_gsymbol)
Returns the value for the given symbol name in a symtab-independent fashion.

struct ksyms_gsymbol {
const char ∗kg_name;
unsigned long ∗kg_value;

};

The struct elementkg_nameshould be set to the name of the requested value, and the
address thatkg_valuepoints to will receive the symbol value.

KIOCGSYMBOL (struct ksyms_gsymbol)
Returns the complete symbol for the given symbol name.

struct ksyms_gsymbol {
const char ∗kg_name;
void ∗kg_sym;

};

The struct elementkg_nameshould be set to the name of the requested symbol, and the
found symbol will be written to thekg_symaddress. Itis the callers responsibility to
ensure that enough space for the symbol is allocated.

FILES
/dev/ksyms

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), nlist (3), elf (5)
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HISTORY
A ksyms device exists in many different operating systems. This implementation is modelled in function
after Solarisksyms . Thisksyms driver was written by Anders Magnusson forNetBSD.

Theksyms driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

BUGS
No LKM modules can be loaded or unloaded while/dev/ksyms is open.
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NAME
kttcp — kernel support for testing network throughput

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device kttcp

DESCRIPTION
This driver provides kernel support for testing network throughput from the perspective of the kernel. It is
similar in spirit to the classic ttcp network benchmark program, the main difference being that with kttcp, the
kernel is the source and sink of the data.

Testing like this is useful for a few reasons:

1. Thisallows us to know what kind of performance we can expect from network applications that run in
the kernel space, such as the NFS server or the NFS client.These applications don’t hav eto move the
data to/from userspace, and so benchmark programs which run in userspace don’t giv e us an accurate
model.

2. Sincedata received is just thrown away, the receiver is very fast. Thiscan provide better exercise for
the sender at the other end.

3. Sincethe NetBSD kernel currently uses a run-to-completion scheduling model, kttcp provides a bench-
mark model where preemption of the benchmark program is not an issue.

SEE ALSO
pkgsrc/benchmarks/kttcp , pkgsrc/benchmarks/ttcp
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NAME
kue — Kaw asaki LSI KL5KUSB101B USB Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
kue ∗ at uhub?

HARDWARE
Thekue driver supports the following adapters:

3Com 3c19250
3Com 3c460 HomeConnect Ethernet USB Adapter
Abocom URE450
ADS Technologies USB-10BT
Aox USB101
AT en UC10T
Corega EtherUSB
D-Link DSB-650
Entrega NET-USB-E45
I/O Data USB-ET/T
Kawasaki USB101
LinkSys USB10T
Netgear EA101
Peracom USB Ethernet Adapter (3 models)
SMC 2102USB
SMC 2104USB

DESCRIPTION
The kue driver provides support for USBEthernetadapters based on the Kawasaki LSI KL5KLUSB101B
chipset.

The KL5KLUSB101B supports a 128-entry multicast filter, single perfect filter entry for the station address
and promiscuous mode.Packets are received and transmitted over separate USB bulk transfer endpoints.

The Kawasaki adapter supports only 10Mbps half-duplex mode, hence there are noifmedia (4) modes to
select.

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8).

DIAGNOSTICS
kue%d: watchdog timeout A packet was queued for transmission and a transmit command was issued,
however the device failed to acknowledge the transmission before a timeout expired.

kue%d: no memory for rx list The driver failed to allocate an mbuf for the receiver ring.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), netintro (4), usb (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thekue device driver first appeared inFreeBSD4.0, and inNetBSD 1.5.

AUTHORS
Thekue driver was written by Bill Paul〈wpaul@ee.columbia.edu〉.
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BUGS
The kue driver does not accumulateEthernetcollisions statistics because the Kawasaki firmware does not
appear to maintain any internal statistics.
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NAME
lasi — 2nd generation I/O subsystem

SYNOPSIS
lasi ∗ at mainbus0
lasi ∗ at phantomas?
gsc ∗ at lasi?

DESCRIPTION
Core bus controller and I/O subsystem as present on newer HP 9000/700 workstations and single-board com-
puters. Thesupported core bus controllers are those used in conjunction withPA7100LC, PA7300LCand early
PA8000 /PA8200CPUs and based upon LSI’s macrochip that includes:

• Core bus controller
• System Clock
• Interrupt Controller
• Real Time Clock Interface
• Power System support
• RAM and Flash EEPROM controllers
• Tw o PS/2 ports
• RS-232 and Centronics I/O ports
• i82596CA LAN coprocessor
• NCR53c710 SCSI I/O processor
• Serial Interface for the CS4216 Audio Codec
• Interface for the WD37C65C floppy drive controller
• Optional Telephone interface (two fax/voice modem channels)

MACHINES
An incomplete list of machines that use theLASI bus controller:

• 712/∗
• 715/{64/80/100}[XC]
• 725/{64/80/100}
• 743/∗
• 744/∗
• 748/∗
• A180[C]
• B132L[+], B160L, B180L+
• C100, C110, C132L, C160[L], C180, C200, C240, C360
• J200, J210[XC], J280, J282, J2240
• all [EK]-Class machines
• R380, R390
• RDI PrecisionBook
• SAIC Galaxy 1100

SEE ALSO
com(4), gsc (4), gsckbc (4), harmony (4), iee (4), intro (4), io (4), lpt (4), osiop (4),
phantomas (4),

Precision I/O Architecture Reference Specification, Hewlett-Packard.

712 I/O Subsystem ERS, Revision 1.1, Hewlett-Packard, 12 February 1993, Dwg No. A-A2263-66510-31.
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Hewlett-Packard Journal, Number 2, Volume 46, April 1995.

HISTORY
The lasi driver appeared inOpenBSD2.4. Itwas ported toNetBSD 1.6 by Matthew Fredette.
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NAME
lc — DEC EtherWORKS III Ethernet interfaces device driver

SYNOPSIS
lc0 at isa? port ? iomem ? irq ?

DESCRIPTION
The lc device driver supports DEC EtherWORKS III Ethernet interfaces, which are based on the LEMAC
Ethernet chip. This includes the DE203, DE204, and DE205.

MEDIA SELECTION
The EtherWORKS III series supports various combinations of media, depending on model.Some models
also support media autoselect. Media is selected withifconfig (8)’s media directive.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), isa (4), ifconfig (8)

BUGS
The lc does not currently support EISA LEMAC interfaces.
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NAME
lca — DECchip 21066 Core Logic chipset

SYNOPSIS
lca ∗ at mainbus?
pci ∗ at lca?

DESCRIPTION
The lca driver provides support for the DECchip 21066 Core Logic chipset.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), mainbus (4), pci (4)
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NAME
ld — logical disk driver

SYNOPSIS
ld ∗ at aac? unit ?
ld ∗ at amr? unit ?
ld ∗ at cac? unit ?
ld ∗ at icp? unit ?
ld ∗ at iop? tid ?
ld ∗ at mlx? unit ?
ld ∗ at twa? unit ?
ld ∗ at twe? unit ?
ld ∗ at ataraid? vendtype ? unit ?

DESCRIPTION
The ld driver provides support for simple block devices, usually presented by a disk array controller.

FILES
/dev/ld up block mode disk unitu, partitionp
/dev/rld up raw mode disk unitu, partitionp

SEE ALSO
aac (4), amr(4), cac (4), icp (4), intro (4), iop (4), mlx (4), twa (4), twe (4)

HISTORY
The ld driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.3.

BUGS
The capacity and geometry of units as accessed through theld driver may be different than when accessed
through some other medium (e.g.SCSI).
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NAME
le — AMD 7990, 79C90, 79C960, 79C970 LANCE Ethernet interface driver

SYNOPSIS
ISA boards

nele0 at isa? port 0x320 irq 9 drq 7 # NE2100
le ∗ at nele?
bicc0 at isa? port 0x320 irq 10 drq 7 # BICC Isolan
le ∗ at bicc?
depca0 at isa? port 0x300 iomem 0xc8000 iosiz 0x8000 irq 5 # DEC DEPCA
le ∗ at depca?
le ∗ at isapnp? # I SA Plug-and-Play adapters

EISA boards
depca ∗ at eisa? slot ? # DEC DE422
le ∗ at depca?

MCA boards
le ∗ at mca? slot ? # SKNET Personal/MC2+

PCI boards and mainboard adapters
le ∗ at pci? dev? function ?

TURBOchannel PMAD-A or onboard (alpha, pmax)
le ∗ at tc? slot ? offset ?

alpha
le ∗ at ioasic? offset ?

amiga
le ∗ at zbus0

atari
le0 at vme0 irq 4 # BVME410
le0 at vme0 irq 5 # Riebl/PAM

hp300
le ∗ at dio? scode ?

mvme68k
le0 at pcc? ipl 3 # MVME147

news68k
le0 at hb0 addr 0xe0f00000 ipl 4

newsmips
le0 at hb0 addr 0xbff80000 level 1

pmax
le ∗ at ioasic? offset ?
le ∗ at ibus0 addr ?
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sparc and sparc64
le ∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ?
le ∗ at ledma0 slot ? offset ?
le ∗ at lebuffer? slot ? offset ?

sun3
le0 at obio0 addr 0x120000 ipl 3
options LANCE_REVC_BUG

vax
le0 at vsbus0 csr 0x200e0000

DESCRIPTION
The le interface provides access to aEthernetnetwork via theAMD Am7990 and Am79C90 (CMOS, pin-
compatible)LANCE (Local Area Network Controller - Ethernet) chip set.

The le driver also supports PCnet-PCI cards based on theAMD 79c970chipset, which is a single-chip imple-
mentation of aLANCE chip andPCI bus interface.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Thele
interface employs the Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) described inarp (4) to dynamically map between
Internet andEthernetaddresses on the local network.

Selective reception of multicast Ethernet frames is provided by a 64-bit mask; multicast destination addresses
are hashed to a bit entry using the Ethernet CRC function.

The use of "trailer" encapsulation to minimize copying data on input and output is supported by the interface
but offers no advantage on systems with large page sizes. The use of trailers is automatically negotiated with
ARP. This negotiation may be disabled, on a per-interface basis, withifconfig (8).

HARDWARE
amiga

The le interface supports the following Zorro II expansion cards:

A2065 Commodore’s Ethernet card, manufacturer 514, product 112

AMERISTARAmeristar’s Ethernet card, manufacturer 1053, product 1

ARIADNE Vi llage Tronic’s Ethernet card, manufacturer 2167, product 201

The A2065 and Ameristar Ethernet cards support only manual media selection.

The Ariadne card supports a software media selection for its two different connectors:

10Base2/BNC also known as thinwire-Ethernet

10BaseT/UTP also known as twisted pair

The Ariadne card uses an autoselect between UTP and BNC, so it uses UTP when an active UTP line is con-
nected or otherwise BNC. Seeifmedia (4) for media selection options forifconfig (8).

ISA
The ISA-bus Ethernet cards supported by thele interface are:

BICC Isolan
Novell NE2100
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Digital DEPCA

EISA
The EISA-bus Ethernet cards supported by thele interface are:

DEC DE422

MCA
The MCA-bus Ethernet cards supported by thele interface are:

SKNET Personal MC2
SKNET MC2+

pmax
All LANCE interfaces onDECstationsare supported, as are interfaces onAlpha AXP machines with a
TURBOchannelbus.

No support is provided for switching between media ports.The DECstation3100 provides both AUI and
BNC (thinwire or 10BASE2) connectors. Port selection is via a manual switch and is not software config-
urable.

TheDECstationmodel 5000/200PMAD-AA baseboard device provides only a BNC connector.

The ioasic baseboard devices and thePMAD-AA TURBOchanneloption card provide only an AUI port.

sparc
TheSbus Ethernetcards supported by thele interface include:

SBE/S
SCSIand BufferedEthernet(sun part 501-1860)

FSBE/S
Fast SCSIand BufferedEthernet(sun part 501-2015)

Interfaces attached to anledma0on SPARC systems typically have two types of connectors:

AUI/DIX Standard 15 pin connector

10BaseT UTP, also known as twisted pair

The appropriate connector can be selected by supplying amedia parameter toifconfig (8). Thesup-
ported arguments formedia are:

10base5/AUI to select the AUI connector, or

10baseT/UTP to select the UTP connector.

If a media parameter is not specified, a default connector is selected for use by examining all media types
for carrier. The first connector on which a carrier is detected will be selected.Additionally, if carrier is
dropped on a port, the driver will switch between the possible ports until one with carrier is found.

DIAGNOSTICS
le%d: overflow More packets came in from the Ethernet than there was space in the receive buffers. Pack-
ets were missed.

le%d: receive buffer error Ran out of buffer space, packet dropped.

le%d: lost carrier The Ethernet carrier disappeared during an attempt to transmit.It will finish transmitting
the current packet, but will not automatically retry transmission if there is a collision.
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le%d: excessive collisions, tdr %d Ethernet extremely busy or jammed, outbound packets dropped after 16
attempts to retransmit.

TDR is "Time Domain Reflectometry".The LANCE TDR value is an internal counter of the interval
between the start of a transmission and the occurrence of a collision. This value can be used to determine the
distance from the Ethernet tap to the point on the Ethernet cable that is shorted or open (unterminated).

le%d: dropping chained buffer Packet didn’t fit into a single receive buffer, packet dropped. Since thele
driver allocates buffers large enough to receive the maximum sizeEthernetpacket, this means some other sta-
tion on the LAN transmitted a packet larger than allowed by theEthernetstandard.

le%d: transmit buffer err or LANCE ran out of buffer before finishing the transmission of a packet. If this
error occurs, the driver software has a bug.

le%d: underflow LANCE ran out of buffer before finishing the transmission of a packet. If this error
occurs, the driver software has a bug.

le%d: controller failed to initialize Driver failed to start the AM7990LANCE. This is potentially a hard-
ware failure.

le%d: memory error RAM failed to respond within the timeout when theLANCE wanted to read or write it.
This is potentially a hardware failure.

le%d: receiver d isabled TheLANCE receiver was turned off due to an error.

le%d: transmitter disabled TheLANCE transmitter was turned off due to an error.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), inet (4), intro (4), mca(4), ifconfig (8)

Am79C90 - CMOS Local Area Network Controller for Ethernet, 17881, May 1994, Advanced Micro
Devices.

HISTORY
The pmaxle driver is derived from a le driver that first appeared in 4.4BSD. Support for multiple bus
attachments first appeared inNetBSD 1.2.

TheAmiga le interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.0

The Ariadne Ethernet card first appeared with theAmiga ae interface inNetBSD 1.1 and was converted to the
Amiga le interface inNetBSD 1.3

BUGS
The Am7990 Revision C chips have a bug which causes garbage to be inserted in front of the received packet
occasionally. The work-around is to ignore packets with an invalid destination address (garbage will usually
not match), by double-checking the destination address of every packet in the driver. This work-around is
enabled with theLANCE_REVC_BUGkernel option.

WhenLANCE_REVC_BUGis enabled, thele driver executes one or two calls to an inline Ethernet address
comparison function for every received packet. Onthe mc68000it is exactly eight instructions of 16 bits
each. Thereis one comparison for each unicast packet, and two comparisons for each broadcast packet.

In summary, the cost of the LANCE_REVC_BUG option is:
1. lossof multicast support, and
2. eightextra CPU instructions per received packet, sometimes sixteen, depending on both the processor,

and the type of packet.
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All sun3 systems are presumed to have this bad revision of the Am7990, until proven otherwise. Alas,the
only way to prove what revision of the chip is in a particular system is inspection of the date code on the chip
package, to compare against a list of what chip revisions were fabricated between which dates.

Alas, the Am7990 chip is so old thatAMD has "de-archived" the production information about it; pending a
search elsewhere, we don’t know how to identify the revision C chip from the date codes.

On all pmax front-ends, performance is impaired by hardware which forces a software copy of packets to and
from DMA buffers. Theioasic machines and theDECstation3100 must copy packets to and from non-
contiguous DMA buffers. TheDECstation5000/200 and thePMAD-AA must copy to and from an onboard
SRAM DMA buffer. The CPU overhead is noticeable, but all machines can sustain full 10 Mb/s media
speed.
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NAME
leds — sun2 diagnostic Light Emitting Diodes driver

SYNOPSIS
#include <machine/leds.h>

DESCRIPTION
All sun2 machines are equipped a diagnostic display of eight Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs), located on
either the front (deskside chassis) or the back (desktop machine) of the system unit.

The kernel changes the display during periods of idle processor activity according to a stored sequential pat-
tern list. The/dev/leds interface provides a way of manipulating the pattern list via simple file I/O.

The structure of the file is as follows:

struct led_patterns {
u_char divisor;
u_char patlen;
u_char pat[256];

};

divisor The number of idle periods to wait before switching to the next pattern in the array.

patlen The number of patterns stored in the array.

pat The array of patterns to display.

When a clock interrupt occurs while the processor is idle, a pattern countdown timer is decremented.When
the countdown timer reaches zero it is reset with thedivisor value and the next pattern in the array is selected
and displayed.

Each 8-bit pattern describes the state of the diagnostic LEDs.A set bit in a pattern indicates that its corre-
sponding LED should be extinguished, while a reset bit indicates an LED to be illuminated.

FILES
/dev/leds

EXAMPLES
The following example usesawk(1) to display the repeating animation of a single lit LED scrolling from one
end of the display to the other, using six clock ticks between each update.

# echo 5 8 254 253 251 247 239 223 191 127 |
awk ’{ f or (i=1;i≤NF;i++) printf("%c",$i+0); }’ > /dev/leds

ERRORS
An I/O transfer to/dev/leds will complete successfully unless:

[EIO ] A read or write starting beyond the end of the file was attempted.

SEE ALSO
ppt (6)

HISTORY
/dev/leds first appeared inNetBSD 1.2.
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NAME
leds — sun3 diagnostic Light Emitting Diodes driver

SYNOPSIS
#include <machine/leds.h>

DESCRIPTION
With the exception of the Sun 3/80, all sun3 machines are equipped a diagnostic display of eight Light Emit-
ting Diodes (LEDs), located on the back of the system unit.The Sun 3/80 has a single LED, which is located
on the front panel.

The kernel changes the display during periods of idle processor activity according to a stored sequential pat-
tern list. The/dev/leds interface provides a way of manipulating the pattern list via simple file I/O.

The structure of the file is as follows:

struct led_patterns {
u_char divisor;
u_char patlen;
u_char pat[256];

};

divisor The number of idle periods to wait before switching to the next pattern in the array.

patlen The number of patterns stored in the array.

pat The array of patterns to display.

When a clock interrupt occurs while the processor is idle, a pattern countdown timer is decremented.When
the countdown timer reaches zero it is reset with thedivisor value and the next pattern in the array is selected
and displayed.

Each 8-bit pattern describes the state of the diagnostic LEDs.With the exception of the 3/80, a set bit in a
pattern indicates that its corresponding LED should be extinguished, while a reset bit indicates an LED to be
illuminated. Onthe 3/80 the polarity of the bits is reversed and only the lowest order bit is used.

FILES
/dev/leds

EXAMPLES
The following example usesawk(1) to display the repeating animation of a single lit LED scrolling from one
end of the display to the other, using six clock ticks between each update.

# echo 5 8 254 253 251 247 239 223 191 127 |
awk ’{ f or (i=1;i≤NF;i++) printf("%c",$i+0); }’ > /dev/leds

ERRORS
An I/O transfer to/dev/leds will complete successfully unless:

[EIO ] A read or write starting beyond the end of the file was attempted.

SEE ALSO
ppt (6)
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HISTORY
/dev/leds first appeared inNetBSD 1.2.
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NAME
light — SGI Light/Entry/Starter (LG1/LG2) graphics controller

SYNOPSIS
light ∗ at gio? slot ?
wsdisplay ∗ at light? console ?

DESCRIPTION
The light driver supports the SGI Light series of graphics controllers, also known as Entry or Starter
graphics and designated LG1 or LG2. These controllers have a fixed 1024x768 resolution with 8-bit colour
depth. Unlike most SGI offerings, both 13w3 and VGA video cables are supported.light is found in
Indigo and Crimson machines.

SEE ALSO
gio (4), grtwo (4), newport (4), wscons (4)

HISTORY
The light driver first appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
Stephen M. Rumble wrote this driver.

BUGS
Much is unknown about the REX chipset. Therefore, the driver relies on the PROM to properly initialise the
graphics.

This driver will not run without modification on Crimson machines.
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NAME
lii — Attansic/Atheros L2 Fast-Ethernet device driver

SYNOPSIS
lii ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The lii provides support for the Attansic/Atheros Fast-Ethernet card. This card is found in a variety of
low-end Asus hardware, notably the Asus EeePC.

SEE ALSO
mii (4), ukphy (4)

HISTORY
The lii driver appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
Quentin Garnier〈cube@NetBSD.org〉
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NAME
lkm — Loadable Kernel Modules interface

SYNOPSIS
options LKM

DESCRIPTION
Loadable kernel modules allow the system administrator to dynamically add and remove functionality from a
running system. This ability also helps software developers to develop new parts of the kernel without con-
stantly rebooting to test their changes.

Various types of modules can be loaded into the system. There are several defined module types, listed
below, which can be added to the system in a predefined way. In addition, there is a generic type, for which
the module itself handles loading and unloading.

The lkm interface is used by performingioctl (2) calls on the/dev/lkm device. Normallyall operations
involving Loadable Kernel Modules are handled by themodload (8), modunload (8), andmodstat (8)
programs. Usersshould never hav eto interact with/dev/lkm directly.

MODULE TYPES
System Call modules

System calls may be replaced by loading new ones via thelkm interface. Allsystem calls may be replaced,
but special care should be taken with theioctl (2) system call, as it is used to load and unload modules.

When a system call module is unloaded, the system call which was replaced by the loadable module is
returned to its rightful place in the system call table by LKM code.

Virtual File System modules
Virtual file systems may be added via thelkm interface.

Device Driver modules
New block and character device drivers may be loaded into the system withoptions LKM . A problem
with loading a device driver is that the driver’s device nodes must exist for the devices to be accessed.They
are usually created by instructingmodload (8) to run an appropriate program when the driver has been suc-
cessfully loaded.

Emulation modules
Emulation modules allow to load an emulation support for foreign operating systems.

Execution Interpreters
Execution Interpreters allow to load support for execution of new type of binaries, not normally supported by
kernel. Thisalso allows to load support for executing foreign system binaries.Execution Interpreters nor-
mally depend on Emulation modules, in that appropriate Emulation module has to be loaded before Execu-
tion Interpreter can be.

Miscellaneous modules
Miscellaneous modules are modules for which there are not currently well-defined or well-used interfaces for
extension. They are provided for extension, and the user is expected to write their own loader to handle the
kernel pointer/table manipulation to "wire in" their loaded module (and "unwire" it on unload). An example
of a "miscellaneous module" might be a loader for card-specific VGA drivers or alternate terminal emula-
tions in an appropriately layered console driver.
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NOTES
Security considerations

Loaded kernel modules can do anything with kernel structures. There is no memory protection between
modules and the rest of the kernel. Hence,a potential attacker controlling/dev/lkm can do anything they
want with the system.

To avoid associated security risks, new LKMs cannot be loaded whensecurelevel is higher than zero.

Module might crash system
Loading and using a buggy module is likely to crash operating system - since the module becomes part of
kernel, a code error is much more fatal than for userland programs. If you are doing kernel development, this
would hopefully end up happening less frequently than changing, recompiling, installing, and rebooting
would normally occur. This should speed development considerably for a lot of the in-kernel work that is
currently taking place.

FILES
/dev/lkm lkm interface device
/usr/include/sys/lkm.h file containing definitions of module types
lkm/ ∗ subdirectorylkm within kernel source tree contains many LKMs which

are suitable as a base for new ones

SEE ALSO
modload (8), modstat (8), modunload (8)

HISTORY
The lkm facility was designed to be similar in functionality to the loadable kernel modules facility provided
by SunOS 4.1.3.

AUTHORS
Terrence R. Lambert〈terry@cs.weber.edu〉
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NAME
lm — National Semiconductor LM78, LM79 and compatible hardware monitors

SYNOPSIS
lm0 at isa? port 0x280
lm1 at isa? port 0x290
lm2 at isa? port 0x310
lm3 at isa? port 0xa00
lm0 at pnpbios0 index ?

DESCRIPTION
The lm driver provides support for theNational SemiconductorLM series hardware monitors and register com-
patible chips to be used with theenvsys (4) API.

Most supported devices possess 11 sensors:

Sensor Units Typical Use
IN0 uV DC Core voltage
IN1 uV DC unknown
IN2 uV DC +3.3V
IN3 uV DC +5V
IN4 uV DC +12V
IN5 uV DC -12V
IN6 uV DC -5V
Temp uK MotherboardTemperature
Fan0 RPM Fan
Fan1 RPM ChassisFan
Fan2 RPM Fan

for some devices (most Winbond devices) sensor names and numbers will be different.

Due to hardware limitations, fresh sensor data is only available every 2 seconds.

HARDWARE
Chips supported by thelm driver include:

National SemiconductorLM78, LM78-J, LM79andLM81.

Winbond W83627HF, W83627THF, W83627EHF, W83627DHG, W83637HF, W83697HF,
W83781D, W83782D, W83783S, W83791D, W83791SDandW83792D.

ASUSAS99127F.

SEE ALSO
envsys (4), envstat (8)

HISTORY
The lm device appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

BUGS
Interrupt support is unimplemented.

There are currently no known pnpbios IDs assigned to LM chips.
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NAME
lmc — device driver for LMC (and someSBE) wide-area network interface cards

SYNOPSIS
This driver is built into the GENERIC kernel so it should "just work". Thedriver can be loaded into a run-
ning kernel withmodload (8).

modload if_lmc.o
The kernel must be built with support for Loadable Kernel Modules,lkm (8).

options LKM
securelevel must be 0 to load modules; seeinit (8).

The driver can be built into a kernel by adding the following to/sys/arch/ARCH/conf/YOURKERNEL :
lmc ∗ at pci?
options ALTQ
options ALTQ_HFSC # f or altq example
pseudo-device sppp
pseudo-device bpfilter

The driver can send and receive raw IP packets even if SPPP is not configured into the kernel.

DESCRIPTION
This is an open-sourceUnix device driver for PCI-bus wide-area network interface cards. It sends and
receives packets in HDLC frames over synchronous circuits.A computer plusUNIX plus someLMC cards
makes anopenwide-area network router.

The lmc driver works withFreeBSD, NetBSD, OpenBSD, BSD/OS, and Linux OSs. Ithas been tested oni386
(SMP 32-bit little-end),PowerPC(32-bit big-end),Alpha (64-bit little-end), andSparc(64-bit big-end) archi-
tectures.

The lmc driver works with the following cards:

LMC5200
HSSI—High Speed Serial Interface,
EIA612/613, 50-pin connector,
0 to 52 Mb/s, DTE only.

LMC5245
T3, 2xBNC conns, 75 ohm
C-Parity or M13 Framing,
DSX-3 up to 910 ft.

LMC1000
SSI—Synchronous Serial Interface,
V.35, X.21, EIA449, EIA530(A), EIA232,
0 to 10 Mb/s, DTE or DCE.

LMC1200
T1/E1, RJ45 conn, 100 or 120 ohms,
T1-B8ZS-ESF, T1-AMI-SF, E1-HDB3-many,
DSX-1 up to 1500 ft; CSU up to 6 Kft.

LMC cards contain a high-performancePCI interface, anHDLC function and either integratedmodems(T1,
T3) ormodem interfaces (HSSI and SSI).

PCI The PCI interface is aDEC 21140A Tulip Fast Ethernet chip. This chip has an efficient PCI
implementation with scatter/gather DMA, and can run at 100 Mb/s full duplex (twice as fast
as needed here).
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HDLC The HDLC functions (ISO-3309: flags, bit-stuffing, CRC) are implemented in a Field Pro-
grammable Gate Array (FPGA) which talks to the Ethernet chip through a Media Indepen-
dent Interface (MII). The hardware in the FPGA translates between Ethernet packets and
HDLC frames on-the-fly; think of it as a WAN PHY chip for Ethernet.

Modem
The modem chips are the main differences between cards.HSSI cards use ECL10K chips to
implement the EIA-612/613 interface. T3cards use aTranSwitch TXC-03401framer chip.
SSI cards useLinear Technology LTC1343 modem interface chips.T1 cards use a
BrookTree/Conexant/Mindspeed Bt8370framer and line interface chip.

Line protocol stacks exist above device drivers and below internet protocol stacks.They typically encapsu-
late packets in HDLC frames and deal with higher-level issues like protocol multiplexing and security. The
driver is compatible with several line protocol stacks:

SPPP sppp (4) implements Synchronous-PPP and Cisco-HDLC in the kernel.

RawIP The null line protocol, built into the driver, sends and receives raw IPv4 and IPv6
packets in HDLC frames with no extra bytes of overhead and no state at the end
points.

EXAMPLES
ifconfig and lmcconfig

The program lmcconfig (8) manipulates interface parameters beyond the scope ofifconfig (8).
lmcconfig has many flags and options, but in normal operation only a few are needed.

lmcconfig lmc0
displays interface configuration and status.

lmcconfig lmc0 -X 1
selects the built-in RawIP line protocol stack.

lmcconfig lmc0 -X 2 -x 2
selects the SPPP stack and the PPP protocol.

Some configuration options are available throughifconfig as well aslmcconfig .
ifconfig -m lmc0

lists the available media options.

ifconfig lmc0 mediaopt loopback
loops the interface transmitter to the receiver for testing. This loopback uses a path present in every card
type. lmcconfig can select card-specific loopbacks, such as outbound payload loopback.

ifconfig lmc0 debug
enables debugging output from the device driver and from the line protocol stack above it.

lmcconfig lmc0 -D
enables debugging output from the device driver.

Debugging messages that appear on the console are also written to file/var/log/messages . Caution:
when things go very wrong, a torrent of debugging messages can swamp the console and bring a machine to
its knees.

Operation
Configure a PPP link using SPPP with

lmcconfig lmc0 -X 2 -x 2
ifconfig lmc0 10.0.0.1 10.0.0.2
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Configure a Cisco-HDLC link using SPPP with
lmcconfig lmc0 -X 2 -x 3
ifconfig lmc0 10.0.0.1 10.0.0.2

Configure a RAWIP link with
lmcconfig lmc0 -X 1
ifconfig lmc0 10.0.0.1 10.0.0.2

TESTING
Testing with Loopbacks

Testing with loopbacks requires only one card and can test everything on that card.Packets can be looped
back at many points: in the PCI chip, in the modem chips, through a loopback plug, in the local external
equipment, or at the far end of a circuit.

All cards can be looped through the PCI chip. Cards with internal modems can be looped through the
modem framer and the modem line interface. Cardsfor external modems can be looped through the
driver/receiver chips. Seelmcconfig (8) for details.

Configure the card with
ifconfig lmc0 10.0.0.1 10.0.0.1

HSSI Loopback plugs can be ordered from SBE (and others).Transmit clock is normally supplied
by the external modem. When an HSSI card is operated with a loopback plug, the PCI bus
clock must be used as the transmit clock, typically 33 MHz. When testing an HSSI card
with a loopback plug, configure it with

lmcconfig lmc0 -a 2
“ −a 2” selects the PCI bus clock as the transmit clock.

T3 Connect the two BNC jacks with a short coax cable.

SSI Loopback plugs can be ordered from SBE (only).Transmit clock is normally supplied by
the external modem.When an SSI card is operated with a loopback plug, the on-board clock
synthesizer must be used. When testing an SSI card with a loopback plug, configure it with

lmcconfig lmc0 -E -f 10000000
“ −E” puts the card in DCE mode to source a transmit clock. “−f 10000000 ” sets the
internal clock source to 10 Mb/s.

T1/E1 A loopback plug is a modular plug with two wires connecting pin 1 to pin 4 and pin 2 to pin
5.

One can also test by connecting to a local modem (HSSI and SSI) or NI (T1 and T3) configured to loop back.
Cards can generate signals to loopback remote equipment so that complete circuits can be tested; see
lmcconfig (8) for details.

Testing with a Modem
Testing with a modem requires two cards of different types. The cards can be in the same machine or differ-
ent machines.

Configure the two cards with
ifconfig lmc0 10.0.0.1 10.0.0.2
ifconfig lmc1 10.0.0.2 10.0.0.1

T3/HSSI If you have a T3 modem with an HSSI interface (made by Digital Link, Larscom, Ken-
trox etc.) then use an HSSI card and a T3 card. The coax cables between the card and the
modem must “cross over” (see below).
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T1/V.35 If you have a T1 (or E1) modem with a V.35, X.21 or EIA530 interface, then use an SSI
card and a T1 card.Use a T1 null modem cable (see below) between the external modem
and the T1 card.

Testing with a Null Modem Cable
Testing with a null modem cable requires two cards of the same type.The cards can be in the same machine
or different machines.

Configure the two cards with
ifconfig lmc0 10.0.0.1 10.0.0.2
ifconfig lmc1 10.0.0.2 10.0.0.1

HSSI Three-meter HSSI null-modem cables can be ordered from SBE.In a pinch, a 50-pin SCSI-
II cable up to a few meters will work as a straight HSSI cable (not a null modem cable).
Longer cables should be purpose-built HSSI cables because the cable impedance is different.
Transmit clock is normally supplied by the external modem. When an HSSI card is con-
nected by a null modem cable, the PCI bus clock can be used as the transmit clock, typically
33 MHz. When testing an HSSI card with a null modem cable, configure it with

lmcconfig lmc0 -a 2
“ −a 2” selects the PCI bus clock as the transmit clock.

T3 T3 null modem cables are just 75-ohm coax cables with BNC connectors.TX OUT on one
card should be connected to RX IN on the other card.In a pinch, 50-ohm thin Ethernet
cablesusually work up to a few meters, but they will not work for longer runs—75-ohm
coax isrequired.

SSI Three-meter SSI null modem cables can be ordered from SBE. An SSI null modem cable
reports a cable type of V.36/EIA449. Transmit clock is normally supplied by the external
modem. Whenan SSI card is connected by a null modem cable, an on-board clock synthe-
sizer is used. When testing an SSI card with a null modem cable, configure it with

lmcconfig lmc0 -E -f 10000000
“ −E” puts the card in DCE mode to source a transmit clock. “−f 10000000 ” sets the
internal clock source to 10 Mb/s.

T1/E1 A T1 null modem cable has two twisted pairs that connect pins 1 and 2 on one plug to pins 4
and 5 on the other plug.Looking into the cable entry hole of a plug, with the locking tab ori-
ented down, pin 1 is on the left.A twisted pair Ethernet cable makes an excellent straight T1
cable. Alas,Ethernet cross-over cables do not work as T1 null modem cables.

OPERATING NOTES
LEDs

HSSI and SSI cards should be operational if all three green LEDs are on (the upper-left one should be blink-
ing) and the red LED is off.

RED upper-right NoTransmit clock
GREEN upper-left Device driver is alive if blinking
GREEN lower-right Modemsignals are good
GREEN lower-left Cableis plugged in (SSI only)

T1/E1 and T3 cards should be operational if the upper-left green LED is blinking and all other LEDs are off.
For the T3 card, if other LEDs are on or blinking, try swapping the coax cables!

RED upper-right Received signal is wrong
GREEN upper-left Device driver is alive if blinking
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BLUE lower-right AlarmInformation Signal (AIS)
YELLOW lower-left RemoteAlarm Indication (RAI)

RED blinksif an outward loopback is active.
GREEN blinksif the device driver is alive.
BLUE blinks if sending AIS, on solid if receiving AIS.
YELLOW blinks if sending RAI, on solid if receiving RAI.

Packet Lengths
Maximum transmit and receive packet length is unlimited.
Minimum transmit and receive packet length is one byte.

Cleaning up after one packet and setting up for the next packet involves making several DMA references.
This can take longer than the duration of a short packet, causing the adapter to fall behind.For typical PCI
bus traffic levels and memory system latencies, back-to-back packets longer than about 20 bytes will always
work (53 byte cells work), but a burst of several hundred back-to-back packets shorter than 20 bytes will
cause packets to be dropped. This usually is not a problem since an IPv4 packet header is at least 20 bytes
long.

The device driver imposes no constraints on packet size. Most operating systems set the default Maximum
Transmission Unit (MTU) to 1500 bytes; the legal range is usually (72..65535). This can be changed with

ifconfig lmc0 mtu 2000
SPPP enforces an MTU of 1500 bytes for PPP and Cisco-HDLC.RAWIP sets the default MTU to 4032
bytes, but allows it to be changed to anything.

ALTQ: Alternate Output Queue Disciplines
The driver has hooks foraltq (9), the Alternate Queueing package.To see ALTQ in action, use your
favorite traffic generation program to generate three flows sending down one T3 circuit.Without ALTQ, the
speeds of the three connections will vary chaotically. Enable ALTQ and two of the connections will run at
about 20 Mb/s and the third will run at about 2 Mb/s.

Enablealtqd (8) and add the following lines to/etc/altq.conf :
interface lmc0 bandwidth 44M hfsc
class hfsc lmc0 a root pshare 48
filter lmc0 a 10.0.0.2 12345 10.0.0.1 0 6
filter lmc0 a 10.0.0.1 0 10.0.0.2 12345 6
class hfsc lmc0 b root pshare 48
filter lmc0 b 10.0.0.2 12346 10.0.0.1 0 6
filter lmc0 b 10.0.0.1 0 10.0.0.2 12346 6
class hfsc lmc0 c root pshare 4 default
filter lmc0 c 10.0.0.2 12347 10.0.0.1 0 6
filter lmc0 c 10.0.0.1 0 10.0.0.2 12347 6

The example above requires thealtq (4) Hierarchical Fair Service Curve queue discipline to be configured
in conf/YOURKERNEL:

options ALTQ
options ALTQ_HFSC .

BPF: Berkeley Packet Filter
The driver has hooks forbpf (4), the Berkeley Packet Filter, a protocol-independent raw interface to data
link layers.

To test the BPF kernel interface, bring up a link between two machines, then runping (8) andtcpdump (1):

NetBSD 3.0 April 11, 2006 5
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ping 10.0.0.1
and in a different window:

tcpdump -i lmc0
The output from tcpdump should look like this:

03:54:35.979965 10.0.0.2 > 10.0.0.1: icmp: echo request
03:54:35.981423 10.0.0.1 > 10.0.0.2: icmp: echo reply

Line protocol control packets may appear among the ping packets occasionally.

The kernel must be configured with
options bpfilter

SNMP: Simple Network Management Protocol
The driver is aware of what is required to be a Network Interface Object managed by an Agent of the Simple
Network Management Protocol. The driver exports SNMP-formatted configuration and status information
sufficient for an SNMP Agent to create MIBs for:

RFC-2233 Interfaces group
RFC-2496 DS3 interfaces
RFC-2495 DS1/E1 interfaces
RFC-1659 RS232-like interfaces

An SNMP Agent is a user program, not a kernel function. Agents can retrieve configuration and status infor-
mation by usingioctl (2) system calls.User programs should pollsc->cfg.tickswhich increments once per
second after the SNMP state has been updated.

E1 Framing
Phone companies usually insist that customers put aFr ame Alignment Signal(FAS) in time slot 0.A Cyclic
Redundancy Checksum (CRC) can also ride in time slot 0.Channel Associated Signalling(CAS) uses Time
Slot 16. In telco-speaksignalling is on/off hook, ringing, busy, etc. Signallingis not needed here and con-
sumes 64 Kb/s.Only use E1-CAS formats if the other end insists on it! Use E1-FAS+CRC framing format
on a public circuit. Depending on the equipment installed in a private circuit, it may be possible to use all 32
time slots for data (E1-NONE).

T3 Framing
M13 is a technique for multiplexing 28 T1s into a T3.Muxes use the C-bits for speed-matching the tribu-
taries. Muxingis not needed here and usurps the FEBE and FEAC bits. Only use T3-M13 format if the
other end insists on it!Use T3-CParity framing format if possible. Loop Timing, Fractional T3, and HDLC
packets in the Facility Data Link arenotsupported.

T1 & T3 Frame Overhead Functions
Performance Report Messages (PRMs) are enabled in T1-ESF.
Bit Oriented Protocol (BOP) messages are enabled in T1-ESF.
In-band loopback control (framed or not) is enabled in T1-SF.
Far End Alarm and Control (FEAC) msgs are enabled in T3-CPar.
Far End Block Error (FEBE) reports are enabled in T3-CPar.
Remote Alarm Indication (RAI) is enabled in T3-Any.
Loopbacks initiated remotely time out after 300 seconds.

T1/E1 ’Fractional’ 64 kb/s Time Slots
T1 uses time slots 24..1; E1 uses time slots 31..0.E1 uses TS0 for FAS overhead and TS16 for CAS over-
head. E1-NONEhasno overhead, so all 32 TSs are available for data. Enable/disable time slots by setting
32 1s/0s in a config param. Enabling an E1 overhead time slot, or enabling TS0 or TS25-TS31 for T1, is
ignored by the driver, which knows better. The default TS param, 0xFFFFFFFF, enables the maximum num-
ber of time slots for whatever frame format is selected. 56 Kb/s time slots arenotsupported.

NetBSD 3.0 April 11, 2006 6
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SEE ALSO
tcpdump (1), ioctl (2), bpf (4), de(4), sppp (4), altq.conf (5), altqd (8), ifconfig (8), init (8),
lkm (8), lmcconfig (8), modload (8), ping (8), tcpdump (8), altq (9), ifnet (9)

http://www.sbei.net/

HISTORY
Ron Crane had the idea to use a Fast Ethernet chip as a PCI interface and add an Ethernet-to-HDLC gate
array to make a WAN card. David Boggs designed the Ethernet-to-HDLC gate array and PC cards.We did
this at our company, LAN Media Corporation (LMC). SBE CorporationaquiredLMC and continues to make the
cards.

Since the cards use Tulip Ethernet chips, we started with Matt Thomas’ ubiquitousde(4) driver. Michael
Graff stripped out the Ethernet stuff and added HSSI stuff. Basil Gunn ported it toSolaris (lost) and Rob
Braun ported it toLinux. Andrew Stanley-Jones added support for three more cards.David Boggs rewrote
ev erything and now feels responsible for it.

AUTHORS
David Boggs〈boggs@boggs.palo-alto.ca.us〉

NetBSD 3.0 April 11, 2006 7
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NAME
lms — Logitech-style bus mouse driver

SYNOPSIS
lms0 at isa? port 0x23c irq 5
lms1 at isa? port 0x238 irq 5
wsmouse∗ at lms?

DESCRIPTION
This driver provides an interface to a Logitech-style bus mouse. Mouse related data are accessed by
wsmouse(4) devices.

SEE ALSO
mms(4), pms(4), wsmouse(4)

NetBSD 3.0 May 15, 2003 1
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NAME
lmtemp — National Semiconductor LM75, LM77 and compatible hardware monitors

SYNOPSIS
lmtemp0 at iic? addr 0x48 flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
The lmtemp driver provides support for theNational SemiconductorLM on iicbus series temperatures and
register compatible chips to be used with theenvsys (4) API. The lmtemp supports ranges of the tempera-
ture between +125 from -55.

Each device is specified by the value of the address and flags.

Temperature addr flags
LM75 0x48 - 0x4f 0x0000
DS75 0x48 - 0x4f 0x0001
LM77 0x48 - 0x4b 0x0002

HARDWARE
Chips supported by thelmtemp driver include:

National SemiconductorLM75

National SemiconductorLM77

Dallas SemiconductorDS75

SEE ALSO
envsys (4), envstat (8)

HISTORY
The lmtemp device appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

BUGS
Interrupt support is unimplemented.

NetBSD 3.0 April 4, 2008 1
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NAME
lo — software loopback network interface

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device loop

DESCRIPTION
The loop interface is a software loopback mechanism which may be used for performance analysis, soft-
ware testing, and/or local communication. As with other network interfaces, the loopback interface must
have network addresses assigned for each address family with which it is to be used. These addresses may
be set or changed with theSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Theloopback interface should be the last interface
configured, as protocols may use the order of configuration as an indication of priority. The loopback should
neverbe configured first unless no hardware interfaces exist.

The loopback interface lo0 is created at boottime, it always exists and cannot be destroyed with
ifconfig (8). Additional loopback interfaces can be created by using theifconfig (8) create com-
mand.

DIAGNOSTICS
lo%d: can’t handle af%d . The interface was handed a message with addresses formatted in an unsuitable
address family; the packet was dropped.

SEE ALSO
inet (4), intro (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
The lo device appeared in 4.2BSD.

BUGS
Previous versions of the system enabled the loopback interface automatically, using a nonstandard Internet
address (127.1). Use of that address is now discouraged; a reserved host address for the local network should
be used instead.

NetBSD 3.0 September 3, 2006 1
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NAME
lp — parallel line printer

SYNOPSIS
lp0 at uba0 csr 0177514 vector lpintr

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

The lp device supportsDEC andDEC compatible printers on theLP-11parallel interface.

The unit number of the printer is specified by the minor device after removing the low 3 bits, which act as
per-device parameters. Currently only the lowest of the low three bits is interpreted: if it is set, the device is
assumed to have a 64-character set or half-ASCII mode, rather than a full 96-character set.

If the 64-character set is assumed, any lower case characters are mapped to upper case; left curly and right
curly braces are mapped to left and right parentheses over laid with a hyphen; grave accents are mapped to
acute accents with overlaid with a hyphen; the pipe bar character is mapped to an exclamation sign overlaid
with a hyphen; and the tilde character is mapped to a carat overlaid with a hyphen.

The default page width is 132 columns; longer lines are truncated. This may be overridden by specifying, for
example,flags 256 .

FILES
/dev/lp

SEE ALSO
lpr (1)

HISTORY
A lp driver appeared in Version 6AT&T UNIX .

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 1
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NAME
lpt — generic printer device driver

SYNOPSIS
lpt ∗ at ppbus?
options LPT_DEBUG
options LPT_VERBOSE

DESCRIPTION
The lpt driver is the port of the lpt driver to theppbus (4) system.

The purpose of this driver is to allow parallel port sharing with other parallel devices. Seeppbus (4) for
more information about the parallel port bus system.

The parallel port bus is reserved bylpt when the printer device is opened and released when the device is
closed.

Ports can be configured to use interrupts, DMA, IEEE negotiations, and IEEE compliant transfer modes by
using thelptctl (8) command, with modes depending on the hardware available.

FILES
/dev/lpt? parallel port device
/dev/lpt?ctl parallel port control device

SEE ALSO
atppc (4), ppbus (4), lptctl (8), mknod(8)

HISTORY
This driver is derived from theFreeBSDppbus and also from the historicNetBSD drivers.

The lpt driver used to assign special meaning for some bits of device minor. This was dropped in ppbus-
basedlpt in favour of configuration vialptctl (8).

AUTHORS
This manual page was based on theFreeBSDlpt manual page. The information has been updated for the
NetBSD port by Gary Thorpe.

NetBSD 3.0 February 3, 2004 1
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NAME
lpt — parallel port driver

SYNOPSIS
lpt ∗ at pioc? offset 0x0278 irq 0
lpt ∗ at pioc? offset 0x0378 irq -1
lpt ∗ at pioc? offset 0x03bc irq -1

DESCRIPTION
This driver provides access to parallel ports. The highest bit in the minor number selects whether to do
polling or wait for interrupts.If no IRQ is specified in the kernel configuration, only the polling device may
be used.

FILES
/dev/lpt0 first interrupt-driven parallel port device
/dev/lpa0 first polled parallel port device

NetBSD 3.0 July 29, 1995 1
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NAME
lpt — Parallel port driver

SYNOPSIS
lpt0 at isa? port "IO_LPT1" irq 7
lpt1 at isa? port "IO_LPT2"
lpt ∗ at acpi?
lpt ∗ at ofisa?
lpt ∗ at pnpbios? index ?
lpt ∗ at puc? port ?

DESCRIPTION
This driver provides access to parallel ports.The bits in the minor number select various features of the
driver. If no IRQ is specified in the kernel configuration, only the polling device may be used.

Minor Bit Function
128 Usethe interruptless driver. (polling)
64 Donot initialize the device on the port.
32 AutomaticLF on CR.

FILES
/dev/lpt0 first interrupt-driven parallel port device
/dev/lpa0 first polled parallel port device

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), isa (4), ofisa (4), pnpbios (4), puc (4)

NetBSD 3.0 August 6, 1993 1
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NAME
lpt — parallel port driver

SYNOPSIS
lpt0 at pcc? ipl 1
lpt0 at pcctwo? ipl 1

DESCRIPTION
This driver provides access to parallel ports.The bits in the minor number select various features of the
driver.

Minor Bit Function
128 Usethe interruptless driver. (polling)
64 Donot initialize the device on the port.
32 AutomaticLF on CR.
16 Select1.6uS strobe pulse width (default is 6.4uS)

FILES
/dev/lpt0 interrupt-driven parallel port device
/dev/lpa0 polled parallel port device

SEE ALSO
pcc (4), pcctwo (4)

NetBSD 3.0 November 28, 1999 1
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NAME
lxtphy — Driver for Level One LXT-970 10/100 Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
lxtphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
The lxtphy driver supports the Level One LXT-970, LXT-970A and LXT-971 10/100 Ethernet PHYs.
These PHYs are found on a variety of high-performance Ethernet interfaces.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)

NetBSD 3.0 November 3, 1998 1
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NAME
m25p — STMicroelectronics M25P family of SPI-connected flash devices

SYNOPSIS
m25p∗ at spi0 slave 0

DESCRIPTION
The m25p driver provides support for STMicrolelectronics’ M25P family of SPI connected NOR flash
devices.

SEE ALSO
spi (4)

HISTORY
The machine-independentm25p driver was written by Garrett D’Amore for the Champaign-Urbana Commu-
nity Wireless Network Project (CUWiN), and appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

BUGS
Some important bits that are vital for use as a mass storage device are still missing.Specifically, there is no
API to erase the device, and there is no support for device partitioning.

NetBSD 3.0 October 9, 2006 1
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NAME
mace — Multimedia, Audio and Communications Engine I/O ASIC

SYNOPSIS
mace0 at mainbus0 addr 0x1f000000

DESCRIPTION
Themace I/O ASIC takes care of all the basic I/O functions. Examples of interfaces provided by it are the
keyboard and mouse, fast Ethernet, video, audio, the PCI bus, and parallel and serial connectors. It is con-
nected to the host bus through thecrime (4) controller. mace is typically found on O2 machines.

SEE ALSO
crime (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Themace driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.
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NAME
magma— Magma Sp Serial/Parallel board device driver

SYNOPSIS
magma∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ?
mtty ∗ at magma?
mbpp∗ at magma?

DESCRIPTION
Themagmadriver provides an interface to Magma LC2+1Sp, 2+1Sp, 4+1Sp, 8+2Sp, 4Sp, 8Sp, 12Sp, 16Sp,
1P and 2P boards.These boards are based around the Cirrus Logic CD1400 serial/parallel communications
engine and the Cirrus Logic CD1190 parallel communications engine.

The device minor numbers for this driver are encoded as follows:

+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
| 7 | 6 | 5 | 4 | 3 | 2 | 1 | 0 |
+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

| | | | | | | |
| | | | + ---+---+---+---> port number
| | | |
| | | + -------------------> dial-out (on tty ports)
| | |
| | + -----------------------> unused
| |
+---+---------------------------> card number

Up to four cards are supported in the system.

All tty ports have full automatic hardware (RTS/CTS) flow control available and a 12 byte FIFO on the chip
in each direction so errors should be minimal.

FILES
/dev/tty[0-3][0-a] Serial ports
/dev/bpp[0-3][0-1] Parallel ports

DIAGNOSTICS
mtty%d%x: ring buffer o verflow Incoming characters have been discarded due to a buffer overflow. This
is caused by the process in control of the device not reading characters fast enough.

If need be you can make the ring buffer bigger by changing theMAGMA_RBUF_SIZE#define to something
bigger, but it should be a multiple of two.

mtty%d%x: fif o overflow Incoming characters have been discarded due to a CD1400 channel overrun.
This is caused by interrupts not being serviced sufficiently quickly to prevent the 12 byte receive FIFO on a
serial channel from overflowing.

Reducing the value of either theMTTY_RX_FIFO_THRESHOLDor MTTY_RX_DTR_THRESHOLD
#define’s to something smaller may help slow machines avoid this problem.

SEE ALSO
read (2), termios (4), tty (4)

NetBSD 3.0 April 21, 1998 1
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HISTORY
The driver was loosely based upon thecy (4) Cyclades Cyclom device driver written by Andrew Herbert and
Timo Rossi.

AUTHORS
The driver was written by Iain Hibbert.

TO DO
CD1190 parallel support.

"bpp" input.

Dial-out (cua) devices are not yet supported.

"mdmbuf" is unsupported (seetty (4) andtermios (4)).

Automatic XON/XOFF handshaking could be implemented fairly easily.

It would be good if the tty port waited for the FIFO to empty before allowing a close, so that I could turn off
the channel interrupts at that time. It can be done.

NetBSD 3.0 April 21, 1998 2
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NAME
mainbus — pseudo top level bus

SYNOPSIS
mainbus0 at root
XX at mainbus0

DESCRIPTION
Themainbus is not a real bus, but serves as the top level device to which other busses and drivers attach.

SEE ALSO
config (1), autoconf (4), intro (4)

NetBSD 3.0 May 2, 2000 1
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NAME
mainbus — RiscPC main I/O bus device

SYNOPSIS
mainbus0 at root

DESCRIPTION
Themainbus interface provides access to the RiscPC main I/O bus. It is only used by the autoconfiguration
system to location devices attached to the mainbus.

SEE ALSO
podulebus (4)

NetBSD 3.0 April 6, 1999 1
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NAME
mainbus — Processor bus support

SYNOPSIS
cpc0 at mainbus0
cs0 at mainbus0 addr 0x7fe00000
rtc0 at mainbus0 addr 0x7ff00000

DESCRIPTION
Themainbus provides support for the processor bus on the Artesyn PM/PPC.

SEE ALSO
cpc (4), cs (4), rtc (4)

HISTORY
Themainbus driver appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

NetBSD 3.0 October 15, 2007 1
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NAME
mainbus — Mac68k main processor bus device

SYNOPSIS
mainbus0 at root

DESCRIPTION
Themainbus interface serves as an abstraction used by the autoconfiguration system to help find and attach
busses (e.g. theNuBus expansion bus) or devices (e.g. the math coprocessor) connected to theMacintosh
main processor bus.

DIAGNOSTICS
mainbus0 (root). This is the normal autoconfiguration message indicating that the main processor bus has
been found.

SEE ALSO
autoconf (4), obio (4)

HISTORY
Themainbus first appeared inNetBSD 1.2.

NetBSD 3.0 July 2, 1997 1
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NAME
mainbus — MVME68K main processor bus device

SYNOPSIS
mainbus0 at root

DESCRIPTION
Themainbus interface serves as an abstraction used by the autoconfiguration system to help find and attach
busses (e.g. theVME bus) or devices (e.g. the PCC chip) connected to MotorolaMVME single board
computers’main processor bus.

DIAGNOSTICS
mainbus0 (root). This is the normal autoconfiguration message indicating that the main processor bus has
been found.

SEE ALSO
autoconf (4), pcc (4), pcctwo (4)

NetBSD 3.0 November 28, 1999 1
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NAME
makphy — Driver for Marvell Semiconductor 88E1000 “Alaska” 10/100/1000 Ethernet PHY

SYNOPSIS
makphy∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
Themakphy driver supports the Marvell Semiconductor 88E1000 10/100/1000 Ethernet PHY. These PHYs
are found on a variety of CAT5 Gigabit Ethernet interfaces.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)

NetBSD 3.0 July 25, 2001 1
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NAME
maple — Maple bus driver

SYNOPSIS
maple0 at shb?

DESCRIPTION
Themaple driver provides support for controlling the Maple bus (controller ports).

IOCTLS
The followingioctl (2) calls apply to Maple bus devices.

MAPLEIO_GDEVINFOstruct maple_devinfo
Read, from the kernel, the device information of the device.

struct maple_devinfo {
uint32_t di_func;
uint32_t di_function_data[3];
uint8_t di_area_code;
uint8_t di_connector_direction;
char di_product_name[30];
char di_product_license[60];
uint16_t di_standby_power;
uint16_t di_max_power;

};

FILES
/dev/maple Ps Maple bus device at portP (A-D), subunit s (null for base device, 1-5 for expansion

device)

SEE ALSO
mkbd(4), mlcd (4), mmem(4), mms(4)

HISTORY
Themaple device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

NetBSD 3.0 November 17, 2002 1
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NAME
mavb — Moosehead A/V Board audio device

SYNOPSIS
mavb0 at mace0 offset 0x300000 intr 6
audio ∗ at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
Themavb driver provides support for the Moosehead A/V Board found on SGIO2 machines.

The Moosehead A/V Board uses an AD1843 codec that supports 8- and 16-bit audio sample recording and
playback at rates from 5 to 54 kHz, with 1 Hz resolution.Themavb driver also makes it possible to control
the playback volume by using the buttons on the front of theO2.

SEE ALSO
audio (4), intro (4), mace(4)

HISTORY
Themavb driver first appeared inOpenBSD3.7. Itwas later ported toNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
Themavb driver was written by Mark Kettenis, and ported toNetBSD by Jared D. McNeill.

CAVEATS
The analog mixer in the AD1843 codec does not provide a master volume control. Therefore, theO2 volume
buttons only control the output volume of the DAC.

BUGS
Currently only sample rates up to 48 kHz are supported.Recording is not implemented yet. The second
DAC on the AD1843 codec sits idle.

NetBSD 3.0 April 14, 2007 1
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NAME
mbe— FujitsuMB8696x-basedPCMCIA and SEGA LAN (HIT-0300)Ethernetdriver

SYNOPSIS
PCMCIA

mbe∗ at pcmcia? function ?

dreamcast
mbe∗ at g2bus? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The mbe driver supportsPCMCIA Ethernetadapters based on theFujitsu MB86960A/MB86965AEthernet
controller. Supported PCMCIA cards include:

Fujitsu MBH10302
Fujitsu MBH10304
TDK Corp. LAK-CD021BX
TDK Corp. DFL9610
Fujitsu Tow aLA501

It also supports the SEGA LAN (HIT-0300)Ethernetadapter available on the dreamcast.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), pcmcia (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thembedriver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

NetBSD 3.0 March 12, 2007 1
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NAME
mc— Ethernet driver for Am79C940 (MACE) onboard Ethernet

SYNOPSIS
mc∗ at obio?

DESCRIPTION
Themc interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network via the AMD Am79C940 (MACE) Ethernet
chip set.

HARDWARE
Themc interface supports the on-board Ethernet of the following mac68k machines:

− Centris 660AV
− Quadra 660AV
− Quadra 840AV

Themc interface supports the on-board Ethernet of the following macppc machines:
− Apple Network Server (500 and 700)
− Apple Power Macintosh (7300, 7500, 7600, 8500, 8600, 9500, and 9600)
− Power Computing (PowerCenter, PowerCenter Pro, PowerCurve, PowerTower, PowerTower Pro,

and PowerWav e)

DIAGNOSTICS
mc0 at obio0: address %s.This is a normal autoconfiguration message noting the 6 byte physical Ethernet
address of the adapter.

SEE ALSO
ae(4), bm(4), gem(4), sn (4), tlp (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Themc interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.3.

AUTHORS
The mc Ethernet driver was written by Dave Huang 〈khym@bga.com〉. The man page was written by
Thomas Klausner〈wiz@NetBSD.org〉 and Michael Wolfson〈mbw@NetBSD.org〉.

NetBSD 3.0 December 13, 1997 1
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NAME
mca — introduction to machine-independent MCA bus support and drivers

SYNOPSIS
mca0 at mainbus?

options MCAVERBOSE

Machine-dependent; depends on the bus topology andMCA bus interface of your system. TypicalMCA buses
are connected directly to the main system bus.

DESCRIPTION
NetBSD includes a machine-independentMCA bus subsystem and several machine-independentMCA device
drivers.

HARDWARE
NetBSD includes machine-independentMCA drivers, sorted by device type and driver name:

SCSI controllers
aha Adaptec AHA-1640SCSIinterface

esp NCR 53C90SCSIAdapter

Disk and tape controllers
edc IBM ESDI Fixed Disk Controller

Serial interfaces
com NS8250-, NS16450-, and NS16550-based serial cards.

Network interfaces
tr TROPIC based token ring interfaces

ate Allied-Telesis 1720 Ethernet interface cards

we WD/SMC WD80x3x Ethernet interface cards and clones

le SKNET Personal and MC+ Ethernet interface cards

elmc 3Com EtherLink/MC (3c523) Ethernet interface

ep 3Com EtherLink III 3c529 Ethernet interface

tra Tiara LANCard/E and Standard MicroSystems 3016/MC Ethernet interface

SEE ALSO
aha (4), ate (4), com(4), edc (4), elmc (4), ep(4), esp (4), le (4), ne(4), tr (4), tra (4), we(4)

HISTORY
The machine-independentMCA subsystem appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

NetBSD 3.0 March 3, 2005 1
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NAME
mcbus — MCBUS system bus

SYNOPSIS
mcbus∗ at mainbus0
mcmem∗ at mcbus? mid ?

DESCRIPTION
Themcbus driver provides support for MCBUS system bus found on AlphaServer 4100 systems.

The following devices are supported by themcbus driver:

mcmem memory modules attached to the MCBUS main system bus.
mcpcia MCPCIA MCBUS-to-PCI bus adapter

The following devices are NOT supported by themcbus driver:

i2c i2c bus

SEE ALSO
intro (4), mainbus (4), mcpcia (4)

BUGS
Only one MCBUS bus can exist within the system.

NetBSD 3.0 September 19, 2001 1
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NAME
mcclock — DS1287 real-time clock

SYNOPSIS
algor

mcclock ∗ at isa? port 0x70

alpha
mcclock ∗ at gbus? offset ?
mcclock ∗ at ioasic? offset ?
mcclock ∗ at isa? port 0x70
mcclock ∗ at jensenio? port ?

arc
mcclock ∗ at jazzio?

evbmips
mcclock ∗ at isa? port 0x70

pmax
mcclock ∗ at ibus0 addr ?
mcclock ∗ at ioasic? offset ?

sgimips
mcclock ∗ at mace0 offset 0x3a0000

DESCRIPTION
The mcclock driver provides support for the DS1287 real-time clock (RTC). Notethat the kernel expects
the RTC to run in UTC.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), ioasic (4), isa (4)

NetBSD 3.0 September 18, 2001 1
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NAME
mcd — Mitsumi CD-ROM driver

SYNOPSIS
mcd0 at isa? port 0x300 irq 10
options MCD_PROMISC

DESCRIPTION
Themcd driver provides support forMitsumi CD-ROM controller and drive on the isa (4) bus.

FILES
/dev/cd[0-9][a-h] block mode MitsumiCD-ROM devices
/dev/rmcd[0-9][a-h] raw mode MitsumiCD-ROM devices

SEE ALSO
intro (4), isa (4), ne(4), we(4)

BUGS
Themcd hardware is difficult to probe accurately. Historically, themcd probe would accept any return val-
ues as indicating that anmcd drive was present. Other devices, particularlyne(4) or we(4), would then be
incorrectly claimed by themcd driver. The driver now only accepts result codes known to indicate Mitsumi-
compatible CD controllers, but may reject somemcd hardware which returns other result codes.

options MCD_PROMISC enables the original promiscuous probe behaviour. Use with extreme caution.

NetBSD 3.0 November 29, 1994 1
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NAME
mcpcia — MCPCIA MCBUS-to-PCI bus adapter

SYNOPSIS
mcpcia ∗ at mcbus? mid ?
pci ∗ at mcpcia?

DESCRIPTION
The mcpcia driver provides support for the MCPCIA MCBUS-to-PCI bus adapter found on AlphaServer
4100 systems.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), mcbus(4), pci (4)

NetBSD 3.0 September 19, 2001 1
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NAME
md— memory disk driver

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device md [count]

DESCRIPTION
The md driver enables use of system or user memory as a disk. Memory for the disk must be allocated
within the kernel or withmdconfig (8) before themddevice may be used as a disk.Its behaviour is config-
ured by the kernel options MEMORY_DISK_HOOKS , MEMORY_DISK_IS_ROOT ,
MEMORY_DISK_ROOT_SIZE , MEMORY_DISK_DYNAMIC , andMEMORY_DISK_SERVER .

FILES
/dev/md?? block mode memory disk devices.
/dev/rmd?? raw mode memory disk devices.

SEE ALSO
options (4), mdconfig (8), mdsetimage (8)

NetBSD 3.0 February 25, 2007 1
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NAME
mec — MACE MAC-110 Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
mec0 at mace0 offset 0x280000 intr 3

DESCRIPTION
Themec driver provides support for the MACE MAC-110 Ethernet interface found on SGI O2 machines.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), mace(4), mii (4), netintro (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Themec driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
Themec driver was written by Christopher SEKIYA and
Izumi Tsutsui.
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NAME
mem, kmem— memory files

DESCRIPTION
The special file/dev/mem is an interface to the physical memory of the computer. Byte offsets in this file
are interpreted as physical memory addresses.Reading and writing this file is equivalent to reading and writ-
ing memory itself. Only offsets within the bounds of/dev/mem are allowed.

Kernel virtual memory is accessed through the interface/dev/kmem in the same manner as/dev/mem .
Only kernel virtual addresses that are currently mapped to memory are allowed.

On Acorn RiscPC, A7000(+) and RC7500 systemsthe I/O memory space (podule space and SuperIO) begins at
physical address 0x03000000 and runs to 0x033fffff . On the RiscPC, EASI space runs from 0x08000000 to
0x0fffffff . The per-process data size for the current process isUPAGES long, and starts at
VM_MAXUSER_ADDRESS.

FILES
/dev/mem
/dev/kmem

HISTORY
Themem, kmemfiles appeared in Version 6AT&T UNIX .

NetBSD 3.0 July 28, 1995 1
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NAME
mem, kmem— main memory

DESCRIPTION
The file /dev/mem is an interface to the physical memory of the computer. Byte offsets in this file are
interpreted as physical memory addresses.Reading and writing this file is equivalent to reading and writing
memory itself. An error will be returned if an attempt is made to reference an offset outside of/dev/mem .

Kernel virtual memory is accessed via the file/dev/kmem in the same manner as/dev/mem . Only kernel
virtual addresses that are currently mapped to memory are allowed.

On theAmiga, physical memory may be discontiguous; kernel virtual memory begins at0x00000000.

FILES
/dev/mem
/dev/kmem

HISTORY
The filesmemandkmemappeared in Version 6AT&T UNIX .

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 1
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NAME
mem, kmem— main memory

DESCRIPTION
The file /dev/mem is an interface to the physical memory of the computer. Byte offsets in this file are
interpreted as physical memory addresses.Reading and writing this file is equivalent to reading and writing
memory itself. An error will be returned if an attempt is made to reference an offset outside of/dev/mem .

Kernel virtual memory is accessed via the file/dev/kmem in the same manner as/dev/mem . Only kernel
virtual addresses that are currently mapped to memory are allowed.

HP300
On theHP300, the last byte of physical memory is always 0xFFFFFFFF. Therefore, on anHP300with 8MB
of memory, physical memory would start at0xFF800000 . On theHP300, kernel virtual memory runs from
0 to about0x2400000 .

FILES
/dev/mem
/dev/kmem

HISTORY
The filesmemandkmemappeared in Version 6AT&T UNIX .

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 1
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NAME
mem, kmem— memory files and memory controller

SYNOPSIS
mem∗ at mainbus0

DESCRIPTION
Thememdriver controls and restricts access to the systems memory by the hardware buses and the processor.

It also provides an interface to userland through the special files/dev/mem and /dev/kmem . Physical
memory is accessed through/dev/mem , while kernel virtual memory is accessed through/dev/kmem .
Access to kernel virtual addresses not currently mapped to memory will fail. Onhp700, the physical mem-
ory range is always contiguous and starts at address 0; kernel virtual memory begins at address 0 as well.

The writeability of the/dev/mem and/dev/kmem special files are controlled by the system securelevel in
addition to the filesystem permissions.

FILES
/dev/mem
/dev/kmem

HISTORY
Thememdriver originates fromOpenBSD. It was ported toNetBSD 1.6 by Matthew Fredette.

BUGS
On some systems featuring a “Viper” memory controller, NetBSD may not configure bus arbitration correctly,
causing the boot process to freeze during eithermemor cpu (4) device probe.

NetBSD 3.0 March 16, 2004 1
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NAME
mem, kmem— memory files

DESCRIPTION
The special file/dev/mem is an interface to the physical memory of the computer. Byte offsets in this file
are interpreted as physical memory addresses.Reading and writing this file is equivalent to reading and writ-
ing memory itself. Only offsets within the bounds of/dev/mem are allowed.

Kernel virtual memory is accessed through the interface/dev/kmem in the same manner as/dev/mem .
Only kernel virtual addresses that are currently mapped to memory are allowed.

On ISA the I/O memory space begins at physical address 0x000a0000 and runs to 0x00100000. The per-
process data size for the current process isUPAGESlong, and ends at virtual address 0xfe000000.

FILES
/dev/mem
/dev/kmem

HISTORY
Themem, kmemfiles appeared in Version 6AT&T UNIX .

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 1
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NAME
mem, kmem— main memory

DESCRIPTION
The file /dev/mem is an interface to the physical memory of the computer. Byte offsets in this file are
interpreted as physical memory addresses.Reading and writing this file is equivalent to reading and writing
memory itself. An error will be returned if an attempt is made to reference an offset outside of/dev/mem .

Kernel virtual memory is accessed via the file/dev/kmem in the same manner as/dev/mem . Only kernel
virtual addresses that are currently mapped to memory are allowed.

On theMacintosh, physical memory may be discontiguous; kernel virtual memory begins at0x00000000.

FILES
/dev/mem
/dev/kmem

HISTORY
The filesmemandkmemappeared in Version 6AT&T UNIX .
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NAME
mem, kmem— main memory

DESCRIPTION
The file /dev/mem is an interface to the physical memory of the computer. Byte offsets in this file are
interpreted as physical memory addresses.Reading and writing this file is equivalent to reading and writing
memory itself. An error will be returned if an attempt is made to reference an offset outside of/dev/mem .

Kernel virtual memory is accessed via the file/dev/kmem in the same manner as/dev/mem . Only kernel
virtual addresses that are currently mapped to memory are allowed.

On theMotorola MVME series of single board computers, physical memory may be discontiguous; kernel
virtual memory begins at0x00008000.

FILES
/dev/mem
/dev/kmem

HISTORY
The filesmemandkmemappeared in Version 6AT&T UNIX .
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NAME
mem, kmem— Sun main memory access driver

DESCRIPTION
The file /dev/mem is an interface to the physical memory of the computer. Byte offsets in this file are
interpreted as physical memory addresses.Reading and writing this file is equivalent to reading and writing
memory itself. An error will be returned if an attempt is made to reference an offset outside of/dev/mem .

Kernel virtual memory is accessed via the file/dev/kmem in the same manner as/dev/mem . Only kernel
virtual addresses that are currently mapped to memory are allowed.

SPARC
On theSPARC, physical memory may be discontiguous; kernel virtual memory begins at0xf0000000 .

FILES
/dev/mem
/dev/kmem

HISTORY
The filesmemandkmemappeared in Version 6AT&T UNIX .

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 1
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NAME
mem, kmem— main memory

DESCRIPTION
The file /dev/mem is an interface to the physical memory of the computer. Byte offsets in this file are
interpreted as physical memory addresses.Reading and writing this file is equivalent to reading and writing
memory itself. An error will be returned if an attempt is made to reference an offset outside of/dev/mem .

Kernel virtual memory is accessed via the file/dev/kmem in the same manner as/dev/mem . Only kernel
virtual addresses that are currently mapped to memory are allowed.

On theSun2, kernel virtual memory begins at0x000000.

FILES
/dev/mem
/dev/kmem

HISTORY
The filesmemandkmemappeared in Version 6AT&T UNIX .

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 1
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NAME
mem, kmem— main memory

DESCRIPTION
The file /dev/mem is an interface to the physical memory of the computer. Byte offsets in this file are
interpreted as physical memory addresses.Reading and writing this file is equivalent to reading and writing
memory itself. An error will be returned if an attempt is made to reference an offset outside of/dev/mem .

Kernel virtual memory is accessed via the file/dev/kmem in the same manner as/dev/mem . Only kernel
virtual addresses that are currently mapped to memory are allowed.

On theSun3, kernel virtual memory begins at0x0E000000.

FILES
/dev/mem
/dev/kmem

HISTORY
The filesmemandkmemappeared in Version 6AT&T UNIX .

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 1
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NAME
mem, kmem, kUmem— memory files

DESCRIPTION
The special file/dev/mem is an interface to the physical memory of the computer. Byte offsets in this file
are interpreted as physical memory addresses.Reading and writing this file is equivalent to reading and writ-
ing memory itself. Only offsets within the bounds of/dev/mem are allowed.

Kernel virtual memory is accessed through the interface/dev/kmem in the same manner as/dev/mem .
Only kernel virtual addresses that are currently mapped to memory are allowed.

The file /dev/kUmem also refers to kernel virtual memory, but may be used to access areas mapped to
UNIBUS address space and otherI/O areas. Itforces all accesses to use word (short integer) accesses.

On theVAX-11/780, the I/O space base address is 20000000(16); on an 11/750 theI/O space addresses are of
the form fxxxxx(16). On allVAX’en the per-process data size for the current process isUPAGESlong and
ends at the virtual address 80000000(16).

FILES
/dev/mem
/dev/kmem
/dev/kUmem

HISTORY
Themem, kmemfiles appeared in Version 6AT&T UNIX . The filekUmemappeared in 3.0BSD.

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 1
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NAME
memc— MVME162-MVME177 Memory Controller Chip

SYNOPSIS
memc∗ at mainbus0

DESCRIPTION
The memcdevices are used on MVME162, MVME167, MVME172 and MVME177 boards to manage one
or more DRAM modules.Depending on the type of DRAM module fitted, the device will either be a
MEMC040 device or an MCECC device. The former manages a Parity DRAM module while the latter man-
ages an ECC DRAM module.

DIAGNOSTICS
memc0 at mainbus0. This is the normal autoconfiguration message indicating that the Memory Controller
Chip has been found and attached to the main processor bus.
memc0: Correctable error on CPU read access to 0x12345678.This indicates that an MCECC memory
controller detected and corrected a single bit error in one of the DRAM banks. There are a few variations on
the message where "CPU" can be replaced with "Peripheral Device" or "Scrubber", and "read" can be substi-
tuted for "write". This message is followed by some more details which can help pin-point the error...
memc0: ECC Syndrome 0x23 (DRAM Bank C, Bit#16).Pin-points exactly where the error occurred.
memc0: Uncorrectable error on CPU read access to 0x12345678.Errors like this have the potential to
corrupt data. As such, it is likely the system will panic very soon afterwards.

SEE ALSO
mainbus (4)

BUGS
Thememcdriver does not yet fully support the MEMC040 (Parity) version of the device.

NetBSD 3.0 July 28, 2001 1
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NAME
mesh — Apple Macintosh Enhanced SCSI Hardware driver

SYNOPSIS
mesh∗ at obio? flags 0xffff
scsibus ∗ at mesh?

DESCRIPTION
Themesh driver provides support for the SCSI host adapters found on most supported models with on-board
SCSI. TheApple Network Server models use theesp (4) andesiop (4) devices for SCSI, notmesh.

Models supported bymesh are:
− Apple PowerBook (2400, 3400, G3, and G3 Series)
− Apple PowerBook (G3 Series (bronze keyboard))
− Apple Power Macintosh/Performa (4400, 54xx, 5500, 6300/160, 6360, 6400, and 6500)
− Apple Power Macintosh (7300, 7500, 7600, 8500, 8600, 9500, and 9600)
− Apple Workgroup Server 8550
− Apple Power Macintosh G3 (Beige G3)
− APS Tech (M∗Power 604e/200)
− Motorola StarMax (3000, 4000, 5000, and 5500)
− Power Computing (PowerBase, PowerCenter, PowerCenter Pro, PowerCurve, PowerTower, Pow-

erTower Pro, and PowerWav e)
− UMAX (Apus 2000, Apus 3000, C500, and C600)
− UMAX (J700, S900)

Some models have a separate SCSI bus dedicated to external devices using theesp (4) device. Onthese sys-
tems, themesh SCSI bus is operated in SCSI ‘Fast’ mode( 10 MB/s ) and the externalesp (4) bus is oper-
ated at 5 MB/s. This applies only to the following models:

− Apple Power Macintosh (7300, 7500, 7600, 8500, 8600, 9500, and 9600)
− Power Computing (PowerCenter, PowerCenter Pro, PowerCurve, PowerTower, PowerTower Pro,

and PowerWav e)

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), esiop (4), esp (4), intro (4), obio (4), scsi (4), sd (4), ss (4), st (4), uk (4)
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NAME
mfb — PMAG-A MX monochrome unaccelerated 2-D framebuffer

SYNOPSIS
mfb ∗ at tc? slot ? offset ?
wsdisplay ∗ at mfb?

DESCRIPTION
The mfb driver provides support for the PMAG-A MX monochrome framebuffer for the TURBOchannel
bus. ThePMAG-A is a monochrome framebuffer capable of running at a resolution of 1280-by-1024 at 72
Hz.

SEE ALSO
cfb (4), px (4), pxg (4), sfb (4), tc (4), tfb (4), wscons (4)

BUGS
NetBSD/pmax does not currently support the machine-independentwscons (4) interface and uses a machine-
dependent version.

NetBSD 3.0 September 14, 2001 1
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NAME
mfcs — BSC/AlfaData MultiFaceCard II/IIIserial communications interface

SYNOPSIS
mfc0 at mainbus0
mfcs0 at mfc0 unit 0
mfcs1 at mfc0 unit 1

DESCRIPTION
TheMultiFaceCard II/IIIcontrols, among other things, a dual portEIA RS-232C(CCITT V.28) communications
interface with a multiple character buffer.

Input and output for each MultiFaceCard III line may set to a maximum baud rates of 1152000.Formula for
baud rate: Baud = 230400 / N with 1 < N < 65536.

Input and output for each MultiFaceCard II line may set to a maximum baud rates of 57600.Formula for
baud rate: Baud = 115200 / N with 1 < N < 65536.

FILES
/dev/ttyA?

DIAGNOSTICS
mfcs0: fifo overflow. The four-character input “fifo” has overflowed and incoming data has been lost.

mfcs0: %d buffer overflows. The software based input ring buffer has overflowed %d times and incoming
data has been lost.

SEE ALSO
tty (4)

HISTORY
TheAmiga mfcs device first appeared inNetBSD 1.1

BUGS
The MultiFaceCard II/III serial ports use the level 6 interrupt and may experience fifo overflows if the
LEV6_DEFER option is used.
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NAME
mfi — LSI Logic & Dell MegaRAID SAS RAID controller

SYNOPSIS
mfi ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Themfi driver provides support for the MegaRAID SAS family of RAID controllers, including:

− Dell PERC 5/e, PERC 5/i, PERC 6/e, PERC 6/i
− Intel RAID Controller SRCSAS18E, SRCSAS144E
− LSI Logic MegaRAID SAS 8208ELP, Meg aRAID SAS 8208XLP, Meg aRAID SAS 8300XLP,

MegaRAID SAS 8308ELP, Meg aRAID SAS 8344ELP, Meg aRAID SAS 8408E, MegaRAID
SAS 8480E, MegaRAID SAS 8888ELP, Meg aRAID SAS 8880EM2

These controllers support RAID 0, RAID 1, RAID 5, RAID 10, and RAID 50 using either SAS or SATA II
drives.

Although the controllers are actual RAID controllers, the driver makes them look just like SCSI controllers.
All RAID configuration is done through the controllers’ BIOSes.

mfi supports monitoring of the logical disks in the controller through thebioctl (8) andenvstat (8)
commands.

EVENTS
The mfi driver is able to send events topowerd (8) if a logical drive in the controller is not online. The
state-changedev ent will be sent to the/etc/powerd/scripts/sensor_drive script when such con-
dition happens.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), pci (4), scsi (4), sd (4), bioctl (8), envstat (8), powerd (8)

HISTORY
Themfi driver first appeared inNetBSD 4.0.
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NAME
mfp — X68K Multi-function Peripherals

SYNOPSIS
mfp0 at intio0 addr 0xe88000 size 0x2000 intr 64

DESCRIPTION
mfp drives Motorola MC68901 MFP (Multi-function Peripheral).mfp driver is always required to run the
NetBSD/x68k kernel, because it is connected to important devices such as the display controller, and provides
fundamental functions like the system clock tick and interrupt controller. Since mfp provides many func-
tions, most of the jobs as a device driver is done by its child drivers such askbd (4) andclock (4). mfp
driver itself only provides the common way to access its registers and a few utility functions for other non-
child drivers.

SEE ALSO
clock (4), intro (4), kbd (4)

BUGS
Machine-dependent part and machine-independent part should be split.
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NAME
mgnsc — Magnum low lev el SCSI interface

SYNOPSIS
mgnsc0 at zbus0

DESCRIPTION
The Amiga architecture uses a common machine independent scsi sub-system provided in the kernel source.
The machine independent drivers that use this code access the hardware through a common interface. (see
scsibus (4)) This common interface interacts with a machine dependent interface, such asmgnsc, which
then handles the hardware specific issues.

The mgnsc interface handles things such as DMA and interrupts as well as actually sending commands,
negotiating synchronous or asynchronous transfers and handling disconnect/reconnect of SCSI targets. The
hardware thatmgnsc uses is based on the NCR53c710 SCSI chip.

DIAGNOSTICS
mgnsc%s: abort %s: dstat %02x, sstat0 %02x sbcl %02xThe scsi operation %s was aborted due to
error. Dstat, sstat and sbcl are registers within the NCR53c710 SCSI chip.

siop id %d reset0 The NCR53c710 SCSI chip has been reset and configure at id %d.

SIOP interrupt: %x sts %x msg %x sbcl %x The NCR53c710 SCSI chip has interrupted unexpectedly.

SIOP: SCSI Gross Error The NCR53c710 SCSI chip has indicated that it is confused.

SIOP: Parity Err or The NCR53c710 SCSI chip has indicated that it has detected a parity error on the SCSI
bus.

SEE ALSO
scsibus (4)

HISTORY
Themgnsc interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.0
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NAME
mhzc — Meg ahertz Ethernet/modem card driver

SYNOPSIS
mhzc∗ at pcmcia? function ?
com∗ at mhzc?
sm∗ at mhzc?

DESCRIPTION
Themhzc device driver provides support for the Megahertz combined Ethernet and modem cards.

SEE ALSO
com(4), pcmcia (4), sm(4)

HISTORY
Themhzc driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

NetBSD 3.0 February 18, 2007 1
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NAME
midi — device-independent MIDI driver layer

SYNOPSIS
midi ∗ at midibus?
midi ∗ at pcppi?
pseudo-device sequencer

#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/midiio.h>

DESCRIPTION
Themidi driver is the machine independent layer over anything that can source or sink aMIDI data stream,
whether a physical MIDI IN or MIDI OUT jack on a soundcard, cabled to some external synthesizer or input
controller, an on-board programmable tone generator, or a single jack, synthesizer, or controller component
within a complex USB or IEEE1394 MIDI device that has several such components and appears as several
MIDI streams.

Concepts
OneMIDI data stream is a unidirectional stream ofMIDI messages, as could be carried over oneMIDI cable
in theMIDI 1.0 specification. Many MIDI messages carry a four-bit channel number, creating up to 16MIDI
channels within a singleMIDI stream. Theremay be multiple consumers of aMIDI stream, each configured
to react only to messages on specific channels; the sets of channels different consumers react to need not be
disjoint. Many modern devices such as multitimbral keyboards and tone generators listen on all 16 channels,
or may be viewed as collections of 16 independent consumers each listening on one channel.MIDI defines
some messages that take no channel number, and apply to all consumers of the stream on which they are
sent. For an inbound stream,midi is a promiscuous receiver, capturing all messages regardless of channel
number. For an outbound stream, the writer can specify a channel number per message; there is no notion of
binding the stream to one destination channel in advance.

A single midi device instance is the endpoint of one outbound stream, one inbound stream, or one of each.
In the third case, the write and read sides are independentMIDI streams. For example, a soundcard driver
may map itsMIDI OUT andMIDI IN jacks to the write and read sides of a single device instance, but those
jacks can be cabled to completely different pieces of gear. Information fromdmesg(8), and a diagram of
any externalMIDI cabling, will help clarify the mapping.

Underlying dri vers and MIDI pr otocol
Drivers midi can attach include soundcard drivers, many of which support aUART resembling Roland’s
MPU401 and handled bympu(4), USB MIDI devices viaumidi (4), and on-board devices that can make
sounds, whether a lowly PC speaker or a YamahaOPL. Serial port andIEEE1394connections are currently
science fiction.

TheMIDI protocol permits some forms of message compression such as running status and hidden note-off.
Received messages on inbound streams are always canonicalized bymidi before presentation to higher lay-
ers. Messagesfor transmission are accepted bymidi in any valid form.

Device access
Access tomidi device instances can be through the raw device nodes,/dev/rmidiN , or through the
sequencer,/dev/music .

Raw MIDI access
A /dev/rmidiN device supportsread (2), write (2), ioctl (2), select (2)/poll (2) and the corre-
spondingkevent (2) filters, and may be opened only when it is not already open.It may be opened in
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O_RDONLY, O_WRONLY, or O_RDWRmode, but a laterread (2) or write (2) will return −1 if the device
has no associated input or output stream, respectively.

Bytes written are passed as quickly as possible to the underlying driver as completeMIDI messages; a maxi-
mum of two bytes at the end of awrite (2) may remain buffered if they do not complete a message, until
completed by a followingwrite (2).

A read (2) will not block or returnEWOULDBLOCKwhen it could immediately return any nonzero count,
andMIDI messages received are available toread (2) as soon as they are complete, with a maximum of two
received bytes remaining buffered if they do not complete a message.

As all MIDI messages are three bytes or fewer except for System Exclusive, which can have arbitrary length,
these rules imply that System Exclusive messages are the only ones of which some bytes can be delivered
before all are available.

System Realtime messages are passed with minimum delay in either direction, ahead of any possible
buffered incomplete message.As a result, they will never interrupt any MIDI message except possibly Sys-
tem Exclusive.

A read (2) with a buffer large enough to accommodate the first complete message available will be satisfied
with as many complete messages as will fit.A buffer too small for the first complete message will be filled
to capacity. Therefore, an application that reads from anrmidi device with buffers of three bytes or larger
need never parse across read boundaries to assemble a received message, except possibly in the case of a
System Exclusive message. However, if the application reads through a buffering layer such asfread (3),
this property will not be preserved.

Themidi driver itself supports theioctl (2) operationsFIOASYNC, FIONBIO , and FIONREAD. Under-
lying devices may support others. The value returned forFIONREADreflects the size in bytes of complete
messages (or System Exclusive chunks) ready to read. If theioctl (2) returnsn and aread (2) of sizen is
issued,n bytes will be read, but if aread (2) of sizem < n is issued, fewer thanm bytes may be read ifm
does not fall on a message/chunk boundary.

RawMIDI access can be used to receive bulk dumps from synthesizers, download bulk data to them, and so
on. Simplepatching of one device to another can be done at the command line, as with

$ c at -u 0<>/dev/rmidi0 1>&0
which will loop all messages received on the input stream ofrmidi0 input stream back to its output stream
in real time. However, an attempt to record and play back music with

$ c at /dev/rmidiN >foo; cat foo >/dev/rmidiN
will be disappointing. The filefoo will contain all of the notes that were played, but becauseMIDI mes-
sages carry no explicit timing, the ‘playback’ will reproduce them all at once, as fast as they can be transmit-
ted. To preserve timing information, the sequencer device can be used.

Active Sensing
TheMIDI protocol includes a keepalive function called Active Sensing. Inany receiver that hasnot received
at least one Active SenseMIDI message, the feature is suppressed and no timeout applies. If at least one such
message has been received, the lapse of any subsequent 300 ms interval without receipt of any message
reflects loss of communication, and the receiver should silence any currently sounding notes and return to
non-Active-Sensing behavior. A sender using Active Sensing generally avoids 300 ms gaps in transmission
by sending Active Sense messages (which have no other effect) as needed when there is no other traffic to
send in the interval. Thisfeature can be important forMIDI , which relies on separate Note On and Note Off
messages, to avoid notes stuck on indefinitely if communication is interrupted before a Note Off message
arrives.

This protocol is supported inmidi . An outbound stream will be kept alive by sending Active Sense mes-
sages as needed, beginning after any real traffic is sent on the stream, and continuing until the stream is
closed. Onan inbound stream, if any Active Sense has been received, then a process reading anrmidi
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device will see an end-of-file indication if the input timeout elapses. The stream remains open, the driver
reverts to enforcing no timeout, and the process may continue to read for more input.Subsequent receipt of
an Active Sense message will re-arm the timeout.As received Active Sense messages are handled bymidi ,
they are not included among messages read from the/dev/rmidiN device.

These rules support end-to-end Active Sensing behavior in simple cases without special action in an applica-
tion. For example, in

$ c at -u /dev/rmidi0 >/dev/rmidi1
if the input stream tormidi0 is lost, thecat (1) command exits; on theclose (2) of rmidi1 , midi
ceases to send Active Sense messages, and the receiving device will detect the loss and silence any outstand-
ing notes.

Access through the sequencer
To play music using the raw MIDI API would require an application to issue many small writes with very pre-
cise timing. The sequencer device, /dev/music , can manage the timing ofMIDI data in the kernel, to
avoid such demanding real-time constraints on a user process.

The /dev/music device can be opened only when it is not already open.When opened, the sequencer
internally opens allMIDI instances existing in the system that are not already open at their raw nodes; any
attempts to open them at their raw nodes while the sequencer is open will fail. All access to the correspond-
ing MIDI streams will then be through the sequencer.

Reads and writes of/dev/music pass eight-byte event structures defined in〈sys/midiio.h 〉 (which
see for their documentation and examples of use). Some events correspond toMIDI messages, and carry an
integerdevicefield to identify one of theMIDI devices opened by the sequencer. Other events carry timing
information interpreted or generated by the sequencer itself.

A message received on an input stream is wrapped in a sequencer event along with the device index of the
stream it arrived on, and queued for the reader of/dev/music . If a measurable time interval passed since
the last preceding message, a timing event that represents a delay for that interval is queued ahead of the
received event. Thesequencer handles output events by interpreting any timing event, and routing any MIDI
message event at the proper time to an underlying output stream according to itsdeviceindex. Therefore

$ c at /dev/music >foo; cat foo >/dev/music
can be expected to capture and reproduce an input performance including timing.

The process of playing back a complex MIDI file is illustrated below. The file may contain several tracks—
four, in this example—ofMIDI ev ents, each marked with a device index and a time stamp, that may overlap
in time. In the example,a, b, and c are device indices of the three outputMIDI streams; the left-hand digit in
each input event represents aMIDI channel on the selected stream, and the right-hand digit represents a time
for the event’s occurrence. Asillustrated, the input tracks are not firmly associated with output streams; any
track may contain events for any stream.

| | a2|4 |
a0|3 | c1|3 c0|3

| b 0|2 b1|2 |
| b 1|1 | c0|1

a0|0 | b0|0 |
v v  v v

+---------------------------+
| merge to 1 ordered stream |
| u ser code, eg midiplay(1) |
+---------------------------+

b1|2
b0|2
c0|1
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b1|1
b0|0
a0|0

v
_______+-------------+_______user

| / dev/music | kernel
| ( sequencer) |
+-------------+

| 1 0
+-----’ | ’-----.
0 0 |
v v v

+-------+ +--------+ +---------+
|midi(4)| |midi(4) | |midi(4) |
|rmidia | |rmidib | | rmidic |
+-------+ +--------+ +---------+
| mpu(4)| |umidi(4)| |midisyn |
+-------+ +--------+ +---------+
| H W |  | | o pl(4) |
| MIDI | U +---------+
| U ART | S | internal|
+-------+ B | t one |

| | |generator|
v | +---------+

external v
MIDI device external

MIDI device

A user process must merge the tracks into a single stream of sequencerMIDI and timing events in order by
desired timing. The sequencer obeys the timing events and distributes theMIDI ev ents to the three destina-
tions, in this case two external devices connected to a sound cardUART and aUSB interface, and anOPL tone
generator on a sound card.

NOTES
Use of select (2)/poll (2) with the sequencer is supported, however, there is no guarantee that a
write (2) will not block or returnEWOULDBLOCKif it begins with a timer-wait event, even if
select (2)/poll (2) reported the sequencer writable.

The delivery of a realtime message ahead of buffered bytes of an incomplete message may cause the realtime
message to seem, in a saved byte stream, to have arrived up to 640 us earlier than it really did, atMIDI 1.0
data rates. Higher data rates make the effect less significant.

Another sequencer device, /dev/sequencer , is provided only for backward compatibility with an obso-
leteOSSinterface in which some sequencer events were four-byte records. It is not further documented here,
and the/dev/music API should be used in new code. The/dev/sequencer emulation is implemented
only for writing, and that might not be complete.

IMPLEMENT ATION NOTES
Some hardware devices supportingmidi lack transmit-ready interrupts, and some have the capability in
hardware but currently lack driver support. They can be recognized by the annotation(CPU-intensive
output) in dmesg(8). Whilesuitable for music playback, they may have an objectionable impact on sys-
tem responsiveness during bulk transmission such as patch downloads, and are best avoided for that purpose
if other suitable devices are present.
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Buffer space inmidi itself is adequate for about 200 ms of traffic atMIDI 1.0 data rates, per stream.

Event counters record bytes and messages discarded because of protocol errors or buffer overruns, and can
be viewed withvmstat -e . They can be useful in diagnosing flaky cables and other communication prob-
lems.

A raw sound generator uses themidisyn layer to present aMIDI message-driven interface attachable by
midi .

While midi accepts messages for transmission in any valid mixture of compressed or canonical form, they
are always presented to an underlying driver in the form it prefers.Drivers for simpleUART-like devices reg-
ister their preference for a compressed byte stream, while those like umidi (4), which uses a packet protocol,
or midisyn, which interprets complete messages, register for intact canonical messages.This design elimi-
nates the need for compression and canonicalization logic from all layers above and belowmidi itself.

FILES
/dev/rmidiN
/dev/music
/dev/sequencer

ERRORS
In addition to other errors documented for thewrite (2) family of system calls,EPROTOcan be returned if
the bytes to be written on a rawmidi device would violateMIDI protocol.

SEE ALSO
midiplay (1), ioctl (2), ossaudio (3), audio (4), mpu(4), opl (4), umidi (4)
For ports using the ISA bus:cms(4), pcppi (4), sb (4)
For ports using the PCI bus:autri (4), clcs (4), eap (4)

HISTORY
The midi driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.4. It was overhauled and this manual page rewritten for
NetBSD 4.0.

BUGS
SomeOSSsequencer events andioctl (2) operations are unimplemented, as〈sys/midiio.h 〉 notes.

OSSsource-compatible sequencer macros should be added to〈sys/soundcard.h 〉, implemented with the
NetBSD ones in〈sys/midiio.h 〉, so sources written for OSS can be easily compiled.

The sequencer blocks (or returnsEWOULDBLOCK) only when its buffer physically fills, which can represent
an arbitrary latency because of buffered timing events. As a result, interrupting a process writing the
sequencer may not interrupt music playback for a considerable time. The sequencer could enforce a reason-
able latency bound by examining timing events as they are enqueued and blocking appropriately.

FIOASYNCenables signal delivery to the calling process only;FIOSETOWNis not supported.

The sequencer can only be a timing master, but does not send timing messages to synchronize any slave
device; it cannot be slaved to timing messages received on any interface (which would presumably require a
PLL algorithm similar to NTP’s, and expertise in that area to implement it).The sequencer ignores timing
messages received on any interface and does not pass them along to the reading process, and the OSS opera-
tions to change that behavior are unimplemented.

The SEQUENCER_TMR_TIMEBASE ioctl(2) will report successfully setting any timebase up to ridicu-
lously high resolutions, though the actual resolution, and therefore jitter, is constrained byhz (9). Compara-
ble sequencer implementations typically allow a selection from available sources of time interrupts that may
be programmable.
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The device number in a sequencer event is treated onwrite (2) as index into the array ofMIDI devices the
sequencer has opened, but onread (2) as the unit number of the sourceMIDI device; these are usually the
same if the sequencer has opened all theMIDI devices (that is, none was already open at its raw node when
the sequencer was opened), but might not be the same otherwise.

There is at present no way to make reception nonpromiscuous, should anyone have a reason to want to.

There should be ways to override default Active Sense behavior. As one obvious case, if an application is
seen to send Active Sense explicitly, midi should refrain from adding its own. Onreceive, there should be
an option to pass Active Sense through rather than interpreting it, for apps that wish to handle or ignore it
themselves and never seeEOF.

When amidi stream is open by the sequencer, Active Sense messages received on the stream are passed to
the sequencer and not interpreted bymidi . The sequencer at present neither does anything itself with
Active Sense messages received, nor supports theOSS APIfor making them available to the user process.

System Exclusive messages can be received by reading a raw device, but not by reading the sequencer; they
are discarded on receipt when the stream is open by the sequencer, rather than being presented as the OSS-
defined sequencer events.

midisyn is too rudimentary at present to get satisfactory results from any onboard synth. It lacks the
required special interpretation of the GeneralMIDI percussion channel in GM mode. More devices should be
supported; some sound cards with synthesis capability have NetBSD drivers that implement theaudio (4)
but not themidisyn interface. Voice stealing algorithm does not follow the GeneralMIDI Developer Guide-
lines.

ALSA sequencer compatibility is lacking, but becoming important to applications. It would require the func-
tion of merging multiple tracks into a single ordered stream to be moved from user space into the sequencer.
Assuming the sequencer driven by periodic interrupts, timing wheels could be used as inhardclock (9)
itself. Similar functionality will be in OSS4; with the right infrastructure it should be possible to support
both. WhenmergingMIDI streams, a notion of transaction is needed to group critical message sequences.If
ALSA or OSS4have no such notion, it should be provided as an upward-compatible extension.

I would rather have open (2) itself return an error (by the POSIX descriptionENODEVlooks most appropri-
ate) if a read or write mode is requested that is not supported by the instance, rather than lettingopen (2)
succeed andread (2) orwrite (2) return −1, but so help me, the latter seems the more commonUNIX prac-
tice.
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NAME
mii — IEEE 802.3 Media Independent Interface network bus

SYNOPSIS
acphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # Altima AC101 10/100 PHY
amhphy∗ at mii? phy ? # AMD 79c901 PHY (10BASE-T part)
bmtphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # Broadcom BCM5201/5202 PHYs
brgphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # Broadcom BCM5400/5401 Gig-E PHYs
ciphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # Cicada CS8201 Gig-E PHYs
dmphy∗ at mii? phy ? # Davicom DM9101 PHYs
exphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # 3Com internal PHYs
gentbi ∗ at mii? phy ? # Generic ten-bit 1000BASE-X PHYs
glxtphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # Level One LXT-1000 Gig-E PHYs
gphyter ∗ at mii? phy ? # NatSemi DP83861 Gig-E PHYs
icsphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # I ntegrated Circuit Systems ICS1890 PHYs
ikphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # I ntel 82563 PHYs
inphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # I ntel 82555 PHYs
iophy ∗ at mii? phy ? # I ntel 82553 PHYs
lxtphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # Level One LXT-970 PHYs
makphy∗ at mii? phy ? # Marvel 88E1000 Gig-E PHYs
nsphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # NatSemi DP83840 PHYs
nsphyter ∗ at mii? phy ? # NatSemi DP83843/DP83815 PHYs
pnaphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # Generic HomePNA PHYs
qsphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # Quality Semiconductor QS6612 PHYs
rgephy ∗ at mii? phy ? # Realtek 8169S/8110S internal PHYs
rlphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # Realtek 8139/8201L PHYs
sqphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # Seeq 80220/80221/80223/80225 PHYs
tlphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # ThunderLAN internal PHYs
tqphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # TSC Semiconductor 78Q2120 PHYs
ukphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # Generic/unknown PHYs
urlphy ∗ at mii? phy ? # Realtek RTL8150L internal PHYs

options MIIVERBOSE

DESCRIPTION
Media Independent Interface is an IEEE standard serial bus for connecting MACs (network controllers) to
PHYs (physical media interfaces). Themii layer allows network device drivers to share support code for
various PHY models, and allows unused support for PHYs which are not present in a system to be removed
from the kernel.

Network device drivers which use themii layer carry the “mii” autoconfiguration attribute. Thisallows ker-
nel configuration files to simply specify PHYs as described above in the synopsis.

The following is an example of the messages displayed when a network interface with an attached PHY is
detected by the kernel:

epic0 at pci0 dev 12 function 0: SMC EPIC/100 Fast Ethernet
epic0: interrupting at kn20aa irq 4
epic0: SMC9432TX, Ethernet address 00:e0:29:07:17:c4
qsphy0 at epic0 phy 3: QS6612 10/100 media interface, rev. 1
qsphy0: 10baseT, 10baseT-FDX, 100baseTX, 100baseTX-FDX, auto

All PHY drivers display the media types supported by the PHY when it is detected by the kernel. These
media types are valid media keywords for use with theifconfig (8) program.
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SEE ALSO
acphy (4), amhphy(4), bmtphy (4), brgphy (4), ciphy (4), dmphy(4), exphy (4), gentbi (4),
glxtphy (4), gphyter (4), icsphy (4), ifmedia (4), ikphy (4), inphy (4), iophy (4), lxtphy (4),
makphy(4), nsphy (4), nsphyter (4), pnaphy (4), qsphy (4), rgephy (4), rlphy (4), sqphy (4),
tlphy (4), tqphy (4), ukphy (4), urlphy (4), ifconfig (8)

The OUI assignments list can be found at:
http://standards.ieee.org/regauth/oui/index.shtml
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NAME
mk48txx — Mostektime-of-day clock driver

SYNOPSIS
#include <dev/ic/mk48txxreg.h>
#include <dev/ic/mk48txxvar.h>
define mk48txx
file dev/ic/mk48txx.c mk48txx

DESCRIPTION
Themk48txx driver provides access to several models ofMostek time-of-day clock chips. Access methods
to retrieve and set date and time are provided through theTODR interface defined intodr (9).

To tie an instance of this device to the system, use themk48txx_attach () function and the mk48txx_softc
structure defined as follows:

void mk48txx_attach (struct mk48txx_softc ∗)

typedef uint8_t ( ∗mk48txx_nvrd_t)(struct mk48txx_softc ∗, i nt off);
typedef void ( ∗mk48txx_nvwr_t)(struct mk48txx_softc ∗, i nt off,

uint8_t datum);

struct mk48txx_softc {
struct device sc_dev;
bus_space_tag_t sc_bst;
bus_space_handle_t sc_bsh;
struct todr_chip_handle sc_handle;
const char ∗sc_model;
bus_size_t sc_nvramsz;
bus_size_t sc_clkoffset;
u_int sc_year0;
u_int sc_flag;
mk48txx_nvrd_t sc_nvrd;
mk48txx_nvwr_t sc_nvwr;

};

sc_bst

sc_bsh Specify bus space access to the chip’s non-volatile memory ( including the clock
registers ) .

sc_handle TODR handle passed to thetodr_attach () function to registertodr (9) interface.

sc_model The chip model which this instance should serve. Must be one of “mk48t02”,
“mk48t08”, “mk48t18”, or “mk48t59”.

sc_nvramsz Size of non-volatile RAM in the Mostek chip. This value is set by
mk48txx_attach ().

sc_clkoffset
Offset into the control registers of the Mostek chip. This value is set by
mk48txx_attach ().

sc_year0 The actual year represented by the clock’s ‘year’ counter. This is generally depen-
dent on the system configuration in which the clock device is mounted.For instance,
on Sun Microsystemsmachines the convention is to have clock’s two-digit year repre-
sent the year 1968.
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sc_flag This flag is used to specify machine-dependent features.

sc_nvread

sc_nvwrite Specify alternate access methods for reading resp. writing clock device registers.
The default, whenNULL is passed as an access method, is to access the chip memory
( and clock registers ) as if they were direct-mapped with using the specified bus
space.

Otherwise, the driver will call the respective function to perform the access, passing
it the specified bus space and the offset off of the chip memory( or clock register )
location to be read from or written to, respectively.

Note that if the resulting date retrieved with the todr_gettime() method is earlier that January 1, 1970, the
driver will assume that the chip’s year counter actually represents a year in the 21st century. This behaviour
can be overridden by setting theMK48TXX_NO_CENT_ADJUSTflag insc_flag.

HARDWARE
The following models are supported:

Mostek MK48T02
Mostek MK48T08
Mostek MK48T18
Mostek MK48T59

SEE ALSO
intro (4), todr (9)

HISTORY
Themk48txx driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

AUTHORS
Themk48txx driver was written by Paul Kranenburg〈pk@NetBSD.org〉.
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NAME
mkbd — Maple bus keyboard driver

SYNOPSIS
mkbd∗ at maple? port ? subunit ?
wskbd ∗ at mkbd? console ?

DESCRIPTION
The mkbd driver provides support for Maple bus keyboards. Accessto the keyboard is through the
wscons (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
maple (4), wskbd (4)

HISTORY
Themkbd device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
mlcd — Maple bus monochrome LCD driver

SYNOPSIS
mlcd ∗ at maple? port ? subunit ?

DESCRIPTION
Themlcd driver provides support for Maple bus monochrome LCDs (liquid crystal displays).

IOCTLS
Maple bus LCDs accept allioctl (2) calls described inmaple (4).

FILES
/dev/mlcd u.t Maple bus LCD device unitu, PT numbert (usually 0 only)

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), maple (4)

HISTORY
Themlcd device driver appeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
mlx — Mylex DAC960 RAID controller driver

SYNOPSIS
mlx ∗ at eisa? slot ?
mlx ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Themlx driver provides support for theMylex DAC960 family of RAID controllers, including OEM versions
from CompaqandDEC. Attached disk arrays are supported by theld driver.

Themlx driver will warn if a controller firmware upgrade may be necessary, although as a matter of course,
the latest available firmware should always be used.

HARDWARE
Supported controllers include:

DEC/Compaq SWXCR
Mylex AcceleRAID 150
Mylex AcceleRAID 200
Mylex AcceleRAID 250
Mylex DAC1164P (eXtremeRAID 1100)
Mylex DAC960P
Mylex DAC960PD
Mylex DAC960PG
Mylex DAC960PJ
Mylex DAC960PL
Mylex DAC960PR
Mylex DAC960PRL
Mylex DAC960PT
Mylex DAC960PTL0
Mylex DAC960PTL1

SEE ALSO
intro (4), ld (4), mly (4), mlxctl (8)

HISTORY
Themlx driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.3, and was derived from theFreeBSDdriver of the same name.
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NAME
mly — Mylex AcceleRAID/eXtremeRAID family driver

SYNOPSIS
mly ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
scsibus ∗ at mly?

DESCRIPTION
The mly driver provides support for Mylex AcceleRAID and eXtremeRAID family of PCI to SCSI RAID
controllers with version 6.00 and later firmware. Supportedcontrollers include:

• AcceleRAID 160
• AcceleRAID 170
• AcceleRAID 352
• eXtremeRAID 2000
• eXtremeRAID 3000

Compatible Mylex controllers not listed should work, but have not been tested.

Logical devices (disk arrays) attached to the controller are presented to the SCSI subsystem as though they
were direct-access devices on a virtual SCSI bus. Physical devices which are not claimed by a logical device
are presented on SCSI channels which match the physical channels on the controller.

The results of the SCSI ‘‘INQUIRY’ ’ command from logical devices are overwritten with status information
by themly driver. The vendor field is the string ‘‘MYLEX’ ’, the product field indicates the type of logical
device, and the revision field contains a four letter status code.The possible status codes and their meanings
are as follows:

OFLN
offline

UNCF
unconfigured

ONLN
online - optimal

CRIT critical - one or more disks in the array has failed
NORD

write only
STBY

standby
MISS missing

DIAGNOSTICS
Controller initialization phase

mly%d: controller initialization started
mly%d: initialization complete

The controller firmware has started initialization.Normally this process is performed by the controller
BIOS, but the driver may need to do this in cases where the BIOS has failed, or is not compatible (e.g. on
non-x86 systems).

mly%d: dri ve spinup in progress

Drive startup is in progress; this may take sev eral minutes.
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mly%d: mirror race reco very failed, one or more dri ves offline
mly%d: mirror race reco very in progress
mly%d: mirror race reco very on a critical dri ve

These error codes are undocumented.

mly%d: FAT AL M EMORY PARITY ERROR

Firmware detected a fatal memory error; the driver will not attempt to attach to this controller.

mly%d: unknown initialization code %x

An unknown error occurred during initialization; it will be ignored.

Operational diagnostics
mly%d: physical device %d:%d online
mly%d: physical device %d:%d standby
mly%d: physical device %d:%d automatic rebuild started
mly%d: physical device %d:%d manual rebuild started
mly%d: physical device %d:%d rebuild completed
mly%d: physical device %d:%d rebuild cancelled
mly%d: physical device %d:%d rebuild failed for unknown reasons
mly%d: physical device %d:%d rebuild failed due to new physical device
mly%d: physical device %d:%d rebuild failed due to logical drive failure
mly%d: physical device %d:%d found
mly%d: physical device %d:%d gone
mly%d: physical device %d:%d unconfigured
mly%d: physical device %d:%d expand capacity started
mly%d: physical device %d:%d expand capacity completed
mly%d: physical device %d:%d expand capacity failed
mly%d: physical device %d:%d parity error
mly%d: physical device %d:%d soft error
mly%d: physical device %d:%d miscellaneous error
mly%d: physical device %d:%d reset
mly%d: physical device %d:%d active spare found
mly%d: physical device %d:%d warm spare found
mly%d: physical device %d:%d initialization started
mly%d: physical device %d:%d initialization completed
mly%d: physical device %d:%d initialization failed
mly%d: physical device %d:%d initialization cancelled
mly%d: physical device %d:%d write recovery failed
mly%d: physical device %d:%d scsi bus reset failed
mly%d: physical device %d:%d double check condition
mly%d: physical device %d:%d device cannot be accessed
mly%d: physical device %d:%d gross error on scsi processor
mly%d: physical device %d:%d bad tag from device
mly%d: physical device %d:%d command timeout
mly%d: physical device %d:%d system reset
mly%d: physical device %d:%d busy status or parity error
mly%d: physical device %d:%d host set device to failed state
mly%d: physical device %d:%d selection timeout
mly%d: physical device %d:%d scsi bus phase error
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mly%d: physical device %d:%d device returned unknown status
mly%d: physical device %d:%d device not ready
mly%d: physical device %d:%d device not found at startup
mly%d: physical device %d:%d COD write operation failed
mly%d: physical device %d:%d BDT write operation failed
mly%d: physical device %d:%d missing at startup
mly%d: physical device %d:%d start rebuild failed due to physical drive too small
mly%d: physical device %d:%d sense data received
mly%d: sensekey %d asc %02x ascq %02x
mly%d: inf o %4D csi%4D
mly%d: physical device %d:%d offline
mly%d: sensekey %d asc %02x ascq %02x
mly%d: inf o %4D csi%4D

The reported event refers to the physical device at the given channel:target address.

mly%d: logical device %d:%d consistency check started
mly%d: logical device %d:%d consistency check completed
mly%d: logical device %d:%d consistency check cancelled
mly%d: logical device %d:%d consistency check completed with errors
mly%d: logical device %d:%d consistency check failed due to logical drive failure
mly%d: logical device %d:%d consistency check failed due to physical device failure
mly%d: logical device %d:%d automatic rebuild started
mly%d: logical device %d:%d manual rebuild started
mly%d: logical device %d:%d rebuild completed
mly%d: logical device %d:%d rebuild cancelled
mly%d: logical device %d:%d rebuild failed for unknown reasons
mly%d: logical device %d:%d rebuild failed due to new physical device
mly%d: logical device %d:%d rebuild failed due to logical drive failure
mly%d: logical device %d:%d offline
mly%d: logical device %d:%d critical
mly%d: logical device %d:%d online
mly%d: logical device %d:%d initialization started
mly%d: logical device %d:%d initialization completed
mly%d: logical device %d:%d initialization cancelled
mly%d: logical device %d:%d initialization failed
mly%d: logical device %d:%d found
mly%d: logical device %d:%d gone
mly%d: logical device %d:%d expand capacity started
mly%d: logical device %d:%d expand capacity completed
mly%d: logical device %d:%d expand capacity failed
mly%d: logical device %d:%d bad block found
mly%d: logical device %d:%d size changed
mly%d: logical device %d:%d type changed
mly%d: logical device %d:%d bad data block found
mly%d: logical device %d:%d read of data block in bdt
mly%d: logical device %d:%d write back data for disk block lost

The reported event refers to the logical device at the given channel:target address.

mly%d: enclosure %d fan %d failed
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mly%d: enclosure %d fan %d ok
mly%d: enclosure %d fan %d not present
mly%d: enclosure %d power supply %d failed
mly%d: enclosure %d power supply %d ok
mly%d: enclosure %d power supply %d not present
mly%d: enclosure %d temperature sensor %d failed
mly%d: enclosure %d temperature sensor %d critical
mly%d: enclosure %d temperature sensor %d ok
mly%d: enclosure %d temperature sensor %d not present
mly%d: enclosure %d unit %d access critical
mly%d: enclosure %d unit %d access ok
mly%d: enclosure %d unit %d access offline

These events refer to external enclosures by number. The driver does not attempt to name the enclosures.

mly%d: controller cache write back error
mly%d: controller battery backup unit found
mly%d: controller battery backup unit charge level low
mly%d: controller battery backup unit charge level ok
mly%d: controller installation aborted
mly%d: controller mirror race reco very in progress
mly%d: controller mirror race on critical dri ve
mly%d: controller memory soft ecc error
mly%d: controller memory hard ecc error
mly%d: controller battery backup unit failed

These events report controller status changes.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), mlx (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4), scsictl (8)

HISTORY
Themly driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6, and was based on theFreeBSDdriver of the same name.

BUGS
Themly driver currently assumes that all busses support at most 16 targets and 1 logical unit per target.

Enclosures are not named or otherwise identified in event messages.

The transfer speed for devices is always reported to the kernel as 20MHz.
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NAME
mmem— Maple bus storage device driver

SYNOPSIS
mmem∗ at maple? port ? subunit ?

DESCRIPTION
Themmemdriver provides support for Maple bus storage devices (memory cards).

IOCTLS
The followingioctl (2) calls apply to Maple bus storage devices.

DIOCGDINFO struct disklabel
Read, from the kernel, thedisklabel (5) of the device.

In addition, Maple bus storage devices accept allioctl (2) calls described inmaple (4).

FILES
/dev/mmemu.tp block mode Maple bus storage device unitu, PT numbert (usually 0 only), parti-

tion p
/dev/rmmem u.tp raw mode Maple bus storage device unitu, PT numbert (usually 0 only), partition

p

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), maple (4), disklabel (5)

HISTORY
Themmemdevice driver appeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
mms— Maple bus mouse driver

SYNOPSIS
mms∗ at maple? port ? subunit ?
wsmouse∗ at mms?

DESCRIPTION
Themmsdriver provides support for Maple bus mice. Access to the mouse is through thewscons (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
maple (4), wsmouse(4)

HISTORY
Themmsdevice driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
mms— Microsoft-style bus mouse driver

SYNOPSIS
mms0 at isa? port 0x23c irq 5
mms1 at isa? port 0x238 irq 5
wsmouse∗ at mms?

DESCRIPTION
This driver provides an interface to a Microsoft-style bus mouse.Mouse related data are accessed by
wsmouse(4) devices.

SEE ALSO
lms (4), pms(4), wsmouse(4)
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NAME
mongoose — EISA Bus adapter

SYNOPSIS
mongoose∗ at mainbus?
eisa ∗ at mongoose?

DESCRIPTION
Provides an interface from the CPU-memory bus to EISA and ISA devices. Two variations exist providing
the same functionality based onIntel i82350or Te xas Instrumentschips. Dependingon the model the bus clock
is either 25 MHz or 33 MHz.

MACHINES
An incomplete list of machines that use themongoosebus controller:

• 715/{33,50,75}
• 720, 730, 750
• 725/{50,75}
• 735/∗
• 755/∗
• 742i
• 745i/{50,75}
• 747i/{50,75}

SEE ALSO
eisa (4), intro (4)

HISTORY
Themongoose driver appeared inOpenBSD2.6. Itwas ported toNetBSD 1.6 by Matthew Fredette.

BUGS
Has some.
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NAME
mpt — LSI Fusion-MPT SCSI/Fibre Channel driver

SYNOPSIS
mpt ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
scsibus ∗ at mpt?

DESCRIPTION
Thempt driver provides support for the LSI Logic Fusion-MPT family ofSCSIandFibre Channelcontrollers:

• 53c1020 (Ultra320SCSI)
• 53c1030 (Dual Ultra320SCSI)
• FC909 (1Gb/sFibre Channel)
• FC909A (Dual 1Gb/sFibre Channel)
• FC919 (2Gb/sFibre Channel)
• FC919X (2Gb/sFibre Channel, PCI-X)
• FC929 (Dual 2Gb/sFibre Channel)
• FC929X (Dual 2Gb/sFibre Channel, PCI-X)

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), pci (4), scsi (4), sd (4), siop (4), st (4), uk (4)

HISTORY
Thempt driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
The mpt driver was originally written forFreeBSDby Greg Ansley .  It was ported toNetBSD by Jason R.
Thorpe and contributed by Wasabi Systems, Inc.
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NAME
mpu— Roland MPU401 (and compatible) MIDI UART driver

SYNOPSIS
mpu∗ at acpi?
mpu∗ at eso?
mpu∗ at fms?
mpu∗ at isa? port 0x330 irq 9
mpu∗ at sb?
mpu∗ at ym?
mpu∗ at yds?
midi ∗ at mpu?

DESCRIPTION
Thempudriver provides support for the Roland MPU401 (and compatible) MIDI UART cards.

Access to the device is through the MIDI driver.

SEE ALSO
eso (4), fms (4), isa (4), midi (4), sb (4), yds (4), ym(4)

HISTORY
Thempudevice driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.
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NAME
mr — Guillemot Maxi Radio FM 2000 FM radio device driver

SYNOPSIS
mr∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
radio ∗ at mr?

DESCRIPTION
Themr driver provides support for the Maxi Radio FM radio tuners.

The Maxi Radio cards are stereo FM tuners that allow to tune in the range 87.5 - 108.0 MHz, report signal
status on the current frequency, force audio output to mono, perform hardware signal search, and have an
internal AFC.

SEE ALSO
pci (4), radio (4)

HISTORY
Themr device driver appeared inOpenBSD3.0 andNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
The mr driver was written by Vladimir Popov and Maxim Tsyplakov. The man page was written by
Vladimir Popov.
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NAME
ms— Atari mouse interface

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device mouse 1

DESCRIPTION
The Atari mouse driver supports both the original Atari mouse and the third party 3-button mouse that has its
middle button connected to the up-switch of the second joystick port. To accommodate X11 users with a
standard mouse, the driver is able to emulate the middle button. See the section on ioctls for more info.

Supported ioctls
MIOCS3B_EMUL

This ioctl turns the middle button emulation on or off depending on its argument. The
middle button event is triggered by simultaneously pressing the left and right buttons. The
default emulation mode is on.

Note that the emulation status is retained across multiple open/close calls.
MIOCG3B_EMUL

This ioctl allows you to get the actual status of the emulation mode.

Interface description
The Atari mouse interface works on a minimal emulation of Sun’s Firm_event structures. The primary reason
for this is easy interfacing with X11.

The movement and button events are read as structures of the form:

typedef struct Firm_event {
u_int_16_t id; / ∗ key or MS_ ∗ or LOC_[XY]_DELTA ∗/
u_int_16_t pad; / ∗ unused ∗/
int_16_t value; / ∗ VKEY_{UP,DOWN} or locator delta ∗/
struct timeval time; / ∗ time stamp of the event ∗/

}

The values of ’id’ concerning the mouse:

#define MS_LEFT 0x7f20 / ∗ left mouse button ∗/
#define MS_MIDDLE 0x7f21 / ∗ middle mouse button ∗/
#define MS_RIGHT 0x7f22 / ∗ right mouse button ∗/
#define LOC_X_DELTA 0x7f80 / ∗ mouse delta-X ∗/
#define LOC_Y_DELTA 0x7f81 / ∗ mouse delta-Y ∗/

The values of ’value’ concerning a button event:

#define VKEY_UP 0 / ∗ a button went up ∗/
#define VKEY_DOWN 1 / ∗ a button went down ∗/

FILES
/dev/mouse0 The real mouse device
/dev/mouse The currently active mouse device

BUGS
The time interval that defines ’simultaneous’ cannot be set.
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NAME
ms— Sun workstation mouse driver

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device mouse

DESCRIPTION
The ms driver provides an interface to the workstation console mouse.This Mouse Systemsthree-button
device produces five-byte blobs of the form:

b dx dy dx d y

where “b” is the button state, encoded as0x80|(˜buttons) -- there are three buttons (4=left, 2=middle,
1=right) -- and “dx” and “dy” are X and Y delta values, none of which are in the range [0x80..0x87 ].

The device special file/dev/mouse is used to get direct access to the mouse input stream. The following
ioctl’s are supported (mostly just enough to keep theX(1) server going):

VUIDSFORMATSet translation mode. The argument is of typeint ∗, the only value supported is
VUID_FIRM_EVENT.

VUIDGFORMATGet translation mode. The argument is of typeint ∗. VUID_FIRM_EVENT is always
returned.

OPTIONS
The mouse driver can be configured using the following kernel configuration file options.

options SUN_MS_BPS=integer
This option causes the kernel to communicate with the mouse using the serial baud rate
integer. It is useful for mice which do not communicate at 1200 baud.

SEE ALSO
kbd (4)

BUGS
ms is hardwired to the built-inzs1serial port.
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NAME
ms— Sun workstation mouse driver

SYNOPSIS
ms0 at zstty?

DESCRIPTION
The ms driver provides an interface to the workstation console mouse.This Mouse Systemsthree-button
device produces five-byte blobs of the form:

b dx dy dx d y

where “b” is the button state, encoded as0x80|(˜buttons) -- there are three buttons (4=left, 2=middle,
1=right) -- and “dx” and “dy” are X and Y delta values, none of which are in the range [0x80..0x87 ].

The device special file/dev/mouse is used to get direct access to the mouse input stream. The following
ioctl’s are supported (mostly just enough to keep theX(1) server going):

VUIDSFORMATSet translation mode. The argument is of typeint ∗, the only value supported is
VUID_FIRM_EVENT.

VUIDGFORMATGet translation mode. The argument is of typeint ∗. VUID_FIRM_EVENT is always
returned.

OPTIONS
The mouse driver can be configured using the following kernel configuration file options.

options SUN_MS_BPS=integer
This option causes the kernel to communicate with the mouse using the serial baud rate
integer. It is useful for mice which do not communicate at 1200 baud.

SEE ALSO
kbd (4)

BUGS
ms is hardwired to the built-inzs1serial port.
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NAME
ms— Sun workstation mouse driver

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device mouse

DESCRIPTION
The ms driver provides an interface to the workstation console mouse.This Mouse Systemsthree-button
device produces five-byte blobs of the form:

b dx dy dx d y

where “b” is the button state, encoded as0x80|(˜buttons) -- there are three buttons (4=left, 2=middle,
1=right) -- and “dx” and “dy” are X and Y delta values, none of which are in the range [0x80..0x87 ].

The device special file/dev/mouse is used to get direct access to the mouse input stream. The following
ioctl’s are supported (mostly just enough to keep theX(1) server going):

VUIDSFORMATSet translation mode. The argument is of typeint ∗, the only value supported is
VUID_FIRM_EVENT.

VUIDGFORMATGet translation mode. The argument is of typeint ∗. VUID_FIRM_EVENT is always
returned.

OPTIONS
The mouse driver can be configured using the following kernel configuration file options.

options SUN_MS_BPS=integer
This option causes the kernel to communicate with the mouse using the serial baud rate
integer. It is useful for mice which do not communicate at 1200 baud.

SEE ALSO
kbd (4)

BUGS
ms is hardwired to the built-inzs1serial port.
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NAME
mt — TM-78/TU-78 MASSBUS mag tape interface

SYNOPSIS
mt0 at mba? drive ? tape mu0 at mt0 slave 0

DESCRIPTION
TheTM-78/TU-78 combination provides a standard tape drive interface as described inmtio (4). Only1600
and 6250BPI are supported; theTU-78 runs at 125IPSand autoloads tapes.

DIAGNOSTICS
mu%d: no write ring . An attempt was made to write on the tape drive when no write ring was present; this
message is written on the terminal of the user who tried to access the tape.

mu%d: not online. An attempt was made to access the tape while it was offline; this message is written on
the terminal of the user who tried to access the tape.

mu%d: can’t change density in mid-tape. An attempt was made to write on a tape at a different density
than is already recorded on the tape. This message is written on the terminal of the user who tried to switch
the density.

mu%d: hard error bn%d mbsr=%b er=%x ds=%b . A tape error occurred at blockbn; the mt error reg-
ister and drive status register are printed in octal with the bits symbolically decoded.Any error is fatal on
non-raw tape; when possible the driver will have retried the operation which failed several times before
reporting the error.

mu%d: blank tape. An attempt was made to read a blank tape (a tape without even end-of-file marks).

mu%d: offline. During an i/o operation the device was set offline. If a non-raw tape was used in the access
it is closed.

SEE ALSO
mt(1), tar (1), mtio (4), tm(4), ts (4), ut (4)

HISTORY
Themt driver appeared in 4.1BSD.

BUGS
If a physical error (non-data) occurs,mt may hang ungracefully.

Because 800BPI tapes are not supported, the numbering of minor devices is inconsistent with triple-density
tape units. Unit 0 is drive 0, 1600BPI.
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NAME
mtc — UNIBUS MSCP tape controller driver

SYNOPSIS
mtc0 at uba? csr 0174500
mscpbus ∗ at mtc?

DESCRIPTION
Themtc driver is for UNIBUS tape controllers that use MSCP. Among these controllers are:

DEC KLESI-U UNIBUS ctlr
DEC TK50 Q22 bus ctlr

Themtc communicates with the host through a packet protocol known as the Mass Storage Control Protocol
( MSCP) .  Consult the file〈mscp/mscp.h 〉 for a detailed description of this protocol.

SEE ALSO
intro (4)

HISTORY
Themtc driver appeared inNetBSD 1.2.
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NAME
mtd — Driver for Myson Technologies MTD803 3-in-1 Fast Ethernet board

SYNOPSIS
mtd ∗ at pci?

DESCRIPTION
Themtd device driver supports the MTD803 PCI Ethernet chip.

Supported models include:
• Safeway Lancard SW-10/100 PCI (model 117204). Please note that some cards sold under this name are

supported byrtk (4) instead.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), mii (4), pci (4), rtk (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Themtd driver appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
Peter Bex〈Peter.Bex@student.kun.nl〉

BUGS
This driver has not been tested on any architecture besides i386. It does not handle DMA cache flushes at
all, so it will very likely not work on other architectures that require this.

Power management is missing.

A cardbus variant is rumored to exist, but support for it has not been added to the driver yet.
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NAME
mtio — generic magnetic tape I/O interface

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/ioctl.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/mtio.h>

DESCRIPTION
Magnetic tape has been the computer system backup and data transfer medium of choice for decades,
because it has historically been cheaper in cost per bit stored, and the formats have been designed for porta-
bility and storage.However, tape drives hav egenerally been the slowest mass storage devices attached to
any computer system.

Magnetic tape comes in a wide variety of formats, from classic 9-track, through various Quarter Inch Car-
tridge (QIC ) variants, to more modern systems using 8mm video tape, and Digital Audio Tape (DAT ) .
There have also been a variety of proprietary tape systems, includingDECtape, and IBM 3480.

UNIX TAPE I/O
Regardless of the specific characteristics of the particular tape transport mechanism (tape drive), UNIX tape
I/O has two interfaces: "block" and "raw". I/O through the block interface of a tape device is similar to I/O
through the block special device for a disk driver: the individual read (2) andwrite (2) calls can be done in
any amount of bytes, but all data is buffered through the system buffer cache, and I/O to the device is done in
1024 byte sized blocks. This limitation is sufficiently restrictive that the block interface to tape devices is
rarely used.

The "raw" interface differs in that all I/O can be done in arbitrary sized blocks, within the limitations for the
specific device and device driver, and all I/O is synchronous. This is the most flexible interface, but since
there is very little that is handled automatically by the kernel, user programs must implement specific mag-
netic tape handling routines, which puts the onus of correctness on the application programmer.

DEVICE NAME CONVENTIONS
Each magnetic tape subsystem has a couple of special devices associated with it.

The block device is usually named for the driver, e.g. /dev/st0 for unit zero of ast (4) SCSItape drive.

The raw device name is the block device name with an "r" prepended, e.g./dev/rst0 .

By default, the tape driver will rewind the tape drive when the device is closed.To make it possible for mul-
tiple program invocations to sequentially write multiple files on the same tape, a "no rewind on close" device
is provided, denoted by the letter "n" prepended to the name of the device, e.g. /dev/nst0 ,
/dev/nrst0 .

Themt(1) command can be used to explicitly rewind, or otherwise position a tape at a particular point with
the no-rewind device.

FILE MARK HANDLING
Tw o end-of-file (EOF) markers mark the end of a tape (EOT), and one end-of-file marker marks the end of a
tape file.

By default, the tape driver will write two End Of File (EOF) marks and rewind the tape when the device is
closed after the last write.

If the tape is not to be rewound it is positioned with the head in between the two tape marks, where the next
write will over write the second end-of-file marker.
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All of the magnetic tape devices may be manipulated with themt(1) command.

A number ofioctl (2) operations are available on raw magnetic tape.Please see〈sys/mtio.h 〉 for their
definitions.

The manual pages for specific tape device drivers should list their particular capabilities and limitations.

SEE ALSO
dd(1), mt(1), pax (1), tar (1), st (4), wt (4)

HISTORY
Themtio manual appeared in 4.2BSD.

BUGS
The status should be returned in a device independent format.

If and whenNetBSD is updated to deal with non-512 byte per sector disk media through the system buffer
cache, perhaps a more sane tape interface can be implemented.
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NAME
multicast — Multicast Routing

SYNOPSIS
options MROUTING

#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>
#include <netinet/ip_mroute.h>
#include <netinet6/ip6_mroute.h>

int
getsockopt (int s , IPPROTO_IP , MRT_INIT , void ∗optval , socklen_t ∗optlen);

int
setsockopt (int s , IPPROTO_IP , MRT_INIT , const void ∗optval ,

socklen_t optlen);

int
getsockopt (int s , IPPROTO_IPV6 , MRT6_INIT , void ∗optval , socklen_t ∗optlen);

int
setsockopt (int s , IPPROTO_IPV6 , MRT6_INIT , const void ∗optval ,

socklen_t optlen);

DESCRIPTION
Multicast routingis used to efficiently propagate data packets to a set of multicast listeners in multipoint net-
works. If unicast is used to replicate the data to all listeners, then some of the network links may carry multi-
ple copies of the same data packets. With multicast routing, the overhead is reduced to one copy (at most)
per network link.

All multicast-capable routers must run a common multicast routing protocol.The Distance Vector Multicast
Routing Protocol (DVMRP) was the first developed multicast routing protocol.Later, other protocols such
as Multicast Extensions to OSPF (MOSPF), Core Based Trees (CBT), Protocol Independent Multicast -
Sparse Mode (PIM-SM), and Protocol Independent Multicast - Dense Mode (PIM-DM) were developed as
well.

To start multicast routing, the user must enable multicast forwarding in the kernel (seeSYNOPSISabout the
kernel configuration options), and must run a multicast routing capable user-level process. Fromdeveloper’s
point of view, the programming guide described in theProgramming Guide section should be used to con-
trol the multicast forwarding in the kernel.

Programming Guide
This section provides information about the basic multicast routing API.The so-called “advanced multicast
API” is described in theAdvanced Multicast API Programming Guidesection.

First, a multicast routing socket must be open. That socket would be used to control the multicast forwarding
in the kernel. Notethat most operations below require certain privilege (i.e., root privilege):

/ ∗ IPv4 ∗/
int mrouter_s4;
mrouter_s4 = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_RAW, IPPROTO_IGMP);

int mrouter_s6;
mrouter_s6 = socket(AF_INET6, SOCK_RAW, IPPROTO_ICMPV6);
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Note that if the router needs to open an IGMP or ICMPv6 socket (in case of IPv4 and IPv6 respectively) for
sending or receiving of IGMP or MLD multicast group membership messages, then the samemrouter_s4or
mrouter_s6sockets should be used for sending and receiving respectively IGMP or MLD messages. In case
of BSD-derived kernel, it may be possible to open separate sockets for IGMP or MLD messages only. How-
ev er, some other kernels (e.g.,Linux) require that the multicast routing socket must be used for sending and
receiving of IGMP or MLD messages.Therefore, for portability reason the multicast routing socket should
be reused for IGMP and MLD messages as well.

After the multicast routing socket is open, it can be used to enable or disable multicast forwarding in the ker-
nel:

/ ∗ IPv4 ∗/
int v = 1; / ∗ 1 to e nable, or 0 to disable ∗/
setsockopt(mrouter_s4, IPPROTO_IP, MRT_INIT, (void ∗)&v, sizeof(v));

/ ∗ IPv6 ∗/
int v = 1; / ∗ 1 to e nable, or 0 to disable ∗/
setsockopt(mrouter_s6, IPPROTO_IPV6, MRT6_INIT, (void ∗)&v, sizeof(v));
...
/ ∗ If necessary, filter all ICMPv6 messages ∗/
struct icmp6_filter filter;
ICMP6_FILTER_SETBLOCKALL(&filter);
setsockopt(mrouter_s6, IPPROTO_ICMPV6, ICMP6_FILTER, (void ∗)&filter,

sizeof(filter));

After multicast forwarding is enabled, the multicast routing socket can be used to enable PIM processing in
the kernel if we are running PIM-SM or PIM-DM (seepim (4)).

For each network interface (e.g., physical or a virtual tunnel) that would be used for multicast forwarding, a
corresponding multicast interface must be added to the kernel:

/ ∗ IPv4 ∗/
struct vifctl vc;
memset(&vc, 0, sizeof(vc));
/ ∗ Assign all vifctl fields as appropriate ∗/
vc.vifc_vifi = vif_index;
vc.vifc_flags = vif_flags;
vc.vifc_threshold = min_ttl_threshold;
vc.vifc_rate_limit = max_rate_limit;
memcpy(&vc.vifc_lcl_addr, &vif_local_address, sizeof(vc.vifc_lcl_addr));
if (vc.vifc_flags & VIFF_TUNNEL)

memcpy(&vc.vifc_rmt_addr, &vif_remote_address,
sizeof(vc.vifc_rmt_addr));

setsockopt(mrouter_s4, IPPROTO_IP, MRT_ADD_VIF, (void ∗)&vc,
sizeof(vc));

The vif_index must be unique per vif.The vif_flags contains theVIFF_ ∗ flags as defined in
〈netinet/ip_mroute.h 〉. The min_ttl_thresholdcontains the minimum TTL a multicast data packet
must have to be forwarded on that vif.Typically, it would have value of 1. Themax_rate_limitcontains the
maximum rate (in bits/s) of the multicast data packets forwarded on that vif.Value of 0 means no limit.The
vif_local_addresscontains the local IP address of the corresponding local interface. Thevif_remote_address
contains the remote IP address in case of DVMRP multicast tunnels.

/ ∗ IPv6 ∗/
struct mif6ctl mc;
memset(&mc, 0, sizeof(mc));
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/ ∗ Assign all mif6ctl fields as appropriate ∗/
mc.mif6c_mifi = mif_index;
mc.mif6c_flags = mif_flags;
mc.mif6c_pifi = pif_index;
setsockopt(mrouter_s6, IPPROTO_IPV6, MRT6_ADD_MIF, (void ∗)&mc,

sizeof(mc));

The mif_index must be unique per vif.The mif_flags contains theMIFF_∗ flags as defined in
〈netinet6/ip6_mroute.h 〉. The pif_index is the physical interface index of the corresponding local
interface.

A multicast interface is deleted by:

/ ∗ IPv4 ∗/
vifi_t vifi = vif_index;
setsockopt(mrouter_s4, IPPROTO_IP, MRT_DEL_VIF, (void ∗)&vifi,

sizeof(vifi));

/ ∗ IPv6 ∗/
mifi_t mifi = mif_index;
setsockopt(mrouter_s6, IPPROTO_IPV6, MRT6_DEL_MIF, (void ∗)&mifi,

sizeof(mifi));

After the multicast forwarding is enabled, and the multicast virtual interfaces are added, the kernel may
deliver upcall messages (also called signals later in this text) on the multicast routing socket that was open
earlier with MRT_INIT or MRT6_INIT . The IPv4 upcalls have struct igmpmsg header (see
〈netinet/ip_mroute.h 〉) with field im_mbzset to zero. Note that this header follows the structure of
struct ip with the protocol fieldip_p set to zero. The IPv6 upcalls have struct mrt6msg header
(see〈netinet6/ip6_mroute.h 〉) with field im6_mbzset to zero.Note that this header follows the
structure ofstruct ip6_hdr with the next header fieldip6_nxtset to zero.

The upcall header contains fieldim_msgtypeand im6_msgtypewith the type of the upcallIGMPMSG_∗ and
MRT6MSG_∗ for IPv4 and IPv6 respectively. The values of the rest of the upcall header fields and the body
of the upcall message depend on the particular upcall type.

If the upcall message type isIGMPMSG_NOCACHEor MRT6MSG_NOCACHE, this is an indication that a
multicast packet has reached the multicast router, but the router has no forwarding state for that packet. Typ-
ically, the upcall would be a signal for the multicast routing user-level process to install the appropriate Mul-
ticast Forwarding Cache (MFC) entry in the kernel.

An MFC entry is added by:

/ ∗ IPv4 ∗/
struct mfcctl mc;
memset(&mc, 0, sizeof(mc));
memcpy(&mc.mfcc_origin, &source_addr, sizeof(mc.mfcc_origin));
memcpy(&mc.mfcc_mcastgrp, &group_addr, sizeof(mc.mfcc_mcastgrp));
mc.mfcc_parent = iif_index;
for (i = 0; i < maxvifs; i++)

mc.mfcc_ttls[i] = oifs_ttl[i];
setsockopt(mrouter_s4, IPPROTO_IP, MRT_ADD_MFC,

(void ∗)&mc, sizeof(mc));

/ ∗ IPv6 ∗/
struct mf6cctl mc;
memset(&mc, 0, sizeof(mc));
memcpy(&mc.mf6cc_origin, &source_addr, sizeof(mc.mf6cc_origin));
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memcpy(&mc.mf6cc_mcastgrp, &group_addr, sizeof(mf6cc_mcastgrp));
mc.mf6cc_parent = iif_index;
for (i = 0; i < maxvifs; i++)

if (oifs_ttl[i] > 0)
IF_SET(i, &mc.mf6cc_ifset);

setsockopt(mrouter_s4, IPPROTO_IPV6, MRT6_ADD_MFC,
(void ∗)&mc, sizeof(mc));

The source_addrand group_addrare the source and group address of the multicast packet (as set in the
upcall message).The iif_index is the virtual interface index of the multicast interface the multicast packets
for this specific source and group address should be received on. Theoifs_ttl[] array contains the minimum
TTL (per interface) a multicast packet should have to be forwarded on an outgoing interface. If the TTL
value is zero, the corresponding interface is not included in the set of outgoing interfaces. Notethat in case
of IPv6 only the set of outgoing interfaces can be specified.

An MFC entry is deleted by:

/ ∗ IPv4 ∗/
struct mfcctl mc;
memset(&mc, 0, sizeof(mc));
memcpy(&mc.mfcc_origin, &source_addr, sizeof(mc.mfcc_origin));
memcpy(&mc.mfcc_mcastgrp, &group_addr, sizeof(mc.mfcc_mcastgrp));
setsockopt(mrouter_s4, IPPROTO_IP, MRT_DEL_MFC,

(void ∗)&mc, sizeof(mc));

/ ∗ IPv6 ∗/
struct mf6cctl mc;
memset(&mc, 0, sizeof(mc));
memcpy(&mc.mf6cc_origin, &source_addr, sizeof(mc.mf6cc_origin));
memcpy(&mc.mf6cc_mcastgrp, &group_addr, sizeof(mf6cc_mcastgrp));
setsockopt(mrouter_s4, IPPROTO_IPV6, MRT6_DEL_MFC,

(void ∗)&mc, sizeof(mc));

The following method can be used to get various statistics per installed MFC entry in the kernel (e.g., the
number of forwarded packets per source and group address):

/ ∗ IPv4 ∗/
struct sioc_sg_req sgreq;
memset(&sgreq, 0, sizeof(sgreq));
memcpy(&sgreq.src, &source_addr, sizeof(sgreq.src));
memcpy(&sgreq.grp, &group_addr, sizeof(sgreq.grp));
ioctl(mrouter_s4, SIOCGETSGCNT, &sgreq);

/ ∗ IPv6 ∗/
struct sioc_sg_req6 sgreq;
memset(&sgreq, 0, sizeof(sgreq));
memcpy(&sgreq.src, &source_addr, sizeof(sgreq.src));
memcpy(&sgreq.grp, &group_addr, sizeof(sgreq.grp));
ioctl(mrouter_s6, SIOCGETSGCNT_IN6, &sgreq);

The following method can be used to get various statistics per multicast virtual interface in the kernel (e.g.,
the number of forwarded packets per interface):

/ ∗ IPv4 ∗/
struct sioc_vif_req vreq;
memset(&vreq, 0, sizeof(vreq));
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vreq.vifi = vif_index;
ioctl(mrouter_s4, SIOCGETVIFCNT, &vreq);

/ ∗ IPv6 ∗/
struct sioc_mif_req6 mreq;
memset(&mreq, 0, sizeof(mreq));
mreq.mifi = vif_index;
ioctl(mrouter_s6, SIOCGETMIFCNT_IN6, &mreq);

Advanced Multicast API Programming Guide
If we want to add new features in the kernel, it becomes difficult to preserve backward compatibility (binary
and API), and at the same time to allow user-level processes to take advantage of the new features (if the ker-
nel supports them).

One of the mechanisms that allows us to preserve the backward compatibility is a sort of negotiation between
the user-level process and the kernel:

1. Theuser-level process tries to enable in the kernel the set of new features (and the corresponding API) it
would like to use.

2. Thekernel returns the (sub)set of features it knows about and is willing to be enabled.

3. Theuser-level process uses only that set of features the kernel has agreed on.

To support backward compatibility, if the user-level process does not ask for any new features, the kernel
defaults to the basic multicast API (see theProgramming Guidesection). Currently, the advanced multicast
API exists only for IPv4; in the future there will be IPv6 support as well.

Below is a summary of the expandable API solution. Note that all new options and structures are defined in
〈netinet/ip_mroute.h 〉 and〈netinet6/ip6_mroute.h 〉, unless stated otherwise.

The user-level process uses new getsockopt ()/setsockopt () options to perform the API features nego-
tiation with the kernel. Thisnegotiation must be performed right after the multicast routing socket is open.
The set of desired/allowed features is stored in a bitset (currently, in uint32_t; i.e., maximum of 32 new
features). The new getsockopt ()/setsockopt () options are MRT_API_SUPPORT and
MRT_API_CONFIG. Example:

uint32_t v;
getsockopt(sock, IPPROTO_IP, MRT_API_SUPPORT, (void ∗)&v, sizeof(v));

would set in v the pre-defined bits that the kernel API supports.The eight least significant bits in
uint32_t are same as the eight possible flagsMRT_MFC_FLAGS_∗ that can be used inmfcc_flagsas part
of the new definition of struct mfcctl (see below about those flags), which leaves 24 flags for other
new features. Thevalue returned bygetsockopt (MRT_API_SUPPORT) is read-only; in other words,
setsockopt (MRT_API_SUPPORT) would fail.

To modify the API, and to set some specific feature in the kernel, then:

uint32_t v = MRT_MFC_FLAGS_DISABLE_WRONGVIF;
if (setsockopt(sock, IPPROTO_IP, MRT_API_CONFIG, (void ∗)&v, sizeof(v))

!= 0) {
return (ERROR);

}
if (v & MRT_MFC_FLAGS_DISABLE_WRONGVIF)

return (OK); / ∗ Success ∗/
else

return (ERROR);
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In other words, whensetsockopt (MRT_API_CONFIG) is called, the argument to it specifies the desired
set of features to be enabled in the API and the kernel. Thereturn value inv is the actual (sub)set of features
that were enabled in the kernel. To obtain later the same set of features that were enabled, then:

getsockopt(sock, IPPROTO_IP, MRT_API_CONFIG, (void ∗)&v, sizeof(v));

The set of enabled features is global. In other words,setsockopt (MRT_API_CONFIG) should be called
right aftersetsockopt (MRT_INIT).

Currently, the following set of new features is defined:

#define MRT_MFC_FLAGS_DISABLE_WRONGVIF (1 << 0) / ∗ disable WRONGVIF signals ∗/
#define MRT_MFC_FLAGS_BORDER_VIF (1 << 1) / ∗ border vif ∗/
#define MRT_MFC_RP (1 << 8) / ∗ enable RP address ∗/
#define MRT_MFC_BW_UPCALL (1 << 9) / ∗ enable bw upcalls ∗/

The advanced multicast API uses a newly definedstruct mfcctl2 instead of the traditionalstruct
mfcctl. The originalstruct mfcctl is kept as is. The newstruct mfcctl2 is:

/ ∗
∗ The new argument structure for MRT_ADD_MFC and MRT_DEL_MFC overlays
∗ and extends the old struct mfcctl.
∗/

struct mfcctl2 {
/ ∗ the mfcctl fields ∗/
struct in_addr mfcc_origin; / ∗ ip origin of mcasts ∗/
struct in_addr mfcc_mcastgrp; / ∗ multicast group associated ∗/
vifi_t mfcc_parent; / ∗ incoming vif ∗/
u_char mfcc_ttls[MAXVIFS];/ ∗ forwarding ttls on vifs ∗/

/ ∗ extension fields ∗/
uint8_t mfcc_flags[MAXVIFS];/ ∗ the MRT_MFC_FLAGS_∗ flags ∗/
struct in_addr mfcc_rp; / ∗ the RP address ∗/

};

The new fields aremfcc_flags[MAXVIFS]andmfcc_rp. Note that for compatibility reasons they are added at
the end.

The mfcc_flags[MAXVIFS]field is used to set various flags per interface per (S,G) entry. Currently, the
defined flags are:

#define MRT_MFC_FLAGS_DISABLE_WRONGVIF (1 << 0) / ∗ disable WRONGVIF signals ∗/
#define MRT_MFC_FLAGS_BORDER_VIF (1 << 1) / ∗ border vif ∗/

The MRT_MFC_FLAGS_DISABLE_WRONGVIFflag is used to explicitly disable the
IGMPMSG_WRONGVIFkernel signal at the (S,G) granularity if a multicast data packet arrives on the wrong
interface. Usually, this signal is used to complete the shortest-path switch in case of PIM-SM multicast rout-
ing, or to trigger a PIM assert message.However, it should not be delivered for interfaces that are not in the
outgoing interface set, and that are not expecting to become an incoming interface. Hence,if the
MRT_MFC_FLAGS_DISABLE_WRONGVIFflag is set for some of the interfaces, then a data packet that
arrives on that interface for that MFC entry will NOT trigger a WRONGVIF signal. If that flag is not set,
then a signal is triggered (the default action).

TheMRT_MFC_FLAGS_BORDER_VIFflag is used to specify whether the Border-bit in PIM Register mes-
sages should be set (in case when the Register encapsulation is performed inside the kernel). If it is set for
the special PIM Register kernel virtual interface (seepim (4)), the Border-bit in the Register messages sent to
the RP will be set.
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The remaining six bits are reserved for future usage.

The mfcc_rpfield is used to specify the RP address (in case of PIM-SM multicast routing) for a multicast
group G if we want to perform kernel-level PIM Register encapsulation.The mfcc_rpfield is used only if
the MRT_MFC_RP advanced API flag/capability has been successfully set by
setsockopt (MRT_API_CONFIG).

If the MRT_MFC_RPflag was successfully set bysetsockopt (MRT_API_CONFIG), then the kernel will
attempt to perform the PIM Register encapsulation itself instead of sending the multicast data packets to user
level (inside IGMPMSG_WHOLEPKTupcalls) for user-level encapsulation. TheRP address would be taken
from themfcc_rpfield inside the new struct mfcctl2. Howev er, even if the MRT_MFC_RPflag was
successfully set, if themfcc_rp field was set toINADDR_ANY, then the kernel will still deliver an
IGMPMSG_WHOLEPKTupcall with the multicast data packet to the user-level process.

In addition, if the multicast data packet is too large to fit within a single IP packet after the PIM Register
encapsulation (e.g., if its size was on the order of 65500 bytes), the data packet will be fragmented, and then
each of the fragments will be encapsulated separately. Note that typically a multicast data packet can be that
large only if it was originated locally from the same hosts that performs the encapsulation; otherwise the
transmission of the multicast data packet over Ethernet for example would have fragmented it into much
smaller pieces.

Typically, a multicast routing user-level process would need to know the forwarding bandwidth for some data
flow. For example, the multicast routing process may want to timeout idle MFC entries, or in case of PIM-
SM it can initiate (S,G) shortest-path switch if the bandwidth rate is above a threshold for example.

The original solution for measuring the bandwidth of a dataflow was that a user-level process would periodi-
cally query the kernel about the number of forwarded packets/bytes per (S,G), and then based on those num-
bers it would estimate whether a source has been idle, or whether the source’s transmission bandwidth is
above a threshold. Thatsolution is far from being scalable, hence the need for a new mechanism for band-
width monitoring.

Below is a description of the bandwidth monitoring mechanism.

• If the bandwidth of a data flow satisfies some pre-defined filter, the kernel delivers an upcall on the multi-
cast routing socket to the multicast routing process that has installed that filter.

• The bandwidth-upcall filters are installed per (S,G). There can be more than one filter per (S,G).

• Instead of supporting all possible comparison operations (i.e., < <= == != > >= ), there is support only for
the <= and >= operations, because this makes the kernel-level implementation simpler, and because prac-
tically we need only those two. Further, the missing operations can be simulated by secondary user-level
filtering of those <= and >= filters.For example, to simulate !=, then we need to install filter “bw <=
0xffffffff ”, and after an upcall is received, we need to check whether “measured_bw != expected_bw”.

• The bandwidth-upcall mechanism is enabled bysetsockopt (MRT_API_CONFIG) for the
MRT_MFC_BW_UPCALLflag.

• The bandwidth-upcall filters are added/deleted by the new setsockopt (MRT_ADD_BW_UPCALL) and
setsockopt (MRT_DEL_BW_UPCALL) respectively (with the appropriatestruct bw_upcall
argument of course).

From application point of view, a dev eloper needs to know about the following:

/ ∗
∗ Structure for installing or delivering an upcall if the
∗ measured bandwidth is above or below a threshold.
∗
∗ User programs (e.g. daemons) may have a need to know when the
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∗ bandwidth used by some data flow is above or below some threshold.
∗ This interface allows the userland to specify the threshold (in
∗ bytes and/or packets) and the measurement interval. Flows are
∗ all packet with the same source and destination IP address.
∗ At the moment the code is only used for multicast destinations
∗ but there is nothing that prevents its use for unicast.
∗
∗ The measurement interval cannot be shorter than some Tmin (currently, 3s).
∗ The threshold is set in packets and/or bytes per_interval.
∗
∗ Measurement works as follows:
∗
∗ For >= measurements:
∗ The first packet marks the start of a measurement interval.
∗ During an interval we count packets and bytes, and when we
∗ pass the threshold we deliver an upcall and we are done.
∗ The first packet after the end of the interval resets the
∗ count and restarts the measurement.
∗
∗ For <= measurement:
∗ We start a timer to fire at the end of the interval, and
∗ then for each incoming packet we count packets and bytes.
∗ When the timer fires, we compare the value with the threshold,
∗ schedule an upcall if we are below, and restart the measurement
∗ (reschedule timer and zero counters).
∗/

struct bw_data {
struct timeval b_time;
uint64_t b_packets;
uint64_t b_bytes;

};

struct bw_upcall {
struct in_addr bu_src; / ∗ source address ∗/
struct in_addr bu_dst; / ∗ destination address ∗/
uint32_t bu_flags; / ∗ misc flags (see below) ∗/

#define BW_UPCALL_UNIT_PACKETS (1 << 0) / ∗ threshold (in packets) ∗/
#define BW_UPCALL_UNIT_BYTES (1 << 1) / ∗ threshold (in bytes) ∗/
#define BW_UPCALL_GEQ (1 << 2) / ∗ upcall if bw >= threshold ∗/
#define BW_UPCALL_LEQ (1 << 3) / ∗ upcall if bw <= threshold ∗/
#define BW_UPCALL_DELETE_ALL (1 << 4) / ∗ delete all upcalls for s,d ∗/

struct bw_data bu_threshold; / ∗ the bw threshold ∗/
struct bw_data bu_measured; / ∗ the measured bw ∗/

};

/ ∗ max. number of upcalls to deliver together ∗/
#define BW_UPCALLS_MAX 128
/ ∗ min. threshold time interval for bandwidth measurement ∗/
#define BW_UPCALL_THRESHOLD_INTERVAL_MIN_SEC 3
#define BW_UPCALL_THRESHOLD_INTERVAL_MIN_USEC 0
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The bw_upcall structure is used as an argument tosetsockopt (MRT_ADD_BW_UPCALL) and
setsockopt (MRT_DEL_BW_UPCALL). Eachsetsockopt (MRT_ADD_BW_UPCALL) installs a filter in
the kernel for the source and destination address in thebw_upcall argument, and that filter will trigger an
upcall according to the following pseudo-algorithm:

if (bw_upcall_oper IS ">=") {
if (((bw_upcall_unit & PACKETS == PACKETS) &&

(measured_packets >= threshold_packets)) ||
((bw_upcall_unit & BYTES == BYTES) &&

(measured_bytes >= threshold_bytes)))
SEND_UPCALL("measured bandwidth is >= threshold");

}
if (bw_upcall_oper IS "<=" && measured_interval >= threshold_interval) {

if (((bw_upcall_unit & PACKETS == PACKETS) &&
(measured_packets <= threshold_packets)) ||

((bw_upcall_unit & BYTES == BYTES) &&
(measured_bytes <= threshold_bytes)))

SEND_UPCALL("measured bandwidth is <= threshold");
}

In the samebw_upcall the unit can be specified in both BYTES and PACKETS. However, the GEQ and
LEQ flags are mutually exclusive.

Basically, an upcall is delivered if the measured bandwidth is >= or <= the threshold bandwidth (within the
specified measurement interval). For practical reasons, the smallest value for the measurement interval is 3
seconds. Ifsmaller values are allowed, then the bandwidth estimation may be less accurate, or the poten-
tially very high frequency of the generated upcalls may introduce too much overhead. For the >= operation,
the answer may be known before the end ofthreshold_interval, therefore the upcall may be delivered earlier.
For the <= operation however, we must wait until the threshold interval has expired to know the answer.

Example of usage:

struct bw_upcall bw_upcall;
/ ∗ Assign all bw_upcall fields as appropriate ∗/
memset(&bw_upcall, 0, sizeof(bw_upcall));
memcpy(&bw_upcall.bu_src, &source, sizeof(bw_upcall.bu_src));
memcpy(&bw_upcall.bu_dst, &group, sizeof(bw_upcall.bu_dst));
bw_upcall.bu_threshold.b_data = threshold_interval;
bw_upcall.bu_threshold.b_packets = threshold_packets;
bw_upcall.bu_threshold.b_bytes = threshold_bytes;
if (is_threshold_in_packets)

bw_upcall.bu_flags |= BW_UPCALL_UNIT_PACKETS;
if (is_threshold_in_bytes)

bw_upcall.bu_flags |= BW_UPCALL_UNIT_BYTES;
do {

if (is_geq_upcall) {
bw_upcall.bu_flags |= BW_UPCALL_GEQ;
break;

}
if (is_leq_upcall) {

bw_upcall.bu_flags |= BW_UPCALL_LEQ;
break;

}
return (ERROR);
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} w hile (0);
setsockopt(mrouter_s4, IPPROTO_IP, MRT_ADD_BW_UPCALL,

(void ∗)&bw_upcall, sizeof(bw_upcall));

To delete a single filter, then useMRT_DEL_BW_UPCALL, and the fields of bw_upcall must be set exactly
same as whenMRT_ADD_BW_UPCALLwas called.

To delete all bandwidth filters for a given (S,G), then only thebu_src and bu_dst fields in struct
bw_upcall need to be set, and then just set only theBW_UPCALL_DELETE_ALLflag inside field
bw_upcall.bu_flags.

The bandwidth upcalls are received by aggregating them in the new upcall message:

#define IGMPMSG_BW_UPCALL 4 / ∗ BW monitoring upcall ∗/

This message is an array ofstruct bw_upcall elements (up toBW_UPCALLS_MAX= 128). The
upcalls are delivered when there are 128 pending upcalls, or when 1 second has expired since the previous
upcall (whichever comes first). In anstruct upcall element, thebu_measuredfield is filled-in to indi-
cate the particular measured values. However, because of the way the particular intervals are measured, the
user should be careful how bu_measured.b_timeis used.For example, if the filter is installed to trigger an
upcall if the number of packets is >= 1, thenbu_measuredmay have a value of zero in the upcalls after the
first one, because the measured interval for >= filters is “clocked” by the forwarded packets. Hence,this
upcall mechanism should not be used for measuring the exact value of the bandwidth of the forwarded data.
To measure the exact bandwidth, the user would need to get the forwarded packets statistics with the
ioctl (SIOCGETSGCNT) mechanism (see theProgramming Guide section) .

Note that the upcalls for a filter are delivered until the specific filter is deleted, but no more frequently than
once perbu_threshold.b_time. For example, if the filter is specified to deliver a signal if bw >= 1 packet, the
first packet will trigger a signal, but the next upcall will be triggered no earlier thanbu_threshold.b_timeafter
the previous upcall.

SEE ALSO
getsockopt (2), recvfrom (2), recvmsg (2), setsockopt (2), socket (2), icmp6 (4), inet (4),
inet6 (4), intro (4), ip (4), ip6 (4), pim (4)

AUTHORS
The original multicast code was written by David Waitzman (BBN Labs), and later modified by the follow-
ing individuals: Steve Deering (Stanford), Mark J. Steiglitz (Stanford), Van Jacobson (LBL), Ajit
Thyagarajan (PARC), Bill Fenner (PARC). The IPv6 multicast support was implemented by the KAME
project (http://www.kame.net ) ,  and was based on the IPv4 multicast code.The advanced multicast
API and the multicast bandwidth monitoring were implemented by Pavlin Radoslavo v (ICSI) in collabora-
tion with Chris Brown (NextHop).

This manual page was written by Pavlin Radoslavo v (ICSI).
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NAME
nadb — protocol abstraction and device discovery for the Apple Desktop Bus

SYNOPSIS
nadb ∗ at cuda?
nadb ∗ at pmu?
adbkbd ∗ at nadb? console ? mux 1
adbms∗ at nadb?
adbbt ∗ at nadb?

DESCRIPTION
The nadb driver provides an abstract interface for talking to ADB devices. It also scans the bus during
startup, resolves address conflicts and attaches drivers for known ADB hardware.

SEE ALSO
adbbt (4), adbkbd (4), adbms(4), cuda (4), pmu(4)
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NAME
nca — NCR-5380/NCR-53C400 SCSI driver

SYNOPSIS
nca0 at isa? port 0x360 irq 15 # Port-mapped NCR 53C80 controller
nca1 at isa? iomem 0xd8000 irq 5 # Memory-mapped controller (T128...)
scsibus ∗ at nca?

DESCRIPTION
Thenca driver provides support for the NCR-5380/NCR-53C400 SCSI controllers.

SEE ALSO
isa (4), scsi (4)

HISTORY
Thenca driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.
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NAME
ncrsc — NCR 53c710 SCSI I/O Processor

SYNOPSIS
ncrsc0 at pcctwo? ipl 2

DESCRIPTION
The ncrsc driver provides an abstraction layer between the SCSI hardware fitted toMotorola MVME167
and MVME177 single board computers (NCR73C710), and the machine independent SCSI drivers described
in scsibus (4).

In addition to sending the required SCSI commands to target devices on the SCSI bus, thencrsc driver
deals with DMA, device interrupts, sync/async negotiation and target disconnects/reconnects.

DIAGNOSTICS
Too many to mention.

SEE ALSO
pcctwo (4), scsibus (4)

BUGS
The currentncrsc driver should be obsoleted and replaced with a machine independent version.
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NAME
ndis — NDIS miniport driver wrapper

SYNOPSIS
ndis ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The ndis wrapper is designed to allow binary Windows®NDIS miniport network drivers to be used with
NetBSD. Thendis driver is provided in source code form( sys/dev/if_ndis ) and must be combined
with theWindows®driver binary supplied with your network adapter. Thendis driver uses the ndisapi ker-
nel subsystem to relocate and link theWindows® binary so that it can be used in conjunction with native
code. Thendisapi subsystem provides an interface between the NDIS API and theNetBSD networking infra-
structure. TheWindows®driver is essentially fooled into thinking it is running onWindows®. Note that this
means thendis driver is only useful on x86 machines.

To build a functional driver, the user must have a copy of the driver distribution media for his or her card.
From this distribution, the user must extract two files: the.SYS file containing the driver binary code, and its
companion.INF file, which contains the definitions for driver-specific registry keys and other installation
data such as device identifiers. These two files are converted into andis_driver_data.h file using the
ndiscvt (8) utility. The resulting file contains a binary image of the driver plus registry key data. The
ndis_driver_data.h is included in several files located insys/dev/if_ndis so it is needed to
compile an NDIS kernel. Whenthendis driver is loaded, it will createsysctl (3) nodes for each registry
key extracted from the.INF file.

The ndis wrapper is designed to support mainly Ethernet and wireless network devices/drivers with PCI
bus attachments. Itcan support many different media types and speeds.

One limitation however, is that there is no consistent way to learn if an Ethernet device is operating in full or
half duplex mode. TheNDIS API allows for a generic means for determining link state and speed, but not
the duplex setting. Theremay be driver-specific registry keys to control the media setting which can be con-
figured via thesysctl (8) command.

EXAMPLES
Assuming you have obtained the appropriate.INF and .SYS files for your device, the
ndis_driver_data.h file can be built as follows:

$ ndiscvt -i your_card.INF -s your_card.SYS -o ndis_driver_data.h

Next uncomment the following lines fromsys/arch/i386/conf/GENERIC

$ cd / usr/src/sys/arch/i386/conf
$ cp GENERIC NDIS
$ vi N DIS

.

.

.
options COMPAT_NDIS # NDIS network driver

.

.

.
ndis ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? # Experimental - NDIS Network Driver

Configure your kernel, then copy the ndis_driver_data.h file into the kernel build directory before
compiling the kernel:
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$ cd s rc/sys/arch/i386/conf
$ c onfig NDIS
$ cd . ./compile/NDIS
$ cp / path/to/ndis_driver_data.h .
$ make depend && make
$ s u
$ mv / netbsd /onetbsd
$ cp n etbsd /netbsd
$ r eboot

The ndis0 device should be detected at boot:

Matching vendor: 14e4, product: 4324, name: Dell TrueMobile 1400 Dual Band WLAN Mini-PCI Card
ndis0 at pci2 dev 3 function 0

The device can then be configured withifconfig (8):

ndis0: flags=8843<UP,BROADCAST,RUNNING,SIMPLEX,MULTICAST> mtu 1500
ssid WWUwireless
powersave on (100ms sleep)
chan 6
address: 00:90:4b:69:94:f0
media: IEEE802.11 autoselect
status: no network
inet 140.160.129.226 netmask 0xfffffc00 broadcast 140.160.131.255
inet6 fe80::290:4bff:fe69:94f0%ndis0 prefixlen 64 scopeid 0x3

If the ndis driver creates any sysctl nodes, they can be viewed and altered withsysctl (8):

$ s ysctl ndis0
.
.
.

ndis0.ndis_10280001 = Dell TrueMobile 1300 WLAN Mini-PCI Card
ndis0.ndis_Environment = 1
ndis0.ndis_NdisVersion = 0x00050001
ndis0.ndis_BusType = 5

.

.

.

DIAGNOSTICS
ndis%d: watchdog timeout A packet was queued for transmission and a transmit command was issued,
however the device failed to acknowledge the transmission before a timeout expired.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), netintro (4), ifconfig (8), ndiscvt (8)

NDIS 5.1 specification, http://www.microsoft.com.

HISTORY
Thendis driver wrapper first appeared inFreeBSD5.3 and was ported toNetBSD 4.0.
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AUTHORS
Thendis driver was written by Bill Paul〈wpaul@windriver.com〉. It was ported toNetBSD by
Alan Ritter〈rittera@NetBSD.org〉 with help from
Phil Nelson〈phil@NetBSD.org〉 as part of Google’s Summer of Code 2005.
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NAME
ne — NE2000 and compatible Ethernet cards device driver

SYNOPSIS
ne0 at isa? port 0x300 irq 9
ne∗ at isapnp?
ne∗ at mca? slot ?
ne∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
ne∗ at pcmcia? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Thene device driver supports NE2000 and compatible (including NE1000) Ethernet cards.

MEDIA SELECTION
The Realtek 8019 (ISA, ISAPnP, some PCMCIA) and Realtek 8029 (PCI) NE2000-compatible Ethernet
chips include support for software media selection.If one of these chips is detected by the driver, the list of
supported media will be displayed.

For all other chips supported by thene driver, media selection must be performed either via card jumper set-
tings or by vendor-supplied configuration programs.

DIAGNOSTICS
ne0: where did the card go? The driver found the card, but was unable to make the card respond to com-
plete the configuration sequence.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), isa (4), isapnp (4), mca(4), pci (4), pcmcia (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
nell — sbus pcmcia bridge

SYNOPSIS
# only needed for 32bit sparcs (remove the options line on sparc64):
options FULL_SPARC_BUS_SPACE
nell ∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ? flags 0
pcmcia ∗ at nell? controller ? socket ?

DESCRIPTION
The nell is a pcmcia bridge for the sbus. It is also known as STP4020, the name of the chipset used to
implement it, and has SUN part number 501-2367.

The firmware assigns two interrupt levels to the nell, but the driver only needs a single interrupt.Depending
on distribution of interrupt levels on your machine you might prefer the driver to use either the first (use flags
value 0) or the second (use flags value 1).

KERNEL THREAD
Eachnell instance creates a kernel thread, named like the instance. This thread is used to watch for card
insertions and removals, and handling the attachment and initialization of the card’s driver.

SEE ALSO
pcmcia (4), sbus (4)
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NAME
neo — NeoMagic MagicMedia 256 audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
neo∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
The neo driver provides support for the NeoMagic MagicMedia 256AV and 256ZX AC’97 audio devices,
found on many laptops.

The MagicMedia 256AV also comes in a variant (usually found on Dell and HP laptops) that works in Win-
dows Sound System emulation mode, not in AC’97 mode. That variant of the chip must be used with the
wss(4) driver. Theneo driver will not attach to such chips.

SEE ALSO
ac97 (4), audio (4), intro (4), midi (4), pci (4), wss(4)

HISTORY
Theneo device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.1.

BUGS
The MagicMedia 256 series is not well-documented.

No MIDI or FM synthesizer capability is provided with the MagicMedia 256 in AC’97 mode. While those
capabilities are provided by the Windows driver for the chip, they are emulated by the Windows driver, and
not directly supported by the hardware.
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NAME
neptune — Neptune-X ISA bridge driver

SYNOPSIS
neptune0 at intio0 addr 0xece000 irq 239
ne0 at neptune? addr 0x300

DESCRIPTION
The Neptune-X is a Ethernet interface card initially designed by Hirofumi Shimada, which uses popular
NE2000 or its clone with its own x68k-proprietary bus to ISA bus bridge.

TheNetBSD neptune driver takes charge of the ISA bridge part of the Neptune-X. It is implemented as a
more generic ‘bus’ with its ownbus_space (9) interface, and is intended to be used withne(4) driver.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), isa (4), ne(4), bus_space (9)

HISTORY
Theneptune device appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

BUGS
neptune itself is always detected when it is specified in the kernel config file. This is because the Neptune-
X ISA bridge is transparent to software. Theattached device is detected appropriately.
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NAME
netdock — Ethernet driver for Asante NetDock and Newer Ether MicroDock

SYNOPSIS
netdock ∗ at nubus?

DESCRIPTION
Thenetdock interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network via the Asante NetDock and Newer
Ether MicroDock, for PowerBook Duo series.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). The
netdock interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map
between Internet and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

HARDWARE
Thenetdock interface is currently known to support the following interfaces for PowerBook Duo series:

Asante NetDock
Newer Ether MicroDock

DIAGNOSTICS
netdock%d at nubus%d: address %s, type %s %dKB memory. This is a normal autoconfiguration mes-
sage noting the 6 byte physical Ethernet address of the adapter, its manufacturer, and how much buffer mem-
ory it has.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), netintro (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thenetdock interface first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
netintro — introduction to networking facilities

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <net/route.h>
#include <net/if.h>

DESCRIPTION
This section is a general introduction to the networking facilities available in the system. Documentation in
this part of section 4 is broken up into three areas:protocol families(domains),protocols, and network
interfaces.

All network protocols are associated with a specificprotocol family. A protocol family provides basic ser-
vices to the protocol implementation to allow it to function within a specific network environment. These
services may include packet fragmentation and reassembly, routing, addressing, and basic transport.A pro-
tocol family may support multiple methods of addressing, though the current protocol implementations do
not. A protocol family normally comprises a number of protocols, one persocket (2) type. It is not
required that a protocol family support all socket types.A protocol family may contain multiple protocols
supporting the same socket abstraction.

A protocol supports one of the socket abstractions detailed insocket (2). A specific protocol may be
accessed either by creating a socket of the appropriate type and protocol family, or by requesting the protocol
explicitly when creating a socket. Protocolsnormally accept only one type of address format, usually deter-
mined by the addressing structure inherent in the design of the protocol family/network architecture.Certain
semantics of the basic socket abstractions are protocol specific. All protocols are expected to support the
basic model for their particular socket type, but may, in addition, provide non-standard facilities or exten-
sions to a mechanism.For example, a protocol supporting theSOCK_STREAMabstraction may allow more
than one byte of out-of-band data to be transmitted per out-of-band message.

A network interface is similar to a device interface. Network interfaces comprise the lowest layer of the net-
working subsystem, interacting with the actual transport hardware. Aninterface may support one or more
protocol families and/or address formats.The SYNOPSISsection of each network interface entry gives a
sample specification of the related drivers for use in providing a system description to theconfig (1) pro-
gram.

TheDIAGNOSTICSsection lists messages which may appear on the console and/or in the system error log,
/var/log/messages (seesyslogd (8)), due to errors in device operation.

PROT OCOLS
The system currently supports the Internet protocols and some of theISO OSIprotocols. Raw socket inter-
faces are provided to theIP protocol layer of the Internet, and to theIDP protocol of XeroxNS. Consult the
appropriate manual pages in this section for more information regarding the support for each protocol family.

ADDRESSING
Associated with each protocol family is an address format.All network address adhere to a general struc-
ture, called a sockaddr, described below. Howev er, each protocol imposes finer and more specific structure,
generally renaming the variant, which is discussed in the protocol family manual page alluded to above.

struct sockaddr {
u_char sa_len;
u_char sa_family;
char sa_data[14];
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};

The fieldsa_len contains the total length of the of the structure, which may exceed 16 bytes. The follow-
ing address values forsa_family are known to the system (and additional formats are defined for possible
future implementation):

#define AF_LOCAL 1 / ∗ local to host (pipes, portals) ∗/
#define AF_INET 2 / ∗ internetwork: UDP, TCP, etc. ∗/
#define AF_NS 6 / ∗ Xerox NS protocols ∗/
#define AF_CCITT 10 / ∗ CCITT protocols, X.25 etc ∗/
#define AF_HYLINK 15 / ∗ NSC Hyperchannel ∗/
#define AF_ISO 18 / ∗ ISO protocols ∗/

ROUTING
UNIX provides some packet routing facilities. Thekernel maintains a routing information database, which is
used in selecting the appropriate network interface when transmitting packets.

A user process (or possibly multiple co-operating processes) maintains this database by sending messages
over a special kind of socket. Thissupplants fixed sizeioctl (2) used in earlier releases.

This facility is described inroute (4).

INTERFACES
Each network interface in a system corresponds to a path through which messages may be sent and received.
A network interface usually has a hardware device associated with it, though certain interfaces such as the
loopback interface,lo (4), do not.

The following ioctl (2) calls may be used to manipulate network interfaces. Theioctl (2) is made on a
socket (typically of typeSOCK_DGRAM) in the desired domain.Most of the requests supported in earlier
releases take an ifreq structure as its parameter. This structure has the form

struct ifreq {
#define IFNAMSIZ 16

char ifr_name[IFNAMSIZ]; / ∗ if name, e.g. "en0" ∗/
union {

struct sockaddr ifru_addr;
struct sockaddr ifru_dstaddr;
struct sockaddr ifru_broadaddr;
short ifru_flags;
int ifru_metric;
void ∗ifru_data;

} i fr_ifru;
#define ifr_addr ifr_ifru.ifru_addr / ∗ address ∗/
#define ifr_dstaddr ifr_ifru.ifru_dstaddr / ∗ other end of p-to-p link ∗/
#define ifr_broadaddr ifr_ifru.ifru_broadaddr / ∗ broadcast address ∗/
#define ifr_flags ifr_ifru.ifru_flags / ∗ flags ∗/
#define ifr_metric ifr_ifru.ifru_metric / ∗ metric ∗/
#define ifr_data ifr_ifru.ifru_data / ∗ for use by interface ∗/
};

Calls which are now deprecated are:

SIOCSIFADDR Set interface address for protocol family. Following the address assignment, the ‘‘ini-
tialization’’ routine for the interface is called.
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SIOCSIFDSTADDRSet point to point address for protocol family and interface.

SIOCSIFBRDADDRSet broadcast address for protocol family and interface.

ioctl (2) requests to obtain addresses and requests both to set and retrieve other data are still fully sup-
ported and use theifreq structure:

SIOCGIFADDR Get interface address for protocol family.

SIOCGIFDSTADDRGet point to point address for protocol family and interface.

SIOCGIFBRDADDRGet broadcast address for protocol family and interface.

SIOCSIFFLAGS Set interface flags field. If the interface is marked down, any processes currently rout-
ing packets through the interface are notified; some interfaces may be reset so that
incoming packets are no longer received. Whenmarked up again, the interface is
reinitialized.

SIOCGIFFLAGS Get interface flags.

SIOCSIFMETRIC Set interface routing metric. The metric is used only by user-level routers.

SIOCGIFMETRIC Get interface metric.

There are two requests that make use of a new structure:

SIOCAIFADDR An interface may have more than one address associated with it in some protocols.
This request provides a means to add additional addresses (or modify characteristics of
the primary address if the default address for the address family is specified).Rather
than making separate calls to set destination or broadcast addresses, or network masks
(now an integral feature of multiple protocols) a separate structure,ifaliasreq, is
used to specify all three facets simultaneously (see below). Onewould use a slightly
tailored version of this struct specific to each family (replacing each sockaddr by one
of the family-specific type). Where the sockaddr itself is larger than the default size,
one needs to modify theioctl (2) identifier itself to include the total size, as
described inioctl (2).

SIOCDIFADDR This requests deletes the specified address from the list associated with an interface. It
also uses theifaliasreq structure to allow for the possibility of protocols allowing
multiple masks or destination addresses, and also adopts the convention that specifica-
tion of the default address means to delete the first address for the interface belonging
to the address family in which the original socket was opened.

Request making use of theifconf structure:

SIOCGIFCONF Get interface configuration list. This request takes anifconf structure (see below)
as a value-result parameter. Theifc_len field should be initially set to the size of
the buffer pointed to byifc_buf. On return it will contain the length, in bytes, of
the configuration list.

/ ∗
∗ Structure used in SIOC[AD]IFADDR request.
∗/
struct ifaliasreq {

char ifra_name[IFNAMSIZ]; / ∗ if name, e.g. "en0" ∗/
struct sockaddr ifra_addr;
struct sockaddr ifra_dstaddr;

#define ifra_broadaddr ifra_dstaddr
struct sockaddr ifra_mask;
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};

/ ∗
∗ Structure used in SIOCGIFCONF request.
∗ Used to retrieve interface configuration
∗ for machine (useful for programs which
∗ must know all networks accessible).
∗/
struct ifconf {

int ifc_len; / ∗ size of associated buffer ∗/
union {

void ∗ifcu_buf;
struct ifreq ∗ifcu_req;

} i fc_ifcu;
#define ifc_buf ifc_ifcu.ifcu_buf / ∗ buffer address ∗/
#define ifc_req ifc_ifcu.ifcu_req / ∗ array of structures returned ∗/
};

SEE ALSO
config (1), ioctl (2), socket (2), intro (4), routed (8)

HISTORY
Thenetintro manual appeared in 4.3BSD−Tahoe.
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NAME
newport — SGI NG1 graphics controller

SYNOPSIS
newport ∗ at gio? slot ?
wsdisplay ∗ at newport? console ?

DESCRIPTION
The newport driver supports the SGI NG1 (a.k.a. Indy 8-bit, Indy 24-bit, and XL) graphics controllers,
often found on Indy and Indigo2 machines.

SEE ALSO
gio (4), grtwo (4), light (4), wscons (4)

HISTORY
Thenewport driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
nfe — NVIDIA nForce MCP Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
nfe ∗ at pci?
ciphy ∗ at mii?
icsphy ∗ at mii?
makphy∗ at mii?
rlphy ∗ at mii?

DESCRIPTION
The nfe driver supports PCI Ethernet adapters based on the NVIDIA nForce Media and Communications
Processors (MCP), such as the nForce, nForce 2, nForce 3, CK804, MCP04, MCP51, MCP55, MCP61,
MCP65, MCP67 and MCP73 Ethernet controller chips.

Thenfe driver supports the followingmedia types:

autoselect Enable autoselection of the media type and options.
10baseT Set 10Mbps operation.
100baseTX Set 100Mbps (Fast Ethernet) operation.
1000baseT Set 1000Mbps (Gigabit Ethernet) operation (recent models only).

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ciphy (4), icsphy (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), netintro (4), pci (4), rlphy (4),
ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thenfe device driver first appeared inOpenBSD3.9. Itwas added toNetBSD 3.1.

AUTHORS
The nfe driver was written by Jonathan Gray〈jsg@openbsd.org〉 and Damien Bergamini
〈damien@openbsd.org〉.

CAVEATS
NVIDIA refuse to release any documentation on their products.
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NAME
nfsmb , nfsmbc — NVIDIA nForce 2/3/4 SMBus controller and SMBus driver

SYNOPSIS
nfsmbc ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
nfsmb ∗ at nfsmbc?

DESCRIPTION
The nfsmbc provides support for the NVIDIA nForce 2/3/4 SMBus controller. The nfsmbc has two
SMBus (nfsmb ) .

SEE ALSO
pci (4)

HISTORY
Thenfsmb driver appeared inNetBSD 4.0.
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NAME
njata — Workbit NinjaATA-32 CardBus IDE controller driver

SYNOPSIS
njata ∗ at cardbus? function ?
njata ∗ at cardbus? function ? flags 0x01 # with wait 0x01

DESCRIPTION
Thenjata driver provides support for the following Workbit Bus-Master CardBus IDE controller chips:

NinjaATA-32Bi CardBus / PCMCIA dual mode IDE controller( “DuoATA” ) .  This controller is
mainly used for portable drives. Thisdriver supports the CardBus mode.

NPAT A-32 CardBus IDE controller. This controller is widely used for CardBus Compact-
Flash adapters.

These controllers are capable of bus-mastering for ATA PIO transfer. The njata driver uses the bus-mas-
tering PIO transfer unless transfer buffer is unaligned, and significantly reduces CPU usage for PIO-only
AT A devices compared with usual PIO transfer.

CONFIGURATION
The optional flags parameter is the “wait” value for ATA transfers. Somecombinations of host and device
may fail without flags parameter orflags 0x00. In this case try adding wait values like flags 0x01or flags 0x11
(the wait parameter is composed of two 4bit values). Smallerwait values should be faster. Too long waits
may cause transfer errors.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), cardbus (4), intro (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

HISTORY
Thenjata device driver first appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
ITOH Yasufumi〈itohy@NetBSD.org〉
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NAME
njs — Workbit NinjaSCSI-32 PCI/CardBus SCSI driver

SYNOPSIS
njs ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
njs ∗ at cardbus? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The njs driver provides support for the following Workbit Bus-Master PCI/CardBus Ultra Narrow SCSI
controller chips:

NinjaSCSI-32Bi CardBus / PCMCIA dual mode device (“DuoSCSI” ) . This driver supports
the CardBus mode.

NinjaSCSI-32UDE PCI / CardBus device with DualEdge transfer (40MB/s max.) capability.

SEE ALSO
cardbus (4), cd (4), ch (4), pci (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4), uk (4)

HISTORY
Thenjs device driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.3.

AUTHORS
ITOH Yasufumi〈itohy@NetBSD.org〉

BUGS
DualEdge transfer is not currently supported.
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NAME
np — Interlan Np100 10 Mb/s Ethernet interface

SYNOPSIS
np0 at uba0 csr 166000 vector npintr

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

Thenp device provides access to an Interlan Np100 Ethernet interface for control functions.

This interface is unusual in that it requires loading firmware into the controller before it may be used as a
network link-level interface. Thisis accomplished by opening a character special device, and writing data to
it. It is also possible to do post-mortem debugging of firmware failures by reading the local memory of the
device.

Multiple control processes are allowed by opening separate minor devices; secondary interfaces are specified
by shifting the interface number by 4 bits.

The device also responds to commands passed through the driver by the followingioctl (2)s:

NPRESET kills off all active network processes.

NPSTART begins execution of the board at the specified address (usually0x400 ).

NPNETBOOTdownloads the image from a server on the network. [ContactMICOM-INTERLAN for details.]

DIAGNOSTICS
np%d: Bad Maintenance command: %x! An invalid ioctl (2) was passed to the np driver.

np%d: Panic NP100 bad buffer chain. An error occurred in an read or write operation causing it to run
out of buffers before it finished the operation. This indicates a kernel failure rather than a device failure.

NP100 unit %d not found! A failure occurred during initialization, such that the UNIBUS address
expected for the board was found to be bad.Probably indicates hardware problems with the board, as do the
following:

NP100 Unit %d timed out!
NP100 Unit %d Failed diagnostics!
Status from CSR0: %x.

Panic from NP100 unit %d!
Panic Message: %s.An occurrence on the board was deemed serious enough to have the VAX print it out.

NP100 unit #%d available! The board was successfully loaded and started.

np%d: Bad Req: %x. The board made a maintenance request to the VAX that it did not understand.

np%d: No more room on Command Queue!The np driver allowed an internal resource to be exhausted.
This should never happen.

There are 110 other diagnostic messages that can be enabled by setting bits in a debugging mask.Consult
the driver for details.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), ix (4), netintro (4)
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HISTORY
Thenp driver appeared in 4.3BSD.
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NAME
npx — Numeric Processing Extension coprocessor and emulator

SYNOPSIS
npx0 at isa? port "IO_NPX0" irq 13
npx ∗ at acpi?
npx ∗ at pnpbios? index ?

DESCRIPTION
Thenpx driver enables the use of the system’s Numeric Processing Extension coprocessor. Thenpx driver
is required for proper system functioning regardless of whether or not an NPX is present.

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), isa (4), pnpbios (4)
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NAME
nsclpcsio — National Semiconductor PC87366 LPC Super I/O

SYNOPSIS
nsclpcsio ∗ at isa?
gpio ∗ at nsclpcsio?

DESCRIPTION
Thensclpcsio driver provides support for theNational SemiconductorPC87366 LPC Super I/O. The Super
I/O incorporates several logical devices, the following ones are supported: GPIO, VLM and TMS.

The GPIO logical device provides 29 I/O pins which can be accessed through thegpio (4) framework. The
gpioctl (8) program allows easy manipulation of the pins from userland.

VLM and TMS logical devices provides hardware monitoring capabilities to be used with theenvsys (4)
API. The following 17 monitoring sensors are available:

Sensor Units Typical Use
TSENS1uK Remotediode
TSENS2uK Remotediode
TNSC uK Localdiode
VSENS0uV DC External source
VSENS1uV DC External source
VSENS2uV DC External source
VSENS3uV DC External source
VSENS4uV DC External source
VSENS5uV DC External source
VSENS6uV DC External source
VSB uV DC VSB
VDD uV DC VDD
VBAT uV DC VBAT
AVDD uV DC AVDD
TS1 uV DC Thermistor
TS2 uV DC Thermistor
TS3 uV DC Thermistor

SEE ALSO
envsys (4), envstat (8)

HISTORY
Thensclpcsio device appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

BUGS
The chip decodes address ranges which are not obvious and cannot be controlled by the kernel configuration
file (must be set up by the BIOS).
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NAME
nsmb — kernel SMB protocol communicator

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device nsmb

DESCRIPTION
This virtual device is used by SMBFS filesystem for actual communication with SMB servers. Itprovides
the physical transportation, encapsulating the networking part of SMBFS.Only SMB over TCP/IP is sup-
ported at this moment, SMB over NetBIOS is not supported.

For the SMBFS kernel support to work, it’s necessary to have both this pseudo-device and file-system
SMBFS configured into kernel.

SEE ALSO
mount_smbfs (8)

HISTORY
This driver first appeared inFreeBSD4.4. InNetBSD, this first appeared inNetBSD 2.0, together with rest of
SMBFS support.

AUTHORS
Boris Popov 〈bp@butya.kz〉, 〈bp@FreeBSD.org〉. NetBSD port done by Matt Debergalis
〈deberg@NetBSD.org〉 and Jaromir Dolecek〈jdolecek@NetBSD.org〉.

NetBSD 3.0 January 18, 2004 1
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NAME
nsphy — Driver for National Semiconductor DP83840 10/100 Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
nsphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
The nsphy driver supports the National Semiconductor DP83840 and DP83840A 10/100 Ethernet PHYs.
These PHYs are found on a variety of high-performance Ethernet interfaces.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
nsphyter — Driver for National Semiconductor DP83843 10/100 Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
nsphyter ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
The nsphyter driver supports the National Semiconductor DP83843 (PHYTER) 10/100 Ethernet PHY,
which is found in a variety of high-performance Ethernet interfaces, and DP83815 (MacPHYTER) internal
PHY. The DP83815 is a 10/100 Ethernet chip supported by thesip (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
ntwoc — Riscom/N2, N2pci, WANic 400 synchronous serial interfaces

SYNOPSIS
ntwoc ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0
ntwoc0 at isa? port 0x300 irq 5 iomem 0xc8000 flags 1

DESCRIPTION
The ntwoc device driver supports bit-synchronous serial communication using Cisco HDLC framing.The
cards are capable of being driven by the line clock or from an internal baud rate generator. The devices all
use the Hitachi hd64570 serial chip. The hd64570 supports 2 asynchronous/byte-synchronous/bit-synchro-
nous serial ports, and has a 4-channel DMA controller for loading the serial port FIFOs.

The ISA Riscom/N2 card has a jumper block to set the IRQ and a DIP switch to set the port address the card
will use. The values programmed into the card must be specified with theport andirq locators in the ker-
nel configuration line.The iomem locator must be specified and must occur on a 16k boundary. The driver
uses a 16k region of io memory. Bit 0 of theflags locator indicates if there is a second serial port available
on the card.

Currently clock source and speed information is specified with theflags locator in the kernel configuration
file. Theflags field has the following format.

3 2 1
1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
+-------------+ +-----+ +-----+ + +---+ +-+ + +---+ +-+ +

tmc tdiv rdiv e1 rxs1 ts1 e0 rxs0 txs0 np( ∗)

tmc Defines the timer constant. The base clock frequency is divided bytmc to generate the main
clock for receiving and sending. Further division is possible with thetdiv and rdiv divisor
options. Avalue of 0 is treated as 256.

tdiv Defines the transmit divisor as 2ˆ(tdiv). The internal transmit clock frequency is determined
by dividing the base clock frequency by tmcand then dividing by 2ˆ(tdiv).

rdiv Defines the receive divisor as 2ˆ(rdiv). Theinternal receive clock frequency is determined by
dividing the base clock frequency by tmcand then dividing by 2ˆ(rdiv).

e0 e1 If true the internal clock source is used to drive the line clock for port 0 or port 1 respectively.

rxs0 rxs1 Specifies which clock source to use for receiving data on port 0 and port 1 respectively. The
following values are accepted:

0
Line clock.

1
Line clock with noise suppression.

2
Internal clock.

txs0 txs1 Specifies which clock source to use for transmitting data on port 0 and port 1 respectively.
The following values are accepted:

0
Line clock.

1
Internal clock.
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2
Receive clock.

np (For the ISA card only) A value of 1 indicates there is a second serial port present on the card.
This is auto-detected on the PCI card and need not be specified.

HARDWARE
Cards supported by thentwoc driver include:

SDL Communications Riscom/N2
SDL Communications N2pci
SDL Communications WANic 400 (untested)

DIAGNOSTICS
ntwoc0: TXDMA underrun - fif o depth maxed Indicates that the serial port’s FIFO is being drained faster
than DMA can fill it. The driver automatically increases the low-water mark at which to begin DMA trans-
fers when underruns occur. This diagnostic is issued when the low-water mark is maximized (i.e., 1 less than
the depth of the FIFO).

ntwoc0: RXDMA buffer overflow Indicates that a frame is being received by the card, but there are no free
receive buffers.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), isa (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
The PCI driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.4. Muchof the ISA driver was adapted from theFreeBSDsr
driver and first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

BUGS
Use of theflags locator for setting the clock sources and speeds should be replaced with ioctl’s and a con-
trol program.

NetBSD 3.0 October 2, 1998 2
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NAME
null — the null device

DESCRIPTION
Thenull device accepts and reads data as any ordinary (and willing) file − but throws it away. The length
of thenull device is always zero.

FILES
/dev/null

HISTORY
A null device appeared in Version 7AT&T UNIX .

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 1
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NAME
nvram — PReP nvram interface

SYNOPSIS
#include <machine/nvram.h>

DESCRIPTION
The file /dev/nvram is an interface to the PReP NVRAM, including the Global Environment Area.This
interface is highly stylized; ioctls are used for all operations. These ioctls refer to individual variables in the
Global Environment Area and thier values.

The calls that take and/or return a variable use a pointer to anint variable for this purpose; others use a
pointer to anstruct pnviocdesc descriptor, which contains a variable and two counted strings.The
first string comprises the fieldspnv_namelen (an int ) and pnv_name (a char ∗), giving the name of a
field. Thesecond string comprises the fieldspnv_buflen andpnv_buf , used analogously. These two
counted strings work in a “value-result” fashion. Atentry to the ioctl, the counts are expected to reflect the
buffer size; on return, the counts are updated to reflect the buffer contents.

The following ioctls are supported:

PNVIOCGETNEXTNAME
Takes a variable name and returns the name of the following variable. Ifa NULL
is passed as the variable name, the first variable name will be returned.If the last
variable is given as an argument, the ioctl will returnEINVAL.

PNVIOCGET Fills in the value of the named property for the given variable. Ifno such property
is associated with that variable, the value length is set to −1. If the named prop-
erty exists but has no value, the value length is set to 0.

PNVIOCSET Writes the given value under the given name.

PNVIOCGETNUMGE Returns the number of variables in the Global Environment Area.

FILES
/dev/nvram

ERRORS
The following may result in rejection of an operation:

[EINVAL ] The given variable name does not exist.

[EINVAL ] The buffer set up to retrieve values from the nvram was not large enough to hold the
result.

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2)

PowerPC Reference Platform Specification Version 1.1, Section 5.5

BUGS
Due to limitations within thenvram itself, these functions run at elevated priority and may adversely affect
system performance.

PNVIOCSETis not currently supported, making thenvram driver read-only at this time.
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NAME
oak — Oak SCSI I Card device interface

SYNOPSIS
oak0 at podulebus?

DESCRIPTION
Theoak interface provides access to Oak SCSI I interfaces.

SEE ALSO
asc (4), cosc (4), csc (4), podulebus (4), ptsc (4)
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NAME
obio — introduction to Macintosh On-Board IO bus support and drivers

SYNOPSIS
obio0 at mainbus?

DESCRIPTION
The obio interface serves as an abstraction used by the autoconfiguration system to help find and attach
devices (e.g. the Ethernet or disk controllers) connected to the Macintosh onboard I/O bus.

HARDWARE
NetBSD includes machine-dependentOn-Boarddrivers, sorted by device type and driver name:

SCSI interfaces
esp NCR 53C9xSCSIinterfaces.

ncrscsi NCR 5380SCSIinterface.

Disk and tape controllers
iwm Integrated Woz Machine - Sony based floppy drives.

wdc Standard IDE/ATAPI type hard drive controllers.

Network interfaces
mc Apple MACE ethernet interface.

sn Sonic (DP83932, DP83916) based ethernet interfaces.

Serial interfaces
zsc Zilog 8530 serial communications interfaces.

Audio devices
asc Apple Sound Chip as found on 68k based Macintosh computers.

Miscellaneous devices
adb Apple Desktop Bus for keyboards, mice, and other input devices.

intvid Internal video hardware.

SEE ALSO
adb (4), asc (4), autoconf (4), esp (4), intro (4), intvid (4), iwm(4), mc(4), ncrscsi (4), sn (4),
wdc(4), zsc (4)

HISTORY
obio first appeared inNetBSD 1.2.
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NAME
obio — introduction to Macintosh On-Board IO bus support and drivers

SYNOPSIS
obio0 at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The obio interface serves as an abstraction used by the autoconfiguration system to help find and attach
devices (e.g. the Ethernet or disk controllers) connected to the Macintosh onboard I/O bus.

HARDWARE
NetBSD includes machine-dependentOn-Boarddrivers, sorted by device type and driver name:

SCSI interfaces
esp NCR 53C9xSCSIinterfaces.

mesh Apple Macintosh Enhanced SCSI HardwareSCSIinterfaces.

Disk and tape controllers
wdc Standard IDE/ATAPI type hard drive controllers.

mediabay Standard IDE/ATAPI type CD-ROM drive controllers in PowerBooks.

Network interfaces
bm Apple BMac ethernet interface.

mc Apple MACE ethernet interface.

gem GMAC ethernet interface.

wi Wa veLAN/IEEE and PRISM-II 802.11 wireless interfaces.

Serial interfaces
zsc Zilog 8530 serial communications interfaces.

Audio devices
aw acs Apple’s ‘audio wav eform amplifier and converter for sound’ audio device found on most

macppc models. May not work on several G4 and iBook models.

Miscellaneous devices
adb Apple Desktop Bus for keyboards, mice, and other input devices.

nvram Placeholder device for the persistant system settings.

SEE ALSO
adb (4), autoconf (4), awacs (4), bm(4), esp (4), gem(4), intro (4), mc(4), mediabay (4), mesh(4),
wdc(4), wi (4), zsc (4)

HISTORY
obio first appeared inNetBSD 1.2.
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NAME
oboe — Toshiba OBOE IrDA SIR/FIR driver

SYNOPSIS
oboe ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
irframe ∗ at oboe?

DESCRIPTION
Theoboe driver provides support for the Toshiba Oboe IrDA chip.

Access to the device is through theirframe (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
irframe (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Theoboe driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
Jan Sparud〈jan@sparud.net〉
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NAME
ofisa — introduction to machine-independent Open Firmware ISA bus support and drivers

SYNOPSIS
ofisa ∗ at mainbus0
XX∗ at ofisa?

DESCRIPTION
NetBSD includes a machine-independentISA bus subsystem and several machine-independentISA device
drivers. Theofisa bus uses Open Firmware to determine how to attach devices.

HARDWARE
NetBSD includes machine-independent Open FirmwareISA drivers, sorted by device type and driver name:

Disk and tape controllers
wdc Standard Western Digital type hard drive controllers: MFM, RLL, ESDI, and IDE/ATAPI.

Serial and parallel interfaces
com NS8250-, NS16450-, and NS16550-based serial ports.

lpt StandardISA parallel port interface.

Network interfaces
cs Cirrus LogicCrystal CS8900Ethernetinterfaces.

Sound cards and MIDI interfaces
ess ESS Technology AudioDrive 1788-, 1888-, 1887-, and 888-based sound cards.

Miscellaneous devices
joy Game (joystick) adapters.

SEE ALSO
com(4), cs (4), ess (4), intro (4), isa (4), joy (4), lpt (4), wdc(4)

HISTORY
The Open FirmwareISA subsystem appeared inNetBSD 1.4.
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NAME
ohci — USB Open Host Controller driver

SYNOPSIS
ohci ∗ at cardbus? function ?
ohci ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
usb ∗ at ohci?

DESCRIPTION
Theohci driver provides support for USB Open Host Controller Interface.

SEE ALSO
cardbus (4), pci (4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theohci driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.
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NAME
onewire — 1-Wire bus

SYNOPSIS
onewire ∗ at gpioow?

option ONEWIREVERBOSE

DESCRIPTION
1-Wire bus was originally developed by Dallas Semiconductor for connecting integrated circuits. It is com-
monly used for connecting devices such as electronic keys, EEPROMs, temperature sensors, real-time
clocks, security chips, etc.

The onewire driver provides a uniform programming interface layer between 1-Wire master controllers
and various 1-Wire slave devices. Each1-Wire master controller attaches aonewire framework; several
slave devices can then be attached to theonewire bus.

The driver supports plugging and unplugging slave devices on the fly.

SUPPORTED MASTERS
gpioow (4) 1-Wire bus bit-banging through GPIO pin

SUPPORTED SLAVES
owid (4) ID family type device
owtemp(4) temperature family type device

SEE ALSO
intro (4)

HISTORY
Theonewire driver first appeared inOpenBSD4.0 andNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
Theonewire driver was written by Alexander Yurchenko〈grange@openbsd.org〉 and ported toNetBSD by
Jeff Rizzo 〈riz@NetBSD.org〉.
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NAME
oosiop — Symbios/NCR 53C700 SCSI driver

SYNOPSIS
arc

oosiop ∗ at jazzio?

hp700
oosiop0 at gsc?

scsibus ∗ at oosiop?

DESCRIPTION
Theoosiop driver provides support for theSymbios/NCR53C700SCSIcontroller chip.

For theSymbios/NCR53C710SCSIhost adapters, use theosiop (4) driver.

For theSymbios/NCR53C8xxPCI SCSIhost adapters, use thesiop (4) oresiop (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), esiop (4), intro (4), osiop (4), scsi (4), sd (4), siop (4), ss (4), st (4), uk (4),
scsipi (9)

HISTORY
oosiop driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
Theoosiop driver was originally written by Shuichiro URATA for the arc port.Izumi Tsutsui modified the
driver to make it really machine independent for hp700.
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NAME
openprom — Sun OPENPROM and EEPROM interface

SYNOPSIS
#include <machine/openpromio.h>

DESCRIPTION
The file /dev/openprom is an interface to the SPARC OPENPROM, including the EEPROM area.This
interface is highly stylized; ioctls are used for all operations. These ioctls refer to “nodes”, which are simply
“magic” integer values describing data areas.Occasionally the number 0 may be used or returned instead, as
described below. A special distinguished “options” node holds the EEPROM settings.

The calls that take and/or return a node use a pointer to anint variable for this purpose; others use a pointer
to anstruct opiocdesc descriptor, which contains a node and two counted strings. The first string
comprises the fieldsop_namelen (an int ) and op_name (a char ∗), giving the name of a field.The
second string comprises the fieldsop_buflen andop_buf , used analogously. These two counted strings
work in a “value-result” fashion. Atentry to the ioctl, the counts are expected to reflect the buffer size; on
return, the counts are updated to reflect the buffer contents.

The following ioctls are supported:

OPIOCGETOPTNODETakes nothing, and fills in the options node number.

OPIOCGETNEXT Takes a node number and returns the number of the following node. The node fol-
lowing the last node is number 0; the node following number 0 is the first node.

OPIOCGETCHILD Takes a node number and returns the number of the first “child” of that node.This
child may have siblings; these can be discovered by usingOPIOCGETNEXT.

OPIOCGET Fills in the value of the named property for the given node. If no such property is
associated with that node, the value length is set to -1. If the named property exists
but has no value, the value length is set to 0.

OPIOCSET Writes the given value under the given name. TheOPENPROM may refuse this
operation; in this caseEINVAL is returned.

OPIOCNEXTPROP Finds the property whose name follows the given name in OPENPROM internal
order. The resulting name is returned in the value field. If the named property is the
last, the “next” name is the empty string. As withOPIOCGETNEXT, the next name
after the empty string is the first name.

FILES
/dev/openprom

ERRORS
The following may result in rejection of an operation:

[EINVAL ] The given node number is not zero and does not correspond to any valid node, or is
zero where zero is not allowed.

[EBADF] The requested operation requires permissions not specified at the call toopen ().

[ENAMETOOLONG] The given name or value field exceeds the maximum allowed length (8191 bytes).

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2)
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http://playground.sun.com/1275/

BUGS
Due to limitations within theopenprom itself, these functions run at elevated priority and may adversely
affect system performance.

The Sun openprom is what became the Open Firmware (IEEE 1275) standard for processor and system
independent boot firmware.

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 2
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NAME
opl — Yamaha OPL2 and OPL3 FM MIDI synthesizer driver

SYNOPSIS
opl ∗ at cmpci? flags 1
opl ∗ at esl?
opl ∗ at eso?
opl ∗ at ess?
opl ∗ at fms?
opl0 at isa? port 0x388
opl ∗ at sb?
opl ∗ at sv?
opl ∗ at wss?
opl ∗ at yds?
opl ∗ at ym?
midi ∗ at opl?

DESCRIPTION
The opl driver provides support for the Yamaha OPL2 (YM3812) and OPL3 (YMF262) chips.The chips
are FM synthesizers and are capable of producing a wide range of sounds.

Access to the device is through the MIDI driver.

Theopl driver usually attaches to a sound card, but it can also sit directly on the ISA bus.

If “flags 1” is specified, theopl driver handles left and right channels of OPL3 swapped. Usethis flag if
your device has such problem.

SEE ALSO
cmpci (4), esl (4), eso (4), ess (4), fms (4), isa (4), midi (4), sb (4), sv (4), wss(4), yds (4), ym(4)

HISTORY
Theopl device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

BUGS
The OPL3 chip is operated in OPL2 mode despite being more capable.
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NAME
optiide — OPTi IDE disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
optiide ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
Theoptiide driver supports the OPTi 82c621, 82c568 and 82d568 IDE controllers, and provides the inter-
face with the hardware for theata (4) driver.

The 0x0002 flag forces theoptiide driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally be
enabled. Thiscan be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the IDE controller is wired
up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

BUGS
The timings used for the PIO and DMA modes for controllers listed above are for a PCI bus running at 25 or
33 MHz. This driver may not work properly on overclocked systems.
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NAME
options — Miscellaneous kernel configuration options

SYNOPSIS
cinclude . . .
config . . .
[no] file-system . . .
ident . . .
include . . .
[no] makeoptions . . .
maxusers . . .
[no] options . . .
[no] pseudo-device . . .

DESCRIPTION
This manual page describes a number of miscellaneous kernel configuration options that may be specified in
a kernel config file.Seeconfig (1) andconfig (5) for information on how to configure and build kernels.

Theno form removes a previously specified option.

Keywords
The following keywords are recognized in a kernel configuration file:

cinclude "filename"
Conditionally includes another kernel configuration file whose name isfilename, which may be double-
quoted and may be an explicit path or relative to the kernel source directory. Failure to open the named file is
ignored.

configexec_name root onrootdev [typefstype] [ dumps ondumpdev]
Defines a configuration whose kernel executable is namedexec_name, normally “netbsd”, with its root file
system of typefstype on the device rootdev, and optionally specifying the location of kernel core
dumps on the device dumpdev. dev or dumpdev andfstype may be specified as “?”, which is a wild
card. Therootfstype anddumpdev are optional and assumed to be wild carded if they are not specified.

device_instance atattachment [locators value [ . . .]] [fl agsvalue]
Define an instance of the device driver device_instance that attaches to the bus or device named
attachment. An attachment may require additional information on where the device can be found,
such as an address, channel, function, offset, and/or slot, referred to aslocators, whosevalue often may
be a wild card, “?”. Some device drivers have one or moreflags that can be adjusted to affect the way they
operate.

file-systemfs_name [, fs_name [ . . .]]
Include support for the file-systemfs_name.

ident "string"
Sets the kernel identification string tostring.

include "filename"
Functions the same ascinclude, except failure to openfilename produces a fatal error.

optionsoption_name [, option_name=value [ . . .]]
Specifies (or sets) the option, or comma-separated list of options,option_name. Some options expect to
be assigned a value, which may be an integer, a double-quoted word, a bare word, or an empty string( "" ) .
Note that those are eventually handled by the C compiler, so the rules of that language apply.
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Note: Options that are not defined by device definition files are passed to the compile process as−D flags to
the C compiler.

makeoptionsname=value
Defines amake(1) macroname with the valuevalue in the kernel Makefile.

maxusersinteger
Set the maxusers variable in the kernel.

no keyword name [arguments [ . . .]]
For theconfig (1) keywords file-system, makeoptions, options, and pseudo-device,no removes the file-
system, makeoption, options, or pseudo-device, name. This is useful when a kernel configuration file
includes another which has undesired options.

For example, a local configuration file that wanted the kitchen sink, but not COMPAT_09 or bridging, might
be:

include "arch/i386/conf/GENERIC"
no options COMPAT_09
no pseudo-device bridge

pseudo-devicename [N]
Includes support for the pseudo-devicename. Some pseudo-devices can have multiple orN instances.

Compatibility Options
options COMPAT_09
Enable binary compatibility withNetBSD 0.9. Thisenables support for 16-bit user, group, and process IDs
(following revisions support 32-bit identifiers). It also allows the use of the deprecated
getdomainname (3), setdomainname (3), and uname(3) syscalls. This option also allows using
numeric file system identifiers rather than strings. PostNetBSD 0.9 versions use string identifiers.

options COMPAT_10
Enable binary compatibility withNetBSD 1.0. Thisoption allows the use of the file system name of “ufs” as
an alias for “ffs”. Thename “ffs” should be used post 1.0 in/etc/fstab and other files. It also adds old
syscalls for theAT&T System VUNIX shared memory interface. Thiswas changed post 1.0 to work on
64-bit architectures.This option also enables “sgtty” compatibility, without which programs using the old
interface produce an “inappropriate ioctl” error, and /dev/io only works when this option is set in the ker-
nel, seeio (4) on ports that support it.

options COMPAT_11
Enable binary compatibility withNetBSD 1.1. Thisallows binaries running on the i386 port to gain direct
access to the io ports by opening/dev/io read/write. Thisfunctionality was replaced byi386_iopl (2)
post 1.1. On theAtari port, the location of the disk label was moved after 1.1. When theCOMPAT_11option
is set, the kernel will read (pre) 1.1 style disk labels as a last resort.When a disk label is re-written, the old
style label will be replaced with a post 1.1 style label.This also enables theEXEC_ELF_NOTELESSoption.

options COMPAT_12
Enable binary compatibility withNetBSD 1.2. This allows the use of old syscalls forreboot () and
swapon (). Thesyscall numbers were changed post 1.2 to add functionality to thereboot (2) syscall, and
the newswapctl (2) interface was introduced. This also enables theEXEC_ELF_NOTELESSoption.

options COMPAT_13
Enable binary compatibility withNetBSD 1.3. Thisallows the use of old syscalls forsigaltstack (), and
also enables the oldswapctl (2) commandSWAP_STATS(now called SWAP_OSTATS), which does not
include these_path member ofstruct swapent.
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options COMPAT_14
Enable binary compatibility withNetBSD 1.4. Thisallows some oldioctl (2) on wscons (4) to be per-
formed, and allows theNFSSVC_BIODmode of thenfssvc (2) system call to be used for compatibility
with the deprecated nfsiod program.

options COMPAT_15
Enable binary compatibility withNetBSD 1.5. Sincethere were no API changes fromNetBSD 1.5 and
NetBSD 1.6, this option does nothing.

options COMPAT_16
Enable binary compatibility withNetBSD 1.6. Thisallows the use of old signal trampoline code which has
been deprecated with the addition ofsiginfo (2).

options COMPAT_20
Enable binary compatibility withNetBSD 2.0. This allows the use of old syscalls forstatfs (),
fstatfs (), getfsstat () and fhstatfs (), which have been deprecated with the addition of the
statvfs (2), fstatvfs (2), getvfsstat (2) andfhstatvfs (2) system calls.

options COMPAT_30
Enable binary compatibility withNetBSD 3.0. Seecompat_30 (8) for details about the changes made after
theNetBSD 3.0 release.

options COMPAT_43
Enables compatibility with 4.3BSD. This adds an old syscall forlseek (2). It also adds the ioctls for
TIOCGETPandTIOCSETP. The return values forgetpid (2), getgid (2), andgetuid (2) syscalls are
modified as well, to return the parent’s PID and UID as well as the current process’s. It also enables the dep-
recated NTTYDISC terminal line discipline. It also provides backwards compatibility with “old”
SIOC[GS]IF{ADDR,DSTADDR,BRDADDR,NETMASK} interface ioctls, including binary compatibility
with code written before the introduction of the sa_len field in sockaddrs.It also enables support for some
older pre 4.4BSD socket calls.

options COMPAT_BSDPTY
This option is currently on by default and enables the pty multiplexer ptm (4) andptmx (4) to find and use
ptys named/dev/ptyXX (master) and/dev/ttyXX (slave). Eventually this option will become optional
as ptyfs based pseudo-ttys become the default, seemount_ptyfs (8).

options COMPAT_SVR4
On those architectures that support it, this enables binary compatibility withAT&T System V.4 UNIX applica-
tions built for the same architecture. This currently includes the i386, m68k, and sparc ports.

options COMPAT_LINUX
On those architectures that support it, this enables binary compatibility with Linux ELF anda.out (5) appli-
cations built for the same architecture. This currently includes the alpha, arm, i386, m68k, mips, powerpc
and x86_64 ports.

options COMPAT_LINUX32
On those 64 bit architectures that support it, this enables binary compatibility with 32 bit Linux binaries.For
now this is limited to running i386 ELF Linux binaries on amd64.

options COMPAT_SUNOS
On those architectures that support it, this enables binary compatibility withSunOS 4.1applications built for
the same architecture.This currently includes the sparc, sparc64 and most or all m68k ports. Note that the
sparc64 requires theCOMPAT_NETBSD32option for 64-bit kernels, in addition to this option.

options COMPAT_ULTRIX
On those architectures that support it, this enables binary compatibility withULTRIX applications built for
the same architecture. This currently is limited to the pmax. The functionality of this option is unknown.
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options COMPAT_DARWIN
On those architectures that support it, this enables binary compatibility withDarwin applications built for the
same architecture. This feature is highly experimental, it requires COMPAT_MACH and EXEC_MACHO
and it is currently limited to i386 and powerpc ports ofNetBSD.

options COMPAT_FREEBSD
On those architectures that support it, this enables binary compatibility withFreeBSDapplications built for
the same architecture. At the moment this is limited to the i386 port.

options COMPAT_IBCS2
On those architectures that support it, this enables binary compatibility with iBCS2 or SVR3 applications
built for the same architecture. This is currently limited to the i386 and vax ports.

options COMPAT_IRIX
On those architectures that support it, this enables binary compatibility with IRIX o32 binaries built for the
same architecture. This feature is experimental, and it is currently limited to the sgimips port.

options COMPAT_MACH
On those architectures that support it, this enables the emulation of Mach kernel traps for binaries built for
the same architecture. This feature is highly experimental and it is currently limited to the i386 and powerpc
ports ofNetBSD.

options COMPAT_OSF1
On those architectures that support it, this enables binary compatibility withDigital UNIX ( formerlyOSF/1)
applications built for the same architecture. This is currently limited to the alpha port.

options COMPAT_NOMID
Enable compatibility witha.out (5) executables that lack a machine ID.This includesNetBSD 0.8’s
ZMAGIC format, and 386BSD and BSDI’s QMAGIC, NMAGIC, and OMAGICa.out (5) formats.

options COMPAT_NETBSD32
On those architectures that support it, this enables binary compatibility with 32-bit applications built for the
same architecture. This is currently limited to the amd64 and sparc64 ports, and only applicable for 64-bit
kernels.

options COMPAT_SVR4_32
On those architectures that support it, this enables binary compatibility with 32-bit SVR4 applications built
for the same architecture. This is currently limited to the sparc64 port, and only applicable for 64-bit kernels.

options COMPAT_AOUT_M68K
On m68k architectures which have switched to ELF, this enables binary compatibility withNetBSD/m68k
a.out (5) executables onNetBSD/m68kELF kernels. Thishandles alignment incompatibility of m68k ABI
between a.out and ELF which causes the structure padding differences. Currentlyonly some system calls
which usestruct statare adjusted and some binaries which usesysctl (3) to retrieve network details would
not work properly.

options EXEC_MACHO
On those architectures that support it, this adds support for running Mach-O executables. Thisis currently
limited to the i386 and powerpc ports ofNetBSD.

options EXEC_ELF_NOTELESS
Run unidentified ELF binaries asNetBSD binaries. Thismight be needed for very oldNetBSD ELF binaries
on some archs.These old binaries didn’t contain an appropriate.note.netbsd.ident section, and thus
can’t be identified by the kernel asNetBSD binaries otherwise.Beware - if this option is on, the kernel would
runanyunknown ELF binaries as if they wereNetBSD binaries.
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options P1003_1B_SEMAPHORE
Includes kernel support for the standard C library( libc ) functions that implement semaphores as specified
in ISO/IEC9945-1:1996 (“POSIX.1”).

Debugging Options
options DDB
Compiles in a kernel debugger for diagnosing kernel problems.Seeddb (4) for details.NOTE: not available
on all architectures.

options DDB_FROMCONSOLE=integer
If set to non-zero, DDB may be entered by sending a break on a serial console or by a special key sequence
on a graphics console.A value of "0" ignores console breaks or key sequences. Ifnot explicitly specified,
the default value is "1".Note that this sets the value of theddb.fromconsolesysctl (3) variable which may
be changed at run time -- seesysctl (8) for details.

options DDB_HISTORY_SIZE=integer
If this is non-zero, enable history editing in the kernel debugger and set the size of the history to this value.

options DDB_ONPANIC
The default if not specified is “1” - just enter into DDB. If set to “2” the kernel will attempt to print out a
stack trace before entering into DDB. If set to “0” the kernel will attempt to print out a stack trace and
reboot the system. If set to “-1” then neither a stack trace is printed or DDB entered - it is as if DDB were
not compiled into the kernel. Notethat this sets the value of theddb.onpanicsysctl (3) variable which
may be changed at run time -- seesysctl (8) for details.

options DDB_COMMANDONENTER=string
This option specify commands which will be executed on each entry to DDB.This sets the default value of
theddb.commandonentersysctl (3) variable which may be changed at run time.

options DDB_BREAK_CHAR=integer
This option overrides using break to enter the kernel debugger on the serial console. The value given is the
ASCII value to be used instead. This is currently only supported by the com driver.

options DDB_VERBOSE_HELP
This option adds more verbose descriptions to thehelpcommand.

options KGDB
Compiles in a remote kernel debugger stub for diagnosing kernel problems using the “remote target” feature
of gdb. Seegdb (1) for details.NOTE: not available on all architectures.

options KGDB_DEV
Device number( as adev_t ) of kgdb device.

options KGDB_DEVADDR
Memory address of kgdb device.

options KGDB_DEVMODE
Permissions of kgdb device.

options KGDB_DEVNAME
Device name of kgdb device.

options KGDB_DEVRATE
Baud rate of kgdb device.

makeoptions DEBUG="-g"
The −g flag causesnetbsd.gdb to be built in addition tonetbsd . netbsd.gdb is useful for debug-
ging kernel crash dumps with gdb. Seegdb (1) for details. This also turns onoptions DEBUG(which see).
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options DEBUG
Turns on miscellaneous kernel debugging. Sinceoptions are turned into preprocessor defines (see above),
options DEBUG is equivalent to doing a#define DEBUG throughout the kernel. Muchof the kernel has
#ifdef DEBUG conditionalized debugging code. Note that many parts of the kernel (typically device drivers)
include their own #ifdef XXX_DEBUG conditionals instead. This option also turns on certain other options,
which may decrease system performance.

options DIAGNOSTIC
Adds code to the kernel that does internal consistency checks. Thiscode will cause the kernel to panic if cor-
ruption of internal data structures is detected. These checks can decrease performance up to 15%.

options KSTACK_CHECK_MAGIC
Check kernel stack usage and panic if stack overflow is detected. Thischeck is performance sensitive
because it scans stack on each context switch.

options KTRACE
Add hooks for the system call tracing facility, which allows users to watch the system call invocation behav-
ior of processes. Seektrace (1) for details.

options MSGBUFSIZE=integer
This option sets the size of the kernel message buffer. This buffer holds the kernel output ofprintf () when
not (yet) read bysyslogd (8). This is particularly useful when the system has crashed and you wish to
lookup the kernel output from just before the crash.Also, since the autoconfig output becomes more and
more verbose, it sometimes happens that the message buffer overflows beforesyslogd (8) was able to read
it. Note that not all systems are capable of obtaining a variable sized message buffer. There are also some
systems on which memory contents are not preserved across reboots.

options MALLOCLOG
Enables an event log for malloc (9). Usefulfor tracking down “Data modified on freelist” and “multiple
free” problems.

options MALLOCLOGSIZE=integer
Defines the number of entries in the malloc log. Default is 100000 entries.

options UVMHIST
Enables the UVM history logs, which create in-memory traces of various UVM activities. Theselogs can be
displayed be callinguvmhist_dump () or uvm_hist () with appropriate arguments from DDB. See the
kernel source file sys/uvm/uvm_stat.c for details.

options UVMHIST_PRINT
Prints the UVM history logs on the system console as entries are added. Note that the output isextremely
voluminous, so this option is really only useful for debugging the very earliest parts of kernel initialization.

File Systems
file-system FFS
Includes code implementing the Berkeley Fast File System (FFS). Most machines need this if they are not
running diskless.

file-system EXT2FS
Includes code implementing the Second Extended File System (EXT2FS), revision 0 and revision 1 with the
filetypeandsparse_superoptions. Thisis the most commonly used file system on the Linux operating sys-
tem, and is provided here for compatibility. Some of the specific features ofEXT2FSlike the "behavior on
errors" are not implemented. This file system can’t be used with UID or GID greater than 65535.See
mount_ext2fs (8) for details.
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file-system LFS
[EXPERIMENTAL] Include the Log-structured File System (LFS). See mount_lfs (8) and
newfs_lfs (8) for details.

file-system MFS
Include the Memory File System (MFS). This file system stores files in swappable memory, and produces
notable performance improvements when it is used as the file store for/tmp and similar file systems.See
mount_mfs (8) for details.

file-system NFS
Include the client side of the Network File System( NFS) remote file sharing protocol. Although the bulk of
the code implementingNFS is kernel based, several user level daemons are needed for it to work. See
mount_nfs (8) for details.

file-system CD9660
Includes code for theISO 9660 + Rock Ridge file system, which is the standard file system on many CD-ROM
discs. Usefulprimarily if you have aCD-ROM drive. Seemount_cd9660 (8) for details.

file-system MSDOSFS
Includes theMS-DOS FAT file system, which is reportedly still used by unfortunate people who have not
heard aboutNetBSD. Also implements theWindows 95 extensions to the same, which permit the use of
longer, mixed case file names. Seemount_msdos (8) andfsck_msdos (8) for details.

file-system NTFS
[EXPERIMENTAL] Includes code for theMicrosoft Windows NT file system. Seemount_ntfs (8) for
details.

file-system FDESC
Includes code for a file system, conventionally mounted on/dev/fd , which permits access to the per-
process file descriptor space via special files in the file system.Seemount_fdesc (8) for details. Note that
this facility is redundant, and thus unneeded on mostNetBSD systems, since thefd (4) pseudo-device driver
already provides identical functionality. On most NetBSD systems, instances offd (4) are mknoded under
/dev/fd/ and on/dev/stdin , /dev/stdout , and /dev/stderr .

file-system KERNFS
Includes code which permits the mounting of a special file system (normally mounted on/kern ) in which
files representing various kernel variables and parameters may be found.See mount_kernfs (8) for
details.

file-system NULLFS
Includes code for a loopback file system.This permits portions of the file hierarchy to be re-mounted in
other places. The code really exists to provide an example of a stackable file system layer. See
mount_null (8) for details.

file-system OVERLAY
Includes code for a file system filter. This permits the overlay file system to intercept all access to an under-
lying file system. This file system is intended to serve as an example of a stacking file system which has a
need to interpose itself between an underlying file system and all other access.Seemount_overlay (8)
for details.

file-system PORTAL
[EXPERIMENTAL] Includes the portal file system. This permits interesting tricks like openingTCP sockets
by opening files in the file system.The portal file system is conventionally mounted on/p and is partially
implemented by a special daemon. Seemount_portal (8) for details.
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file-system PROCFS
Includes code for a special file system (conventionally mounted on/proc ) in which the process space
becomes visible in the file system.Among other things, the memory spaces of processes running on the sys-
tem are visible as files, and signals may be sent to processes by writing toctl files in the procfs namespace.
Seemount_procfs (8) for details.

file-system UDF
[EXPERIMENTAL] Includes code for the UDF file system commonly found on CD and DVD media but also
more and more on USB sticks.Useful primarily if you have a CD or a DVD drive, be it a read-only or a
rewritable device. Currentlyonly supports read-access. Seemount_udf (8) for details.

file-system UMAPFS
Includes a loopback file system in which user and group IDs may be remapped -- this can be useful when
mounting alien file systems with different UIDs and GIDs than the local system.Seemount_umap (8) for
details.

file-system UNION
[EXPERIMENTAL] Includes code for the union file system, which permits directories to be mounted on top
of each other in such a way that both file systems remain visible -- this permits tricks like allowing writing
(and the deleting of files) on a read-only file system like aCD-ROM by mounting a local writable file system
on top of the read-only file system. Seemount_union (8) for details.

file-system CODA
[EXPERIMENTAL] Includes code for the Coda file system. Coda is a distributed file system like NFS and
AFS. It is freely available, like NFS, but it functions much like AFS in being a “stateful” file system.Both
Coda and AFS cache files on your local machine to improve performance. ThenCoda goes a step further
than AFS by letting you access the cached files when there is no available network, viz. disconnected laptops
and network outages. In Coda, both the client and server are outside the kernel which makes them easier to
experiment with. Coda is available for several UNIX and non-UNIX platforms. See
http://www.coda.cs.cmu.edu for more details.NOTE: You also need to enable the pseudo-device, vcoda, for
the Coda file system to work.

file-system SMBFS
[EXPERIMENTAL] Includes code for the SMB/CIFS file system.See mount_smbfs (8) for details.
NOTE: You also need to enable the pseudo-device, nsmb, for the SMB file system to work.

file-system PTYFS
[EXPERIMENTAL] Includes code for a special file system (normally mounted on/dev/pts ) in which
pseudo-terminal slave devices become visible in the file system. Seemount_ptyfs (8) for details.

file-system TMPFS
Includes code for the efficient memory file system, normally used over /tmp . Seemount_tmpfs (8) for
details.

file-system PUFFS
[EXPERIMENTAL] Includes kernel support for the pass-to-userspace framework file system. It can be used
to implement file system functionality in userspace.Seepuffs (3) andpuffs (4) for more details.This
option is required for sshfs:mount_psshfs (8).

File System Options
options MAGICLINKS
Enables the expansion of special strings( beginning with “@”) when traversing symbolic links. See
symlink (7) for a list of supported strings.Note that this option only controls the enabling of this feature
by the kernel at boot-up. This feature can still be manipulated with thesysctl (8) command regardless of
the setting of this option.
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options NFSSERVER
Include the server side of theNFS(Network File System) remote file sharing protocol.Although the bulk of
the code implementingNFS is kernel based, several user level daemons are needed for it to work. See
mountd (8) andnfsd (8) for details.

options QUOTA
Enables kernel support for file system quotas.Seequotaon (8), edquota (8), andquota (1) for details.
Note that quotas only work on “ffs” file systems, althoughrpc.rquotad (8) permits them to be accessed
over NFS.

options FFS_EI
Enable ‘‘Endian-Independent’’ FFS support. This allows a system to mount an FFS file system created for
another architecture, at a small performance cost for all FFS file systems.See alsonewfs (8),
fsck_ffs (8), dumpfs (8) for file system byte order status and manipulation.

options FFS_NO_SNAPSHOT
Disable the “file system snapshot” support in FFS file systems. Maybe useful for install media kernels, small
memory systems and embedded systems which don’t require the snapshot support.

options NVNODE=integer
This option sets the size of the cache used by the name-to-inode translation routines, (a.k.a. thenamei ()
cache, though called by many other names in the kernel source).By default, this cache hasNPROC(set as 20
+ 16 ∗ MAXUSERS) ∗ (80 + NPROC / 8) entries.A reasonable way to derive a value ofNVNODE, should
you notice a large number of namei cache misses with a tool such assystat (1), is to examine your sys-
tem’s current computed value withsysctl (8), (which calls this parameter "kern.maxvnodes") and to
increase this value until either the namei cache hit rate improves or it is determined that your system does not
benefit substantially from an increase in the size of the namei cache.

options NAMECACHE_ENTER_REVERSE
Causes the namei cache to always enter a reverse mapping (vnode -> name) as well as a normal one.Nor-
mally, this is already done for directory vnodes, to speed up the getcwd operation. This option will cause
longer hash chains in the reverse cache, and thus slow down getcwd somewhat. However, it does make
vnode -> path translations possible in some cases.For now, only useful if strict /proc/#/maps emulation for
Linux binaries is required.

options EXT2FS_SYSTEM_FLAGS
This option changes the behavior of the APPEND and IMMUTABLE flags for a file on anEXT2FSfile sys-
tem. Without this option, the superuser or owner of the file can set and clear them.With this option, only the
superuser can set them, and they can’t be cleared if the securelevel is greater than 0. See alsochflags (1).

options NFS_BOOT_BOOTP
Enable use of the BOOTP protocol (RFCs 951 and 1048) to get configuration information if NFS is used to
mount the root file system. Seediskless (8) for details.

options NFS_BOOT_DHCP
Same as “NFS_BOOT_BOOTP”, but use the DHCP extensions to the BOOTP protocol (RFC 1541).

options NFS_BOOT_BOOTP_REQFILE
Specifies the string sent in the bp_file field of the BOOTP / DHCP request packet.

options NFS_BOOT_BOOTPARAM
Enable use of the BOOTPARAM protocol, consisting of RARP and BOOTPARAM RPC, to get configura-
tion information if NFS is used to mount the root file system. Seediskless (8) for details.

options NFS_BOOT_RWSIZE=value
Set the initial NFS read and write sizes for diskless-boot requests. The normal default is 8Kbytes.This
option provides a way to lower the value (e.g., to 1024 bytes) as a workaround for buggy network interface
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cards or boot PROMs. Oncebooted, the read and write request sizes can be increased by remounting the file
system. Seemount_nfs (8) for details.

options NFS_V2_ONLY
Reduce the size of the NFS client code by omitting code that’s only required for NFSv3 and NQNFS sup-
port, leaving only that code required to use NFSv2 servers.

options SOFTDEP
Enable kernel support for soft-dependencies in FFS file systems.Softdep improves write performance by
aggregating and properly ordering disk metadata writes, achieving near-asynchronous write performance
while maintaining the file system consistency of synchronous writes. Soft-dependencies are enabled on a
per-mount basis. Seemount (8) for details.

options UFS_DIRHASH
Increase lookup performance by maintaining in-core hash tables for large directories.

Buffer queue strategy options
The following options enable alternative buffer queue strategies.

options BUFQ_READPRIO
Enable experimental buffer queue strategy for disk I/O. In the default strategy, outstanding disk requests are
ordered by sector number and sent to the disk, regardless of whether the operation is a read or write; this
option gives priority to issuing read requests over write requests.Although requests may therefore be issued
out of sector-order, causing more seeks and thus lower overall throughput, interactive system responsiveness
under heavy disk I/O load may be improved, as processes blocking on disk reads are serviced sooner (file
writes typically don’t cause applications to block).The performance effect varies greatly depending on the
hardware, drive firmware, file system configuration, workload, and desired performance trade-off. Systems
using drive write-cache (most modern IDE disks, by default) are unlikely to benefit and may well suffer; such
disks acknowledge writes very quickly, and optimize them internally according to physical layout. Giving
these disks as many requests to work with as possible (the standard strategy) will typically produce the best
results, especially if the drive has a large cache; the drive will silently complete writes from cache as it seeks
for reads. Disks that support a large number of concurrent tagged requests (SCSI disks and many hardware
RAID controllers) expose this internal scheduling with tagged responses, and don’t block for reads; such
disks may not see a noticeable difference with either strategy. Howev er, if IDE disks are run with write-
cache disabled for safety, writes are not acknowledged until actually completed, and only one request can be
outstanding; a large number of small writes in one locality can keep the disk busy, starving reads elsewhere
on the disk. Such systems are likely to see the most benefit from this option.Finally, the performance inter-
action of this option with ffs soft dependencies can be subtle, as that mechanism can drastically alter the
workload for file system metadata writes.

options BUFQ_PRIOCSCAN
Enable another buffer queue strategy for disk I/O, per-priority cyclical scan.

options NEW_BUFQ_STRATEGY
Synonym ofBUFQ_READPRIO.

Miscellaneous Options
options LKM
Enable loadable kernel modules. Seelkm (4) for details.NOTE: not available on all architectures.

options MEMORY_DISK_DYNAMIC
This option makes themd(4) RAM disk size dynamically sized. It is incompatible withmdsetimage (8).

options MEMORY_DISK_HOOKS
This option allows for some machine dependent functions to be called when themd(4) RAM disk driver is
configured. Thiscan result in automatically loading aRAM disk from floppy on open (among other things).
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options MEMORY_DISK_IS_ROOT
Forces themd(4) RAM disk to be the root device. Thiscan only be overridden when the kernel is booted in
the ’ask-for-root’ mode.

options MEMORY_DISK_ROOT_SIZE=integer
Allocates the given number of 512 byte blocks as memory for themd(4) RAM disk, to be populated with
mdsetimage (8).

options MEMORY_DISK_SERVER=0
Do not include the interface to a userland memory disk server process. Per default, this option is set to 1,
including the support code. Useful for install media kernels.

options MODULAR
Enables the new framework for kernel modules, which will eventually replace LKMs. This adds an in-kernel
linker and loader, and requires userland support to be useful. See theMKMODULAR variable in
mk.conf (5) for more details.

options VND_COMPRESSION
Enables thevnd (4) driver to also handle compressed images.See vndcompress (1), vnd (4) and
vnconfig (8) for more information.

options TFTPROOT
Download the root memory disk through TFTP at root mount time.This enables the use of a rootRAM disk
without requiring it to be embedded in the kernel usingmdsetimage (8). TheRAM disk name is obtained
using DHCP’s filename parameter. This option requires MEMORY_DISK_HOOKS,
MEMORY_DISK_DYNAMIC, and MEMORY_DISK_IS_ROOT. It is incompatible with
MEMORY_DISK_ROOT_SIZE.

options MALLOC_NOINLINE
Time critical fixed size memory allocation is performed withMALLOC() and FREE(). Normally these
expand to inline code, but withMALLOC_NOINLINEthese call the normalmalloc () and free () func-
tions. Usefulfor install media kernels, small memory systems and embedded systems.

options HZ=integer
On ports that support it, set the system clock frequency (seehz (9)) to the supplied value. Handlewith care.

options NTP
Turns on in-kernel precision timekeeping support used by software implementingNTP(Network Time Proto-
col, RFC 1305).The NTP option adds an in-kernel Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) for normalNTP operation,
and a Frequency-Locked Loop (FLL) for intermittently-connected operation.ntpd (8) will employ a user-
level PLL when kernel support is unavailable, but the in-kernel version has lower latency and more precision,
and so typically keeps much better time. The interface to the kernel NTP support is provided by the
ntp_adjtime (2) andntp_gettime (2) system calls, which are intended for use byntpd (8) and are
enabled by the option.On systems with sub-microsecond resolution timers, or where (HZ / 100000) is not
an integer, the NTP option also enables extended-precision arithmetic to keep track of fractional clock ticks
at NTP time-format precision.

options PPS_SYNC
This option enables a kernel serial line discipline for receiving time phase signals from an external reference
clock such as a radio clock.(The NTP option (which see) must be on if thePPS_SYNCoption is used.)
Some reference clocks generate a Pulse Per Second (PPS) signal in phase with their time source.The PPS
line discipline receives this signal on either the data leads or the DCD control lead of a serial port.NTPuses
the PPS signal to discipline the local clock oscillator to a high degree of precision (typically less than 50
microseconds in time and 0.1 ppm in accuracy). PPScan also generate a serial output pulse when the system
receives a PPS interrupt.This can be used to measure the system interrupt latency and thus calibrateNTP to
account for it.Using PPSusually requires a gadget box to convert from TTL to RS-232 signal levels. The
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gadget box and PPS are described in more detail in the HTML documentation forntpd (8) in
/usr/share/doc/html/ntp .

options NO_TSC_TIME
Don’t use TSC microtime, even if available (i386 only). Improves time behavior under VMware.

options SETUIDSCRIPTS
Allows scripts with the setuid bit set to execute as the effective user rather than the real user, just like binary
executables.

NOTE: Using this option will also enableoptions FDSCRIPTS

options FDSCRIPTS
Allows execution of scripts with the execute bit set, but not the read bit, by opening the file and passing the
file descriptor to the shell, rather than the filename.

NOTE: Execute only (non-readable) scripts will have argv[0] set to/dev/fd/ ∗. What this option allows as
far as security is concerned, is the ability to safely ensure that the correct script is run by the interpreter, as it
is passed as an already open file.

options PUCCN
Enables treating serial ports found on PCI boardspuc (4) as potential console devices. Themethod for
choosing such a console device is port dependent.

options RTC_OFFSET=integer
The kernel (and typically the hardware battery backed-up clock on those machines that have one) keeps time
in UTC (Universal Coordinated Time, once known asGMT, or Greenwich Mean Time) and not in the time of
the local time zone.TheRTC_OFFSEToption is used on some ports (such as the i386) to tell the kernel that
the hardware clock is offset fromUTC by the specified number of minutes. This is typically used when a
machine boots several operating systems and one of them wants the hardware clock to run in the local time
zone and not inUTC, e.g. RTC_OFFSET=300means the hardware clock is set to US Eastern Time (300
minutes behindUTC), and notUTC. (Note: RTC_OFFSETis used to initialize a kernel variable named
rtc_offsetwhich is the source actually used to determine the clock offset, and which may be accessed via the
kern.rtc_offset sysctl variable. Seesysctl (8) andsysctl (3) for details. Since the kernel clock is initial-
ized from the hardware clock very early in the boot process, it is not possible to meaningfully change
rtc_offsetin system initialization scripts. Changing this value currently may only be done at kernel compile
time or by patching the kernel and rebooting).

NOTE: Unfortunately, in many cases where the hardware clock is kept in local time, it is adjusted for Day-
light Savings Time; this means that attempting to useRTC_OFFSETto letNetBSD coexist with such an oper-
ating system, like Windows, would necessitate changingRTC_OFFSETtwice a year. As such, this solution
is imperfect.

options KMEMSTATS
The kernel memory allocator, malloc (9), will keep statistics on its performance if this option is enabled.
Unfortunately, this option therefore essentially disables theMALLOC() and FREE() forms of the memory
allocator, which are used to enhance the performance of certain critical sections of code in the kernel. This
option therefore can lead to a significant decrease in the performance of certain code in the kernel if enabled.
Examples of such code include thenamei () routine, theccd (4) driver, and much of the networking code.

options MAXUPRC=integer
Sets the softRLIMIT_NPROC resource limit, which specifies the maximum number of simultaneous pro-
cesses a user is permitted to run, for process 0; this value is inherited by its child processes. It defaults to
CHILD_MAX, which is currently defined to be 160.SettingMAXUPRCto a value less thanCHILD_MAX is
not permitted, as this would result in a violation of the semantics ofISO/IEC9945-1:1990 (“POSIX.1”).
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options NOFILE=integer
Sets the softRLIMIT_NOFILE resource limit, which specifies the maximum number of open file descrip-
tors for each process; this value is inherited by its child processes. It defaults toOPEN_MAX, which is cur-
rently defined to be 64.

options MAXFILES=integer
Sets the default value of thekern.maxfilessysctl variable, which indicates the maximum number of files that
may be open in the system.

options DEFCORENAME=string
Sets the default value of thekern.defcorenamesysctl variable, otherwise it is set to%n.core . See
sysctl (8) andsysctl (3) for details.

options RASOPS_CLIPPING
Enables clipping within therasops raster-console output system.NOTE: only available on architectures
that userasops for console output.

options RASOPS_SMALL
Removes optimized character writing code from therasops raster-console output system.NOTE: only
available on architectures that userasops for console output.

options INCLUDE_CONFIG_FILE
Embeds the kernel config file used to define the kernel in the kernel binary itself. The embedded data also
includes any files directly included by the config file itself, e.g.GENERIC.local or std.$MACHINE .
The embedded config file can be extracted from the resulting kernel withconfig (1) −x , or by the follow-
ing command:

strings netbsd | sed -n ’s/ˆ_CFG_//p’ | unvis

options INCLUDE_JUST_CONFIG
Similar to the above option, but includes just the actual config file, not any included files.

options PIPE_SOCKETPAIR
Use slower, but smaller socketpair(2)-based pipe implementation instead of default faster, but bigger one.
Primarily useful for installation kernels.

options USERCONF
Compiles in the in-kernel device configuration manager. Seeuserconf (4) for details.

options PERFCTRS
Compiles in kernel support for CPU performance-monitoring counters.Seepmc(1) for details. NOTE: not
available on all architectures.

options SYSCALL_STATS
Count the number of times each system call number is called. The values can be read through the sysctl
interface and displayed usingsystat (1). NOTE: not yet available on all architectures.

options SYSCALL_TIMES
Count the time spent (usingcpu_counter32 ()) in each system call.NOTE: Using this option will also
enableoptions SYSCALL_STATS .

options SYSCALL_TIMES_HASCOUNTER
Force use ofcpu_counter32 () even if cpu_hascounter () reports false. Usefulfor systems where the
cycle counter doesn’t run at a constant rate (e.g. Soekris boxes).

options XSERVER
Compiles in kernel support forX11 on architectures that still use (or can use) the legacy pcconsconsole driv-
ers rather thanwscons (4). Theseinclude bebox, i386, shark.
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options XSERVER_DDB
A supplement to XSERVER that adds support for enteringddb (4) while inX11.

options FILEASSOC
Support forfileassoc (9).

options FILEASSOC_NHOOKS=integer
Number of storage slots per file forfileassoc (9). Default is 4.

Networking Options
options GATEWAY
EnablesIPFORWARDING (which see) and (on most ports) increases the size ofNMBCLUSTERS(which
see). Ingeneral,GATEWAY is used to indicate that a system should act as a router, and IPFORWARDING is
not invoked directly. (Note thatGATEWAYhas no impact on protocols other thanIP, such asCLNP or XNS).
GATEWAYoption also compiles IPv4 and IPv6 fast forwarding code into the kernel.

options ICMPPRINTFS
TheICMPPRINTFSoption will enable debugging information to be printed about theicmp (4) protocol.

options IPFORWARDING=value
If valueis 1 this enables IP routing behavior. If valueis 0 (the default), it disables it.TheGATEWAYoption
sets this to 1 automatically. With this option enabled, the machine will forward IP datagrams destined for
other machines between its interfaces. Notethat even without this option, the kernel will still forward some
packets (such as source routed packets) -- removing GATEWAYandIPFORWARDING is insufficient to stop
all routing through a bastion host on a firewall -- source routing is controlled independently. To turn off
source routing, useoptions IPFORWSRCRT=0(which see). Note that IP forwarding may be turned on and
off independently of the setting of theIPFORWARDINGoption through the use of thenet.inet.ip.forwarding
sysctl variable. If net.inet.ip.forwardingis 1, IP forwarding is on.Seesysctl (8) andsysctl (3) for
details.

options IPFORWSRCRT=value
If value is set to zero, source routing of IP datagrams is turned off. If value is set to one (the default) or the
option is absent, source routed IP datagrams are forwarded by the machine. Note that source routing of IP
packets may be turned on and off independently of the setting of theIPFORWSRCRToption through the use
of thenet.inet.ip.forwsrcrtsysctl variable. Ifnet.inet.ip.forwsrcrtis 1, forwarding of source routed IP data-
grams is on. Seesysctl (8) andsysctl (3) for details.

options IFA_STATS
Tells the kernel to maintain per-address statistics on bytes sent and received over (currently) Internet and
AppleTalk addresses. The option is not recommended as it degrades system stability.

options IFQ_MAXLEN=value
Increases the allowed size of the network interface packet queues. The default queue size is 50 packets, and
you do not normally need to increase it.

options IPSELSRC
Includes support for source-address selection policies. Seein_getifa (9).

options MROUTING
Includes support for IP multicast routers.You certainly want INET with this. Multicast routing is controlled
by themrouted (8) daemon. See also optionPIM.

options PIM
Includes support for Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) routing.You needMROUTINGand INET with
this. Software using this can be found e.g. inpkgsrc/net/xorp .
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options INET
Includes support for theTCP/IPprotocol stack.You almost certainly want this. Seeinet (4) for details.

options INET6
Includes support for theIPv6 protocol stack.Seeinet6 (4) for details.Unlike INET, INET6enables multi-
cast routing code as well. This option requiresINET at this moment, but it should not.

options ND6_DEBUG
The option sets the default value of net.inet6.icmp6.nd6_debug to 1, for debugging IPv6 neighbor discovery
protocol handling. Seesysctl (3) for details.

options IPSEC
Includes support for theIPsecprotocol. Seeipsec (4) for details.

options IPSEC_DEBUG
Enables debugging code inIPsecstack. Seeipsec (4) for details.

options IPSEC_ESP
Includes support forIPsec ESPprotocol. Seeipsec (4) for details.

options IPSEC_NAT_T
Includes support forIPsecNetwork Address Translator traversal (NAT -T), as described in RFCs 3947 and
3948. Thisfeature might be patent-encumbered in some countries.

options ALTQ
Enabled ALTQ (Alternate Queueing).For simple rate-limiting, usetbrconfig (8) to set up the interface
transmission rate.To use queueing disciplines, their appropriate kernel options should also be defined (docu-
mented below). Queueingdisciplines are managed byaltqd (8). Seealtq (9) for details.

options ALTQ_HFSC
Include support for ALTQ-implemented HFSC (Hierarchical Fair Service Curve) module.HFSC supports
both link-sharing and guaranteed real-time services. HFSC employs a service curve based QoS model, and
its unique feature is an ability to decouple delay and bandwidth allocation.RequiresALTQ_REDto use the
RED queueing discipline on HFSC classes, orALTQ_RIOto use the RIO queueing discipline on HFSC
classes. Thisoption assumesALTQ.

options ALTQ_PRIQ
Include support for ALTQ-implemented PRIQ (Priority Queueing). PRIQ implements a simple priority-
based queueing discipline.A higher priority class is always served first.RequiresALTQ_REDto use the
RED queueing discipline on HFSC classes, orALTQ_RIOto use the RIO queueing discipline on HFSC
classes. Thisoption assumesALTQ.

options ALTQ_WFQ
Include support for ALTQ-implemented WFQ (Weighted Fair Queueing). WFQ implements a weighted-
round robin scheduler for a set of queues.A weight can be assigned to each queue to give a different propor-
tion of the link capacity. A hash function is used to map a flow to one of a set of queues. This option
assumesALTQ.

options ALTQ_FIFOQ
Include support for ALTQ-implemented FIFO queueing.FIFOQ is a simple drop-tail FIFO (First In, First
Out) queueing discipline. This option assumesALTQ.

options ALTQ_RIO
Include support for ALTQ-implemented RIO (RED with In/Out). The original RIO has 2 sets of RED
parameters; one for in-profile packets and the other for out-of-profile packets. Atthe ingress of the network,
profile meters tag packets as IN or OUT based on contracted profiles for customers. Inside the network, IN
packets receive preferential treatment by the RIO dropper. ALTQ/RIO has 3 drop precedence levels defined
for the Assured Forwarding PHB of DiffServ (RFC 2597). This option assumesALTQ.
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options ALTQ_BLUE
Include support for ALTQ-implemented Blue buffer management. Blue is another active buffer management
mechanism. Thisoption assumesALTQ.

options ALTQ_FLOWVALVE
Include support for ALTQ-implemented Flowvalve. Flowvalve is a simple implementation of a RED penalty
box that identifies and punishes misbehaving flows. Thisoption requiresALTQ_REDand assumesALTQ.

options ALTQ_CDNR
Include support for ALTQ-implemented CDNR (diffserv traffic conditioner) packet marking/manipulation.
Traffic conditioners are components to meter, mark, or drop incoming packets according to some rules.As
opposed to queueing disciplines, traffic conditioners handle incoming packets at an input interface. This
option assumesALTQ.

options ALTQ_NOPCC
Disables use of processor cycle counter to measure time in ALTQ. Thisoption should be defined for a non-
Pentium i386 CPU which does not have TSC, SMP (per-CPU counters are not in sync), or power manage-
ment which affects processor cycle counter. This option assumesALTQ.

options ALTQ_IPSEC
Include support for IPsec in IPv4 ALTQ. Thisoption assumesALTQ.

options ALTQ_JOBS
Include support for ALTQ-implemented JoBS (Joint Buffer Management and Scheduling). This option
assumesALTQ.

options ALTQ_AFMAP
Include support for an undocumented ALTQ feature that is used to map an IP flow to an ATM VC (Virtual
Circuit). Thisoption assumesALTQ.

options ALTQ_LOCALQ
Include support for ALTQ-implemented local queues. Its practical use is undefined. AssumesALTQ.

options SUBNETSARELOCAL
Sets default value for net.inet.ip.subnetsarelocal variable, which controls whether non-directly-connected
subnets of connected networks are considered "local" for purposes of choosing the MSS for a TCP connec-
tion. Thisis mostly present for historic reasons and completely irrelevant if you enable Path MTU discovery.

options HOSTZEROBROADCAST
Sets default value for net.inet.ip.hostzerobroadcast variable, which controls whether the zeroth host address
of each connected subnet is also considered a broadcast address.Default value is "1", for compatibility with
old systems; if this is set to zero on all hosts on a subnet, you should be able to fit an extra host per subnet on
the ".0" address.

options MCLSHIFT=value
This option is the base-2 logarithm of the size of mbuf clusters.The BSD networking stack keeps network
packets in a linked list, or chain, of kernel buffer objects called mbufs. Thesystem provides larger mbuf
clusters as an optimization for large packets, instead of using long chains for large packets. Thembuf cluster
size, orMCLBYTES, must be a power of two, and is computed as two raised to the power MCLSHIFT. On
systems with Ethernet network adapters,MCLSHIFTis often set to 11, giving 2048-byte mbuf clusters, large
enough to hold a 1500-byteEthernetframe in a single cluster. Systems with network interfaces supporting
larger frame sizes like ATM, FDDI, or HIPPI may perform better withMCLSHIFTset to 12 or 13, giving mbuf
cluster sizes of 4096 and 8192 bytes, respectively.

options NS
Include support for theXerox XNSprotocol stack. Seens (4) for details.
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options ISO,TPIP
Include support for the ubiquitousOSI protocol stack. Seeiso (4) for details. This option assumesINET.

options EON
Include support for tunnelingOSI protocols over IP. Known to be broken, or at least very fragile, and undoc-
umented.

options NETATALK
Include support for theAppleTalk protocol stack. The kernel provides provision for theDatagram Delivery
Protocol (DDP), providing SOCK_DGRAM support andAppleTalk routing. This stack is used by the
NETATALK package, which adds support forAppleTalkserver services via user libraries and applications.

options BLUETOOTH
Include support for theBluetoothprotocol stack. Seebluetooth (4) for details.

options IPNOPRIVPORTS
Normally, only root can bind a socket descriptor to a so-called “privileged” TCP port, that is, a port number
in the range 0-1023. This option eliminates those checks from the kernel. Thiscan be useful if there is a
desire to allow daemons without privileges to bind those ports, e.g., on firewalls. Thesecurity tradeoffs in
doing this are subtle. This option should only be used by experts.

options TCP_COMPAT_42
TCPbug compatibility with 4.2BSD. In 4.2BSD, TCPsequence numbers were 32-bit signed values. Modern
implementations of TCP use unsigned values. Thisoption clamps the initial sequence number to start in the
range 2ˆ31 rather than the full unsigned range of 2ˆ32. Also, under 4.2BSD, keepalive packets must contain
at least one byte or else the remote end would not respond.

options TCP_DEBUG
Record the lastTCP_NDEBUG TCP packets with SO_DEBUG set, and decode to the console if
tcpconsdebugis set.

options TCP_NDEBUG
Number of packets to record forTCP_DEBUG. Defaults to 100.

options TCP_SENDSPACE=value

options TCP_RECVSPACE=value
These options set the max TCP window size to other sizes than the default. TheTCP window sizes can be
altered viasysctl (8) as well.

options TCP_INIT_WIN=value
This option sets the initial TCP window size for non-local connections, which is used when the transmission
starts. Thedefault size is 1, but if the machine should act more aggressively, the initial size can be set to
some other value. Theinitial TCP window size can be set viasysctl (8) as well.

options PFIL_HOOKS
This option turns on the packet filter interface hooks. Seepfil (9) for details. This option assumesINET.

options IPFILTER_LOG
This option, in conjunction withpseudo-device ipfilter, enables logging of IP packets using ip-filter.

options IPFILTER_DEFAULT_BLOCK
This option sets the default policy of ip-filter. If it is set, ip-filter will block packets by default.

options BRIDGE_IPF
This option causesbridge devices to use the IP and/or IPv6 filtering hooks, forming a link-layer filter that
uses protocol-layer rules. This option assumes the presence ofpseudo-device ipfilter.
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options MBUFTRACE
This option can help track down mbuf leaks. When enabled, mbufs are tagged with the devices and protocols
using them, which slightly decreases network performance. This additional information can be viewed with
netstat (1):

netstat −mssv
Not all devices or protocols support this option.

Sysctl Related Options
options SYSCTL_DISALLOW_CREATE
Disallows the creation or deletion of nodes from the sysctl tree, as well as the assigning of descriptions to
nodes that lack them, by any process. Theseoperations are still available to kernel sub-systems, including
loadable kernel modules.

options SYSCTL_DISALLOW_KWRITE
Prevents processes from adding nodes to the sysctl tree that make existing kernel memory areas writable.
Sections of kernel memory can still be read and new nodes that own their own data may still be writable.

options SYSCTL_DEBUG_SETUP
Causes the SYSCTL_SETUP routines to print a brief message when they are invoked. Thisis merely meant
as an aid in determining the order in which sections of the tree are created.

options SYSCTL_DEBUG_CREATE
Prints a message each timesysctl_create (), the function that adds nodes to the tree, is called.

options SYSCTL_INCLUDE_DESCR
Causes the kernel to include short, human readable descriptions for nodes in the sysctl tree.The descriptions
can be retrieved programmatically (seesysctl (3)), or by the sysctl binary itself (seesysctl (8)). The
descriptions are meant to give an indication of the purpose and/or effects of a given node’s value, not replace
the documentation for the given subsystem as a whole.

System V IPC Options
options SYSVMSG
Includes support forAT&T System V UNIX style message queues.See msgctl (2), msgget (2),
msgrcv (2), msgsnd(2).

options SYSVSEM
Includes support forAT&T System VUNIX style semaphores. Seesemctl (2), semget (2), semop(2).

options SEMMNI=value
Sets the number ofAT&T System VUNIX style semaphore identifiers. The GENERIC config file for your
port will have the default.

options SEMMNS=value
Sets the number ofAT&T System VUNIX style semaphores in the system. The GENERIC config file for
your port will have the default.

options SEMUME=value
Sets the maximum number of undo entries per process forAT&T System VUNIX style semaphores.The
GENERIC config file for your port will have the default.

options SEMMNU=value
Sets the number of undo structures in the system forAT&T System V UNIX style semaphores.The
GENERIC config file for your port will have the default.

options SYSVSHM
Includes support forAT&T System VUNIX style shared memory. Seeshmat (2), shmctl (2), shmdt (2),
shmget (2).
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options SHMMAXPGS=value
Sets the maximum number ofAT&T System VUNIX style shared memory pages that are available through
the shmget (2) system call. Default value is 1024 on most ports. See
/usr/include/machine/vmparam.h for the default.

VM Related Options
options NMBCLUSTERS=value
The number of mbuf clusters the kernel supports.Mbuf clusters are MCLBYTES in size (usually 2k).This
is used to compute the size of the kernel VM mapmb_map, which maps mbuf clusters.Default on most
ports is 1024 (2048 with “options GATEWAY” ) . See /usr/include/machine/param.h for exact
default information. Increase this value if you get “mclpool limit reached” messages.

options NKMEMPAGES=value

options NKMEMPAGES_MIN=value

options NKMEMPAGES_MAX=value
Size of kernel VM mapkmem_map, in PAGE_SIZE-sized chunks (the VM page size; this value may be read
from thesysctl (8) variablehw.pagesize). ThisVM map is used to map the kernel malloc arena. The ker-
nel attempts to auto-size this map based on the amount of physical memory in the system.Platform-specific
code may place bounds on this computed size, which may be viewed with the sysctl (8) variable
vm.nkmempages. See /usr/include/machine/param.h for the default upper and lower bounds.
The related options ‘NKMEMPAGES_MIN’ and ‘NKMEMPAGES_MAX’ allow the bounds to be overrid-
den in the kernel configuration file.These options are provided in the event the computed value is insuffi-
cient resulting in an “out of space in kmem_map” panic.

options SB_MAX=value
Sets the max size in bytes that a socket buffer is allowed to occupy. The default is 256k, but sometimes it
needs to be increased, for example when using large TCP windows. This option can be changed via
sysctl (8) as well.

options SOMAXKVA=value
Sets the maximum size of kernel virtual memory that the socket buffers are allowed to use. The default is
16MB, but in situations where for example large TCP windows are used this value must also be increased.
This option can be changed viasysctl (8) as well.

options BUFCACHE=value
Size of the buffer cache as a percentage of total available RAM. Ignored if BUFPAGES is also specified.

options NBUF=value
Sets the number of buffer headers available, i.e., the number of open files that may have a buffer cache entry.
Each buffer header requires MAXBSIZE (machine dependent, but usually 65536) bytes.The default value is
machine dependent, but is usually equal to the value of BUFPAGES. If an architecture dependent
VM_MAX_KERNEL_BUF constant is defined then NBUF may be reduced at run time so that the storage
allocated for buffer headers doesn’t exceed that limit.

options BUFPAGES=value
These options set the number of pages available for the buffer cache.Their default value is a machine depen-
dent value, often calculated as between 5% and 10% of total available RAM.

options MAXTSIZ=bytes
Sets the maximum size limit of a process’ text segment. See/usr/include/machine/vmparam.h
for the port-specific default.

options DFLDSIZ=bytes
Sets the default size limit of a process’ data segment, the value that will be returned as the soft limit for
RLIMIT_DATA (as returned bygetrlimit (2)). See/usr/include/machine/vmparam.h for the
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port-specific default.

options MAXDSIZ=bytes
Sets the maximum size limit of a process’ data segment, the value that will be returned as the hard limit for
RLIMIT_DATA (as returned bygetrlimit (2)). See/usr/include/machine/vmparam.h for the
port-specific default.

options DFLSSIZ=bytes
Sets the default size limit of a process’ stack segment, the value that will be returned as the soft limit for
RLIMIT_STACK (as returned bygetrlimit (2)). See/usr/include/machine/vmparam.h for
the port-specific default.

options MAXSSIZ=bytes
Sets the maximum size limit of a process’ stack segment, the value that will be returned as the hard limit for
RLIMIT_STACK (as returned bygetrlimit (2)). See/usr/include/machine/vmparam.h for
the port-specific default.

options DUMP_ON_PANIC=integer
Defaults to one. If set to zero, the kernel will not dump to the dump device when it panics, though dumps
can still be forced viaddb (4) with the “sync” command.Note that this sets the value of the
kern.dump_on_panicsysctl (3) variable which may be changed at run time -- seesysctl (8) for details.

options USE_TOPDOWN_VM
User space memory allocations (as made bymmap(2)) will be arranged in a “top down” fashion instead of
the traditional “upwards from MAXDSIZ + vm_daddr” method. This includes the placement ofld.so (1).
Arranging memory in this manner allows either (or both of) the heap ormmap(2) allocated space to grow
larger than traditionally possible. This option is not available on all ports, but is instead expected to be
offered on a port-by-port basis, after which some ports will commit to using it by default. Seethe files
/usr/include/uvm/uvm_param.h for some implementation details, and
/usr/include/machine/vmparam.h for port specific details including availability.

options VMSWAP
Enable paging device/file support. This option is on by default.

options PDPOLICY_CLOCKPRO
Use CLOCK-Pro, an alternative page replace policy.

Security Options
options INSECURE
Hardwires the kernel security level at −1. Thismeans that the system always runs in secure level −1 mode,
ev en when running multiuser. See the manual page forinit (8) for details on the implications of this.The
kernel secure level may manipulated by the superuser by altering thekern.securelevelsysctl (3) variable
(the secure level may only be lowered by a call from process ID 1, i.e.,init (8)). Seealsosysctl (8) and
sysctl (3).

options VERIFIED_EXEC_FP_MD5
Enables support for MD5 hashes in Veriexec.

options VERIFIED_EXEC_FP_SHA1
Enables support for SHA1 hashes in Veriexec.

options VERIFIED_EXEC_FP_RMD160
Enables support for RMD160 hashes in Veriexec.

options VERIFIED_EXEC_FP_SHA256
Enables support for SHA256 hashes in Veriexec.
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options VERIFIED_EXEC_FP_SHA384
Enables support for SHA384 hashes in Veriexec.

options VERIFIED_EXEC_FP_SHA512
Enables support for SHA512 hashes in Veriexec.

options PAX_MPROTECT=value
Enables PaX MPROTECT,mprotect (2) restrictions from the PaX project.

Thevalue is the default value for theglobal knob, seesysctl (3). If 0, PaX MPROTECT will be enabled
only if explicitly set on programs usingpaxctl (8). If 1, PaX MPROTECT will be enabled for all pro-
grams. Programscan be exempted usingpaxctl (8).

Seesecurity (8) for more details.

options PAX_SEGVGUARD=value
Enables PaX Segvguard.

Thevalue is the default value for theglobal knob, seesysctl (3). If 0, PaX Segvguard will be enabled
only if explicitly set on programs usingpaxctl (8). If 1, PaX Segvguard will be enabled to all programs,
and exemption can be done usingpaxctl (8).

Seesecurity (8) for more details.

options PAX_ASLR=value
Enables PaX ASLR.

Thevalue is the default value for theglobalknob, seesysctl (3). If 0, PaX ASLR will be enabled only if
explicitly set on programs usingpaxctl (8). If 1, PaX ASLR will be enabled to all programs, and exemp-
tion can be done usingpaxctl (8).

Seesecurity (8) for more details.

amiga-specific Options
options BB060STUPIDROM
When the bootloader (which passesAmigaOS ROM information) claims we have a 68060CPU without FPU,
go look into the Processor Configuration Register (PCR) to find out.You need this withAmiga ROMs up to
(at least) V40.xxx (OS3.1), when you boot via the bootblocks and don’t hav ea DraCo.

options IOBZCLOCK=frequency
The IOBlix boards come with two different serial master clocks: older ones use 24 MHz, newer ones use
22.1184 MHz. The driver normally assumes the latter. If your board uses 24 MHz, you can recompile your
kernel with options IOBZCLOCK=24000000 or patch the kernel variableiobzclockto the same value.

options LIMITMEM=value
If there, limit the part of the first memory bank used byNetBSD to value megabytes. Default is unlimited.

options NKPTADD=addvalue

options NKPTADDSHIFT=shiftvalue
The CPU specificMMU table for the kernel is pre-allocated at kernel startup time.Part of it is scaled with
maxproc, to hav eenough room to hold the user programMMU tables; the second part is a fixed amount for
the kernel itself.

The third part accounts for the size of the file buffer cache. Its size is eitherNKPTADDpages (if defined) or
memory size in bytes divided by two to the power ofNKPTADDSHIFT. The default is undefinedNKPTADD
andNKPTADDSHIFT=24, allowing for 16 buffers per megabyte of main memory (while a GENERIC kernel
allocates about half of that). When you get "can’t get KPT page" panics, you should increaseNKPTADD(if
defined), or decreaseNKPTADDSHIFTby one.
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options P5PPC68KBOARD
Add special support for Phase5 mixed 68k+PPC boards.Currently, this only affects rebooting fromNetBSD
and is only needed on 68040+PPC, not on 68060+PPC; without this, affected machines will hang after
NetBSD has shut down and will only restart after a keyboard reset or a power cycle.

arm32-specific Options
options FRENCH_KBD
Include translation for French keyboards when usingpcconson a Shark.

options FINNISH_KBD
Include translation for Finnish keyboards when usingpcconson a Shark.

options GERMAN_KBD
Include translation for German keyboards when usingpcconson a Shark.

options NORWEGIAN_KBD
Include translation for French keyboards when usingpcconson a Shark.

amd64-specific Options
options ENHANCED_SPEEDSTEP
Include support for theEnhanced SpeedStep Technologypresent in newerCPUs.

options EST_FREQ_USERWRITE
Allow any user to change the frequency of an Enhanced SpeedStep TechnologycapableCPU.

options INTEL_ONDEMAND_CLOCKMOD
This enables the On Demand Clock Modulation by software on IntelCPUssupporting the Thermal Monitor
feature (TM). You can select the duty cycle withsysctl (8) in the nodemachdep.clockmodif supported.

options POWERNOW_K8
Include support for AMD Athlon 64 PowerNow! and Cool‘n’Quiet Technology, used to change the cpu volt-
age and frequency on the fly.

atari-specific Options
options DISKLABEL_AHDI
Include support for AHDI (native Atari) disklabels.

options DISKLABEL_NBDA
Include support forNetBSD/atarilabels. Ifyou don’t set this option, it will be set automatically. NetBSD/atari
will not work without it.

options FALCON_SCSI
Include support for the 5380-SCSI configuration as found on the Falcon.

options RELOC_KERNEL
If set, the kernel will relocate itself to TT-RAM, if possible.This will give you a slightly faster system.
Bewarethat on some TT030 systems, the system will frequently dump with MMU-faults with this option
enabled.

options SERCONSOLE
Allow the modem1-port to act as the system-console.A carrier should be active on modem1 during system
boot to active the console functionality.

options TT_SCSI
Include support for the 5380-SCSI configuration as found on the TT030 and Hades.
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i386-specific Options
options ENHANCED_SPEEDSTEP
Include support for theEnhanced SpeedStep Technologypresent in newerCPUs.

options EST_FREQ_USERWRITE
Allow any user to change the frequency of an Enhanced SpeedStep TechnologycapableCPU.

options INTEL_ONDEMAND_CLOCKMOD
This enables the On Demand Clock Modulation by software on IntelCPUssupporting the Thermal Monitor
feature (TM). You can select the duty cycle withsysctl (8) in the nodemachdep.clockmodif supported.

options POWERNOW_K7
Include support for the AMDPowerNow! Technologypresent in AMD Athlon Mobile processors.

options VIA_PADLOCK
Include support for theAES encryption instructions of theVIA PadLock Security engine, which is attached as a
provider to the opencrypto framework.

options CPURESET_DELAY=value
Specifies the time (in millisecond) to wait before doing a hardware reset in the last phase of a reboot.This
gives the user a chance to see error messages from the shutdown operations (like NFS unmounts, buffer
cache flush, etc ...). Setting this to 0 will disable the delay. Default is 2 seconds.

options VM86
Include support for virtual 8086 mode, used byDOS emulators and X servers to run BIOS code, e.g., for
some VESA routines.

options USER_LDT
Include i386-specific system calls for modifying the local descriptor table, used by Windows emulators.

options REALBASEMEM=integer
Overrides the base memory size passed in from the boot block.(Value given in kilobytes.) Usethis option
only if the boot block reports the size incorrectly. (Note that someBIOSes put the extendedBIOS data area at
the top of base memory, and therefore report a smaller base memory size to prevent programs overwriting it.
This is correct behavior, and you should not use theREALBASEMEMoption to access this memory).

options REALEXTMEM=integer
Overrides the extended memory size passed in from the boot block.(Value given in kilobytes. Extended
memory does not include the first megabyte.) Usethis option only if the boot block reports the size incor-
rectly.

options FRENCH_KBD,FINNISH_KBD,GERMAN_KBD,NORWEGIAN_KBD
Select a non-US keyboard layout for thepcconsconsole driver.

options CYRIX_CACHE_WORKS
Relevant only to the Cyrix 486DLC CPU.This option is used to turn on the cache in hold-flush mode. It is
not turned on by default because it is known to have problems in certain motherboard implementations.

options CYRIX_CACHE_REALLY_WORKS
Relevant only to the Cyrix 486DLC CPU.This option is used to turn on the cache in write-back mode. It is
not turned on by default because it is known to have problems in certain motherboard implementations.In
order for this option to take effect, optionCYRIX_CACHE_WORKSmust also be specified.

options PCIBIOS
Enable support for initializing thePCI bus using information from theBIOS. Seepcibios (4) for details.

options KSTACK_CHECK_DR0
Detect kernel stack overflow using DR0 register. This option uses DR0 register exclusively so you can’t use
DR0 register for other purpose (e.g., hardware breakpoint) if you turn this on.
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options MTRR
Include support for accessing MTRR registers from user-space. Seei386_get_mtrr (2).

options BEEP_ONHALT
Make the system speaker emit several beeps when it is completely safe to power down the computer after a
halt (8) command. Requiressysbeep (4) support.

options BEEP_ONHALT_COUNT=times
Number of times to beep the speaker whenoptions BEEP_ONHALT is enabled. Defaults to 3.

options BEEP_ONHALT_PITCH=hz
The tone frequency used whenoptions BEEP_ONHALT option, in hertz. Defaults to 1500.

options BEEP_ONHALT_PERIOD=msecs
The duration of each beep whenoptions BEEP_ONHALT is enabled, in milliseconds. Defaults to 250.

options MULTIBOOT
Makes the kernel Multiboot-compliant, allowing it to be booted through a Multiboot-compliant boot manager
such as GRUB. Seemultiboot (8) for more information.

isa-specific Options
Options specific toisa (4) busses.

options PCIC_ISA_ALLOC_IOBASE=address, PCIC_ISA_ALLOC_IOSIZE=size
Control the section of IO bus space used for PCMCIA bus space mapping.Ideally the probed defaults are
satisfactory, howev er in practice that is not always the case. Seepcmcia (4) for details.

options PCIC_ISA_INTR_ALLOC_MASK=mask
Controls the allowable interrupts that may be used forPCMCIA devices. Thismask is a logical-or of power-
of-2s of allowable interrupts:

IRQ Val IRQVal IRQ Val IRQVal
0 0x0001 4 0x0010 8 0x0100 12 0x1000
1 0x0002 5 0x0020 9 0x0200 13 0x2000
2 0x0004 6 0x0040 10 0x0400 14 0x4000
3 0x0008 7 0x0080 11 0x0800 15 0x8000

options PCKBC_CNATTACH_SELFTEST
Perform a self test of the keyboard controller before attaching it as a console. This might be necessary on
machines where we boot on cold iron, and pckbc refuses to talk until we request a self test.Currently only
the netwinder port uses it.

options PCKBD_CNATTACH_MAY_FAIL
If this option is set the PS/2 keyboard will not be used as the console if it cannot be found during boot.This
allows other keyboards, like USB, to be the console keyboard.

options PCKBD_LAYOUT=layout
Sets the default keyboard layout, seepckbd (4).

m68k-specific Options
options FPU_EMULATE
Include support for MC68881/MC68882 emulator.

options FPSP
Include support for 68040 floating point.
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options M68020,M68030,M68040,M68060
Include support for a specificCPU, at least one (the one you are using) should be specified.

options M060SP
Include software support for 68060. This provides emulation of unimplemented integer instructions as well
as emulation of unimplemented floating point instructions and data types and software support for floating
point traps.

powerpc-specific Options (OEA Only)
options PMAP_MEMLIMIT=value
Limit the amount of memory seen by the kernel tovalue bytes.

options PTEGCOUNT=value
Specify the size of the page table asvalue PTE groups.Normally, one PTEG is allocated per physical page
frame.

sparc-specific Options
options AUDIO_DEBUG
Enable simple event debugging of the logging of theaudio (4) device.

options BLINK
Enable blinking of LED. Blink rate is full cycle every N seconds for N < then current load average. See
getloadavg (3).

options COUNT_SW_LEFTOVERS
Count how many times the sw SCSI device has left 3, 2, 1 and 0 in the sw_3_leftover, sw_2_leftover,
sw_1_leftover, and sw_0_leftover variables accessible fromddb (4). Seesw(4).

options DEBUG_ALIGN
Adds debugging messages calls when user-requested alignment fault handling happens.

options DEBUG_EMUL
Adds debugging messages calls for emulated floating point and alignment fixing operations.

options DEBUG_SVR4
Prints registers messages calls for emulated SVR4 getcontext and setcontext operations.See options
COMPAT_SVR4.

options EXTREME_DEBUG
Adds debugging functions callable fromddb (4). Thedebug_pagetables, test_region and print_fe_map func-
tions print information about page tables for the SUN4M platforms only.

options EXTREME_EXTREME_DEBUG
Adds extra info tooptions EXTREME_DEBUG.

options FPU_CONTEXT
Makeoptions COMPAT_SVR4getcontext and setcontext include floating point registers.

options MAGMA_DEBUG
Adds debugging messages to themagma(4) device.

options RASTERCONS_FULLSCREEN
Use the entire screen for the console.

options RASTERCONS_SMALLFONT
Use the Fixed font on the console, instead of the normal font.
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options SUN4
Support sun4 class machines.

options SUN4C
Support sun4c class machines.

options SUN4M
Support sun4m class machines.

options SUN4_MMU3L
Enable support for sun4 3-level MMU machines.

options V9
Enable SPARC V9 assembler inddb (4).

sparc64-specific Options
options AUDIO_DEBUG
Enable simple event debugging of the logging of theaudio (4) device.

options BLINK
Enable blinking of LED. Blink rate is full cycle every N seconds for N < then current load average. See
getloadavg (3).

x68k-specific Options
options EXTENDED_MEMORY
Include support for extended memory, e.g., TS-6BE16 and 060turbo on-board.

options JUPITER
Include support for Jupiter-X MPU accelerator

options ZSCONSOLE,ZSCN_SPEED=value
Use the built-in serial port as the system-console. Speed is specified in bps, defaults to 9600.

options ITE_KERNEL_ATTR=value
Set the kernel message attribute for ITE.Value, an integer, is a logical or of the following values:

1 color inversed
2 underlined
4 bolded

SEE ALSO
config (1), gdb (1), ktrace (1), pmc(1), quota (1), vndcompress (1), gettimeofday (2),
i386_get_mtrr (2), i386_iopl (2), msgctl (2), msgget (2), msgrcv (2), msgsnd(2),
ntp_adjtime (2), ntp_gettime (2), semctl (2), semget (2), semop(2), shmat (2), shmctl (2),
shmdt (2), shmget (2), sysctl (3), apm(4), ddb (4), inet (4), iso (4), lkm (4), md(4), ns (4),
pcibios (4), pcmcia (4), ppp (4), userconf (4), vnd (4), wscons (4), config (5), edquota (8),
init (8), mdsetimage (8), mount_cd9660 (8), mount_fdesc (8), mount_kernfs (8),
mount_lfs (8), mount_mfs (8), mount_msdos (8), mount_nfs (8), mount_ntfs (8),
mount_null (8), mount_portal (8), mount_procfs (8), mount_udf (8), mount_umap (8),
mount_union (8), mrouted (8), newfs_lfs (8), ntpd (8), quotaon (8), rpc.rquotad (8),
sysctl (8), in_getifa (9)

HISTORY
Theoptions man page first appeared inNetBSD 1.3.
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BUGS
TheEONoption should be a pseudo-device, and is also very fragile.
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NAME
osiop — Symbios/NCR 53C710 SCSI driver

SYNOPSIS
arc

osiop ∗ at jazzio? flags 0x00000

ews4800mips
osiop ∗ at sbdio? flags 0x00000

hp700
osiop0 at gsc? flags 0x00000

mvme68k
osiop0 at pcctwo? ipl 2

scsibus ∗ at osiop?

DESCRIPTION
Theosiop driver provides support for theSymbios/NCR53C710SCSIcontroller chip.

For theSymbios/NCR53C700SCSIhost adapters, use theoosiop (4) driver.

For theSymbios/NCR53C8xxPCI SCSIhost adapters, use thesiop (4) oresiop (4) driver.

CONFIGURATION
Theosiop driver supports the followingflagsfor use inconfig (1) files:

bits 0-7: disable disconnect/reselect for the correspondingSCSItarget
bits 8-15: disable synchronous negotiation forSCSItarget
bits 16: disable DMA interrupts

"Target" is synonymous withSCSIID number.

Note thatSCSItape drives should be allowed to perform disconnect/reselect or performance will suffer.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), esiop (4), intro (4), oosiop (4), scsi (4), sd (4), siop (4), ss (4), st (4), uk (4),
scsipi (9)

HISTORY
osiop driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

The original NCR 53C710 driver appeared in NetBSD 1.0 amiga port, and Izumi Tsutsui
〈tsutsui@NetBSD.org〉 modified the driver and made it machine-independent.
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NAME
owtemp — 1-Wire temperature family type device

SYNOPSIS
owtemp∗ at onewire?

DESCRIPTION
Theowtemp driver provides support for the 1-Wire temperature sensor. The sensor possesses a single tem-
perature value that can be accessed through theenvsys (4) interface.

The following chips are supported by the driver:

• Maxim/Dallas DS18B20, DS1822, DS1920

SEE ALSO
envsys (4), intro (4), onewire (4), envstat (8)

HISTORY
Theowtemp driver first appeared inOpenBSD4.0 andNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
Theowtemp driver was written by Alexander Yurchenko〈grange@openbsd.org〉 and was ported toNetBSD
by Jeff Rizzo 〈riz@NetBSD.org〉.
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NAME
pad — Pseudo audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device pad
audio ∗ at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
pad is a pseudo-device driver which provides support for feeding back PCM data from a consumer of the
audio (4) API to userland.

EXAMPLES
The following example streams an MP3 to an Apple AirTunes compatible device:

$ r tunes - < /dev/pad0 &
$ mpg123 -a /dev/sound1 mozart.mp3

FILES
The pad pseudo-device driver receives data from /dev/soundN and feeds the raw PCM output to
/dev/padN .

/dev/soundN

/dev/padN

SEE ALSO
audio (4)

HISTORY
Thepad driver appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
Jared D. McNeill〈jmcneill@invisible.ca〉
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NAME
pas — ProAudio Spectrum audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
pas0 at isa? port 0x220 irq 7 drq 1
audio ∗ at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
Thepas driver provides support for ProAudio Spectrum sound cards.

SEE ALSO
audio (4), isa (4)
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NAME
pbms — PowerBook (and iBook) trackpad mouse support

SYNOPSIS
pbms? at uhidev? reportid ?
wsmouse∗ at pbms?

DESCRIPTION
The pbms driver provides support for the trackpads on new (post February 2005) Apple PowerBooks and
iBooks that are not standard USB HID mice. Access to the trackpad is through thewscons (4) framework.

SEE ALSO
uhidev (4), usb (4), wsmouse(4)

HISTORY
Thepbms device driver appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
Thepbms driver was written by Johan Wallén.
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NAME
pcc — MVME147 Peripheral Channel Controller device

SYNOPSIS
pcc0 at mainbus0

DESCRIPTION
Thepcc interface serves as an abstraction used by theautoconf (4) system to help find and attach devices
whose resources are accessed via the PCC chip.( e.g. the Ethernet andSCSI controllers)

DIAGNOSTICS
pcc0 at mainbus0. This is the normal autoconfiguration message indicating that the PCC chip has been
found and attached to the main processor bus.

SEE ALSO
autoconf (4), mainbus (4), pcctwo (4)
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NAME
pcctwo — MVME167/MVME177 Peripheral Channel Controller 2 device

SYNOPSIS
pcctwo0 at mainbus0

DESCRIPTION
The pcctwo interface serves as an abstraction used by theautoconf (4) system to help find and attach
devices whose resources are accessed via the PCCchip2 found on Motorola MVME167 and MVME177 sin-
gle board computers.( e.g. the Ethernet andSCSI controllers)

DIAGNOSTICS
pcctwo0 at mainbus0. This is the normal autoconfiguration message indicating that the PCCchip2 has been
found and attached to the main processor bus.

SEE ALSO
autoconf (4), mainbus (4), pcc (4)
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NAME
pcdisplay — PC display adapter driver for wscons

SYNOPSIS
options PCDISPLAY_SOFTCURSOR

pcdisplay0 at isa?
wsdisplay ∗ at pcdisplay? console ?

DESCRIPTION
This driver supports PC display adapter hardware within thewscons (4) console framework. It doesn’t pro-
vide direct device driver entry points but makes its functions available via the internalwsdisplay (4) inter-
face.

The pcdisplay driver is intended as a minimal “catch-all” driver for the different kinds ofMDA or CGA
compatible adapters. It doesn’t support multiple screens, nor colors or font loading.

Supported kernel option(s):

options PCDISPLAY_SOFTCURSOR
Use a large, non-blinking cursor generated by software. The default is to use the cursor provided by
the underlying display hardware.

SEE ALSO
isa (4), vga (4), wscons (4)
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NAME
pci — introduction to machine-independent PCI bus support and drivers

SYNOPSIS
pci ∗ at mainbus? bus ?
pci ∗ at pchb? bus ?
pci ∗ at ppb? bus ?

options PCIVERBOSE
options PCI_CONFIG_DUMP
options PCI_ADDR_FIXUP
options PCI_BUS_FIXUP
options PCI_INTR_FIXUP

DESCRIPTION
Otherpci attachments are machine-dependent and depend on the bus topology andPCI bus interface of your
system. Seeintro (4) for your system for details.

NetBSD includes a machine-independentPCI bus subsystem and several machine-independentPCI device
drivers.

Your system may support additionalPCI devices. Drivers for PCI devices not listed here are machine-depen-
dent. Consultyour system’sintro (4) for additional information.

OPTIONS
PCI_ADDR_FIXUP Fixup PCI I/O and memory addresses.

Some i386 and amd64 BIOS implementations don’t allocate I/O space and mem-
ory space for some PCI devices -- primarily BIOS in PnP mode, or laptops that
expect devices to be configured via ACPI. Sincenecessary space isn’t allocated,
those devices will not work without special handling.

This option allocates I/O space and memory space instead of relying upon the
BIOS to do so.

If necessary space is already correctly assigned to the devices, this option leaves
the space as is.

PCI_BUS_FIXUP Fixup PCI bus numbering; needed for manycardbus (4) bridges.

Each PCI bus and CardBus should have a unique bus number. But some BIOS
implementations don’t assign a bus number for subordinate PCI buses. Andmany
BIOS implementations don’t assign a bus number for CardBuses.

A typical symptom of this is the following boot message:
cardbus0 at cardslot0: bus 0 device 0...

Please note that this cardbus0 has a bus number ‘0’, but normally the bus number 0
is used by the machine’s primary PCI bus. Thus,this bus number for cardbus is
incorrect (not assigned) .  In this situation, a device located in cardbus0 doesn’t
show correct device ID, because its bus number 0 incorrectly refers to the primary
PCI bus, and a device ID in the primary PCI bus is shown in the boot message
instead of the device’s ID in the cardbus0.

This option assigns bus numbers for all subordinate PCI buses and CardBuses.

Since this option renumbers all PCI buses and CardBuses, all bus numbers of sub-
ordinate buses become different when this option is enabled.
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PCI_INTR_FIXUP Fixup PCI interrupt routing via PCIBIOS or ACPI.

Some i386 and amd64 BIOS implementations don’t assign an interrupt for some
devices.

This option assigns an interrupt for such devices instead of relying upon the BIOS
to do so.

If a valid interrupt has already been assigned to a device, this option leaves the
interrupt as is.

HARDWARE
NetBSD includes machine-independentPCI drivers, sorted by device type and driver name:

SCSI interfaces
ahc Adaptec 29xx, 39xx, and other AIC-7xxx-basedSCSIinterfaces.

adv AdvansysSCSIinterfaces.

adw Advansys Ultra WideSCSIinterfaces.

bha Buslogic BT-9xxSCSIinterfaces.

dpt DPT SmartCache/SmartRAID III and IVSCSIinterfaces.

iha Initio INIC-940/950SCSIinterfaces.

isp QLogic ISP-1020, ISP-1040, and ISP-2100SCSIandFibreChannelinterfaces.

mfi LSI Logic & Dell MegaRAID SAS RAID controllers.

mly Mylex AcceleRAID and eXtremeRAID controllers with v6 firmware.

pcscp Advanced Micro Devices Am53c974 PCscsi-PCISCSIinterfaces.

siop Symbios Logic/NCR 53c8xx-familySCSIinterfaces.

trm Tekram TRM-S1040 ASIC basedSCSIinterfaces.

Disk and tape controllers
aac The Adaptec AAC family of RAID controllers.

ahcisata AHCI 1.0 and 1.1 compliant SATA controllers.

amr The AMI and LSI Logic MegaRAID family of RAID controllers.

cac Compaq array controllers.

icp ICP Vortex GDT and Intel Storage RAID controllers.

mlx Mylex DAC960 and DEC SWXCR RAID controllers.

pciide IDE disk controllers.

twe 3Ware Escalade RAID controllers.

Network interfaces
an Aironet 4500/4800 andCisco340 series 802.11 interfaces.

bnx Broadcom NetXtreme II 10/100/1000 Ethernet interfaces.
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de DEC DC21x4x (Tulip) basedEthernet interfaces, including the DE435, DE450, and
DE500, and Znyx, SMC, Cogent/Adaptec, and Asante single- and multi-portEthernet
interfaces.

en Midway-based Efficient Networks Inc. and Adaptec ATM interfaces.

ep 3Com 3c590, 3c595, 3c900, and 3c905Ethernetinterfaces.

epic SMC83C170 (EPIC/100)Ethernetinterfaces.

esh RoadRunner-based HIPPI interfaces.

ex 3Com 3c900, 3c905, and 3c980Ethernetinterfaces.

fpa DEC DEFPAFDDI interfaces.

fxp Intel EtherExpress PRO 10+/100BEthernetinterfaces.

gsip National Semiconductor DP83820 based GigabitEthernetinterfaces.

hme Sun Microelectronics STP2002-STQEthernetinterfaces.

le PCNet-PCIEthernetinterfaces. Note,thepcn (4) driver supersedes this driver.

lmc LAN Media Corp WAN interfaces.

msk Marvell Yukon 2 based GigabitEthernetinterfaces.

ne NE2000-compatibleEthernetinterfaces.

nfe NVIDIA nForceEthernetinterfaces.

ntwoc SDL Communications N2pci and WAN/ic 400 synchronous serial interfaces.

pcn AMD PCnet-PCI family ofEthernetinterfaces.

ral Ralink Technology RT2500/RT2600-based 802.11a/b/g wireless network interfaces.

rtk Realtek 8129/8139 basedEthernetinterfaces.

sf Adaptec AIC-6915 10/100Ethernetinterfaces.

sip Silicon Integrated Systems SiS 900, SiS 7016, and National Semiconductor DP83815
basedEthernetinterfaces.

sk SysKonnect SK-98xx based GigabitEthernetinterfaces.

ste Sundance ST-201 10/100 basedEthernetinterfaces.

stge Sundance/Tamarack TC9021 based GigabitEthernetinterfaces.

ti Alteon Networks Tigon I and Tigon II Gigabit Ethernet driver.

tl Te xas Instruments ThunderLAN-basedEthernetinterfaces.

tlp DECchip 21x4x and cloneEthernetinterfaces.

vge VIA Networking Technologies VT6122 PCI Gigabit Ethernet adapter driver.

vr VIA VT3043 (Rhine) and VT86C100A (Rhine-II)Ethernetinterfaces.

wi Wa veLAN/IEEE and PRISM-II 802.11 wireless interfaces.

wm Intel i8254x GigabitEthernetdriver.
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Serial interfaces
cy Cyclades Cyclom-4Y, -8Y, and -16Y multi-port serial interfaces.

cz Cyclades-Z series multi-port serial interfaces.

Audio devices
auacer Acer Labs M5455 I/O Controller Hub integrated AC’97 audio device.

auich Intel I/O Controller Hub integrated AC’97 audio device.

auvia VIA VT82C686A integrated AC’97 audio device.

autri Trident 4DWAVE-DX/NX, SiS 7018, ALi M5451 AC’97 audio device.

clcs Cirrus Logic CS4280 audio device.

clct Cirrus Logic CS4281 audio device.

cmpci C-Media CMI8x38 audio device.

eap Ensoniq AudioPCI audio device.

emuxki Creative Labs SBLive! and PCI 512 audio device.

esa ESS Technology Allegro-1 / Maestro-3 audio device.

esm ESS Maestro-1/2/2e PCI AC’97 Audio Accelerator audio device.

eso ESS Solo-1 PCI AudioDrive audio device.

fms Forte Media FM801 audio device.

neo NeoMagic MagicMedia 256 audio device.

sv S3 SonicVibes audio device.

yds Yamaha YMF724/740/744/754-based audio device.

Bridges
cbb PCI Yenta compatibleCardBusbridges.

ppb GenericPCI−PCI bridges, includingPCI expansion backplanes.

Miscellaneous devices
bktr Brooktree 848 compatible TV cards.

ehci USB EHCI host controllers.

iop I2O I/O processors.

mr Guillemot Maxi Radio FM 2000 FM radio device.

oboe Toshiba OBOE IrDA SIR/FIR controller.

ohci USB OHCI host controllers.

pcic PCI PCMCIAcontrollers, including the Cirrus Logic GD6729.

puc PCI “universal” communications cards, containingcom(4) and lpt (4) communica-
tions ports.

uhci USB UHCI host controllers.
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viapm VIA VT82C686A hardware monitors.

vga VGA graphics boards.

SEE ALSO
aac (4), adv (4), adw(4), agp (4), ahc (4), ahcisata (4), amr(4), an(4), auich (4), autri (4),
auvia (4), bha (4), bktr (4), bnx (4), cac (4), cbb (4), clcs (4), cmpci (4), cy (4), cz (4), de(4), dpt (4),
eap (4), ehci (4), emuxki (4), en(4), ep(4), epic (4), esa (4), esh (4), esm(4), eso (4), ex (4), fms (4),
fpa (4), fxp (4), gsip (4), hme(4), icp (4), iha (4), intro (4), iop (4), isp (4), le (4), lmc (4), mfi (4),
mlx (4), mly (4), mpt (4), msk(4), ne(4), neo (4), nfe (4), ntwoc (4), oboe (4), ohci (4), pcic (4),
pciide (4), pcn (4), pcscp (4), ppb (4), puc (4), ral (4), rtk (4), sf (4), siop (4), sip (4), sk (4), ste (4),
stge (4), sv (4), ti (4), tl (4), tlp (4), trm (4), twe (4), uhci (4), vga (4), vge (4), viapm (4), vr (4),
wi (4), wm(4), wscons (4), yds (4)

HISTORY
The machine-independentPCI subsystem appeared inNetBSD 1.2.
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NAME
pcibios — introduction to PCI BIOS support

SYNOPSIS
options PCIBIOS
options PCIBIOSVERBOSE
#options PCIBIOS_IRQS_HINT=0x0a00 #IRQ 9,11
#options PCIBIOS_INTR_FIXUP_FORCE
options PCIBIOS_INTR_GUESS
#options PCIINTR_DEBUG

INTRODUCTION
pcibios provides support for setting up PCI controllers, bridges, and devices using information extracted
from the BIOS.

Ideally, the boot firmware of a machine (a.k.a. BIOS) should set up all PCI devices; assigning them I/O and
memory addresses and interrupts. Alas, this does not always happen, so there is some PC specific code that
can do the initialization whenNetBSD boots.

Options:

PCIBIOS turn on the PCI BIOS support.

PCIBIOSVERBOSE make the setup procedure verbose.

PCIBIOS_IRQS_HINT hint for IRQ use.WhenPCI_INTR_FIXUPcannot guess an adequate IRQ for
a device, the hint is used.

The value is a logical or of power-of-2s of allowable interrupts:
IRQ Value IRQValue IRQValue IRQValue
0 0x0001 4 0x0010 80x0100 120x1000
1 0x0002 5 0x0020 90x0200 130x2000
2 0x0004 60x0040 100x0400 140x4000
3 0x0008 70x0080 110x0800 150x8000

For example, "options PCIBIOS_IRQS_HINT=0x0a00" allows IRQ 9 and
IRQ 11.

The kernel global variablepcibios_irqs_hintholds this value, so a user can
override this value without kernel recompilation.For example:
• To specify this value on the fly, type the following command at the boot

prompt to drop into DDB (the in-kernel debugger; you have to specify
"options DDB" to make kernel with DDB):

boot -d
And type the following command on "db>" prompt:

write pcibios_irqs_hint 0x0a00
Then type the following to continue to boot:

c
• To modify kernel image without kernel recompilation, run the following

command on shell:
gdb --write /netbsd

And type the following commands at the "(gdb)" prompt:
set pcibios_irqs_hint=0xa00
quit
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PCIBIOS_INTR_FIXUP_FORCE
Some buggy BIOS implementations provide inconsistent information between
the PCI Interrupt Configuration Register and the PCI Interrupt Routing table.
In such case, the PCI Interrupt Configuration Register takes precedence by
default. If this happens, a kernel withPCIBIOSVERBOSEshows
"WARNING: preserving ir q XX" in the PCI routing table.

If PCIBIOS_INTR_FIXUP_FORCEis specified in addition to the
PCI_INTR_FIXUP, the PCI Interrupt Routing table takes precedence. In this
case, a kernel withPCIBIOSVERBOSEshows "WARNING: overriding ir q
XX " in the PCI routing table.

PCIBIOS_INTR_GUESS
makePCI_INTR_FIXUPwork with unknown interrupt router.

If a PCI interrupt router is not known, normally interrupt configuration will
not be touched.

But if PCIBIOS_INTR_GUESS is specified in addition to the
PCI_INTR_FIXUP, and if a PCI interrupt routing table entry indicates that
only one IRQ is available for the entry, the IRQ is assumed to be already con-
nected to the device, and corresponding PCI Interrupt Configuration Register
will be configured accordingly.

PCIINTR_DEBUG make thePCI_INTR_FIXUPprocedure verbose.

SEE ALSO
cardbus (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Thepcibios code appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

BUGS
ThePCIBIOS_ADDR_FIXUPoption may conflict with the PCI CardBus driver’s own address fixup.

NetBSD 3.0 October 9, 2005 2
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NAME
pcic — Intel and Cirrus Logic PCMCIA controller driver

SYNOPSIS
pcic0 at isa? port 0x3e0 iomem 0xd0000 iosiz 0x4000 flags N
pcic1 at isa? port 0x3e2 iomem 0xd4000 iosiz 0x4000 flags N
pcic ∗ at isapnp?
pcic ∗ at pci? dev? function ?
pcmcia ∗ at pcic? controller ? socket ?

DESCRIPTION
NetBSD provides support for theIntel 82365SL,Cirrus LogicPD6710 and PD672xPCMCIA controllers.

For the isa (4) attachment aflags value of 1 can be used to force the use of polling instead of interrupts
for card events.

The default configuration of the pcic gives each controller 16 kilobytes of memory, to be shared between
slots. SomePC Carddevices require somewhat more memory than this; it may therefore be necessary to
adjust theiomemand iosiz parameters of thepcic devices in the kernel config file to accommodate these
cards.

SEE ALSO
isa (4), isapnp (4), pci (4), pcmcia (4), tcic (4)

http://www.intel.com/
http://www.cirrus.com/

HISTORY
Thepcic driver appeared inNetBSD 1.3.
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NAME
pciide — PCI IDE disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
pciide ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000
pciide ∗ at pnpbios? index ?

DESCRIPTION
The pciide driver supports the PCI IDE controllers as specified in the "PCI IDE controller specification,
revision 1.0" draft, and provides the interface with the hardware for theata driver. Please use the chip-spe-
cific drivers for the following controllers for enhanced and DMA support:

− Acard ATP850 (Ultra/33) and ATP860 (Ultra/66) IDE Controllers:acardide (4)
− Acer labs M5229 IDE Controller:aceride (4)
− Advanced Micro Devices AMD-756, 766, and 768 IDE Controllers:viaide (4)
− Advanced Micro Devices Geode IDE Controllers:geodeide (4)
− CMD Tech PCI0643, PCI0646, PCI0648, and PCI0649 IDE Controllers:cmdide (4)
− Contaq Microsystems/Cypress CY82C693 IDE Controller:cypide (4)
− HighPoint HPT366 Ultra/66, HPT370 Ultra/100, HPT372, and HPT374 Ultra/133 IDE controller:

hptide (4)
− Intel PIIX, PIIX3, and PIIX4 IDE Controllers:piixide (4)
− Intel i31244 Serial ATA controller:artsata (4)
− Intel 82801 (ICH/ICH0/ICH2/ICH3/ICH4/ICH5/ICH6) IDE Controllers:piixide (4)
− NVIDIA nForce/nForce2 IDE Controllers:viaide (4)
− OPTi 82c621 (plus a few of its derivatives) IDE Controllers:optiide (4)
− Promise PDC20246 (Ultra/33), PDC20262 (Ultra/66), PDC20265/PDC20267 (Ultra100),

PDC20268 (Ultra/100TX2 and Ultra/100TX2v2), Ultra/133, Ultra/133TX2 and Ultra/133TX2v2
PCI IDE controllers:pdcide (4)

− Serverworks K2 SATA controllers:svwsata (4)
− Silicon Image 0680 IDE controller:cmdide (4)
− Silicon Image SATALink 3112 Serial ATA controller:satalink (4)
− Silicon Image SteelVine 3124/3132/3531 Serial ATA II controller:siisata (4)
− Silicon Integrated System 5597/5598 IDE controller:siside (4)
− Symphony Labs 82C105 and Winbond W83C553F IDE controller:slide (4)
− VIA Technologies VT82C586, VT82C586A, VT82C596A, VT82C686A, VT8233A, and

VT8235 IDE Controllers:viaide (4)

The 0x0001 flag forces thepciide driver to use DMA when there is no explicit DMA mode setting support
for the controller but DMA is present. If the BIOS didn’t set up the controller properly, this can cause a
machine hang.

The 0x0002 flag forces thepciide driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally be
enabled. Thiscan be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the IDE controller is wired
up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
acardide (4), aceride (4), artsata (4), ata (4), atapi (4), cmdide (4), cypide (4), geodeide (4),
hptide (4), intro (4), optiide (4), pci (4), pdcide (4), piixide (4), pnpbios (4), satalink (4),
siisata (4), siside (4), slide (4), viaide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)
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NAME
pckbc — PC (ISA) keyboard controller driver

SYNOPSIS
pckbc ∗ at acpi?
pckbc ∗ at isa?
pckbc ∗ at pnpbios? index ?
pckbd ∗ at pckbc? slot ?
pms∗ at pckbc? slot ?

DESCRIPTION
The pckbc driver handles resource allocation and device attachment for the traditional PC/AT keyboard
controller. It provides two logical connections for child devices, the “keyboard” slot for a keyboard and the
“auxiliary” slot for mice (the latter might be missing in older keyboard controllers).

The optional “slot” locator argument can be used to force unusual connections of devices to logical slots.
This feature is for experimentation only, it will not be useful in normal operation.

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), isa (4), pckbd (4), pms(4), pnpbios (4)
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NAME
pckbd — PC keyboard driver for wscons

SYNOPSIS
pckbc ∗ at isa?
pckbd ∗ at pckbc?
wskbd ∗ at pckbd? console ?
options PCKBD_LAYOUT=XXX

DESCRIPTION
This driver supports PC/AT keyboards within thewscons (4) console framework. It doesn’t provide direct
device driver entry points but makes its functions available via the internalwskbd (4) interface.

The pckbd driver supports a number of different key mappings which can be chosen from with the kernel
option PCKBD_LAYOUTat compile time or with the utilitywsconsctl (8) (variable: “encoding”) at run-
time. Othermappings can be used if the whole keymap is replaced by means ofwsconsctl (8). The
builtin mappings are at this time:

option wsconsctl language
KB_US us English/USkeyboard mapping (default)
KB_DE de Germanwith “dead accents”
KB_FR fr French
KB_DK dk Danishwith “dead accents”
KB_IT it Italian
KB_UK uk British
KB_JP jp Japanese
KB_SV sv Swedishwith “dead accents”
KB_US|KB_DECLK us.declk English/USmapping forDEC

LK400-style keyboards with PC keyboard
interface (e.g., LK461)

KB_US|KB_DVORAK us.dvorak English/USkeyboard with
“Dvorak” layout

KB_US|KB_COLEMAK us.colemak English/USkeyboard with
“Colemak” layout

KB_NO no Norwegian with “dead accents”
KB_PT pt Portuguese
KB_ES es Spanish

The KB_DE, KB_DK, KB_NOandKB_SVmappings can be used in theKB_NODEAD( “ .nodead”) variant.
This switches off the “dead accents”.

The KB_US, KB_JP andKB_US|KB_DVORAKmappings can be modified to swap the left CTRL and the
CAPS LOCK keys by theKB_SWAPCTRLCAPSvariant bit or the “.swapctrlcaps” suffix.

TheKB_METAESC( “ .metaesc”) option can be applied to any layout. Ifset, keys pressed together with the
ALT modifier are prefixed by an ESC character. (Standard behaviour is to add 128 to the ASCII value.)

Because PC keyboard hardware doesn’t contain a beeper, requests for “keyboard beeps” cannot be handled
directly. On alpha and i386 a helper device attached to thepcppi (4) driver allows the use of the standard
ISA speaker for this purpose. On acorn32,vidcaudio (4) performs this function.

EXAMPLES
To set a German keyboard layout without “dead accents” and sending an ESC character before the key sym-
bol if the ALT key is pressed simultaneously, usewsconsctl −w encoding=de.nodead.metaesc.
To set it at kernel build time, addoptions PCKBD_LAYOUT="(KB_DE | KB_NODEAD |
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KB_METAESC)"
to the kernel configuration file.

SEE ALSO
isa (4), pcppi (4), wskbd (4), wsconsctl (8)

BUGS
The list of builtin mappings doesn’t follow any logic. It grew as people submitted what they needed.

NetBSD 3.0 May 21, 2008 2
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NAME
pcl — DEC CSS PCL-11 BNetwork Interface

SYNOPSIS
pcl0 at uba? csr 164200 vector pclxint pclrint

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

Thepcl device provides anIP-only interface to theDEC CSSPCL-11time division multiplexed network bus.
The controller itself is not accessible to users.

The host’s address is specified with theSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). The interface will not transmit or
receive any data before its address is defined.

As thePCL-11hardware is only capable of having 15 interfaces per network, a single-byte host-on-network
number is used, with range [1..15] to match theTDM bus addresses of the interfaces.

The interface currently only supports the Internet protocol family and only provides “natural” (header)
encapsulation.

DIAGNOSTICS
pcl%d: can’t init. Insufficient UNIBUS resources existed to initialize the device. Thisis likely to occur
when the device is run on a buffered data path on an 11/750 and other network interfaces are also configured
to use buffered data paths, or when it is configured to use buffered data paths on an 11/730 (which has none).

pcl%d: can’t handle af%d. The interface was handed a message with addresses formatted in an unsuitable
address family; thepacket was dropped.

pcl%d: stray xmit interrupt. An interrupt occurred when no output had previously been started.

pcl%d: master. The TDM bus had no station providing ‘‘bus master’’ t iming signals, so this interface has
assumed the ‘‘master’’ role. Thismessage should only appear at most once perUNIBUS INIT on a single sys-
tem. Unlessthere is a hardware failure, only one station may be master at a time.

pcl%d: send error, tcr=%b, tsr=%b . The device indicated a problem sending data on output. If a
‘‘ receiver offl ine’’ error is detected, it is not normally logged unless the optionPCL_TESTING has been
selected, as this causes a lot of console chatter when sending to a down machine.However, this option is
quite useful when debugging problems with thePCL interfaces.

pcl%d: rcv error , rcr=%b rsr=%b. The device indicated a problem receiving data on input.

pcl%d: bad len=%d. An input operation resulted in a data transfer of less than 0 or more than 1008 bytes
of data into memory (according to the word count register). Thisshould never happen as the maximum size
of aPCL message has been agreed upon to be 1008 bytes (same as ARPANET message).

SEE ALSO
inet (4), intro (4)

HISTORY
Thepcl interface appeared in 4.2BSD.
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NAME
pcmcia — introduction toPCMCIA ( PC Card) support

SYNOPSIS
pcmcia ∗ at pcic? controller ? socket ?
pcmcia ∗ at tcic? controller ? socket ?
pcmcia ∗ at cardslot?

options PCMCIAVERBOSE

amiga
pcmcia ∗ at pccard0

hpcmips
pcmcia ∗ at it8368e? controller ? socket ?
pcmcia ∗ at plumpcmcia? controller ? socket ?

hpcsh
pcmcia ∗ at hd64461pcmcia? controller ? socket ?

sh3
pcmcia ∗ at shpcic? controller ? socket ?

sparc
pcmcia ∗ at nell?

DESCRIPTION
NetBSD provides machine-independent bus support and drivers for PCMCIA ( Personal Computer Memory
Card International Association) a.k.a. PC Card, CardBusdevices.

HARDWARE
NetBSD includes the following machine-independentPCMCIA drivers, sorted by function and driver name:

Serial interfaces and modems
com 8250/16450/16550-compatible PCMCIA serial cards and modems.

Network interfaces
an Aironet 4500/4800 and Cisco 340 series 802.11 controller.

awi 802.11 controller based on the AMD PCnetMobile chipset.

cnw Netwav eAirSurfer Wireless LAN interface.

ep 3Com 3c589 EtherLink III Ethernet card.

mbe Ethernet card based on the Fujitsu MB86960A/MB86965A chipset.

mhzc Megahertz Ethernet/Modem combo cards

ne NE2000 compatible cards.

ray Raytheon Raylink and WebGear Aviator2.4 802.11 controller.

sm Megahertz Ethernet card.
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wi Lucent Wav eLAN/IEEE and PRISM-II based 802.11 controller.

xi Xircom CreditCard Ethernet

SCSI controllers
aic Adaptec APA-1460SCSIcontroller card.

esp NCR 53C9x, Emulex ESP406, and Qlogic FAS408SCSIcontrollers.

spc Fujitsu MB87030/MB89352SCSIcontrollers.

IDE controllers
wdc Digital Hinote Ultra Mobile Media Adapter

Audio devices
esl Eiger Labs ESS1688 AudioDrive.

Bluetooth devices
bt3c 3Com 3CRWB6096 Bluetooth PC Card driver.

btbc AnyCom Bluetooth BlueCard driver.

USB Controller
slhci Cypress/ScanLogic SL811HS USB Host Controller driver.

SEE ALSO
aic (4), an(4), awi (4), bt3c (4), btbc (4), cardbus (4), cnw(4), com(4), ep(4), esl (4), esp (4),
intro (4), isa (4), mbe(4), mhzc(4), ne(4), options (4), pcic (4), pcmcom(4), ray (4), slhci (4),
sm(4), spc (4), tcic (4), wi (4), xi (4)

http://www.pcmcia.org/

HISTORY
Thepcmcia driver appeared inNetBSD 1.3.

BUGS
IO space conflicts

NetBSD probes thePCMCIA IO bus width and uses that information to decide where to mapPCMCIA IO
space. For 10-bit wide cards, 0x300-0x3ff is used. For 12-bit wide cards, 0x400-0x4ff is used.

Neither choice is perfect. In the 12-bit case, 0x400 appears to work on substantially more devices than
0x300. In the event thatPCMCIA devices are mapped in 0x400-0x4ff and appear to be nonfunctional, remap-
ping to 0x300-0x3ff may be appropriate; consultoptions PCIC_ISA_ALLOC_IOBASE andoptions
PCIC_ISA_ALLOC_IOSIZE in options (4). Example:

# Avoid PCMCIA bus space conflicts with the default IO space
# allocation on 12-bit wide busses (base 0x300 size 0xff).
options PCIC_ISA_ALLOC_IOBASE=0x300
options PCIC_ISA_ALLOC_IOSIZE=0x0ff

Interrupt conflicts
NetBSD attempts to probe for available interrupts to assign toPCMCIA devices. In some cases, it is not possi-
ble to detect all interrupts in use; in such cases, use ofoptions PCIC_ISA_INTR_ALLOC_MASK may
be necessary. Seeoptions (4).
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Unconfigured devices
During autoconfiguration, if a message is displayed saying that your card is "not configured" it indicates that
there isn’t support for your card compiled into the kernel. To fix this problem, it may simply be a matter of
adding the manufacturer and product IDs to thePCMCIA database or adding a front-end attachment to an
existing driver. In the latter case, it is normally always necessary to get a dump of the CIS table from the
card. You can do this by addingoptions PCMCIACISDEBUG andoptions PCMCIADEBUG into your
kernel config file. Additionally, you will have to patch the kernel to enable run-time debugging. Thiscan be
done in the source by changing the variablespcmcia_debugandpcmciacis_debugto 0xff. Alternatively, you
can patch the same variables at run-time usingddb (4). For most drivers you should also consider enabling
any driver-specific debugging options.
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NAME
pcmcom— PCMCIA multi-port serial card driver

SYNOPSIS
pcmcom∗ at pcmcia? function ?
com∗ at pcmcom? slave ?

DESCRIPTION
Thepcmcomdriver provides support forMegahertzXJ2288 modem.

SEE ALSO
com(4), pcmcia (4)

HISTORY
Thepcmcomdriver appeared inNetBSD 1.3.
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NAME
pcn — AMD PCnet-PCI Ethernet family driver

SYNOPSIS
pcn ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

Configuration of PHYs may also be necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
Thepcn device driver supports Ethernet interfaces based on the AMD PCnet-PCI family of Ethernet chips.
The chips supported by thepcn driver include:

• Am79c970 PCnet-PCI Single-Chip Ethernet Controller for PCI Local Bus

• Am79c970A PCnet-PCI II Single-Chip Full-Duplex Ethernet Controller for PCI Local Bus

• Am79c971 PCnet-FAST Single-Chip Full-Duplex 10/100Mbps Ethernet Controller for PCI Local Bus

• Am79c972 PCnet-FAST+ Enhanced 10/100Mbps PCI Ethernet Controller with OnNow Support

• Am79c973/Am79c975 PCnet-FAST III Single-Chip 10/100Mbps PCI Ethernet Controller with Inte-
grated PHY

PCnet-PCI chips are found on some Hewlett-Packard PCI Ethernet boards, and on the Allied Telesyn
AT -2700TX PCI Ethernet board.They are also found on some processor evaluation boards as an example
peripheral.

Thepcn driver also supports the emulated PCnet-PCI interface provided by VMware.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), mii (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thepcn driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
Thepcn driver was written by Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@wasabisystems.com〉.
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NAME
pcppi — PC (ISA) control port driver

SYNOPSIS
pcppi ∗ at acpi?
pcppi ∗ at isa?
isabeep ∗ at pcppi?
(alpha only)
sysbeep ∗ at pcppi?
(i386 only)
spkr0 at pcppi?
midi ∗ at pcppi?

DESCRIPTION
Thepcppi driver handles resource allocation and device attachment for the ports related to the ISA speaker
in the traditional PC/AT “design”. Theseare the “system control port” (which was implemented by the 8255
“PPI” in the XT, hence the name of this driver) at IO address 0x61.

When associated with anattimer (4) device, it is possible to change the pitch of the sounds emitted
throughpcppi .

Thepcppi driver provides its child devices with the ability to output simple tones through the PC speaker.
The speaker (4) andmidi (4) devices use this to synthesize sounds.The isabeep (4) andsysbeep (4)
devices are helpers which thepckbd (4) driver uses as a substitute for a “keyboard beep”, because the PC
keyboard hardware doesn’t provide this.

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), attimer (4), isa (4), midi (4), pckbd (4), speaker (4)
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NAME
pcscp — Advanced Micro Devices Am53c974 PCscsi-PCI SCSI driver

SYNOPSIS
pcscp ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
scsibus ∗ at pcscp?

DESCRIPTION
The pcscp driver provides support for theAdvanced Micro Devices Am53c974 PCscsi-PCISCSI controller
and boards using this chip, including theTekram DC-390 PCI SCSIhost adapter.

For Tekram DC-390U/UW/F PCI SCSIhost adapters, use thesiop (4) driver.

For Tekram DC-395U/UW/F PCI SCSIhost adapters, use thetrm (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), esp (4), intro (4), pci (4), scsi (4), sd (4), ss (4), st (4), uk (4), scsipi (9)

http://www.amd.com/

BUGS
The driver currently ignores EEPROM settings, which establish per-target parameters etc.
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NAME
pcweasel — Support for the PC-Weasel serial console board

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device pcweasel
weasel ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

Note that the appropriate display device must also be enabled. Seepcdisplay (4) for more information.

DESCRIPTION
The PC-Weasel is a serial console board for use primarily on Intel-based PC-class systems.It addresses a
problem that nearly everyone who has deployed a PC-class server has experienced: the total lack of remote
management capability on PC-class hardware.

In addition to serial console support, the PC-Weasel provides the ability to remotely reset the system (by
means of a hardware reset signal), and provides a watchdog timer function.

The PC-Weasel works by emulating the original IBM Monochrome Display Adapter (MDA). Writes to the
display’s character cells are translated into ANSI terminal sequences which are then sent out the PC-Weasel’s
serial port. Incoming characters are translated into PC keyboard scan codes and then fed (by means of a
cable) into the system’s keyboard controller. The system believes it is using a display console.This is par-
ticularly important in the event that one needs access to BIOS configuration menus.

The PC-Weasel also includes a ST16550 serial port, which may be configured as any one of the system’s
serial ports.Typical usage is to configure the port ascom0at ISA I/O address 0x3f8. When the PC-Weasel
detects activity on the ST16550, the serial port is automatically connected to the ST16550 so that the serial
port may be used as normal. When the PC-Weasel detects activity on the internal UART used for MDA
emulation, the serial port is automatically reconnected to the emulation UART. This allows the boot program
and kernel to be configured to use the serial port directly (which is more efficient than using the MDA emula-
tion mode), yet allows the MDA emulation to be reestablished as soon as the kernel loses control of the sys-
tem.

The pcweasel driver provides support for the additional features present on the PC-Weasel. Atthe
moment, this includes support for the watchdog timer function. Use of thepcweasel driver is not required
in order for the system to function with a PC-Weasel installed so long as only the MDA emulation and
ST16550 serial port functionality is required.

SEE ALSO
pcdisplay (4), wdogctl (8)

HISTORY
Thepcweasel driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.1.

AUTHORS
The PC-Weasel was invented by Herb Peyerl and Jonathan Levine at Canada Connect Corporation. It is now
produced by Middle Digital, Inc., http://www.realweasel.com/

The pcweasel driver was written by Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@zembu.com〉, and contributed by Zembu
Labs, Inc. Herb Peyerl of Middle Digital, Inc.provided several firmware updates during the development of
the driver.
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NAME
pdcide — Promise IDE disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
pdcide ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
The pdcide driver supports the Promise Ultra33, Ultra66, Ultra100, Ultra100TX2, Ultra100TX2v2,
Ultra133, Ultra133TX2, Ultra133TX2v2, Fasttrak133 and Serial ATA/150 IDE controllers, and provides the
interface with the hardware for theata (4) driver.

The 0x0002 flag forces thepdcide driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally be
enabled. Thiscan be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the IDE controller is wired
up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

BUGS
The timings used for the PIO and DMA modes for controllers listed above are for a PCI bus running at 30 or
33 MHz. This driver may not work properly on overclocked systems.

Thepdcide driver does NOT function correctly onNetBSD/sparc64.
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NAME
pdcsata — Promise Serial-ATA disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
pdcsata ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
The pdcsata driver supports the Promise SATA150 (PDC20571, PDC20575, PDC20579, PDC20318,
PDC20319, PDC20371, PDC20375, PDC20376, PDC20377, PDC20378, and PDC20379) and SATA300
(PDC20775, PDC40518, PDC40519, PDC40718 , PDC40719 and PDC40779) families of serial-ATA con-
trollers, and provides the interface with the hardware for theata (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)
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NAME
pf — packet filter

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device pf

DESCRIPTION
Packet filtering takes place in the kernel. Apseudo-device,/dev/pf , allows userland processes to control
the behavior of the packet filter through anioctl (2) interface. Thereare commands to enable and disable
the filter, load rulesets, add and remove individual rules or state table entries, and retrieve statistics. The
most commonly used functions are covered bypfctl (8).

Manipulations like loading a ruleset that involve more than a singleioctl (2) call require a so-calledticket,
which prevents the occurrence of multiple concurrent manipulations.

Fields of ioctl (2) parameter structures that refer to packet data (like addresses and ports) are generally
expected in network byte-order.

Rules and address tables are contained in so-calledanchors. When servicing anioctl (2) request, if the
anchor field of the argument structure is empty, the kernel will use the default anchor (i.e., the main ruleset)
in operations.Anchors are specified by name and may be nested, with components separated by ‘/’ charac-
ters, similar to how file system hierarchies are laid out. The final component of the anchor path is the anchor
under which operations will be performed.

IOCTL INTERF ACE
pf supports the followingioctl (2) commands, available through〈net/pfvar.h 〉:

DIOCSTART
Start the packet filter.

DIOCSTOP
Stop the packet filter.

DIOCSTARTALTQ
Start the ALTQ bandwidth control system (seealtq (9)).

DIOCSTOPALTQ
Stop the ALTQ bandwidth control system.

DIOCBEGINADDRSstruct pfioc_pooladdr ∗pp

struct pfioc_pooladdr {
u_int32_t action;
u_int32_t ticket;
u_int32_t nr;
u_int32_t r_num;
u_int8_t r_action;
u_int8_t r_last;
u_int8_t af;
char anchor[MAXPATHLEN];
struct pf_pooladdr addr;

};

Clear the buffer address pool and get aticket for subsequentDIOCADDADDR, DIOCADDRULE,
andDIOCCHANGERULEcalls.
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DIOCADDADDRstruct pfioc_pooladdr ∗pp

Add the pool addressaddr to the buffer address pool to be used in the following DIOCADDRULE
or DIOCCHANGERULEcall. All other members of the structure are ignored.

DIOCADDRULEstruct pfioc_rule ∗pr

struct pfioc_rule {
u_int32_t action;
u_int32_t ticket;
u_int32_t pool_ticket;
u_int32_t nr;
char anchor[MAXPATHLEN];
char anchor_call[MAXPATHLEN];
struct pf_rule rule;

};

Add rule at the end of the inactive ruleset. Thiscall requires aticket obtained through a preceding
DIOCXBEGIN call and a pool_ticket obtained through a DIOCBEGINADDRS call.
DIOCADDADDRmust also be called if any pool addresses are required. The optionalanchorname
indicates the anchor in which to append the rule.nr andactionare ignored.

DIOCADDALTQstruct pfioc_altq ∗pa
Add an ALTQ discipline or queue.

struct pfioc_altq {
u_int32_t action;
u_int32_t ticket;
u_int32_t nr;
struct pf_altq altq;

};

DIOCGETRULESstruct pfioc_rule ∗pr
Get aticket for subsequentDIOCGETRULEcalls and the numbernr of rules in the active ruleset.

DIOCGETRULEstruct pfioc_rule ∗pr
Get arule by its numbernr using theticket obtained through a precedingDIOCGETRULEScall.

DIOCGETADDRSstruct pfioc_pooladdr ∗pp
Get aticket for subsequentDIOCGETADDRcalls and the numbernr of pool addresses in the rule
specified withr_action, r_num, andanchor.

DIOCGETADDRstruct pfioc_pooladdr ∗pp
Get the pool addressaddr by its numbernr from the rule specified withr_action, r_num, and
anchorusing theticket obtained through a precedingDIOCGETADDRScall.

DIOCGETALTQSstruct pfioc_altq ∗pa
Get aticket for subsequentDIOCGETALTQcalls and the numbernr of queues in the active list.

DIOCGETALTQstruct pfioc_altq ∗pa
Get the queueing disciplinealtq by its numbernr using theticket obtained through a preceding
DIOCGETALTQScall.

DIOCGETQSTATSstruct pfioc_qstats ∗pq
Get the statistics on a queue.

struct pfioc_qstats {
u_int32_t ticket;
u_int32_t nr;
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void ∗buf;
int nbytes;
u_int8_t scheduler;

};

This call fills in a pointer to the buffer of statisticsbuf, of lengthnbytes, for the queue specified by
nr.

DIOCGETRULESETSstruct pfioc_ruleset ∗pr

struct pfioc_ruleset {
u_int32_t nr;
char path[MAXPATHLEN];
char name[PF_ANCHOR_NAME_SIZE];

};

Get the numbernr of rulesets (i.e., anchors) directly attached to the anchor named bypath for use
in subsequentDIOCGETRULESETcalls. Nestedanchors, since they are not directly attached to
the given anchor, will not be included.This ioctl returnsEINVAL if the given anchor does not
exist.

DIOCGETRULESETstruct pfioc_ruleset ∗pr
Get a ruleset (i.e., an anchor)nameby its numbernr from the given anchorpath, the maximum
number of which can be obtained from a precedingDIOCGETRULESETScall. Thisioctl returns
EINVAL if the given anchor does not exist orEBUSYif another process is concurrently updating a
ruleset.

DIOCADDSTATEstruct pfioc_state ∗ps
Add a state entry.

struct pfioc_state {
u_int32_t nr;
struct pf_state state;

};

DIOCGETSTATEstruct pfioc_state ∗ps
Extract the entry with the specified numbernr from the state table.

DIOCKILLSTATES struct pfioc_state_kill ∗psk
Remove matching entries from the state table.This ioctl returns the number of killed states in
psk_af.

struct pfioc_state_kill {
sa_family_t psk_af;
int psk_proto;
struct pf_rule_addr psk_src;
struct pf_rule_addr psk_dst;
char psk_ifname[IFNAMSIZ];

};

DIOCCLRSTATESstruct pfioc_state_kill ∗psk
Clear all states. It works like DIOCKILLSTATES, but ignores thepsk_af, psk_proto, psk_src, and
psk_dstfields of thepfioc_state_kill structure.

DIOCSETSTATUSIF struct pfioc_if ∗pi
Specify the interface for which statistics are accumulated.
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struct pfioc_if {
char ifname[IFNAMSIZ];

};

DIOCGETSTATUSstruct pf_status ∗s
Get the internal packet filter statistics.

struct pf_status {
u_int64_t counters[PFRES_MAX];
u_int64_t lcounters[LCNT_MAX];
u_int64_t fcounters[FCNT_MAX];
u_int64_t scounters[SCNT_MAX];
u_int64_t pcounters[2][2][3];
u_int64_t bcounters[2][2];
u_int64_t stateid;
u_int32_t running;
u_int32_t states;
u_int32_t src_nodes;
u_int32_t since;
u_int32_t debug;
u_int32_t hostid;
char ifname[IFNAMSIZ];

};

DIOCCLRSTATUS
Clear the internal packet filter statistics.

DIOCNATLOOKstruct pfioc_natlook ∗pnl
Look up a state table entry by source and destination addresses and ports.

struct pfioc_natlook {
struct pf_addr saddr;
struct pf_addr daddr;
struct pf_addr rsaddr;
struct pf_addr rdaddr;
u_int16_t sport;
u_int16_t dport;
u_int16_t rsport;
u_int16_t rdport;
sa_family_t af;
u_int8_t proto;
u_int8_t direction;

};

DIOCSETDEBUGu_int32_t ∗level
Set the debug level.

enum { PF_DEBUG_NONE, PF_DEBUG_URGENT, PF_DEBUG_MISC,
PF_DEBUG_NOISY };

DIOCGETSTATESstruct pfioc_states ∗ps
Get state table entries.

struct pfioc_states {
int ps_len;
union {
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caddr_t psu_buf;
struct pf_state ∗psu_states;

} p s_u;
#define ps_buf ps_u.psu_buf
#define ps_states ps_u.psu_states
};

If ps_lenis zero, all states will be gathered intopf_statesandps_lenwill be set to the size they
take in memory (i.e.,sizeof(struct pf_state) ∗ nr ). If ps_lenis non-zero, as many
states that can fit intops_lenas possible will be gathered, andps_lenwill be updated to the size
those rules take in memory.

DIOCCHANGERULEstruct pfioc_rule ∗pcr
Add or remove therule in the ruleset specified byrule.action.

The type of operation to be performed is indicated byaction, which can be any of the following:

enum { PF_CHANGE_NONE, PF_CHANGE_ADD_HEAD, PF_CHANGE_ADD_TAIL,
PF_CHANGE_ADD_BEFORE, PF_CHANGE_ADD_AFTER,
PF_CHANGE_REMOVE, PF_CHANGE_GET_TICKET };

ticket must be set to the value obtained withPF_CHANGE_GET_TICKETfor all actions except
PF_CHANGE_GET_TICKET. pool_ticket must be set to the value obtained with the
DIOCBEGINADDRS call for all actions except PF_CHANGE_REMOVE and
PF_CHANGE_GET_TICKET. anchor indicates to which anchor the operation applies.nr indi-
cates the rule number against whichPF_CHANGE_ADD_BEFORE, PF_CHANGE_ADD_AFTER,
or PF_CHANGE_REMOVEactions are applied.

DIOCCHANGEADDRstruct pfioc_pooladdr ∗pca
Add or remove the pool addressaddr from the rule specified byr_action, r_num, andanchor.

DIOCSETTIMEOUTstruct pfioc_tm ∗pt

struct pfioc_tm {
int timeout;
int seconds;

};

Set the state timeout oftimeoutto seconds. The old value will be placed intoseconds. For possi-
ble values oftimeout, consult thePFTM_∗ values in〈net/pfvar.h 〉.

DIOCGETTIMEOUTstruct pfioc_tm ∗pt
Get the state timeout oftimeout. The value will be placed into thesecondsfield.

DIOCCLRRULECTRS
Clear per-rule statistics.

DIOCSETLIMIT struct pfioc_limit ∗pl
Set the hard limits on the memory pools used by the packet filter.

struct pfioc_limit {
int index;
unsigned limit;

};

enum { PF_LIMIT_STATES, PF_LIMIT_SRC_NODES, PF_LIMIT_FRAGS };
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DIOCGETLIMIT struct pfioc_limit ∗pl
Get the hardlimit for the memory pool indicated byindex.

DIOCRCLRTABLESstruct pfioc_table ∗io
Clear all tables. All the ioctls that manipulate radix tables use the same structure described below.
For DIOCRCLRTABLES, pfrio_ndelcontains on exit the number of tables deleted.

struct pfioc_table {
struct pfr_table pfrio_table;
void ∗pfrio_buffer;
int pfrio_esize;
int pfrio_size;
int pfrio_size2;
int pfrio_nadd;
int pfrio_ndel;
int pfrio_nchange;
int pfrio_flags;
u_int32_t pfrio_ticket;

};
#define pfrio_exists pfrio_nadd
#define pfrio_nzero pfrio_nadd
#define pfrio_nmatch pfrio_nadd
#define pfrio_naddr pfrio_size2
#define pfrio_setflag pfrio_size2
#define pfrio_clrflag pfrio_nadd

DIOCRADDTABLESstruct pfioc_table ∗io
Create one or more tables.On entry, pfrio_buffer[pfrio_size]contains a table ofpfr_table
structures. Onexit, pfrio_naddcontains the number of tables effectively created.

struct pfr_table {
char pfrt_anchor[MAXPATHLEN];
char pfrt_name[PF_TABLE_NAME_SIZE];
u_int32_t pfrt_flags;
u_int8_t pfrt_fback;

};

DIOCRDELTABLESstruct pfioc_table ∗io
Delete one or more tables. On entry, pfrio_buffer[pfrio_size]contains a table ofpfr_table
structures. Onexit, pfrio_naddcontains the number of tables effectively deleted.

DIOCRGETTABLESstruct pfioc_table ∗io
Get the list of all tables. On entry, pfrio_buffer[pfrio_size]contains a valid writeable buffer for
pfr_table structures. Onexit, pfrio_sizecontains the number of tables written into the buffer.
If the buffer is too small, the kernel does not store anything but just returns the required buffer size,
without error.

DIOCRGETTSTATSstruct pfioc_table ∗io
This call is likeDIOCRGETTABLESbut is used to get an array ofpfr_tstats structures.

struct pfr_tstats {
struct pfr_table pfrts_t;
u_int64_t pfrts_packets

[PFR_DIR_MAX][PFR_OP_TABLE_MAX];
u_int64_t pfrts_bytes

[PFR_DIR_MAX][PFR_OP_TABLE_MAX];
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u_int64_t pfrts_match;
u_int64_t pfrts_nomatch;
long pfrts_tzero;
int pfrts_cnt;
int pfrts_refcnt[PFR_REFCNT_MAX];

};
#define pfrts_name pfrts_t.pfrt_name
#define pfrts_flags pfrts_t.pfrt_flags

DIOCRCLRTSTATSstruct pfioc_table ∗io
Clear the statistics of one or more tables. On entry, pfrio_buffer[pfrio_size]contains a table of
pfr_table structures. Onexit, pfrio_nzerocontains the number of tables effectively cleared.

DIOCRCLRADDRSstruct pfioc_table ∗io
Clear all addresses in a table. On entry, pfrio_tablecontains the table to clear. On exit, pfrio_ndel
contains the number of addresses removed.

DIOCRADDADDRSstruct pfioc_table ∗io
Add one or more addresses to a table. On entry, pfrio_table contains the table ID and
pfrio_buffer[pfrio_size]contains the list ofpfr_addr structures to add. On exit, pfrio_nadd
contains the number of addresses effectively added.

struct pfr_addr {
union {

struct in_addr _pfra_ip4addr;
struct in6_addr _pfra_ip6addr;

} p fra_u;
u_int8_t pfra_af;
u_int8_t pfra_net;
u_int8_t pfra_not;
u_int8_t pfra_fback;

};
#define pfra_ip4addr pfra_u._pfra_ip4addr
#define pfra_ip6addr pfra_u._pfra_ip6addr

DIOCRDELADDRSstruct pfioc_table ∗io
Delete one or more addresses from a table.On entry, pfrio_table contains the table ID and
pfrio_buffer[pfrio_size]contains the list ofpfr_addr structures to delete. On exit, pfrio_ndel
contains the number of addresses effectively deleted.

DIOCRSETADDRSstruct pfioc_table ∗io
Replace the content of a table by a new address list. This is the most complicated command,
which uses all the structure members.

On entry, pfrio_table contains the table ID andpfrio_buffer[pfrio_size]contains the new list of
pfr_addr structures. Additionally, if pfrio_size2 is non-zero,
pfrio_buffer[pfrio_size..pfrio_size2]must be a writeable buffer, into which the kernel can copy the
addresses that have been deleted during the replace operation. On exit, pfrio_ndel, pfrio_nadd,
andpfrio_nchangecontain the number of addresses deleted, added, and changed by the kernel. If
pfrio_size2was set on entry, pfrio_size2will point to the size of the buffer used, exactly like
DIOCRGETADDRS.

DIOCRGETADDRSstruct pfioc_table ∗io
Get all the addresses of a table. On entry, pfrio_table contains the table ID and
pfrio_buffer[pfrio_size] contains a valid writeable buffer for pfr_addr structures. Onexit,
pfrio_sizecontains the number of addresses written into the buffer. If the buffer was too small, the
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kernel does not store anything but just returns the required buffer size, without returning an error.

DIOCRGETASTATSstruct pfioc_table ∗io
This call is likeDIOCRGETADDRSbut is used to get an array ofpfr_astats structures.

struct pfr_astats {
struct pfr_addr pfras_a;
u_int64_t pfras_packets

[PFR_DIR_MAX][PFR_OP_ADDR_MAX];
u_int64_t pfras_bytes

[PFR_DIR_MAX][PFR_OP_ADDR_MAX];
long pfras_tzero;

};

DIOCRCLRASTATSstruct pfioc_table ∗io
Clear the statistics of one or more addresses. On entry, pfrio_table contains the table ID and
pfrio_buffer[pfrio_size]contains a table ofpfr_addr structures to clear. On exit, pfrio_nzero
contains the number of addresses effectively cleared.

DIOCRTSTADDRSstruct pfioc_table ∗io
Test if the given addresses match a table. On entry, pfrio_table contains the table ID and
pfrio_buffer[pfrio_size]contains a table ofpfr_addr structures to test. On exit, the kernel
updates thepfr_addr table by setting thepfra_fbackmember appropriately.

DIOCRSETTFLAGSstruct pfioc_table ∗io
Change thePFR_TFLAG_CONSTor PFR_TFLAG_PERSIST flags of a table. On entry,
pfrio_buffer[pfrio_size]contains a table ofpfr_table structures, andpfrio_setflagcontains the
flags to add, whilepfrio_clrflag contains the flags to remove. On exit, pfrio_nchangeand
pfrio_ndelcontain the number of tables altered or deleted by the kernel. Yes, tables can be deleted
if one removes thePFR_TFLAG_PERSISTflag of an unreferenced table.

DIOCRINADEFINE struct pfioc_table ∗io
Defines a table in the inactive set. On entry, pfrio_table contains the table ID and
pfrio_buffer[pfrio_size]contains the list ofpfr_addr structures to put in the table.A valid
ticket must also be supplied topfrio_ticket. On exit, pfrio_naddcontains 0 if the table was already
defined in the inactive list or 1 if a new table has been created.pfrio_naddrcontains the number of
addresses effectively put in the table.

DIOCXBEGIN struct pfioc_trans ∗io

struct pfioc_trans {
int size; / ∗ number of elements ∗/
int esize; / ∗ size of each element in bytes ∗/
struct pfioc_trans_e {

int rs_num;
char anchor[MAXPATHLEN];
u_int32_t ticket;

} ∗array;
};

Clear all the inactive rulesets specified in thepfioc_trans_e array. For each ruleset, a ticket is
returned for subsequent "add rule" ioctls, as well as for theDIOCXCOMMIT and
DIOCXROLLBACKcalls.

Ruleset types, identified byrs_num, include the following:
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PF_RULESET_SCRUB Scrub (packet normalization) rules.
PF_RULESET_FILTER Filter rules.
PF_RULESET_NAT NAT (Network Address Translation) rules.
PF_RULESET_BINAT Bidirectional NAT rules.
PF_RULESET_RDR Redirect rules.
PF_RULESET_ALTQ ALTQ disciplines.
PF_RULESET_TABLE Address tables.

DIOCXCOMMITstruct pfioc_trans ∗io
Atomically switch a vector of inactive rulesets to the active rulesets. Thiscall is implemented as a
standard two-phase commit, which will either fail for all rulesets or completely succeed. All tick-
ets need to be valid. Thisioctl returnsEBUSYif another process is concurrently updating some of
the same rulesets.

DIOCXROLLBACKstruct pfioc_trans ∗io
Clean up the kernel by undoing all changes that have taken place on the inactive rulesets since the
lastDIOCXBEGIN. DIOCXROLLBACKwill silently ignore rulesets for which the ticket is invalid.

DIOCSETHOSTIDu_int32_t ∗hostid
Set the host ID, which is used bypfsync (4) to identify which host created state table entries.

DIOCOSFPFLUSH
Flush the passive OS fingerprint table.

DIOCOSFPADDstruct pf_osfp_ioctl ∗io

struct pf_osfp_ioctl {
struct pf_osfp_entry {

SLIST_ENTRY(pf_osfp_entry) fp_entry;
pf_osfp_t fp_os;
char fp_class_nm[PF_OSFP_LEN];
char fp_version_nm[PF_OSFP_LEN];
char fp_subtype_nm[PF_OSFP_LEN];

} f p_os;
pf_tcpopts_t fp_tcpopts;
u_int16_t fp_wsize;
u_int16_t fp_psize;
u_int16_t fp_mss;
u_int16_t fp_flags;
u_int8_t fp_optcnt;
u_int8_t fp_wscale;
u_int8_t fp_ttl;
int fp_getnum;

};

Add a passive OS fingerprint to the table. Set fp_os.fp_os to the packed fingerprint,
fp_os.fp_class_nmto the name of the class (Linux, Windows, etc),fp_os.fp_version_nmto the
name of the version (NT, 95, 98), andfp_os.fp_subtype_nmto the name of the subtype or patch-
level. Themembersfp_mss, fp_wsize, fp_psize, fp_ttl, fp_optcnt, and fp_wscaleare set to the TCP
MSS, the TCP window size, the IP length, the IP TTL, the number of TCP options, and the TCP
window scaling constant of the TCP SYN packet, respectively.

The fp_flagsmember is filled according to the〈net/pfvar.h 〉 include filePF_OSFP_∗ defines.
The fp_tcpopts member contains packed TCP options. Each option uses
PF_OSFP_TCPOPT_BITS bits in the packed value. Options include any of
PF_OSFP_TCPOPT_NOP, PF_OSFP_TCPOPT_SACK, PF_OSFP_TCPOPT_WSCALE,
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PF_OSFP_TCPOPT_MSS, or PF_OSFP_TCPOPT_TS.

Thefp_getnummember is not used with this ioctl.

The structure’s slack space must be zeroed for correct operation;memset(3) the whole structure
to zero before filling and sending to the kernel.

DIOCOSFPGETstruct pf_osfp_ioctl ∗io
Get the passive OS fingerprint numberfp_getnumfrom the kernel’s fingerprint list. The rest of the
structure members will come back filled.Get the whole list by repeatedly incrementing the
fp_getnumnumber until the ioctl returnsEBUSY.

DIOCGETSRCNODESstruct pfioc_src_nodes ∗psn

struct pfioc_src_nodes {
int psn_len;
union {

caddr_t psu_buf;
struct pf_src_node ∗psu_src_nodes;

} p sn_u;
#define psn_buf psn_u.psu_buf
#define psn_src_nodes psn_u.psu_src_nodes
};

Get the list of source nodes kept by sticky addresses and source tracking. The ioctl must be called
once withpsn_lenset to 0. If the ioctl returns without error, psn_lenwill be set to the size of the
buffer required to hold all thepf_src_nodestructures held in the table.A buffer of this size should
then be allocated, and a pointer to this buffer placed inpsn_buf. The ioctl must then be called
again to fill this buffer with the actual source node data. After that call,psn_lenwill be set to the
length of the buffer actually used.

DIOCCLRSRCNODES
Clear the tree of source tracking nodes.

DIOCIGETIFACES struct pfioc_iface ∗io
Get the list of interfaces and interface drivers known to pf . All the ioctls that manipulate inter-
faces use the same structure described below:

struct pfioc_iface {
char pfiio_name[IFNAMSIZ];
void ∗pfiio_buffer;
int pfiio_esize;
int pfiio_size;
int pfiio_nzero;
int pfiio_flags;

};

#define PFI_FLAG_GROUP 0x0001 / ∗ gets groups of interfaces ∗/
#define PFI_FLAG_INSTANCE 0x0002 / ∗ gets single interfaces ∗/
#define PFI_FLAG_ALLMASK 0x0003

If not empty, pfiio_namecan be used to restrict the search to a specific interface or driver.
pfiio_buffer[pfiio_size]is the user-supplied buffer for returning the data. On entry, pfiio_sizerepre-
sents the number ofpfi_if entries that can fit into the buffer. The kernel will replace this value by
the real number of entries it wants to return.pfiio_esizeshould be set tosizeof(struct
pfi_if) . pfiio_flagsshould be set toPFI_FLAG_GROUP, PFI_FLAG_INSTANCE, or both, to
tell the kernel to return a group of interfaces (drivers, like "fxp"), real interface instances (like
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"fxp1") or both. The data is returned in thepfi_if structure described below:

struct pfi_if {
char pfif_name[IFNAMSIZ];
u_int64_t pfif_packets[2][2][2];
u_int64_t pfif_bytes[2][2][2];
u_int64_t pfif_addcnt;
u_int64_t pfif_delcnt;
long pfif_tzero;
int pfif_states;
int pfif_rules;
int pfif_flags;

};

#define PFI_IFLAG_GROUP 0x0001 / ∗ group of interfaces ∗/
#define PFI_IFLAG_INSTANCE 0x0002 / ∗ single instance ∗/
#define PFI_IFLAG_CLONABLE 0x0010 / ∗ clonable group ∗/
#define PFI_IFLAG_DYNAMIC 0x0020 / ∗ dynamic group ∗/
#define PFI_IFLAG_ATTACHED 0x0040 / ∗ interface attached ∗/

DIOCICLRISTATS struct pfioc_iface ∗io
Clear the statistics counters of one or more interfaces. pfiio_nameandpfiio_flagscan be used to
select which interfaces need to be cleared. The filtering process is the same as for
DIOCIGETIFACES. pfiio_nzerowill be set by the kernel to the number of interfaces and drivers
that have been cleared.

DIOCSETIFFLAG struct pfioc_iface ∗io
Set the user setable flags (described below) of the pf internal interface description.The filtering
process is the same as forDIOCIGETIFACES.

#define PFI_IFLAG_SKIP 0x0100 / ∗ skip interface ∗/
#define PFI_IFLAG_SETABLE_MASK 0x0100 / ∗ mask ∗/

DIOCCLRIFFLAG struct pfioc_iface ∗io
Works asDIOCSETIFFLAGabove but clears the flags.

FILES
/dev/pf packet filtering device.

EXAMPLES
The following example demonstrates how to use theDIOCNATLOOKcommand to find the internal host/port
of a NAT ed connection:

#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <sys/ioctl.h>
#include <sys/fcntl.h>
#include <net/if.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>
#include <net/pfvar.h>
#include <err.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

u_int32_t
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read_address(const char ∗s)
{

int a, b, c, d;

sscanf(s, "%i.%i.%i.%i", &a, &b, &c, &d);
return htonl(a << 24 | b << 16 | c << 8 | d);

}

void
print_address(u_int32_t a)
{

a = ntohl(a);
printf("%d.%d.%d.%d", a >> 24 & 255, a >> 16 & 255,

a >> 8 & 255, a & 255);
}

int
main(int argc, char ∗argv[])
{

struct pfioc_natlook nl;
int dev;

if (argc != 5) {
printf("%s <gwy addr> <gwy port> <ext addr> <ext port>\n",

argv[0]);
return 1;

}

dev = open("/dev/pf", O_RDWR);
if (dev == -1)

err(1, "open(\"/dev/pf\") failed");

memset(&nl, 0, sizeof(struct pfioc_natlook));
nl.saddr.v4.s_addr = read_address(argv[1]);
nl.sport = htons(atoi(argv[2]));
nl.daddr.v4.s_addr = read_address(argv[3]);
nl.dport = htons(atoi(argv[4]));
nl.af = AF_INET;
nl.proto = IPPROTO_TCP;
nl.direction = PF_IN;

if (ioctl(dev, DIOCNATLOOK, &nl))
err(1, "DIOCNATLOOK");

printf("internal host ");
print_address(nl.rsaddr.v4.s_addr);
printf(":%u\n", ntohs(nl.rsport));
return 0;

}
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SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), bridge (4), pflog (4), pfctl (8), altq (9)

HISTORY
Thepf packet filtering mechanism first appeared inOpenBSD3.0.

CAVEATS
The following functionality is missing frompf in this version ofNetBSD:

• The pfsync protocol is not supported.

• Thegroupkeyword is not supported.

NetBSD 3.0 April 26, 2006 13
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NAME
pflog — packet filter logging interface

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device pflog

DESCRIPTION
The pflog interface is a pseudo-device which makes visible all packets logged by the packet filter, pf (4).
Logged packets can easily be monitored in real time by invoking tcpdump (8) on thepflog interface, or
stored to disk usingpflogd (8).

Each packet retrieved on this interface has a header associated with it of lengthPFLOG_HDRLEN. This
header documents the address family, interface name, rule number, reason, action, and direction of the packet
that was logged. This structure, defined in〈net/if_pflog.h 〉 looks like

struct pfloghdr {
u_int8_t length;
sa_family_t af;
u_int8_t action;
u_int8_t reason;
char ifname[IFNAMSIZ];
char ruleset[PF_RULESET_NAME_SIZE];
u_int32_t rulenr;
u_int32_t subrulenr;
u_int8_t dir;
u_int8_t pad[3];

};

EXAMPLES
# i fconfig pflog0 up
# t cpdump -n -e -ttt -i pflog0

SEE ALSO
inet (4), inet6 (4), netintro (4), pf (4), ifconfig (8), pflogd (8), tcpdump (8)

HISTORY
Thepflog device first appeared inOpenBSD3.0.
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NAME
phantomas — Phantom PseudoBC GSC+ Port

SYNOPSIS
phantomas ∗ at mainbus0
sti ∗ at phantomas?
lasi ∗ at phantomas?
dino ∗ at phantomas?

DESCRIPTION
Phantom bus convertor used to connect asti (4) graphics, alasi (4) bus host adapter forgsc (4) and a PCI
bridgedino (4) to the system bus, wherecpu (4) and memory are located.

MACHINES
The Phantom bus convertor is used in conjunction with thePA7300LCCPU in this machines:

• 744/∗
• 748/∗
• A180[C]
• B132L[+], B160L, B180L+
• C132L, C160L
• D220, D230, D320, D330
• RDI PrecisionBook

SEE ALSO
cpu (4), dino (4), gsc (4), intro (4), lasi (4), sti (4)

HISTORY
Thephantomas driver appeared inOpenBSD3.3. Itwas ported toNetBSD 2.0 by Jochen Kunz.
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NAME
pic — Processor Interface Controller

SYNOPSIS
pic0 at mainbus0 addr 0x1fa00000

DESCRIPTION
The Processor Interface Controller interfaces thegio (4) bus (VME bus optional) to main memory and CPU.
Thepic is found in the Personal Iris 4D/3x and Indigo R3k machines.

SEE ALSO
gio (4)

HISTORY
Thepic driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
piixide — Intel IDE/SATA disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
piixide ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
The piixide driver supports the Intel PIIX, PIIX3, PIIX4, and 82801
(ICH/ICH0/ICH2/ICH3/ICH4/ICH5/ICH6/ICH7/ICH8/ICH9) IDE/SATA controllers and provides the inter-
face with the hardware for theata (4) driver.

The 0x0002 flag forces thepiixide driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally be
enabled. Thiscan be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the IDE controller is wired
up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

BUGS
The timings used for the PIO and DMA modes for controllers listed above are for a PCI bus running at 30 or
33 MHz. This driver may not work properly on overclocked systems.
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NAME
piixpcib — Intel PIIX4 PCI-ISA bridge with SpeedStep

SYNOPSIS
piixpcib ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
isa ∗ at piixpcib?

DESCRIPTION
Thepiixpcib driver provides support for the Intel PIIX and compatible PCI-ISA Bridges with Intel’s first
generation SpeedStep.

Frequency scaling is supported on Pentium III with two voltage modes, used by SpeedStep as power states
low and high. The driver will switch into low power state by reducing voltage and frequency of the CPU.
The factor depends on the processor itself, but will always reduce power consumption about 1/2.

The user can manually control the CPU frequency with thesysctl (8) program using the following node:

machdep.speedstep_state = [0/1]

SEE ALSO
isa (4), pci (4), apmd(8), sysctl (8)

HISTORY
Thepiixpcib driver first appeared inFreeBSD5.5 and then inNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
The currentpiixpcib driver was written by Bruno Ducrot. It was ported toNetBSD by Jared D. McNeill
〈jmcneill@NetBSD.org〉.
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NAME
piixpm — Intel PIIX and compatible Power Management controller

SYNOPSIS
piixpm ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
iic ∗ at piixpm?

DESCRIPTION
Thepiixpm driver provides support for the Intel PIIX and compatible Power Management controller. Only
the SMBus host interface is supported and can be used with theiic (4) framework.

Supported chipsets:

• ATI SB200, SB300, SB400, SB600, SB700, SB800
• Intel 82371AB (PIIX4), 82440MX
• Serverworks OSB4, OSB5, OSB6, HT1000SB

SEE ALSO
iic (4), intro (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Thepiixpm driver first appeared inOpenBSD3.9 and then inNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
The currentpiixpm driver was written by Alexander Yurchenko〈grange@openbsd.org〉. It was ported to
NetBSD by Jared D. McNeill〈jmcneill@netbsd.org〉.

BUGS
The driver doesn’t support I2C commands with a data buffer size of more than 2 bytes.
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NAME
pim — Protocol Independent Multicast

SYNOPSIS
options MROUTING
options PIM

#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>
#include <netinet/ip_mroute.h>
#include <netinet/pim.h>

int
getsockopt (int s , IPPROTO_IP , MRT_PIM , void ∗optval , socklen_t ∗optlen);

int
setsockopt (int s , IPPROTO_IP , MRT_PIM , const void ∗optval , socklen_t optlen);

int
getsockopt (int s , IPPROTO_IPV6 , MRT6_PIM , void ∗optval , socklen_t ∗optlen);

int
setsockopt (int s , IPPROTO_IPV6 , MRT6_PIM , const void ∗optval ,

socklen_t optlen);

DESCRIPTION
PIM is the common name for two multicast routing protocols: Protocol Independent Multicast - Sparse Mode
(PIM-SM) and Protocol Independent Multicast - Dense Mode (PIM-DM).

PIM-SM is a multicast routing protocol that can use the underlying unicast routing information base or a sep-
arate multicast-capable routing information base.It builds unidirectional shared trees rooted at a Ren-
dezvous Point (RP) per group, and optionally creates shortest-path trees per source.

PIM-DM is a multicast routing protocol that uses the underlying unicast routing information base to flood
multicast datagrams to all multicast routers. Prune messages are used to prevent future datagrams from prop-
agating to routers with no group membership information.

Both PIM-SM and PIM-DM are fairly complex protocols, though PIM-SM is much more complex. To
enable PIM-SM or PIM-DM multicast routing in a router, the user must enable multicast routing and PIM
processing in the kernel (seeSYNOPSISabout the kernel configuration options), and must run a PIM-SM or
PIM-DM capable user-level process. Fromdeveloper’s point of view, the programming guide described in
theProgramming Guide section should be used to control the PIM processing in the kernel.

Programming Guide
After a multicast routing socket is open and multicast forwarding is enabled in the kernel (see
multicast (4)), one of the following socket options should be used to enable or disable PIM processing in
the kernel. Notethat those options require certain privilege (i.e., root privilege):

/ ∗ IPv4 ∗/
int v = 1; / ∗ 1 to e nable, or 0 to disable ∗/
setsockopt(mrouter_s4, IPPROTO_IP, MRT_PIM, (void ∗)&v, sizeof(v));

/ ∗ IPv6 ∗/
int v = 1; / ∗ 1 to e nable, or 0 to disable ∗/
setsockopt(mrouter_s6, IPPROTO_IPV6, MRT6_PIM, (void ∗)&v, sizeof(v));
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After PIM processing is enabled, the multicast-capable interfaces should be added (seemulticast (4)). In
case of PIM-SM, the PIM-Register virtual interface must be added as well. This can be accomplished by
using the following options:

/ ∗ IPv4 ∗/
struct vifctl vc;
memset(&vc, 0, sizeof(vc));
/ ∗ Assign all vifctl fields as appropriate ∗/
...
if (is_pim_register_vif)

vc.vifc_flags |= VIFF_REGISTER;
setsockopt(mrouter_s4, IPPROTO_IP, MRT_ADD_VIF, (void ∗)&vc,

sizeof(vc));

/ ∗ IPv6 ∗/
struct mif6ctl mc;
memset(&mc, 0, sizeof(mc));
/ ∗ Assign all mif6ctl fields as appropriate ∗/
...
if (is_pim_register_vif)

mc.mif6c_flags |= MIFF_REGISTER;
setsockopt(mrouter_s6, IPPROTO_IPV6, MRT6_ADD_MIF, (void ∗)&mc,

sizeof(mc));

Sending or receiving of PIM packets can be accomplished by opening first a “raw socket” (seesocket (2)),
with protocol value ofIPPROTO_PIM:

/ ∗ IPv4 ∗/
int pim_s4;
pim_s4 = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_RAW, IPPROTO_PIM);

/ ∗ IPv6 ∗/
int pim_s6;
pim_s6 = socket(AF_INET6, SOCK_RAW, IPPROTO_PIM);

Then, the following system calls can be used to send or receive PIM packets: sendto (2), sendmsg (2),
recvfrom (2), recvmsg (2).

SEE ALSO
getsockopt (2), recvfrom (2), recvmsg (2), sendmsg (2), sendto (2), setsockopt (2),
socket (2), inet (4), intro (4), ip (4), multicast (4)

STANDARDS
The PIM-SM protocol is specified in RFC 2362 (to be replaced bydraft-ietf-pim-sm-v2-new-∗). ThePIM-
DM protocol is specified indraft-ietf-pim-dm-new-v2-∗).

AUTHORS
The original IPv4 PIM kernel support for IRIX and SunOS-4.x was implemented by Ahmed Helmy (USC
and SGI). Later the code was ported to variousBSD flavors and modified by George Edmond Eddy (Rusty)
(ISI), Hitoshi Asaeda (WIDE Project), and Pavlin Radoslavo v (USC/ISI and ICSI). The IPv6 PIM kernel
support was implemented by the KAME project( http://www.kame.net ) ,  and was based on the IPv4
PIM kernel support.

This manual page was written by Pavlin Radoslavo v (ICSI).
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NAME
plip — printer port Internet Protocol driver

SYNOPSIS
plip ∗ at ppbus?
options PLIP_DEBUG

DESCRIPTION
The plip driver allows a PC parallel printer port to be used as a point-to-point network interface between
two similarly configured systems.Data is transferred 4 bits at a time, using the printer status lines for input:
hence there is no requirement for special bidirectional hardware and any standard AT-compatible printer port
with working interrupts may be used.

During the boot process, for eachppbus (4) device which is attached and has an interrupt capability, a corre-
spondingplip device is attached.The plip device is configured usingifconfig (8) using the options
for a point-to-point network interface:

ifconfig plip0 hostaddress destaddress [ −link0|link0 ] [ up|down ] [ . . .]

Configuring aplip device “up” with ifconfig (8) causes the correspondingppbus (4) to be reserved for
PLIP until the network interface is configured “down”.

The communication protocol is selected by thelink0 flag:

−link0 (default) UseFreeBSDmode (LPIP). This is the simpler of the two modes and therefore
slightly more efficient.

link0 Use Crynwr/Linux compatible mode (CLPIP). This mode has a simulated ethernet packet
header, and is easier to interface to other types of equipment.

The interface MTU defaults to 1500, but may be set to any value. Bothends of the link must be configured
with the same MTU. Seeifconfig (8) for details on configuring network interfaces.

Cable Connections
The cable connecting the two parallel ports should be wired as follows:

Pin Pin Description
2 15 Data0 -> ERROR ∗
3 13 Data1 -> SLCT
4 12 Data2 -> PE
5 10 Data3 -> ACK ∗
6 11 Data4 -> BUSY
15 2 ERROR∗ -> Data0
13 3 SLCT -> Data1
12 4 PE -> Data2
10 5 ACK∗ -> Data3
11 6 BUSY -> Data4
18-25 18-25 Ground

Cables with this wiring are widely available as “Laplink” cables, and are often colored yellow.

The connections are symmetric, and provide 5 lines in each direction (four data plus one handshake). The
two modes use the same wiring, but make a different choice of which line to use as handshake.
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FreeBSD LPIP mode
The signal lines are used as follows:

Data0 (Pin 2) Data out, bit 0.

Data1 (Pin 3) Data out, bit 1.

Data2 (Pin 4) Data out, bit 2.

Data3 (Pin 5) Handshake out.

Data4 (Pin 6) Data out, bit 3.

ERROR∗ (pin 15) Data in, bit 0.

SLCT (pin 13) Data in, bit 1.

PE (pin 12) Data in, bit 2.

BUSY (pin 11) Data in, bit 3.

ACK∗ (pin 10) Handshake in.

When idle, all data lines are at zero. Each byte is signaled in four steps: sender writes the 4 most significant
bits and raises the handshake line; receiver reads the 4 bits and raises its handshake to acknowledge; sender
places the 4 least significant bits on the data lines and lowers the handshake; receiver reads the data and low-
ers its handshake.

The packet format has a two-byte header, comprising the fixed values 0x08, 0x00, immediately followed by
the IP header and data.

The start of a packet is indicated by simply signaling the first byte of the header. The end of the packet is
indicated by inverting the data lines (i.e. writing the ones-complement of the previous nibble to be transmit-
ted) without changing the state of the handshake.

Note that the end-of-packet marker assumes that the handshake signal and the data-out bits can be written in
a single instruction - otherwise certain byte values in the packet data would falsely be interpreted as end-of-
packet. Thisis not a problem for the PC printer port, but requires care when implementing this protocol on
other equipment.

Crynwr/Linux CLPIP mode
The signal lines are used as follows:

Data0 (Pin 2) Data out, bit 0.

Data1 (Pin 3) Data out, bit 1.

Data2 (Pin 4) Data out, bit 2.

Data3 (Pin 5) Data out, bit 3.

Data4 (Pin 6) Handshake out.

ERROR∗ (pin 15) Data in, bit 0.

SLCT (pin 13) Data in, bit 1.

PE (pin 12) Data in, bit 2.

ACK∗ (pin 10) Data in, bit 3.

BUSY (pin 11) Handshake in.
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When idle, all data lines are at zero. Each byte is signaled in four steps: sender writes the 4 least significant
bits and raises the handshake line; receiver reads the 4 bits and raises its handshake to acknowledge; sender
places the 4 most significant bits on the data lines and lowers the handshake; receiver reads the data and low-
ers its handshake. [Notethat this is the opposite nibble order to LPIP mode].

Packet format is:

Length (least significant byte)
Length (most significant byte)
12 bytes of supposed MAC addresses (ignored by FreeBSD).
Fixed byte 0x08
Fixed byte 0x00
<IP datagram>
Checksum byte.

The length includes the 14 header bytes, but not the length bytes themselves nor the checksum byte.

The checksum is a simple arithmetic sum of all the bytes (again, including the header but not checksum or
length bytes).FreeBSDcalculates outgoing checksums, but does not validate incoming ones.

The start of packet has to be signaled specially, since the line chosen for handshake-in cannot be used to gen-
erate an interrupt. The sender writes the value 0x08 to the data lines, and waits for the receiver to respond by
writing 0x01 to its data lines. The sender then starts signaling the first byte of the packet (the length byte).

End of packet is deduced from the packet length and is not signaled specially (although the data lines are
restored to the zero, idle state to avoid spuriously indicating the start of the next packet).

SEE ALSO
atppc (4), ppbus (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
The plip driver was implemented forppbus (4) in FreeBSDand imported intoNetBSD. Crynwr packet
drivers implemented PLIP forMS-DOS. Linux also has a PLIP driver. The protocols are know as LPIP
( FreeBSD) and CLPIP (Crynwr/Linux) in the documentation and code of this port. LPIP originally
appeared inFreeBSD.

AUTHORS
This manual page is based on theFreeBSDlp manual page. The information has been updated for the
NetBSD port by Gary Thorpe.

BUGS
Busy-waiting loops are used while handshaking bytes (and worse still when waiting for the receiving system
to respond to an interrupt for the start of a packet). Hencea fast system talking to a slow one will consume
excessive amounts of CPU. This is unavoidable in the case of CLPIP mode due to the choice of handshake
lines; it could theoretically be improved in the case of LPIP mode.

Regardless of the speed difference between hosts, PLIP is CPU-intensive and its made worse by having to
send nibbles (4 bits) at a time.

Polling timeouts are controlled by counting loop iterations rather than timers, and so are dependent on CPU
speed. Thisis somewhat stabilized by the need to perform (slow) ISA bus cycles to actually read the port.

In the FreeBSDimplementation, the idle state was not properly being restored on errors or when finishing
transmitting/receiving. Thisimplementation attempts to fix this problem which would result in an unrespon-
sive interface that could no longer be used (the port bits get stuck in a state and nothing can progress) by
zeroing the data register when necessary.
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For unknown reasons, the more complex protocol (CLPIP) yields higher data transfer rates during testing so
far. This could possibly be because the other side can reliably detect when the host is transmitting in this
implementation of CLPIP (this may not necessarily be true in Linux orMS-DOSpacket drivers). CLPIPgets
about 70 KB/sec (the best expected is about 75 KB/sec) and LPIP get about 55 KB/sec.This is despite LPIP
being able to send more packets over the interface (tested with “ping −f ”) compared to CLPIP.
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NAME
pm— DECstation 2100/3100 baseboard framebuffer

SYNOPSIS
pm∗ at ibus? addr ?
wsdisplay ∗ at pm?

DESCRIPTION
The pm driver provides support for the 2100/3100 baseboard framebuffer. It can operate as either a mono-
chrome framebuffer (with memory part number VFB01) or an 8 bpp colour framebuffer (with memory part
number VFB02). Both provide 16x16 hardware sprite cursor.

SEE ALSO
cfb (4), mfb (4), px (4), pxg (4), sfb (4), tc (4), tfb (4), wscons (4), xcfb (4)
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NAME
pms — PS/2 auxiliary port mouse driver

SYNOPSIS
pckbc ∗ at isa?
pms∗ at pckbc?
wsmouse∗ at pms?

options PMS_DISABLE_POWERHOOK
options PMS_SYNAPTICS_TOUCHPAD

DESCRIPTION
The pms driver provides an interface to PS/2 auxiliary port mice within thewscons (4) framework. Parent
device in terms of the autoconfiguration framework is pckbc (4), the PC keyboard controller. “pms” is a
generic driver which supports mice using common variants of the PS/2 protocol, including wheel mice of the
“IntelliMouse” breed. Wheel movements are mapped to a third (z-) axis. The driver is believed to work with
both 3-button and 5-button mice with scroll wheels.Mice which use other protocol extensions are not cur-
rently supported, but might be if protocol documentation could be found. Mouse related data are accessed by
wsmouse(4) devices.

Thepms driver has been updated to attempt to renegotiate mouse protocol after seeing suspicious or defec-
tive mouse protocol packets, or unusual delays in the middle of a packet; this should improve the chances
that a mouse will recover after being switched away or reset (for instance, by a console switch).

ThePMS_DISABLE_POWERHOOKkernel option disables PS/2 reset on resume.

In addition, the pms driver supports the “Synaptics” touchpad in native mode, enabled with the
PMS_SYNAPTICS_TOUCHPADkernel option. This allows the driver to take advantage of extra features
available on Synaptics Touchpads. Thefollowing sysctl (8) variables control the touchpad’s behavior:

hw.synaptics.up_down_emulation
If the touchpad reports the existence of Up/Down buttons, this value determines if they
should be reported as button 4 and 5 events or if they should be used to emulate some other
ev ent. Whenset to 0, report Up/Down events as buttons 4 and 5. When set to 1, the Up and
Down buttons are both mapped to the middle button. Whenset to 2 (default), the Up and
Down buttons are used for Z-axis emulation, which more closely resembles how mouse
wheels operate.

hw.synaptics.up_down_motion_delta
When the Up/Down buttons are used for Z-axis emulation, this value specifies the emulated
delta-Z value per click.

hw.synaptics.gesture_move
Gestures will not be recognised if the finger moves by more than this amount between taps.

hw.synaptics.gesture_length
Gestures will not be recognised if the number of packets (at 80 packets per second) between
taps exceeds this value.

hw.synaptics.edge_left

hw.synaptics.edge_right

hw.synaptics.edge_top

hw.synaptics.edge_bottom
These values define a border around the touchpad which will be used for edge motion emula-
tion during a drag gesture. If a drag gesture is in progress and the finger moves into this bor-
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der, the driver will behave as if the finger continues to move in the same direction beyond the
edge of the touchpad.

hw.synaptics.edge_motion_delta
This specifies the pointer speed when edge motion is in effect.

hw.synaptics.finger_high
The driver will ignore new finger events until the reported pressure exceeds this value.

hw.synaptics.finger_low
The driver will assume a finger remains on the touchpad until the reported pressure drops
below this value.

hw.synaptics.two_fingers_emulation
More recent touchpads can report the presence of more than one finger on the pad.This
value determines how such events are used. If set to 0 (default), two-finger events are
ignored. If set to 1, two-finger events generate a right button click. If set to 2, two-finger
ev ents generate a middle button click.

hw.synaptics.scale_x

hw.synaptics.scale_y
Scale factor used to divide movement deltas derived from Synaptics coordinates (0-6143) to
yield more reasonable values (default 16).

hw.synaptics.max_speed_x

hw.synaptics.max_speed_y
Limits pointer rate of change (after scaling) per reported movement event (default 32).

hw.synaptics.movement_threshold
Movements of less than this value (in Synaptics coordinates) are ignored (default 4).

SEE ALSO
pckbc (4), ums(4), wsmouse(4)

AUTHORS
The pms driver was originally written by Christopher G. Demetriou.The changes to merge the
“IntelliMouse” protocol in, and reset the mouse in the event of protocol problems, were contributed by Peter
Seebach. Specialthanks to Ray Trent, at Synaptics, who contributed valuable insight into how to identify
bogus mouse data.The changes to add “Synaptics” pad support were by Ales Krenek, Kentaro A. Kurahone,
and Steve C. Woodford.

BUGS
It is possible for the driver to mistakenly negotiate the non-scroll-wheel protocol, after which it is unlikely to
recover until the device is closed and reopened.
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NAME
pmu— support for Power Management Units found in all Apple laptops and some desktop Power Macintosh
computers

SYNOPSIS
pmu∗ at obio?
nadb ∗ at pmu?
battery ∗ at pmu?
smartbat ∗ at pmu?

DESCRIPTION
Thepmu driver provides support for the Power Management Unit found in Apple laptops and some desktop
Power Macintosh computers. Functions controlled by the PMU include the real time clock, ADB, power,
batteries, on some laptops like the PowerBook 3400c and similar machines it also controls hotkeys and dis-
play brightness, on others it provides aniic (9) bus and on some it controls CPU speed. On many older
machines it also provides access to some non-volatile memory and thermal sensors. Not all those features
are present on all machines, for instance Power Macintosh G4 and later machines don’t hav eADB, many
more recent laptops have display brightness and backlight control built into the graphics controller instead of
the PMU, only a few older PowerBooks use the PMU for CPU speed control and newer machines use a dif-
ferent way to access non-volatile memory. Howev er, all known PMUs so far provide a real time clock and
power control.

Notes by model
Real time clock and power control are present and supported on all machines that can runNetBSD/macppc,
ADB is supported when present.

PowerBook 2400, 3400c, and 3500
Battery status and thermal sensors found on the mainboard and in the battery pack are sup-
ported by thebattery (4) driver, values can be read viaenvsys (4). Hotkeys for bright-
ness control are supported, CPU speed control and parameter RAM are present but unsup-
ported.

Power Macintosh G4
ADB is not present,iic (9) is present but unsupported.

SEE ALSO
battery (4), cuda (4), nadb (4), nvram (4), obio (4), iic (9)

BUGS
Some features are currently unsupported, like the iic (9) bus, access to parameter RAM and CPU speed
control.
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NAME
pnaphy — Driver for generic HomePNA PHYs

SYNOPSIS
pnaphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
Thepnaphy is a generic driver for HomePNA “ home networking” PHYs which provide Ethernet-like con-
nectivity over standard home telephone lines without interrupting POTS service.

HomePNA 1.0 runs at a speed of 1Mb/s.

Thepnaphy driver currently supports the following devices:

• AMD Am79c901 HomePNA 1.0 PHY

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
pnozz — Weitek Power9100 accelerated frame buffer

SYNOPSIS
pnozz0 at sbus? slot ? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
The pnozz is a color frame buffer with graphics acceleration, embedded in theTadpole SPARCbook 3GS,
3GX, 3TX, and 3XP laptops.It is based on theWeitek Power9100video processor and anIBM RGB525RAM-
DAC.

If the tctrl (4) device is also configured, thepnozz will be powered down when the lid of the laptop is
closed or the screen is blanked.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), sbus (4), tctrl (4)

HISTORY
Support for thepnozz first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

BUGS
There is currently no way to switch back and forth from the onboard display to the external connector. It is
not possible to change resolutions or color depth.
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NAME
pnpbios — introduction to PnP BIOS support

SYNOPSIS
pnpbios0 at mainbus?
XX∗ at pnpbios0 index ?

options PNPBIOSVERBOSE
options PNPBIOSDEBUG

INTRODUCTION
pnpbios provides support for finding and attaching devices by extracting information from the PnP BIOS
of a machine.

SUPPORTED DEVICES
NetBSD includes the followingpnpbios drivers, sorted by driver name:

com serial communications interface
ess ESS Technology AudioDrive family audio device driver
fdc floppy controller
joy game controller
lpt parallel port driver
npx math coprocessor
pciide PCI IDE controllers driver
pckbc PC keyboard/mouse controller
sb SoundBlaster family audio device driver
wss Windows Sound System hardware driver
ym Yamaha OPL3-SA3 sound driver

SEE ALSO
com(4), ess (4), fdc (4), intro (4), isa (4), joy (4), lpt (4), npx (4), pci (4), pciide (4), pckbc (4),
sb (4), wss(4), ym(4)

HISTORY
Thepnpbios driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

BUGS
Thepnpbios bus provides a different way to attach devices than the real buses (e.g.,isa (4)). Thereason
to usepnpbios instead of the real bus is that some machines have weird routings of, e.g., interrupts.The
exact information about these things can be found in the BIOS, which is why thepnpbios bus has a better
chance of succeeding with getting it right.

Many older BIOS implementations do not support PnP, and some newer ones do not follow the standards.
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NAME
podulebus — Acorn Expansion Card bus driver

SYNOPSIS
podulebus0 at ioc0 bank 4
( NetBSD/acorn26 )
podulebus0 at root
( NetBSD/acorn32 )

DESCRIPTION
Thepodulebus driver handles the expansion-card interface in Archimedes machines and their successors.
This includes conventional expansion cards, mini expansion cards (as introduced in the A3000), network
expansion cards (as introduced in the A3020), DEBI expansion cards (as introduced in the Risc PC), and Mk
II network cards (also introduced in the Risc PC).Drivers for individual cards attach as children of the
podulebus device.

NetBSD includes several machine-independent expansion card device drivers. Thereare also some device
drivers which are specific toNetBSD/acorn26 orNetBSD/acorn32.

HARDWARE
The following devices are supported byNetBSD.

SCSI interfaces
asc Acorn AKA30, AKA31, and AKA32 SCSIexpansion cards (NetBSD/acorn32 ) .

cosc MCS Connect32SCSIinterface (NetBSD/acorn32 ) .

csa Cumana 8-bitSCSIinterface (NetBSD/acorn32 ) .

csc Cumana 16-bitSCSIinterface (NetBSD/acorn32 ) .

hcsc HCCS8-bit SCSIinterface.

oak OakSCSIinterface.

ptsc PowertecSCSIinterface (NetBSD/acorn32 ) .

sec Acorn AKA30, AKA31, and AKA32 SCSIexpansion cards.

Disk controllers
dtide D.T. SoftwareIDE controller.

hcide HCCS IDEcontroller.

icside ICS IDEcontroller (NetBSD/acorn32 ) .

rapide Yellowstone Educational Solutions RapIDEIDE controller (NetBSD/acorn32 ) .

simide SimtecIDE controller (NetBSD/acorn32 ) .

Network interfaces
ea Atomwide A-10xx and AcornAEH54 Ethernet cards (Ether3).

eb Atomwide andANT network-slot and AcornAEH61 Ethernet cards (EtherB).

eh i-cubed EtherLan 100-, 200- and 500-series, and AcornAEH75, AEH77, and AEH79 Ethernet
cards (EtherH) (NetBSD/acorn26 ) .
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ei Acorn AKA25 Ethernet card (Ether1).

ie Acorn AKA25 Ethernet card (Ether1) (NetBSD/acorn32 ) .

ne Various vaguelyNE2000-compatible Ethernet cards (NetBSD/acorn32 ) .

Serial interfaces
amps Atomwide multi-port serial interface (NetBSD/acorn32 ) .

SEE ALSO
acorn26/eh (4), acorn32/asc (4), acorn32/cosc (4), acorn32/csc (4), acorn32/ie (4),
acorn32/ptsc (4), dtide (4), ea(4), eb(4), ei (4), hcide (4), ne(4), oak (4), sec (4)

BUGS
Too few drivers are shared betweenNetBSD/acorn26 andNetBSD/acorn32.
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NAME
pow — X68k power switch device

DESCRIPTION
Files /dev/pow and/dev/pow1 are devices used to access the x68k power switch / bootstrap information
and the RTC alarm timer. The following operations are allowed usingioctl (2) system call:

POWIOGPOWERINFO
Getting power switch status

POWIOGALARMINFO
Getting RTC alarm timer status

POWIOSALARMINFO
Setting RTC alarm timer

POWIOSSIGNAL Setting signal number which is sent at changing the power status

GETTING POWER SWITCH ST ATUS
<sys/ioctl.h>
<machine/powioctl.h>

ioctl (fd, POWIOCGPOWERINFO, &powerinfo);
struct x68k_powerinfo powerinfo;

Returns the power switch status etc. in the following structure.

struct x68k_powerinfo {
int pow_switch_boottime;
int pow_switch_current;
time_t pow_boottime;
unsigned int pow_bootcount;
time_t pow_usedtotal;

};

Each member means:

pow_switch_boottime: The power switch status at the system start time. The status is known by applying
logical and (&) with:

POW_ALARMSW True if the system started by the RTC alarm timer
POW_EXTERNALSW

True if the EXPWON signal of the I/O slot is on
POW_FRONTSW True if the front power switch is on

EXPWON-related information is not tested.

pow_switch_current: Current power switch status. See above.

pow_boottime: The time whenNetBSD started.

pow_bootcount, pow_usedtotal: Host’s boot information from the system memory switch.Total usage in
count (pow_bootcount) and second (pow_usedtotal).

ACCESSING RTC ALARM TIMER
<sys/ioctl.h>
<machine/powioctl.h>

ioctl (fd, POWIOCGALARMINFO, &alarminfo);
struct x68k_alarminfo alarminfo;
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Returns x68k’s alarm timer information in the following structure.

struct x68k_alarminfo {
int al_enable;
unsigned int al_ontime;
int al_dowhat;
time_t al_offtime;

};

Each of the members means:

al_enable: True if the alarm timer is enable.

al_ontime: Internal expression of the alarm timer. See ‘C Compiler PRO-68K Programmers’ Manual’ Chap-
ter 3 Section ALARMSET.

al_dowhat: What to do when started by the alarm timer. See ‘Programmers’ manual’.

al_offtime: Display the time in seconds since the alarm is activated until the power is turned off (though the
resolution is resolved to minutes). Be cautious when using IOCS and the like as these require minute
time units. 0 indicates an infinity.

ioctl (fd, POWIOCSALARMINFO, &alarminfo);
struct x68k_alarminfo alarminfo;

Sets the alarm timer according to the argumentalarminfo (see above).

SIGNAL
<sys/ioctl.h>
<machine/powioctl.h>

ioctl (fd, POWIOCSSIGNAL, &signum);
int signum;

Signalsignum is sent when the state of the power switch (front or external) changes. It becomes invalid
whenclose (2) is called. Note that this function is not provided with/dev/pow1 .

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), poffd (8), rtcalarm (8)

‘C Compiler PRO-68K Programmers’ Manual’, Chapter 3 IOCS Calls, Section ALARMSET, Sharp

AUTHORS
Minoura Makoto〈minoura@flab.fujitsu.co.jp〉.

SPECIAL THANKS
Liam Hahne Minn <hahne@sail.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp>.

BUGS
The file/dev/pow can only be opened by one process at a time.
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NAME
ppbus — Parallel Port Bus system

SYNOPSIS
ppbus ∗ at atppc?
options PPBUS_VERBOSE
options PPBUS_DEBUG
options DEBUG_1284

gpio ∗ at ppbus?
lpt ∗ at ppbus?
plip ∗ at ppbus?
pps ∗ at ppbus?

DESCRIPTION
The ppbus system provides a uniform, modular, and architecture-independent system for the implementa-
tion of drivers to control various parallel devices, and to use different parallel port chip sets.

DEVICE DRIVERS
In order to write new drivers or port existing drivers, theppbus system provides the following facilities:

• architecture-independent macros or functions to access parallel ports

• mechanism to allow various devices to share the same parallel port

• agpio (4) interface to access the individual pins

• a user interface namedppi (4) that allows parallel port access from outside the kernel without
conflicting with kernel-in drivers.

Developing new drivers
Theppbus system has been designed to support the development of standard and non-standard software:

Driver DescriptionIt uses standard and non-standard parallel port accesses.
ppi Parallel port interface for general I/O
pps Pulse per second Timing Interface

Porting existing dri vers
Another approach to theppbus system is to port existing drivers. Various drivers have already been ported:

Driver Description
lpt lpt printer driver
lp plip network interface driver

ppbus should let you port any other software even from other operating systems that provide similar ser-
vices.

PARALLEL POR T CHIP SETS
Parallel port chip set support is provided byatppc (4).

The ppbus system provides functions and macros to request service from theppbus including reads,
writes, setting of parameters, and bus requests/releases.

atppc (4) detects chip set and capabilities and sets up interrupt handling.It makes methods available for use
to theppbus system.
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PARALLEL POR T M ODEL
The logical parallel port model chosen for theppbus system is the AT parallel port model.Consequently,
for the atppc implementation ofppbus , most of the services provided byppbus will translate into I/O
instructions on actual registers. However, other parallel port implementations may require more than one I/O
instruction to do a single logical register operation on data, status and control virtual registers.

Description
The parallel port may operate in the following modes:

• Compatible (Centronics -- the standard parallel port mode) mode, output byte

• Nibble mode, input 4-bits

• Byte (PS/2) mode, input byte

• Extended Capability Port (ECP) mode, bidirectional byte

• Enhanced Parallel Port (EPP) mode, bidirectional byte

Compatible mode
This mode defines the protocol used by most PCs to transfer data to a printer. In this mode, data is placed on
the port’s data lines, the printer status is checked for no errors and that it is not busy, and then a data Strobe is
generated by the software to clock the data to the printer.

Many I/O controllers have implemented a mode that uses a FIFO buffer to transfer data with the Compatibil-
ity mode protocol. This mode is referred to as “Fast Centronics” or “Parallel Port FIFO mode”.

Nibble mode
The Nibble mode is the most common way to get reverse channel data from a printer or peripheral.When
combined with the standard host to printer mode, a bidirectional data channel is created.Inputs are accom-
plished by reading 4 of the 8 bits of the status register.

Byte mode
In this mode, the data register is used either for outputs and inputs.All transfers are 8-bits long.Channel
direction must be negotiated when doingIEEE 1248compliant operations.

Extended Capability Port mode
The ECP protocol was proposed as an advanced mode for communication with printer and scanner type
peripherals. Like the EPP protocol, ECP mode provides for a high performance bidirectional communication
path between the host adapter and the peripheral.

ECP protocol features include:

Run_Length_Encoding (RLE) data compression for host adapters (not supported in these drivers)

FIFO’s for both the forward and reverse channels

DMA or programmed I/O for the host register interface.

Enhanced Parallel Port mode
The EPP protocol was originally developed as a means to provide a high performance parallel port link that
would still be compatible with the standard parallel port.

The EPP mode has two types of cycle: address and data. What makes the difference at hardware level is the
strobe of the byte placed on the data lines.Data are strobed with nAutofeed, addresses are strobed with nSe-
lectin signals.
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A particularity of the ISA implementation of the EPP protocol is that an EPP cycle fits in an ISA cycle. In
this fashion, parallel port peripherals can operate at close to the same performance levels as an equivalent
ISA plug-in card.

At software level, you may implement the protocol you wish, using data and address cycles as you want.
This is for theIEEE 1284compatible part. Peripheral vendors may implement protocol handshake with the
following status lines: PError, nFault and Select.Try to know how these lines toggle with your peripheral,
allowing the peripheral to request more data, stop the transfer and so on.

At any time, the peripheral may interrupt the host with the nAck signal without disturbing the current trans-
fer.

Mixed modes
Some manufacturers, like SMC, have implemented chip sets that support mixed modes.With such chip sets,
mode switching is available at any time by accessing the extended control register. All ECP-capable chip
sets can switch between standard, byte, fast centronics, and ECP modes.Some ECP chip sets also support
switching to EPP mode.

IEEE 1284 1994 Standard
Background

This standard is also named “IEEE Standard Signaling Method for a Bidirectional Parallel Peripheral
Interface for Personal Computers”.It defines a signaling method for asynchronous, fully interlocked, bidi-
rectional parallel communications between hosts and printers or other peripherals. It also specifies a format
for a peripheral identification string and a method of returning this string to the host.

This standard is architecture independent and only specifies dialog handshake at signal level. One should
refer to architecture specific documentation in order to manipulate machine dependent registers, mapped
memory or other methods to control these signals.

The IEEE 1284protocol is fully oriented with all supported parallel port modes. The computer acts as master
and the peripheral as slave.

Any transfer is defined as a finite state automate. It allows software to properly manage the fully interlocked
scheme of the signaling method. The compatible mode is supported “as is” without any negotiation because
it is the default, backward-compatible transfer mode.Any other mode must be firstly negotiated by the host
to check it is supported by the peripheral, then to enter one of the forward idle states.

At any time, the slave may want to send data to the host.The host must negotiate to permit the peripheral to
complete the transfer. Interrupt lines may be dedicated to the requesting signals to prevent time consuming
polling methods.

If the host accepts the transfer, it must firstly negotiate the reverse mode and then start the transfer. At any
time during reverse transfer, the host may terminate the transfer or the slave may drive wires to signal that no
more data is available.

Implementation
IEEE 1284 Standardsupport has been implemented at the top of theppbus system as a set of procedures that
perform high level functions like negotiation, termination, transfer in any mode without bothering you with
low lev el characteristics of the standard.

IEEE 1284interacts with theppbus system as little as possible. That means you still have to request the
ppbus when you want to access it, and of course, release it when finished.
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ARCHITECTURE
Chip set, ppbus and device layers

First, there is thechip setlayer, the lowest of theppbus system. Itprovides chip set abstraction through a
set of low lev el functions that maps the logical model to the underlying hardware.

Secondly, there is theppbuslayer that provides functions to:

1. sharethe parallel port bus among the daisy-chain like connected devices

2. managedevices linked toppbus

3. proposean arch-independent interface to access the hardware layer.

Finally, the devicelayer represents the traditional device drivers such aslpt (4) which now use an abstrac-
tion instead of real hardware.

Parallel port mode management
Operating modes are differentiated at various ppbus system layers. There is a difference between a
capability and amode. A chip set may have a combination of capabilities, but at any one time theppbus
system operates in a single mode.

Nibble mode is avirtual mode: the actual chip set would be in standard mode and the driver would change its
behavior to drive the right lines on the parallel port.

Each child device ofppbus must set its operating mode and other parameters whenever it requests and gets
access to its parentppbus .

FEATURES
The boot process

ppbus attachment tries to detect any PnP parallel peripheral (according toPlug and Play Parallel Port
Devices draft from (c)1993-4Microsoft Corporation) then probes and attaches known device drivers.

During probe, device drivers should request theppbus and try to determine if the right capabilities are
present in the system.

Bus request and interrupts
ppbus reservation via a bus request is mandatory not to corrupt I/O of other devices. For example, when
the lpt (4) device is opened, the bus will be “allocated” to the device driver and attempts to reserve the bus
for another device will fail until thelpt (4) driver releases the bus.

Child devices can also register interrupt handlers to be called when a hardware interrupt occurs. In order to
attach a handler, drivers must own the bus. Drivers should have interrupt handlers that check to see if the
device still owns the bus when they are called and/or ensure that these handlers are removed whenever the
device does not own the bus.

Micro-sequences
Micro-sequencesare a general purpose mechanism to allow fast low-level manipulation of the parallel port.
Micro-sequences may be used to do either standard (inIEEE 1284modes) or non-standard transfers.The phi-
losophy of micro-sequences is to avoid the overhead of theppbus layer for a sequence of operations and do
most of the job at the chip set level.

A micro-sequence is an array of opcodes and parameters. Each opcode codes an operation (opcodes are
described inmicroseq (9)). StandardI/O operations are implemented at ppbus level whereas basic I/O
operations and microseq language are coded at adapter level for efficiency.
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GPIO interface
Pins 1 through 17 of the parallel port can be controlled through thegpio (4) interface, pins 18 through 25 are
hardwired to ground. Pins 10 through 13 and pin 15 are input pins, the others are output pins. Some of the
pins are inverted by the hardware, the values read or written are adjusted accordingly. Note that thegpio (4)
interface starts at 0 when numbering pins.

SEE ALSO
atppc (4), gpio (4,) lpt (4), plip (4), ppi (4), microseq (9)

HISTORY
Theppbus system first appeared inFreeBSD3.0.

AUTHORS
This manual page is based on theFreeBSDppbus manual page. The information has been updated for the
NetBSD port by Gary Thorpe.

BUGS
Theppbus framework is still experimental and not enabled by default yet.
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NAME
ppi — HP-IB printer/plotter interface

SYNOPSIS
ppi0 at hpibbus0 slave 5

DESCRIPTION
Theppi interface provides a means of communication withHP-IB printers and plotters.

Special filesppi0 throughppi7 are used to access the devices, with the digit at the end of the filename
referring to the bus address of the device. Currentversions of the autoconf code can not probe for these
devices, so the device entry in the configuration file must be fully qualified.

The device files appear as follows:

"crw-rw-rw- 1 root 11, 0 Dec 21 11:22 /dev/ppi"

DIAGNOSTICS
None.

SEE ALSO
hpib (4)

BUGS
This driver is very primitive, it handshakes data out byte by byte. It should useDMA if possible.
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NAME
ppi — user-space interface to ppbus parallel port

SYNOPSIS
ppi ∗ at ppbus?

Minor numbering: Unit numbers correspond directly toppbus (4) numbers.

DESCRIPTION
Theppi driver provides a convenient means for user applications to manipulate the state of the parallel port,
enabling easy low-speed I/O operations without the security problems inherent with the use of the/dev/io
interface.

The programming interface is described inppi (9).

SEE ALSO
atppc (4), io (4), ppbus (4), ppi (9)

HISTORY
ppi originally appeared inFreeBSD.

AUTHORS
This manual page is based on theFreeBSDppi manual page and was updated for theNetBSD port by Gary
Thorpe.

BUGS
The inverse sense of signals is confusing.

The ioctl () interface is slow, and there is no way (yet) to chain multiple operations together.

The headers required for user applications are not installed as part of the standard system.
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NAME
ppp — point to point protocol network interface

SYNOPSIS
options PPP_BSDCOMP
options PPP_DEFLATE
options PPP_FILTER

pseudo-device ppp

DESCRIPTION
The ppp interface allows serial lines to be used as network interfaces using thePoint-to-Point Protocol
(PPP). Theppp interface can use various types of compression and has many features over the SLIP proto-
col used by thesl (4) interface.

Supported options are:
options PPP_BSDCOMP

Enable support for BSD-compress (‘bsdcomp’) compression in ppp.
options PPP_DEFLATE

Enable support for deflate compression in ppp.
options PPP_FILTER

This option turns onpcap (3) based filtering for ppp connections. This option is
used bypppd (8) which needs to be compiled withPPP_FILTERdefined (the cur-
rent default).

DIAGNOSTICS
ppp%d: af%d not supported . The interface was handed a message with addresses formatted in an unsuit-
able address family; the packet was dropped.

SEE ALSO
inet (4), intro (4), sl (4), pppd (8), pppstats (8)

The Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP), RFC 1661, July 1994.

HISTORY
Theppp device appeared inNetBSD 1.0.

BUGS
Currently, only theip (4) andip6 (4) protocols are supported.
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NAME
pppoe — PPP over Ethernet protocol network interface

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device pppoe

DESCRIPTION
The pppoe interface encapsulatesPoint-to-Point Protocol (PPP)packets inside Ethernet frames as defined
by RFC2516.

This is often used to connect a router via a DSL modem to an access concentrator. The pppoe interface
does not by itself transmit or receive frames, but needs an Ethernet interface to do so. This Ethernet interface
is connected to thepppoe interface viapppoectl (8). TheEthernet interface needs to be marked UP, but
does not need to have an IP address.

There are two basic modes of operation, controlled via thelink1 switch. Thedefault mode,link1 not being
set, tries to keep the configured session open all the time. If the session is disconnected, a new connection
attempt is started immediately. The “dial on demand” mode, selected by settinglink1, only establishes a
connection when data is being sent to the interface.

If the kernel is compiled with optionsPPPOE_SERVER, there are two modes of connection, controlled via
the link0 switch. Thedefault mode,link0 not being set, is client mode.The “PPPoE server” mode, selected
by settinglink0, is to wait for incoming PPPoE session.

Before apppoe interface is usable, it needs to be configured. The following steps are necessary:

• Create the interface.

• Connect an Ethernet interface. Thisinterface is used for the physical communication. As noted above it
must be marked UP, but need not have an IP address.

• Configure authentication. The PPP session needs to identify the client to the peer. For more details on
the available options seepppoectl (8).

This all is typically accomplished using an/etc/ifconfig.pppoe0 file.

MSS/MTU problems
If you are using apppoe interface, you will have an unusually low MTU for todays Internet.Combined
with a lot of misconfigured sites (host using path MTU discovery behind a router blocking all ICMP traffic)
this will often cause problems. Connections to these servers will only work if your system advertises the
right MSS in the TCP three way handshake. To get the right MSS, you need to set

# Obey interface MTUs when calculating MSS
net.inet.tcp.mss_ifmtu=1

in your /etc/sysctl.conf file. This causes the calculated MSS to be based on the MTU of the inter-
face via which the packet is sent. This is always the right value if you are sure the answer to this packet will
be received on the same interface (i.e., you only have one interface connected to the Internet.)

Unfortunately this sysctl does not fix the MSS advertised by hosts in the network behind apppoe connected
router. To fix this you needMSS-clamping, explained below.

Setting up NAT with MSS-clamping
Some systems behind misconfigured firewalls try to use Path-MTU-Discovery, while their firewall blocks all
ICMP messages. This is an illegal, but not uncommon, setup.Typically you will have no chance to fix this
(remote, outside of your control) setup. And sometimes you will have to use such remote systems (to down-
load data from them, or to do your online banking).
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Without special care systems as described above will not be able to send larger chunks of data to a system
connected viapppoe . But there is a workaround (some may call it cheating): pretend to not be able to han-
dle large packets, by sending a small MSS (maximum segment size) option during initial TCP handshake.

For connections originating from yourpppoe connected machines, this is accomplished by setting the sysctl
variablenet.inet.tcp.mss_ifmtu to 1 (see above). For connections originating from systems behind
your pppoe router, you need to set themssclamp options in your NAT rules, like in this example of
/etc/ipnat.conf :

map pppoe0 192.168.1.0/24 -> 0/32 portmap tcp/udp 44000:49999 mssclamp 1440
map pppoe0 192.168.1.0/24 -> 0/32 mssclamp 1440

If you do not use NAT , you need to set up a 1:1 NAT rule, just to get the clamping:

map pppoe0 x.x.x.x/24 -> 0/0 mssclamp 1440

The above examples assume a MTU of 1492 bytes.If the MTU on your PPPoE connection is smaller use the
MTU − 52 bytes for clamping e.g. 1408 bytes for a MTU of 1460 bytes.Note: The theoretically correct
value for the above example would be 1452 bytes (it accounts for the smaller PPPoE MTU, the TCP header
and the maximum of 0x40 bytes of TCP options) but it seems to not be sufficient in some cases.Experi-
ments conducted by various people have shown that clamping to the MSS values suggested above works
best.

EXAMPLES
A typical /etc/ifconfig.pppoe0 file looks like this:

create
! / sbin/ifconfig ne0 up
! / sbin/pppoectl -e ne0 $int
! / sbin/pppoectl $int myauthproto=pap myauthname=testcaller myauthsecret=donttell
inet 0.0.0.0 0.0.0.1 netmask 0xffffffff
#! /sbin/route add default -iface 0.0.0.1
up

The commented out call toroute (8) may be omitted and the route added in the ip-up script called by
ifwatchd (8) when the real IP address is known. Thisis easy in the “connect always” mode (link1 not set),
but hard to accomplish in the “dial on demand” mode (link1 set).In the latter case adding an iface route is
an easy workaround.

Thepppoe interfaces operate completely inside the kernel, without any userland support. Because of this, a
special daemon is used to fire ip-up or down scripts to execute arbitrary code when the PPP session is estab-
lished and addresses of the interface become available. To enable the usage of/etc/ppp/ip-up and
/etc/ppp/ip-down for this purpose, simply add

ifwatchd=YES

to /etc/rc.conf . Seeifwatchd (8) for details and parameters passed to these scripts.

Since this is a PPP interface, the addresses assigned to the interface may change during PPP negotiation.
There is no fine grained control available for deciding which addresses are acceptable and which are not.For
the local side and the remote address there is exactly one choice: hard coded address or wildcard. If a real
address is assigned to one side of the connection, PPP negotiation will only agree to exactly this address.If
one side is wildcarded, every address suggested by the peer will be accepted.

To wildcard the local address set it to 0.0.0.0, to wildcard the remote address set it to 0.0.0.1.Wildcarding is
not available (nor necessary) for IPv6 operation.
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OPTIONS
A pppoe enabled kernel will not interfere with otherPPPoE implementations running on the same
machine. Underspecial circumstances (details below) this is not desirable, so thepppoe driver can be told
to kill all unknown PPPoEsessions received by the Ethernet interface used for a configuredpppoe inter-
face. To do this, add the following to your kernel config file:

options PPPOE_TERM_UNKNOWN_SESSIONS

Note that this will break all userlandPPPoEimplementations using the same Ethernet interface!

This option is only useful if you have a static IP address assigned and your ISP does not use LCP echo
requests to monitor the link status. After a crash or power failure the peer device still tries to send data to the
no longer active session on your computer, and might refuse to reestablish a new connection, because there
already is an open session. On receipt of such packets, thepppoe driver with this option set will send a
PADT packet (request to terminate the session).The peer will immediately disconnect the orphaned session
and allow a new one to be established.

To enablepppoe server support in the kernel, use

options PPPOE_SERVER

As described above, this allows pppoe interfaces to be created and configured for incoming connections by
setting the “link0 ” fl ag withifconfig (8).

SEE ALSO
ifwatchd (8), pppoectl (8)

A Method for Transmitting PPP Over Ethernet (PPPoE), RFC, 2516, February 1999.

HISTORY
Thepppoe device appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

DEVIATIONS FROM STANDARD
The PPPoE standard,RFC2516, requires a maximal MTU of 1492 octets.This value is the maximum con-
servative value possible, based on the PPPoE header size and the minimum frame size Ethernet interfaces are
required to support.

In practice most modern Ethernet interfaces support bigger frames, and many PPPoE services allow the use
of (slightly) larger MTUs, to avoid the problems described above.

This implementation allows MTU values as large as possible with the actual MTU of the used Ethernet inter-
face.

BUGS
When using the wildcard address 0.0.0.0 (as described above) it is important to specify the proper
“netmask ” to ifconfig (8), in most setups “0xffffffff ”. If the netmask is unspecified, it will be set
to 8 when 0.0.0.0 is configured to the interface, and it will persist after negotiation.
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NAME
ps — Evans and Sutherland Picture System 2 graphics device interface

SYNOPSIS
ps0 at uba? csr 0172460 vector psclockintr pssystemintr

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

The ps driver provides access to an Evans and Sutherland Picture System 2 graphics device. Eachminor
device is a new PS2. When the device is opened, its interface registers are mapped, via virtual memory, into
a user process’s address space. This allows the user process very high bandwidth to the device with no sys-
tem call overhead.

DMA to and from thePS2is not supported. All read and write system calls will fail. All data is moved to and
from thePS2via programmedI/O using the device’s interface registers.

Commands are fed to and from the driver using the followingioctl (2)s:

PSIOGETADDR Returns the virtual address through which the user process can access the device’s
interface registers.

PSIOAUTOREFRESH Start auto refreshing the screen.The argument is an address in user space where
the following data resides. The first longword is acountof the number of static
refresh buffers. Thenext count longwords are the addresses in refresh memory
where the refresh buffers lie. The driver will cycle through these refresh buffers
displaying them one by one on the screen.

PSIOAUTOMAP Start automatically passing the display file through the matrix processor and into
the refresh buffer. The argument is an address in user memory where the follow-
ing data resides. The first longword is acountof the number of display files to
operate on. The next count longwords are the address of these display files.The
final longword is the address in refresh buffer memory where transformed coordi-
nates are to be placed if the driver is not in double buffer mode (see below).

PSIODOUBLEBUFFER Cause the driver to double buffer the output from the map that is going to the
refresh buffer. The argument is again a user space address where the real argu-
ments are stored. The first argument is the starting address of refresh memory
where the two double buffers are located. The second argument is the length of
each double buffer. The refresh mechanism displays the current double buffer, in
addition to its static refresh lists, when in double buffer mode.

PSIOSINGLEREFRESHSingle step the refresh process. That is, the driver does not continually refresh the
screen.

PSIOSINGLEMAP Single step the matrix process. The driver does not automatically feed display
files through the matrix unit.

PSIOSINGLEBUFFER Turn off double buffering.

PSIOTIMEREFRESH The argument is a count of the number of refresh interrupts to take before turning
off the screen. This is used to do time exposures.

PSIOWAITREFRESH Suspend the user process until a refresh interrupt has occurred.If in
TIMEREFRESHmode, suspend until count refreshes have occurred.
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PSIOSTOPREFRESH Wait for the next refresh, stop all refreshes, and then return to user process.

PSIOWAITMAP Wait until a map done interrupt has occurred.

PSIOSTOPMAP Wait for a map done interrupt, do not restart the map, and then return to the user.

FILES
/dev/ps

DIAGNOSTICS
ps device intr.
ps DMA intr . An interrupt was received from the device. Thisshouldn’t happen, check your device config-
uration for overlapping interrupt vectors.

HISTORY
Theps driver appeared in 4.2BSD.

BUGS
An invalid access (e.g., longword) to a mapped interface register can cause the system to crash with a
machine check.A user process could possibly cause infinite interrupts hence bringing things to a crawl.
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NAME
psh3lcd — PERSONA SH3 LCD screen driver

SYNOPSIS
psh3lcd ∗ at shb?

DESCRIPTION
The psh3lcd driver provides support for controlling brightness, contrast, and power of the LCD screen in
PERSONA SH3 series machines.

In the default keymap,〈Ctrl〉 + 〈Alt 〉 + 〈F7〉 and 〈F8〉 control brightness, and〈Ctrl〉 + 〈Alt 〉 + 〈F5〉 and 〈F6〉
control contrast.

HISTORY
Thepsh3lcd driver first appeared inNetBSD 3.0.
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NAME
psh3tp — driver for PERSONA SH3 touch-panel

SYNOPSIS
psh3tp ∗ at adc?
wsmouse∗ at psh3tp? mux 0

DESCRIPTION
Thepsh3tp driver provides support for the PERSONA SH3 touch-panel.

Pen movements are passed towsmouse(4) as mouse clicks and drags.

SEE ALSO
adc (4), wsmouse(4), tpctl (8)

HISTORY
Thepsh3tp driver first appeared inNetBSD 3.0.
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NAME
ptm — pseudo-terminal multiplexor device

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device pty [count]

DESCRIPTION
The ptm driver is the backend for the/dev/ptm device. It supports threeioctl (2)s. Thefirst is
TIOCPTMGET, which allocates a free pseudo-terminal device, sets its user ID to the calling user,
revoke (2)s it, and returns the opened file descriptors for both the master and the slave pseudo-terminal
device to the caller in astruct ptmget. This struct has the following content:

struct ptmget {
int cfd;
int sfd;
char cn[16];
char sn[16];

};

wherecfd and sfd contain the master resp. slave device’s file descriptor andcn and sn the corresponding
paths in the file system.

The /dev/ptmx device supports two more ioctl (2)s, TIOCGRANTPT, which is used bygrantpt (3),
TIOCPTSNAME, which is used byptsname (3).

The ptm device is included with the pseudo-device pty (4). It can be disabled by adding “options
NO_DEV_PTM” to the kernel configuration.

FILES
/dev/ptm ptm access device

/dev/ptmx ptm cloning device, used to implement Unix98 ptys

SEE ALSO
grantpt (3), openpty (3), posix_openpt (3), ptsname (3), unlockpt (3), pty (4)

HISTORY
The/dev/ptm device appeared inOpenBSD3.5 and was ported toNetBSD 3.0.
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NAME
ptsc — Powertec SCSI II Card device interface

SYNOPSIS
ptsc0 at podulebus?

DESCRIPTION
Theptsc interface provides access to Powertec SCSI II interfaces.

SEE ALSO
asc (4), cosc (4), csc (4), oak (4)
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NAME
pty — pseudo terminal driver

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device pty [count]

DESCRIPTION
Thepty driver provides support for a device-pair termed apseudo terminal. A pseudo terminal is a pair of
character devices, amasterdevice and aslavedevice. Theslave device provides to a process an interface
identical to that described intty (4). However, whereas all other devices which provide the interface
described intty (4) have a hardware device of some sort behind them, the slave device has, instead, another
process manipulating it through the master half of the pseudo terminal.That is, anything written on the mas-
ter device is given to the slave device as input and anything written on the slave device is presented as input
on the master device.

In configuring, if an optionalcount is given in the specification, that number of pseudo terminal pairs is ini-
tially configured; the default count is 16. Additional pseudo terminal pairs are allocated on as-needed basis,
maximum number of them is controlled viakern.maxptyssysctl (defaults to 992).

The followingioctl (2) calls apply only to pseudo terminals:

TIOCSTOP Stops output to a terminal (e.g. like typing ‘ˆS ’). Takes no parameter.

TIOCSTART Restarts output (stopped byTIOCSTOPor by typing ‘̂S ’). Takes no parameter.

TIOCPKT Enable/disablepacket mode. Packet mode is enabled by specifying (by reference) a nonzero
parameter and disabled by specifying (by reference) a zero parameter. When applied to the
master side of a pseudo terminal, each subsequentread (2) from the terminal will return
data written on the slave part of the pseudo terminal preceded by a zero byte (symbolically
defined asTIOCPKT_DATA), or a single byte reflecting control status information. In the
latter case, the byte is an inclusive-or of zero or more of the bits:

TIOCPKT_FLUSHREAD whenever the read queue for the terminal is flushed.

TIOCPKT_FLUSHWRITEwhenever the write queue for the terminal is flushed.

TIOCPKT_STOP whenever output to the terminal is stopped a la ‘ˆS ’.

TIOCPKT_START whenever output to the terminal is restarted.

TIOCPKT_DOSTOP whenever t_stopcis ‘ˆS ’ and t_startcis ‘ˆQ ’.

TIOCPKT_NOSTOP whenever the start and stop characters are notˆS/ˆQ .

While this mode is in use, the presence of control status infor-
mation to be read from the master side may be detected by a
select (2) for exceptional conditions.

This mode is used byrlogin (1) andrlogind (8) to imple-
ment a remote-echoed, locallyˆS/ˆQ flow-controlled remote
login with proper back-flushing of output; it can be used by
other similar programs.

TIOCPKT_IOCTL When this bit is set, the slave has changed thetermios (4)
structure (TTY state), and the remainder of the data read from
the master side of thepty is a copy of the new termios (4)
structure.
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This is used bytelnetd (8) to implement TELNET "line
mode" - it allows thetelnetd (8) to detect tty (4) state
changes by the slave, and negotiate the appropriate TELNET
protocol equivalents with the remote peer.

TIOCUCNTL Enable/disable a mode that allows a small number of simple userioctl (2) commands to be
passed through the pseudo-terminal, using a protocol similar to that ofTIOCPKT. The
TIOCUCNTLandTIOCPKT modes are mutually exclusive. This mode is enabled from the
master side of a pseudo terminal by specifying (by reference) a nonzero parameter and dis-
abled by specifying (by reference) a zero parameter. Each subsequentread (2) from the
master side will return data written on the slave part of the pseudo terminal preceded by a
zero byte, or a single byte reflecting a user control operation on the slave side. A user con-
trol command consists of a specialioctl (2) operation with no data; the command is given
as UIOCCMD(n), wheren is a number in the range 1-255. The operation valuen will be
received as a single byte on the next read (2) from the master side.The ioctl (2)
UIOCCMD(0) is a no-op that may be used to probe for the existence of this facility. As with
TIOCPKT mode, command operations may be detected with aselect (2) for exceptional
conditions.

TIOCREMOTEA mode for the master half of a pseudo terminal, independent ofTIOCPKT. This mode
causes input to the pseudo terminal to be flow controlled and not input edited (regardless of
the terminal mode). Each write to the control terminal produces a record boundary for the
process reading the terminal. In normal usage, a write of data is like the data typed as a line
on the terminal; a write of 0 bytes is like typing an end-of-file character. TIOCREMOTEcan
be used when doing remote line editing in a window manager, or whenever flow controlled
input is required.

FILES
/dev/pty[p-zP-T][0-9a-zA-Z] master pseudo terminals
/dev/tty[p-zP-T][0-9a-zA-Z] slave pseudo terminals

DIAGNOSTICS
None.

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), read (2), select (2), write (2), openpty (3), tty (4)

HISTORY
Thepty driver appeared in 4.2BSD.
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NAME
puc — PCI “universal” communications card driver

SYNOPSIS
puc ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
com∗ at puc? port ?
lpt ∗ at puc? port ?

DESCRIPTION
The puc driver provides support for PCI communications cards containing simple communications ports,
such as NS16550-family (com) serial ports and standard PC-like (lpt ) parallel ports. The driver is called
“universal” because the interfaces to these devices aren’t nearly as well defined and standard as they should
be.

The driver currently supports the following cards:

Dolphin Peripherals 4014 (dual parallel)
Dolphin Peripherals 4035 (dual serial)
NetMos NM9835 (dual parallel and single serial)
SIIG Cyber 2P1S PCI (dual parallel and single serial)
SIIG Cyber 2S1P PCI (dual serial and single parallel)
SIIG Cyber 4S PCI (quad serial)
SIIG Cyber I/O PCI (single serial and single parallel)
SIIG Cyber Parallel Dual PCI (dual parallel)
SIIG Cyber Parallel PCI (single parallel)
SIIG Cyber Serial Dual PCI (dual serial)
SIIG Cyber Serial PCI (single serial)
VScom PCI-200 (dual serial)
VScom PCI-400 (4-port serial
VScom PCI-800 (8-port serial)
Titan PCI-800 (8-port serial)
Titan PCI-200 (dual serial)
NEC PK-UG-X001 K56flex PCI Modem
NEC PK-UG-X008
Lava Computers 2SP-PCI (single parallel)
Lava Computers dual serial
Lava Computers Octopus (8-port serial)
US Robotics (3Com) 3CP5609 PCI 16550 Modem
Actiontec 56K PCI Master
Oxford Semiconductor OX16PCI952 (dual serial and single parallel)
Oxford Semiconductor OX16PCI954 (4-port serial)
NetMos 1P PCI (single parallel)
NetMos 2S1P PCI 16C650 (dual serial and single parallel)
NetMos 4S1P PCI NM9845 (4-port serial and single parallel)
Middle Digital, Inc. Weasel serial port
Avlab Technology, Inc. Low Profile PCI 4 Serial (4-port serial)
Boca Research Turbo Serial 654 (4-port serial)
Chase Research / Perle PCI-FAST4 (4-port serial)
Boca Research Turbo Serial 658 (8-port serial)
Chase Research / Perle PCI-FAST8 (8-port serial)
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ADDI-DAT A APCI-7800 (8-port serial)
Moxa Technologies SmartIO CP104/PCI (4-port serial)
EXAR XR17D152 (2-port serial)
EXAR XR17D154 (4-port serial)
EXAR XR17D158 (8-port serial)
Digi International Digi Neo 4 (4-port serial)
Digi International Digi Neo 8 (8-port serial)

The driver does not support the cards:

Dolphin Peripherals 4006 (single parallel)
Dolphin Peripherals 4025 (single serial)
Dolphin Peripherals 4078 (dual serial and single parallel)

but support for them (and for similar cards) should be trivial to add.

Theport locator is used to identify the port (starting from 0) on the communications card that a subdevice
is supposed to attach to.Typically, the numbering of ports is explained in a card’s hardware documentation,
and the port numbers used by the driver are the same as (or one off f rom, e.g. the manual uses ports num-
bered starting from 1) those described in the documentation.

SEE ALSO
com(4), lpt (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Thepuc driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

AUTHORS
Thepuc driver was written by Chris Demetriou.

BUGS
The current design of this driver keeps any com ports on these cards from easily being used as console.Of
course, because boards with those are PCI boards, they also suffer from dynamic address assignment, which
also means that they can’t easily be used as console.

Some of the cards supported by this driver hav e jumper-selectablecom port clock multipliers, which are
unsupported by this driver. Those can be easily accommodated with driver flags, or by using a properly
scaled baud rate when talking to the card.

Some of the cards supported by this driver, e.g. the VScom PCI-800, have software-selectablecom port
clock multipliers, which are unsupported by this driver. Those can be accommodated using internal driver
flags, or by using a properly scaled baud rate when talking to the card.

Some ports use anlpt driver other than the machine-independent driver. Those ports will not be able to use
lpt ports attached topuc devices.
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NAME
pud — Pass-to-Userspace Device

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device pud

DESCRIPTION
Thepud driver enables the implementation of block and character device drivers as userspace daemons.The
daemons register the device major number they wish to handle.Registering a character device is mandatory,
supporting the block device interface for same major device is optional. The major number must be avail-
able, i.e. another driver must not be registered to handle the operation. After succesful registration the
userspace daemon is supposed to handle the driver methods the kernel passes down to it.

SEE ALSO
puffs (4), putter (9)

BUGS
This document is in a hit-in-the-head style obviously not even near complete. But that does not matter, as
neither is the code.
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NAME
puffs — Pass-to-Userspace Framework File System

SYNOPSIS
file-system PUFFS
pseudo-device putter

DESCRIPTION
THIS DOCUMENT IS HOPELESSLY OUT OF DATE. While some parts are still valid, please refer to the
source code for current reality.

IMPORTANT NOTE! This document describes interfaces which are not yet guaranteed to be stable.In case
you update your system sources, please recompile everything and fix compilation errors.If your sources are
out-of-sync, incorrect operation may result.

puffs provides a framework for creating file systems as userspace servers. Thein-kernel VFS attachment
is controlled through a special device node,/dev/puffs . This document describes the operations on the
device. Peoplelooking to implement file systems should prefer using the system through the convenience
library described inpuffs (3). Userswanting to access the device node directly should include the header
sys/fs/puffs/puffs_msgif.h for relevant definitions.

Mounting
Thepuffs device node should be opened once per file system instance (i.e. mount). The device itself is a
cloning node, so the same node can be opened a practically unlimited number of times. Once the device is
open, the file system can be mounted the normal way using themount (2) system call and using the argu-
ment structure to control mount options:

struct puffs_args {
int pa_vers;
int pa_fd;
unsigned int pa_flags;
size_t pa_maxreqlen;
char pa_name[PUFFSNAMESIZE];
uint8_t pa_vnopmask[PUFFS_VN_MAX];

};

The memberpa_versis currently always 0 and ignored.The pa_fd member is the file descriptor number
from opening the device node.pa_flagscontrols some operations specific to puffs:

PUFFS_KFLAG_ALLOWCTLAllow file system fcntl and ioctl operations.Allowing these has security
implications as the file system can technically read anything out of a calling
processes address space.This flag may additionally be enforced by the kernel
security policy.

PUFFS_KFLAG_NOCACHEDo not store data in the page cache. This causes operations to always consult
the user server instead of consulting the page cache.This makes sense in sit-
uations where there is relatively little bulk data to be transferred and the user
server does not want to take part in complex cache management routines in
case the file system data can be modified through routes other than the file
system interface.

PUFFS_KFLAG_ALLOPS Transport all vnode operations to the file system server instead of just the
ones specified bypa_vnopmask.
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The pa_maxreqlenmember signifies the length of the incoming data buffer in userspace.A good value is
PUFFS_REQ_MAXSIZE, which is the maximum the kernel will use.A minimum value is also enforced, so
the value of this field should be checked after the mount operation to determine the correct buffer size. Dur-
ing operation, in case request fetch is attempted with a buffer too short, the errorE2BIG will be returned.
The file system type is give in pa_name. It will always be prepended by "puffs:" by the kernel. Finally, the
arraypa_vnopmaskspecifies which operations are supported by the file system server. The array is indexed
with PUFFS_VN_FOOand 0 means vnode operationFOOis unimplemented while non-zero means an imple-
mented operation. This array is ignored ifPUFFS_KFLAG_ALLOPSis given.

After a successful mount system call, the the ioctlPUFFSSTARTOPmust be issued through the open device
node. Theparameter for this ioctl is the following structure:

struct puffs_startreq {
void ∗psr_cookie;
struct statvfs psr_sb;

};

The memberpsr_cookieshould be set before calling. This signals the cookie value of the root node of the
file system (seepuffs (3) for more details on cookie strategies). Thevalue of psr_sbshould be filled with
the same results as for a regular statvfs call. After successfully executing this operation the file system is
active.

Operation
Operations must be queried from the kernel using the ioctlPUFFSGETOP, processed, and the results pushed
back to the kernel usingPUFFSPUTOP. Normally the system will block until an event is available for
PUFFSGETOP, but it is possible to set the file descriptor into non-blocking mode, in which case
EWOULDBLOCKis returned if no event is available. AsynchronousI/O calls (i.e.,select (2), poll (2), and
kevent (2)) can be issued to be notified of events.

As the argument both get and push use the following structure:

struct puffs_req {
uint64_t preq_id;
uint8_t preq_opclass;
uint8_t preq_optype;
void ∗preq_cookie;

int preq_rv;

void ∗preq_aux;
size_t preq_auxlen;

};

The memberpreq_idis used as an identifier in the reply. It should not be modified during the processing of a
PUFFSGETOP - PUFFSPUTOPsequence. Thememberspreq_opclassand preq_optypeidentify the
request; they also are used for typing the data pointed to bypreq_aux. Currently the mapping between these
two is only documented in code insrc/lib/libpuffs/puff.c:puffcall() . The handling of this
will very likely change in the future towards a more automatic direction. The length of the buffer given to
PUFFSGETOPis described bypreq_auxlenand will be modified by the kernel to indicate how much data
actually was transmitted.This is for the benefit of calls such as write, which transmit a variable amount of
data. Similarly, the user server should fill in the amount of data the kernel must copy for PUFFSPUTOP;
most of the time this will be constant for a given operation, but operations such as read want to adjust it
dynamically. Finally, preq_rv is used by the userspace server to fill in the success value of the operation in
question.
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In case the macroPUFFSOP_WANTREPLY() returns false forpreq_opclass, a return value is not wanted and
PUFFSPUTOPshould not be issued.

Additionally, an operation of typePUFFSSIZEOPis supported, but it is only used by the ioctl and fcntl
operations and will likely go away in the future. It is not described here.

Termination
The file system can be unmounted regularly usingumount (8). It will automatically be unmounted in case
the userspace server is killed or the control file descriptor closed, but in this case the userspace server will not
be separately requested to unmount itself and this may result in data loss.

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), mount (2), puffs (3), umount (8)

Antti Kantee, "puffs - Pass-to-Userspace Framework File System",Proceedings of AsiaBSDCon 2007, pp.
29-42, March 2007.

HISTORY
An unsupported experimental version ofpuffs first appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
Antti Kantee〈pooka@iki.fi〉

BUGS
puffs is currently more like a souffle than puff pastry.
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NAME
pvr — PowerVR2 graphics driver

SYNOPSIS
pvr0 at shb?
wsdisplay ∗ at pvr? console ?

DESCRIPTION
The pvr driver provides support for NEC PowerVR2 graphics. Access to the graphics is through the
wscons (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
wsdisplay (4)

HISTORY
Thepvr device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
px — driver for TURBOchannel PX accelerated graphics boards

SYNOPSIS
px ∗ at tc? slot ? offset ?
wsdisplay ∗ at px?

DESCRIPTION
Thepx driver provides support for the 2DDEC PixelStampvideo display option card (PMAG-C).

SEE ALSO
pxg (4), tc (4), wscons (4)

HISTORY
Thepx driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.3. Itbecame usable as a console device inNetBSD 1.5.

BUGS
NetBSD/pmax does not currently support the machine-independentwscons (4) interface and uses a machine-
dependent driver.
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NAME
pxg — driver for TURBOchannel PXG accelerated graphics boards

SYNOPSIS
pxg ∗ at tc? slot ? offset ?
wsdisplay ∗ at pxg?

DESCRIPTION
Thepxg driver provides support for the 3DDEC PixelStampvideo display option cards (PMAG-C, PMAG-E,
and PMAG-F).

SEE ALSO
px (4), tc (4), wscons (4)

HISTORY
The pxg driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6. Previously, the px driver supported these devices in
NetBSD/pmax.

BUGS
NetBSD/pmax does not currently support the machine-independentwscons (4) interface and uses a machine-
dependent driver.
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NAME
qe — DEC DEQNA/DELQA Q-bus10 Mb/s Ethernet interface

SYNOPSIS
qe0 at uba? csr 174440
qe1 at uba? csr 174460

DESCRIPTION
The qe interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network through theDEC DEQNA or DELQA Q-bus
controller.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Theqe
interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to map dynamicallybetween Internet
and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), netintro (4)

HISTORY
Theqe driver appeared in 4.3BSD.
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NAME
qe — SPARC Fast Ethernet interface

SYNOPSIS
qec ∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ?
qe∗ at qec?

DESCRIPTION
The qe interface provides access to 10Mb/s Ethernet networks via theAMD Am79C940 (MACE) Ethernet
controller. Theqe is found on the Sun QuadEthernet boards (Sun part number SUNW,501-2062).

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Theqe
interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Internet
and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), be(4), hme(4), ie (4), ifmedia (4), inet (4), intro (4), le (4), netintro (4), qec (4),
sbus (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Support for theqe first appeared inNetBSD 1.4.
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NAME
qec — SPARC Quad Ethernet Controller

SYNOPSIS
qec ∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ?
qe∗ at qec?
be∗ at qec?

DESCRIPTION
Theqec driver is an Sbus controller that can contain either onebe(4) Ethernet controller (Sun part number
SUNW,501-2655) or fourqe(4) Ethernet controllers (Sun part number SUNW,501-2062). Thisdriver, like
other busses, is not directly available to users. In essence it is a buffering DMA controller.

SEE ALSO
be(4), intro (4), qe(4), sbus (4)

HISTORY
Support for theqec first appeared inNetBSD 1.4.
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NAME
qms — Quadrature mouse driver

SYNOPSIS
qms∗ at iomd?
wsmouse∗ at qms?

DESCRIPTION
This driver provides an interface to an IOMD quadrature mouse, found on IOMD20-based systems such as
the Acorn Risc PC.Theqms driver interfaces to thewsmouse(4) driver to provide a generic, machine-inde-
pendent mouse interface.

SEE ALSO
pms(4), wsmouse(4)
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NAME
qn — Ethernet driver for Fujitsu MB86950 based boards

SYNOPSIS
qn∗ at zbus0

DESCRIPTION
Theqn interface provides access to the 10 Mb/s Ethernet network via theFujitsuMB86950 Ethernet chip set.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Theqn
interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Internet
and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

HARDWARE
Theqn interface supports the following Zorro II expansion cards:

QuickNet Resource Management Force’s Ethernet card, manufacturer 2011, product 2

NOTES
Multicasting not done yet. If the driver happens to lock up, you may useifconfig (8) to force the driver
down and up again. This usually helps.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), intro (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Theqn interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.1
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NAME
qsphy — Driver for Quality Semiconductor QS6612 10/100 Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
qsphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
The qsphy driver supports the Quality Semiconductor QS6612 10/100 Ethernet PHYs. These PHYs are
found on a variety of high-performance Ethernet interfaces.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
qt — DEC DELQA-PLUS (DELQA-YM) Q-bus10 Mb/s Ethernet interface

SYNOPSIS
qt0 at uba? csr 174440
qt1 at uba? csr 174460

DESCRIPTION
Theqt interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network through aDEC DELQA-YM Q-buscontroller.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Theqt
interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Internet
and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

DIAGNOSTICS
qt%d: chained packet. A packet received from the network was longer than the allowed max length and is
therefore discarded. This is usually because a host on the local network is behaving badly.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), netintro (4)

HISTORY
Theqt driver first appeared in 2.11BSD. It was later ported toNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
radio — device-independent radio driver layer

SYNOPSIS
radio ∗ at az?
radio ∗ at bktr?
radio ∗ at mr?
radio ∗ at rt?
radio ∗ at rtii?
radio ∗ at sf2r?
radio ∗ at udsbr?

#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/ioctl.h>
#include <sys/radioio.h>

DESCRIPTION
The radio driver provides support for various FM radio cards.It provides an uniform programming inter-
face layer above different underlying radio hardware drivers.

For radio tuner controlling there is a single device file available: /dev/radio .

The followingioctl (2) commands are supported:

RIOCSSRCH (int)
This command assumes that a signal search is required and gives direction of search to the driver −
0 to search down and any non-zero value to search up.

RIOCGINFO (struct radio_info)
RIOCSINFO (struct radio_info)

Get or set the current hardware device information into the struct radio_info structure.

struct radio_info {
int mute;
int volume;
int stereo;
int rfreq; / ∗ reference frequency ∗/
int lock; / ∗ locking field strength ∗/
uint32_t freq; / ∗ in kHz ∗/
uint32_t caps; / ∗ card capabilities ∗/

#define RADIO_CAPS_DETECT_STEREO (1<<0)
#define RADIO_CAPS_DETECT_SIGNAL (1<<1)
#define RADIO_CAPS_SET_MONO (1<<2)
#define RADIO_CAPS_HW_SEARCH (1<<3)
#define RADIO_CAPS_HW_AFC (1<<4)
#define RADIO_CAPS_REFERENCE_FREQ (1<<5)
#define RADIO_CAPS_LOCK_SENSITIVITY (1<<6)
#define RADIO_CARD_TYPE (0xFF<<16)

uint32_t info;
#define RADIO_INFO_STEREO (1<<0)
#define RADIO_INFO_SIGNAL (1<<1)
};

Themutefield is a boolean.
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Thevolumefield holds the card volume information and can be at most 255.

Thestereofield is a boolean.

The rfreq holds information about the card reference frequency (not all cards support this feature).

The lock field holds information about the card locking field strength during an automatic search
for cards that support this feature.

Thefreqfield is the frequency in kHz the card is tuned to.

Thecapsfield is read-only and describes the card capabilities. The capabilities can have following
values:
RADIO_CAPS_DETECT_STEREO

The device can determine is it tuned to a stereo signal.
RADIO_CAPS_DETECT_SIGNAL

The device can determine is it tuned or not.
RADIO_CAPS_SET_MONO

The device capable to forcible set its output to mono.
RADIO_CAPS_HW_SEARCH

The device can do hardware search.
RADIO_CAPS_HW_AFC

The device has an internal hardware automatic frequency control.
RADIO_CAPS_REFERENCE_FREQ

The device allow to change the reference frequency of a received signal.
RADIO_CAPS_LOCK_SENSITIVITY

The device allow to change the station lock sensitivity used during search operation.
RADIO_CARD_TYPE

Some cards have sev eral different incarnations. This allow to determine the variant of
the card. Currently not used.

The info field is read-only and describes the current state of the card − tuned/not tuned, stereo sig-
nal/mono signal.
RADIO_INFO_STEREO

Informs whether the device receives a stereo or mono signal.
RADIO_INFO_SIGNAL

Informs whether the device receives a valid signal or noise.

FILES
/dev/radio

SEE ALSO
radioctl (1), ioctl (2), az (4), bktr (4), mr(4), rt (4), rtii (4), sf2r (4), udsbr (4)

HISTORY
Theradio device driver appeared inOpenBSD3.0 andNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
The radio driver was written by Vladimir Popov and Maxim Tsyplakov. The man page was written by
Vladimir Popov.
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NAME
raid — RAIDframe disk driver

SYNOPSIS
options RAID_AUTOCONFIG
options RAID_DIAGNOSTIC
options RF_ACC_TRACE=n
options RF_DEBUG_MAP=n
options RF_DEBUG_PSS=n
options RF_DEBUG_QUEUE=n
options RF_DEBUG_QUIESCE=n
options RF_DEBUG_RECON=n
options RF_DEBUG_STRIPELOCK=n
options RF_DEBUG_VALIDATE_DAG=n
options RF_DEBUG_VERIFYPARITY=n
options RF_INCLUDE_CHAINDECLUSTER=n
options RF_INCLUDE_EVENODD=n
options RF_INCLUDE_INTERDECLUSTER=n
options RF_INCLUDE_PARITY_DECLUSTERING=n
options RF_INCLUDE_PARITY_DECLUSTERING_DS=n
options RF_INCLUDE_PARITYLOGGING=n
options RF_INCLUDE_RAID5_RS=n

pseudo-device raid [count]

DESCRIPTION
The raid driver provides RAID 0, 1, 4, and 5 (and more!) capabilities toNetBSD. This document assumes
that the reader has at least some familiarity with RAID and RAID concepts. The reader is also assumed to
know how to configure disks and pseudo-devices into kernels, how to generate kernels, and how to partition
disks.

RAIDframe provides a number of different RAID levels including:

RAID 0 provides simple data striping across the components.

RAID 1 provides mirroring.

RAID 4 provides data striping across the components, with parity stored on a dedicated drive (in this case,
the last component).

RAID 5 provides data striping across the components, with parity distributed across all the components.

There are a wide variety of other RAID levels supported by RAIDframe. The configuration file options to
enable them are briefly outlined at the end of this section.

Depending on the parity level configured, the device driver can support the failure of component drives. The
number of failures allowed depends on the parity level selected. Ifthe driver is able to handle drive failures,
and a drive does fail, then the system is operating in "degraded mode". In this mode, all missing data must
be reconstructed from the data and parity present on the other components.This results in much slower data
accesses, but does mean that a failure need not bring the system to a complete halt.

The RAID driver supports and enforces the use of ‘component labels’.A ‘ component label’ contains impor-
tant information about the component, including a user-specified serial number, the row and column of that
component in the RAID set, and whether the data (and parity) on the component is ‘clean’. The component
label currently lives at the half-way point of the ‘reserved section’ located at the beginning of each compo-
nent. This‘reserved section’ is RF_PROTECTED_SECTORS in length (64 blocks or 32Kbytes) and the
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component label is currently 1Kbyte in size.

If the driver determines that the component labels are very inconsistent with respect to each other (e.g. two or
more serial numbers do not match) or that the component label is not consistent with its assigned place in the
set (e.g. the component label claims the component should be the 3rd one in a 6-disk set, but the RAID set
has it as the 3rd component in a 5-disk set) then the device will fail to configure.If the driver determines that
exactly one component label seems to be incorrect, and the RAID set is being configured as a set that sup-
ports a single failure, then the RAID set will be allowed to configure, but the incorrectly labeled component
will be marked as ‘failed’, and the RAID set will begin operation in degraded mode. If all of the components
are consistent among themselves, the RAID set will configure normally.

Component labels are also used to support the auto-detection and autoconfiguration of RAID sets.A RAID
set can be flagged as autoconfigurable, in which case it will be configured automatically during the kernel
boot process.RAID file systems which are automatically configured are also eligible to be the root file sys-
tem. Thereis currently only limited support (alpha, amd64, i386, pmax, sparc, sparc64, and vax architec-
tures) for booting a kernel directly from a RAID 1 set, and no support for booting from any other RAID sets.
To use a RAID set as the root file system, a kernel is usually obtained from a small non-RAID partition, after
which any autoconfiguring RAID set can be used for the root file system.Seeraidctl (8) for more infor-
mation on autoconfiguration of RAID sets. Note that with autoconfiguration of RAID sets, it is no longer
necessary to hard-code SCSI IDs of drives. Theautoconfiguration code will correctly configure a device
ev en after any number of the components have had their device IDs changed or device names changed.

The driver supports ‘hot spares’, disks which are on-line, but are not actively used in an existing file system.
Should a disk fail, the driver is capable of reconstructing the failed disk onto a hot spare or back onto a
replacement drive. If the components are hot swappable, the failed disk can then be removed, a new disk put
in its place, and a copyback operation performed. The copyback operation, as its name indicates, will copy
the reconstructed data from the hot spare to the previously failed (and now replaced) disk. Hot spares can
also be hot-added usingraidctl (8).

If a component cannot be detected when the RAID device is configured, that component will be simply
marked as ’failed’.

The user-land utility for doing allraid configuration and other operations israidctl (8). Most impor-
tantly, raidctl (8) must be used with the−i option to initialize all RAID sets. In particular, this initializa-
tion includes re-building the parity data. This rebuilding of parity data is also required when either a) a new
RAID device is brought up for the first time or b) after an un-clean shutdown of a RAID device. By using
the −P option toraidctl (8), and performing this on-demand recomputation of all parity before doing a
fsck (8) or anewfs (8), file system integrity and parity integrity can be ensured. It bears repeating again
that parity recomputation isrequired before any file systems are created or used on the RAID device. If
the parity is not correct, then missing data cannot be correctly recovered.

RAID levels may be combined in a hierarchical fashion. For example, a RAID 0 device can be constructed
out of a number of RAID 5 devices (which, in turn, may be constructed out of the physical disks, or of other
RAID devices).

The first step to using theraid driver is to ensure that it is suitably configured in the kernel. Thisis done by
adding a line similar to:

pseudo-device raid 4 # RAIDframe disk device

to the kernel configuration file. The ‘count’ argument ( ‘4’, in this case), specifies the number of RAIDframe
drivers to configure.To turn on component auto-detection and autoconfiguration of RAID sets, simply add:

options RAID_AUTOCONFIG

to the kernel configuration file.
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All component partitions must be of the typeFS_BSDFFS(e.g. 4.2BSD) orFS_RAID. The use of the latter
is strongly encouraged, and is required if autoconfiguration of the RAID set is desired.Since RAIDframe
leaves room for disklabels, RAID components can be simply raw disks, or partitions which use an entire
disk.

A more detailed treatment of actually using araid device is found inraidctl (8). It is highly recom-
mended that the steps to reconstruct, copyback, and re-compute parity are well understood by the system
administrator(s)before a component failure. Doingthe wrong thing when a component fails may result in
data loss.

Additional internal consistency checking can be enabled by specifying:

options RAID_DIAGNOSTIC

These assertions are disabled by default in order to improve performance.

RAIDframe supports an access tracing facility for tracking both requests made and performance of various
parts of the RAID systems as the request is processed.To enable this tracing the following option may be
specified:

options RF_ACC_TRACE=1

For extensive debugging there are a number of kernel options which will aid in performing extra diagnosis of
various parts of the RAIDframe sub-systems. Note that in order to make full use of these options it is often
necessary to enable one or more debugging options as listed in
src/sys/dev/raidframe/rf_options.h . As well, these options are also only typically useful for
people who wish to debug various parts of RAIDframe. The options include:

For debugging the code which maps RAID addresses to physical addresses:

options RF_DEBUG_MAP=1

Parity stripe status debugging is enabled with:

options RF_DEBUG_PSS=1

Additional debugging for queuing is enabled with:

options RF_DEBUG_QUEUE=1

Problems with non-quiescent file systems should be easier to debug if the following is enabled:

options RF_DEBUG_QUIESCE=1

Stripelock debugging is enabled with:

options RF_DEBUG_STRIPELOCK=1

Additional diagnostic checks during reconstruction are enabled with:

options RF_DEBUG_RECON=1

Validation of the DAGs (Directed Acyclic Graphs) used to describe an I/O access can be performed when the
following is enabled:

options RF_DEBUG_VALIDATE_DAG=1

Additional diagnostics during parity verification are enabled with:

options RF_DEBUG_VERIFYPARITY=1

There are a number of less commonly used RAID levels supported by RAIDframe. These additional RAID
types should be considered experimental, and may not be ready for production use. The various types and
the options to enable them are shown here:
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For Even-Odd parity:

options RF_INCLUDE_EVENODD=1

For RAID level 5 with rotated sparing:

options RF_INCLUDE_RAID5_RS=1

For Parity Logging (highly experimental):

options RF_INCLUDE_PARITYLOGGING=1

For Chain Declustering:

options RF_INCLUDE_CHAINDECLUSTER=1

For Interleaved Declustering:

options RF_INCLUDE_INTERDECLUSTER=1

For Parity Declustering:

options RF_INCLUDE_PARITY_DECLUSTERING=1

For Parity Declustering with Distributed Spares:

options RF_INCLUDE_PARITY_DECLUSTERING_DS=1

The reader is referred to the RAIDframe documentation mentioned in theHISTORY section for more detail
on these various RAID configurations.

WARNINGS
Certain RAID levels (1, 4, 5, 6, and others) can protect against some data loss due to component failure.
However the loss of two components of a RAID 4 or 5 system, or the loss of a single component of a RAID
0 system, will result in the entire file systems on that RAID device being lost. RAID isNOT a substitute for
good backup practices.

Recomputation of parityMUST be performed whenever there is a chance that it may have been compromised.
This includes after system crashes, or before a RAID device has been used for the first time.Failure to keep
parity correct will be catastrophic should a component ever fail -- it is better to use RAID 0 and get the addi-
tional space and speed, than it is to use parity, but not keep the parity correct. At least with RAID 0 there is
no perception of increased data security.

FILES
/dev/{,r}raid ∗ raid device special files.

SEE ALSO
config (1), sd (4), MAKEDEV(8), fsck (8), mount (8), newfs (8), raidctl (8)

HISTORY
The raid driver in NetBSD is a port of RAIDframe, a framework for rapid prototyping of RAID structures
developed by the folks at the Parallel Data Laboratory at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU). RAIDframe,
as originally distributed by CMU, provides a RAID simulator for a number of different architectures, and a
user-level device driver and a kernel device driver for Digital Unix. The raid driver is a kernelized version
of RAIDframe v1.1.

A more complete description of the internals and functionality of RAIDframe is found in the paper "RAID-
frame: A Rapid Prototyping Tool for RAID Systems", by William V. Courtright II, Garth Gibson, Mark Hol-
land, LeAnn Neal Reilly, and Jim Zelenka, and published by the Parallel Data Laboratory of Carnegie Mel-
lon University. Theraid driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.4.
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COPYRIGHT
The RAIDframe Copyright is as follows:

Copyright (c) 1994-1996 Carnegie-Mellon University.
All rights reserved.

Permission to use, copy, modify and distribute this software and
its documentation is hereby granted, provided that both the copyright
notice and this permission notice appear in all copies of the
software, derivative works or modified versions, and any portions
thereof, and that both notices appear in supporting documentation.

CARNEGIE MELLON ALLOWS FREE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE IN ITS "AS IS"
CONDITION. CARNEGIEMELLON DISCLAIMS ANY LIABILITY OF ANY KIND
FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Carnegie Mellon requests users of this software to return to

Software Distribution Coordinatoror Software.Distribution@CS.CMU.EDU
School of Computer Science
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh PA 15213-3890

any improvements or extensions that they make and grant Carnegie the
rights to redistribute these changes.
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NAME
ral — Ralink Technology IEEE 802.11a/b/g wireless network driver

SYNOPSIS
ral ∗ at cardbus?
ral ∗ at pci?
ral ∗ at uhub? port ?

DESCRIPTION
The ral driver supports PCI/CardBus wireless adapters based on the Ralink RT2500, RT2501, and RT2600
chipsets. Theral driver supports USB 2.0 wireless adapters based on the Ralink RT2500USB chipset.

The RT2500 chipset is the first generation of 802.11b/g adapters from Ralink. It consists of two integrated
chips, an RT2560 or RT2570(USB) MAC/BBP and an RT2525 or RT2526(USB) radio transceiver.

The RT2501 chipset is the second generation of 802.11b/g adapters from Ralink. It consists of two inte-
grated chips, an RT2561 MAC/BBP and an RT2527 radio transceiver. This chipset provides support for the
IEEE 802.11e standard with multiple hardware transmission queues and allows scatter/gather for efficient
DMA operations.

The RT2600 chipset consists of two integrated chips, an RT2661 MAC/BBP and an RT2529 radio trans-
ceiver. This chipset uses the MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) technology with multiple antennas to
extend the operating range of the adapter and to achieve higher throughput. MIMO will be the basis of the
future IEEE 802.11n standard.

These are the modes theral driver can operate in:

BSS mode Also known asinfrastructuremode, this is used when associating with an access point,
through which all traffic passes. This mode is the default.

IBSS mode Also known asIEEE ad-hocmode orpeer-to-peermode. Thisis the standardized
method of operating without an access point. Stations associate with a service set.
However, actual connections between stations are peer-to-peer.

Host AP In this mode the driver acts as an access point (base station) for other cards.

monitor mode In this mode the driver is able to receive packets without associating with an access
point. Thisdisables the internal receive filter and enables the card to capture packets
from networks which it wouldn’t normally have access to, or to scan for access points.

ral supports software WEP. Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is the de facto encryption standard for wire-
less networks. It can be typically configured in one of three modes: no encryption; 40-bit encryption; or
104-bit encryption.Unfortunately, due to serious weaknesses in WEP protocol it is strongly recommended
that it not be used as the sole mechanism to secure wireless communication. WEP is not enabled by default.

The transmit speed is user-selectable or can be adapted automatically by the driver depending on the received
signal strength and on the number of hardware transmission retries.Seerssadapt (9) for more informa-
tion.

CONFIGURATION
The ral driver can be configured at runtime withifconfig (8) or on boot withifconfig.if (5) using
the following parameters:

bssid bssid
Set the desired BSSID.
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−bssid
Unset the desired BSSID. The interface will automatically select a BSSID in this mode, which is
the default.

chan n
Set the channel (radio frequency) to be used by the driver based on the given channel IDn.

−chan
Unset the desired channel to be used by the driver. The driver will automatically select a channel in
this mode, which is the default.

media media
Theral driver supports the followingmedia types:

autoselect Enable autoselection of the media type and options.
DS1 Set 802.11b DS 1Mbps operation.
DS2 Set 802.11b DS 2Mbps operation.
DS5 Set 802.11b DS 5.5Mbps operation.
DS11 Set 802.11b DS 11Mbps operation.
OFDM6 Set 802.11a/g OFDM 6Mbps operation.
OFDM9 Set 802.11a/g OFDM 9Mbps operation.
OFDM12 Set 802.11a/g OFDM 12Mbps operation.
OFDM18 Set 802.11a/g OFDM 18Mbps operation.
OFDM24 Set 802.11a/g OFDM 24Mbps operation.
OFDM36 Set 802.11a/g OFDM 36Mbps operation.
OFDM48 Set 802.11a/g OFDM 48Mbps operation.
OFDM54 Set 802.11a/g OFDM 54Mbps operation.

mediaopt opts
Theral driver supports the following media options:

hostap Select Host AP operation.
ibss Select IBSS operation.
monitor Select monitor mode.

−mediaopt opts
Disable the specified media options on the driver and return it to the default mode of operation
(BSS).

mode mode
Theral driver supports the following modes:

11a Force 802.11a operation.
11b Force 802.11b operation.
11g Force 802.11g operation.

nwid id
Set the network ID.Theid can either be any text string up to 32 characters in length, or a series of
hexadecimal digits up to 64 digits. An emptyid string allows the interface to connect to any avail-
able access points. By default theral driver uses an empty string. Note that network ID is syn-
onymous with Extended Service Set ID (ESSID).

nwkey key
Enable WEP encryption using the specifiedkey. Thekey can either be a string, a series of hexa-
decimal digits (preceded by ‘0x’), or a set of keys of the form “n:k1,k2,k3,k4”, where ‘n’ specifies
which of the keys will be used for transmitted packets, and the four keys, “k1” through “k4”, are
configured as WEP keys. If a set of keys is specified, a comma( ‘ ,’ ) within the key must be
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escaped with a backslash. Note that if multiple keys are used, their order must be the same within
the network. ral is capable of using both 40-bit (5 characters or 10 hexadecimal digits) or 104-bit
(13 characters or 26 hexadecimal digits) keys.

−nwkey
Disable WEP encryption. This is the default mode of operation.

FILES
The following firmware files are potentially loaded when an interface is brought up:

/libdata/firmware/ral/ral-rt2561
/libdata/firmware/ral/ral-rt2561s
/libdata/firmware/ral/ral-rt2661

RT2500 adapters do not require a firmware to operate.

HARDWARE
The following PCI adapters should work:

A-Link WL54H. Amigo AWI-926W. AMIT WL531P. AOpen AOI-831. ASUSWL-130g. ASUSWIFI-
G-AAY. Atlantis Land A02-PCI-W54. Belkin F5D7000 v3.Canyon CN-WF511.CNet CWP-854.Com-
pex WLP54G. Conceptronic C54Ri. Corega CG-WLPCI54GL. Digitus DN-7006G-RA. Dynalink
WLG25PCI. E-Tech WGPI02. Edimax EW-7128g. Eminent EM3037. EncoreENLWI-G-RLAM. Eusso
UGL2454-VPR. FiberlineWL-400P. Foxconn WLL-3350. Gigabyte GN-WPKG. Hawking HWP54GR.
Hercules HWGPCI-54.iNexQ CR054g-009 (R03).JAHT WN-4054PCI. KCORP LifeStyle KLS-660.
LevelOne WNC-0301 v2. Linksys WMP54G v4. Micronet SP906GK. Minitar MN54GPC-R.MSI
MS-6834. MSI PC54G2. OvisLinkEVO-W54PCI. PheeNet HWL-PCIG/RA. Pro-NetsPC80211G.
Repotec RP-WP0854.SATech SN-54P. Signamax 065-1798. Sitecom WL-115. SparkLAN WL-660R.
Surecom EP-9321-g.Sweex LC700030. TekComm NE-9321-g.Tonze PC-6200C.Unex CR054g-R02.
Zinwell ZWX-G361. Zonet ZEW1600.

The following CardBus adapters should work:

A-Link WL54PC. Alf a AWPC036. AmigoAWI-914W. AMIT WL531C. ASUS WL-107G. Atlantis Land
A02-PCM-W54. BelkinF5D7010 v2.Canyon CN-WF513. CC&C WL-2102. CNet CWC-854.Concep-
tronic C54RC. Corega CG-WLCB54GL. Digitus DN-7001G-RA. DynalinkWLG25CARDBUS. E-Tech
WGPC02. E-Tech WGPC03. Edimax EW-7108PCg. Eminent EM3036. Encore ENPWI-G-RLAM. Eusso
UGL2454-01R. FiberlineWL-400X. Gigabyte GN-WMKG. Hawking HWC54GR. Hercules HWGPCM-
CIA-54. JAHT WN-4054P(E). KCORP LifeStyle KLS-611.LevelOne WPC-0301 v2. Micronet SP908GK
V3. Minitar MN54GCB-R. MSI CB54G2. MSI MS-6835. Pro-Nets CB80211G. RepotecRP-WB7108.
SATech SN-54C. Sitecom WL-112. SparkLAN WL-611R. Surecom EP-9428-g.Sweex LC500050. Tek-
Comm NE-9428-g.Tonze PW-6200C. Unex MR054g-R02. Zinwell ZWX-G160. ZonetZEW1500.

The following Mini PCI adapters should work:

Amigo AWI-922W. Billionton MIWLGRL. Gigabyte GN-WIKG. MSI MP54G2. MSI MS-6833.Tonze
PC-620C. ZinwellZWX-G360.

The following USB 2.0 adapters should work:

AMIT WL532U. ASUS WL-167g. Belkin F5D7050 v2000.Buffalo WLI-U2-KG54. Buffalo WLI-
U2-KG54-AI. Buffalo WLI-U2-KG54-YB. CNet CWD-854. Compex WLU54G 2A1100. Conceptronic
C54RU. D-Link DWL-G122 (b1). Dynalink WLG25USB.E-Tech WGUS02.Gigabyte GN-WBKG.Her-
cules HWGUSB2-54. KCORP LifeStyle KLS-685. Linksys HU200-TS. Linksys WUSB54G v4.Linksys
WUSB54GP v4. MSI MS-6861. MSI MS-6865. MSI MS-6869. Nintendo Wi-Fi USB Connector. Ovis-
Link Evo-W54USB. SerComm UB801R. SparkLAN WL-685R. SurecomEP-9001-g. Sweex LC100060.
Tonze UW-6200C. Zinwell ZWX-G261. ZonetZEW2500P.
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EXAMPLES
The followingifconfig.if (5) example creates a host-based access point on boot:

inet 192.168.1.1 netmask 255.255.255.0 media autoselect \
mediaopt hostap nwid my_net chan 11

Configure ral0 for WEP, using hex key “0x1deadbeef1”:

# i fconfig ral0 nwkey 0x1deadbeef1

Return ral0 to its default settings:

# i fconfig ral0 -bssid -chan media autoselect \
nwid "" -nwkey

Join an existing BSS network, “my_net”:

# i fconfig ral0 192.168.1.1 netmask 0xffffff00 nwid my_net

DIAGNOSTICS
ral%d: could not read microcode %s For some reason, the driver was unable to read the microcode file
from the filesystem. The file might be missing or corrupted.

ral%d: could not load 8051 microcode An error occurred while attempting to upload the microcode to the
onboard 8051 microcontroller unit.

ral%d: timeout waiting for MCU to initialize The onboard 8051 microcontroller unit failed to initialize in
time.

ral%d: device timeout A frame dispatched to the hardware for transmission did not complete in time.The
driver will reset the hardware. Thisshould not happen.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), cardbus (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), netintro (4), pci (4), usb (4), ifconfig.if (5),
hostapd (8), ifconfig (8)

Ralink Technology:http://www.ralinktech.com

HISTORY
The ral driver first appeared inOpenBSD3.7 and inNetBSD 3.0. Supportfor the RT2501 and RT2600
chipsets was added inOpenBSD3.9 and inNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
Theral driver was written by Damien Bergamini 〈damien@openbsd.org〉.

CAVEATS
Some PCIral adapters seem to strictly require a system supporting PCI 2.2 or greater and will likely not
work in systems based on older revisions of the PCI specification. Check the board’s PCI version before pur-
chasing the card.

The USBral driver supports automatic control of the transmit speed in BSS mode only. Therefore the use
of a USBral adapter in Host AP mode is discouraged.
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NAME
ray — Raytheon Raylink / WebGear Aviator IEEE 802.11 2Mbps Wireless

SYNOPSIS
ray ∗ at pcmcia? function ?
options RAY_PID_COUNTRY_CODE_DEFAULT=RAY_PID_COUNTRY_CODE_USA

DESCRIPTION
The ray device driver supports the Raytheon Raylink and Aviator 2.4/PRO 802.11 FH 2Mbps wireless
PCMCIA cards.The cards can be operated in either ad-hoc or infrastructure modes. The operating mode is
selectable withifconfig (8) through a media option.

To communicate with other 802.11 cards a common network id or NWID must be specified on each station
that wishes to participate in the shared wireless network. TheNWID can be set withifconfig (8).

The device uses IEEE 802.11 standard Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum signaling and operates in the
ranges of 2.400 to 2.4835 Gigahertz. Thisfrequency range is further restricted by country according to that
country’s regulations. Currentlythe ray driver defaults to using the ranges appropriate for the USA.To
change this setting you must define the kernel option RAY_PID_COUNTRY_CODE_DEFAULT to one of
the following values:

RAY_PID_COUNTRY_CODE_USA
RAY_PID_COUNTRY_CODE_EUROPE
RAY_PID_COUNTRY_CODE_JAPAN
RAY_PID_COUNTRY_CODE_KOREA
RAY_PID_COUNTRY_CODE_SPAIN
RAY_PID_COUNTRY_CODE_FRANCE
RAY_PID_COUNTRY_CODE_ISRAEL
RAY_PID_COUNTRY_CODE_AUSTRALIA

The output power of the transceiver is 100mW and the card’s power consumption is 365 mA @ 5 volts. The
transmission range in open air (line of sight) is a maximum of 1000 feet (or ˜304 meters), and indoors (i.e.,
with obstructions) it is a maximum of 500 feet (152 meters).

HARDWARE
Cards supported by theray driver include:

WebGear Aviator 2.4
WebGear Aviator PRO
Raytheon Raylink WLAN

DIAGNOSTICS
ray0: card failed self test: status xIndicates the card has failed its initial startup tests.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), pcmcia (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Theray driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

AUTHORS
Theray driver was written by Christian E. Hopps〈chopps@NetBSD.org〉.
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BUGS
Currently the infrastructure mode is untested, and authentication using WEP is unimplemented.
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NAME
rbox — HP98720‘‘ Renaissance’’ graphics device interface

SYNOPSIS
rbox ∗ at intio?
rbox ∗ at dio? scode ?

DESCRIPTION
This driver is for theHP98720and 98721 graphics device, also known as the Renaissance. This driver has not
been tested with all possible combinations of frame buffer boards and scan boards installed in the device.
The driver merely checks for the existence of the device and does minimal set up.

The Renaissance can be configured at either the ‘‘internal’’ address (frame buffer address 0x200000, control
register space address 0x560000) or at an external select code less than 32. At the internal address it will be
the ‘‘preferred’’ console device. Thehardware installation manual describes the procedure for setting these
values.

A user process communicates to the device initially by means ofioctl (2) calls. For theHP-UX ioctl (2)
calls supported, refer toHP-UX manuals. TheBSD calls supported are:

GRFIOCGINFO
Get Graphics Info

Get info about device, setting the entries in thegrfinfo structure, as defined in
〈hpdev/grfioctl.h 〉. For the standard 98720, the number of planes should be 4.The number
of colors would therefore be 15, excluding black. If one 98722A frame buffer board is installed,
there will still be 4 planes, with the 4 planes on the colormap board becoming overlay planes.
With each additional 98722 frame buffer board 4 planes will be added up to a maximum of 32
planes total.

GRFIOCON
Graphics On

Turn graphics on by enablingCRT output. Thescreen will come on, displaying whatever is in the
frame buffer, using whatever colormap is in place.

GRFIOCOFF
Graphics Off

Turn graphics off by disabling output to theCRT. The frame buffer contents are not affected.

GRFIOCMAP
Map Device to user space

Map in control registers and framebuffer space. Once the device file is mapped, the frame buffer
structure is accessible. The structure describing the 98720 is defined inhpdev/grf_rbreg.h .

FILES
/dev/grf? BSD special file
/dev/crt98720
/dev/ocrt98720 HP-UX starbasespecial files
/dev/MAKEDEV.hpux script for creatingHP-UX special files

EXAMPLES
This is a short segment of code showing how the device is opened and mapped into user process address
space assuming that it is grf0:
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struct rboxfb ∗rbox;
u_char ∗Addr, frame_buffer;
struct grfinfo gi;
int disp_fd;

disp_fd = open("/dev/grf0",1);

if (ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCGINFO, &gi) < 0) return -1;

(void) ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCON, 0);

Addr = (u_char ∗) 0 ;
if (ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCMAP, &Addr) < 0) {

(void) ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCOFF, 0);
return -1;

}
rbox = (rboxfb ∗) A ddr; / ∗ Control Registers ∗/
frame_buffer = (u_char ∗) A ddr + gi.gd_regsize; / ∗ Frame buffer memory ∗/

DIAGNOSTICS
None underBSD. TheHP-UX CE.utilitiesmust be used.

ERRORS
[ENODEV] no such device.

[EBUSY] Another process has the device open.

[EINVAL ] Invalid ioctl specification.

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), grf (4), ite (4)

For extensive code examples using the Renaissance, see the X device dependent source.

BUGS
Not tested for all configurations of scan board and frame buffer memory boards.
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NAME
rcons — raster console access

SYNOPSIS
options RASTERCONSOLE_FGCOL=n
options RASTERCONSOLE_BGCOL=n
options RCONS_2BPP
options RCONS_4BPP
options RCONS_16BPP

pmax
pseudo-device rasterconsole N

DESCRIPTION
Thercons driver provides support for machine-independent access to the raster console. Use of thercons
driver is deprecated in favour of thewscons (4) machine-independent console driver.

The rcons driver provides simple raster and frame buffer routines.It’s enough to implement a console ter-
minal emulator on monochrome and pseudo-colour screens.

SEE ALSO
wscons (4)
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NAME
rd — CS/80disk interface

SYNOPSIS
rd ∗ at hpibbus? slave?

DESCRIPTION
This is a genericCS/80disk driver. Only a small number of possibleCS/80drives are supported, but others
can easily be added by adding tables to the driver. It is a typical block-device driver; seephysio (4).

The scriptMAKEDEV(8) should be used to create therd special files; consultmknod(8) if a special file
needs to be made manually.

DISK SUPPORT
The driver interrogates the controller to determine the type of drive attached. Thedriver recognizes the fol-
lowing drives: 7912, 7914, 7933, 7936, 7937, 7945,757A/B, 7958A/B, 7959B, 7962, 7963, 9122, 9134, 7912,
7936, and 9122, not all of which have been tested.Special file names begin with ‘rd ’ and ‘rrd ’ f or the
block and character files respectively. The second component of the name, a drive unit number in the range
of zero to seven, is represented by a ‘?’ in the disk layouts below. The last component of the name is the file
system partition and is designated by a letter from ‘a’ to ‘ h’ which also corresponds to a minor device num-
ber sets: zero to seven, eight to 15, 16 to 23 and so forth for drive zero, drive two and drive three respectively
(seephysio (4)). Thelocation and size (in sectors) of the partitions for these drives:

7945/7946partitions:
disk start length cyls

rd?a 112 15904 1-142
rd?b 16016 20160 143-322
rd?c 0 108416 0-967
rd?d 16016 40320 143-502
rd?e undefined
rd?f undefined
rd?g 36176 72240 323-967
rd?h 56336 52080 503-967

9134Dpartitions:
disk start length cyls

rd?a 96 15936 1-166
rd?b 16032 13056 167-302
rd?c 0 29088 0-302
rd?d undefined
rd?e undefined
rd?f undefined
rd?g undefined
rd?h undefined

9122Spartitions:
disk start length cyls

rd?a undefined
rd?b undefined
rd?c 0 1232 0-76
rd?d undefined
rd?e undefined
rd?f undefined
rd?g undefined
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rd?h undefined

7912Ppartitions:
disk start length cyls

rd?a 0 15904 0-70
rd?b 16128 22400 72-171
rd?c 0 128128 0-571
rd?d 16128 42560 72-261
rd?e undefined
rd?f undefined
rd?g 38528 89600 172-571
rd?h 58688 69440 262-571

7914CT/Ppartitions:
disk start length cyls

rd?a 224 15904 1-71
rd?b 16128 40320 72-251
rd?c 0 258048 0-1151
rd?d 16128 64960 72-361
rd?e 81088 98560 362-801
rd?f 179648 78400 802-1151
rd?g 56448 201600 252-1151
rd?h 81088 176960 362-1151

7958Apartitions:
disk start length cyls

rd?a 252 16128 1-64
rd?b 16380 32256 65-192
rd?c 0 255276 0-1012
rd?d 16380 48384 65-256
rd?e 64764 100800 257-656
rd?f 165564 89712 657-1012
rd?g 48636 206640 193-1012
rd?h 64764 190512 257-1012

7957Apartitions:
disk start length cyls

rd?a 154 16016 1-104
rd?b 16170 24640 105-264
rd?c 0 159544 0-1035
rd?d 16170 42350 105-379
rd?e 58520 54824 380-735
rd?f 113344 46200 736-1035
rd?g 40810 118734 265-1035
rd?h 58520 101024 380-1035

7933Hpartitions:
disk start length cyls

rd?a 598 16146 1-27
rd?b 16744 66976 28-139
rd?c 0 789958 0-1320
rd?d 83720 16146 140-166
rd?e 99866 165646 167-443
rd?f 265512 165646 444-720
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rd?g 83720 706238 140-1320
rd?h 431158 358800 721-1320

9134Lpartitions:
disk start length cyls

rd?a 80 15920 1-199
rd?b 16000 20000 200-449
rd?c 0 77840 0-972
rd?d 16000 32000 200-599
rd?e undefined
rd?f undefined
rd?g 36000 41840 450-972
rd?h 48000 29840 600-972

7936Hpartitions:
disk start length cyls

rd?a 861 16359 1-19
rd?b 17220 67158 20-97
rd?c 0 600978 0-697
rd?d 84378 16359 98-116
rd?e 100737 120540 117-256
rd?f 220416 120540 256-395
rd?g 84378 516600 98-697
rd?h 341817 259161 397-697

7937Hpartitions:
disk start length cyls

rd?a 1599 15990 1-10
rd?b 17589 67158 11-52
rd?c 0 11161020-697
rd?d 84747 15990 53-62
rd?e 100737 246246 63-216
rd?f 346983 246246 217-370
rd?g 84747 103135553-697
rd?h 593229 522873 371-697

7957B/7961Bpartitions:
disk start length cyls

rd?a 126 16002 1-127
rd?b 16128 32760 128-387
rd?c 0 159894 0-1268
rd?d 16128 49140 128-517
rd?e 65268 50400 518-917
rd?f 115668 44226 918-1268
rd?g 48888 111006 388-1268
rd?h 65268 94626 518-1268

7958B/7962Bpartitions:
disk start length cyls

rd?a 378 16254 1-43
rd?b 16632 32886 44-130
rd?c 0 297108 0-785
rd?d 16632 49140 44-173
rd?e 65772 121716 174-495
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rd?f 187488 109620 496-785
rd?g 49518 247590 131-785
rd?h 65772 231336 174-785

7959B/7963Bpartitions:
disk start length cyls

rd?a 378 16254 1-43
rd?b 16632 49140 44-173
rd?c 0 594216 0-1571
rd?d 16632 65772 44-217
rd?e 82404 303912 218-1021
rd?f 386316 207900 1022-1571
rd?g 65772 528444 174-1571
rd?h 82404 511812 218-1571

The eight partitions as given support four basic, non-overlapping layouts, though not all partitions exist on all
drive types.

In the first layout there are three partitions and a ‘‘bootblock’’ area. Thebootblock area is at the beginning of
the disk and holds the standalone disk boot program.Therd?a partition is for the root file system,rd?b is
a paging/swapping area, andrd?g is for everything else.

The second layout is the same idea, but has a larger paging/swapping partition( rd?d ) and a smaller
‘‘ ev erything else’’ partition (rd?h ) .  This layout is better for environments which run many large pro-
cesses.

The third layout is a variation of the second, but breaks therd?h partition into two partitions, rd?e and
rd?f .

The final layout is intended for a large, single file system second disk.It is also used when writing out the
boot program since it is the only partition mapping the bootblock area.

FILES
/dev/rd[0-7][a-h] block files
/dev/rrd[0-7][a-h] raw files

DIAGNOSTICS
rd%d err: v%d u%d, R0x%x F0x%x A0x%x I0x%x, block %d An unrecoverable data error occurred
during transfer of the specified block on the specified disk.

BUGS
The current disk partitioning is totally bogus.CS/80drives hav e256 byte sectors which are mapped to 512
byte ‘‘sectors’’ by the driver. Since someCS/80drives hav ean odd number of sectors per cylinder, the disk
geometry used is not always accurate.

The partition tables for the file systems should be read off of each pack, as they are never quite what any sin-
gle installation would prefer, and this would make packs more portable.

A program to analyze the logged error information (even in its present reduced form) is needed.
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NAME
re — RealTek 8139C+/8169/8169S/8110S PCI Ethernet adapter driver

SYNOPSIS
re ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
re ∗ at cardbus? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The re driver provides support for various NICs based on the RealTek RTL8139C+, RTL8169, RTL8169S,
and RTL8110S PCI/Cardbus Ethernet controllers, including the following:

• Alloy Computer Products EtherGOLD 1439E 10/100 (8139C+)
• Compaq Evo N1015v Integrated Ethernet (8139C+)
• Gigabyte 7N400 Pro2 Integrated Gigabit Ethernet (8110S)
• NETGEAR GA311 (8169S)
• PLANEX COMMUNICATIONS Inc. GN-1200TC (8169S)
• Xterasys XN-152 10/100/1000 NIC (8169)
• Corega CG-LAPCIGT Gigabit Ethernet (8169S)
• D-Link DGE-528T Gigabit Ethernet (8169S)
• US Robotics (3Com) USR997902 Gigabit Ethernet (8169S)
• Linksys EG1032 rev. 3 Gigabit Ethernet (8169S)

NICs based on the 8139C+ are capable of 10 and 100Mbps speeds over CAT5 cable. NICsbased on the
8169, 8169S, and 8110S are capable of 10, 100, and 1000Mbps operation.

All NICs supported by there driver hav eTCP/IP checksum offload and hardware VLAN tagging/insertion
features, and use a descriptor-based DMA mechanism.They are also capable of TCP large send (TCP seg-
mentation offload).

The 8139C+ is a single-chip solution combining both a 10/100 MAC and PHY, and its PHY is supported by
rlphy (4). The8169 is a 10/100/1000 MAC only, requiring a GMII or TBI external PHY and some 8169
based boards have Marvell 88E1000 PHY supported bymakphy(4). The8169S and 8110S are single-chip
devices containing both a 10/100/1000 MAC and 10/100/1000 copper PHY, which is supported by
rgephy (4). Standalone10/100/1000 cards are available in both 32-bit PCI and 64-bit PCI models.The
8110S is designed for embedded LAN-on-motherboard applications.

The 8169, 8169S, and 8110S also support jumbo frames, which can be configured via the interface MTU set-
ting. Selectingan MTU larger than 1500 bytes with theifconfig (8) utility configures the adapter to
receive and transmit jumbo frames.

There driver supports the following media types:

autoselect Enable autoselection of the media type and options. The user can manually override the
autoselected mode by adding media options torc.conf (5).

10baseT/UTP Set 10Mbps operation.The ifconfig (8) mediaopt option can also be used to select
eitherfull-duplex or half-duplex modes.

100baseTX Set 100Mbps (Fast Ethernet) operation.The ifconfig (8) mediaopt option can also be
used to select eitherfull-duplex or half-duplex modes.

1000baseTX Set 1000baseTX operation over twisted pair. The RealTek GigE chips support 1000Mbps
in full-duplex mode only.

There driver supports the following media options:
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full-duplex Force full duplex operation.

half-duplex Force half duplex operation.

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8).

DIAGNOSTICS
re%d: can’t map i/o space A fatal initialization error has occurred.

re%d: can’t map mem spaceA fatal initialization error has occurred.

re%d: couldn’t map interrupt A fatal initialization error has occurred.

re%d: watchdog timeout The device has stopped responding to the network, or there is a problem with the
network connection (cable).

SEE ALSO
arp (4), cardbus (4), mii (4), netintro (4), pci (4), rgephy (4), rlphy (4), ifconfig (8)

RealTek Semiconductor RTL8139C+, RTL8169, RTL8169S, and RTL8110S datasheets,
http://www.realtek.com.tw.

HISTORY
There device driver first appeared inFreeBSD5.2 and was ported toNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
There driver was written by Bill Paul〈wpaul@windriver.com〉.

BUGS
The Xterasys XN-152 32-bit PCI NIC, which uses the RTL8169 MAC and Marvell 88E1000 PHY, has a
defect that causes DMA corruption if the board is plugged into a 64-bit PCI slot.The defect lies in the board
design, not the chip itself: the PCI REQ64# and ACK64# lines should be pulled high, but they are not. The
result is that the 8169 chip is tricked into performing 64-bit DMA transfers even though a 64-bit data path
between the NIC and the bus does not actually exist.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to correct this problem in software, however it is possible to detect it.When
the re driver is loaded, it will run a diagnostic routine designed to validate DMA operation by placing the
chip in digital loopback mode and initiating a packet transmission. If the card functions properly, the trans-
mitted data will be echoed back unmodified. If the echoed data is corrupt, the driver will print an error mes-
sage on the console and abort the device attach.The user should ensure the NIC is installed in a 32-bit PCI
slot to avoid this problem.

The RealTek 8169, 8169S, and 8110S chips appear to only be capable of transmitting jumbo frames up to
7.5K in size.
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NAME
rf — DEC RX01 / RX02floppy disk interface

SYNOPSIS
rfc0 at uba? csr 0177170 # RX01/RX02 controller
rf ∗ at rfc? drive? # RX01/RX02 floppy disk drive

DESCRIPTION
The rf device provides access toDEC RX01andRX02 floppy disk drives and clones thereof. These drives
use preformatted 8" single sided, soft sectored media.The RX01 and RX02 drives use a geometry of 77
cylinders, one head and 26 sectors. Each sector contains 128 bytes in case of single density (RX01 andRX02
in RX01 mode) or 256 bytes in double density mode.As NetBSD is not able to handle non-512 byte media
the driver translates this to a geometry of 50 cylinders, one head and 10 sectors in single density and 77
cylinders, one head and 13 sectors in double density mode. While the later matches the total number of sec-
tors, the fake geometry in single density does not cover the last two physical sectors exact, but it is possible
to access this sectors at 512 byte LBN 501. When a 512 byte block is written to LBN 501 the last 256 bytes
are ignored. When this 512 byte block is read the last 256 bytes contain undefined data.

This driver supports three minor devices corresponding to the slices:

Slice Description
a Single density only mode.
b Double density only mode.
c Density autodetect.

As theRX01 andRX02 hardware is not able to support formatting a blank disk, this driver has no support for
according IOCTLs. But there are clones from third party vendors that support formatting.Formatting a
blank disk may be initiated by the following commands on the VAX chevron prompt:

Single density
d/p/w 20001E78 9
d/p/w 20001E7A 92

Double density
d/p/w 20001E78 109
d/p/w 20001E7A 92

FILES
/dev/rf?[abc]
/dev/rrf?[abc]

DIAGNOSTICS
rfc_attach: Error creating bus_dma map: %d
did not respond to INIT CMD Possible errors duringautoconf (4). %d is the return code of
bus_dmamap_create (9).

%s: did not respond to CMD %x An error occurred while the driver tried to send command %x to drive
%s.

rfc_intr: Error while reading sector: %x
rfc_intr: Error while writing sector: %x
rfc_intr: Error while DMA: %x %x is status code from the controller error and status register.

rfc_intr: Error while loading bus_dma map: %d %d is return code ofbus_dmamap_load (9).
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%s: density error. A single density disk was opened in double density only mode or vice versa or the
medium in the drive attached as %s was not readable at all.

SEE ALSO
dd(1), tar (1), intro (4), disklabel (5), disklabel (8), mknod(8), mount (8), newfs (8)

HISTORY
The rf driver appeared inNetBSD 2.0. It is a complete rewrite, not related to the old 4.2BSDrx driver.

AUTHORS
Jochen Kunz

BUGS
Writing of adisklabel (5) is not supported. The driver return always the internally fake disklabel.
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NAME
rgephy — Realtek 8169S/8110S internal 10/100/1000 PHY driver

SYNOPSIS
rgephy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
Thergephy driver supports the internal PHY found on Realtek 8169S/8110S Ethernet adapters.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), re (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
rl — RL11/ RL01 andRL02 disk interface

SYNOPSIS
rlc0 at uba? csr 0177440
rl0 at rlc0 drive 0
rl ∗ at rlc? drive ?

DESCRIPTION
Therl driver is a typical block-device disk driver; block deviceI/O is described inphysio (4).

The scriptMAKEDEV(8) should be used to create the special files; if a special file needs to be created by hand
consultmknod(8).

FILES
/dev/rl[0-7][a-h] block files
/dev/rrl[0-7][a-h] raw files

DIAGNOSTICS
rl%d: operation incomplete The current command to the disk did not complete within the timeout period.
This may be due to hardware failure or a heavily loaded UNIBUS.

rl%d: read data CRC The controller detected a CRC error on data read from the disk. Probably a bad disk
pack.

rl%d: header CRC The controller detected a CRC error on header data read from the disk.Probably a bad
disk pack.

rl%d: data late The controller was not able to transfer data over the bus fast enough to not overflow/under-
flow the internal FIFO, probably because a heavily loaded UNIBUS or mis-ordered UNIBUS devices.

rl%d: header not found The requested sector was not found before the timer expired. If this error is the
only error then it may indicate a software bug.

rl%d: non-existent memory The controller tried to do DMA to/from a non-mapped address. This is a soft-
ware bug.

rl%d: memory parity error The host memory data sent had a parity error. This is a hardware failure.

SEE ALSO
hp(4), uda (4), up(4), syslogd (8)

HISTORY
Therl driver has been around nearly forever.
A complete newrl driver showed up inNetBSD 1.5.

BUGS
Error handling is less than optimal.

Seeks should be interleaved between multiple disks.
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NAME
rlphy — Realtek 8139/8201L Ethernet PHY driver

SYNOPSIS
rlphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
The rlphy driver supports the internal physical layer interface (PHY) found on Realtek Semiconductor
RTL8139based Ethernet adapters, as well as theRTL8201L Ethernet PHY chip.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), rtk (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
rmp — HP Remote Maintenance Protocol Family

SYNOPSIS
options RMP
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netrmp/rmp.h>
#include <netrmp/rmp_var.h>

int
socket (AF_RMP , SOCK_RAW , proto);

DESCRIPTION
Hewlett-Packard’s Remote Maintenance Protocol family is a collection of protocols layered atopIEEE 802.3.
The current implementation of the RMP family provides protocol support only for theSOCK_RAWsocket
type. Asa result,sendto (2) andrecvfrom (2) must be used to send and receive RMP packets.

The format of anRMP packet is defined in the include file〈netrmp/rmp_var.h 〉. The RMP packet
arrives encapsulated in an (HP extended)IEEE 802.2packet. TheIEEE 802.2packet is preceded by the kernel
address of anifnet struct which is used to ‘route’ a packet out the same interface it arrived on. Outgo-
ing packets are encapsulated in a standardIEEE 802.3packet, while incoming packets have this information
stripped away.

ADDRESSING
RMP (IEEE 802.3) addresses are 6 octets in length (48 bytes).Sockets in the Remote Maintenance Protocol
family use the following addressing structure:

struct sockaddr_rmp {
short srmp_family;
u_char srmp_dhost[6];

};

PROT OCOLS
The RMP protocol family supported by the operating system currently consists of the Boot Protocol
( proto=RMPPROTO_BOOT) .  Unfortunately, we hav eno documentation on the Remote Maintenance Proto-
col and only sketchy information about the Boot Protocol.

SEE ALSO
bind (2), recvfrom (2), sendto (2), socket (2), intro (4), rbootd (8)

Stuart Sechrest,An Introductory 4.4BSD Interprocess Communication Tutorial. ( see
/usr/share/doc/psd/20.ipctut )

Samuel J. Leffler, Robert S. Fabry, William N. Joy, Phil Lapsley, Steve Miller, and Chris Torek,Advanced
4.4BSD IPC Tutorial. ( see/usr/share/doc/psd/21.ipc )

HISTORY
Thermp protocol interface currently under development.

BUGS
• TheHP ROM usesIEEE 802.3 (as opposed to Ethernet) packets. Whilethe kernel heuristically recognizes

these packets, a more general mechanism for doing so should be provided.
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• The HP ROM uses a multicast address when first trying to locate boot servers. Whilethe Ethernet [sic]
board is programmed to recognize this particular multicast address (9:0:9:0:0:4), a more general mecha-
nism for doing so should be provided.

• The kernel supports onlyRAW sockets for theRMP protocol. Thisis either a bug or a feature, since the
kernel is smaller at the price of greater complexity in the server.

• There is no support forbind (2)’ing an address in theRMP domain. Somethinglike an RMPADDR_ANY
should be provided to prevent more than onerbootd (8) server from running at the same time.
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NAME
rnd — in kernel entropy collection and random number generation

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device rnd

DESCRIPTION
The rnd pseudo-device uses event timing information collected from many devices, and mixes this into an
entropy pool. Thispool is stirred with a cryptographically strong hash function when data is extracted from
the pool.

INTERN AL ENTROPY POOL MAN AGEMENT
When a hardware event occurs (such as completion of a hard drive transfer or an interrupt from a network
device) a timestamp is generated. This timestamp is compared to the previous timestamp recorded for the
device, and the first, second, and third order differentials are calculated.

If any of these differentials is zero, no entropy is assumed to have been gathered. Ifall are non-zero, one bit
is assumed. Next, data is mixed into the entropy pool using an LFSR (linear feedback shift register).

To extract data from the entropy pool, a cryptographically strong hash function is used. The output of this
hash is mixed back into the pool using the LFSR, and then folded in half before being returned to the caller.

Mixing the actual hash into the pool causes the next extraction to return a different value, even if no timing
ev ents were added to the pool.Folding the data in half prevents the caller to derive the actual hash of the
pool, preventing some attacks.

USER ACCESS
User code can obtain random values from the kernel in two ways.

Reading from/dev/random will only return values while sufficient entropy exists in the internal pool.
When sufficient entropy does not exist, EAGAIN is returned for non-blocking reads, or the read will block
for blocking reads.

Reading from/dev/urandom will return as many values as requested, even when the entropy pool is
empty. This data is not as good as reading from/dev/random since when the pool is empty, data is still
returned, degenerating to a pseudo-random generator.

Writing to either device will mix the data written into the pool using the LFSR as above, without modifying
the entropy estimation for the pool.

RANDOM SOURCE STRUCTURE
Each source has a state structure which the kernel uses to hold the timing information and other state for that
source.

typedef struct {
char name[16];
uint32_t last_time;
uint32_t last_delta;
uint32_t last_delta2;
uint32_t total;
uint32_t type;

uint32_t flags;
} r ndsource_t;
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This structure holds the internal representation of a device’s timing state. The namefield holes the device
name, as known to the kernel. Thelast_timeentry is the timestamp of the last time this device generated an
ev ent. It is for internal use only, and not in any specific representation.The last_deltaandlast_delta2fields
hold the last first- and second-order deltas.The total field holds a count of how many bits this device has
potentially generated.This is not the same as how many bits were used from it.The typefield holds the
device type.

Currently, these types are defined:

RND_TYPE_DISKThe device is a physical hard drive.

RND_TYPE_NET The device is a network interface. Bydefault, timing information is collected from this
source type, but entropy is not estimated.

RND_TYPE_TAPEThe device is a tape device.

RND_TYPE_TTY The device is a terminal, mouse, or other user input device.

RND_TYPE_RNG The device is a random number generator.

flagsis a bitfield.

RND_FLAG_NO_ESTIMATEDo not assume any entropy is in the timing information.

RND_FLAG_NO_COLLECTDo not even add timing information to the pool.

IOCTL
Various ioctl (2) functions are available to control device behavior, gather statistics, and add data to the
entropy pool. Theseare all defined in the〈sys/rnd.h 〉 file, along with the data types and constants.

RNDGETENTCNT ( uint32_t ) Return the current entropy count (in bits).

RNDGETSRCNUM ( rndstat_t )

typedef struct {
uint32_t start;
uint32_t count;
rndsource_t source[RND_MAXSTATCOUNT];

} r ndstat_t;

Return data for sources, starting atstart and returning at mostcountsources.

The values returned are actual in-kernel snapshots of the entropy status for devices.
Leaking the internal timing information will weaken security.

RNDGETSRCNAME( rndstat_name_t )

typedef struct {
char name[16];
rndsource_t source;

} r ndstat_name_t;

Return the device state for a named device.

RNDCTL ( rndctl_t )

typedef struct {
char name[16];
uint32_t type;
uint32_t flags;
uint32_t mask;
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} r ndctl_t;

Change bits in the device state information.If type is 0xff, only the device name
stored innameis used. If it is any other value, all devices of typetype are altered.
This allows all network interfaces to be disabled for entropy collection with one call,
for example. Theflags and maskwork together to change flag bits.The maskfield
specifies which bits inflagsare to be set or cleared.

RNDADDDATA ( rnddata_t )

typedef struct {
uint32_t len;
uint32_t entropy;
u_char data[RND_POOLWORDS ∗ 4];

} r nddata_t;

FILES
/dev/random Returns ‘‘good’’ values only
/dev/urandom Always returns data, degenerates to a pseudo-random generator

SEE ALSO
rndctl (8), rnd (9)

HISTORY
The random device was first made available inNetBSD 1.3.

AUTHORS
This implementation was written by Michael Graff <explorer@flame.org> using ideas and algorithms gath-
ered from many sources, including the driver written by Ted Ts’o.
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NAME
route — kernel packet forwarding database

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <net/if.h>
#include <net/route.h>

int
socket (PF_ROUTE , SOCK_RAW , int family);

DESCRIPTION
UNIX provides some packet routing facilities. Thekernel maintains a routing information database, which is
used in selecting the appropriate network interface when transmitting packets.

A user process (or possibly multiple co-operating processes) maintains this database by sending messages
over a special kind of socket. Thissupplants fixed sizeioctl (2)’s used in earlier releases. Routing table
changes may only be carried out by the super user.

The operating system may spontaneously emit routing messages in response to external events, such as
receipt of a redirect, or failure to locate a suitable route for a request.The message types are described in
greater detail below.

Routing database entries come in two flavors: for a specific host, or for all hosts on a generic subnetwork (as
specified by a bit mask and value under the mask. The effect of wildcard or default route may be achieved
by using a mask of all zeros, and there may be hierarchical routes.

When the system is booted and addresses are assigned to the network interfaces, each protocol family installs
a routing table entry for each interface when it is ready for traffic. Normally the protocol specifies the route
through each interface as a “direct” connection to the destination host or network. If the route is direct, the
transport layer of a protocol family usually requests the packet be sent to the same host specified in the
packet. Otherwise,the interface is requested to address the packet to the gateway listed in the routing entry
(i.e. the packet is forwarded).

When routing a packet, the kernel will attempt to find the most specific route matching the destination.(If
there are two different mask and value-under-the-mask pairs that match, the more specific is the one with
more bits in the mask.A route to a host is regarded as being supplied with a mask of as many ones as there
are bits in the destination). If no entry is found, the destination is declared to be unreachable, and a rout-
ing−miss message is generated if there are any listeners on the routing control socket described below.

A wildcard routing entry is specified with a zero destination address value, and a mask of all zeroes.Wild-
card routes will be used when the system fails to find other routes matching the destination. The combina-
tion of wildcard routes and routing redirects can provide an economical mechanism for routing traffic.

One opens the channel for passing routing control messages by using the socket call shown in the synopsis
above:

Thefamily parameter may beAF_UNSPECwhich will provide routing information for all address fami-
lies, or can be restricted to a specific address family by specifying which one is desired. There can be more
than one routing socket open per system.

Messages are formed by a header followed by a small number of sockaddrs (now variable length particularly
in the ISO case), interpreted by position, and delimited by the new length entry in the sockaddr. An example
of a message with four addresses might be anISO redirect: Destination, Netmask, Gateway, and Author of
the redirect. The interpretation of which address are present is given by a bit mask within the header, and the
sequence is least significant to most significant bit within the vector.
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Any messages sent to the kernel are returned, and copies are sent to all interested listeners.The kernel will
provide the process ID for the sender, and the sender may use an additional sequence field to distinguish
between outstanding messages. However, message replies may be lost when kernel buffers are exhausted.

The kernel may reject certain messages, and will indicate this by filling in thertm_errno field. Therout-
ing code returnsEEXIST if requested to duplicate an existing entry, ESRCHif requested to delete a non-
existent entry, or ENOBUFSif insufficient resources were available to install a new route. In the current
implementation, all routing processes run locally, and the values forrtm_errno are available through the
normalerrnomechanism, even if the routing reply message is lost.

A process may avoid the expense of reading replies to its own messages by issuing asetsockopt (2) call
indicating that theSO_USELOOPBACKoption at theSOL_SOCKETlevel is to be turned off. A process may
ignore all messages from the routing socket by doing ashutdown (2) system call for further input.

If a route is in use when it is deleted, the routing entry will be marked down and removed from the routing
table, but the resources associated with it will not be reclaimed until all references to it are released.User
processes can obtain information about the routing entry to a specific destination by using aRTM_GETmes-
sage, or by reading the/dev/kmem device, or by callingsysctl (3).

The messages are:

#define RTM_ADD 0x1 / ∗ Add Route ∗/
#define RTM_DELETE 0x2 / ∗ Delete Route ∗/
#define RTM_CHANGE 0x3 / ∗ Change Metrics, Flags, or Gateway ∗/
#define RTM_GET 0x4 / ∗ Report Information ∗/
#define RTM_LOSING 0x5 / ∗ Kernel Suspects Partitioning ∗/
#define RTM_REDIRECT 0x6 / ∗ Told to use different route ∗/
#define RTM_MISS 0x7 / ∗ Lookup failed on this address ∗/
#define RTM_RESOLVE 0xb / ∗ request to resolve dst to LL addr ∗/
#define RTM_NEWADDR 0xc / ∗ address being added to iface ∗/
#define RTM_DELADDR 0xd / ∗ address being removed from iface ∗/
#define RTM_OIFINFO 0xe / ∗ Old (pre-1.5) RTM_IFINFO message ∗/
#define RTM_IFINFO 0xf / ∗ iface/link going up/down etc. ∗/
#define RTM_IFANNOUNCE 0x10 / ∗ iface arrival/departure ∗/

A message header consists of one of the following:

struct rt_msghdr {
u_short rtm_msglen; / ∗ to skip over non-understood messages ∗/
u_char rtm_version; / ∗ future binary compatibility ∗/
u_char rtm_type; / ∗ message type ∗/
u_short rtm_index; / ∗ index for associated ifp ∗/
int rtm_flags; / ∗ flags, incl kern & message, e.g. DONE ∗/
int rtm_addrs; / ∗ bitmask identifying sockaddrs in msg ∗/
pid_t rtm_pid; / ∗ identify sender ∗/
int rtm_seq; / ∗ for sender to identify action ∗/
int rtm_errno; / ∗ why failed ∗/
int rtm_use; / ∗ from rtentry ∗/
u_long rtm_inits; / ∗ which metrics we are initializing ∗/
struct rt_metrics rtm_rmx; / ∗ metrics themselves ∗/

};

struct if_msghdr {
u_short ifm_msglen; / ∗ to skip over non-understood messages ∗/
u_char ifm_version; / ∗ future binary compatibility ∗/
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u_char ifm_type; / ∗ message type ∗/
int ifm_addrs; / ∗ like rtm_addrs ∗/
int ifm_flags; / ∗ value of if_flags ∗/
u_short ifm_index; / ∗ index for associated ifp ∗/
struct if_data ifm_data; / ∗ statistics and other data about if ∗/

};

struct ifa_msghdr {
u_short ifam_msglen; / ∗ to skip over non-understood messages ∗/
u_char ifam_version; / ∗ future binary compatibility ∗/
u_char ifam_type; / ∗ message type ∗/
int ifam_addrs; / ∗ like rtm_addrs ∗/
int ifam_flags; / ∗ value of ifa_flags ∗/
u_short ifam_index; / ∗ index for associated ifp ∗/
int ifam_metric; / ∗ value of ifa_metric ∗/

};

struct if_announcemsghdr {
u_short ifan_msglen; / ∗ to skip over non-understood messages ∗/
u_char ifan_version; / ∗ future binary compatibility ∗/
u_char ifan_type; / ∗ message type ∗/
u_short ifan_index; / ∗ index for associated ifp ∗/
char ifan_name[IFNAMSIZ]; / ∗ if name, e.g. "en0" ∗/
u_short ifan_what; / ∗ what type of announcement ∗/

};

TheRTM_IFINFO message uses aif_msghdr header, theRTM_NEWADDRandRTM_DELADDRmessages
use aifa_msghdr header, the RTM_IFANNOUNCEmessage uses aif_announcemsghdr header, and
all other messages use thert_msghdr header.

The metrics structure is:

struct rt_metrics {
u_long rmx_locks; / ∗ Kernel must leave these values alone ∗/
u_long rmx_mtu; / ∗ MTU for this path ∗/
u_long rmx_hopcount; / ∗ max hops expected ∗/
u_long rmx_expire; / ∗ lifetime for route, e.g. redirect ∗/
u_long rmx_recvpipe; / ∗ inbound delay-bandwidth product ∗/
u_long rmx_sendpipe; / ∗ outbound delay-bandwidth product ∗/
u_long rmx_ssthresh; / ∗ outbound gateway buffer limit ∗/
u_long rmx_rtt; / ∗ estimated round trip time ∗/
u_long rmx_rttvar; / ∗ estimated rtt variance ∗/
u_long rmx_pksent; / ∗ packets sent using this route ∗/

};

Flags include the values:

#define RTF_UP 0x1 / ∗ route usable ∗/
#define RTF_GATEWAY 0x2 / ∗ destination is a gateway ∗/
#define RTF_HOST 0x4 / ∗ host entry (net otherwise) ∗/
#define RTF_REJECT 0x8 / ∗ host or net unreachable ∗/
#define RTF_DYNAMIC 0x10 / ∗ created dynamically (by redirect) ∗/
#define RTF_MODIFIED 0x20 / ∗ modified dynamically (by redirect) ∗/
#define RTF_DONE 0x40 / ∗ message confirmed ∗/
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#define RTF_MASK 0x80 / ∗ subnet mask present ∗/
#define RTF_CLONING 0x100 / ∗ generate new routes on use ∗/
#define RTF_XRESOLVE 0x200 / ∗ external daemon resolves name ∗/
#define RTF_LLINFO 0x400 / ∗ generated by ARP or ESIS ∗/
#define RTF_STATIC 0x800 / ∗ manually added ∗/
#define RTF_BLACKHOLE 0x1000 / ∗ just discard pkts (during updates) ∗/
#define RTF_CLONED 0x2000 / ∗ this is a cloned route ∗/
#define RTF_PROTO2 0x4000 / ∗ protocol specific routing flag ∗/
#define RTF_PROTO1 0x8000 / ∗ protocol specific routing flag ∗/

Specifiers for metric values in rmx_locks and rtm_inits are:

#define RTV_MTU 0x1 / ∗ init or lock _mtu ∗/
#define RTV_HOPCOUNT 0x2 / ∗ init or lock _hopcount ∗/
#define RTV_EXPIRE 0x4 / ∗ init or lock _expire ∗/
#define RTV_RPIPE 0x8 / ∗ init or lock _recvpipe ∗/
#define RTV_SPIPE 0x10 / ∗ init or lock _sendpipe ∗/
#define RTV_SSTHRESH 0x20 / ∗ init or lock _ssthresh ∗/
#define RTV_RTT 0x40 / ∗ init or lock _rtt ∗/
#define RTV_RTTVAR 0x80 / ∗ init or lock _rttvar ∗/

Specifiers for which addresses are present in the messages are:

#define RTA_DST 0x1 / ∗ destination sockaddr present ∗/
#define RTA_GATEWAY 0x2 / ∗ gateway sockaddr present ∗/
#define RTA_NETMASK 0x4 / ∗ netmask sockaddr present ∗/
#define RTA_GENMASK 0x8 / ∗ cloning mask sockaddr present ∗/
#define RTA_IFP 0x10 / ∗ interface name sockaddr present ∗/
#define RTA_IFA 0x20 / ∗ interface addr sockaddr present ∗/
#define RTA_AUTHOR 0x40 / ∗ sockaddr for author of redirect ∗/
#define RTA_BRD 0x80 / ∗ for NEWADDR, broadcast or p-p dest addr ∗/

SEE ALSO
socket (2), sysctl (3)
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NAME
rs5c372rtc — RICOH RS5C372A and RS5C372B real-time clock

SYNOPSIS
rs5c372rtc at iic? addr 0x32

DESCRIPTION
The rs5c372rtc driver provides support for theRICOH RS5C372A and RS5C372B real-time clock chips.

Access methods to retrieve and set date and time are provided through theTODR interface defined in
todr (9).

SEE ALSO
todr (9)

HISTORY
Thers5c372rtc device appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

BUGS
The driver only supports clock function.
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NAME
rt — AIMS Lab Radiotrack FM radio device driver

SYNOPSIS
rt0 at isa? port 0x20c
rt1 at isa? port 0x284
rt2 at isa? port 0x30c
rt3 at isa? port 0x384
radio ∗ at rt?

DESCRIPTION
The rt driver provides support for the AIMS Lab Radiotrack FM radio tuners and compatible RadioReveal
RA300 and SoundForte RadioX SF16-FMI FM radio tuners.

The Radiotrack is a stereo FM tuner that allows to tune in the range 87.5 - 108.0 MHz, report signal status on
the current frequency, and force audio output to mono.

The Radiotrack cards take only one I/O port. The I/O port is set by the driver to the value specified in the
configuration file and must be either 0x20c or 0x30c.

SEE ALSO
isa (4), radio (4)

HISTORY
Thert device driver appeared inOpenBSD3.0 andNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
The rt driver was written by Vladimir Popov and Maxim Tsyplakov. The man page was written by
Vladimir Popov.

BUGS
Support for the SF16-FMI cards is rather ugly, volume control is not working and the driver can not correctly
determine signal state.
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NAME
rtc — Atari Real Time Clock

SYNOPSIS
clock0 at mainbus0

DESCRIPTION
The rtc driver supports reading from and writing to the Atari real time clock (RTC). Whenreading from
the RTC, the format string of the output, as described in thestrftime (3) manual page, is:

‘‘%Y%m%d%H%M.%S’’

The same format is used to set the RTC to the current date. Note that the kernel expects the RTC to run in
UTC.

FILES
/dev/rtc

EXAMPLES
date -u +%Y%m%d%H%M.%S > /dev/rtc

SEE ALSO
date (1), strftime (3)
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NAME
rtc — DS17485 support

SYNOPSIS
rtc0 at mainbus0 addr 0x7ff00000

DESCRIPTION
Thertc provides support for the real time clock DS17485.

SEE ALSO
mainbus (4)

HISTORY
Thertc driver appeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
rtc — hp300 real-time clock

SYNOPSIS
rtc ∗ at intio?

DESCRIPTION
The rtc driver provides support for the hp300 real-time clock (RTC). It is a mandatory device and must be
compiled into the kernel.

Note that the kernel expects the real-time clock to run in UTC unless otherwise specified. Seeoptions (4).

SEE ALSO
intio (4), intro (4), options (4)
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NAME
rtfps — multiplexing serial communications interface

SYNOPSIS
rtfps0 at isa? port 0x1230 irq 10
com2 at rtfps0 slave 0
com3 at rtfps0 slave 1
com4 at rtfps0 slave 2
com5 at rtfps0 slave 3

DESCRIPTION
The rtfps driver provides support for IBM RT PC boards that multiplex together up to fourEIA RS-232C
(CCITT V.28) or RS-422Acommunications interfaces.

Eachrtfps device is the master device for up to fourcom devices. Thekernel configuration specifies these
com devices as slave devices of thertfps device, as shown in the synopsis.The port specification for the
rtfps device is used to compute the base addresses for thecom subdevices.

FILES
/dev/tty0?

SEE ALSO
com(4)

HISTORY
Thertfps driver was written by Charles Hannum, based on theast driver.

BUGS
Thertfps driver is unlikely to work on non-EISA and non-PCI machines. The ISA bus only asserts 10 I/O
address lines, and this is not enough.

Even on EISA and PCI machines, some address conflicts have been observed. Onone machine, the second
port always conflicted with something (though it’s not clear what) and caused strange results.Disabling the
second port in the kernel config allowed the other three ports to function correctly.
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NAME
rtii — AIMS Lab Radiotrack II FM radio device driver

SYNOPSIS
option RADIO_TEA5759

rtii0 at isa? port 0x20c
rtii1 at isa? port 0x30c
radio ∗ at rtii0

DESCRIPTION
Thertii driver provides support for the AIMS Lab Radiotrack II FM radio tuners.

The Radiotrack II is a stereo FM tuner that allows to tune in the range 87.5 - 108.0 MHz, report signal status
on the current frequency, force audio output to mono, perform hardware signal search, and has an internal
AFC.

The Radiotrack II cards take only one I/O port.The I/O port is set by the driver to the value specified in the
configuration file and must be either 0x20c or 0x30c.

Philips Semiconductors released two almost identical chips TEA5757 and TEA5759. The TEA5757 is used
in FM-standards in which the local oscillator frequency is above the radio frequency (e.g. European and
American standards). The TEA5759 is the version in which the oscillator frequency is below the radio fre-
quency (e.g. Japanese standards). The optionRADIO_TEA5759changes the algorithm of frequency calcula-
tion for the TEA5757 based cards to conform with the Japanese standards.

SEE ALSO
isa (4), radio (4)

HISTORY
Thertii device driver appeared inOpenBSD3.0 andNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
The rtii driver was written by Vladimir Popov and Maxim Tsyplakov. The man page was written by
Vladimir Popov.
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NAME
rtk — Ethernet driver for Realtek 8129/8139/8100 based Ethernet boards

SYNOPSIS
rtk ∗ at cardbus? function ?
rtk ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

Configuration of PHYs are necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
Thertk device driver supports network adapters based on the Realtek 8129/8139/8100 chips.

MEDIA SELECTION
Media selection is done usingifconfig (8) using the standardifmedia (4) mechanism. Refer to those
manual pages for more information.

SEE ALSO
cardbus (4), ifmedia (4), mii (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
rtw — Realtek RTL8180L IEEE 802.11b wireless network driver

SYNOPSIS
rtw ∗ at cardbus? function ?
rtw ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Thertw driver supports PCI/CardBus 802.11b wireless adapters based on the Realtek RTL8180L.

A variety of radio tranceivers can be found in these devices, including the Philips SA2400A, Maxim
MAX2820, and GCT GRF5101, though not all of them are currently supported.

These are the modes thertw driver can operate in:

BSS mode Also known asinfrastructuremode, this is used when associating with an access point,
through which all traffic passes. This mode is the default.

IBSS mode Also known asIEEE ad-hocmode orpeer-to-peermode. Thisis the standardized
method of operating without an access point. Stations associate with a service set.
However, actual connections between stations are peer-to-peer.

Host AP In this mode the driver acts as an access point (base station) for other cards.

monitor mode In this mode the driver is able to receive packets without associating with an access
point. Thisdisables the internal receive filter and enables the card to capture packets
from networks which it wouldn’t normally have access to, or to scan for access points.

rtw supports software WEP. Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is the de facto encryption standard for wire-
less networks. It can be typically configured in one of three modes: no encryption; 40-bit encryption; or
104-bit encryption.Unfortunately, due to serious weaknesses in WEP protocol it is strongly recommended
that it not be used as the sole mechanism to secure wireless communication.WEP is not enabled by default.

CONFIGURATION
The rtw driver can be configured at runtime withifconfig (8) or on boot withifconfig.if (5) using
the following parameters:

bssid bssid
Set the desired BSSID.

−bssid
Unset the desired BSSID. The interface will automatically select a BSSID in this mode, which is
the default.

chan n
Set the channel (radio frequency) to be used by the driver based on the given channel IDn.

−chan
Unset the desired channel to be used by the driver. The driver will automatically select a channel in
this mode, which is the default.

media media
Thertw driver supports the followingmedia types:

autoselect Enable autoselection of the media type and options.
DS1 Set 802.11b DS 1Mbps operation.
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DS2 Set 802.11b DS 2Mbps operation.
DS5 Set 802.11b DS 5.5Mbps operation.
DS11 Set 802.11b DS 11Mbps operation.

mediaopt opts
Thertw driver supports the following media options:

hostap Select Host AP operation.
ibss Select IBSS operation.
monitor Select monitor mode.

−mediaopt opts
Disable the specified media options on the driver and return it to the default mode of operation
(BSS).

ssid id
Set the network ID.Theid can either be any text string up to 32 characters in length, or a series of
hexadecimal digits up to 64 digits. An emptyid string allows the interface to connect to any avail-
able access points. By default thertw driver uses an empty string. Note that network ID is syn-
onymous with Extended Service Set ID (ESSID).

nwkey key
Enable WEP encryption using the specifiedkey. Thekey can either be a string, a series of hexa-
decimal digits (preceded by ‘0x’), or a set of keys of the form “n:k1,k2,k3,k4”, where ‘n’ specifies
which of the keys will be used for transmitted packets, and the four keys, “k1” through “k4”, are
configured as WEP keys. If a set of keys is specified, a comma( ‘ ,’ ) within the key must be
escaped with a backslash. Note that if multiple keys are used, their order must be the same within
the network. rtw is capable of using both 40-bit (5 characters or 10 hexadecimal digits) or 104-bit
(13 characters or 26 hexadecimal digits) keys.

−nwkey
Disable WEP encryption. This is the default mode of operation.

nwkey persist
Enable WEP encryption with the persistent key stored in the network card.

HARDWARE
The following adapters should work:

Card Bus
Belkin F5D6020 V3 CardBus
Buffalo WLI-CB-B11 CardBus
Corega CG-WLCB11V3 CardBus
D-Link DWL-610 CardBus
Level-One WPC-0101 CardBus
Linksys WPC11 v4 CardBus
Netgear MA521 CardBus
Ovislink AirLive WL-1120PCM CardBus
Planet WL-3553 CardBus
TrendNET TEW-266PC CardBus
VCTnet PC-11B1 CardBus

EXAMPLES
The followingifconfig.if (5) example creates a host-based access point on boot:
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inet 192.168.1.1 255.255.255.0 NONE media autoselect \
mediaopt hostap ssid my_net chan 11

Configure rtw0 for WEP, using hex key “0x1deadbeef1”:

# i fconfig rtw0 nwkey 0x1deadbeef1

Return rtw0 to its default settings:

# i fconfig rtw0 -bssid -chan media autoselect \
ssid "" -nwkey

Join an existing BSS network, “my_net”:

# i fconfig rtw0 192.168.1.1 netmask 0xffffff00 ssid my_net

SEE ALSO
arp (4), cardbus (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig.if (5),
ifconfig (8)

Realtek, http://www.realtek.com.tw.

HISTORY
Thertw device driver first appeared inNetBSD 3.0 and then inOpenBSD3.7.

AUTHORS
The rtw driver was written by David Young 〈dyoung@NetBSD.org〉 and ported toOpenBSDby Jonathan
Gray〈jsg@openbsd.org〉, who wrote this man page.

BUGS
Only the Philips SA2400A and Maxim MAX2820 RF transceivers are known to work. Devices incorporat-
ing a GCT RF transceiver are not supported due to a lack of documentation from GCT.

While PCI devices will attach most of them are not able to transmit.
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NAME
rum — Ralink Technology USB IEEE 802.11a/b/g wireless network device

SYNOPSIS
rum∗ at uhub? port ?

DESCRIPTION
The rum driver supports USB 2.0 wireless adapters based on the Ralink RT2501USB and RT2601USB
chipsets.

The RT2501USB chipset is the second generation of 802.11a/b/g adapters from Ralink. It consists of two
integrated chips, an RT2571W MAC/BBP and an RT2528 or RT5226 radio transceiver.

The RT2601USB chipset consists of two integrated chips, an RT2671 MAC/BBP and an RT2527 or RT5225
radio transceiver. This chipset uses the MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) technology with multiple
antennas to extend the operating range of the adapter and to achieve higher throughput. MIMO is the basis
of the forthcoming IEEE 802.11n standard.

These are the modes therum driver can operate in:

BSS mode Also known asinfrastructuremode, this is used when associating with an access point,
through which all traffic passes. This mode is the default.

IBSS mode Also known asIEEE ad-hocmode orpeer-to-peermode. Thisis the standardized
method of operating without an access point. Stations associate with a service set.
However, actual connections between stations are peer-to-peer.

Host AP In this mode the driver acts as an access point (base station) for other cards.

monitor mode In this mode the driver is able to receive packets without associating with an access
point. Thisdisables the internal receive filter and enables the card to capture packets
from networks which it wouldn’t normally have access to, or to scan for access points.

rum supports software WEP. Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is the de facto encryption standard for wire-
less networks. It can be typically configured in one of three modes: no encryption; 40-bit encryption; or
104-bit encryption.Unfortunately, due to serious weaknesses in WEP protocol it is strongly recommended
that it not be used as the sole mechanism to secure wireless communication.WEP is not enabled by default.

CONFIGURATION
The rum driver can be configured at runtime withifconfig (8) or on boot withifconfig.if (5) using
the following parameters:

bssid bssid
Set the desired BSSID.

−bssid
Unset the desired BSSID. The interface will automatically select a BSSID in this mode, which is
the default.

chan n
Set the channel (radio frequency) to be used by the driver based on the given channel IDn.

−chan
Unset the desired channel to be used by the driver. The driver will automatically select a channel in
this mode, which is the default.
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media media
Therum driver supports the followingmedia types:

autoselect Enable autoselection of the media type and options.
DS1 Set 802.11b DS 1Mbps operation.
DS2 Set 802.11b DS 2Mbps operation.
DS5 Set 802.11b DS 5.5Mbps operation.
DS11 Set 802.11b DS 11Mbps operation.
OFDM6 Set 802.11a/g OFDM 6Mbps operation.
OFDM9 Set 802.11a/g OFDM 9Mbps operation.
OFDM12 Set 802.11a/g OFDM 12Mbps operation.
OFDM18 Set 802.11a/g OFDM 18Mbps operation.
OFDM24 Set 802.11a/g OFDM 24Mbps operation.
OFDM36 Set 802.11a/g OFDM 36Mbps operation.
OFDM48 Set 802.11a/g OFDM 48Mbps operation.
OFDM54 Set 802.11a/g OFDM 54Mbps operation.

mediaopt opts
Therum driver supports the following media options:

hostap Select Host AP operation.
ibss Select IBSS operation.
monitor Select monitor mode.

−mediaopt opts
Disable the specified media options on the driver and return it to the default mode of operation
(BSS).

mode mode
Therum driver supports the following modes:

11a Force 802.11a operation.
11b Force 802.11b operation.
11g Force 802.11g operation.

nwid id
Set the network ID.Theid can either be any text string up to 32 characters in length, or a series of
hexadecimal digits up to 64 digits. An emptyid string allows the interface to connect to any avail-
able access points. By default therum driver uses an empty string. Note that network ID is syn-
onymous with Extended Service Set ID (ESSID).

nwkey key
Enable WEP encryption using the specifiedkey. Thekey can either be a string, a series of hexa-
decimal digits (preceded by ‘0x’), or a set of keys of the form “n:k1,k2,k3,k4”, where ‘n’ specifies
which of the keys will be used for transmitted packets, and the four keys, “k1” through “k4”, are
configured as WEP keys. If a set of keys is specified, a comma( ‘ ,’ ) within the key must be
escaped with a backslash. Note that if multiple keys are used, their order must be the same within
the network. rum is capable of using both 40-bit (5 characters or 10 hexadecimal digits) or 104-bit
(13 characters or 26 hexadecimal digits) keys.

−nwkey
Disable WEP encryption. This is the default mode of operation.

FILES
The following firmware file is loaded when an interface is brought up:
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/libdata/firmware/rum/rum-rt2573
Seefirmload (9) for how to change this.

HARDWARE
The following adapters should work:

Airlink101 AWLL5025
ASUS WL-167g ver 2
Belkin F5D7050 ver 3
Belkin F5D9050 ver 3
CNet CWD-854 ver F
Conceptronic C54RU ver 2
D-Link DWL-G122 rev C1
D-Link WUA-1340
Edimax EW-7318USG
Gigabyte GN-WB01GS
Hawking HWUG1
LevelOne WNC-0301USB
Linksys WUSB54G rev C
Planex GW-USMM
Senao NUB-3701
Sitecom WL-113 ver 2
Sitecom WL-172
TP-LINK TL-WN321G

EXAMPLES
The following ifconfig.if (5) example configures rum0 to join whatever network is available on boot,
using WEP key “0x1deadbeef1”, channel 11:

inet 192.168.1.1 netmask 255.255.255.0 nwkey 0x1deadbeef1 chan 11

The followingifconfig.if (5) example creates a host-based access point on boot:

inet 192.168.1.1 netmask 255.255.255.0 media autoselect \
mediaopt hostap nwid my_net chan 11

Configure rum0 for WEP, using hex key “0x1deadbeef1”:

# i fconfig rum0 nwkey 0x1deadbeef1

Return rum0 to its default settings:

# i fconfig rum0 -bssid -chan media autoselect \
nwid "" -nwkey

Join an existing BSS network, “my_net”:

# i fconfig rum0 192.168.1.1 netmask 0xffffff00 nwid my_net

DIAGNOSTICS
rum%d: failed loadfirmwar e of file %s For some reason, the driver was unable to read the microcode file
from the filesystem. The file might be missing or corrupted.

rum%d: could not load 8051 microcode An error occurred while attempting to upload the microcode to
the onboard 8051 microcontroller unit.
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rum%d: device timeout A frame dispatched to the hardware for transmission did not complete in time.
The driver will reset the hardware. Thisshould not happen.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), netintro (4), usb (4), ifconfig.if (5), hostapd (8), ifconfig (8),
firmload (9)

Ralink Technology:http://www.ralinktech.com

HISTORY
Therum driver first appeared inNetBSD 4.0 andOpenBSD4.0.

AUTHORS
Therum driver was written by Niall O’Higgins〈niallo@openbsd.org〉 and
Damien Bergamini 〈damien@openbsd.org〉.

CAVEATS
The rum driver supports automatic control of the transmit speed in BSS mode only. Therefore the use of a
rum adapter in Host AP mode is discouraged.
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NAME
sab , sabtty — Infineon82532 Enhanced Serial Communication Controller (ESCC2)

SYNOPSIS
sab ∗ at ebus?
sabtty ∗ at sab? channel ?

DESCRIPTION
The sab driver providesTTY support for theInfineon (previouslySiemens) 82532 serial communications
interface found in Sun Ultra 5/10 workstations.

Input and output speeds for each line may be set to any baud rate in the following list: 50, 75, 110, 134, 150,
200, 300, 600, 1200, 1800, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, 76800, 115200, 153600, 230400,
307200, 460800, 614400, 921600.

FILES
/dev/ttyh[01]

serial ports

DIAGNOSTICS
sab∗: ring overflow

The software input "ring" has overflowed. Thisusually means input flow-control is not configured
correctly (i.e. incorrect cable wiring) .

SEE ALSO
tty (4), zstty (4)

HISTORY
Thesabtty driver first appeared inOpenBSD3.1 and was then ported toNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
Jason L. Wright
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NAME
sableio — AlphaServer 2100 (Sable) STD I/O module

SYNOPSIS
sableio ∗ at ttwopci?

DESCRIPTION
The sableio driver provides support for STD I/O module found on the AlphaServer 2100. The module
supports regular ISA peripherals and their regular ISA I/O addresses.The wiring of interrupts is peculiar on
the AlphaServer 2100.

The following devices are supported by thesableio driver:

com serial communications interface
fdc NEC 765 floppy disk controller driver
lpt Parallel port driver
pckbc PC keyboard controller driver

SEE ALSO
com(4), fdc (4), intro (4), lpt (4), pckbc (4), ttwopci (4)
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NAME
satalink — Silicon Image SATALink disk controller driver

SYNOPSIS
satalink ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
Thesatalink driver supports the Silicon Image SATALink 3112 2-port and 3114 4-port Serial ATA con-
trollers, and provides the interface with the hardware for theata (4) driver.

The 0x0002 flag forces thesatalink driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally
be enabled. This can be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the SATA controller is
wired up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)
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NAME
sb — SoundBlaster family (and compatible) audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
sb0 at isa? port 0x220 irq 5 drq 1 drq2 5
sb1 at isa? port 0x240 irq 7 drq 1 flags 1
sb ∗ at isapnp?
sb ∗ at pnpbios? index ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?
midi ∗ at sb?
mpu∗ at sb?
opl ∗ at sb?

DESCRIPTION
The sb driver provides support for the SoundBlaster, SoundBlaster Pro, SoundBlaster 16, Jazz 16, Sound-
Blaster AWE 32, SoundBlaster AWE 64, and hardware register-level compatible audio cards.

The SoundBlaster series are half-duplex cards, capable of 8- and 16-bit audio sample recording and playback
at rates up to 44.1kHz (depending on the particular model).

The base I/O port address is usually jumper-selected to either 0x220 or 0x240 (newer cards may provide soft-
ware configuration, but this driver does not directly support them--you must configure the card for its I/O
addresses with other software). TheSoundBlaster takes 16 I/O ports.For the SoundBlaster and Sound-
Blaster Pro, the IRQ and DRQ channels are jumper-selected. For the SoundBlaster 16, the IRQ and DRQ
channels are set by this driver to the values specified in the config file. The IRQ must be selected from the
set {5,7,9,10}.

The configuration file must use 1flags specification to enable the Jazz16 support. This is to avoid poten-
tial conflicts with other devices when probing the Jazz 16 because it requires use of extra I/O ports not in the
base port range.

With a SoundBlaster 16 card the device is full duplex, but it can only sensibly handle a precision of 8 bits.It
does so by extending the output 8 bit samples to 16 bits and using the 8 bit DMA channel for input and the
16 bit channel for output.

The joystick interface (if enabled by a jumper) is handled by thejoy (4) driver, and the optional SCSI CD-
ROM interface is handled by theaic (4) driver.

SoundBlaster 16 cards have MPU401 emulation and can use the mpu attachment, older cards have a different
way to generate MIDI and has a midi device attached directly to thesb .

SEE ALSO
aic (4), audio (4), isa (4), isapnp (4), joy (4), midi (4), mpu(4), opl (4), pnpbios (4)

HISTORY
Thesb device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.0.

BUGS
Non-SCSI CD-ROM interfaces are not supported.

The MIDI interface on the SB hardware is braindead, and the driver needs to busy wait while writing MIDI
data. Thiswill consume a lot of system time.
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NAME
sbp — Serial Bus Protocol 2 (SBP-2) Mass Storage Devices driver

SYNOPSIS
sbp ∗ at ieee1394if? euihi ? euilo ?

DESCRIPTION
Thesbp driver provides support for SBP-2 devices that attach to the IEEE1394 port. It should work with all
SBP-2 devices which thescsi (4) layer supports, for example, HDDs, CDROM drives, and DVD drives.

Some users familiar withumass(4) might wonder why the device is not detached at thescsi (4) layer when
the device is unplugged. It is detached only if the device has not been plugged again during several bus
resets. Thisis for preventing to detach an active file system even when the device cannot be probed correctly
for some reason after a bus reset or when the device is temporary disconnected because the user changes the
bus topology. If you want to force to detach the device, runfwctl -r several times.

SEE ALSO
ieee1394if (4), scsi (4), fwctl (8), scsictl (8), sysctl (8)

AUTHORS
Thesbp driver was written by Katsushi Kobayashi and Hidetoshi Shimokawa.

This manual page was written by Katsushi Kobayashi. Itwas added toNetBSD 4.0 by KIYOHARA Takashi.
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NAME
SBus — introduction to machine-independent SBus bus support and drivers

SYNOPSIS
sbus ∗ at mainbus?
sbus ∗ at iommu?
sbus ∗ at xbox?

These
SBus attachments are specific to theNetBSD/sparc andNetBSD/sparc64 ports.

DESCRIPTION
SBus is a I/O interconnect bus mostly found inSPARCworkstations and small to medium server class sys-
tems. It supports both on-board peripherals and extension boards. TheSBus specifications define the bus
protocol as well as the electrical and mechanical properties of the extension slots.

HARDWARE
NetBSD includes machine-independentSBus drivers, sorted by device type and driver name:

SCSI interfaces
esp NCR53c94 and compatibleSCSIinterfaces.

isp QlogicSCSIinterfaces.

Network interfaces
le Lance7990 seriesEthernetinterfaces.

hme “Happy Meal” Ethernetinterfaces.

en Midway-based Efficient Networks Inc. and Adaptec ATM interfaces.

be “Big Mac” Ethernetboard.

qe Quad Ethernet Controller board.

Bridges
xbox anSbus expansion box.

Graphics devices
bwtwo framebuffer device.

cgthree framebuffer device.

cgsix framebuffer device.

pnozz framebuffer device.

tcx framebuffer device.

zx framebuffer device.

Audio devices
audiocs CS4231 codec.

Serial interfaces
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magma Magma Serial/Parallel combo device.

SEE ALSO
audiocs (4), be(4), bwtwo (4), cgsix (4), cgthree (4), en(4), esp (4), hme(4), intro (4), isp (4),
le (4), magma(4), pnozz (4), qe(4), tcx (4), xbox (4), zx (4)

HISTORY
The machine-independentSBus subsystem appeared inNetBSD 1.3.
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NAME
sc — Sun Sun-2 SCSI bus host adaptor driver

SYNOPSIS
sun2

sc0 at mbmem0 addr 0x80000 ipl 2
sc1 at mbmem0 addr 0x84000 ipl 2

sun2 and sun4
sc0 at vme0 addr 0x200000 irq 2 vec 0x40

DESCRIPTION
Thesc driver provides support for the Sun Microsystems "Sun-2"SCSIBus Controller chipset found on var-
ious VME boards ( Sun part #s 501-1045, 501-1138, 501-1149, and 501-1167) and on the "Sun-2
SCSI/Serial" (Sun part # 501-1006) Multibus board.

All versions of this driver can be configured with aflagsdirective in theconfig (1) file. The values are bits
in a bitfield, and are interpreted as follows:

0x0ff Set bit (1<<target) to disableSCSIparity checking
0x100 Set this bit to disableDMA interrupts (poll)
0x200 Set this bit to disableDMA entirely (use PIO)

For example: "flags 0x1ff" would disableDMA interrupts, and disable parity checking for targets 0-7.The
"target" is theSCSIID number of a particular device on a particularSCSIbus.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4)

AUTHORS
Matt Fredette〈fredette@NetBSD.org〉,
David Jones,
Gordon Ross〈gwr@NetBSD.org〉,
Adam Glass〈glass@NetBSD.org〉,
Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@NetBSD.org〉.

BUGS
This SCSIchipset is rumored to have bugs in its handling ofSCSIparity, therefore it is recommended that you
disable parity on allSCSIdevices connected to this controller, and configure it with a 0x0ff value for itsflags
directive in theconfig (1) file.

This chipset has no support for raising theATN signal, so there is no way to ever schedule aMSG_OUTphase
on the bus. Currently, the driver will ultimately reset the bus if this phase is ever requested by the upper layer
SCSIdriver.

This chipset has no support forSCSIdisconnect/reselect. Thismeans that slow devices, such as tape drives,
can hog, or "lock up" the SCSI bus.

This driver has not been tested in combination with non-SCSI devices behindEmulex or Adaptecbridges,
which are common inSun 2s and inSun Shoebox-type configurations. These devices pre-date theSCSI-I
spec, and might not behave the way the chipset code currently expects.
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NAME
scc — Zilog 8530 Serial Communications Controller interface

SYNOPSIS
scc ∗ at ioasic? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
The scc driver provides support for theZilog 8530 Serial Communications Controller( SCC) via the
IOASIC found onDECstation5000 models in the /100, /20, and /240 series( supported byNetBSD/pmax ) .

EachSCCdevice has two serial ports.TheDECstation5000 model 20 provides oneSCCdevice. Othermod-
els provide two, but one port of each device is dedicated to mouse and keyboard input, respectively.

Input and output for each line may set to one of following baud rates: 50, 75, 110, 134.5, 150, 300, 600,
1200, 1800, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400, or 57600.

Speeds up to 230400 are supported by the chip and the motherboard, but speeds higher than 57600 do not
work reliably without an external clock signal.

FILES
/dev/ttya
/dev/ttyb
/dev/ttyc
/dev/ttyd

The mapping from units to serial-hardware outlets is idiosyncratic. The even ports are wired serial connec-
tors and the odd-numbered ports are reserved for mouse and keyboard.

On machines with one port likePersonal DECstations, the single device isttya .

On the5000/1xxand 5000/2xx, the first serial port (default serial console) isttyc and the second port is
ttya .

SEE ALSO
intro (4), ioasic (4), ttys (5), MAKEDEV(8)

HISTORY
Thescc driver first appeared in 4.4BSD.

The scc driver was also used for theIOASIC SCCfound in DEC Alphamodel 3000TurboCHANNEL based
systems;NetBSD/alpha has since been converted to use the machine-independentzstty (4).

BUGS
The IOASIC provides internalDMA channels that can be programmed to transfer up to 4096 bytes of data
into, or out, of anSCCwithout further software intervention. Thisfeature of theIOASIC is not yet supported.

The mapping from device-special files (major and minor number) to chip and port is arguably backwards.
ULTRIX tries to hide the hardware mapping, but NetBSD does not. Users wanting to useULTRIX compatible
tty names/dev/tty0 and/dev/tty1 for thescc comm-port lines should make links or device-special
files which match their hardware setup.
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NAME
scsi , scsibus — Small Computer Systems Interface (SCSI) bus driver

SYNOPSIS
scsibus ∗ at scsi?
atapibus ∗ at atapi?
options SCSIDEBUG
options SCSIVERBOSE

DESCRIPTION
The scsi driver is the top, machine-independent layer of the two-layer software system that provides an
interface for the implementation of drivers to control variousSCSIor AT API bus devices, and to use different
SCSIbus host adapters orEIDE controllers. SCSIbus is capable of supporting a wide variety of peripherals,
including hard disks, removable disks,CD-ROMs, scanners, tape drives, and other miscellaneous high-speed
devices.

The bottom layer is composed of the drivers for individual EIDE or SCSI bus controller chips (e.g. NCR
5380), accessed through various host bus interfaces, including, but not limited toPCI, ISA, Sbus,
TURBOchannel, and NuBus. These individual devices are referred to as "host adaptors" inSCSI terminology,
because they connect theSCSIbus to the host computer.

WhenNetBSD probes theSCSIbusses, it "attaches" any devices it finds to the appropriate drivers.

sd (4) hard disks
cd (4) CD-ROM drives
st (4) tape drives
ch (4) media changers
ss (4) scanners

If no specific driver matches the device, thenscsi attaches the device to theuk (4) driver so that user level
SCSI ioctl (2) calls may still be performed against the device. Currently, only sd (4), cd (4), st (4) and
uk (4) can attach to an atapi bus.

Please see theintro (4) manual page to see whichSCSIbus host adaptors are supported byNetBSD on your
computer system.

KERNEL CONFIGURA TION
Thescsi software supports someNetBSD kernelconfig (1) options. They are:

SCSIDEBUG Compile in a wide variety ofprintf () statements that can be turned on byioctl (2).

SCSIVERBOSEEnable additional and more descriptive error and status messages from thescsi software.

All devices and theSCSI busses support boot time allocation so that an upper number of devices and con-
trollers does not need to be configured.

The devices are eitherwired so they appear at a particular device unit number orcountedso that they appear
as the next available unused unit number.

To configure a driver in the kernel without wiring down the device use a config line similar to

ch ∗ at scsibus? target ? lun ?

to include thech (4) changer driver.

To wire down a unit use a config line similar to
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ch1 at scsibus0 target 4 lun 0

to assign changer 1 as the changer withSCSI ID 4, logical unit 0, on bus 0.Individual SCSIbusses can be
wired down to specific controllers with a config line similar to

scsibus0 at ahc0

which assignsSCSIbus 0 to the first unit using theahc (4) driver.

When you have a mixture of wired down and counted devices then the counting begins with the first non-
wired down unit for a particular type. That is, if you have a disk wired down as

sd1 at scsibus0 target 1 lun 0

then the first non-wired disk shall come on line assd2.

IOCTLS
There are a number ofioctl (2) calls that work on any SCSIdevice. They are defined insys/scsiio.h
and can be applied against any SCSI device that permits them.For the tape, it must be applied against the
control device. Seethe manual page for each device type for more information about how genericSCSI
ioctl (2) calls may be applied to a specific device.

SCIOCRESET Reset aSCSIdevice.

SCIOCDEBUG Turn on debugging. All SCSI operations originating from this device’s driver will be
traced to the console, along with other information.Debugging is controlled by four
bits, described in the header file. If no debugging is configured into the kernel, debug-
ging will have no effect. SCSI debugging is controlled by the configuration option
SCSIDEBUG.

SCIOCCOMMAND Take aSCSIcommand and data from a user process and apply them to theSCSIdevice.
Return all status information and return data to the process.The ioctl (2) call will
return a successful status even if the device rejected the command.As all status is
returned to the user, it is up to the user process to examine this information to decide
the success of the command.

SCIOCREPROBE Ask the system to probe theSCSIbusses for any new devices. If it finds any, they will
be attached to the appropriate drivers. Thesearch can be narrowed to a specific bus,
target or Logical Unit Number (LUN). The new device may or may not be related to
the device on which the ioctl was performed.

SCIOCIDENTIFY Ask the driver what its bus, target and LUN are.

SCIOCDECONFIG Ask the device to disappear. This may not happen if the device is in use.

ADAPTERS
The system allows common device drivers to work through many different types of adapters. The adapters
take requests from the upper layers and do all IO between theSCSIbus and the system. The maximum size
of a transfer is governed by the adapter. Most adapters can transfer 64KB in a single operation, however
many can transfer larger amounts.

TARGET MODE
Some adapters supportTarg et Mode in which the system is capable of operating as a device, responding to
operations initiated by another system.Target Mode will be supported for some host adapters, but is not yet
complete for this version of theSCSIsystem.
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DIAGNOSTICS
When the kernel is compiled with optionSCSIDEBUG, theSCIOCDEBUG ioctl (2) can be used to enable
various amounts of tracing information on any specific device. Devices not being traced will not produce
trace information. The four bits that make up the debug level, each control certain types of debugging infor-
mation.

Bit 0 shows all SCSIbus operations includingSCSIcommands, error information and the first 48 bytes of
any data transferred.

Bit 1 shows routines called.

Bit 2 shows information about what branches are taken and often some of the return values of functions.

Bit 3 shows more detailed information includingDMA scatter-gather logs.

SEE ALSO
config (1), ioctl (2), ata (4), cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), sd (4), se (4), ss (4), st (4), uk (4)

HISTORY
Thisscsi system appeared in MACH 2.5 at TRW.

This man page was originally written by Julian Elischer〈julian@freebsd.org〉 for FreeBSDand extensively
modified by Erik Fair〈fair@NetBSD.org〉 for NetBSD.

BUGS
Not every device obeys theSCSIspecification as faithfully as it should. As such devices are discovered by
theNetBSD Project, their names are added to aquirk list compiled into thescsi driver along a list of flags
indicating which particular bad behaviors the device exhibits (and that the driver should be prepared to work
around).
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NAME
sd — SCSI and ATAPI disk driver

SYNOPSIS
sd ∗ at scsibus? target ? lun ?
sd3 at scsibus0 target 3 lun 0
sd ∗ at atapibus? drive ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
The sd driver provides support forSCSI bus and Advanced Technology Attachment Packet Interface
( AT API ) disks. Itallows the disk to be divided up into a set of pseudo devices calledpartitions. In general
the interfaces are similar to those described bywd(4).

Where thewd(4) device has a fairly low lev el interface to the system,SCSIdevices have a much higher level
interface and talk to the system via aSCSI host adapter (e.g.,ahc (4)). A SCSI adapter must also be sepa-
rately configured into the system before aSCSIdisk can be configured.

When theSCSIadapter is probed during boot, theSCSIbus is scanned for devices. Any devices found which
answer as ‘Direct’ type devices will be attached to thesd driver.

For the use of flags with ATAPI devices, seewd(4).

PARTITIONING
On many systemsdisklabel (8) is used to partition the drive into filesystems. On some systems the
NetBSD portion of the disk resides within a native partition, and another program is used to create the
NetBSD portion.

For example, the i386 port usesfdisk (8) to partition the disk into aBIOS level partition. Thisallows shar-
ing the disk with other operating systems.

CONFIGURATION OPTIONS
The followingconfig (1) options may be applied toSCSIdisks as well as to other disks.

SDRETRIES Set the number of retries that will be performed for operations it makes sense to retry
(e.g., normal reads and writes). The default is four (4).

SD_IO_TIMEOUT Set amount of time, in milliseconds, a normal read or write is expected to take. The
defaults is sixty seconds (60000 milliseconds). This is used to set watchdog timers in the
SCSIHBA driver to catch commands that might have died on the device.

IOCTLS
The following ioctl (2) calls apply toSCSIdisks as well as to other disks.They are defined in the header
file 〈disklabel.h 〉.

DIOCGDINFORead, from the kernel, the in-core copy of the disklabel for the drive. This may be a ficti-
tious disklabel if the drive has never been initialized, in which case it will contain informa-
tion read from theSCSIinquiry commands.

DIOCSDINFO Give the driver a new disklabel to use. The driver will not write the new disklabel to the
disk.

DIOCKLABEL Keep or drop the in-core disklabel on the last close.

DIOCWLABELEnable or disable the driver’s software write protect of the disklabel on the disk.

DIOCWDINFOGive the driver a new disklabel to use. The driver will write the new disklabel to the disk.
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DIOCLOCK Lock the media cartridge into the device, or unlock a cartridge previously locked. Usedto
prevent user and software eject while the media is in use.

DIOCEJECT Eject the media cartridge from a removable device.

In addition, thescsi (4) generalioctl () commands may be used with thesd driver, but only against the
‘c ’ (whole disk) partition.

NOTES
If a removable device is attached to thesd driver, then the act of changing the media will invalidate the
disklabel and information held within the kernel. To avoid corruption, all accesses to the device will be dis-
carded until there are no more open file descriptors referencing the device. Duringthis period, all new open
attempts will be rejected.When no more open file descriptors reference the device, the first next open will
load a new set of parameters (including disklabel) for the drive.

FILES
/dev/sd up block modeSCSIdisk unitu, partitionp
/dev/rsd up raw modeSCSIdisk unitu, partitionp

DIAGNOSTICS
None.

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), intro (4), scsi (4), wd(4), disklabel (5), disklabel (8), fdisk (8), scsictl (8)

HISTORY
Thesd driver was originally written forMach2.5, and was ported toFreeBSDby Julian Elischer. It was later
ported toNetBSD.
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NAME
se — Cabletron EA41x SCSI bus Ethernet interface driver

SYNOPSIS
se ∗ at scsibus? target ? lun ?

DESCRIPTION
These driver supports theCabletronEA41x SCSIbus Ethernetinterface.

This driver is a bit unusual. It must look like a network interface and it must also appear to be aSCSIdevice
to theSCSIsystem.

In addition, to facilitate SCSI commands issued by userland programs, there areopen (), close (), and
ioctl () entry points. This allows a user program to, for example, display the EA41x statistic and download
new code into the adaptor − functions which can’t be performed through theifconfig (8) interface. Nor-
mal operation does not require any special userland program.

SEE ALSO
scsi (4), ifconfig (8)

AUTHORS
Ian Dall <ian.dall@dsto.defence.gov.au>

Acknowledgement: Thanks are due to Philip L. Budne <budd@cs.bu.edu> who reverse engineered the
EA41x. In developing this code, Phil’s userland daemon "etherd", was referred to extensively in lieu of
accurate documentation for the device.

BUGS
The EA41x doesn’t conform to theSCSIspecification in much at all. About the only standard command sup-
ported is "inquiry". Most commands are 6 bytes long, but the recv data is only 1 byte.Data must be
received by periodically polling the device with the recv command.
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NAME
sea — Seagate/Future Domain ISA SCSI adapter card driver

SYNOPSIS
sea0 at isa? iomem 0xc8000 irq 5
scsibus ∗ at sea?

DESCRIPTION
Thesea driver provides support for the followingSCSIcontrollers onISA bus boards:

ST01/02
Future Domain TMC-885
Future Domain TMC-950

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4)
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NAME
sec — Acorn SCSI Expansion Card driver

SYNOPSIS
sec ∗ at podulebus0 slot ?
scsibus ∗ at sec?

DESCRIPTION
The sec driver supports the AcornSCSI Expansion Card, model numbersAKA30, AKA31, and AKA32.
These cards support 8-bit parallel synchronous transfers at up to 4 MHz.

SEE ALSO
podulebus (4), scsi (4)
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NAME
seeprom — 24-series I2C EEPROM driver

SYNOPSIS
seeprom0 at iic0 addr 0x50 size 128

DESCRIPTION
The seeprom driver provides support for the 24-series of I2C EEPROMs, avaliable from a variety of ven-
dors.

Access to the contents of the memory is through a character device.

HISTORY
Theseeprom device appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

BUGS
A device major number is not assigned.
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NAME
sem — POSIX semaphores

SYNOPSIS
To link into the kernel:

options P1003_1B_SEMAPHORE

DESCRIPTION
The sem facility provides system calls used by the standard C library( libc ) to implementPOSIX sema-
phores.

SEE ALSO
config (1), sem_destroy (3), sem_getvalue (3), sem_init (3), sem_open (3), sem_post (3),
sem_wait (3), options (4)

HISTORY
Thesem facility appeared as a kernel option inNetBSD 2.0.

BUGS
The current implementation does not support shared, unnamed semaphores.
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NAME
ser — Amiga 8520serial communications interface

SYNOPSIS
ser0 at mainbus0

DESCRIPTION
TheAmiga 8520controls, among other things, a single portEIA RS-232C(CCITT V.28) communications inter-
face with a single character buffer. Such an interface is built-in to all Amiga machines.

Input and output for each line may set to one of following baud rates; 50, 75, 110, 134.5, 150, 300, 600,
1200, 1800, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600 or 76800.

FILES
/dev/tty00

DIAGNOSTICS
ser0: silo overflow. The single-character input “silo” has overflowed and incoming data has been lost.

ser0: %d ring buffer overflows. The software based input ring buffer has overflowed %d times and incom-
ing data has been lost.

SEE ALSO
tty (4)

HISTORY
TheAmiga ser device first appeared inNetBSD 1.0

BUGS
Data loss is possible on busy systems with baud rates greater than 300.
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NAME
ses — SCSI Environmental Services Driver

SYNOPSIS
ses ∗ at scsibus? target ? lun ?

DESCRIPTION
Theses driver provides support for allSCSIdevices of the environmental services class that are attached to
the system through a supportedSCSIHost Adapter, as well as emulated support for SAF-TE (SCSI Accessi-
ble Fault Tolerant Enclosures). The environmental services class generally are enclosure devices that provide
environmental information such as number of power supplies (and state), temperature, device slots, and so
on.

A SCSI Host adapter must also be separately configured into the system before aSCSI Environmental Ser-
vices device can be configured.

IOCTLS
The following ioctl (2) calls apply to devices. They are defined in the header file〈scsipi/ses.h 〉
(q.v.).

SESIOC_GETNOBJ Used to find out how many objects are driven by this particular device instance.

SESIOC_GETOBJMAP Read, from the kernel, an array of SES objects which contains the object identi-
fier, which sub-enclosure it is in, and the type of the object.

SESIOC_GETENCSTATGet the overall enclosure status.

SESIOC_SETENCSTATSet the overall enclosure status.

SESIOC_GETOBJSTATGet the status of a particular object.

SESIOC_SETOBJSTATSet the status of a particular object.

SESIOC_GETTEXT Get the associated help text for an object (not yet implemented).devices often
have descriptive text for an object which can tell you things like location (e.g, "left
power supply").

SESIOC_INIT Initialize the enclosure.

FILES
/dev/ses N TheNthses device.

DIAGNOSTICS
When the kernel is configured withDEBUG enabled, the first open to an SES device will spit out overall
enclosure parameters to the console.

SEE ALSO
getencstat (8), sesd (8), setencstat (8), setobjstat (8)

HISTORY
Theses driver was written for theSCSIsubsystem by Matthew Jacob. This is the functional equivalent of a
similar driver available in Solaris, Release 7.
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NAME
sf — Adaptec AIC-6915 10/100 Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
sf ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

Configuration of PHYs may also be necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
The sf device driver supports the Adaptec AIC-6915 10/100 Ethernet chip. This chip is found on several
Adaptec Ethernet boards:

• ANA-62011 Single port 10/100 64-bit

• ANA-62022 Dual port 10/100 64-bit

• ANA-62044 Quad port 10/100 64-bit

• ANA-62020 Single port 100BASE-FX 64-bit

• ANA-69011 Single port 10/100 32-bit

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), mii (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thesf driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
Thesf driver was written by Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@NetBSD.org〉.

BUGS
Thesf driver does not support the IPv4/TCP/UDP checksum function of the AIC-6915.

Thesf driver does not support the VLAN function of the AIC-6915.
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NAME
sf2r — SoundForte RadioLink SF16-FMR2 FM radio device driver

SYNOPSIS
option RADIO_TEA5759

sf2r0 at isa? port 0x384
radio ∗ at sf2r0

DESCRIPTION
Thesf2r driver provides support for the SF16-FMR2 FM radio tuners.

The SF16-FMR2 is a stereo FM tuner that allows to tune in the range 87.5 - 108.0 MHz, report signal status
on the current frequency, force audio output to mono, perform hardware signal search, and has an internal
AFC.

The SF16-FMR2 cards take only one I/O port. The I/O port is set by the driver to the value specified in the
configuration file and must be 0x384.

Philips Semiconductors released two almost identical chips TEA5757 and TEA5759. The TEA5757 is used
in FM-standards in which the local oscillator frequency is above the radio frequency (e.g. European and
American standards). The TEA5759 is the version in which the oscillator frequency is below the radio fre-
quency (e.g. Japanese standards). The optionRADIO_TEA5759changes the algorithm of frequency calcula-
tion for the TEA5757 based cards to conform with the Japanese standards.

SEE ALSO
isa (4), radio (4)

HISTORY
Thesf2r device driver appeared inOpenBSD3.0 andNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
The sf2r driver was written by Vladimir Popov and Maxim Tsyplakov. The man page was written by
Vladimir Popov.

BUGS
MediaForte made two variants of the SF16-FMR2 cards, the first one has an internal amplifier of the output
sound, the second one does not have such an amplifier. The current driver supports only the second variant.
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NAME
sfb — PMAGB-B HX colour/grayscale accelerated 2-D framebuffer

SYNOPSIS
sfb ∗ at tc? slot ? offset ?
wsdisplay ∗ at sfb?

DESCRIPTION
The sfb driver provides support for the PMAGB-B HX colour/grayscale 2-D framebuffer for the TUR-
BOchannel bus. ThePMAGB-B is an 8 bpp colour/grayscale framebuffer capable of running at a resolution
of 1280-by-1024 at 66 or 72 Hz.

SEE ALSO
cfb (4), mfb (4), px (4), pxg (4), tc (4), tfb (4), wscons (4)

BUGS
NetBSD/pmax does not currently support the machine-independentwscons (4) interface and uses a machine-
dependent version.
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NAME
sgsmix — driver for SGS 7433 Basic Audio Processor found in some Apple machines

SYNOPSIS
iic ∗ at cuda?
sgsmix ∗ at iic? addr 0x8a

DESCRIPTION
The sgsmix driver provides support for the external mixer chip on Apple’s “personality cards” found in
beige Power Macintosh G3.All mixer controls are accessed through theawacs (4) driver, sgsmix addi-
tionally provides bass and treble controls.

SEE ALSO
awacs (4), cuda (4), iic (9)
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NAME
shb — bus for SuperH on-chip peripheral devices

SYNOPSIS
shb ∗ at mainbus?

DESCRIPTION
The shb driver provides a bus to which drivers for integrated peripheral devices found in various SuperH
microprocessors attach.

adc analog/digital converter.

sci serial communication interface.

scif serial communication interface with FIFO.

wdog watchdog timer.

SEE ALSO
adc (4), sci (4), scif (4), wdog(4)

HISTORY
Theshb driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.
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NAME
shpcic — RENESAS SuperH on-chip PCI controller

SYNOPSIS
shpcic ∗ at mainbus?
pci ∗ at shpcic? bus?

DESCRIPTION
Theshpcic driver provides support for the RENESAS SuperH PCI controller. SHPCIC is an on-chip mod-
ule found in following models:

SH7751

SH7751R

SEE ALSO
pci (4)

HISTORY
Theshpcic driver first appeared inNetBSD 4.0.
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NAME
si , sw — NCR 5380 SCSI bus host adaptor driver

SYNOPSIS
sun3

si0 at obio0 addr 0x140000 ipl 2

sun3 and sun3x
si0 at vme2 addr 0x200000 ipl 2 vect 0x40
si1 at vme2 addr 0x204000 ipl 2 vect 0x41

sun3/E
sebuf0 at vme2 addr 0x300000 ipl 2 vect 0x74 # and 0x75
sebuf1 at vme2 addr 0x340000 ipl 2 vect 0x76 # and 0x77
si ∗ at sebuf?

sun4 and sun2
si0 at vme0 addr 0x200000 pri 2 vec 0x40

sun4/100
sw0 at obio0 addr 0x0a000000 level 3

DESCRIPTION
The si and sw "SCSI Weird" drivers provide support for theNCR 5380 SCSI Bus Controller (SBC) chip
found on various Sun MicrosystemsCPU motherboards (obio), and on the "Sun-3 VME SCSI"( Sun part #
501-1236 )board used in systems withVME bus.

sun3 and sun3x
Thesun3andsun3xversion of this driver can be configured with aflagsdirective in theconfig (1) file. The
values are bits in a bitfield, and are interpreted as follows:

0x000ff Set bit (1<<target) to disableSCSIdisconnect/reselect
0x0ff00 Set bit (1<<(target+8)) to disableSCSIparity checking
0x10000 Set this bit to disableDMA interrupts (poll)
0x20000 Set this bit to disableDMA entirely (use PIO)

For example: "flags 0x1000f" would disableDMA interrupts, and disable disconnect/reselect for targets 0-3.
The "target" is theSCSIID number of a particular device on a particularSCSIbus.

sun4
Thesun4version of this driver can also be configured with aflagsdirective in theconfig (1) file. The val-
ues are bits in a bitfield, and are interpreted as follows:

0x01 UseDMA ( may be polled )
0x02 UseDMA completion interrupts
0x04 Allow SCSIdisconnect/reselect

For example: "flags 0x07" would enableDMA , interrupts, and reselect. By default, DMA is enabled in the
sun4driver.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4)
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AUTHORS
David Jones, Gordon Ross〈gwr@NetBSD.org〉,
Adam Glass〈glass@NetBSD.org〉,
Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@NetBSD.org〉.

BUGS
TheVME variant has a bit to enable or disable theDMA engine, but that bit also gates the interrupt line from
the NCR5380 ( !! ) .  Therefore, in order to get any interrupt from theNCR5380, (i.e. for reselect) one must
clear theDMA engine transfer count and then enableDMA . This has the further complication that you CAN
NOT touch theNCR5380while theDMA enable bit is set, so we have to turn DMA back off before we even
look at theNCR5380.

Support for the Sun 4/100sw "SCSI Weird" is not complete.DMA works, but interrupts (and, thus, reselec-
tion) don’t for reasons unknown. Furtherprogress has halted pending the availability of a machine for test-
ing.

DMA , DMA completion interrupts, and reselection work fine on a Sun 4/260 with modernSCSI-II disks
attached. Therehave been reports of reselection failing onSunShoebox-type configurations where there are
multiple non-SCSI devices behindEmulex or Adaptecbridges. Thesedevices pre-date theSCSI-I spec, and
might not behave the way the NCR5380 code expects. For this reason, onlyDMA is enabled by default in the
sun4driver.
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NAME
sii — SII SCSI adaptor

SYNOPSIS
sii ∗ at ibus0 addr ?
scsibus ∗ at sii?

DESCRIPTION
The sii driver provides support for theDEC SII SCSI adaptor ASIC used in the DECstation 2100, 3100,
and 5100, and in the VAXstation 3100.

The sii is a medium-performance implementation of the SCSI-I common command set supporting syn-
chronous and asynchronous SCSI devices.

The SII cabling is unusual: the bulkhead connector is very similar to a standard submicro wide SCSI-II con-
nector, but has the other gender.

The sii chip only supports DMA to or from a fixed window in memory. The driver uses this "window"
area as a bounce buffer, copying data to and from the DMA region.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), ibus (4), intro (4), sd (4), st (4)

HISTORY
Thesii driver first appeared in 4.4BSD.
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NAME
siisata — Silicon Image SATA-II controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
siisata ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The siisata driver supports the Silicon Image SteelVine family of SATA-II controllers, interfacing the
hardware with theata (4) andatapi (4) subsystems.

The following controllers are supported by thesiisata driver:

Silicon Image SiI3124 4-port PCI/PCI-X
Silicon Image SiI3132 2-port PCI-Express x1
Silicon Image SiI3531 1-port PCI-Express x1

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), pci (4), wd(4)

HISTORY
Thesiisata driver first appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
Thesiisata driver was written by Jonathan A. Kollasch〈jakllsch@kollasch.net〉.

BUGS
SATA Native Command Queueing is not yet supported.
Device hot swapping is not yet supported.
Silicon Image’s Software RAID is not yet supported by the

ataraid (4) driver. raid (4) can be used instead.
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NAME
siop — Symbios Logic/NCR 53c8xx SCSI driver

SYNOPSIS
hp700

siop ∗ at mainbus? irq 3
siop ∗ at phatomas? irq 3

PCI
siop ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

options SIOP_SYMLED
scsibus ∗ at siop?

DESCRIPTION
Thesiop driver provides support for the Symbios Logic/NCR 53x8xx series ofSCSIcontroller chips:

− 53c810, 53c810a and 53c815 (FastSCSI)
− 53c820, 53c825 and 53c825a (Fast-WideSCSI)
− 53c860 (UltraSCSI)
− 53c875 and 53c875j (Ultra-WideSCSI)
− 53c876 (Dual Ultra-WideSCSI)
− 53c885 (Ultra-WideSCSIandEthernet)
− 53c895 (Ultra2-WideSCSI)
− 53c896 (PCI 64bit, dual Ultra2-WideSCSI)
− 53c1010-33 (PCI 64bit, dual Ultra160SCSI)
− 53c1510d (PCI 64bit, dual Ultra2-wideSCSI)

The SIOP_SYMLED option causes the driver to report SCSI activity on the GPIO pin 1, which is connected
to the activity LED on some adapters. At this time only the 53c895 based Symbios and Tekram adapters are
known to require this.

If both siop and theesiop (4) drivers are compiled,esiop (4) will take precedence for controllers it sup-
ports.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), esiop (4), intro (4), pci (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4), uk (4)

HISTORY
Thesiop driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

AUTHORS
Thesiop driver was written by Manuel Bouyer〈Manuel.Bouyer@lip6.fr〉 for NetBSD.

BUGS
siop supports the 53c1010-33 in Ultra2-wide mode only. Useesiop (4) for Ultra160 support.
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NAME
sip — SiS 900-based Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
sip ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

Configuration of PHYs is also necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
The sip device driver supports Ethernet interfaces based on the Silicon Integrated Systems SiS 900, SiS
7016, and National Semiconductor DP83815 Ethernet chips.

The SiS 900 is found on many motherboards featuring SiS chipsets, and on some embedded systems, and has
a built-in PHY. The SiS 7016 is an older version of the chip, which uses an external PHY.

The National Semiconductor DP83815 is found on NetGear FA-311 and FA-312 Ethernet boards, and has a
built-in PHY.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), mii (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thesip driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

AUTHORS
Thesip driver was originally written by Jason R. Thorpe for Network Computer, Inc.

It has since been modified by Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@NetBSD.org〉 and Allen Briggs
〈briggs@NetBSD.org〉.
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NAME
siside — Silicon Integrated System IDE disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
siside ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
The siside driver supports the Silicon Integrated System IDE controllers, and provides the interface with
the hardware for theata (4) driver.

The 0x0002 flag forces thesiside driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally be
enabled. Thiscan be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the IDE controller is wired
up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

BUGS
The timings used for the PIO and DMA modes for controllers listed above are for a PCI bus running at 30 or
33 MHz. This driver may not work properly on overclocked systems.
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NAME
sk , skc — SysKonnect XMAC II and Marvell GMAC based gigabit ethernet

SYNOPSIS
skc ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
sk ∗ at skc?
mskc∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
msk∗ at skc?

DESCRIPTION
The sk driver provides support for SysKonnect based gigabit ethernet adapters and Marvell based gigabit
ethernet adapters, including the following:

• SK-9821 SK-NET GE-T single port, copper adapter
• SK-9822 SK-NET GE-T dual port, copper adapter
• SK-9841 SK-NET GE-LX single port, single mode fiber adapter
• SK-9842 SK-NET GE-LX dual port, single mode fiber adapter
• SK-9843 SK-NET GE-SX single port, multimode fiber adapter
• SK-9844 SK-NET GE-SX dual port, multimode fiber adapter
• SK-9521 V2.0 single port, copper adapter (32-bit)
• SK-9821 V2.0 single port, copper adapter
• SK-9843 V2.0 single port, copper adapter
• 3Com 3c940 single port, copper adapter
• Belkin Gigabit Desktop Network PCI Card, single port, copper (32-bit)
• D-Link DGE-530T single port, copper adapter
• Linksys EG1032v2 single-port, copper adapter
• Linksys EG1064v2 single-port, copper adapter

Themsk driver provides support for the Marvell Yukon-2 based Gigabit Ethernet adapters, including the fol-
lowing:

• Marvell Yukon 88E8035, copper adapter
• Marvell Yukon 88E8036, copper adapter
• Marvell Yukon 88E8038, copper adapter
• Marvell Yukon 88E8050, copper adapter
• Marvell Yukon 88E8052, copper adapter
• Marvell Yukon 88E8053, copper adapter
• Marvell Yukon 88E8055, copper adapter
• SK-9E21 1000Base-T single port, copper adapter
• SK-9E22 1000Base-T dual port, copper adapter
• SK-9E81 1000Base-SX single port, multimode fiber adapter
• SK-9E82 1000Base-SX dual port, multimode fiber adapter
• SK-9E91 1000Base-LX single port, single mode fiber adapter
• SK-9E92 1000Base-LX dual port, single mode fiber adapter
• SK-9S21 1000Base-T single port, copper adapter
• SK-9S22 1000Base-T dual port, copper adapter
• SK-9S81 1000Base-SX single port, multimode fiber adapter
• SK-9S82 1000Base-SX dual port, multimode fiber adapter
• SK-9S91 1000Base-LX single port, single mode fiber adapter
• SK-9S92 1000Base-LX dual port, single mode fiber adapter
• SK-9E21D 1000Base-T single port, copper adapter
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The SysKonnect based adapters consist of two main components: the XaQti Corp. XMAC II Gigabit MAC
( sk ) and the SysKonnect GEnesis controller ASIC( skc ) .  The XMAC provides the Gigabit MAC and
PHY support while the GEnesis provides an interface to the PCI bus, DMA support, packet buffering and
arbitration. TheGEnesis can control up to two XMACs simultaneously, allowing dual-port NIC configura-
tions.

The Marvell based adapters are a single integrated circuit, but are still presented as a separate MAC (sk )
and controller ASIC (skc ) .  At this time, there are no dual-port Marvell based NICs.

Thesk driver configures dual port SysKonnect adapters such that each XMAC is treated as a separate logical
network interface. Bothports can operate independently of each other and can be connected to separate net-
works. TheSysKonnect driver software currently only uses the second port on dual port adapters for failover
purposes: if the link on the primary port fails, the SysKonnect driver will automatically switch traffic onto the
second port.

The XaQti XMAC II supports full and half duplex operation with autonegotiation. TheXMAC also supports
unlimited frame sizes. Support for jumbo frames is provided via the interface MTU setting. Selecting an
MTU larger than 1500 bytes with theifconfig (8) utility configures the adapter to receive and transmit
jumbo frames. Using jumbo frames can greatly improve performance for certain tasks, such as file transfers
and data streaming.

Hardware TCP/IP checksum offloading for IPv4 is supported.

The following media types and options (as given to ifconfig (8)) are supported:

media autoselect
Enable autoselection of the media type and options.The user can manually override the autose-
lected mode.

media 1000baseSXmediaopt full-duplex
Set 1000Mbps (Gigabit Ethernet) operation on fiber and force full-duplex mode.

media 1000baseSXmediaopt half-duplex
Set 1000Mbps (Gigabit Ethernet) operation on fiber and force half-duplex mode.

media 1000baseTmediaopt full-duplex
Set 1000Mbps (Gigabit Ethernet) operation and force full-duplex mode.

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8). To view a list of media types and
options supported by the card, tryifconfig −m 〈device〉. For example,ifconfig −m sk0.

DIAGNOSTICS
sk%d: couldn’t map memory A fatal initialization error has occurred.

sk%d: couldn’t map ports A fatal initialization error has occurred.

sk%d: couldn’t map interrupt A fatal initialization error has occurred.

sk%d: failed to enable memory mapping! The driver failed to initialize PCI shared memory mapping.
This might happen if the card is not in a bus-master slot.

sk%d: no memory for jumbo buffers! The driver failed to allocate memory for jumbo frames during ini-
tialization.

sk%d: watchdog timeout The device has stopped responding to the network, or there is a problem with the
network connection (cable).
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SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

XaQti XMAC II datasheet, http://www.xaqti.com.

SysKonnect GEnesis programming manual, http://www.syskonnect.com.

HISTORY
The sk device driver first appeared inFreeBSD3.0. OpenBSDsupport was added inOpenBSD2.6. NetBSD
support was added inNetBSD 2.0.

Themsk driver first appeared inOpenBSD4.0, and was ported toNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
The sk driver was written by Bill Paul 〈wpaul@ctr.columbia.edu〉. Support for the Marvell Yukon-2 was
added by
Mark Kettenis〈kettenis@openbsd.org〉.

BUGS
This driver is experimental.

Support for checksum offload is unimplemented.

Performance with at least some Marvell-based adapters is poor, especially on loaded PCI buses or when the
adapters are behind PCI-PCI bridges.It is believed that this is because the Marvell parts have significantly
less buffering than the original SysKonnect cards had.
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NAME
sl — Serial Line IP (SLIP) network interface

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device sl

DESCRIPTION
Thesl interface allows asynchronous serial lines to be used asIPv4 network interfaces using theSLIP proto-
col.

To use thesl interface, the administrator must first create the interface and assign a tty line to it.The sl
interface is created using theifconfig (8) create subcommand, andslattach (8) is used to assign a
tty line to the interface. Oncethe interface is attached, network source and destination addresses and other
parameters are configured viaifconfig (8).

Thesl interface can use Van JacobsonTCP header compression andICMP filtering. Thefollowing flags to
ifconfig (8) control these properties of a SLIP link:

link0 Turn on Van Jacobson header compression.

-link0 Turn off header compression. (default)

link1 Don’t pass through ICMP packets.

-link1 Do pass through ICMP packets. (default)

link2 If a packet with a compressed header is received, automatically enable compression of out-
going packets. (default)

-link2 Don’t auto-enable compression.

DIAGNOSTICS
sl%d: af%d not supported . The interface was handed a message with addresses formatted in an unsuit-
able address family; the packet was dropped.

SEE ALSO
inet (4), intro (4), ppp (4), strip (4), ifconfig (8), slattach (8), sliplogin (8), slstats (8)

J. Romkey, A Nonstandard for Transmission of IP Datagrams over Serial Lines: SLIP, RFC, 1055, June
1988.

Van Jacobson,Compressing TCP/IP Headers for Low-Speed Serial Links, RFC, 1144, February 1990.

HISTORY
Thesl device appeared inNetBSD 1.0.

BUGS
SLIP can only transmitIPv4 packets between preconfigured hosts on an asynchronous serial link. It has no
provision for address negotiation, carriage of additional protocols (e.g.XNS, AppleTalk, DECNET), and is not
designed for synchronous serial links. This is why SLIP has been superseded by the Point-to-Point Protocol
( PPP) ,  which does all of those things, and much more.
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NAME
slhci — Cypress/ScanLogic SL811HS USB Host Controller driver

SYNOPSIS
PCMCIA (CF) contr ollers

slhci ∗ at pcmcia? function ?
usb ∗ at slhci?

ISA controllers
slhci ∗ at isa? port ? irq ?
usb ∗ at slhci?

x68k
slhci0 at intio0 addr 0xece380 intr 251
slhci1 at intio0 addr 0xeceb80 intr 250
usb ∗ at slhci?

options SLHCI_TRY_LSVH

DESCRIPTION
Theslhci driver provides support for Cypress/ScanLogic SL811HS USB Host Controller.

The driver supports control, bulk, and interrupt transfers but not isochronous (audio), which cannot be sup-
ported by this chip without perfectly reliable 1ms interrupts.USB is polled and this chip requires the driver
to initiate all transfers. The driver interrupts at least once every ms when a device is attached even if no data
is transferred. The driver polls the chip when the transfer is expected to be completed soon; with maximum
use of the bus, the driver will not exit for most of each ms. Use of this driver can easily have a significant
performance impact on any system.

The chip is unreliable in some conditions, possibly due in part to difficulty meeting timing restrictions (this is
likely to be worse on multiprocessor systems).Unexpected device behavior may trigger some problems;
power cycling externally powered devices may help resolve persistent problems. Detection of invalid chip
state will usually cause the driver to halt, however is recommended that all data transfers be verified. Data
corruption due to controller error will not be detected automatically. Unmounting and remounting a device is
necessary to prevent use of cached data.

The driver currently will start the next incoming packet before copying in the previous packet but will not
copy the next outgoing packet before the previous packet is transferred. Reading or writing the chip is about
the same speed as the USB bus, so this means that one outgoing transfer is half the speed of one incoming
transfer and two outgoing transfers are needed to use the full available bandwidth.

All revisions of the SL811HS have trouble with low speed devices attached to some (likely most) hubs.Low
speed traffic via hub is not allowed by default, but can be enabled withoptions SLHCI_TRY_LSVH in
the kernel config file or by setting theslhci_try_lsvhvariable to non-zero usingddb (4) orgdb (1).

Many USB keyboards have built in hubs and may be low speed devices. All USB mice I have seen are low
speed devices, however a serial mouse should be usable on a hub with a full speed Serial-USB converter. A
PS2-USB keyboard and mouse converter is likely to be a single low speed device.

Some hardware using this chip does not provide the USB minimum 100mA current, which could potentially
cause problems even with externally powered hubs. The system can allow excess power use in some other
cases as well. Some signs of excess power draw may cause the driver to halt, however this may not stop the
power draw. To be safe verify power use and availability before connecting any device.
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HARDWARE
Hardware supported by theslhci driver includes:

RatocCFU1U

NereidEthernet/USB/Memory board

SEE ALSO
pcmcia (4), isa (4), usb (4), config (1)

HISTORY
Theslhci driver appeared inNetBSD 2.0 and was rewritten inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
Tetsuya Isaki〈isaki@NetBSD.org〉
Matthew Org ass
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NAME
slide — Symphony Labs and Winbond IDE disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
slide ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
Theslide driver supports the Symphony Labs 82C105 and Winbond W83C553F IDE controllers, and pro-
vides the interface with the hardware for theata (4) driver.

The 0x0002 flag forces theslide driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally be
enabled. Thiscan be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the IDE controller is wired
up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

BUGS
The timings used for the PIO and DMA modes for controllers listed above are for a PCI bus running at 30 or
33 MHz. This driver may not work properly on overclocked systems.
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NAME
sm— SMC91Cxx-based Ethernet interfaces device driver

SYNOPSIS
sm0 at isa? port 0x300 irq 10
sm∗ at mhzc?
sm∗ at pcmcia? function ?
sm∗ at nubus?

DESCRIPTION
Thesmdevice driver supports SMC91C9x-based and SMC91C1xx-based Ethernet interfaces.

The ISA attachment of thesm driver supports any SMC91C9x-based Ethernet interface on the ISA bus,
including the EFA Info∗Express SVC VLB interface, and the on-board SMC91C9x Ethernet found in many
embedded PCs and laptop docking stations.

The mhzc attachment of thesmdriver supports the Megahertz combo Ethernet and modem card.

The PCMCIA attachment of thesmdriver supports Megahertz X-JACK Ethernet cards.

The nubus attachment of thesmdriver supports SMC-based Ethernet cards for the macintosh.

MEDIA SELECTION
The SMC91C1xx supports the MII interface and so the list of supported media depends on several factors,
including which PHY is attached. The SMC91C9x supports AUI and UTP media types.

To enable the AUI media, select the10base5or aui media type withifconfig (8)’s media directive. To
select UTP, select the10baseTor utpmedia type.

ifconfig (8)’s −moption will display the full list of supportedmedia directives for a particular configura-
tion.

DIAGNOSTICS
sm0: unable to read MAC address from CIS This indicates that the Ethernet address, which is stored in
the CIS information on the Megahertz X-JACK PCMCIA Ethernet card, is corrupted.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), isa (4), mhzc(4), mii (4), pcmcia (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
smsc — Standard Microsystems Corporation LPC47B397 Super I/O

SYNOPSIS
smsc0 at isa? port 0x2e

DESCRIPTION
The smsc driver provides support for the hardware monitoring portion of theStandard Microsystems
CorporationLPC47B397, SCH5307-NS and SCH5317 Super I/O chips to be used with theenvsys (4) API.

The chip supports 8 sensor inputs:

Sensor Units Typical Use
Temp0 uK CPU1 Temperature
Temp1 uK CPU2 Temperature
Temp2 uK AmbientTemperature
Temp3 uK unused
Fan0 RPM CPU1 Fan
Fan1 RPM unused
Fan2 RPM unused
Fan3 RPM CPU2 Fan

HARDWARE
Motherboards with the chip supported by thesmsc driver include:

Tyan Thunder K8WE (S2895)

SEE ALSO
envsys (4), envstat (8)

HISTORY
Thesmsc device appeared inNetBSD 5.0.
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NAME
sn — National Semiconductor DP83932 (SONIC) based Ethernet device driver

SYNOPSIS
arc

sn0 at jazzio?

mac68k
sn ∗ at obio?
sn ∗ at nubus?

DESCRIPTION
The sn interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s Ethernet network via the National Semiconductor DP83932
( SONIC) Ethernet chip set.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Thesn
interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Internet
and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

HARDWARE
arc

Thesn driver supports on-board JAZZ based SONIC interfaces found on Acer PICA and NEC machines.

mac68k
Thesn driver is currently known to support the following NuBus cards:

• Apple LC Twisted-pair (part #820-0532-A) PDS card
• Cayman Gatorcard PDS
• Dayna DaynaPort/E30

In addition, thesn interface supports the following interfaces:
• on-board Ethernet for non-AV Quadras
• on-board Ethernet for 500-series PowerBooks
• Apple CS Ethernet Twisted-pair card for Comm Slot found on LC575, Quadra 630, LC630, and

Performa 580.

DIAGNOSTICS
sn%d: transmit FIFO underrun
sn%d: receive FIFO overrun
sn%d: receive buffer exceeded
sn%d: receive buffers exhausted
sn%d: receive descriptors exhaustedThese messages indicate that the interface gets errors (due to heavy
load etc.) and reinitialized.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), netintro (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
The sn interface for mac68k, which was derived from a driver for old NetBSD pica port, first appeared in
NetBSD 1.3.

Jason Thorpe has rewritten a new machine independent SONIC driver which usesbus_dma(9) and
bus_space (9) APIs afterNetBSD 1.5 release, and arc has been switched to using the MI driver. mac68k
has been also switched to using the MI driver after NetBSD 4.0 release.
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NAME
snapper — Apple audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
snapper ∗ at obio?
audio ∗ at snapper?

DESCRIPTION
Thesnapper driver provides support for audio hardware using the TAS3004 chipset found in many Apple
iBooks, PowerBooks, and PowerMacs. Otheri2s compatible controllers found in Mac Minis, which lack a
TAS3004, are also supported.

Hardware features:
• Supports data word lengths of 16 to 24 bits
• Processes sample rates from 32kHz to 48kHz
• Provides digital equalization and compression capabilities

SEE ALSO
audio (4), awacs (4)

HISTORY
Thesnapper device driver appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
Thesnapper driver was written by Tsubai Masanari with modifications by Jared D. McNeill.

BUGS
This driver needs more testing.
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NAME
sony — Sony Miscellaneous Controller

SYNOPSIS
sony ∗ at acpi?

DESCRIPTION
SomeSonynotebook computers have a controller that handles various built-in devices. Thesony driver pro-
vides support for accessing/modifying the settings of some of these devices via thesysctl (8) interface.

The followingsysctl (8) variables are available:

hw.sony0.brt[R/W ] Controls current LCD brightness. Range [0-8].
hw.sony0.pbr[R/W ] Controls power on LCD brightness. Range [0-8].
hw.sony0.cdp[R/W ] Controls CD power.
hw.sony0.pid[R/O ] Unknown
hw.sony0.ctr[R/W ] Unknown
hw.sony0.pcr[R/W ] Unknown
hw.sony0.cmi[R/W ] Unknown
hw.sony0.ams[R/W ] Audio control (mute when 0)
hw.sony0.hke[R/O ] Indicates a Host Key Event. Bitsare set when an event occurs and cleared when

this value is read. The following table describes the bit set for each button
pressed:

0x1000 S1 button
0x0800 S2 button
0x0200 Fn + F10 (magnify)
0x0100 Mute button
0x0020 Fn + F12 (suspend to disk)
0x0010 Fn + F7 (LCD/external monitor)
0x0008 Fn + F6 (brighter backlight)
0x0004 Fn + F5 (darker backlight)
0x0002 Fn + F4 (volume up)
0x0001 Fn + F3 (volume down)

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), spic (4)

HISTORY
Thesony driver appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
Sami Kantoluoto for the original driver and manual information.Christos Zoulas for cleaning up the driver
and this manual page.

BUGS
• Thesony driver just parses integer values from theacpi (4) tree. It could be more intelligent and parse

other controls.

• Thesysctl (8) interface is not great. The names of thesysctl (8) tree are not self-explanatory.

• No validity checks are performed on the user input.Playing with random values and/or unknown con-
trols can harm your machine.
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• The name of the driver is too generic.
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NAME
spc — Fujitsu MB87030/MB89352 SCSI driver

SYNOPSIS
spc ∗ at pcmcia? function ?

hp300
spc0 at dio? scode ?

luna68k
spc0 at mainbus0

x68k
spc0 at scsirom0
spc1 at scsirom1

scsibus ∗ at spc?

DESCRIPTION
Thespc driver provides support for theFujitsuMB87030/MB89352SCSIProtocol Controller (SPC) chips.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), pcmcia (4), scsi (4), sd (4), ss (4), st (4), uk (4), scsipi (9)

BUGS
Synchronous data transfers are not currently supported.
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NAME
spdmem— Generic Memory Module Serial Presence Detect

SYNOPSIS
spdmem∗ at iic? addr 0x50
spdmem∗ at iic? addr 0x51
spdmem∗ at iic? addr 0x52
spdmem∗ at iic? addr 0x53

DESCRIPTION
The spdmem driver provides support for generic memory module Serial Presence Detect. During kernel
boot it displays module type, and where possible, the size and rated speed of the memory module. Additional
information such as bank configuration and width is printed if the kernel is booted in verbose mode.

SEE ALSO
iic (4), intro (4), ichsmb (4), nfsmb (4)

HISTORY
Thespdmemdriver first appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

AUTHORS
The spdmemdriver was written by Nicolas Joly <njoly@pasteur.fr> with additional work by Paul Goyette
<paul@whooppee.com>.
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NAME
speaker — console speaker audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
spkr0 at pcppi?
#include <machine/spkr.h>
/dev/speaker

DESCRIPTION
The speaker device driver allows applications to control the console speaker on machines with a PC-like
8253 timer implementation.

Only one process may have this device open at any giv en time; open() and close() are used to lock and relin-
quish it. An attempt to open() when another process has the device locked will return -1 with anEBUSYerror
indication. Writes to the device are interpreted as ’play strings’ in a simple ASCII melody notation. An
ioctl () for tone generation at arbitrary frequencies is also supported.

Sound-generation doesnot monopolize the processor; in fact, the driver spends most of its time sleeping
while the PC hardware is emitting tones. Other processes may emit beeps while the driver is running.

Applications may callioctl () on a speaker file descriptor to control the speaker driver directly; definitions
for the ioctl () interface are in〈machine/spkr.h 〉. The tone_t structure used in these calls has two
fields, specifying a frequency (in hz) and a duration (in 1/100ths of a second).A f requency of zero is inter-
preted as a rest.

At present there are two such ioctls. SPKRTONE accepts a pointer to a single tone structure as third argu-
ment and plays it. SPKRTUNE accepts a pointer to the first of an array of tone structures and plays them in
continuous sequence; this array must be terminated by a final member with a zero duration.

The play-string language is modelled on the PLAY statement conventions of IBM BASIC 2.0. The MB, MF
and X primitives of PLAY are not useful in a UNIX environment and are omitted. The ‘octave-tracking’ fea-
ture is also new.

There are 84 accessible notes numbered 1-83 in 7 octaves, each running from C to B, numbered 0-6; the
scale is equal-tempered A440 and octave 3 starts with middle C. By default, the play function emits half-sec-
ond notes with the last 1/16th second being ‘rest time’.

Play strings are interpreted left to right as a series of play command groups; letter case is ignored. Play com-
mand groups are as follows:

CDEFGAB -- letters A through G cause the corresponding note to be played in the current octave. A note let-
ter may optionally be followed by anaccidental sign, one of # + or -; the first two of these cause it to be
sharped one half-tone, the last causes it to be flatted one half-tone. It may also be followed by a time value
number and by sustain dots (see below). Time values are interpreted as for the L command below;.

O <n> -- if <n> is numeric, this sets the current octave. <n> may also be one of ’L’ or ’ N’ to enable or dis-
able octave-tracking (it is disabled by default). Whenoctave-tracking is on, interpretation of a pair of letter
notes will change octaves if necessary in order to make the smallest possible jump between notes. Thus
"olbc" will be played as "olb>c", and "olcb" as "olc<b". Octave locking is disabled for one letter note follow-
ing by >, < and O[0123456].

> -- bump the current octave up one.

< -- drop the current octave down one.

N <n> -- play note n, n being 1 to 84 or 0 for a rest of current time value. Maybe followed by sustain dots.
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L <n> -- sets the current time value for notes. The default is L4, quarter notes. The lowest possible value is 1;
values up to 64 are accepted. L1 sets whole notes, L2 sets half notes, L4 sets quarter notes, etc..

P <n> -- pause (rest), with <n> interpreted as for L. May be followed by sustain dots. May also be written
’˜’.

T <n> -- Sets the number of quarter notes per minute; default is 120. Musical names for common tempi are:

Tempo Beatsper Minute
very slow Larghissimo

Largo 40-60
Larghetto 60-66
Grave
Lento
Adagio 66-76

slow Adagietto
Andante 76-108

medium Andantino
Moderato 108-120

fast Allegretto
Allegro 120-168
Vi v ace
Veloce
Presto 168-208

very fast Prestissimo

M[LNS] -- set articulation. MN (N for normal) is the default; the last 1/8th of the note’s value is rest time.
You can set ML for legato (no rest space) or MS (staccato) 1/4 rest space.

Notes (that is, CDEFGAB or N command character groups) may be followed by sustain dots. Each dot
causes the note’s value to be lengthened by one-half for each one. Thus, a note dotted once is held for 3/2 of
its undotted value; dotted twice, it is held 9/4, and three times would give 27/8.

Whitespace in play strings is simply skipped and may be used to separate melody sections.

FILES
/dev/speaker

SEE ALSO
pcppi (4)

AUTHORS
Eric S. Raymond〈esr@snark.thyrsus.com〉

BUGS
Due to roundoff in the pitch tables and slop in the tone-generation and timer hardware (neither of which was
designed for precision), neither pitch accuracy nor timings will be mathematically exact.

There is no volume control.

In play strings which are very long (longer than your system’s physical I/O blocks) note suffixes or numbers
may occasionally be parsed incorrectly due to crossing a block boundary.
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NAME
spi — introduction to machine-independent SPI bus support and drivers

SYNOPSIS
spi ∗ at mainbus?

Other attachments are machine-dependent and will depend on the bus topology of your system. See
intro (4) for your system for more information.

DESCRIPTION
NetBSD includes a machine dependentSPI (Serial Peripherial Interface) bus subsystem, and several different
machine-independentSPIdevice drivers.

Your system may support additional machine-dependent SPI devices. Consultyour system’s intro (4) for
additional information.

SPI is a 4-wire synchronous full-duplex serial bus. Somesystems provide support forMicrowire, which is
Philips’ name for a strict subset of SPI, with more rigidly defined signaling.Therefore,Microwire devices are
also supported by theSPI framework.

Note that when referencingSPI devices in aconfig (1) file, the ‘slave’ must be provided, asSPI lacks any
way to automatically probe devices.

HARDWARE
NetBSD includes the following machine-independentSPIdrivers

m25p STMicroelectronics M25P family of NOR flash devices.

tm121temp Te xas Instruments TMP121 temperature sensor.

SEE ALSO
m25p(4), tm121temp (4)

HISTORY
The machine-independentSPI framework was written by Garrett D’Amore for the Champaign-Urbana Com-
munity Wireless Network Project (CUWiN), and appeared inNetBSD 4.0.
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NAME
spic — Sony Programmable I/O Controller

SYNOPSIS
spic ∗ at acpi?
wsmouse∗ at spic?

DESCRIPTION
SomeSony computers have an I/O controller that handles various interface devices, e.g., the jog dial.The
spic driver provides support for some of these.

The actual protocol used by theSPICseems to vary a lot between different models; this driver has only been
tested on the Vaio SRX77.

Thespic driver handles the jog dial and its associated buttons. They are turned into awsmouse which can
the be accessed in the normal way. The jog dial works as a scroll button, and clicking it generates a click
with the "middle" button.

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), wsmouse(4)

HISTORY
Thespic driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

BUGS
Thespic driver only works with some hardware configurations.
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NAME
spif — SBus (spiffy) Serial/Parallel Interface

SYNOPSIS
spif ∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ? ( sun4c/sun4m )
stty ∗ at spif? ( sun4c/sun4m )
sbpp ∗ at spif? ( sun4c/sun4m )

DESCRIPTION
The spif driver provides support for the Sun Serial/Parallel Interface card (Sun part number 501-1931)
based around the Cirrus Logic CD180 octal serial controller and the Cirrus Logic PPC2 parallel port con-
troller.

The device minor numbers for this driver are encoded as follows:

+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+
| 7 | 6 | 5 | 4 | 3 | 2 | 1 | 0 |
+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+---+

| | | | | | | |
| | | | | + ---+---+---> port number
| | | | |
| | | | + ---------------> unused
| | | |
| | | + -------------------> dial-out (on tty ports)
| | |
| | + -----------------------> unused
| |
+---+---------------------------> card number

Up to four cards are supported in the system.

Each of the serial ports has an 8 byte FIFO for receive and transmit as well as automatic hardware
(RTS/CTS) flow control.

FILES
/dev/tty[jkl][0-7] Serial ports
/dev/sbpp[0-3] Parallel ports

DIAGNOSTICS
spif%d: ccr timeout A timeout occurred while writing to one of the CD180 registers.

stty%d-%d: ring o verflow Incoming characters were discarded because the application in control of the
device did not read the input fast enough.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), sbus (4), tty (4)

HISTORY
Thespif driver was first supported inOpenBSD2.5.

AUTHORS
The driver was written by Jason Wright〈jason@thought.net〉, and is heavily based on themagma(4) driver
written by Iain Hibbert.
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TODO
The parallel port is not supported yet.

Dial-out (cua) devices are not yet supported.

NetBSD 3.0 February 4, 1999 2
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NAME
sq — SEEQ 8003/80c03 Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
sq ∗ at hpc? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
Thesq interface provides access to a Ethernet network via the SEEQ 8003 and 80c03 (aka SGI EDLC) chip
sets. DMAis provided byhpc (4).

Thesq is found in the Personal Iris 4D/3x, Indigo, Indy, Challenge S, Challenge M, and Indigo2 machines,
as well as the SGI E++ GIO32bis Ethernet adapter.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), hpc (4), ifmedia (4), mii (4), netintro (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
The sq driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6 with support forhpc (4) revision 3.Revision 1 and 1.5 support
was added inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
sqphy — Driver for Seeq 80220/80221, 80223, and 80225 10/100 Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
sqphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
Thesqphy driver supports the Seeq 80220/80221, 80223, and 80225 10/100 Ethernet PHYs. The 80223 is
a 3.3 volt version of the 80221. The 80225 is a stripped down version of the 80223. These PHYs are found
on a variety of high-performance Ethernet interfaces.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
ss — SCSI scanner driver

SYNOPSIS
ss ∗ at scsibus? target ? lun ?

DESCRIPTION
Thess driver provides support forSCSIbus based document scanners.

FILES
/dev/ss u SCSIbus scanner unitu
/dev/nss u SCSIbus scanner unitu − no rewind.
/dev/enss u SCSIbus scanner unitu − ioctl (2) operations only.

SEE ALSO
scsi (4), uk (4)

AUTHORS
Kenneth Stailey, Joachim Koenig

BUGS
Only a limited number ofHP Scanjetand Mustek scanners are supported. Other scanners can probably be
accessed using theSCSIuk (4) driver instead.
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NAME
st — SCSI/ATAPI tape driver

SYNOPSIS
st ∗ at scsibus? target ? lun ?
st1 at scsibus0 target 4 lun 0
st ∗ at atapibus? drive ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
The st driver provides support forSCSI and Advanced Technology Attachment Packet Interface (AT API )
tape drives. It allows a tape drive to be run in several different modes depending on minor numbers and sup-
ports several different ‘sub-modes’. The device can have both araw interface and ablock interface; however,
only the raw interface is usually used (or recommended).

SCSI and AT API devices have a relatively high level interface and talk to the system via aSCSI or AT API
adapter and aSCSIor AT API adapter driver (e.g. ahc (4), pciide (4)). A SCSIor AT API adapter must also
be separately configured into the system before aSCSIor AT API tape can be configured.

As theSCSI or AT API adapter is probed during boot, theSCSI or AT API bus is scanned for devices. Any
devices found which answer as ‘Sequential’ type devices will be attached to thest driver.

MOUNT SESSIONS
Thest driver is based around the concept of a “mount session”, which is defined as the period between the
time that a tape is mounted, and the time when it is unmounted.Any parameters set during a mount session
remain in effect for the remainder of the session or until replaced.The tape can be unmounted, bringing the
session to a close in several ways. Theseinclude:

1. Closingan ‘unmount device’, referred to as sub-mode 00 below. An example is/dev/rst0 .

2. UsingtheMTOFFL ioctl (2) command, reachable through the ‘offline ’ command ofmt(1).

3. Openinga different mode will implicitly unmount the tape, thereby closing off the mode that was previ-
ously mounted. All parameters will be loaded freshly from the new mode (See below for more on
modes).

MODES AND SUB-MODES
There are several different ‘operation’ modes.These are controlled by bits 2 and 3 of the minor number and
are designed to allow users to easily read and write different formats of tape on devices that allow multiple
formats. Theparameters for each mode can be set individually by hand with themt(1) command. When a
device corresponding to a particular mode is first mounted, The operating parameters for that mount session
are copied from that mode.Further changes to the parameters during the session will change those in effect
for the session but not those set in the operation mode.To change the parameters for an operation mode, one
must compile them into the “quirk” table in the driver’s source code.

In addition to the operating modes mentioned above, bits 0 and 1 of the minor number are interpreted as
‘sub-modes’. Thesub-modes differ in the action taken when the device is closed:

00 A close will rewind the device; if the tape has been written, then a file mark will be written before the
rewind is requested. The device is unmounted.

01 A close will leave the tape mounted. If the tape was written to, a file mark will be written. No other
head positioning takes place.Any further reads or writes will occur directly after the last read, or the
written file mark.
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10 A close will rewind the device. If the tape has been written, then a file mark will be written before the
rewind is requested. On completion of the rewind an unload command will be issued. The device is
unmounted.

11 This is Control mode, whichallows the tape driver to be opened without a tape inserted to allow vari-
ous ioctls (e.g. MTIOCGET or MTIOCTOP to set density or blocksize) and raw SCSI command on
through. I/O can be done in this mode, if desired, with the same rewind/eject behaviour as mode 01.
This isn’t really an ’action taken on close’ type of distinction, but this seems to be the place to put this
mode.

BLOCKING MODES
SCSI tapes may run in either ‘variable’ or ‘ fixed’ block-size modes.Most QIC-type devices run in fixed
block-size mode, where most nine-track tapes and many new cartridge formats allow variable block-size.
The difference between the two is as follows:

Variable block-size Each write made to the device results in a single logical record written to the tape.One
can never read or writepart of a record from tape (though you may request a larger block and read a smaller
record); nor can one read multiple blocks. Data from a single write is therefore read by a single read.The
block size used may be any value supported by the device, theSCSIadapter and the system (usually between
1 byte and 64 Kbytes, sometimes more).

When reading a variable record/block from the tape, the head is logically considered to be immediately after
the last item read, and before the next item after that. If the next item is a file mark, but it was never read,
then the next process to read will immediately hit the file mark and receive an end-of-file notification.

Fixed block-size Data written by the user is passed to the tape as a succession of fixed size blocks. It may be
contiguous in memory, but it is considered to be a series of independent blocks. One may never write an
amount of data that is not an exact multiple of the blocksize.One may read and write the same data as a dif-
ferent set of records, In other words, blocks that were written together may be read separately, and vice-
versa.

If one requests more blocks than remain in the file, the drive will encounter the file mark. Because there is
some data to return (unless there were no records before the file mark), the read will succeed, returning that
data. Thenext read will return immediately with an EOF (as above, if the file mark is never read, it remains
for the next process to read if in no-rewind mode).

FILE MARK HANDLING
The handling of file marks on write is automatic. If the user has written to the tape, and has not done a read
since the last write, then a file mark will be written to the tape when the device is closed. If a rewind is
requested after a write, then the driver assumes that the last file on the tape has been written, and ensures that
there are two file marks written to the tape. The exception to this is that there seems to be a standard (which
we follow, but don’t understand why) that certain types of tape do not actually write two file marks to tape,
but when read, report a ‘phantom’ file mark when the last file is read. These devices include the QIC family
of devices (it might be that this set of devices is the same set as that of fixed block devices. Thishas not been
determined yet, and they are treated as separate behaviors by the driver at this time).

EOM HANDLING
Attempts to write past EOM and how EOM is reported are handled slightly differently based upon whether
EARLY WARNING recognition is enabled in the driver.

If EARLY WARNING recognitions isnot enabled, then detection of EOM (as reported in SCSI Sense Data
with an EOM indicator) causes the write operation to be flagged with I/O error (EIO).This has the effect for
the user application of not knowing actually how many bytes were read (since the return of theread (2) sys-
tem call is set to−1).
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If EARLY WARNING recognitionis enabled, then detection of EOM (as reported in SCSI Sense Data with
an EOM indicator) has no immediate effect except that the driver notes that EOM has been detected. If the
write completing didn’t transfer all data that was requested, then the residual count (counting bytesnot writ-
ten) is returned to the user application. In any event, the next attempt to write (if that is the next action the
user application takes) is immediately completed with no data transferred, and a residual returned to the user
application indicating that no data was transferred. This is the traditional UNIX EOF indication. The state
that EOM had been seen is then cleared.

In either mode of operation, the driver does not prohibit the user application from writing more data, if it
chooses to do so. This will continue up until the physical end of media, which is usually signalled internally
to the driver as a CHECK CONDITION with the Sense Key set to VOLUME OVERFLOW. When this or
any otherwise unhandled error occurs, an error return of EIO will be transmitted to the user application.This
does indeed mean that if EARLY WARNING is enables and the device continues to set EOM indicators prior
to hitting physical end of media, that an indeterminate number of ’short write returns’ as described in the pre-
vious paragraph will occur. Howev er, the expected user application behaviour (in common with other sys-
tems) is to close the tape and rewind and request another tape upon the receipt of the first EOM indicator,
possibly after writing one trailer record.

KERNEL CONFIGURA TION
Because different tape drives behave differently, there is a mechanism within the source tost to quickly and
conveniently recognize and deal with brands and models of drive that have special requirements.

There is a table (called the “quirk table”) in which the identification strings of known errant drives can be
stored. Alongsideeach is a set of flags that allows the setting of densities and blocksizes for each of the
modes, along with a set of ‘QUIRK’ flags that can be used to enable or disable sections of code within the
driver if a particular drive is recognized.

IOCTLS
The following ioctl (2) calls apply toSCSI tapes. Somealso apply to other tapes.They are defined in the
header file〈sys/mtio.h 〉.

MTIOCGET ( struct mtget ) Retrieve the status and parameters of the tape. Error status and residual
is unlatched and cleared by the driver when it receives this ioctl.

MTIOCTOP ( struct mtop ) Perform a multiplexed operation. Theargument structure is as follows:

struct mtop {
short mt_op;
daddr_t mt_count;

};

The following operation values are defined formt_op:

MTWEOF Write mt_countend of file marks at the present head position.

MTFSF Skip over mt_countfile marks. Leave the head on the EOM side of the last
skipped file mark.

MTBSF Skip backwardsover mt_countfile marks. Leave the head on the BOM
(beginning of media) side of the last skipped file mark.

MTFSR Skip forwards over mt_countrecords.

MTBSR Skip backwards over mt_countrecords.

MTREW Rewind the device to the beginning of the media.
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MTOFFL Rewind the media (and, if possible, eject).Even if the device cannot eject the
media it will often no longer respond to normal requests.

MTNOP No-op; set status only.

MTERASE Erase the media from current position. If the fieldmt_countis nonzero, a full
erase is done (from current position to end of media). Ifmt_countis zero, only
an erase gap is written. It is hard to say which drives support only one but not
the other option

MTCACHE Enable controller buffering.

MTNOCACHEDisable controller buffering.

MTSETBSIZ Set the blocksize to use for the device/mode. Ifthe device is capable of vari-
able blocksize operation, and the blocksize is set to 0, then the drive will be
driven in variable mode. This parameter is in effect for the present mount ses-
sion only, unless the device was opened in Control Mode (in which case this
set value persists until a reboot).

MTSETDNSTYSet the density value (seemt(1)) to use when running in the mode opened
(minor bits 2 and 3). This parameter is in effect for the present mount session
only, unless the device was opened in Control Mode (in which case this set
value persists until a reboot).Any byte sized value may be specified. Note
that only a very small number of them will actually usefully work. The rest
will cause the tape drive to spit up.

MTCMPRESSEnable or disable tape drive data compression.Typically tape drives will
quite contentedly ignore settings on reads, and will probably keep you from
changing density for writing anywhere but BOT.

MTEWARN Enable or disable EARLY WARNING at EOM behaviour (using the count as
a boolean value).

MTIOCRDSPOS
( uint32_t ) Read device logical block position. Not all drives support this option.

MTIOCRDHPOS
( uint32_t ) Read device hardware block position. Not all drives support this option.

MTIOCSLOCATE
( uint32_t ) Position the tape to the specified device logical block position.

MTIOCHLOCATE
( uint32_t ) Position the tape to the specified hardware block position. Not all drives sup-
port this option.

FILES
/dev/[n][e]rst[0-9] general form:
/dev/rst0 Mode 0, Rewind on close
/dev/nrst0 Mode 1, No rewind on close
/dev/erst0 Mode 2, Eject on close (if capable)
/dev/enrst0 Mode 3, Control Mode (elsewise like mode 0)

SEE ALSO
mt(1), intro (4), mtio (4), scsi (4)
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HISTORY
This st driver was originally written forMach 2.5 by Julian Elischer, and was ported toNetBSD by Charles
Hannum. Thisman page was edited forNetBSD by Jon Buller.

BUGS
The selection of compression could possibly also be usefully done as with a minor device bit.

NetBSD 3.0 August 23, 1996 5
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NAME
ste — Sundance ST-201 10/100 Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
ste ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

Configuration of PHYs may also be necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
The ste device driver supports the Sundance ST-201 10/100 Ethernet chip. This chip is found on the D-
Link DFE-550TX, the quad-port D-Link DFE-580TX, and some other mid-range 10/100 Ethernet boards.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), mii (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Theste driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
Theste driver was written by Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@NetBSD.org〉.
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NAME
stf — 6to4 tunnel interface

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device stf

DESCRIPTION
Thestf interface supports “6to4” IPv6 in IPv4 encapsulation.It can tunnel IPv6 traffic over IPv4, as speci-
fied in RFC3056. stf interfaces are dynamically created and destroyed with theifconfig (8) create
anddestroy subcommands. Onlyonestf interface may be created.

For ordinary nodes in 6to4 sites, you do not need astf interface. Thestf interface is only necessary on
the site border router( called the “6to4 router” in the specification) .

Due to the way the 6to4 protocol is specified,stf interfaces require certain configuration to work properly.
A single (no more than one) valid 6to4 address needs to be configured on the interface. “A valid 6to4
address” is an address which has the following properties. If any of the following properties are not satisfied,
stf raises a runtime error on packet transmission. Read the specification for more details.

• matches2002:xxyy:zzuu::/48 , where xxyy:zzuu is the hexadecimal notation of an IPv4
address for the node.The IPv4 address used can be taken from any interface your node has. Since the
specification forbids the use of IPv4 private address, the address needs to be a global IPv4 address.

• Subnet identifier portion( 48th to 63rd bit) and interface identifier portion( lower 64 bits) are properly
filled to avoid address collisions.

If you would like the node to behave as a relay router, the prefix length for the IPv6 interface address needs
to be 16 so that the node would consider any 6to4 destination as “on-link”. If you would like to restrict 6to4
peers to be inside a certain IPv4 prefix, you may want to configure the IPv6 prefix length to be “16 + IPv4
prefix length”. Thestf interface will check the IPv4 source address on packets if the IPv6 prefix length is
larger than 16.

stf can be configured to be ECN (Explicit Congestion Notification) friendly. This can be configured by
IFF_LINK1 . Seegif (4) for details.

Please note that the 6to4 specification is written as an “accept tunneled packet from everyone” tunneling
device. Byenabling thestf device, you are making it much easier for malicious parties to inject fabricated
IPv6 packets to your node. Also, malicious parties can inject IPv6 packets with fabricated source addresses
to make your node generate improper tunneled packets. Administratorsmust be cautious when enabling the
interface. To prevent possible attacks, thestf interface filters out the following packets (note that the
checks are in no way complete):

• Packets with IPv4 unspecified addresses as outer IPv4 source/destination (0.0.0.0/8 )

• Packets with the loopback address as outer IPv4 source/destination (127.0.0.0/8 )

• Packets with IPv4 multicast addresses as outer IPv4 source/destination (224.0.0.0/4 )

• Packets with limited broadcast addresses as outer IPv4 source/destination (255.0.0.0/8 )

• Packets with private addresses as outer IPv4 source/destination( 10.0.0.0/8, 172.16.0.0/12,
192.168.0.0/16 )

• Packets with IPv4 link-local addresses as outer IPv4 source/destination (169.254.0.0/16 )

• Packets with subnet broadcast addresses as outer IPv4 source/destination.The check is made against
subnet broadcast addresses for all of the directly connected subnets.
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• Packets that do not pass ingress filtering. Outer IPv4 source addresses must meet the IPv4 topology on
the routing table. Ingress filtering can be turned off by IFF_LINK2 bit.

• The same set of rules are applied against the IPv4 address embedded into the inner IPv6 address, if the
IPv6 address matches the 6to4 prefix.

• Packets with site-local or link-local unicast addresses as inner IPv6 source/destination

• Packets with node-local or link-local multicast addresses as inner IPv6 source/destination

It is recommended to filter/audit incoming IPv4 packets with IP protocol number 41, as necessary. It is also
recommended to filter/audit encapsulated IPv6 packets as well.You may also want to run normal ingress fil-
tering against inner IPv6 addresses to avoid spoofing.

By setting theIFF_LINK0 flag on thestf interface, it is possible to disable the input path, making direct
attacks from the outside impossible. Note, however, that other security risks exist. If you wish to use the
configuration, you must not advertise your 6to4 addresses to others.

EXAMPLES
Note that8504:0506 is equal to133.4.5.6 , written in hexadecimal.

# i fconfig ne0 inet 133.4.5.6 netmask 0xffffff00
# i fconfig stf0 create inet6 2002:8504:0506:0000:a00:5aff:fe38:6f86 \

prefixlen 16 alias

The following configuration accepts packets from IPv4 source address9.1.0.0/16 only. It emits 6to4
packets only for IPv6 destination 2002:0901::/32( IPv4 destination will match9.1.0.0/16 ) .

# i fconfig ne0 inet 9.1.2.3 netmask 0xffff0000
# i fconfig stf0 create inet6 2002:0901:0203:0000:a00:5aff:fe38:6f86 \

prefixlen 32 alias

The following configuration uses thestf interface as an output-only device. You need to have alternative
IPv6 connectivity ( other than 6to4) to use this configuration.For outbound traffic, you can reach other 6to4
networks efficiently viastf . For inbound traffic, you will not receive any 6to4-tunneled packets (less
security drawbacks ) .Be careful not to advertise your 6to4 prefix to others( 2002:8504:0506::/48 ) ,
and not to use your 6to4 prefix as a source address.

# i fconfig ne0 inet 133.4.5.6 netmask 0xffffff00
# i fconfig stf0 create inet6 2002:8504:0506:0000:a00:5aff:fe38:6f86 \

prefixlen 16 alias deprecated link0
# r oute add -inet6 2002:: -prefixlen 16 ::1 -ifp stf0

SEE ALSO
gif (4), inet (4), inet6 (4)

http://www.6bone.net/6bone_6to4.html

Brian Carpenter and Keith Moore,Connection of IPv6 Domains via IPv4 Clouds, RFC, 3056, February
2001.

F. Baker and P. Savola, Ingress Filtering for Multihomed Networks, RFC, 3704, March 2004.

Jun-ichiro itojun Hagino,Possible abuse against IPv6 transition technologies, draft-itojun-ipv6-transition-
abuse-01.txt, July 2000, work in progress.
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HISTORY
Thestf device first appeared in WIDE/KAME IPv6 stack.

BUGS
No more than onestf interface is allowed for a node, and no more than one IPv6 interface address is
allowed for anstf interface. Thisis to avoid source address selection conflicts between the IPv6 layer and
the IPv4 layer, and to cope with ingress filtering rules on the other side.This is a feature to make stf work
right for all occasions.

NetBSD 3.0 March 24, 2004 3
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NAME
stge — Sundance/Tamarack TC9021 Gigabit Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
stge ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

Configuration of PHYs or Ten-bit interfaces may also be necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
Thestge device driver supports the Sundance/Tamarack TC9021 Gigabit Ethernet chip.

The Sundance/Tamarack TC9021 is found on the D-Link DGE-550T, and the Antares Microsystems Gigabit
Ethernet board. It uses an external PHY or an external 10-bit interface.

The TC9021 supports IPv4/TCP/UDP checksumming in hardware. Thestge driver supports this feature of
the chip. Seeifconfig (8) for information on how to enable this feature.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), mii (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thestge driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
Thestge driver was written by Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@NetBSD.org〉.

BUGS
Thestge driver does not support the VLAN tag insertion/removal feature of the TC9021 chip. This is pri-
marily because the TC9021’s VLAN do not have a useful programming interface.

Thestge driver does not yet support jumbo Ethernet frames.

The stge driver does not yet function properly with 1000BASE-T fitted boards.Currently, only
1000BASE-SX boards work.
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NAME
sti — HP Standard Text Interface

SYNOPSIS
sti ∗ at mainbus0 irq ?
sti ∗ at phantomas0 irq ?
wsdisplay ∗ at sti? console ?

DESCRIPTION
The sti was created by HP to provide uniform frame-buffer access operations for their 9000/300 and
9000/700 series of workstations.

The following models are supported (though not all features or frame buffer depths may be available):

Model Bits Mem 3D Machines/Cards
GRX 8g 2 SGC
CRX 8 2 SGC
Tomcat 8 2 SGC
Stinger 8 2 HP9000/7[12]5/74[257]i
Artist 8 2 HP9000/712/7[12]5/74[38]i
CRX-24 24 16 SGC
HCRX-8 8 2 GSC
HCRX-24 24 16 GSC
Visualize EG 16 2 HP B/C-class, GSC/PCI

Implementation consists of a set of functions burnt in to the PROM on the card and providing the following
set of functions (see below for PROM revision history on functions supported by particular PROM revision):

• Initialize graphics.
• State management.
• Print a character onto the screen using currently selected font.
• Copy a region of the frame-buffer to another location.
• Self testing.
• Exception handling.
• Frame-buffer configuration enquiry.
• Setting colour-map entry.
• DMA parameters.
• Flow control.
• User timing.
• Processing management.
• Miscellaneous utility functions.

There are two modes for accessing the PROM: “byte” and “word” mode. In “byte” mode each 4-byte word
contains only the low-ordered big-endian byte of data; i.e., to compose one word of data 4 words should be
read and low-ordered bytes of those should be shifted correspondingly. In “word” mode each word contains
all 4 bytes of valid data.

PROM revision history:
8.02
Original release.

8.03
• OSF-extended self test (a.k.a fast).
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• Restore display.
8.04
• Implementcurr_mon function.
• Graphical boot screen.
• Implement “block move”.
• Implement “set colour-map entry”.sti Implement word mode.
• Support for multiple monitors.
• Supportuser_data sti space usage.
• Support for extra memory.
• Support forWindows NT (tm) .
• Monitor frequency reference.
• Early console.
• Support added for: PCXL,GSCbus, ROM-less operation.

8.05
• Interrupt support.
• Report card’s power usage.
• Birds of Prey.
• User interrupts.

8.06
• Multiple fonts.
• Monitor table descriptor strings.
• PCXL2 and PCXU monitor descriptors.

8.08
• HP-UX 10 support for Visualize FX
• dma_ctrl function added.
• flow_ctrl function added.
• user_timing function added.

8.09
• Addition changes forVisualize FX due to rearchitecture for performance.
• process_mgr function added.

8.0a
PCXL2 and PCXU dualPCI EPROM map mode, implemented onVisualize EG .

8.0b
Support for HP-UX non-implicit locking DMA, implemented onVisualize FXE .

8.0c
sti_util function added (flashing under HP-UX and other sideband traffic).

8.0d
Colour frame buffer support.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), phantomas (4), wsdisplay (4)

Standard Text Interface For Graphics Devices, Hewlett-Packard, Revision 8.13, March 1, 2000.

HISTORY
Thesti driver was written by Michael Shalayeff〈mickey@openbsd.org〉 for HPPA port for OpenBSD2.7.

BUGS
Currently, neither scroll back nor screen blanking functions are implemented.
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NAME
stpcide — STMicroelectronics STPC IDE disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
stpcide ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
Thestpcide driver supports the STMicroelectronics STPC x86 SoC internal IDE controllers, and provides
the interface with the hardware for theata (4) driver. The driver features DMA mode 2 and PIO mode 4
transfer speeds.

The 0x0002 flag forces thestpcide driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally be
enabled. Thiscan be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the IDE controller is wired
up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

BUGS
The timings used for the DMA and PIO modes are for STPC Atlas and its siblings with their PCI clock con-
figured at 33 MHz. Other speeds including the STPC Veg aUltra-IDE controller will need adjustments.
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NAME
strip — Metricom Ricochet packet radio wireless network device

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device strip

DESCRIPTION
Thestrip driver takes outbound network packets, encapsulates them using theMetricom "star mode" fram-
ing, and sends the packets out anRS-232interface to aMetricomRicochetpacket radio. Packets arriving from
the packet radio via the serial link are decapsulated and then passed up to the local host’s networking stack.

strip is an acronym forSTarmodeRadioIP.

The strip interfaces can be created by using theifconfig (8) create command. Eachstrip inter-
face is a pseudo-device driver for theMetricomRicochetpacket radio, operating in peer-to-peer packet mode.

In many ways, thestrip driver is very much like thesl (4) SLIP pseudo-device driver. A strip device is
attached to a tty line withslattach (8). Onceattached, the interface is configured viaifconfig (8). The
major difference between thesl (4) SLIP pseudo-device driver and thestrip driver is that SLIP works
only between two hosts over a dedicated point-to-point connection.

In contrast,strip sends packets to a frequency-hopping packet radio, which can address packets to any
peerMetricomRicochetpacket radio, rather than just to a single host at the other end of a point-to-point line.
Thus, onestrip pseudo-device is usually sufficient for any kernel.

In other respects, astrip interface is rather like an Ethernetinterface. Packets are individually addressed,
and subsequent packets can be sent independently to different MAC addresses. However, the "star mode"
framing and MAC addressing are not in any way compatible withEthernet. Broadcast or multicast to more
than one packet radio is not possible, due to the independent frequency-hopping operation of the packet
radios. Theinterface flagsIFF_POINTOPOINT and IFF_BROADCASTare not supported on thestrip
interface.

In other words,strip implements a multiple-access, non-broadcast device, accessed via an RS-232 serial
line, using a proprietary packet framing scheme.

This version of thestrip driver mapsIP addresses toMetricomRicochetpacket radio addresses using stati-
cally configured entries in the normal routing table.These entries mapIP addresses of peer packet radios to
the MAC-level addresses. Theexact syntax of this mapping and an example are discussed below. The Inter-
net Assigned Numbers Authority( IANA ) has allocated anARP type code for use with STRIP. A future ver-
sion of this driver will supportarp (4) to obtain theIP address of reachable peer packet radios dynamically.

ADDRESS CONFIGURATION
This version of the STRIP driver requires static pre-configuration of the mapping fromIP addresses to packet
radio MAC addresses. Theroute (8) command should be used to bind a peer STRIP host’s packet radioIP
address to the peer’s link-level packet radio address.

Radio addresses are encoded using the hex equivalent of the packet radio’s decimal ASCII address. For
example, the following route command will configure a routing entry to a packet radio with a MAC address
of 1234-5678, and anIP address 10.11.12.13, reachable via thestrip0 interface:

route add -host 10.11.12.13 -link strip0:1:2:3:4:5:6:7:8

Generalising from this example to otherIP addresses and to other 8-digit MAC addresses should be
clear.
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RADIO CONFIGURA TION
The Metricom Ricochetpacket radios can auto-baud at speeds up to 38.4K baud. At higher speeds -- 57600
or 115200 -- the packet radio cannot autobaud.When running at high speeds, the packet radio’s serial port
should be manually configured to permanently run at the desired speed.Use a terminal emulator and the
Hayes commandATS304=115200 to set the serial baudrate to the specified number (or 0 for autobaud).
The commandAT&Wwill then save the current packet radio state in non-volatile memory.

MetricomRicochetpacket radios can operate in either “modem-emulation” mode or in packet mode (i.e."star
mode"). Thestrip driver automatically detects if the packet radio has fallen out of "star mode", and resets
it back into "star mode", if the baud rate was set correctly byslattach (8).

SEE ALSO
arp (4), inet (4), sl (4), ifconfig (8), route (8), slattach (8)

HISTORY
strip was originally developed for theLinux kernel by Stuart Cheshire of Stanford’s Operating Systems
and Networking group, as part of Mary Baker’s MosquitoNet
http://mosquitonet.stanford.edu/mosquitonet.htmlproject.

This strip driver was ported toNetBSD by Jonathan Stone at Stanford’s Distributed Systems Group and
first distributed withNetBSD 1.2.

BUGS
Currently, strip is IP-only. Encapsulations forAppleTalk and ARP have been defined, but are not yet
implemented in this driver.

strip has not been widely tested on a variety of lower-level serial drivers.

The detection and resetting of packet radios that crash out of "star mode" does not always work in this ver-
sion of the driver. One workaround is to kill theslattach (8) process,ifconfig (8) thestrip interface
down, and then start a new slattach and rerun ifconfig to enable the interface again.
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NAME
stuirda — Sigmaltel 4116/4220 USB-IrDA bridge support

SYNOPSIS
stuirda ∗ at uhub?
irframe ∗ at uirda?

DESCRIPTION
Thestuirda driver provides support for SigmaTels USB-IrDA bridges that nearly follow the bridge speci-
fication:

SigmaTel ST4116
SigmaTel ST4210
SigmaTel ST4220

Access to the IrDA device is through theirframe (4) driver. Before accessing it, a firmware patch must be
downloaded. It can currently be found at:
http://sigmatel.oak9.com/documents/stir4210_4220_4116_patch_files.tar.gz

Unpack the archive with

tar −C /libdata/firmware/uirda/ −xzf stir4210_4220_4116_patch_files.tar.gz

BUGS
stuirda needs the firmware for configuration, so it can’t be loaded at kernel startup time. As a work-
around, you can plug in the USB-IrDA-bridge after booting.

SEE ALSO
irframe (4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Thestuirda driver appeared inNetBSD 5.0.
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NAME
sv — S3 SonicVibes audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
sv ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?
opl ∗ at sv?

DESCRIPTION
Thesv driver provides support sound cards based on the S3 SonicVibes chip, e.g. the Turtle Beach Daytona
card.

SEE ALSO
audio (4), opl (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Thesv device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

BUGS
The wav eform synth and MIDI port are not supported.
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NAME
svwsata — Serverworks Serial ATA disk controller driver

SYNOPSIS
svwsata ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000

DESCRIPTION
The svwsata driver supports the Serverworks K2, Frodo4, Frodo8 and HT-1000 Serial ATA controllers,
and provides the interface with the hardware for theata (4) driver.

The 0x0002 flag forces thesvwsata driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally be
enabled. Thiscan be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the SATA controller is
wired up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)
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NAME
swwdog — software watchdog timer

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device swwdog [count]

DESCRIPTION
Theswwdog driver provides a software watchdog timer that works withwdogctl (8). If the timer expires,
the system reboots unless the variableswwdog_panicis non-zero; if it is, the system will panic instead.

The default period ofswwdog is 60 seconds.

SEE ALSO
wdogctl (8)

HISTORY
Theswwdog driver was written by Steven M. Bellovin.

BUGS
Although more than oneswwdog timer can be configured, it’s a pointless thing to do, since only one watch-
dog timer can be active at any giv en time. Arguably, this is a bug in the watchdog timer framework.

Kernel tickle mode is useless withswwdog and arguably should be rejected, since both it and this driver rely
on the same callout mechanism; if one is blocked, almost certainly the other is as well.

The alarm option towdogctl (8) isn’t implemented.
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NAME
tap — virtual Ethernet device

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device tap

DESCRIPTION
The tap driver allows the creation and use of virtual Ethernet devices. Thoseinterfaces appear just as any
real Ethernet NIC to the kernel, but can also be accessed by userland through a character device node in
order to read frames being sent by the system or to inject frames.

In that respect it is very similar to whattun (4) provides, but the added Ethernet layer allows easy integration
with machine emulators or virtual Ethernet networks through the use ofbridge (4) with tunneling.

INTERFACE CREATION
Interfaces may be created in two different ways: using theifconfig (8) create command with a speci-
fied device number, or its ioctl (2) equivalent, SIOCIFCREATE, or using the special cloning device
/dev/tap .

The former works the same as any other cloning network interface: the administrator can create and destroy
interfaces at any time, notably at boot time. This is the easiest way of combiningtap and bridge (4).
Later, userland will actually access the interfaces through the specific device nodes/dev/tapN .

The latter is aimed at applications that need a virtual Ethernet device for the duration of their execution. A
new interface is created at the opening of/dev/tap , and is later destroyed when the last process using the
file descriptor closes it.

CHARACTER DEVICES
Whether thetap devices are accessed through the special cloning device /dev/tap or through the specific
devices/dev/tapN , the possible actions to control the matching interface are the same.

When using/dev/tap though, as the interface is created on-the-fly, its name is not known immediately by
the application. Therefore theTAPGIFNAMEioctl is provided. It should be the first action an application
using the special cloning device will do. It takes a pointer to astruct ifreq as an argument.

Ethernet frames sent out by the kernel on atap interface can be obtained by the controlling application with
read (2). It can also inject frames in the kernel withwrite (2). Thereis absolutely no validation of the
content of the injected frame, it can be any data, of any length.

One call ofwrite (2) will inject a single frame in the kernel, as one call ofread (2) will retrieve a single
frame from the queue, to the extent of the provided buffer. If the buffer is not large enough, the frame will be
truncated.

tap character devices support theFIONREADioctl which returns the size of the next available frame, or 0 if
there is no available frame in the queue.

They also support non-blocking I/O through theFIONBIO ioctl. In that mode,EWOULDBLOCKis returned
by read (2) when no data is available.

Asynchronous I/O is supported through theFIOASYNC, FIOSETOWN, and FIOGETOWNioctls. Thefirst
will enableSIGIO generation, while the two other configure the process group that will receive the signal
when data is ready.

Synchronisation may also be achieved through the use ofselect (2), poll (2), orkevent (2).
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ETHERNET ADDRESS
When atap device is created, it is assigned an Ethernet address of the form f2:0b:a4:xx:xx:xx.This address
can later be changed in two ways: through a sysctl node, or an ioctl call.

The sysctl node is net.link.tap.<iface>. Any string of six colon-separated hexadecimal numbers will be
accepted. Readingthat node will provide a string representation of the current Ethernet address.

The address can also be changed with theSIOCSIFPHYADDRioctl, which is used the same way as with
gif (4). Thedifference is in the family of the address which is passed inside thestruct ifreqalias
argument, which should be set toAF_LINK . This ioctl call should be made on a socket, as it is not available
on the ioctl handler of the character device interface.

FILES
/dev/tap cloning device
/dev/tap[0-9] ∗ individual character device nodes

SEE ALSO
bridge (4), etherip (4), gif (4), tun (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thetap driver first appeared inNetBSD 3.0.
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NAME
tc — TURBOchannel expansion bus driver

SYNOPSIS
alpha

tc ∗ at tcasic?

pmax
tc ∗ at mainbus0

DESCRIPTION
The tc driver provides machine-independent support for the DEC TURBOchannel expansion bus found on
all DEC 5000-series machines with MIPS and DEC 3000-series with Alpha processors.

Your system may support additionalTURBOchanneldevices. Drivers for TURBOchanneldevices not listed
here are machine-dependent. Consult your system’sintro (4) for additional information.

HARDWARE
NetBSD includes machine-independentTURBOchanneldrivers, sorted by device type and driver name:

SCSI interfaces
asc PMAZ-A single-channel SCSI adapter

tcds PMAZ-DS, PMAZ-FS, PMAZB-AA and PMAZC-AA dual-channel SCSI adapters

Network interfaces
fta PMAF-F DEFTA FDDI controller

le LANCE Ethernet interface

Frame buffers
cfb PMAG-B CX colour unaccelerated 2-D framebuffer

mfb PMAG-A MX monochrome framebuffer

px PMAG-C PX accelerated graphics boards

pxg PMAG-D, PMAG-E and PMAG-F PXG accelerated graphics boards

sfb PMAGB-BA HX colour unaccelerated 2-D framebuffer

tfb PMAG-J TX 24-bit colour unaccelerated 2-D framebuffer

Miscellaneous
ioasic baseboard IO control ASIC for DEC TURBOchannel systems

SEE ALSO
asc (4), cfb (4), fta (4), intro (4), ioasic (4), le (4), mfb (4), px (4), pxg (4), sfb (4), tcds (4), tfb (4)

HISTORY
Thetc driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.1.

BUGS
Thetc driver makes poor use of interrupt priority on the 5000/1xx series systems.
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NAME
tcasic — TURBOchannel host bus support

SYNOPSIS
tcasic ∗ at mainbus0
tc ∗ at tcasic?

DESCRIPTION
The tcasic driver provides support for the TURBOchannel host bus on the baseboard of the DEC
3000/300 and 3000/500 systems.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), mainbus (4), tc (4)
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NAME
tcds — TURBOchannel dual-channel SCSI adapters

SYNOPSIS
tcds ∗ at tc? slot ? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
The tcds driver provides support for the DEC TURBOchannel PMAZ-DS, PMAZ-FS, PMAZB-AA and
PMAZC-AA dual-channel SCSI adapters. Each channel is driven by the asc (4) driver. The PMAZ-FS
(Alpha onboard only) and PMAZC-AA (option board) provide two Fast Narrow SCSI busses, while the
PMAX-DS (Alpha onboard only) and PMAZB-AA only provide Narrow SCSI. For the onboard Alpha con-
trollers, one bus is for internal devices and one bus for external devices.

SEE ALSO
asc (4)
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NAME
tcic — Databook PCMCIA controller driver

SYNOPSIS
tcic0 at isa? port 0x240 iomem 0xd0000 iosiz 0x4000
pcmcia ∗ at tcic? controller ? socket ?

DESCRIPTION
NetBSD provides support for theDatabookDB86082, DB86084, DB86184, and DB86072PCMCIA con-
trollers.

SEE ALSO
isa (4), pcic (4), pcmcia (4)

HISTORY
Thetcic driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.
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NAME
tcom — multiplexing serial communications interface

SYNOPSIS
For 4-port TC-400 series boards:

tcom0 at isa? port 0x100 irq 5
com2 at tcom? slave ?
com3 at tcom? slave ?
com4 at tcom? slave ?
com5 at tcom? slave ?

For 8-port TC-800 series boards:

tcom0 at isa? port 0x100 irq 5
com2 at tcom? slave ?
com3 at tcom? slave ?
com4 at tcom? slave ?
com5 at tcom? slave ?
com6 at tcom? slave ?
com7 at tcom? slave ?
com8 at tcom? slave ?
com9 at tcom? slave ?

DESCRIPTION
The tcom driver provides support for the Byte Runner Technologies TC-400 and TC-800 series boards that
multiplex together up to four or eightEIA RS-232C(CCITT V.28) communications interfaces.

Eachtcom device is the master device for up to eightcom devices. Thekernel configuration specifies these
com devices as slave devices of thetcom device, as shown in the synopsis.The slave ID giv en for each
com device determines which bit in the interrupt multiplexing register is tested to find interrupts for that
device. Theport specification for thetcom device is used to compute the base addresses for thecom subde-
vices and the port for the interrupt multiplexing register.

Not all possible configuration options are currently supported (for example, speeds beyond 115200 baud are
not currently supported).

FILES
/dev/tty??

SEE ALSO
com(4)

HISTORY
Thetcom driver was written by Jukka Marin.
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NAME
tcp — Internet Transmission Control Protocol

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>

int
socket (AF_INET , SOCK_STREAM , 0);

int
socket (AF_INET6 , SOCK_STREAM , 0);

DESCRIPTION
The TCP provides reliable, flow-controlled, two-way transmission of data. It is a byte-stream protocol used
to support theSOCK_STREAMabstraction.TCP uses the standard Internet address format and, in addition,
provides a per-host collection of “port addresses”. Thus, each address is composed of an Internet address
specifying the host and network, with a specificTCPport on the host identifying the peer entity.

Sockets usingTCP are either “active” or “ passive”. Active sockets initiate connections to passive sockets.
By default TCPsockets are created active; to create a passive socket thelisten (2) system call must be used
after binding the socket with thebind (2) system call.Only passive sockets may use theaccept (2) call to
accept incoming connections. Only active sockets may use theconnect (2) call to initiate connections.

Passive sockets may “underspecify” their location to match incoming connection requests from multiple net-
works. Thistechnique, termed “wildcard addressing”, allows a single server to provide service to clients on
multiple networks. To create a socket which listens on all networks, the Internet addressINADDR_ANY
must be bound.The TCP port may still be specified at this time; if the port is not specified the system will
assign one. Once a connection has been established the socket’s address is fixed by the peer entity’s location.
The address assigned the socket is the address associated with the network interface through which packets
are being transmitted and received. Normallythis address corresponds to the peer entity’s network.

TCP supports a number of socket options which can be set withsetsockopt (2) and tested with
getsockopt (2):

TCP_NODELAY Under most circumstances,TCP sends data when it is presented; when outstanding data
has not yet been acknowledged, it gathers small amounts of output to be sent in a single
packet once an acknowledgement is received. For a small number of clients, such as
window systems that send a stream of mouse events which receive no replies, this pack-
etization may cause significant delays.Therefore,TCP provides a boolean option,
TCP_NODELAY(from 〈netinet/tcp.h 〉, to defeat this algorithm.

TCP_MAXSEG By default, a sender- and receiver-TCP will negotiate among themselves to determine
the maximum segment size to be used for each connection.The TCP_MAXSEGoption
allows the user to determine the result of this negotiation, and to reduce it if desired.

TCP_MD5SIG This option enables the use of MD5 digests (also known as TCP-MD5) on writes to the
specified socket. In the current release, only outgoing traffic is digested; digests on
incoming traffic are not verified. Thecurrent default behavior for the system is to
respond to a system advertising this option with TCP-MD5; this may change.

One common use for this in aNetBSD router deployment is to enable based routers to
interwork with Cisco equipment at peering points. Support for this feature conforms to
RFC 2385. Only IPv4 (AF_INET) sessions are supported.
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In order for this option to function correctly, it is necessary for the administrator to add a
tcp-md5 key entry to the system’s security associations database (SADB) using the
setkey (8) utility. This entry must have an SPI of 0x1000 and can therefore only be
specified on a per-host basis at this time.

If an SADB entry cannot be found for the destination, the outgoing traffic will have an
invalid digest option prepended, and the following error message will be visible on the
system console:tcp_signature_compute: SADB lookup failed for %d.%d.%d.%d.

TCP_KEEPIDLE TCP probes a connection that has been idle for some amount of time.The default value
for this idle period is 4 hours.The TCP_KEEPIDLEoption can be used to affect this
value for a given socket, and specifies the number of seconds of idle time between
keepalive probes. Thisoption takes anunsigned int value, with a value greater
than 0.

TCP_KEEPINTVL When theSO_KEEPALIVEoption is enabled, TCP probes a connection that has been
idle for some amount of time.If the remote system does not respond to a keepalive
probe, TCP retransmits the probe after some amount of time.The default value for this
retransmit interval is 150 seconds.TheTCP_KEEPINTVLoption can be used to affect
this value for a given socket, and specifies the number of seconds to wait before retrans-
mitting a keepalive probe. Thisoption takes anunsigned int value, with a value
greater than 0.

TCP_KEEPCNT When theSO_KEEPALIVEoption is enabled, TCP probes a connection that has been
idle for some amount of time.If the remote system does not respond to a keepalive
probe, TCP retransmits the probe a certain number of times before a connection is con-
sidered to be broken. Thedefault value for this keepalive probe retransmit limit is 8.
TheTCP_KEEPCNToption can be used to affect this value for a given socket, and spec-
ifies the maximum number of keepalive probes to be sent. This option takes an
unsigned int value, with a value greater than 0.

TCP_KEEPINIT If a TCP connection cannot be established within some amount of time, TCP will time
out the connect attempt. The default value for this initial connection establishment
timeout is 150 seconds. TheTCP_KEEPINIT
option can be used to affect this initial timeout period for a given socket, and specifies
the number of seconds to wait before the connect attempt is timed out.For passive con-
nections, theTCP_KEEPINIT option value is inherited from the listening socket. This
option takes anunsigned int value, with a value greater than 0.

The option level for the setsockopt (2) call is the protocol number forTCP, available from
getprotobyname (3).

In the historicalBSD TCP implementation, if theTCP_NODELAYoption was set on a passive socket, the
sockets returned byaccept (2) erroneously did not have the TCP_NODELAYoption set; the behavior was
corrected to inheritTCP_NODELAYin NetBSD 1.6.

Options at theIP network level may be used withTCP; see ip (4) or ip6 (4). Incomingconnection requests
that are source-routed are noted, and the reverse source route is used in responding.

There are many adjustable parameters that control various aspects of theNetBSD TCP behavior; these param-
eters are documented insysctl (7), and they include:
• RFC 1323 extensions for high performance
• Send/receive buffer sizes
• Default maximum segment size (MSS)
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• SYN cache parameters
• Initial window size
• Hughes/Touch/Heidemann Congestion Window Monitoring algorithm
• Keepalive parameters
• newReno algorithm for congestion control
• Logging of connection refusals
• RST packet rate limits
• SACK (Selective Acknowledgment)
• ECN (Explicit Congestion Notification)
• Congestion window increase methods; the traditional packet counting or RFC 3465 Appropriate Byte

Counting

DIAGNOSTICS
A socket operation may fail with one of the following errors returned:

[EISCONN] when trying to establish a connection on a socket which already has one;

[ENOBUFS] when the system runs out of memory for an internal data structure;

[ETIMEDOUT] when a connection was dropped due to excessive retransmissions;

[ECONNRESET] when the remote peer forces the connection to be closed;

[ECONNREFUSED] when the remote peer actively refuses connection establishment (usually because no
process is listening to the port);

[EADDRINUSE] when an attempt is made to create a socket with a port which has already been allo-
cated;

[EADDRNOTAVAIL] when an attempt is made to create a socket with a network address for which no net-
work interface exists.

SEE ALSO
getsockopt (2), socket (2), sysctl (7), inet (4), inet6 (4), intro (4), ip (4), ip6 (4)

Tr ansmission Control Protocol, RFC, 793, September 1981.

Requirements for Internet Hosts -- Communication Layers, RFC, 1122, October 1989.

HISTORY
Thetcp protocol stack appeared in 4.2BSD.
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NAME
tctrl — Tadpole Microcontroller Interface

SYNOPSIS
tctrl0 at obio0

DESCRIPTION
The tctrl driver provides control over many functions on theTadpole SPARCbook3 series laptops, via their
TS102 chip. The microcontroller is used to power the TFT display down when the laptop lid is closed and
when the screen is blanked by thepnozz (4) driver. The tctrl is also used to power the laptop off when
thereboot (2) system call is used with theRB_POWERDOWN flag is set.Power button events are forwarded
to powerd (8). ThePCMCIA part of the controller is supported bytslot (4).

SEE ALSO
reboot (2), intro (4), pnozz (4), tslot (4), powerd (8)
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NAME
tcx — Sun accelerated 8/24-bit color frame buffer

SYNOPSIS
tcx ∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
The tcx is a memory based color frame buffer, with graphics acceleration and overlay capabilities. Its con-
trol registers, colour lookup table and pixel memory can be mapped into a user process address space by
using themmap(2) system call.The tcx driver supports the minimal ioctl’s needed to runX(1), and can be
operated incgthree (4) emulation mode.

SEE ALSO
bwtwo (4), cgtwo (4), cgthree (4), cgfour (4), cgsix (4), cgeight (4)
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NAME
teliosio — driver for the Sharp Telios LCD screen and Battery unit

SYNOPSIS
teliosio ∗ at txcsbus1 regcs 13 regcswidth 16

DESCRIPTION
The teliosio driver provides support for controlling brightness and power of the LCD screen in Sharp
Telios series machines.

The default keymap binds〈Ctrl 〉 + 〈Alt 〉 + 〈arrowkey〉 to control brightness with left and right arrow
keys, and〈Ctrl 〉 + 〈Alt 〉 + 〈space 〉 to toggle power of the LCD screen.

The current status of the battery unit can be displayed viaapm(8).

SEE ALSO
screenblank (1), apm(8)

HISTORY
Theteliosio driver first appeared inNetBSD 3.0.
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NAME
termios — general terminal line discipline

SYNOPSIS
#include <termios.h>

DESCRIPTION
This describes a general terminal line discipline that is supported on tty asynchronous communication ports.

Opening a Terminal Device File
When a terminal file is opened, it normally causes the process to wait until a connection is established.For
most hardware, the presence of a connection is indicated by the assertion of the hardware CARRIER
DETECT(CD) line. If the termios structure associated with the terminal file has theCLOCALflag set in
the cflag, or if theO_NONBLOCKflag is set in theopen (2) call, then the open will succeed even without a
connection being present.

In practice, applications seldom open these files; they are opened by special programs, such asgetty (8) or
rlogind (8), and become an application’s standard input, output, and error files.

Job Control in a Nutshell
Every process is associated with a particular process group and session.The grouping is hierarchical: every
member of a particular process group is a member of the same session. This structuring is used in managing
groups of related processes for purposes ofjob control; that is, the ability from the keyboard (or from pro-
gram control) to simultaneously stop or restart a complex command (a command composed of one or more
related processes).

The grouping into process groups allows delivering of signals that stop or start the group as a whole, along
with arbitrating which process group has access to the single controlling terminal.The grouping at a higher
layer into sessions is to restrict the job control related signals and system calls to within processes resulting
from a particular instance of a "login".

Typically, a session is created when a user logs in, and the login terminal is set up to be the controlling termi-
nal; all processes spawned from that login shell are in the same session, and inherit the controlling terminal.
A job control shell operating interactively (that is, reading commands from a terminal) normally groups
related processes together by placing them into the same process group.A set of processes in the same
process group is collectively referred to as a "job".

When the foreground process group of the terminal is the same as the process group of a particular job, that
job is said to be in theforeground. When the process group of the terminal is different than the process
group of a job (but is still the controlling terminal), that job is said to be in thebackground.

Normally the shell reads a command and starts the job that implements that command.If the command is to
be started in the foreground (typical), it sets the process group of the terminal to the process group of the
started job, waits for the job to complete, and then sets the process group of the terminal back to its own
process group (it puts itself into the foreground).

If the job is to be started in the background (as denoted by the shell operator "&"), it never changes the
process group of the terminal and doesn’t wait for the job to complete (that is, it immediately attempts to
read the next command).

If the job is started in the foreground, the user may type a character (usually ‘ˆZ ’) which generates the termi-
nal stop signal( SIGTSTP) and has the affect of stopping the entire job. The shell will notice that the job
stopped (seewait (2)), and will resume running after placing itself in the foreground.
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The shell also has commands for placing stopped jobs in the background, and for placing stopped or back-
ground jobs into the foreground.

Orphaned Process Groups
An orphaned process group is a process group that has no process whose parent is in a different process
group, yet is in the same session.Conceptually it means a process group that doesn’t hav ea parent that
could do anything if it were to be stopped.For example, the initial login shell is typically in an orphaned
process group. Orphaned process groups are immune to keyboard generated stop signals and job control sig-
nals resulting from reads or writes to the controlling terminal.

The Controlling Terminal
A terminal may belong to a process as its controlling terminal.Each process of a session that has a control-
ling terminal has the same controlling terminal.A terminal may be the controlling terminal for at most one
session. Thecontrolling terminal for a session is allocated by the session leader by issuing theTIOCSCTTY
ioctl. A controlling terminal is never acquired by merely opening a terminal device file. When a controlling
terminal becomes associated with a session, its foreground process group is set to the process group of the
session leader.

The controlling terminal is inherited by a child process during afork (2) function call. A process relin-
quishes its controlling terminal when it creates a new session with thesetsid (2) function; other processes
remaining in the old session that had this terminal as their controlling terminal continue to have it. A process
does not relinquish its controlling terminal simply by closing all of its file descriptors associated with the
controlling terminal if other processes continue to have it open.

When a controlling process terminates, the controlling terminal is disassociated from the current session,
allowing it to be acquired by a new session leader. Subsequent access to the terminal by other processes in
the earlier session will be denied, with attempts to access the terminal treated as if modem disconnect had
been sensed.

Terminal Access Control
If a process is in the foreground process group of its controlling terminal, read operations are allowed. Any
attempts by a process in a background process group to read from its controlling terminal causes aSIGTTIN
signal to be sent to the process’s group unless one of the following special cases apply: If the reading
process is ignoring or blocking theSIGTTIN signal, or if the process group of the reading process is
orphaned, theread (2) returns -1 witherrno set toEIO and no signal is sent. The default action of the
SIGTTIN signal is to stop the process to which it is sent.

If a process is in the foreground process group of its controlling terminal, write operations are allowed.
Attempts by a process in a background process group to write to its controlling terminal will cause the
process group to be sent aSIGTTOUsignal unless one of the following special cases apply:If TOSTOPis
not set, or ifTOSTOPis set and the process is ignoring or blocking theSIGTTOU signal, the process is
allowed to write to the terminal and theSIGTTOUsignal is not sent.If TOSTOPis set, and the process
group of the writing process is orphaned, and the writing process is not ignoring or blockingSIGTTOU, the
write (2) returns -1 with errno set toEIO and no signal is sent.

Certain calls that set terminal parameters are treated in the same fashion as write, except thatTOSTOPis
ignored; that is, the effect is identical to that of terminal writes whenTOSTOPis set.

Input Processing and Reading Data
A terminal device associated with a terminal device file may operate in full-duplex mode, so that data may
arrive even while output is occurring. Each terminal device file has associated with it an input queue, into
which incoming data is stored by the system before being read by a process.The system imposes a limit,
{ MAX_INPUT}, on the number of bytes that may be stored in the input queue.The behavior of the system
when this limit is exceeded depends on the setting of theIMAXBEL flag in thetermios c_iflag. If this
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flag is set, the terminal is sent anASCII BEL character each time a character is received while the input queue
is full. Otherwise, the input queue is flushed upon receiving the character.

Tw o general kinds of input processing are available, determined by whether the terminal device file is in
canonical mode or noncanonical mode.Additionally, input characters are processed according to the
c_iflag andc_lflag fields. Suchprocessing can include echoing, which in general means transmitting
input characters immediately back to the terminal when they are received from the terminal.This is useful
for terminals that can operate in full-duplex mode.

The manner in which data is provided to a process reading from a terminal device file is dependent on
whether the terminal device file is in canonical or noncanonical mode.

Another dependency is whether the O_NONBLOCKflag is set by open (2) or fcntl (2). If the
O_NONBLOCKflag is clear, then the read request is blocked until data is available or a signal has been
received. If the O_NONBLOCKflag is set, then the read request is completed, without blocking, in one of
three ways:

1. If there is enough data available to satisfy the entire request, and the read completes successfully
the number of bytes read is returned.

2. If there is not enough data available to satisfy the entire request, and the read completes success-
fully, having read as much data as possible, the number of bytes read is returned.

3. If there is no data available, the read returns -1, with errno set toEAGAIN.

When data is available depends on whether the input processing mode is canonical or noncanonical.

Canonical Mode Input Processing
In canonical mode input processing, terminal input is processed in units of lines.A l ine is delimited by a
newline ‘\n ’ character, an end-of-file (EOF) character, or an end-of-line (EOL) character. See theSpecial
Characters section for more information onEOFandEOL. This means that a read request will not return
until an entire line has been typed, or a signal has been received. Also, no matter how many bytes are
requested in the read call, at most one line is returned.It is not, however, necessary to read a whole line at
once; any number of bytes, even one, may be requested in a read without losing information.

{ MAX_CANON} is a limit on the number of bytes in a line.The behavior of the system when this limit is
exceeded is the same as when the input queue limit {MAX_INPUT}, is exceeded.

Erase and kill processing occur when either of two special characters, theERASEandKILL characters (see
theSpecial Characters section), is received. Thisprocessing affects data in the input queue that has not yet
been delimited by a newline NL, EOF, or EOLcharacter. This un-delimited data makes up the current line.
The ERASEcharacter deletes the last character in the current line, if there is any. The KILL character
deletes all data in the current line, if there is any. TheERASEandKILL characters have no effect if there is
no data in the current line. TheERASEandKILL characters themselves are not placed in the input queue.

Noncanonical Mode Input Processing
In noncanonical mode input processing, input bytes are not assembled into lines, and erase and kill process-
ing does not occur. The values of theVMIN andVTIME members of thec_cc array are used to determine
how to process the bytes received.

VMIN represents the minimum number of bytes that should be received when theread (2) system call suc-
cessfully returns.VTIME is a timer of 0.1 second granularity that is used to time out bursty and short term
data transmissions.If VMIN is greater than{ MAX_INPUT}, the response to the request is undefined.The
four possible values forVMIN andVTIME and their interactions are described below.
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Case A: VMIN > 0, VTIME > 0
In this caseVTIME serves as an inter-byte timer and is activated after the first byte is received. Sinceit is an
inter-byte timer, it is reset after a byte is received. Theinteraction betweenVMIN andVTIME is as follows:
as soon as one byte is received, the inter-byte timer is started.If VMIN bytes are received before the inter-
byte timer expires (remember that the timer is reset upon receipt of each byte), the read is satisfied.If the
timer expires beforeVMIN bytes are received, the characters received to that point are returned to the user.
Note that ifVTIME expires at least one byte is returned because the timer would not have been enabled
unless a byte was received. In this case (VMIN > 0, VTIME > 0) the read blocks until theVMIN andVTIME
mechanisms are activated by the receipt of the first byte, or a signal is received. If data is in the buffer at the
time of theread (2), the result is as if data had been received immediately after theread (2).

Case B: VMIN > 0, VTIME = 0
In this case, since the value ofVTIME is zero, the timer plays no role and onlyVMIN is significant.A pend-
ing read is not satisfied untilVMIN bytes are received (i.e., the pending read blocks untilVMIN bytes are
received), or a signal is received. A program that uses this case to read record-based terminalI/O may
block indefinitely in the read operation.

Case C: VMIN = 0, VTIME > 0
In this case, sinceVMIN = 0, VTIME no longer represents an inter-byte timer. It now serves as a read timer
that is activated as soon as the read function is processed.A read is satisfied as soon as a single byte is
received or the read timer expires. Notethat in this case if the timer expires, no bytes are returned. If the
timer does not expire, the only way the read can be satisfied is if a byte is received. In this case the read will
not block indefinitely waiting for a byte; if no byte is received within VTIME∗0.1 seconds after the read is
initiated, the read returns a value of zero, having read no data. If data is in the buffer at the time of the read,
the timer is started as if data had been received immediately after the read.

Case D: VMIN = 0, VTIME = 0
The minimum of either the number of bytes requested or the number of bytes currently available is returned
without waiting for more bytes to be input.If no characters are available, read returns a value of zero, having
read no data.

Writing Data and Output Pr ocessing
When a process writes one or more bytes to a terminal device file, they are processed according to the
c_oflag field (see theOutput Modes section). Theimplementation may provide a buffering mechanism;
as such, when a call towrite (2) completes, all of the bytes written have been scheduled for transmission to
the device, but the transmission will not necessarily have been completed.

Special Characters
Certain characters have special functions on input or output or both. These functions are summarized as fol-
lows:

INTR Special character on input and is recognized if theISIG flag (see theLocal Modes section) is
enabled. Generatesa SIGINT signal which is sent to all processes in the foreground process
group for which the terminal is the controlling terminal.If ISIG is set, theINTR character is dis-
carded when processed.

QUIT Special character on input and is recognized if theISIG flag is enabled. Generates aSIGQUIT
signal which is sent to all processes in the foreground process group for which the terminal is the
controlling terminal. IfISIG is set, theQUIT character is discarded when processed.

ERASE Special character on input and is recognized if theICANONflag is set. Erases the last character in
the current line; seeCanonical Mode Input Processing. It does not erase beyond the start of a
line, as delimited by anNL, EOF, or EOLcharacter. If ICANONis set, theERASEcharacter is dis-
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carded when processed.

KILL Special character on input and is recognized if theICANONflag is set. Deletes the entire line, as
delimited by aNL, EOF, or EOL character. If ICANON is set, theKILL character is discarded
when processed.

EOF Special character on input and is recognized if theICANONflag is set. When received, all the
bytes waiting to be read are immediately passed to the process, without waiting for a newline, and
the EOFis discarded. Thus, if there are no bytes waiting (that is, theEOFoccurred at the begin-
ning of a line), a byte count of zero is returned from theread (2), representing an end-of-file indi-
cation. IfICANONis set, theEOFcharacter is discarded when processed.

NL Special character on input and is recognized if theICANONflag is set. It is the line delimiter ‘\n ’.

EOL Special character on input and is recognized if theICANONflag is set. Is an additional line delim-
iter, like NL.

SUSP If the ISIG flag is enabled, receipt of theSUSPcharacter causes aSIGTSTP signal to be sent to
all processes in the foreground process group for which the terminal is the controlling terminal,
and theSUSPcharacter is discarded when processed.

STOP Special character on both input and output and is recognized if theIXON (output control) or
IXOFF (input control) flag is set. Can be used to temporarily suspend output. It is useful with fast
terminals to prevent output from disappearing before it can be read.If IXON is set, theSTOP
character is discarded when processed.

START Special character on both input and output and is recognized if theIXON (output control) or
IXOFF (input control) flag is set. Can be used to resume output that has been suspended by a
STOPcharacter. If IXON is set, theSTARTcharacter is discarded when processed.

CR Special character on input and is recognized if theICANONflag is set; it is the ‘\r ’, as denoted in
the C Standard {2}. When ICANONand ICRNL are set andIGNCR is not set, this character is
translated into aNL, and has the same effect as aNL character.

The following special characters are extensions defined by this system and are not a part ofIEEE Std 1003.1
(“POSIX.1”) termios .

EOL2 SecondaryEOLcharacter. Same function asEOL.

WERASESpecial character on input and is recognized if theICANONflag is set. Erases the last word in the
current line according to one of two algorithms. If the ALTWERASEflag is not set, first any pre-
ceding whitespace is erased, and then the maximal sequence of non-whitespace characters.If
ALTWERASEis set, first any preceding whitespace is erased, and then the maximal sequence of
alphabetic/underscores or non alphabetic/underscores.As a special case in this second algorithm,
the first previous non-whitespace character is skipped in determining whether the preceding word
is a sequence of alphabetic/underscores. This sounds confusing but turns out to be quite practical.

REPRINT
Special character on input and is recognized if theICANONflag is set. Causes the current input
edit line to be retyped.

DSUSP Has similar actions to theSUSPcharacter, except that theSIGTSTP signal is delivered when one
of the processes in the foreground process group issues aread (2) to the controlling terminal.

LNEXT Special character on input and is recognized if theIEXTEN flag is set. Receipt of this character
causes the next character to be taken literally.
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DISCARD
Special character on input and is recognized if theIEXTEN flag is set.Receipt of this character
toggles the flushing of terminal output.

STATUS Special character on input and is recognized if theICANONflag is set. Receipt of this character
causes aSIGINFO signal to be sent to the foreground process group of the terminal. Also, if the
NOKERNINFOflag is not set, it causes the kernel to write a status message to the terminal that dis-
plays the current load average, the name of the command in the foreground, its process ID, the
symbolic wait channel, the number of user and system seconds used, the percentage of CPU the
process is getting, and the resident set size of the process.

TheNL andCRcharacters cannot be changed. The values for all the remaining characters can be set and are
described later in the document under Special Control Characters.

Special character functions associated with changeable special control characters can be disabled individu-
ally by setting their value to{_POSIX_VDISABLE}; seeSpecial Control Characters.

If two or more special characters have the same value, the function performed when that character is received
is undefined.

Modem Disconnect
If a modem disconnect is detected by the terminal interface for a controlling terminal, and ifCLOCALis not
set in thec_cflag field for the terminal, theSIGHUPsignal is sent to the controlling process associated
with the terminal. Unless other arrangements have been made, this causes the controlling process to termi-
nate. Any subsequent call to theread (2) function returns the value zero, indicating end of file. Thus, pro-
cesses that read a terminal file and test for end-of-file can terminate appropriately after a disconnect.Any
subsequentwrite (2) to the terminal device returns -1, witherrnoset toEIO, until the device is closed.

GENERAL TERMINAL INTERF ACE
Closing a Terminal Device File

The last process to close a terminal device file causes any output to be sent to the device and any input to be
discarded. Then,if HUPCLis set in the control modes, and the communications port supports a disconnect
function, the terminal device performs a disconnect.

Parameters That Can Be Set
Routines that need to control certain terminalI/O characteristics do so by using thetermios structure as
defined in the header〈termios.h 〉. This structure contains minimally four scalar elements of bit flags and
one array of special characters. The scalar flag elements are named:c_iflag, c_oflag, c_cflag, and
c_lflag. The character array is namedc_cc, and its maximum index is NCCS.

Input Modes
Values of thec_iflag field describe the basic terminal input control, and are composed of following
masks:

IGNBRK /∗ ignore BREAK condition∗/
BRKINT /∗ map BREAK to SIGINTR∗/
IGNPAR /∗ ignore (discard) parity errors∗/
PARMRK /∗ mark parity and framing errors∗/
INPCK /∗ enable checking of parity errors∗/
ISTRIP /∗ strip 8th bit off chars∗/
INLCR /∗ map NL into CR∗/
IGNCR /∗ ignore CR∗/
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ICRNL /∗ map CR to NL (ala CRMOD)∗/
IXON /∗ enable output flow control ∗/
IXOFF /∗ enable input flow control ∗/
IXANY /∗ any char will restart after stop∗/
IMAXBEL /∗ ring bell on input queue full∗/

In the context of asynchronous serial data transmission, a break condition is defined as a sequence of zero-
valued bits that continues for more than the time to send one byte. The entire sequence of zero-valued bits is
interpreted as a single break condition, even if it continues for a time equivalent to more than one byte.In
contexts other than asynchronous serial data transmission the definition of a break condition is implementa-
tion defined.

If IGNBRKis set, a break condition detected on input is ignored, that is, not put on the input queue and there-
fore not read by any process. IfIGNBRKis not set andBRKINT is set, the break condition flushes the input
and output queues and if the terminal is the controlling terminal of a foreground process group, the break
condition generates a singleSIGINT signal to that foreground process group. If neitherIGNBRK nor
BRKINT is set, a break condition is read as a single ‘\0 ’, or if PARMRKis set, as\377 , ‘\0 ’, ‘ \0 ’.

If IGNPARis set, a byte with a framing or parity error (other than break) is ignored.

If PARMRKis set, andIGNPARis not set, a byte with a framing or parity error (other than break) is given to
the application as the three-character sequence\377 , ‘\0 ’, X, where\377 , ‘\0 ’ is a two-character flag pre-
ceding each sequence and X is the data of the character received in error. To avoid ambiguity in this case, if
ISTRIP is not set, a valid character of\377 is given to the application as\377 , \377 . If neitherPARMRK
nor IGNPARis set, a framing or parity error (other than break) is given to the application as a single charac-
ter ‘\0 ’.

If INPCK is set, input parity checking is enabled.If INPCK is not set, input parity checking is disabled,
allowing output parity generation without input parity errors. Note that whether input parity checking is
enabled or disabled is independent of whether parity detection is enabled or disabled (seeControl Modes).
If parity detection is enabled but input parity checking is disabled, the hardware to which the terminal is con-
nected recognizes the parity bit, but the terminal special file does not check whether this bit is set correctly or
not.

If ISTRIP is set, valid input bytes are first stripped to seven bits, otherwise all eight bits are processed.

If INLCR is set, a received NL character is translated into aCRcharacter. If IGNCR is set, a received CR
character is ignored (not read).If IGNCR is not set andICRNL is set, a received CRcharacter is translated
into aNL character.

If IXON is set, start/stop output control is enabled.A received STOPcharacter suspends output and a
received STARTcharacter restarts output.If IXANY is also set, then any character may restart output.When
IXON is set,STARTandSTOPcharacters are not read, but merely perform flow control functions. When
IXON is not set, theSTARTandSTOPcharacters are read.

If IXOFF is set, start/stop input control is enabled. The system shall transmit one or moreSTOPcharacters,
which are intended to cause the terminal device to stop transmitting data, as needed to prevent the input
queue from overflowing and causing the undefined behavior described inInput Pr ocessing and Reading
Data, and shall transmit one or moreSTARTcharacters, which are intended to cause the terminal device to
resume transmitting data, as soon as the device can continue transmitting data without risk of overflowing the
input queue. The precise conditions under whichSTOPand START characters are transmitted are imple-
mentation defined.

If IMAXBEL is set and the input queue is full, subsequent input shall cause anASCII BEL character to be
transmitted to the output queue.
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The initial input control value afteropen (2) is implementation defined.

Output Modes
Values of thec_oflag field describe the basic terminal output control, and are composed of the following
masks:

OPOST /∗ enable following output processing∗/
ONLCR /∗ map NL to CR-NL (alaCRMOD) ∗/
OCRNL /∗ map CR to NL∗/
OXTABS/∗ expand tabs to spaces∗/
ONOEOT/∗ discardEOT’s ( ˆD ) on output∗/
ONOCR /∗ do not transmit CRs on column 0∗/
ONLRET/∗ on the terminal NL performs the CR function∗/

If OPOSTis set, the remaining flag masks are interpreted as follows; otherwise characters are transmitted
without change.

If ONLCRis set, newlines are translated to carriage return, linefeeds.

If OCRNLis set, carriage returns are translated to newlines.

If OXTABSis set, tabs are expanded to the appropriate number of spaces (assuming 8 column tab stops).

If ONOEOTis set,ASCII EOT’s are discarded on output.

If ONOCRis set, no CR character is transmitted when at column 0 (first position).

If ONLRETis set, the NL character is assumed to do the carriage-return function; the column pointer will be
set to 0.

Control Modes
Values of thec_cflag field describe the basic terminal hardware control, and are composed of the follow-
ing masks. Not all values specified are supported by all hardware.

CSIZE /∗ character size mask∗/
CS5 /∗ 5 bits (pseudo)∗/
CS6 /∗ 6 bits ∗/
CS7 /∗ 7 bits ∗/
CS8 /∗ 8 bits ∗/
CSTOPB /∗ send 2 stop bits∗/
CREAD /∗ enable receiver ∗/
PARENB /∗ parity enable∗/
PARODD /∗ odd parity, else even ∗/
HUPCL /∗ hang up on last close∗/
CLOCAL /∗ ignore modem status lines∗/
CCTS_OFLOW/∗ CTSflow control of output∗/
CRTSCTS /∗ logically the same asCCTS_OFLOW | CCTS_IFLOW∗/
CRTS_IFLOW/∗ RTS flow control of input∗/
MDMBUF /∗ flow control output via Carrier∗/

TheCSIZE bits specify the byte size in bits for both transmission and reception.Thec_cflag is masked
with CSIZE and compared with the valuesCS5, CS6, CS7, or CS8. This size does not include the parity
bit, if any. If CSTOPBis set, two stop bits are used, otherwise one stop bit.For example, at 110 baud, two
stop bits are normally used.

If CREADis set, the receiver is enabled. Otherwise,no character is received. Notall hardware supports this
bit. In fact, this flag is pretty silly and if it were not part of thetermios specification it would be omitted.
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If PARENBis set, parity generation and detection are enabled and a parity bit is added to each character. If
parity is enabled,PARODDspecifies odd parity if set, otherwise even parity is used.

If HUPCLis set, the modem control lines for the port are lowered when the last process with the port open
closes the port or the process terminates. The modem connection is broken.

If CLOCALis set, a connection does not depend on the state of the modem status lines.If CLOCALis clear,
the modem status lines are monitored.

Under normal circumstances, a call to theopen (2) function waits for the modem connection to complete.
However, if theO_NONBLOCKflag is set or ifCLOCALhas been set, theopen (2) function returns immedi-
ately without waiting for the connection.

If the tty (4) TIOCFLAG_CLOCALflag has been set on the port then theCLOCALflag will automatically be
set on every open.

TheCCTS_OFLOWandCRTS_IFLOWflags are currently unused.Only CRTSCTS, which has the combined
effect, is implemented. Note thatCRTSCTSsupport is hardware and driver dependent. Checkthe specific
port driver manual page to see if hardware flow control is supported on the port you are using.

If the tty (4) TIOCFLAG_CRTSCTSflag has been set on the port then theCRTSCTSflag will automatically
be set on every open.

If MDMBUFis set then output flow control is controlled by the state of Carrier Detect.

If the tty (4) TIOCFLAG_MDMBUFflag has been set on the port then theMDMBUFflag will automatically be
set on every open.

If the object for which the control modes are set is not an asynchronous serial connection, some of the modes
may be ignored; for example, if an attempt is made to set the baud rate on a network connection to a terminal
on another host, the baud rate may or may not be set on the connection between that terminal and the
machine it is directly connected to.

Local Modes
Values of thec_lflag field describe the control of various functions, and are composed of the following
masks.

ECHOKE /∗ visual erase for line kill∗/
ECHOE /∗ visually erase chars∗/
ECHO /∗ enable echoing∗/
ECHONL /∗ echoNL ev en if ECHOis off ∗/
ECHOPRT /∗ visual erase mode for hardcopy∗/
ECHOCTL /∗ echo control chars as ˆ(Char)∗/
ISIG /∗ enable signalsINTR, QUIT, [D]SUSP ∗/
ICANON /∗ canonicalize input lines∗/
ALTWERASE /∗ use alternativeWERASEalgorithm∗/
IEXTEN /∗ enableDISCARDandLNEXT∗/
EXTPROC /∗ external processing∗/
TOSTOP /∗ stop background jobs from output∗/
FLUSHO /∗ output being flushed (state)∗/
NOKERNINFO/∗ no kernel output fromVSTATUS∗/
PENDIN /∗ re-echo input buffer at next read∗/
NOFLSH /∗ don’t flush output on signal∗/

If ECHOis set, input characters are echoed back to the terminal.If ECHOis not set, input characters are not
echoed.
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If ECHOEandICANONare set, theERASEcharacter causes the terminal to erase the last character in the cur-
rent line from the display, if possible. Ifthere is no character to erase, an implementation may echo an indi-
cation that this was the case or do nothing.

If ECHOKand ICANONare set, theKILL character causes the current line to be discarded and the system
echoes the ‘\n ’ character after theKILL character.

If ECHOKEandICANONare set, theKILL character causes the current line to be discarded and the system
causes the terminal to erase the line from the display.

If ECHOPRTandICANONare set, the system assumes that the display is a printing device and prints a back-
slash and the erased characters when processingERASEcharacters, followed by a forward slash.

If ECHOCTLis set, the system echoes control characters in a visible fashion using a caret followed by the
control character.

If ALTWERASEis set, the system uses an alternative algorithm for determining what constitutes a word when
processingWERASEcharacters (seeWERASE).

If ECHONLandICANONare set, the ‘\n ’ character echoes even if ECHOis not set.

If ICANON is set, canonical processing is enabled. This enables the erase and kill edit functions, and the
assembly of input characters into lines delimited byNL, EOF, and EOL, as described inCanonical Mode
Input Processing.

If ICANONis not set, read requests are satisfied directly from the input queue.A read is not satisfied until at
leastVMIN bytes have been received or the timeout valueVTIME expired between bytes.The time value
represents tenths of seconds. SeeNoncanonical Mode Input Processingfor more details.

If ISIG is set, each input character is checked against the special control charactersINTR, QUIT, and SUSP
(job control only). If an input character matches one of these control characters, the function associated with
that character is performed.If ISIG is not set, no checking is done. Thus these special input functions are
possible only ifISIG is set.

If IEXTEN is set, implementation-defined functions are recognized from the input data.How IEXTEN
being set interacts withICANON, ISIG , IXON, or IXOFF is implementation defined.If IEXTEN is not set,
then implementation-defined functions are not recognized, and the corresponding input characters are not
processed as described forICANON, ISIG , IXON, and IXOFF.

If NOFLSHis set, the normal flush of the input and output queues associated with theINTR, QUIT, and
SUSPcharacters are not be done.

If TOSTOPis set, the signalSIGTTOUis sent to the process group of a process that tries to write to its con-
trolling terminal if it is not in the foreground process group for that terminal. This signal, by default, stops
the members of the process group.Otherwise, the output generated by that process is output to the current
output stream. Processes that are blocking or ignoringSIGTTOUsignals are excepted and allowed to pro-
duce output and theSIGTTOUsignal is not sent.

If NOKERNINFOis set, the kernel does not produce a status message when processingSTATUScharacters
(seeSTATUS).

Special Control Characters
The special control characters values are defined by the arrayc_cc. This table lists the array index, the cor-
responding special character, and the system default value. For an accurate list of the system defaults, con-
sult the header file〈ttydefaults.h 〉.
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Index Name SpecialCharacter DefaultValue
VEOF EOF ˆD
VEOL EOL _POSIX_VDISABLE
VEOL2 EOL2 _POSIX_VDISABLE
VERASE ERASE ˆ?\177
VWERASE WERASE ˆW
VKILL KILL ˆU
VREPRINT REPRINT ˆR
VINTR INTR ˆC
VQUIT QUIT ˆ\\ \34
VSUSP SUSP ˆZ
VDSUSP DSUSP ˆY
VSTART START ˆQ
VSTOP STOP ˆS
VLNEXT LNEXT ˆV
VDISCARD DISCARD ˆO
VMIN --- 1
VTIME --- 0
VSTATUS STATUS ˆT

If the value of one of the changeable special control characters (seeSpecial Characters) is
{_POSIX_VDISABLE} , that function is disabled; that is, no input data is recognized as the disabled special
character. If ICANONis not set, the value of{_POSIX_VDISABLE} has no special meaning for theVMIN
andVTIME entries of thec_cc array.

The initial values of the flags and control characters afteropen (2) is set according to the values in the header
〈sys/ttydefaults.h 〉.

SEE ALSO
tcsendbreak (3), tcsetattr (3)
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NAME
tfb — PMAG-J and PMAGB-J TX colour unaccelerated 2-D framebuffer

SYNOPSIS
tfb ∗ at tc? slot ? offset ?
wsdisplay ∗ at tfb?

DESCRIPTION
The tfb driver provides support for the PMAG-J and PMAGB-J TX colour framebuffer for the TUR-
BOchannel bus. ThePMAG-J is an 8 bpp or 24 bpp colour framebuffer capable of running at a resolution of
1280-by-1024 at 66 Hz. The PMAGB-J is an 8 bpp or 24 bpp colour framebuffer capable of running at a res-
olution of 1280-by-1024 at 72 Hz.

SEE ALSO
cfb (4), mfb (4), px (4), pxg (4), sfb (4), tc (4), wscons (4)

BUGS
NetBSD/pmax does not currently support the machine-independentwscons (4) interface and uses a machine-
dependent version.
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NAME
ti — Alteon Networks Tigon I and Tigon II gigabitEthernetdriver

SYNOPSIS
ti ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The ti driver provides support for PCI gigabit Ethernetadapters based on the Alteon Networks Tigon gigabit
Ethernetcontroller chip. The Tigon contains an embedded R4000 CPU, gigabit MAC, dual DMA channels
and a PCI interface unit. The Tigon II contains two R4000 CPUs and other refinements.Either chip can be
used in either a 32-bit or 64-bit PCI slot. Communication with the chip is achieved via PCI shared memory
and bus master DMA. The Tigon I and II support hardware multicast address filtering, VLAN tag extraction
and insertion, and jumboEthernetframes sizes up to 9000 bytes.Note that the Tigon I chipset is no longer in
active production: all new adapters should come equipped with Tigon II chipsets.

There are several PCI boards available from both Alteon and other vendors that use the Tigon chipset under
OEM contract. Theti driver has been tested with the following Tigon-based adapters:

• The Alteon AceNIC V gigabit (1000BASE-SX and 1000BASE-T variants)Ethernetadapter

• The 3Com 3c985-SX gigabitEthernetadapter

• The Netgear GA620 gigabit (1000BASE-SX and 1000BASE-T variants)Ethernetadapter

• The Digital EtherWORKS 1000SX PCI Gigabit Adapter (DEGPA)

The following should also be supported but have not yet been tested:

• Silicon Graphics PCI gigabitEthernetadapter

While the Tigon chipset supports 10, 100 and 1000Mbps speeds, support for 10 and 100Mbps speeds is only
available on boards with the proper transceivers. Mostadapters are only designed to work at 1000Mbps,
however the driver should support those NICs that work at lower speeds as well.

Support for jumbo frames is provided via the interface MTU setting.Selecting an MTU larger than 1500
bytes with theifconfig (8) utility configures the adapter to receive and transmit jumbo frames.Using
jumbo frames can greatly improve performance for certain tasks, such as file transfers and data streaming.

Theti driver supports the following media types:

autoselect Enable autoselection of the media type and options.

10baseT/UTP Set 10Mbps operation.The mediaopt option can also be used to select
eitherfull-duplex or half-duplex modes.

100baseTX Set 100Mbps (fast Ethernet) operation. Themediaopt option can also be
used to select eitherfull-duplex or half-duplex modes.

1000baseSX Set 1000Mbps (gigabit Ethernet over multimode fiber) operation. Only full
full-duplex mode is supported at this speed.

1000baseT Set 1000Mbps (gigabit Ethernet over twisted pair) operation. Only full
full-duplex mode is supported at this speed.

Theti driver supports the following media options:

full-duplex Force full duplex operation.

half-duplex Force half duplex operation.
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The Alteon Tigon and Tigon II support IPv4/TCP/UDP checksumming in hardware. Theti supports this
feature of the chip’s firmware. Seeifconfig (8) for information on how to enable this feature.

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8).

DIAGNOSTICS
ti%d: can’t map memory space A fatal initialization error has occurred.

ti%d: couldn’t map / establish interrupt A fatal initialization error has occurred.

ti%d: jumbo buffer allocation failed The driver failed to allocate memory for jumbo frames during initial-
ization.

ti%d: bios thinks we’ re in a 64 bit slot, but we aren’t The BIOS has programmed the NIC as though it
had been installed in a 64-bit PCI slot, but in fact the NIC is in a 32-bit slot.This happens as a result of a
bug in some BIOSes. This can be worked around on the Tigon II, but on the Tigon I initialization will fail.

ti%d: board self-diagnostics failed! The ROMFAIL bit in the CPU state register was set after system
startup, indicating that the on-board NIC diagnostics failed.

ti%d: unknown hwr ev The driver detected a board with an unsupported hardware revision. Theti driver
supports revision 4 (Tigon 1) and revision 6 (Tigon 2) chips and has firmware only for those devices.

ti%d: watchdog timeout The device has stopped responding to the network, or there is a problem with the
network connection (cable).

SEE ALSO
netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Theti device driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.4.2.

AUTHORS
Theti driver was written by Bill Paul〈wpaul@ctr.columbia.edu〉.

BUGS
The driver currently tries to access some on-board memory transparently. This mapping
(BUS_SPACE_MAP_LINEAR) fails on systems where the corresponding PCI memory range is located in
"sparse" space only.

This driver currently does not work on big-endian systems.
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NAME
timer — Timer driver for Sun SPARC computers

SYNOPSIS
timer0 at mainbus0 # s un4c
timer0 at obio0 # s un4m
timer0 at obio0 addr 0xef000000 # s un4/300

DESCRIPTION
Thetimer device is used to generate clocks for theNetBSD kernel.

The hardclock is provided by the timer register and the statistics clock by CPU counter registers.

SEE ALSO
sparc/clock (4)

HISTORY
Thetimer appeared inNetBSD 1.0.
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NAME
tl — Ethernet driver for Texas Instruments ThunderLAN based board

SYNOPSIS
tl ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

Configuration of PHYs are necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
Thetl device driver supports network adapters based on the Texas Instruments ThunderLAN chip.

HARDWARE
Supported cards include:

Compaq Netelligent
in baseboard and PCI variants (10BASE-T-only variant untested).

Compaq NetFlex 3/P
in baseboard variant only (the PCI variant doesn’t use the same chip !).

It Baseboard Compaq Deskpro 4000 5233MMX Ethernet
(This has been tested on the Deskpro 4000M only).

TI TravelMate 5000 series laptop docking station’s Ethernet board.

MEDIA SELECTION
The different models of the supported boards come with some subset of RJ-45, BNC and AUI connectors.
Media selection is done usingifconfig (8) using the standardifmedia (4) mechanism. Refer to those
manual pages for more information.

The tl driver don’t hav efull automatic media selection. By default it will do an NWay on the UTP port for
negotiation of the speed and duplex mode with the link partner. If the AUI or BNC port is used, an explicit
medium must be specified toifconfig (8) or in your/etc/ifconfig.tl? file.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), mii (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

BUGS
The board marked as untested will always claim having an AUI connector, where it may be a BNC one.
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NAME
tlp — DECchip 21x4x and clone Ethernet interfaces device driver

SYNOPSIS
tlp ∗ at eisa? slot ?
tlp ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
tlp ∗ at cardbus? function ?

Configuration of PHYs may also be necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
The tlp device driver supports Ethernet interfaces based on the DECchip 21x4x “Tulip” (DEC fourth gener-
ation Ethernet controller) and a variety of clone chips. The Tulip has several features designed to make it
flexible and reduce CPU usage:

• Flexible receive filter allowing for 16 perfect matches, 16 perfect inverse matches, 512-bit hash
table plus 1 perfect match, or 512-bit hash table only.

• Uniform transmit descriptor architecture, configurable as a ring (allowing 2 buffers per descriptor)
or a chain (allowing 1 buffer per descriptor).

• Uniform receive descriptor architecture, configurable as a ring (allowing 2 buffers per descriptor)
or a chain (allowing 1 buffer per descriptor).

• Interrupt pacing; host may choose whether or not completion of processing of an individual
descriptor causes an interrupt.

• Support for jumbo packets (by disabling transmit and receive watchdog timers).

• A patented transmit backoff algorithm which solves the Ethernet capture effect problem.

• Flexible bus modes to optimize DMA cycles for various cache sizes and bus implementations.

• Programmable transmit FIFO drain threshold to allow DMA overlap and reduce time to transmit.

• Flexible media attachment facilities.

Thetlp driver supports the following chips:

• DECchip 21040-- This is the original Tulip Ethernet chip. It supports 10Mb/s speeds over a
built-in serial interface. Theserial interface has support for 10BASE-T and AUI media. The AUI
port may be connected to 10BASE5 AUI or 10BASE2 BNC connectors, or both, selected by a
gang jumper on the board. Some boards connect the BNC connector to an external serial inter-
face. Thedriver has no way of knowing this, but the external serial interface may be selected
with the “manual” media setting.

Boards that include this chip include the DEC DE-435, on-board Ethernet on many DEC AlphaS-
tation and AlphaServer systems, ZNYX ZX312, ZX312T, ZX314, ZX315, SMC 8432, SMC
8434, ACCTON EN1203, and some Cogent multi-port boards.

This chip also appears on the DEC DE-425 EISA Ethernet board.This board is a DECchip
21040 and a PLX PCI glue chip, which provides the interface to the EISA bus, and special
address decoding so that the PCI configuration space registers of the 21040 are accessible in nor-
mal EISA I/O space.

The very first versions of this chip were labeled “DC1003” and “DC1003 Prototype”.

• DECchip 21041-- This is the second chip in the Tulip family, dubbed “Tulip Plus”. It supports
10Mb/s speeds over a built-in serial interface. Theserial interface has support for 10BASE-T,
10BASE5 AUI, and 10BASE2 BNC media.The serial interface also includes support for IEEE
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802.3u NWay over the 10BASE-T interface, for negotiation of duplex mode with the link partner.

Boards that include this chip include the DEC DE-450 and some SMC boards.

• DECchip 21140 and 21140A-- This is the third chip in the Tulip family, dubbed “FasterNet”. It
supports 10Mb/s speeds with a built-in 10BASE-T encoder/decoder, and 100Mb/s speeds with a
built-in 100BASE PCS function. Support for 100BASE-TX and 100BASE-T4 is provided by a
built-in scrambler. Support for 100BASE-FX is possible with an appropriate PMD connected to
the 100BASE PCS. The 21140 and 21140A also support 10Mb/s and 100Mb/s speeds over an
MII interface connected to one or more PHYs.

The 21140 and 21140A include a general purpose I/O facility, which may be used to toggle relays
on the board. This facility is often used to reset individual board modules (e.g.the MII bus),
select the output path of the chip (e.g. connect the UTP port on the board to the PHY, built-in
10BASE-T ENDEC, or built-in 100BASE-T PMD), or detect link status (by reading an output pin
on the 100BASE-T magnetics).

The 21140 and 21140A use a standardized data structure located in the SROM to describe how
the chip should be programmed for various media settings, including the internal chip pathway,
and GPIO settings. If the SROM data is not in the standardized format, the device driver must
know specific programming information for that particular board.

Boards that include the 21140 and 21140A include the DEC EB140, DE-500XA, DE-500AA,
Asante EtherFast, DaynaPORT BlueStreak, Cogent EM100TX, EM110TX, EM440T4 multi-port,
Kingston KNE100TX, older versions of the NetGear FA-310TX, SMC 9332, SMC 9334, ZNYX
ZX34x multi-port, and Adaptec ANA-6944A/TX multi-port.

• DECchip 21142 and 21143-- These are the fourth and fifth chips in the Tulip family. While they
have two different chip numbers, the 21142 and 21143 are essentially identical, with only minor
differences related to available technology at time of manufacture. Bothchips include support for
10Mb/s speeds over a built-in serial interface, and support for 10Mb/s and 100Mb/s speeds over
an MII interface connected to one or more PHYs. The serial interface includes support for
10BASE-T, 10BASE5 AUI, and 10BASE2 BNC media, as well as support for IEEE 802.3u
NWay over the 10BASE-T interface, for negotiation of duplex mode and link speed with the link
partner.

The 21143 adds support for 100Mb/s speeds with a built-in PCS function. Support for 100BASE-
TX and 100BASE-T4 is provided by a built-in scrambler. Support for 100BASE-FX is possible
with an appropriate PMD connected to the 100BASE PCS.

The 21142 and 21143 include a general purpose I/O facility, which may be used to toggle relays
on the board. This facility is often used to reset individual board modules (e.g. the MII bus),
select the output path of the chip (e.g. connect the UTP port on the board to the PHY, built-in
serial interface, or built-in 100BASE-T PMD), or detect link status (by reading an output pin on
the 100BASE-T magnetics).

The 21142 and 21143 use a standardized data structure located in the SROM to describe how the
chip should be programmed for various media settings, including the internal chip pathway, and
GPIO settings.If the SROM data is not in the standardized format, the device driver must know
specific programming information for that particular board.

Boards that include the 21142 include the DEC EB142, and on-board Ethernet on the Digital Per-
sonal Workstation (Alpha “Miata” and x86 models) and several Digital PCs.

Boards that include the 21143 include the DEC EB143, DE-500BA, several commonly-available
100BASE-FX boards, the NetGear FA-510c CardBus card, and the Compu-Shack FASTline-II
PCI boards.
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• Lite-On 82C168 and 82C169-- These chips, dubbed “PNIC”, were some of the first commonly-
available Tulip clones, appearing on low-cost boards when it became difficult for board vendors
to obtain DECchip 21140A parts.They include support for 10Mb/s speeds over a built-in
10BASE-T encoder/decoder, and 100Mb/s speeds over a built-in PCS function. Support for
100BASE-TX and 100BASE-T4 is provided by a built-in scrambler and transceiver module. The
transceiver module also includes support for NWay, for negotiating duplex mode and link speed
with the link partner. These chips also include support for 10Mb/s and 100Mb/s speeds over and
MII interface connected to one or more PHYs.

These chips also include a GPIO facility, although it is programmed differently than the 21140’s.

Unfortunately, these chips seem to be plagued by two unfortunate hardware bugs: in some situa-
tions, the receive logic incorrectly dumps the entire transmit FIFO into the receive chain, rather
than a single Ethernet frame, and the DMA engines appear to be substandard; they must be run in
store-and-forward mode, and occasionally fail to upload the filter setup frame.

Boards that include the 82C168 and 82C169 include the newer NetGear FA-310TX, the Kingston
KNE110TX, and some older LinkSys LNE100TX boards.

• Macronix 98713, 98713A, 98715, 98715A, and 98725-- Of all the clones, these chips, dubbed
“PMAC”, are the best.They are very close clones of their respective originals, with the exception
of some slight programming magic necessary to work around an apparent hardware bug.

The 98713 is a DECchip 21140A clone. It includes all of the 21140A’s features, and uses the
same SROM data format.

The 98713A is a half-clone of the DECchip 21143. It has support for serial, PCS, and MII media.
The serial interface has a built-in NWay function.However, the 98713A does not have a GPIO
facility, and, as a result, usually does not use the same SROM format as the 21143 (no need for
GPIO programming information).

The 98715, 98715A, and 98725 are more 21143-like, but lack the GPIO facility and MII.These
chips also support ACPI power management.

Boards that include the Macronix chips include some SVEC boards, some SOHOWare boards,
and the Compex RL100TX.

• Lite-On/Macronix 82C115-- This chip, dubbed the “PNIC-II”, was co-designed by Lite-On and
Macronix. It is almost identical to the Macronix 98725, with a few exceptions: it has Wake-On-
LAN support, uses a 128-bit receive filter hash table, and supports IEEE 802.3x flow control.

Boards that include the 82C115 include the newer LinkSys (Version 2) LNE100TX boards.

• Winbond 89C840F-- This chip is a very low-end barely-a-clone of the 21140. It supports 10Mb/s
and 100Mb/s speeds over an MII interface only, and has several programming differences from
the 21140.

The receive filter is completely different: it supports only a single perfect match, and has only a
64-bit multicast filter hash table.The receive filter is programmed using special registers rather
than the standard Tulip setup frame.

This chip is also plagued by a terrible DMA engine.The chip must be run in store-and-forward
mode or it will often transmit garbage onto the wire.

Interrupt pacing is also less flexible on the chip.

Boards that include the 89C940F include the Complex RL100ATX, some Unicom 10/100 boards,
and several no-name 10/100 boards.
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• ADMtek AL981-- This chip is a low cost, single-chip (sans magnetics) 10/100 Ethernet imple-
mentation. Itsupports 10Mb/s and 100Mb/s speeds over an internal PHY. There is no generic
MII bus; instead the IEEE 802.3u-compliant PHY is accessed via special registers on the chip.
This chip also supports Wake-On-LAN and IEEE 802.3x flow control.

The receive filter on the AL981 is completely different: it supports only a single perfect match,
and has only a 64-bit multicast filter hash table. The receive filter is programmed using special
registers rather than the standard Tulip setup frame.

This chip also supports ACPI power management.

A l ist of boards which include the AL981 is not yet available.

Support for the AL981 has not yet been tested.If you have a board which uses this chip, please
contact the author (listed below).

• Xircom X3201-3-- This chip is a CardBus 21143 clone with a loosely-coupled modem function
(the modem is on a separate CardBus function, but the MAC portion includes a shadow of its
interrupt status). Media is provided by an IEEE 802.3u-compliant PHY connected to an MII
interface. Thesechips have no SROM; instead, the MAC address must be obtained from the
card’s CIS information. Unlike most other Tulip-like chips, the X3201-3 requires that transmit
buffers be aligned to a 4-byte boundary. This virtually ensures that each outgoing packet must be
copied into an aligned buffer, since the Ethernet header is 14 bytes long.

This chip also supports ACPI power management.

This chip is found in Xircom RealPort(tm) 10/100 CardBus Ethernet/Modem cards, as well as
some Intel OEM’d RealPort(tm) and IBM Etherjet cards.

• Davicom DM9102 and DM9102A-- These chips are 21104A-like with a few minor exceptions.
Media is provided by an internal IEEE 802.3u-compliant PHY accessed as if it were connected to
a normal MII interface. TheDM9102A also provides an external MII interface, to which a
HomePNA 1 PHY is typically connected. The DM9102A also includes support for CardBus.

This chip also supports ACPI power management and Wake-On-LAN.

A complete list of boards with the DM9102 and DM9102A is not available. However, the
DM9102 is often found on PC motherboards that include a built-in Ethernet interface.

• ASIX AX88140A and AX88141-- These chips are 21143-like with some exceptions. Mediais
proved by an internal IEEE 802.3u-compliant PHY connected to an MII interface. Unlike most
other Tulip-like chips, AX88140A and AX88141 both require that the transmit buffers be aligned
to a 4-byte boundary.

It has a specific broadcast bit.

This chip also supports ACPI power management.

A l ist of boards which include the AX88140A or the AX88141 is not yet available.

• Conexant RS7112 (LANfinity)-- These chips are 21143 clones with coupled modem function.
Media is provided by an IEEE 802.3u-compliant PHY connected to an MII interface.

A l ist of boards which include the RS7112 is not yet available.

MEDIA SELECTION
Media selection done usingifconfig (8) using the standardifmedia (4) mechanism. Refer to those man-
ual pages for more information.
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SEE ALSO
arp (4), eisa (4), ifmedia (4), mii (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

Digital Equipment Corporation,DECchip 21040 Ethernet LAN Controller for PCI Hardware Reference
Manual, May 1994, Order Number EC-N0752-72.

Digital Equipment Corporation,DECchip 21041 PCI Ethernet LAN Controller Hardware Reference Manual,
Preliminary, April 1995, Order Number EC-QAWXA-TE.

Digital Equipment Corporation,DECchip 21041 DC1017-BA Errata, Revision 1.0, April 27, 1995, Order
Number EC-QD2MA-TE.

Digital Equipment Corporation,DECchip 21140 PCI Fast Ethernet LAN Controller Hardware Reference
Manual, Supersedes EC-Q0CA-TE, May 1995, Order Number EC-Q0CB-TE.

Digital Equipment Corporation,DECchip 21140A PCI Fast Ethernet LAN Controller Hardware Reference
Manual, Supersedes EC-QN7NA-TE, EC-QN7NB-TE, January 1996, Order Number EC-QN7NC-TE.

Intel Corporation,21143 PCI/CardBus 10/100Mb/s Ethernet LAN Controller Hardware Reference Manual,
Revision 1.0, October 1998, Document Number 278074-001.

Digital Equipment Corporation,Ethernet Address ROM Programming: An Application Note, April 1994,
Order Number EC-N3214-72.

Digital Equipment Corporation,Using the DECchip 21041 with Boot ROM, Serial ROM, and External
Register: An Application Note, April 1995, Order Number EC-QJLGA-TE.

Digital Equipment Corporation,Connecting the DECchip 21140 PCI Fast Ethernet LAN Controller to the
Network: An Application Note, Preliminary, December 1994, Order Number EC-QAR2A-TE.

Macronix International Co., Ltd.,MXIC MX98713 PMAC 100/10BASE PCI MAC Controller, Revision 1.1,
November 8, 1996, Part Number: PM0386.

Macronix International Co., Ltd.,MXIC MX98713A Fast Ethernet MAC Controller, Revision 1.0, August 28,
1997, Part Number: PM0489.

Macronix International Co., Ltd.,MXIC MX98715A Single Chip Fast Ethernet NIC Controller, Revision 1.2,
February 24, 1999, Part Number: PM0537.

Macronix International Co., Ltd.,MXIC MX98725 Single Chip Fast Ethernet NIC Controller, Revision 1.7,
September 15, 1998, Part Number: PM0468.

Macronix International Co., Ltd.,MXIC MX98715 Application Note, Revision 1.5, October 9, 1998, Part
Number: PM0498.

Macronix International Co., Ltd.,MXIC MX98715A Application Note, Revision 1.2, October 9, 1998, Part
Number: PM0541.

Macronix International Co., Ltd.,MXIC MX98725 Application Note, Revision 1.1, July 10, 1998, Part
Number: PM0525.

Macronix International Co., Ltd.,MXIC LC82C115 Single Chip Fast Ethernet NIC Controller, Revision 0.2,
February 12, 1999, Part Number: PM0572.

LITE ON, Inc.,PNIC Hardware Specification, Revision 1.0, December 1, 1994.

ADMtek Incorporated,Comet: AL981 PCI 10/100 Fast Ethernet Controller with Integrated PHY, Revision
0.93, January, 1999.

Winbond Electronics Corporation,Winbond LAN W89C840F 100/10Mbps Ethernet Controller, Revision A1,
April 1997.
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Xircom X3201-3 CardBus 10/100 Mbps Ethernet Controller Software Developer’s Specification, Revision B,
April 7, 1999, Reference number: 103-0548-001.

Davicom DM9102 10/100 Mbps Single Chip LAN Controller, Version DM9102-DS-F01, July 22, 1999.

Davicom DM9102A Single Chip Fast Ethernet NIC Controller, Version DM9102A-DS-F01, January 20,
2000.

ASIX Electronics Co.,ASIX AX88140A 100BaseTX/FX PCI Bus Fast Ethernet MAC Controller, Preliminary,
March 11, 1997, Document Number AX140D2.DOC.

Conexant Systems, Inc.,LANfinity - Home Networking Physical Layer Device with Integrated Analog Front
End Circuitry, Revision A, March 12, 1999.

HISTORY
Thetlp driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

AUTHORS
The tlp driver was written by Jason R. Thorpe while employed at the Numerical Aerospace Simulation
Facility, NASA Ames Research Center. The author may be contacted at〈thorpej@NetBSD.org〉.

ASIX AX88140A and AX881401 support was added by Rui Paulo〈rpaulo@NetBSD.org〉.

Conexant RS7112 support was contributed by Frank Wille〈frank@phoenix.owl.de〉.

BUGS
Media autosense is not yet supported for any serial or PCS function media. It is, however, supported for
IEEE 802.3u-compliant PHY media.
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NAME
tlphy — Driver for TI ThunderLAN internal Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
tlphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
The tlphy driver supports the internal PHY on TI ThunderLAN Ethernet interfaces. TheThunderLAN
PHY supports 10BASE5 (AUI) and 10BASE2 (BNC) on some ThunderLAN implementations.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), tl (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
tlsb — AlphaServer 8x00 TurboLaser System bus

SYNOPSIS
tlsb ∗ at mainbus0
tlsbmem ∗ at tlsb? node ? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
The tlsb driver provides support for the TurboLaser System Bus found on AlphaServer 8200 and 8400 sys-
tems.

The following devices are supported by thetlsb driver:

gbus internal bus on AlphaServer CPU modules
kft KFTIA and KFTHA Bus Adapter Node for I/O hoses
tlsbmem TurboLaser system memory

SEE ALSO
gbus (4), intro (4), kft (4), mainbus (4)
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NAME
tm — TM-11/TE-10mag tape device interface

SYNOPSIS
controller tm0 at uba? csr 0172520 vector tmintr tape te0 at tm0 drive 0

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

The TM-11/TE-10 combination provides a standard tape drive interface as described inmtio (4). Hardware
implementing this on theVAX is typified by the Emulex TC-11 controller operating with a Kennedy model
9300 tape transport, providing 800 and 1600BPI operation at 125 IPS.

DIAGNOSTICS
te%d: no write ring . An attempt was made to write on the tape drive when no write ring was present; this
message is written on the terminal of the user who tried to access the tape.

te%d: not online. An attempt was made to access the tape while it was offline; this message is written on
the terminal of the user who tried to access the tape.

te%d: can’t change density in mid-tape. An attempt was made to write on a tape at a different density
than is already recorded on the tape. This message is written on the terminal of the user who tried to switch
the density.

te%d: hard error bn%d er=%b . A tape error occurred at blockbn; the tm error register is printed in octal
with the bits symbolically decoded.Any error is fatal on non-raw tape; when possible the driver will have
retried the operation which failed several times before reporting the error.

te%d: lost interrupt. A tape operation did not complete within a reasonable time, most likely because the
tape was taken off-line during rewind or lost vacuum. Thecontroller should, but does not, give an interrupt
in these cases. The device will be made available again after this message, but any current open reference to
the device will return an error as the operation in progress aborts.

SEE ALSO
mt(1), tar (1), ht (4), mt(4), mtio (4), ts (4), ut (4)

HISTORY
A tm driver appeared in Version 6AT&T UNIX .

BUGS
May hang if a physical (non-data) error occurs.
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NAME
tm121temp — Texas Instruments TMP121 temperature sensor

SYNOPSIS
tm121temp0 at spi? slave 0

DESCRIPTION
The tm121temp driver provides support for theTe xas Instruments(formerly Burr-Brown) TMP121 tempera-
ture sensor with theenvsys (4) API. These devices are connected to the host system withspi (4) or
Microwire 4-wire serial busses. Thetm121temp is capable of measuring temperatures with a 2 degree accu-
racy over the frame from -40 to 125 Celsius.Temperatures are reported with a granularity of 625
microKelvins.

tm121temp devices can transfer information at up to 10MHz, and support SPI mode 0.

The device reports itself withenvsys (4) using the generic device name. This name can be overridden, by
specifying an alternate name in the device property “envsys-description”.

SEE ALSO
envsys (4), spi (4), envstat (8)

HISTORY
Thetm121temp driver was written by Garrett D’Amore and first appeared inNetBSD 4.0.
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NAME
topcat — HP9854498550 ‘‘Topcat’’ and ‘‘Catseye’’ device interface

SYNOPSIS
topcat ∗ at intio?
topcat ∗ at dio? scode ?

DESCRIPTION
This driver is for theHP98544, 98545 and 98547 ‘‘Topcat’’ and HP98548, 98549, and 98550 ‘‘Catseye’’ dis-
play cards. This driver merely checks for the existence of the device and does minimal set up, as it is
expected the applications will initialize the device to their requirements.The Topcat and Catseye are nearly
identical in common usage and only the Topcat will be referred to from now on.

The Topcat display cards are not user configurable. If one is present on a system, it will always have a frame
buffer address of 0x200000 and a control register address of 0x560000. These are theHP series 300ITE
(Internal Terminal Emulator) defaults. Thedevice can also be used as a graphics output device.

The ioctl (2) calls supported by theBSD system for the Topcat are:

GRFIOCGINFOGet Graphics Info

Get info about device, setting the entries in thegrfinfo structure, as defined in
〈hpdev/grfioctl.h 〉. For the 98544 or 98549, the number of planes should be 1, as
they are monochrome devices. Thenumber of planes for a 98545 is 4, translating to 15
colors, excluding black. The 98547 and 98548 cards have 6 planes, yielding 63 colors and
black. The98550 has 8 planes, yielding 255 colors and black.The displayed frame buffer
size for the 98549 and 98550 is 2048 x 1024, for the others it is 1024 x 768.

GRFIOCON Graphics On

Turn graphics on by enablingCRT output. Thescreen will come on, displaying whatever is
in the frame buffer, using whatever colormap is in place.

GRFIOCOFF Graphics Off

Turn graphics off by disabling output to theCRT. The frame buffer contents are not
affected.

GRFIOCMAP Map Device to user space

Map in control registers and framebuffer space. Once the device file is mapped, the frame
buffer structure is accessible. The frame buffer structure describing Topcat/Catseye devices
is defined in〈hpdev/grf_tcreg.h 〉.

For further information about the use ofioctl (2) see the man page.

FILES
/dev/grf? BSD special file
/dev/crt9837
/dev/crt98550 HP-UX starbasespecial files
/dev/MAKEDEV.hpux script for creatingHP-UX special files

EXAMPLES
A small example of opening, mapping and using the device is given below. For more examples of the details
on the behavior of the device, see the device dependent source files for the X Window System, in the
/usr/src/new/X/libhp directory.
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struct tcboxfb ∗tc;
u_char ∗Addr, frame_buffer;
struct grfinfo gi;
int disp_fd;

disp_fd = open("/dev/grf0",1);

if (ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCGINFO, &gi) < 0) return -1;

(void) ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCON, 0);

Addr = (u_char ∗) 0 ;
if (ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCMAP, &Addr) < 0) {

(void) ioctl (disp_fd, GRFIOCOFF, 0);
return -1;

}
tc = (tcboxfb ∗) A ddr; / ∗ Control Registers ∗/
frame_buffer = (u_char ∗) A ddr + gi.gd_regsize; / ∗ Frame buffer memory ∗/

DIAGNOSTICS
None underBSD. HP-UX /usr/CE.utilities/Crtadjustprograms must be used.

ERRORS
[ENODEV] no such device.

[EBUSY] Another process has the device open.

[EINVAL ] Invalid ioctl (2) specification.

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), grf (4), ite (4)
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NAME
tp — ISO Transport Protocol

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netiso/iso_errno.h>
#include <netiso/tp_param.h>
#include <netiso/tp_user.h>

int
socket ([AF_INET, AF_ISO] , SOCK_SEQPACKET , 0);

DESCRIPTION
TheTP protocol provides reliable, flow-controlled, two-way transmission of data and record boundaries.It is
a byte-stream protocol and is accessed according to theSOCK_SEQPACKETabstraction. TheTP protocol
makes use of a standardISO address format, including a Network Service Access Point, and a Transport Ser-
vice Entity Selector. Subclass 4 may make use of the Internet address format.

Sockets using the TP protocol are either “active” or “ passive”. Active sockets initiate connections to passive
sockets. Bydefault TCP sockets are created active; to create a passive socket thelisten (2) system call
must be used after binding the socket with thebind (2) system call.Only passive sockets may use the
accept (2) call to accept incoming connections. Only active sockets may use theconnect (2) call to initi-
ate connections.

Passive sockets may “underspecify” their location to match incoming connection requests from multiple net-
works. Thistechnique, termed “wildcard addressing”, allows a single server to provide service to clients on
multiple networks. To create a socket which listens on all networks, theNSAP portion of the bound address
must be void (of length zero). The Transport Selector may still be specified at this time; if the port is not
specified the system will assign one. Once a connection has been established the socket’s address is fixed by
the peer entity’s location. Theaddress assigned the socket is the address associated with the network inter-
face through which packets are being transmitted and received.

The ISO Transport Protocol implemented forAOS R2 at the University of Wisconsin - Madison, and modified
for inclusion in the Berkeley Software Distribution, includes classes 0 and 4 of theISO transport protocols as
specified in the June 1986 version ofIS 8073. Class4 of the protocol provides reliable, sequenced, flow-con-
trolled, two-way transmission of data packets with an alternative stop-and-wait data path called the "expe-
dited data" service.Class 0 is essentially a null transport protocol, which is used when the underlying net-
work service provides reliable, sequenced, flow-controlled, two-way data transmission. Class 0 does not pro-
vide the expedited data service.The protocols are implemented as a single transport layer entity that coexists
with the Internet protocol suite. Class 0 may be used only in theISO domain. Class4 may be used in the
Internet domain as well as in theISO domain.

Tw o system calls were modified from the previous release of the Berkeley Software Distribution to permit
the support of the end-of-transport-service-data-unit( EOTSDU) indication, and for the receipt and transmis-
sion of user connect, confirm, and disconnect data.Seesendmsg (2) andrecvmsg (2), and further discus-
sion below for the formats of the data in the ancillary data buffer. If theEOTSDUis not needed, the normal
read (2) andwrite (2) system calls may be used.

Through thegetsockopt (2) andsetsockopt (2) system calls,TP supports several options to control
such things as negotiable options in the protocol and protocol strategies. Theoptions are defined in
〈netiso/tp_user.h 〉, and are described below.

In the tables below, the options marked with a pound sign ‘#’ may be used withsetsockopt (2) after a
connection is established.Others must be used before the connection is established, in other words, before
calling connect (2) or accept (2). All options may be used withgetsockopt (2) before or after a con-
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nection is established.

TPOPT_CONN_DATA (char∗) [none]
Data to send onconnect (2). Thepassive user may issue agetsockopt (2)
call to retrieve a connection request’s user data, after having done theaccept (2)
system call without implying confirmation of the connection.

The data may also be retrieved by issuing arecvmsg (2) request for ancillary
data only, without implying confirmation of the connection.The returned
cmsghdr will contain SOL_TRANSPORT for the csmg_level and
TPOPT_CONN_DATAfor cmsg_type.

TPOPT_DISC_DATA # (char∗) [none]
Data to send onclose (2). Disconnectdata may be sent by the side initiating the
close but not by the passive side ("passive" with respect to the closing of the con-
nection), so there is no need to read disconnect data after callingclose (2). This
may be sent by asetsockopt (2) system call, or by issuing asendmsg (2)
request specifying ancillary data only. The user-providedcmsghdrmust contain
SOL_TRANSPORTfor csmg_leveland TPOPT_DISC_DATA for cmsg_type.
Sending of disconnect data will in of itself tear down (or reject) the connection.

TPOPT_CFRM_DATA #(char∗) [none]
Data to send when confirming a connection. This may also be sent by a
setsockopt (2) system call, or by issuing asendmsg (2) request, as above.
Sending of connect confirm data will cause the connection to be confirmed rather
than rejected.

TPOPT_PERF_MEAS #Boolean.
When true, performance measurements will be kept for this connection. When set
before a connection is established, the active side will use a locally defined param-
eter on the connect request packet; if the peer is anotherARGO implementation,
this will cause performance measurement to be turned on on the passive side as
well.

TPOPT_PSTATISTICS No associated value on input. On output,struct tp_pmeas.

This command is used to read the performance statistics accumulated during a
connection’s lifetime. It can only be used withgetsockopt (2). Thestructure it
returns is described in〈netiso/tp_stat.h 〉.

TPOPT_FLAGS unsigned integer. [0x0]
This command can only be used withgetsockopt (2). Seethe description of
the flags below.

TPOPT_PARAMS struct tp_conn_param
Used to get or set a group parameters for a connection.The struct
tp_conn_param is the argument used with thegetsockopt (2) or
setsockopt (2) system call. It is described in〈netiso/tp_user.h 〉.

The fields of thetp_conn_param structure are described below.

Values for TPOPT_PARAMS:

p_Nretrans nonzero short integer [1]
Number of times a TPDU will be retransmitted before the local TP entity closes a
connection.
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p_dr_ticks nonzero short integer [various]
Number of clock ticks between retransmissions of disconnect request TPDUs.

p_dt_ticks nonzero short integer [various]
Number of clock ticks between retransmissions of data TPDUs. This parameter
applies only to class 4.

p_cr_ticks nonzero short integer [various]
Number of clock ticks between retransmissions of connection request TPDUs.

p_cc_ticks nonzero short integer [various]
Number of clock ticks between retransmissions of connection confirm TPDUs.This
parameter applies only to class 4.

p_x_ticks nonzero short integer [various]
Number of clock ticks between retransmissions of expedited data TPDUs.This
parameter applies only to class 4.

p_sendack_ticks nonzero short integer [various]
Number of clock ticks that the local TP entity will wait before sending an acknowl-
edgment for normal data (not applicable if the acknowledgement strategy is
TPACK_EACH). Thisparameter applies only to class 4.

p_ref_ticks nonzero short integer [various]
Number of clock ticks for which a reference will be considered frozen after the con-
nection to which it applied is closed. This parameter applies to classes 4 and 0 in the
ARGO implementation, despite the fact that the frozen reference function is required
only for class 4.

p_inact_ticks nonzero short integer [various]
Number of clock ticks without an incoming packet from the peer after whichTP
close the connection. This parameter applies only to class 4.

p_keepalive_ticks
nonzero short integer [various]
Number of clock ticks between acknowledgments that are sent to keep an inactive
connection open (to prevent the peer’s inactivity control function from closing the
connection). Thisparameter applies only to class 4.

p_winsize short integer between 128 and 16384. [4096 bytes]
The buffer space limits in bytes for incoming and outgoing data.There is no way to
specify different limits for incoming and outgoing paths. The actual window size at
any time during the lifetime of a connection is a function of the buffer size limit, the
negotiated maximum TPDU size, and the rate at which the user program receives
data. Thisparameter applies only to class 4.

p_tpdusize unsigned char between 0x7 and 0xd. [0xc for class 4] [0xb for class 0]
Log 2 of the maximum TPDU size to be negotiated. TheTP standard (ISO 8473)
gives an upper bound of 0xd for class 4 and 0xb for class 0.TheARGO implementa-
tion places upper bounds of 0xc on class 4 and 0xb on class 0.

p_ack_strat TPACK_EACHor TPACK_WINDOW. [TPACK_WINDOW]
This parameter applies only to class 4.Tw o acknowledgment strategies are sup-
ported:

TPACK_EACH means that each data TPDU is acknowledged with an AK
TPDU.
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TPACK_WINDOWmeans that upon receipt of the packet that represents the high edge
of the last window advertised, an AK TPDU is generated.

p_rx_strat 4 bit mask [TPRX_USE_CW| TPRX_FASTSTART] over connectionless network
protocols] [TPRX_USE_CWover connection-oriented network protocols]
This parameter applies only to class 4.The bit mask may include the following val-
ues:

TPRX_EACH: When a retransmission timer expires, retransmit each packet in the
send window rather than just the first unacknowledged packet.

TPRX_USE_CW: Use a "congestion window" strategy borrowed from Van Jacobson’s
congestion window strategy for TCP. The congestion window size is set to one
whenever a retransmission occurs.

TPRX_FASTSTART: Begin sending the maximum amount of data permitted by the
peer (subject to availability). The alternative is to start sending slowly by pretending
the peer’s window is smaller than it is, and letting it slowly grow up to the peer win-
dow’s real size. This is to smooth the effect of new connections on a congested net-
work by preventing a transport connection from suddenly overloading the network
with a burst of packets. Thisstrategy is also due to Van Jacobson.

p_class 5 bit mask [TP_CLASS_4 | TP_CLASS_0]
Bit mask including one or both of the valuesTP_CLASS_4andTP_CLASS_0. The
higher class indicated is the preferred class.If only one class is indicated, negotia-
tion will not occur during connection establishment.

p_xtd_format Boolean. [false]
Boolean indicating that extended format is negotiated. Thisparameter applies only
to class 4.

p_xpd_service Boolean. [true]
Boolean indicating that the expedited data transport service will be negotiated. This
parameter applies only to class 4.

p_use_checksum Boolean. [true]
Boolean indicating the use of checksums will be negotiated. Thisparameter applies
only to class 4.

p_use_nxpd Reserved for future use.

p_use_rcc Reserved for future use.

p_use_efc Reserved for future use.

p_no_disc_indications
Boolean. [false]

Boolean indicating that the localTP entity will not issue indications (signals) when a
TP connection is disconnected.

p_dont_change_params
Boolean. [false]
If true the TP entity will not override any of the other values given in this structure.
If the values cannot be used, theTP entity will drop, disconnect, or refuse to establish
the connection to which this structure pertains.
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p_netservice One of { ISO_CLNS, ISO_CONS, ISO_COSNS, IN_CLNS } . [ISO_CLNS]
Indicates which network service is to be used.

ISO_CLNS indicates the connectionless network service provided by CLNP (ISO
8473).

ISO_CONSindicates the connection-oriented network service provided by X.25 (ISO
8208) andISO 8878.

ISO_COSNSindicates the connectionless network service running over a connec-
tion-oriented subnetwork service: CLNP (ISO 8473) over X.25 (ISO 8208).

IN_CLNS indicates the DARPA Internet connectionless network service provided by
IP (RFC 791).

p_dummy Reserved for future use.

TheTPOPT_FLAGSoption is used for obtaining various boolean-valued options. Its meaning is as follows.
The bit numbering used is that of the RT PC, which means that bit 0 is the most significant bit, while bit 8 is
the least significant bit.

Values for TPOPT_FLAGS:

Bits Description [Default]

0 TPFLAG_NLQOS_PDN: set when the quality of the network service is similar to that of a public
data network.

1 TPFLAG_PEER_ON_SAMENET: set when the peerTP entity is considered to be on the same net-
work as the localTP entity.

2 Not used.

3 TPFLAG_XPD_PRES: set when expedited data are present [0]

4..7 Reserved.

ERRORS
TheTP entity returnserrnoerror values as defined in〈sys/errno.h 〉 and〈netiso/iso_errno.h 〉.

If the TP entity encounters asynchronous events that will cause a transport connection to be closed, such as
timing out while retransmitting a connect request TPDU, or receiving a DR TPDU, theTP entity issues a
SIGURGsignal, indicating that disconnection has occurred. If the signal is issued during a system call, the
system call may be interrupted, in which case theerrno value upon return from the system call isEINTR. If
the signalSIGURGis being handled by reading from the socket, and it was anaccept (2) that timed out, the
read may result inENOTSOCK, because theaccept (2) call had not yet returned a legitimate socket descrip-
tor when the signal was handled.ETIMEDOUT(or a some other errno value appropriate to the type of error)
is returned ifSIGURGis blocked for the duration of the system call.A user program should take one of the
following approaches:

Block SIGURG
If the program is servicing only one connection, it can block or ignoreSIGURGduring connection
establishment. Theadvantage of this is that theerrno value returned is somewhat meaningful.The
disadvantage of this is that if ignored, disconnection and expedited data indications could be missed.
For some programs this is not a problem.

HandleSIGURG
If the program is servicing more than one connection at a time or expedited data may arrive or both,
the program may elect to serviceSIGURG. It can use thegetsockopt (...TPOPT_FLAGS...)
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system call to see if the signal was due to the arrival of expedited data or due to a disconnection.In
the latter case,getsockopt (2) will returnENOTCONN.

SEE ALSO
netstat (1), clnp (4), cltp (4), iso (4), tcp (4), ifconfig (8)

BUGS
The protocol definition of expedited data is slightly problematic, in a way that renders expedited data almost
useless, if two or more packets of expedited data are sent within time epsilon, where epsilon depends on the
application. Theproblem is not of major significance since most applications do not use transport expedited
data. Theproblem is this: the expedited data acknowledgment TPDU has no field for conveying credit, thus
it is not possible for aTP entity to inform its peer that "I received your expedited data but have no room to
receive more." TheTP entity has the choice of acknowledging receipt of the XPD TPDU:

when the user receives the XPD TSDU
which may be a fairly long time, which may cause the sendingTP entity to retransmit the packet,
and possibly to close the connection after retransmission, or

when theTPentity receives it
so the sending entity does not retransmit or close the connection.If the sending user then tries to
send more expedited data “soon”, the expedited data will not be acknowledged (until the receiving
user receives the first XPD TSDU).

TheARGO implementation acknowledges XPD TPDUs immediately, in the hope that most users will not use
expedited data frequently enough for this to be a problem.
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NAME
tqphy — Driver for TDK Semiconductor 78Q2120 10/100 Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
tqphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
The tqphy driver supports the TDK Semiconductor 78Q2120 PHY found in some CardBus and Mini-PCI
Ethernet cards.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)

BUGS
Due to hardware bugs, the tqphy driver refuses to match chips with revision 3 or lower. For these chips, use
ukphy (4) instead.
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NAME
tr — TROPIC based shared memory Token-Ring cards device driver

SYNOPSIS
tr0 at isa? port 0xa20 iomem 0xd800 irq ?
tr ∗ at isa? port ? irq ?
tr ∗ at isapnp?
tr ∗ at mca? slot ?
tr ∗ at pcmcia? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Thetr device driver supports TROPIC I based shared-memory Token-Ring cards.

HARDWARE
Supported cards include the following IBM and 3Com models:

IBM Token-Ring Network PC Adapter

IBM Token-Ring Network PC Adapter II

IBM Token-Ring Network Adapter/A

IBM Token-Ring Network 16/4 Adapter

IBM Token-Ring Network 16/4 Adapter/A

IBM Token-Ring 16/4 Credit Card Adapter

IBM Token Ring Auto 16/4 Credit Card Adapter

IBM Turbo 16/4 Token Ring PC Card

IBM 16/4 ISA Adapter

IBM Auto 16/4 Token-Ring ISA Adapter

IBM Token Ring 16/4 Credit Card Adapter

IBM Token Ring Auto 16/4 Credit Card Adapter

IBM Turbo 16/4 Token Ring PC Card

3Com
3C619 TokenLink

3Com
3C319 TokenLink Velocity

3Com
3C389 TokenLink Velocity PC Card

SOURCE ROUTING
Setting IFF_LINK0 enables Token-Ring source routing.Setting IFF_LINK1 uses all-routes broadcasts oth-
erwise single-route broadcasts are used.

NOTES
The MCA attachment has been only tested on IBM Token Ring 16/4 Adapter/A so far. It doesn’t support
ifmedia (4) yet, too.
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SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), isa (4), isapnp (4), mca(4), pcmcia (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thetr driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

BUGS
The PCMCIA attachment does not work with thecbb (4) CardBus driver.
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NAME
tra — FujitsuMB86950 basedTiaraEthernet cards driver

SYNOPSIS
tra ∗ at mca? slot ?

DESCRIPTION
The tra driver supportsTiara MCAbus Ethernetadapters and clones, based on theFujitsu MB86950Ethernet
controller. Supported boards include:

Tiara LANCard/E Ethernet Adapter

Standard MicroSystems 3016/MC Ethernet

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mca(4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thetra driver appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
Thetra driver has been written by Dave Barnes〈djb_pizza@ieee.org〉.

BUGS
Multicast is not supported. There is no hardware support for multicast, and the driver does not implement a
software-only solution.
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NAME
trm — Tekram TRM-S1040 ASIC based PCI SCSI host adapter driver

SYNOPSIS
trm ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
scsibus ∗ at trm?

DESCRIPTION
Thetrm driver supports PCI SCSI host adapters based on the Tekram TRM-S1040 SCSI ASIC.

HARDWARE
Supported SCSI controllers include:

Tekram DC-315PCI Ultra SCSI adapter without flash BIOS and internal SCSI connector

Tekram DC-315UPCI Ultra SCSI adapter without flash BIOS

Tekram DC-395UPCI Ultra SCSI adapter with flash BIOS

Tekram DC-395UWPCI Ultra-Wide SCSI adapter with flash BIOS

Tekram DC-395FPCI Ultra-Wide SCSI adapter with flash BIOS and 68-pin external SCSI connector

For Tekram DC-390 PCI SCSI host adapter, usepcscp (4) driver.

For Tekram DC-310/U and DC-390U/UW/F PCI SCSI host adapters, usesiop (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), pci (4), scsi (4), sd (4), ss (4), st (4), uk (4), scsipi (9)

http://www.tekram.com/

AUTHORS
The trm driver was originally written forNetBSD 1.4/i386 by Erich Chen of Tekram Technology, and Rui-
Xiang Guo rewrote the driver to usebus_space (9) andbus_dma(9) for NetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
ts — TS-11/TSV-05mag tape interface

SYNOPSIS
ts0 at uba? csr 0172520

DESCRIPTION
TheTS-11/TSV-05combination provides a standard tape drive interface as described inmtio (4). TheTS-11
operates only at 1600BPI, and only one transport is possible per controller.

TheTS-11is attached to anUNIBUS, and the TSV-05 is attached to aQ22 bus.

DIAGNOSTICS
ts%d: no write ring . An attempt was made to write on the tape drive when no write ring was present; this
message is written on the terminal of the user who tried to access the tape.

ts%d: not online. An attempt was made to access the tape while it was offline; this message is written on
the terminal of the user who tried to access the tape.

ts%d: err or at bn%d. An error occurred on the tape at blockbn; status register and controller state is
printed in hex and decimal.

SEE ALSO
mt(1), tar (1), ht (4), mt(4), mtio (4), tm(4), ut (4)

HISTORY
Thets driver appeared in 4.1BSD.
A new ts driver showed up inNetBSD 1.2.

BUGS
Lots of them.
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NAME
tsc — DECchip 21272 Core Logic chipset

SYNOPSIS
tsc ∗ at mainbus?

DESCRIPTION
The tsc driver provides support for the DECchip 21272 Core Logic chipset (Tsunami) found on the 264DP
OEM Board.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), mainbus (4), tsp (4)
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NAME
tslot — sbus pcmcia bridge

SYNOPSIS
tslot ∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ?
pcmcia ∗ at tslot? controller ? socket ?

DESCRIPTION
tslot is a driver for the PCMCIA part of the TS102 chip found in Tadpole SPARCbooks. Themicrocon-
troller interface is supported bytctrl (4).

KERNEL THREAD
Eachtslot instance creates a kernel thread, named like the instance.This thread is used to watch for card
insertions and removals, and handling the attachment and initialization of the card’s driver.

SEE ALSO
pcmcia (4), sbus (4), tctrl (4)
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NAME
tsp — DECchip 21272 Core Logic chipset PCI controller

SYNOPSIS
tsp ∗ at tsc?
pci ∗ at tsp?

DESCRIPTION
Thetsp driver provides support for the PCI controller on the DECchip 21272 Core Logic chipset.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), pci (4), tsc (4)
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NAME
ttwoga — DEC T2 Gate Array

SYNOPSIS
ttwoga ∗ at mainbus?

DESCRIPTION
The ttwoga driver provides support for the Digital Equipment Corp. T2 Gate Array, the CBUS->PCI
bridge found in the AlphaServer 2100/2100A.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), mainbus (4), ttwopci (4)
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NAME
ttwopci — DEC T2 Gate Array PCI controller

SYNOPSIS
ttwopci ∗ at ttwoga?
pci ∗ at ttwopci?

DESCRIPTION
The ttwopci driver provides support for CBUS->PCI bridge on the DEC T2 Gate Array found in the
AlphaServer 2100/2100A.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), pci (4), ttwoga (4)
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NAME
tty — general terminal interface

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/ioctl.h>

DESCRIPTION
This section describes the interface to the terminal drivers in the system.

Terminal Special Files
Each hardware terminal port on the system usually has two terminal special device files associated with it in
the directory/dev/ (for example,/dev/tty03 and/dev/dty03 ).

The /dev/ttyXX special file is used for dial-in modems and terminals. When a user logs into the system
on one of these hardware terminal ports, the system has already opened the associated device and prepared
the line for normal interactive use (seegetty (8)).

The /dev/dtyXX special file is a SunOS-compatible dial-out device. Unlike the dial-in device, opening
the dial-out device never blocks. If the corresponding dial-in device is already opened (not blocked in the
open waiting for carrier), then the dial-out open will fail immediately; otherwise it will succeed immediately.
While the dial-out device is open, the dial-in device may not be opened. If the dial-in open is blocking, it
will wait until the dial-out device is closed (and carrier is detected); otherwise it will fail immediately.

There is also a special case of a terminal file that connects not to a hardware terminal port, but to another pro-
gram on the other side.These special terminal devices are calledptys (pseudo terminals) and provide the
mechanism necessary to give users the same interface to the system when logging in over a network (using
rlogin (1), or telnet (1) for example.) Even in these cases the details of how the terminal file was
opened and set up is already handled by special software in the system.Thus, users do not normally need to
worry about the details of how these lines are opened or used. Also, these lines are often used for dialing out
of a system (through an out-calling modem), but again the system provides programs that hide the details of
accessing these terminal special files (seetip (1)).

When an interactive user logs in, the system prepares the line to behave in a certain way (called aline
discipline), the particular details of which is described instty (1) at the command level, and in
termios (4) at the programming level. A user may be concerned with changing settings associated with his
particular login terminal and should refer to the preceding man pages for the common cases.The remainder
of this man page is concerned with describing details of using and controlling terminal devices at a low lev el,
such as that possibly required by a program wishing to provide features similar to those provided by the sys-
tem.

Line disciplines
A terminal file is used like any other file in the system in that it can be opened, read, and written to using
standard system calls.For each existing terminal file, there is a software processing module called aline
disciplineassociated with it.The line disciplineessentially glues the low lev el device driver code with the
high level generic interface routines (such asread (2) andwrite (2)), and is responsible for implementing
the semantics associated with the device. Whena terminal file is first opened by a program, the default line
disciplinecalled thetermios line discipline is associated with the file.This is the primary line discipline
that is used in most cases and provides the semantics that users normally associate with a terminal.When
the termios line discipline is in effect, the terminal file behaves and is operated according to the rules
described intermios (4). Pleaserefer to that man page for a full description of the terminal semantics.
The operations described here generally represent features common across allline disciplines, howev er some
of these calls may not make sense in conjunction with a line discipline other thantermios , and some may
not be supported by the underlying hardware (or lack thereof, as in the case of ptys).
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Terminal File Operations
All of the following operations are invoked using theioctl (2) system call. Refer to that man page for a
description of therequestandargp parameters. Inaddition to the ioctlrequestsdefined here, the specific line
discipline in effect will define otherrequestsspecific to it (actuallytermios (4) defines them as function
calls, not ioctlrequests.) Thefollowing section lists the available ioctl requests. The name of the request, a
description of its purpose, and the typedargpparameter (if any) are listed.For example, the first entry says

TIOCSLINED char name[32]

and would be called on the terminal associated with file descriptor zero by the following code fragment:

ioctl(0, TIOCSLINED, "termios");

Terminal File Request Descriptions
TIOCSLINED char name[32]

Change to the new line discipline calledname.

TIOCGLINED char name[32]
Return the current line discipline in the string pointed to byname.

TIOCSBRK void
Set the terminal hardware into BREAK condition.

TIOCCBRK void
Clear the terminal hardware BREAK condition.

TIOCSDTR void
Assert data terminal ready (DTR).

TIOCCDTR void
Clear data terminal ready (DTR).

TIOCGPGRPint ∗tpgrp
Return the current process group the terminal is associated with in the integer pointed to by
tpgrp. This is the underlying call that implements thetcgetpgrp (3) call.

TIOCSPGRPint ∗tpgrp
Associate the terminal with the process group (as an integer) pointed to bytpgrp. This is
the underlying call that implements thetcsetpgrp (3) call.

TIOCGETA struct termios ∗term
Place the current value of the termios state associated with the device in the termios structure
pointed to byterm. This is the underlying call that implements thetcgetattr (3) call.

TIOCSETA struct termios ∗term
Set the termios state associated with the device immediately. This is the underlying call that
implements thetcsetattr (3) call with theTCSANOWoption.

TIOCSETAWstruct termios ∗term
First wait for any output to complete, then set the termios state associated with the device.
This is the underlying call that implements thetcsetattr (3) call with theTCSADRAIN
option.

TIOCSETAF struct termios ∗term
First wait for any output to complete, clear any pending input, then set the termios state asso-
ciated with the device. Thisis the underlying call that implements thetcsetattr (3) call
with theTCSAFLUSHoption.
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TIOCOUTQint ∗num
Place the current number of characters in the output queue in the integer pointed to bynum.

TIOCSTI char ∗cp
Simulate typed input. Pretend as if the terminal received the character pointed to bycp.

TIOCNOTTY void
This call is obsolete but left for compatibility. In the past, when a process that didn’t hav ea
controlling terminal (seeThe Controlling Terminal in termios (4)) first opened a terminal
device, it acquired that terminal as its controlling terminal.For some programs this was a
hazard as they didn’t want a controlling terminal in the first place, and this provided a mech-
anism to disassociate the controlling terminal from the calling process.It mustbe called by
opening the file/dev/tty and callingTIOCNOTTYon that file descriptor.

The current system does not allocate a controlling terminal to a process on anopen () call:
there is a specific ioctl calledTIOCSCTTYto make a terminal the controlling terminal.In
addition, a program canfork () and call thesetsid () system call which will place the
process into its own session - which has the effect of disassociating it from the controlling
terminal. Thisis the new and preferred method for programs to lose their controlling termi-
nal.

TIOCSTOP void
Stop output on the terminal (like typing ˆS at the keyboard).

TIOCSTART void
Start output on the terminal (like typing ˆQ at the keyboard).

TIOCSCTTY void
Make the terminal the controlling terminal for the process (the process must not currently
have a controlling terminal).

TIOCDRAIN void
Wait until all output is drained.

TIOCEXCL void
Set exclusive use on the terminal. No further opens are permitted except by root. Of course,
this means that programs that are run by root (or setuid) will not obey the exclusive setting -
which limits the usefulness of this feature.

TIOCNXCL void
Clear exclusive use of the terminal. Further opens are permitted.

TIOCFLUSH int ∗what
If the value of the int pointed to bywhat contains theFREAD bit as defined in
〈sys/fcntl.h 〉, then all characters in the input queue are cleared. If it contains the
FWRITEbit, then all characters in the output queue are cleared. If the value of the integer is
zero, then it behaves as if both the FREADand FWRITE bits were set (i.e. clears both
queues).

TIOCGWINSZ struct winsize ∗ws
Put the window size information associated with the terminal in thewinsizestructure pointed
to byws. The window size structure contains the number of rows and columns (and pixels if
appropriate) of the devices attached to the terminal. It is set by user software and is the
means by which most full-screen oriented programs determine the screen size.The winsize
structure is defined in〈sys/ioctl.h 〉.
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TIOCSWINSZ struct winsize ∗ws
Set the window size associated with the terminal to be the value in thewinsizestructure
pointed to byws (see above).

TIOCCONSint ∗on
If on points to a non-zero integer, redirect kernel console output (kernel printf’s) to this ter-
minal. If on points to a zero integer, redirect kernel console output back to the normal con-
sole. Thisis usually used on workstations to redirect kernel messages to a particular win-
dow.

TIOCMSET int ∗state
The integer pointed to bystate contains bits that correspond to modem state.Following is
a list of defined variables and the modem state they represent:

TIOCM_LE Line Enable.
TIOCM_DTR

Data Terminal Ready.
TIOCM_RTS

Request To Send.
TIOCM_ST Secondary Transmit.
TIOCM_SR Secondary Receive.
TIOCM_CTS

Clear To Send.
TIOCM_CAR

Carrier Detect.
TIOCM_CD Carrier Detect (synonym).
TIOCM_RNG

Ring Indication.
TIOCM_RI Ring Indication (synonym).
TIOCM_DSR

Data Set Ready.

This call sets the terminal modem state to that represented bystate. Not all terminals may
support this.

TIOCMGETint ∗state
Return the current state of the terminal modem lines as represented above in the integer
pointed to bystate.

TIOCMBIS int ∗state
The bits in the integer pointed to bystate represent modem state as described above, how-
ev er the state is OR-ed in with the current state.

TIOCMBIC int ∗state
The bits in the integer pointed to bystate represent modem state as described above, how-
ev er each bit which is on instate is cleared in the terminal.

TIOCSFLAGS int ∗state
The bits in the integer pointed to bystate contain bits that correspond to serial port state.
Following is a list of defined flag values and the serial port state they represent:

TIOCFLAG_SOFTCAR
Ignore hardware carrier.

TIOCFLAG_CLOCAL Set thetermios (4) CLOCALflag on open.
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TIOCFLAG_CRTSCTS
Set thetermios (4) CRTSCTSflag on open.

TIOCFLAG_MDMBUF
Set thetermios (4) MDMBUFflag on open.

This call sets the serial port state to that represented bystate. Not all serial ports may
support this.

TIOCGFLAGSint ∗state
Return the current state of the serial port as represented above in the integer pointed to by
state.

COMPATIBILITY
Tw o ioctls are maintained for backwards compatibility. They provide methods to get and set the current line
discipline, but are not extensible.

TIOCSETD int ∗ldisc
Change to the new line discipline pointed to byldisc. The old list of available line disci-
plines are listed in〈sys/ttycom.h 〉 and are:

TTYDISC Termios interactive line discipline.
TABLDISC Tablet line discipline.
SLIPDISC Serial IP line discipline.
PPPDISC Point to Point Protocol line discipline.
STRIPDISC Starmode Radio IP line discipline.

TIOCGETD int ∗ldisc
Return the current line discipline in the integer pointed to byldisc.

SEE ALSO
stty (1), ioctl (2), tcgetattr (3), tcsetattr (3), ttyaction (3), pty (4), termios (4), ttys (5),
getty (8), linedisc (9)

HISTORY
Separate dial-out device files were implemented in SunOS 4.They were cloned by Charles M. Hannum for
NetBSD 1.4.
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NAME
tu — VAX-11/750 TU-58console cassette interface

DESCRIPTION
Thetu interface provides access to theVAX-11/750 TU-58console cassette drive.

The interface supports only blockI/O to theTU-58 cassettes. Thedevices are normally manipulated with the
dd(1) program.

The device driver is automatically included when a system is configured to run on an 11/750.

The TU-58 on an 11/750 uses the Radial Serial Protocol( RSP) to communicate with the cpu over a serial
line. Thisprotocol is inherently unreliable as it has no flow control measures built in.

FILES
/dev/tu0

DIAGNOSTICS
tu%d: lost recv interrupt.
A timer watching the controller detected no interrupt for an extended period while an operation was out-
standing. Thisusually indicates that one or more receiver interrupts were lost and the transfer is restarted.

HISTORY
Thetu driver appeared in 4.1BSD.
A new driver showed up inNetBSD 1.2.

BUGS
The VAX-11/750 console interface is unusable while the system is multi-user, because interrupts occur at a
very high priority level (spl7) and cannot be blocked with splbio. Use this driver only when the system is
running single-user and, even then, with caution.
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NAME
tun — tunnel software network interface

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device tun

DESCRIPTION
The tun interface is a software loopback mechanism that can be loosely described as the network interface
analog of thepty (4), that is,tun does for network interfaces what thepty driver does for terminals.

The tun driver, like thepty driver, provides two interfaces: an interface like the usual facility it is simulat-
ing (a network interface in the case oftun , or aterminal forpty ) ,  and a character-special device “control”
interface.

To use a tun device, the administrator must first create the interface. Thiscan be done by using the
ifconfig (8) create command, or via theSIOCIFCREATE ioctl. An open () call on /dev/tun N,
will also create a network interface with the same unit number of that device if it doesn’t exists yet.

The network interfaces should be namedtun0, tun1, etc. Eachinterface supports the usual network-inter-
face ioctl (2)s, such asSIOCSIFADDR and SIOCSIFNETMASK, and thus can be used with
ifconfig (8) like any other interface. Atboot time, they are POINTOPOINT interfaces, but this can be
changed; see the description of the control device, below. When the system chooses to transmit a packet on
the network interface, the packet can be read from the control device (it appears there as “output”) ;  writing
a packet to the control device generates an input packet on the network interface, as if the( non-existent )
hardware had just received it.

The tunnel device, normally/dev/tun N, is exclusive-open (it cannot be opened if it is already open) and
is restricted to the super-user (regardless of file system permissions) .  A read () call will return an error
( EHOSTDOWN) if the interface is not “ready” (which means that the interface address has not been set).
Once the interface is ready, read () will return a packet if one is available; if not, it will either block until one
is or returnEAGAIN, depending on whether non-blocking I/O has been enabled. If the packet is longer than
is allowed for in the buffer passed toread (), the extra data will be silently dropped.

Packets can be optionally prepended with the destination address as presented to the network interface output
routine (‘ tunoutput ’ ) .  The destination address is in ‘struct sockaddr ’ f ormat. Theactual length
of the prepended address is in the member ‘sa_len ’. The packet data follows immediately. A write (2)
call passes a packet in to be “received” on the pseudo-interface. Eachwrite () call supplies exactly one
packet; the packet length is taken from the amount of data provided towrite (). Writeswill not block; if the
packet cannot be accepted for a transient reason( e.g., no buffer space available ) , it is silently dropped; if
the reason is not transient( e.g., packet too large ) ,an error is returned. If “link-layer mode” is on( see
TUNSLMODEbelow ) ,  the actual packet data must be preceded by a ‘struct sockaddr ’. The driver
currently only inspects the ‘sa_family ’ fi eld. Thefollowing ioctl (2) calls are supported( defined in
〈net/if_tun.h 〉 ) :

TUNSDEBUG The argument should be a pointer to anint; this sets the internal debugging variable to that
value. What,if anything, this variable controls is not documented here; see the source code.

TUNGDEBUGThe argument should be a pointer to anint; this stores the internal debugging variable’s value
into it.

TUNSIFMODEThe argument should be a pointer to anint; its value must be eitherIFF_POINTOPOINT or
IFF_BROADCAST(optionally IFF_MULTICAST may be or’ed into the value). Thetype
of the correspondingtunn interface is set to the supplied type. If the value is anything else,
anEINVAL error occurs. The interface must be down at the time; if it is up, anEBUSYerror
occurs.

NetBSD 3.0 April 8, 2006 1
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TUNSLMODE The argument should be a pointer to anint; a non-zero value turns off “ multi-af” mode and
turns on “link-layer” mode, causing packets read from the tunnel device to be prepended
with network destination address.

TUNGIFHEADThe argument should be a pointer to anint; the ioctl sets the value to one if the device is in
“multi-af” mode, and zero otherwise.

TUNSIFHEADThe argument should be a pointer to anint; a non-zero value turns off “ link-layer” mode, and
enables “multi-af” mode, where every packet is preceded with a four byte address family.

FIONBIO Turn non-blocking I/O for reads off or on, according as the argumentint’s value is or isn’t
zero (Writes are always nonblocking) .

FIOASYNC Turn asynchronous I/O for reads( i.e., generation ofSIGIO when data is available to be
read )off or on, according as the argumentint’s value is or isn’t zero.

FIONREAD If any packets are queued to be read, store the size of the first one into the argumentint; oth-
erwise, store zero.

TIOCSPGRP Set the process group to receive SIGIO signals, when asynchronous I/O is enabled, to the
argumentint value.

TIOCGPGRP Retrieve the process group value forSIGIO signals into the argumentint value.

The control device also supportsselect (2) for read; selecting for write is pointless, and always succeeds,
since writes are always non-blocking.

On the last close of the data device, by default, the interface is brought down (as if with “ifconfig tunn
down” ) . All queued packets are thrown away. If the interface is up when the data device is not open output
packets are always thrown away rather than letting them pile up.

SEE ALSO
inet (4), intro (4)

HISTORY
IPv6 support comes mostly fromFreeBSDand was added inNetBSD 4.0 by
Rui Paulo〈rpaulo@NetBSD.org〉.

NetBSD 3.0 April 8, 2006 2
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NAME
twa — 3ware Apache RAID controller driver

SYNOPSIS
twa ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The twa driver provides support for the3ware Apachefamily of RAID controllers. Attached disk arrays are
supported by theld driver.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), ld (4)

HISTORY
Thetwa driver first appeared inNetBSD 3.1.

AUTHORS
The twa driver was written by Vinod Kashyap and was modified for inclusion inNetBSD by Jordan Rhody
〈jordanr@spam.wasabisystems.com〉.

NetBSD 3.0 November 6, 2006 1
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NAME
twe — 3ware Escalade RAID controller driver

SYNOPSIS
twe ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The twe driver provides support for the3ware Escaladefamily of RAID controllers. Supported models
include series 5000, 6000, 7000, and 8000.

Attached disk arrays are supported by theld driver.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), ld (4)

HISTORY
Thetwe driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.3, and was based on theFreeBSDdriver of the same name.

NetBSD 3.0 May 10, 2004 1
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NAME
txp — 3Com 3XP Typhoon/Sidewinder (3CR990) Ethernet interface

SYNOPSIS
txp ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The txp interface provides access to the 10Mb/s and 100Mb/s Ethernet networks via the 3Com
Typhoon/Sidewinderchipset. Thisdriver supports the following cards:

• 3Com 3CR990-TX-95
• 3Com 3CR990-TX-97
• 3Com 3CR990SVR95
• 3Com 3CR990SVR97

Basic Ethernet functions are provided as well as support forvlan (4) tag removal and insertion assistance,
receive ip (4), tcp (4), andudp (4) checksum offloading, and transmitip (4) checksum offloading. Thereis
currently no support for transmittcp (4) or udp (4) checksum offloading, tcp (4) segmentation, nor
ipsec (4) acceleration. Note that hardware checksumming is only used when the interface is not in
bridge (4) mode.

Each of the host’s network addresses is specified at boot time with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2). Thetxp
interface employs the address resolution protocol described inarp (4) to dynamically map between Internet
and Ethernet addresses on the local network.

When atxp interface is brought up, by default, it will attempt to auto-negotiate the link speed and duplex
mode. Thespeeds, in order of attempt, are: 100Mb/s Full Duplex, 100Mb/s Half Duplex, 10 Mb/s Full
Duplex, and 10 Mb/s Half Duplex.

The txp supports several media types, which are selected via theifconfig (8) command. The supported
media types are:

media autoselect Attempt to autoselect the media type (default)

media 100baseTX mediaopt full-duplex
Use 100baseTX, full duplex

media 100baseTX[mediaopt half-duplex]
Use 100baseTX, half duplex

media 10baseT mediaopt full-duplex
Use 10baseT, full duplex

media 10baseT[mediaopt half-duplex]
Use 10baseT, half duplex

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), inet (4), intro (4), ip (4), netintro (4), pci (4), tcp (4), udp (4), vlan (4),
ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thetxp driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

NetBSD 3.0 August 21, 2003 1
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NAME
uaudio — USB audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
uaudio ∗ at uhub?
audio ∗ at audiobus?

DESCRIPTION
Theuaudio driver provides support forUSB audio class devices.

A USB audio device consists of a number of components: input terminals (e.g. USB digital input), output ter-
minals (e.g.speakers), and a number of units in between (e.g. volume control). The following types of units
are handled by theuaudio driver and are accessible via the mixer (seeaudio (4)) interface:

mixer A mixer has a number of inputs and one output.Each input has a control that determines
its volume in the output.The name of the control ismixN-S, whereN is a number that
identifies which mixer it is andS which input.

selector A selector unit selects one of multiple audio sources such as mic-in and line-in.The
name of the control isselN-S1S2S3..., whereN is a number that identifies which
selector unit it is and the sequence ofSn indicates candidate units for the audio source.

feature A feature unit changes the sound in some way, like bass, treble, mute, or volume. The
name of the control is determined in a heuristic way. If the unit changes the sound to a
speaker output terminal, the names of the controls may be outputs.speaker.bass, out-
puts.speaker.treble, outputs.speaker.mute, outputs.speaker, or likewise.

processing A processing unit does one of a number of audio processing functions (e.g., channel up-
down mixing, Dolby ProLogic, or chorus effects). Thename of the on-off control is
proN.M-enable, whereN is a number that identifies which processing unit it is andM
which kind. Depending on the type of processing unit there may be other controls as
well.

extension An extension unit performs some unspecified audio processing The name of the on-off
control isextN-enable, whereN is a number that identifies which processing unit it
is.

For more information theUSB Audio class specification is indispensable reading.

SEE ALSO
TheUSB specifications can be found at:http://www.usb.org/developers/docs.html

audio (4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theuaudio driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

BUGS
There is no support for multiple-endpoints audio stream, adaptive recording, async playback, and TYPE-
II/III formats.

There is the possibility that a device has multiple mixer items which have the same name.

NetBSD 3.0 June 22, 2005 1
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NAME
uberry — USB driver for the RIM BlackBerry phones

SYNOPSIS
uberry ∗ at uhub? port ?

DESCRIPTION
Theuberry driver provides support for the original BlackBerry, the BlackBerry Pearl, the BlackBerry Pearl
Duo, and other models.

This is a stub driver that only allows the device to be charged from the USB port. If theuberry driver
attaches to a device that has support for memory cards (such as the BlackBerry Pearl series), theuberry
driver will detach and the device will be re-attached using theumass(4) driver.

SEE ALSO
umass(4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theuberry driver appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

NetBSD 3.0 May 25, 2008 1
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NAME
ubsa — USB support for Belkin serial adapters

SYNOPSIS
ubsa ∗ at uhub?
ucom∗ at ubsa?

HARDWARE
Theubsa driver supports the following adapters:

Belkin F5U103
Belkin F5U120
e-Tek Labs Kwik232
GoHubs GoCOM232
Option N.V. Mobile Connect 3G datacard
Option N.V. GlobeTrotter Fusion Quad Lite UMTS/GPRS
Option N.V. GlobeTrotter Fusion Quad Lite 3D
Peracom single port serial adapter

DESCRIPTION
The ubsa driver provides support for the USB-to-RS-232 Bridge chip used by a variety of serial adapters
from Belkin and other vendors. Thebridge is also embedded into several UMTS/GPRS cards.

The device is accessed through theucom(4) driver which makes it behave like atty (4).

SEE ALSO
tty (4), ucom(4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theubsa driver first appeared inFreeBSD5.0 and was ported toNetBSD 2.0.

NetBSD 3.0 February 10, 2007 1
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NAME
ubsec — Broadcom and BlueSteel uBsec 5x0x crypto accelerator

SYNOPSIS
ubsec ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Theubsec driver supports cards containing any of the following chips:

Bluesteel 5501 The original chipset, no longer made.This extremely rare unit was not very
fast, lacked an RNG, and had a number of other bugs.

Bluesteel 5601 A faster and fixed version of the original, with a random number unit and
large number engine added.

Broadcom BCM5801 A BCM5805 without public key engine or random number generator.

Broadcom BCM5802 A slower version of the BCM5805.

Broadcom BCM5805 Faster version of Bluesteel 5601.

Broadcom BCM5820 64 bit version of the chip, and significantly more advanced.

Broadcom BCM5821 Faster version of the BCM5820. (This is the chip found on the Sun Crypto
Accelerator 1000.)

Broadcom BCM5822 Faster version of the BCM5820.

Broadcom BCM5823 Faster version of the BCM5822.

Broadcom BCM5823 Faster version of the BCM5821, with AES hardware.

The ubsec driver registers itself to accelerate DES, Triple-DES, MD5, SHA1, MD5-HMAC, and
SHA1-HMAC operations foropencrypto (9), and thus forfast_ipsec (4) andcrypto (4).

On those models which contain a public key engine (almost all of the more recent ones), this feature is regis-
tered with thecrypto (4) subsystem.

On all models except the Bluesteel 5501 and Broadcom 5801, the driver registers itself to provide random
data to thernd (4) subsystem.

SEE ALSO
crypto (4), fast_ipsec (4), intro (4), rnd (4), opencrypto (9)

HISTORY
Theubsec device driver appeared inOpenBSD2.8. Theubsec device driver was imported toFreeBSD5.0,
back-ported toFreeBSD4.8, and subsequently imported toNetBSD 2.0.

BUGS
The BCM5801 and BCM5802 have not actually been tested.

Whilst some of the newer chips support AES, AES is not supported by the driver.

NetBSD 3.0 June 10, 2000 1
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NAME
ubt — USB Bluetooth driver

SYNOPSIS
ubt ∗ at uhub? port ? configuration ? interface ?

DESCRIPTION
Theubt driver provides support for USB Bluetooth dongles to the Bluetooth protocol stack.

USB Bluetooth dongles provide two interfaces, both of which theubt driver claims. Thesecond interface is
used for Isochronous data and will have sev eral alternate configurations regarding bandwidth consumption,
which can be set using the hw.ubtN.configsysctl (8) variable. Thenumber of alternate configurations is
indicated by the value in the hw.ubtN.alt_config variable, and the isoc frame size for the current configura-
tion is shown in the hw.ubtN.sco_rxsize and hw.ubtN.sco_txsize variables.

By default, configuration 0 is selected, which means that no bandwidth is used on the Isochronous interface
and no SCO data can be sent.Consult the Bluetooth USB specification at https://www.bluetooth.org/ for
complete instructions on setting bandwidth consumption. The following extract may be useful as a general
guidance though details may differ between manufacturers.

0 No active voice channels
1 One voice channel with 8-bit encoding
2 Tw o voice channels with 8-bit encoding, or one voice channel with 16-bit encoding.
3 Three voice channels with 8-bit encoding
4 Tw o voice channels with 16-bit encoding
5 Three voice channels with 16-bit encoding

SEE ALSO
bluetooth (4), uhub (4), sysctl (8)

HISTORY
This ubt device driver was originally a character device written by David Sainty and Lennart Augustsson.It
was rewritten to support socket based Bluetooth access forNetBSD 4.0 by Iain Hibbert.

CAVEATS
Isochronous data is seemingly not well supported over USB in the current system and to get SCO working,
you may have to calculate the SCO packet size that the stack will use. This is the sco_mtu value reported by
the btconfig (8) command, and when combined with the SCO header (3 bytes) should fit exactly into an
integer number of Isochronous data frames where the frame size is indicated by the ‘hw.ubtN.sco_txsize’
sysctl variable.

For example: I want one voice channel (which is all that is supported, for now) so am using configuration #2,
with a frame length of 17 bytes. This gives possible values of:

(17 ∗ 1) - 3 = 14
(17 ∗ 2) - 3 = 31
(17 ∗ 3) - 3 = 48
(17 ∗ 4) - 3 = 65
(17 ∗ 5) - 3 = 82
etc.

btconfig (8) shows the maximum SCO payload as 64 bytes, so I am using the next smaller size of 48, to
minimize the overhead of the 3 header bytes.

NetBSD 3.0 August 27, 2006 1
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The SCO packet size can be changed using the ‘scomtu’ option tobtconfig (8).

The failure mode is that the USB Bluetooth dongle locks up though generally removal/reinsertion will clear
the problem.

BUGS
The Isochronous configuration can only be changed when the device is not marked up.

NetBSD 3.0 August 27, 2006 2
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NAME
uchcom — USB support for WinChipHead CH341/CH340 serial adapters driver

SYNOPSIS
uchcom∗ at uhub?
ucom∗ at uchcom?

HARDWARE
Theuchcom driver supports the following adapters:

HL USB-RS232

DESCRIPTION
Theuchcom driver provides support for the WinChipHead CH341/CH340 USB-to-RS-232 Bridge chip.

The device is accessed through theucom(4) driver which makes it behave like atty (4).

SEE ALSO
tty (4), ucom(4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theuchcom driver appeared inNetBSD 5.0.

BUGS
Actually, this chip seems unable to drive other than 8 data bits and 1 stop bit line.

NetBSD 3.0 September 2, 2007 1
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NAME
ucom — USB tty support

SYNOPSIS
ucom∗ at ubsa?
ucom∗ at uchcom?
ucom∗ at uftdi?
ucom∗ at ugensa?
ucom∗ at uhmodem?
ucom∗ at uipaq?
ucom∗ at ukyopon?
ucom∗ at umct?
ucom∗ at umodem?
ucom∗ at uplcom?
ucom∗ at uslsa?
ucom∗ at uvisor? portno ?
ucom∗ at uvscom?

DESCRIPTION
The ucom driver attaches to USB modems, serial ports, and other devices that need to look like a tty. The
ucom driver shows a behaviour like atty (4). Thismeans that normal programs such astip (1) orpppd (8)
can be used to access the device.

Theportno locator can be used to decide which port to use for device that have multiple external ports.

FILES
/dev/ttyU?

SEE ALSO
tty (4), ubsa (4), uchcom(4), uftdi (4), ugensa (4), uhmodem(4), uipaq (4), ukyopon (4), umct (4),
umodem(4), uplcom (4), usb (4), uslsa (4), uvisor (4), uvscom (4)

HISTORY
Theucom driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

NetBSD 3.0 March 24, 2008 1
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NAME
ucycom — USB support for Cypress microcontroller based serial adapters

SYNOPSIS
ucycom at uhidev? reportid ?

HARDWARE
Theucycom driver supports the following adapters:

Various low-cost USB-RS232 adapters
Delmore Earthmate GPS receiver

DESCRIPTION
The ucycom driver provides support for Cypress microcontroller based USB-to-RS-232 adapter. The
ucycom driver shows a behaviour like a tty (4). This means that normal programs such astip (1) or
pppd (8) can be used to access the device.

FILES
/dev/ttyY?

SEE ALSO
uhidev (4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theucycom driver appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

NetBSD 3.0 July 16, 2005 1
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NAME
uda — UNIBUS MSCP disk controller driver

SYNOPSIS
uda0 at uba? csr 0172150
uda1 at uba? csr 0160334
mscpbus ∗ at uda?

DESCRIPTION
Theuda driver is for UNIBUS disk controllers that use MSCP. Among these controllers are:

DEC UDA50 UNIBUS ctlr
DEC KDA50 Q22 bus ctlr
DEC RQDX3 Q22 bus ctlr

Theuda communicates with the host through a packet protocol known as the Mass Storage Control Protocol
( MSCP) .  Consult the file〈mscp/mscp.h 〉 for a detailed description of this protocol.

SEE ALSO
intro (4)

HISTORY
Theuda driver appeared in 4.2BSD.
A newuda driver approach showed up inNetBSD 1.2.

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 1
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NAME
udav — Davicom DM9601 USB Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
udav ∗ at uhub?
ukphy ∗ at mii?

HARDWARE
Theudav driver supports the following adapters:

Corega FEther USB-TXC
ShanTou ST268 USB NIC

DESCRIPTION
Theudav driver provides support for USBEthernetadapters based on the Davicom DM9601 chipset.

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8).

SEE ALSO
arp (4), netintro (4), usb (4), ifconfig (8)

Davicom DM9601 data sheet, http://www.davicom.com.tw/big5/download/Data%20Sheet/DM9601-DS-
F01-062202s.pdf.

HISTORY
Theudav device driver first appeared inNetBSD 2.0.

AUTHORS
Theudav driver was written by Shingo WAT ANABE 〈nabe@nabechan.org〉.

NetBSD 3.0 July 12, 2007 1
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NAME
udp — Internet User Datagram Protocol

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>

int
socket (AF_INET , SOCK_DGRAM , 0);

int
socket (AF_INET6 , SOCK_DGRAM , 0);

DESCRIPTION
UDP is a simple, unreliable datagram protocol which is used to support theSOCK_DGRAMabstraction for the
Internet protocol family. UDP sockets are connectionless, and are normally used with thesendto (2) and
recvfrom (2) calls, though theconnect (2) call may also be used to fix the destination for future packets
(in which case therecv (2) or read (2) andsend (2) orwrite (2) system calls may be used).

UDP address formats are identical to those used byTCP. In particularUDP provides a port identifier in addi-
tion to the normal Internet address format.Note that theUDP port space is separate from theTCPport space
(i.e. aUDP port may not be “connected” to aTCPport). Inaddition broadcast packets may be sent (assuming
the underlying network supports this) by using a reserved “broadcast address”; this address is network inter-
face dependent.

Options at theIP transport level may be used withUDP; seeip (4) or ip6 (4).

DIAGNOSTICS
A socket operation may fail with one of the following errors returned:

[EISCONN] when trying to establish a connection on a socket which already has one, or when try-
ing to send a datagram with the destination address specified and the socket is
already connected;

[ENOTCONN] when trying to send a datagram, but no destination address is specified, and the
socket hasn’t been connected;

[ENOBUFS] when the system runs out of memory for an internal data structure;

[EADDRINUSE] when an attempt is made to create a socket with a port which has already been allo-
cated;

[EADDRNOTAVAIL] when an attempt is made to create a socket with a network address for which no net-
work interface exists.

SEE ALSO
getsockopt (2), recv (2), send (2), socket (2), inet (4), inet6 (4), intro (4), ip (4), ip6 (4)

User Datagram Protocol, RFC, 768, August 28, 1980.

Requirements for Internet Hosts -- Communication Layers, RFC, 1122, October 1989.

HISTORY
Theudp protocol appeared in 4.2BSD.

NetBSD 3.0 June 5, 1993 1
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NAME
udsbr — support for D-Link DSB-R100 USB radio

SYNOPSIS
udsbr ∗ at uhub?
radio ∗ at udsbr?

DESCRIPTION
Theudsbr driver provides support for the D-Link DSB-R100 USB radio.

The device is accessed through theradio (4) driver.

The DSB-R100 is a rather poor radio and the only feedback that you can get from the radio is if it has a
stereo signal or not.

SEE ALSO
radio (4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theudsbr driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

NetBSD 3.0 January 2, 2002 1
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NAME
uep — USB eGalax Touchpanel

SYNOPSIS
uep∗ at uhub? port ?
wsmouse∗ at uep?

DESCRIPTION
The uep driver provides support for USB touchpanel controllers by eGalax. Access to panel events is
through thewsmouse(4) driver.

SEE ALSO
usb (4), wsmouse(4)

HISTORY
Theuep driver was written by Tyler C. Sarna forNetBSD. Theuep driver appeared inNetBSD 3.0.

BUGS
uep currently does not support calibration. Also, not allNetBSD-supplied X servers support the absolute
position events it generates.

NetBSD 3.0 May 25, 2004 1
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NAME
uftdi — USB support for serial adapters based on the FT8U100AX and FT8U232AM

SYNOPSIS
uftdi ∗ at uhub?
ucom∗ at uftdi?

HARDWARE
Theuftdi driver supports the following adapters:

B&B Electronics uLinks RS-422/485
Coastal ChipWorks TNC-X
Crystalfontz CFA-631 LCD
Crystalfontz CFA-632 LCD
Crystalfontz CFA-633 LCD
Crystalfontz CFA-634 LCD
Crystalfontz CFA-635 LCD
Falcom Samba 55/56 GSM/GPRS modem
Falcom Twist GSM/GPRS modem
Future Technology Devices DB9
Future Technology Devices IC
Future Technology Devices KW
Future Technology Devices RS232
Future Technology Devices Y6
Future Technology Devices Y8
Future Technology Devices Y9
Future Technology Devices YS
HP USB-Serial adapter shipped with some HP laptops
Inland UAS111
Interpid Control Systems NeoVI Blue
Interpid Control Systems ValueCAN
Matrix Orbital LK/VK/PK202-24 LCD
Matrix Orbital LK/VK204-24 LCD
Matrix Orbital MX2/MX3/MX6 Series
Matrix Orbital MX4/MX5 Series LCD
QVS USC-1000
SIIG US2308 Serial
Sealevel Systems USB-Serial adapter

DESCRIPTION
The uftdi driver provides support for various serial adapters based on the FTDI FT8U100AX and
FT8U232AM chips.

The device is accessed through theucom(4) driver which makes it behave like atty (4).

SEE ALSO
tty (4), ucom(4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theuftdi driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

NetBSD 3.0 October 8, 2006 1
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NAME
ug — Abit uGuru system hardware monitor

SYNOPSIS
ug∗ at acpi?
ug0 at isa? port 0xe0

DESCRIPTION
The ug driver provides support for theAbit uGuru hardware monitor to be used with theenvsys (4) inter-
face.

Theug driver has 19 sensors:

Sensor Units Typical Use
CPU uK CPUTemp
SYS uK SystemTemp
PWN uK PWNTemp
VCORE uV DC Core voltage
DDR0 uV DC DDRVdd
DDR1 uV DC DDRVtt
NB uV DC NBVdd
SB uV DC SBVdd
HTV uV DC HTVdd
AGP uV DC AGPVdd
V5V uV DC Vdd5V
V33V uV DC Vdd3V3
V5SB uV DC Vdd5VSB
V33VD uV DC Vdd3VDual
CPUF RPM CPUFan
NBF RPM NBFan
SYSF RPM SYSFan
AUXF RPM AUX Fan 1
AUXF2 RPM AUX Fan 2

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), envsys (4), envstat (8)

HISTORY
Theug driver first appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
Theug driver was written by Mihai Chelaru〈kefren@netbsd.ro〉.

BUGS
Interrupt support is unimplemented.

NetBSD 3.0 May 8, 2007 1
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NAME
ugen — USB generic device support

SYNOPSIS
ugen ∗ at uhub? flags N
options UGEN_BULK_RA_WB

DESCRIPTION
Theugen driver provides support for all USB devices that do not have a special driver. It supports access to
all parts of the device, but not in a way that is as convenient as a special purpose driver.

Normally theugen driver is used when no other driver attaches to a device. If “flags 1” is specified, the
ugen will instead attach with a very high priority and always be used.Together with thevendor and
product locators this can be used to force theugen driver to be used for a certain device.

There can be up to 127 USB devices connected to a USB bus. EachUSB device can have up to 16 end-
points. Eachof these endpoints will communicate in one of four different modes: control, isochronous, bulk,
or interrupt. Each of the endpoints will have a different device node. The four least significant bits in the
minor device number determines which endpoint the device accesses and the rest of the bits determines
which USB device.

If an endpoint address is used both for input and output the device can be opened for both read or write.

To find out what endpoints exist there are a series ofioctl (2) operations on the control endpoint that return
the USB descriptors of the device, configurations, interfaces, and endpoints.

The control transfer mode can only happen on the control endpoint which is always endpoint 0. The control
endpoint accepts requests and may respond with an answer to such requests. Control requests are issued by
ioctl (2) calls.

The bulk transfer mode can be in or out depending on the endpoint.To perform IO on a bulk endpoint
read (2) andwrite (2) should be used. All IO operations on a bulk endpoint are normally unbuffered. On
kernels built with theUGEN_BULK_RA_WBoption, theUSB_SET_BULK_RAand USB_SET_BULK_WB
ioctl (2) calls are available, and enable read-ahead and write-behind buffering respectively. When read-
ahead or write-behind are enabled, the file descriptor may be set to use non-blocking IO.

When in aUGEN_BULK_RA_WBmode,select (2) for read and write operates normally, returning true if
there is data in the read buffer and space in the write buffer, respectively. When not in a
UGEN_BULK_RA_WBmode,select (2) always returns true, because there is no way to predict how the
device will respond to a read or write request.

The interrupt transfer mode can be in or out depending on the endpoint.To perform IO on an interrupt end-
point read (2) andwrite (2) should be used.A moderate amount of buffering is done by the driver.

All endpoints handle the followingioctl (2) calls:

USB_SET_SHORT_XFER (int)
Allow short read transfer. Normally a transfer from the device which is shorter than the request
specified is reported as an error.

USB_SET_TIMEOUT (int)
Set the timeout on the device operations, the time is specified in milliseconds.The value 0 is used
to indicate that there is no timeout.

The control endpoint (endpoint 0) handles the followingioctl (2) calls:
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USB_GET_CONFIG (int)
Get the device configuration number.

USB_SET_CONFIG (int)
Set the device into the given configuration number.
This operation can only be performed when the control endpoint is the sole open endpoint.

USB_GET_ALTINTERFACE (struct usb_alt_interface)
Get the alternative setting number for the interface with the given index. Theconfig_index is
ignored in this call.

struct usb_alt_interface {
int uai_config_index;
int uai_interface_index;
int uai_alt_no;

};
USB_SET_ALTINTERFACE (struct usb_alt_interface)

Set the alternative setting to the given number in the interface with the given index. The
uai_config_index is ignored in this call.
This operation can only be performed when no endpoints for the interface are open.

USB_GET_NO_ALT (struct usb_alt_interface)
Return the number of different alternate settings in theaui_alt_no field.

USB_GET_DEVICE_DESC (usb_device_descriptor_t)
Return the device descriptor.

USB_GET_CONFIG_DESC (struct usb_config_desc)
Return the descriptor for the configuration with the given index. For convenience the current con-
figuration can be specified byUSB_CURRENT_CONFIG_INDEX.

struct usb_config_desc {
int ucd_config_index;
usb_config_descriptor_t ucd_desc;

};
USB_GET_INTERFACE_DESC (struct usb_interface_desc)

Return the interface descriptor for an interface specified by its configuration index, interface index,
and alternative index. For convenience the current alternative can be specified by
USB_CURRENT_ALT_INDEX.

struct usb_interface_desc {
int uid_config_index;
int uid_interface_index;
int uid_alt_index;
usb_interface_descriptor_t uid_desc;

};
USB_GET_ENDPOINT_DESC (struct usb_endpoint_desc)

Return the endpoint descriptor for the endpoint specified by its configuration index, interface
index, alternative index, and endpoint index.

struct usb_endpoint_desc {
int ued_config_index;
int ued_interface_index;
int ued_alt_index;
int ued_endpoint_index;
usb_endpoint_descriptor_t ued_desc;

};
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USB_GET_FULL_DESC (struct usb_full_desc)
Return all the descriptors for the given configuration.

struct usb_full_desc {
int ufd_config_index;
u_int ufd_size;
u_char ∗ufd_data;

};
The ufd_data field should point to a memory area of the size given in the ufd_size field.
The proper size can be determined by first issuing aUSB_GET_CONFIG_DESCand inspecting
thewTotalLength field.

USB_GET_STRING_DESC (struct usb_string_desc)
Get a string descriptor for the given language id and string index.

struct usb_string_desc {
int usd_string_index;
int usd_language_id;
usb_string_descriptor_t usd_desc;

};
USB_DO_REQUEST

Send a USB request to the device on the control endpoint.Any data sent to/from the device is
located atdata . The size of the transferred data is determined from therequest . The
ucr_addr field is ignored in this call.Theucr_flags field can be used to flag that the request
is allowed to be shorter than the requested size, and theucr_actlen field will contain the actual
size on completion.

struct usb_ctl_request {
int ucr_addr;
usb_device_request_t ucr_request;
void ∗ucr_data;
int ucr_flags;

#define USBD_SHORT_XFER_OK 0x04 / ∗ allow short reads ∗/
int ucr_actlen; / ∗ actual length transferred ∗/

};
This is a dangerous operation in that it can perform arbitrary operations on the device. Someof
the most dangerous (e.g., changing the device address) are not allowed.

USB_GET_DEVICEINFO (struct usb_device_info)
Get an information summary for the device. Thiscall will not issue any USB transactions.

Bulk endpoints handle the followingioctl (2) calls:

USB_SET_BULK_RA (int)
Enable or disable bulk read-ahead. When enabled, the driver will begin to read data from the
device into a buffer, and will perform reads from the device whenever there is room in the buffer.
Theread (2) call will read data from this buffer, blocking if necessary until there is enough data to
read the length of data requested. The buffer size and the read request length can be set by the
USB_SET_BULK_RA_OPT ioctl (2) call.

USB_SET_BULK_WB (int)
Enable or disable bulk write-behind. When enabled, the driver will buffer data from thewrite (2)
call before writing it to the device, enabling thewrite (2) call to return immediately. write (2)
will block if there is not enough room in the buffer for all the data. The buffer size and the write
request length can be set by theUSB_SET_BULK_WB_OPT ioctl (2) call.
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USB_SET_BULK_RA_OPT (struct usb_bulk_ra_wb_opt)
Set the size of the buffer and the length of the read requests used by the driver when bulk read-
ahead is enabled. The changes do not take effect until the next time bulk read-ahead is enabled.
Read requests are made for the length specified, and the host controller driver (i.e., ehci (4),
ohci (4), anduhci (4)) will perform as many bus transfers as required. If transfers from the
device should be smaller than the maximum length,ra_wb_request_size must be set to the
required length.

struct usb_bulk_ra_wb_opt {
u_int ra_wb_buffer_size;
u_int ra_wb_request_size;

};
USB_SET_BULK_WB_OPT (struct usb_bulk_ra_wb_opt)

Set the size of the buffer and the length of the write requests used by the driver when bulk write-
behind is enabled. The changes do not take effect until the next time bulk write-behind is enabled.

Note that there are two different ways of addressing configurations, interfaces, alternatives, and endpoints: by
index or by number. The index is the ordinal number (starting from 0) of the descriptor as presented by the
device. Thenumber is the respective number of the entity as found in its descriptor. Enumeration of descrip-
tors use the index, getting and setting typically uses numbers.

Example: All endpoints (except the control endpoint) for the current configuration can be found by iterating
the interface_index from 0 toconfig_desc->bNumInterface-1 and for each of these iterating
the endpoint_index from 0 to interface_desc->bNumEndpoints . The config_index
should set to USB_CURRENT_CONFIG_INDEX and alt_index should be set to
USB_CURRENT_ALT_INDEX.

FILES
/dev/ugenN.EE EndpointEEof deviceN.

SEE ALSO
usb (4)

HISTORY
Theugen driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.
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NAME
ugensa — USB generic serial adapter

SYNOPSIS
ugensa ∗ at uhub?
ucom∗ at ugensa?

HARDWARE
Theugensa driver supports the following adapters (or their USB device portion, for adaptors that contain a
USB host controller, hub and a USB device):

Airprime PC5220
Novatel FlexPak GPS receiver
Qualcom CDMA MSM (found in Kyocera KPC650 EVDO interface)
Sierra AirCard 580
Sierra AirCard 595
Sierra AirCard 875 [not tested]
Sierra Wireless EM5625 [not tested]
Sierra Wireless MC5720 [not tested]
Sierra Wireless MC5725 [not tested]
Sierra Wireless MC8755 [not tested]
Sierra Wireless MC8755 [not tested]
Sierra Wireless MC8755 [not tested]
Sierra Wireless MC8765 [not tested]
Sierra Wireless MC8775 [not tested]
Novatel Wireless Merlin CDMA (found in Verizon V620) [not tested]
Novatel ExpressCard [not tested]
Novatel Wireless S720 [not tested]
Novatel Ovation U720 [not tested]
Novatel Merlin XU870 HSDPA ExpressCard [not tested]
Novatel Merlin ES620 [not tested]
Dell/Novatel Wireless HDSPA modem
Dell W5500 HDSPA modem [not tested]
AnyDAT A ADU-E500A [not tested]

DESCRIPTION
Theugensa driver provides support for the USB-to-RS-232 Bridge chip used by various vendors.

The device is accessed through theucom(4) driver which makes it behave like atty (4).

SEE ALSO
tty (4), ucom(4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theugensa driver first appeared inNetBSD 3.0.
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NAME
uha — Ultrastor SCSI bus adapter for ISA/EISA bus

SYNOPSIS
uha0 at isa? port 0x330 irq ? drq ?
uha∗ at eisa? slot ? irq ?
scsibus ∗ at uha?

DESCRIPTION
Theuha driver provides support for the followingSCSIadapters:

Ultrastor ISA 14f
Ultrastor EISA 24f
Ultrastor ISA 34f

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), eisa (4), intro (4), isa (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4)
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NAME
uhci — USB Universal Host Controller driver

SYNOPSIS
uhci ∗ at cardbus? function ?
uhci ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
usb ∗ at uhci?

DESCRIPTION
Theuhci driver provides support for USB Universal Host Controller Interface.

SEE ALSO
cardbus (4), pci (4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theuhci driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.
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NAME
uhid — USB generic HID support

SYNOPSIS
uhid ∗ at uhidev? reportid ? flags N

DESCRIPTION
The uhid driver provides support for all HID (Human Interface Device) interfaces in USB devices that do
not have a special driver.

Normally theuhid driver is used when no other HID driver attaches to a device. If “flags 1” is specified,
theuhid driver will instead attach with a very high priority and always be used.Together with thevendor
andproduct locators on theuhidev (4) driver this can be used to force theuhid driver to be used for a
certain device.

The device handles the followingioctl (2) calls:

USB_GET_REPORT_ID (int)
Get the report identifier used by this HID report.

USB_GET_REPORT_DESC (struct usb_ctl_report_desc)
Get the HID report descriptor. Using this descriptor the exact layout and meaning of data to/from
the device can be found. The report descriptor is delivered without any processing.

struct usb_ctl_report_desc {
int ucrd_size;
u_char ucrd_data[1024]; / ∗ filled data size will vary ∗/

};

USB_SET_IMMED (int)
Sets the device in a mode where eachread (2) will return the current value of the input report.
Normally aread (2) will only return the data that the device reports on its interrupt pipe. This call
may fail if the device does not support this feature.

USB_GET_REPORT (struct usb_ctl_report)
Get a report from the device without waiting for data on the interrupt pipe.The report field
indicates which report is requested. It should be UHID_INPUT_REPORT,
UHID_OUTPUT_REPORT, or UHID_FEATURE_REPORT. This call may fail if the device does
not support this feature.

struct usb_ctl_report {
int ucr_report;
u_char ucr_data[1024]; / ∗ used data size will vary ∗/

};

USB_SET_REPORT (struct usb_ctl_report)
Set a report in the device. Thereport field indicates which report is to be set. It should be
UHID_INPUT_REPORT, UHID_OUTPUT_REPORT, or UHID_FEATURE_REPORT. This call
may fail if the device does not support this feature.

USB_GET_DEVICEINFO (struct usb_device_info)
Get an information summary for the device. Thiscall will not issue any USB transactions.

USB_GET_STRING_DESC (struct usb_string_desc)
Get a string descriptor for the given language id and string index.
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struct usb_string_desc {
int usd_string_index;
int usd_language_id;
usb_string_descriptor_t usd_desc;

};

Useread (2) to get data from the device. Datashould be read in chunks of the size prescribed by the report
descriptor.

Usewrite (2) send data to the device. Datashould be written in chunks of the size prescribed by the report
descriptor.

FILES
/dev/uhid?

SEE ALSO
usbhidaction (1), usbhidctl (1), uhidev (4), usb (4)

HISTORY
The uhid driver appeared in NetBSD 1.4. Support for the USB_GET_DEVICEINFO and
USB_GET_STRING_DESCioctls appeared inNetBSD 2.0.
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NAME
uhidev — USB Human Interface Device support

SYNOPSIS
uhidev ∗ at uhub?
ucycom ∗ at uhidev? reportid ?
uhid ∗ at uhidev? reportid ?
ukbd ∗ at uhidev? reportid ?
ums∗ at uhidev? reportid ?

DESCRIPTION
The uhidev driver handles all Human Interface Devices. EachHID device can have sev eral components,
e.g., a keyboard and a mouse. These components use different report identifiers (a byte) to distinguish which
one data is coming from.The uhidev driver has other drivers attached that handle particular kinds of
devices anduhidev only dispatches data to them based on the report id.

SEE ALSO
ucycom (4), uhid (4), ukbd (4), ums(4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theuhidev driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
uhmodem— USB support for Huawei 3G wireless modem device

SYNOPSIS
uhmodem∗ at uhub?
ucom∗ at uhmodem?

HARDWARE
Theuhmodemdriver supports the following adapters:

Huawei E220
E-mobile D01HW
E-mobile D02HW
NTT DoCoMo a2502

DESCRIPTION
The uhmodemdriver provides support for the Huawei 3G wireless modems and its variants. Thistype of
device has multiple com ports.And some modems have own storage to contain its device driver (for Win-
dows). Theuhmodemdriver can handle all of these functions on the device.

When the device attached, it will attach multiple ucom devices. Theformer one is main com device to use
communication with your network provider, and others are sub com device to monitor the condition of data
communication and/or network status. These com devices can be used simultaneously.

The device is accessed through theucom(4) driver which makes it behave like atty (4).

SEE ALSO
tty (4), ubsa (4), ucom(4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theuhmodemdriver first appeared inNetBSD 5.0. Separatefrom ubsa driver.
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NAME
uipaq — USB support for iPAQ units

SYNOPSIS
uipaq ∗ at uhub?
ucom∗ at uipaq?

HARDWARE
Theuipaq driver supports the following adapters:

HP iPAQ 22xx/Jornada 548
HP Jornada 568
Compaq IPaq PocketPC
Casio BE300

DESCRIPTION
Theuipaq driver provides support for the USB serial emulation provided by the iPAQ devices.

The device is accessed through theucom(4) driver which makes it behave like atty (4).

SEE ALSO
tty (4), ucom(4), uhub (4), usb (4)

HISTORY
TheNetBSD support was added inNetBSD 4.0 and it was imported fromOpenBSD3.8.
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NAME
uirda — USB-IrDA bridge support

SYNOPSIS
uirda ∗ at uhub?
irframe ∗ at uirda?

DESCRIPTION
The uirda driver provides support for USB-IrDA bridges that follow the bridge specification and also the
following adapters:

ACTiSYS ACT-IR2000U FIR-USB Adapter
Kawatsu KC-180 USB IrDA Device
Extended Systems XTNDAccess IrDA USB (ESI-9685)

Access to the IrDA device is through theirframe (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
irframe (4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theuirda driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
uk — SCSI user-level driver

SYNOPSIS
uk ∗ at scsibus? target ? lun ?

DESCRIPTION
Theuk driver provides support for a process to address devices on theSCSIbus for which there is no config-
ured driver.

A SCSIadapter must also be separately configured into the system before this driver makes sense.

KERNEL CONFIGURA TION
If a count is given, that number ofuk devices will be configured into theNetBSD kernel.

IOCTLS
Theuk driver has no ioctls of its own but rather acts as a medium for the genericscsi (4) ioctls. These are
described in〈sys/scsiio.h 〉.

FILES
/dev/uk[0-255] unknownSCSIdevices.

DIAGNOSTICS
All scsi (4) debug ioctls work onuk devices.

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), cd (4), ch (4), scsi (4), sd (4), ss (4), st (4)

HISTORY
Theuk driver appeared in386BSD 0.1.
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NAME
ukbd — USB keyboard support

SYNOPSIS
ukbd ∗ at uhidev? reportid ?
wskbd ∗ at ukbd? console ?

DESCRIPTION
The ukbd driver provides support for USB keyboards (i.e., HID devices with reports in usage page 7).
Access to the keyboard is through thewscons (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
uhidev (4), usb (4), wskbd (4)

HISTORY
Theukbd driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

BUGS
The ukbd driver is brought into action rather late in the boot process, so if it is used as the console driver
thenddb (4) is not usable until late in the boot.
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NAME
ukphy — Driver for generic/unknown IEEE 802.3u Ethernet PHYs

SYNOPSIS
ukphy ∗ at mii? phy ?

DESCRIPTION
Theukphy driver supports the basic functionality of most Ethernet PHYs.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), mii (4), ifconfig (8)

BUGS
In areas where the programming interface for PHYs differ, such as detecting the currently active medium,
this driver often does not work optimally. When available, it is best to use a PHY-specific driver.
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NAME
ukyopon — Kyocera AIR-EDGE PHONE support

SYNOPSIS
ukyopon ∗ at uhub?
ucom∗ at ukyopon? portno ?

#include <dev/usb/ukyopon.h>

DESCRIPTION
Theukyopon driver provides support for Kyocera AIR-EDGE PHONE AH-K3001V.

Tw o units of this driver attach to an AIR-EDGE PHONE: the modem port and the data transfer port.The
modem port is compatible toumodem(4), and can be used for dialup connections.The data transfer port is
for reading and writing internal storage of AIR-EDGE PHONE.

Both devices are accessed through theucom(4) driver which makes them behave like atty (4).

The manipulation of the internal storage is through external programs, for example, the
pkgsrc/comms/kyopon package.

IOCTLS
The followingioctl (2) calls apply to theukyopon device:

UKYOPON_IDENTIFYstruct ukyopon_identify
Read, from the kernel, the identification information of the device, useful to assure that the opened
device node is a modem or a data transfer port ofukyopon device.

struct ukyopon_identify {
char ui_name[16]; / ∗ driver name ∗/

int ui_busno; / ∗ usb bus number ∗/
uint8_t ui_address; / ∗ device address ∗/

enum ukyopon_model {
UKYOPON_MODEL_UNKNOWN

} u i_model; / ∗ possibly future use ∗/
enum ukyopon_port {

UKYOPON_PORT_UNKNOWN,
UKYOPON_PORT_MODEM, /∗ modem port ∗/
UKYOPON_PORT_DATA /∗ data transfer port ∗/

} u i_porttype; / ∗ port type ∗/
int ui_rsvd1, ui_rsvd2;

};
#define UKYOPON_NAME "ukyopon"

Theui_namefield contains the driver signature, and has the stringUKYOPON_NAME.

The ui_busno field contains theusb (4) bus number to which the device is connected; the
ui_addressfield contains the address of the device in the bus. Thesefields are useful to identify
the physical device from the file descriptor.

The ui_porttypefield contains the type of device: UKYOPON_PORT_MODEMmeans the device is
associated to the modem port, andUKYOPON_PORT_DATAmeans the device is associated to the
data transfer port.
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Other fields are reserved for future extension and cleared to zeros.

In addition,ukyopon devices accept allioctl (2) calls thatumodem(4) accepts.

SEE ALSO
tty (4), ucom(4), umodem(4), usb (4), pkgsrc/comms/kyopon

HISTORY
Theukyopon driver appeared inNetBSD 3.0.

NOTES
“Kyopon” is a widely-used nickname of Kyocera AIR-EDGE PHONE.
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NAME
ulpt — USB printer support

SYNOPSIS
ulpt ∗ at uhub?

DESCRIPTION
The ulpt driver provides support for USB printers that follow the printer bi- or uni-directional protocol.
The bits in the minor number select various features of the driver.

Minor Bit Function
64 Donot initialize (reset) the device on the port.

Some printers cannot handle the reset on open; in case of problems try theulpn device.

FILES
/dev/ulpt? device with reset

/dev/ulpn? device without reset

SEE ALSO
lpt (4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theulpt driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.
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NAME
umass — USB mass storage support

SYNOPSIS
umass∗ at uhub?
atapibus ∗ at umass?
scsibus ∗ at umass? channel ?
wd∗ at umass?

DESCRIPTION
The umass driver provides support for USB mass storage class devices. Thedriver supports subclasses
SCSI, 8020i (ATAPI), 8070i (ATAPI), QIC157 (ATAPI), RBC (subset of SCSI), and UFI (USB Floppy). The
driver handles the protocols Bulk-Only, CBI, and CBI-with-CCI.

HARDWARE
Devices known to work with this driver include:

Creative Tech NOMAD MuVo TX
FujiFilm FinePix1300 Digital Camera
Imation SuperDisk
IOmega Zip 100
IOmega Zip 250
Kingston DataTraveler 2.0
LaCie CD R/W
Lexar Media JumpDrive Flash Disks
Neodio Multi-format Flash Controller
Olympus C-5050 ZOOM Digital Camera
SanDisk ImageMate SDDR-31
Siemens MP3-Player USB
Sony DSC Digital Cameras
STMicroelectronics ST92163 Mass Storage library Tester
Y-E Data FlashBuster floppy

The driver also supports certain adapters from In-System Design that use the (non-standardized) ATA proto-
col over Bulk-Only.

SEE ALSO
atapi (4), scsi (4), usb (4), wd(4)

HISTORY
Theumass driver is a port of theFreeBSDdriver. Theumass driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.
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NAME
umct — USB support for MCT USB RS-232 serial adapters driver

SYNOPSIS
umct ∗ at uhub?
ucom∗ at umct?

HARDWARE
Theumct driver supports the following adapters:

Belkin F5U109
D-Link DU-H3SP USB BAY
MCT USB RS-232 Converter 25 pin Model U232-P25
MCT USB RS-232 Converter 9 pin Model U232-P9
Sitecom USB RS-232 Converter

DESCRIPTION
Theumct driver provides support for MCT USB-to-RS-232 Converter and their family products.

The device is accessed through theucom(4) driver which makes it behave like atty (4).

SEE ALSO
tty (4), ucom(4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theumct driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
umidi — USB support for MIDI devices

SYNOPSIS
umidi ∗ at uhub?
midi ∗ at umidi?

DESCRIPTION
The umidi driver supports USB MIDI devices that conform to theUniversal Serial Bus Device Class
Definition for MIDI Devices.Vendor-specific support is also included for the following:

Midiman devices
MidiSport 2x4

Roland and Edirol devices
Fantom-X
PC300
PCR
SC8820
SC8850
SCD70
SD20
SD80
SD90
SK500
SonicCell
U8
UA25
UA100
UA101
UA10F
UA4FX
UA700
UA1000
UM1
UM2
UM3
UM4
UM550
UM880N
XV5050

Yamaha devices
UX256 (product-specific support)
Others Other Yamaha MIDI devices will be attached and are expected to work also.

Devices supported by theumidi driver will appear asmidi (4) devices.

SEE ALSO
midi (4), usb (4)
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HISTORY
Theumidi driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
umodem— USB modem support

SYNOPSIS
umodem∗ at uhub?
ucom∗ at umodem?

DESCRIPTION
The umodem driver provides support for USB modems in the Communication Device Class using the
Abstract Control Model.These modems are basically standard serial line modems, but they are accessed via
USB instead.They support a regular AT command set. The commands can either be multiplexed with the
data stream or handled through separate pipes. In the latter case the AT commands have to be giv en on a
device separate from the data device.

The device is accessed through theucom(4) driver which makes it behave like atty (4).

SEE ALSO
tty (4), ucom(4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theumodemdriver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

BUGS
Only modems with multiplexed commands and data are supported at the moment.
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NAME
ums — USB mouse support

SYNOPSIS
ums∗ at uhidev? reportid ?
wsmouse∗ at ums?

DESCRIPTION
Theums driver provides support for USB mice. Access to the mouse is through thewscons (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
uhidev (4), usb (4), wsmouse(4)

HISTORY
Theums driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.
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NAME
unix — UNIX-domain protocol family

SYNOPSIS
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/un.h>

DESCRIPTION
The UNIX-domain protocol family is a collection of protocols that provides local (on-machine) interprocess
communication through the normalsocket (2) mechanisms.The UNIX-domain family supports the
SOCK_STREAMandSOCK_DGRAMsocket types and uses filesystem pathnames for addressing.

ADDRESSING
UNIX-domain addresses are variable-length filesystem pathnames of at most 104 characters. The include file
〈sys/un.h 〉 defines this address:

struct sockaddr_un {
u_char sun_len;
u_char sun_family;
char sun_path[104];

};

Binding a name to aUNIX-domain socket withbind (2) causes a socket file to be created in the filesystem.
This file isnot removed when the socket is closed—unlink (2) must be used to remove the file.

The length ofUNIX-domain address, required bybind (2) andconnect (2), can be calculated by the macro
SUN_LEN() defined in〈sys/un.h 〉. Thesun_path field must be terminated by a NUL character to be
used withSUN_LEN(), but the terminating NUL isnot part of the address.The NetBSD kernel ignores any
user-set value in thesun_lenmember of the structure.

The UNIX-domain protocol family does not support broadcast addressing or any form of “wildcard” match-
ing on incoming messages. All addresses are absolute- or relative-pathnames of otherUNIX-domain sockets.
Normal filesystem access-control mechanisms are also applied when referencing pathnames; e.g., the desti-
nation of aconnect (2) orsendto (2) must be writable.

PROT OCOLS
The UNIX-domain protocol family comprises simple transport protocols that support theSOCK_STREAM
and SOCK_DGRAMabstractions.SOCK_STREAMsockets also support the communication ofUNIX file
descriptors through the use of themsg_control field in the msg argument to sendmsg (2) and
recvmsg (2).

Any valid descriptor may be sent in a message. The file descriptor(s) to be passed are described using a
struct cmsghdr that is defined in the include file〈sys/socket.h 〉. The type of the message is
SCM_RIGHTS, and the data portion of the messages is an array of integers representing the file descriptors
to be passed.The number of descriptors being passed is defined by the length field of the message; the
length field is the sum of the size of the header plus the size of the array of file descriptors.

The received descriptor is aduplicateof the sender’s descriptor, as if it were created with a call todup (2).
Per-process descriptor flags, set withfcntl (2), arenot passed to a receiver. Descriptors that are awaiting
delivery, or that are purposely not received, are automatically closed by the system when the destination
socket is closed.

There are twosocket-level setsockopt (2) /getsockopt (2) option available in theunix domain:
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The LOCAL_CREDSoption may be enabled on aSOCK_DGRAMor aSOCK_STREAMsocket. Thisoption
provides a mechanism for the receiver to receive the credentials of the process as arecvmsg (2) control
message. Themsg_control field in the msghdr structure points to a buffer that contains a cmsghdr structure
followed by a variable length sockcred structure, defined in〈sys/socket.h 〉 as follows:

struct sockcred {
uid_t sc_uid; / ∗ real user id ∗/
uid_t sc_euid; / ∗ effective user id ∗/
gid_t sc_gid; / ∗ real group id ∗/
gid_t sc_egid; / ∗ effective group id ∗/
int sc_ngroups; / ∗ number of supplemental groups ∗/
gid_t sc_groups[1]; / ∗ variable length ∗/

};

The LOCAL_PEEREIDoption may be used withgetsockopt (2) to get the PID and effective user and
group IDs of aSOCK_STREAMpeer when it didconnect (2) orbind (2). Thereturned structure is

struct unpcbid {
pid_t unp_pid; / ∗ process id ∗/
uid_t unp_euid; / ∗ effective user id ∗/
gid_t unp_egid; / ∗ effective group id ∗/

};
as defined in〈sys/un.h 〉.

TheSOCKCREDSIZE() macro computes the size of the sockcred structure for a specified number of groups.
The cmsghdr fields have the following values:

cmsg_len = sizeof(struct cmsghdr) + SOCKCREDSIZE(ngroups)
cmsg_level = SOL_SOCKET
cmsg_type = SCM_CREDS

EXAMPLES
The following code fragment shows how to bind a socket to pathname:

const char ∗pathname = "/path/to/socket";
struct sockaddr_un addr;
int ret;

memset(&addr, 0, sizeof(addr));
addr.sun_family = AF_LOCAL;
if (strlen(pathname) ≥ sizeof(addr.sun_path))

goto too_long;
strncpy(addr.sun_path, pathname, sizeof(addr.sun_path));
ret = bind(s, (const struct sockaddr ∗)&addr, SUN_LEN(&addr));
if (ret != 0)

goto bind_failed;
...

COMPATIBILITY
The sun_len field exists only in system derived from 4.4BSD. On systems which don’t hav e the
SUN_LEN() macro, the following definition is recommended:

#ifndef SUN_LEN
#define SUN_LEN(su) sizeof(struct(sockaddr_un))
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#endif

SEE ALSO
socket (2), intro (4)

Stuart Sechrest,An Introductory 4.4BSD Interprocess Communication Tutorial. ( see
/usr/share/doc/psd/20.ipctut )

Samuel J. Leffler, Robert S. Fabry, William N. Joy, Phil Lapsley, Steve Miller, and Chris Torek,Advanced
4.4BSD IPC Tutorial. ( see/usr/share/doc/psd/21.ipc )
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NAME
unixbp — Unix Backplane driver

SYNOPSIS
unixbp0 at ioc0 bank 6

DESCRIPTION
Theunixbp driver controls the interrupt-masking hardware on the expansion-card backplane of certain sys-
tems. Thishardware gives NetBSD the ability to selectively block interrupts from particular expansion cards,
and to determine which cards are currently generating interrupts by examining a single register.

SEE ALSO
podulebus (4)
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NAME
up — UNIBUS storage module controller/disk drives

SYNOPSIS
sc0 at uba? csr 0176700 vector upintr
up0 at sc0 drive 0

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

This is a genericUNIBUS storage module disk driver. It is specifically designed to work with the Emulex
SC-21andSC-31controllers. Itcan be easily adapted to other controllers (although bootstrapping will not
necessarily be directly possible.)

The scriptMAKEDEV(8) should be used to create theup special files; consultmknod(8) if a special file
needs to be made manually. It is recommended as a security precaution to not create special files for devices
which may never be installed.

DISK SUPPORT
The driver interrogates the controller’s holding register to determine the type of drive attached. Thedriver
recognizes seven different drives: CDC 9762,CDC 9766,AMPEX DM980,AMPEX 9300,AMPEX Capricorn,
FUJITSU160, andFUJITSUEagle (the Eagle is not supported by the SC-21).

Special file names begin with ‘up ’ and ‘rup ’ f or the block and character files respectively. The second com-
ponent of the name, a drive unit number in the range of zero to seven, is represented by a ‘?’ in the disk lay-
outs below. The last component of the name, the file system partition, is designated by a letter from ‘a’ to ‘ h’
which also corresponds to a minor device number set: zero to seven, eight to 15, 16 to 23 and so forth for
drive zero, drive two and drive three respectively (seephysio (4)). Thelocation and size (in 512 byte sec-
tors) of the partitions for the above drives:

CDC9762 partitions
disk start length cyls

hp?a 0 15884 0-99
hp?b 16000 33440 100-309
hp?c 0 131680 0-822
hp?d 49600 15884 309-408
hp?e 65440 55936 409-758
hp?f 121440 10080 759-822
hp?g 49600 82080 309-822

CDC9766 300M drive partitions
disk start length cyl

up?a 0 15884 0-26
up?b 16416 33440 27-81
up?c 0 500384 0-822
up?d 341696 15884 562-588
up?e 358112 55936 589-680
up?f 414048 861760 681-822
up?g 341696 158528 562-822
up?h 49856 291346 82-561

AMPEX DM980 partitions
disk start length cyls

hp?a 0 15884 0-99
hp?b 16000 33440 100-309
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hp?c 0 131680 0-822
hp?d 49600 15884 309-408
hp?e 65440 55936 409-758
hp?f 121440 10080 759-822
hp?g 49600 82080 309-822

AMPEX 9300 300M drive partitions
disk start length cyl

up?a 0 15884 0-26
up?b 16416 33440 27-81
up?c 0 495520 0-814
up?d 341696 15884 562-588
up?e 358112 55936 589-680
up?f 414048 81312 681-814
up?g 341696 153664 562-814
up?h 49856 291346 82-561

AMPEX Capricorn 330M drive partitions
disk start length cyl

hp?a 0 15884 0-31
hp?b 16384 33440 32-97
hp?c 0 524288 0-1023
hp?d 342016 15884 668-699
hp?e 358400 55936 700-809
hp?f 414720 109408 810-1023
hp?g 342016 182112 668-1023
hp?h 50176 291346 98-667

FUJITSU160M drive partitions
disk start length cyl

up?a 0 15884 0-49
up?b 16000 33440 50-154
up?c 0 263360 0-822
up?d 49600 15884 155-204
up?e 65600 55936 205-379
up?f 121600 141600 380-822
up?g 49600 213600 155-822

FUJITSUEagle partitions
disk start length cyls

hp?a 0 15884 0-16
hp?b 16320 66880 17-86
hp?c 0 808320 0-841
hp?d 375360 15884 391-407
hp?e 391680 55936 408-727
hp?f 698880 109248 728-841
hp?g 375360 432768 391-841
hp?h 83520 291346 87-390

The up?a partition is normally used for the root file system, the up?b partition as a paging area, and the up?c
partition for pack-pack copying (it maps the entire disk). On 160M drives the up?g partition maps the rest of
the pack. On other drives both up?g and up?h are used to map the remaining cylinders.
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FILES
/dev/up[0-7][a-h] block files
/dev/rup[0-7][a-h] raw files

DIAGNOSTICS
up%d%c: hard error %sing fsbn %d[-%d] cs2=%b er1=%b er2=%b . An unrecoverable error occurred
during transfer of the specified filesystem block number(s), which are logical block numbers on the indicated
partition. Thecontents of the cs2, er1 and er2 registers are printed in octal and symbolically with bits
decoded. Theerror was either unrecoverable, or a large number of retry attempts (including offset position-
ing and drive recalibration) could not recover the error.

up%d: write lock ed. The write protect switch was set on the drive when a write was attempted. The write
operation is not recoverable.

up%d: not r eady. The drive was spun down or off l ine when it was accessed. The i/o operation is not
recoverable.

up%d: not ready (flakey). The drive was not ready, but after printing the message about being not ready
(which takes a fraction of a second) was ready. The operation is recovered if no further errors occur.

up%d%c: soft ecc reading fsbn %d[-%d]. A recoverable ECC error occurred on the specified sector of
the specified disk partition. This happens normally a few times a week. If it happens more frequently than
this the sectors where the errors are occurring should be checked to see if certain cylinders on the pack, spots
on the carriage of the drive or heads are indicated.

sc%d: lost interrupt. A timer watching the controller detecting no interrupt for an extended period while
an operation was outstanding. This indicates a hardware or software failure. Thereis currently a hard-
ware/software problem with spinning down drives while they are being accessed which causes this error to
occur. The error causes aUNIBUS reset, and retry of the pending operations.If the controller continues to
lose interrupts, this error will recur a few seconds later.

SEE ALSO
hk (4), hp(4), uda (4)

HISTORY
Theup driver appeared in 4.0BSD.

BUGS
A program to analyze the logged error information (even in its present reduced form) is needed.

The partition tables for the file systems should be read off of each pack, as they are never quite what any sin-
gle installation would prefer, and this would make packs more portable.
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NAME
upl — USB support for Prolific based host-to-host adapters

SYNOPSIS
upl ∗ at uhub?

DESCRIPTION
Theupl driver provides support for Prolific PL2301/PL2302 based host-to-host USB connectors.

The upl driver appears as a point-to-point network interface and should be configured withifconfig (8)
in the same way as other point-to-point interfaces. Theupl device supports IPv4 only.

HARDWARE
Theupl driver supports the following adapters from the following vendors:

Aserton
Bencent
Butterfly
Camtel
Inland
Longshine
PC Linq
Prolific
StarMount
Univex
VVMer

Belkin, Entrega, and Xircom doNOTuse this chip and are not supported by this driver.

SEE ALSO
netintro (4), usb (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Theupl driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.
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NAME
uplcom — USB support for Prolific PL-2303 serial adapters driver

SYNOPSIS
uplcom ∗ at uhub?
ucom∗ at uplcom?

HARDWARE
Theuplcom driver supports the following adapters:

BAFO BF-800
BAFO BF-810
ELECOM UC-SGT
HAL Corporation Crossam2
IOGEAR UC-232A
I/O DAT A USB-RSAQ
I/O DAT A USB-RSAQ2
I/O DAT A USB-RSAQ3
I/O DAT A USB-RSAQ5
PLANEX USB RS-232 URS-03
Sitecom CN-116 USB to serial
Sony Ericsson DCU-10
Sony Ericsson DCU-11
SOURCENEXT KeiKaiDenwa 8

DESCRIPTION
Theuplcom driver provides support for the Prolific PL-2303 USB-to-RS-232 Bridge chip.

The device is accessed through theucom(4) driver which makes it behave like atty (4).

SEE ALSO
tty (4), ucom(4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theuplcom driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
urio — USB driver for the Diamond Multimedia Rio500 MP3 player

SYNOPSIS
urio ∗ at uhub?

DESCRIPTION
Theurio driver provides support for Rio500 MP3 player from Diamond MultiMedia.

The driver implements minimal support to access the device and requires a user application for up and down-
loading music.

FILES
/dev/urio0 device node

EXAMPLES
Using the Rio500 package from sourceforge the command

rio_add_song 01_BlinkarBla.mp3

will download a song over theUSB connection into your Rio500.

SEE ALSO
usb (4)
http://rio500.sourceforge.org

HISTORY
The urio driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5. Thisdriver is based on aFreeBSDRio driver written by Iwasa
Kazmi.
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NAME
url — Realtek RTL8150L USB Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
url ∗ at uhub?
urlphy ∗ at mii?

DESCRIPTION
The url driver provides support for USBEthernetadapters based on the Realtek RTL8150L USB-ether
bridge chip.

Theurl driver supports the following adapters:

CompUSA USBKR100
GreenHouse GH-USB100B
Melco Inc. LUA-KTX
Sitecom LN013

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8).

DIAGNOSTICS
url%d: watchdog timeout A packet was queued for transmission and a transmit command was issued,
however the device failed to acknowledge the transmission before a timeout expired.

url%d: no memory for rx list The driver failed to allocate an mbuf for the receiver ring.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), mii (4), netintro (4), usb (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Theurl device driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
Theurl driver was written by Shingo WAT ANABE 〈nabe@nabechan.org〉.
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NAME
usb — Universal Serial Bus driver

SYNOPSIS
ehci ∗ at cardbus? function ?
ehci ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
ohci ∗ at cardbus? function ?
ohci ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
slhci ∗ at isa? port ? irq ?
slhci ∗ at pcmcia? function ?
uhci ∗ at cardbus? function ?
uhci ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
usb ∗ at ehci? flags X
usb ∗ at ohci? flags X
usb ∗ at uhci? flags X
usb ∗ at slhci? flags X
uhub ∗ at usb?
uhub ∗ at uhub? port ? configuration ? interface ? vendor ? product ?

release ?
XX∗ at uhub? port ? configuration ? interface ? vendor ? product ?

release ?

options USBVERBOSE

#include <dev/usb/usb.h>
#include <dev/usb/usbhid.h>

DESCRIPTION
NetBSD provides machine-independent bus support and drivers forUSB devices.

The NetBSD usb driver has three layers (like scsi (4) andpcmcia (4)): the controller, the bus, and the
device layer. The controller attaches to a physical bus (like pci (4)). TheUSB bus attaches to the controller
and the root hub attaches to the bus. Furtherdevices, which may include further hubs, attach to other hubs.
The attachment forms the same tree structure as the physical USB device tree. For eachUSB device there
may be additional drivers attached to it.

Theuhub device controlsUSB hubs and must always be present since there is at least a root hub in any USB
system.

The flags argument to theusb device affects the order in which the device detection happens during cold
boot. Normally, only the USB host controller and theusbdevice are detected during the autoconfiguration
when the machine is booted. The rest of the devices are detected once the system becomes functional and
the kernel thread for theusbdevice is started. Sometimes it is desirable to have a device detected early in the
boot process, e.g., the console keyboard. To achieve this use aflagsvalue of 1.

NetBSD supports the following machine-independentUSB drivers:

Storage devices
umass(4) USB Mass Storage Devices, e.g., external disk drives

Wired network interfaces
aue (4) ADMtek AN986/ADM8511 Pegasus family 10/100 USB Ethernet device
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axe (4) ASIX Electronics AX88172/AX88178/AX88772 10/100/Gigabit USB Ethernet device
cdce (4) USB Communication Device Class Ethernet device
cue (4) CATC USB-EL1201A USB Ethernet device
kue (4) Kawasaki LSI KL5KUSB101B USB Ethernet device
udav (4) Davicom DM9601 10/100 USB Ethernet device
url (4) Realtek RTL8150L 10/100 USB Ethernet device

Wire less network interfaces
atu (4) Atmel AT76C50x IEEE 802.11b wireless network device
ral (4) Ralink Technology USB IEEE 802.11b/g wireless network device
rum(4) Ralink Technology USB IEEE 802.11a/b/g wireless network device
ubt (4) USB Bluetooth dongles
zyd (4) ZyDAS ZD1211/ZD1211B USB IEEE 802.11b/g wireless network device

Serial and parallel interfaces
ubsa (4) Belkin USB serial adapter
uchcom(4) WinChipHead CH341/340 based USB serial adapter
ucom(4) USB tty support
ucycom (4) Cypress microcontroller based USB serial adapter
uftdi (4) FT8U100AX USB serial adapter
ugensa (4) USB generic serial adapter
uhmodem(4) USB Huawei 3G wireless modem device
uipaq (4) iPAQ USB units
ukyopon (4) USB Kyocera AIR-EDGE PHONE device
ulpt (4) USB printer support
umct (4) MCT USB-RS232 USB serial adapter
umodem(4) USB modem support
uplcom (4) Prolific PL-2303 USB serial adapter
uslsa (4) Silicon Laboratories CP2101/CP2102 based USB serial adapter
uvisor (4) USB Handspring Visor
uvscom (4) SUNTAC Slipper U VS-10U USB serial adapter

Audio devices
uaudio (4) USB audio devices
umidi (4) USB MIDI devices
urio (4) Diamond Multimedia Rio MP3 players

Radio receiver devices
udsbr (4) D-Link DSB-R100 USB radio device

Human Interface Devices
uhid (4) Generic driver for Human Interface Devices
uhidev (4) Base driver for all Human Interface Devices
ukbd (4) USB keyboards that follow the boot protocol
ums(4) USB mouse devices

Miscellaneous devices
stuirda (4) Sigmaltel 4116/4220 USB-IrDA bridge
uep (4) USB eGalax touch-panel
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ugen (4) USB generic devices
uirda (4) USB IrDA bridges
upl (4) Prolific based host-to-host adapters
uscanner (4) USB scanner support
usscanner (4)

SCSI-over-USB scanners
ustir (4) SigmaTel STIr4200 USB IrDA bridges
utoppy (4) Topfield TF5000PVR range of digital video recorders
uyap (4) USB YAP phone firmware loader

INTRODUCTION T O USB
TheUSB 1.x is a 12 Mb/s serial bus with 1.5 Mb/s for low speed devices. USB 2.x handles 480 Mb/s.Each
USB has a host controller that is the master of the bus; all other devices on the bus only speak when spoken
to.

There can be up to 127 devices (apart from the host controller) on a bus, each with its own address.The
addresses are assigned dynamically by the host when each device is attached to the bus.

Within each device there can be up to 16 endpoints. Each endpoint is individually addressed and the
addresses are static. Each of these endpoints will communicate in one of four different modes: control,
isochronous, bulk, or interrupt.A device always has at least one endpoint.This endpoint has address 0 and
is a control endpoint and is used to give commands to and extract basic data, such as descriptors, from the
device. Eachendpoint, except the control endpoint, is unidirectional.

The endpoints in a device are grouped into interfaces. Aninterface is a logical unit within a device; e.g., a
compound device with both a keyboard and a trackball would present one interface for each. An interface
can sometimes be set into different modes, called alternate settings, which affects how it operates. Different
alternate settings can have different endpoints within it.

A device may operate in different configurations. Depending on the configuration the device may present
different sets of endpoints and interfaces.

Each device located on a hub has several config (1) locators:
port this is the number of the port on closest upstream hub.
configuration

this is the configuration the device must be in for this driver to attach. Thislocator does not
set the configuration; it is iterated by the bus enumeration.

interface this is the interface number within a device that an interface driver attaches to.
vendor this is the 16 bit vendor id of the device.
product this is the 16 bit product id of the device.
release this is the 16 bit release (revision) number of the device.
The first locator can be used to pin down a particular device according to its physical position in the device
tree. Thelast three locators can be used to pin down a particular device according to what device it actually
is.

The bus enumeration of theUSB bus proceeds in several steps:

1. Any device specific driver can to attach to the device.

2. If none is found, any device class specific driver can attach.

3. If none is found, all configurations are iterated over. For each configuration all the interface are iterated
over and interface drivers can attach. If any interface driver attached in a certain configuration the itera-
tion over configurations is stopped.
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4. If still no drivers have been found, the genericUSB driver can attach.

USB CONTROLLER INTERF ACE
Use the following to get access to theUSB specific structures and defines.

#include <dev/usb/usb.h>

The /dev/usbN can be opened and a few operations can be performed on it.Thepoll (2) system call will
say that I/O is possible on the controller device when aUSB device has been connected or disconnected to
the bus.

The followingioctl (2) commands are supported on the controller device:

USB_DEVICEINFO struct usb_device_info
This command can be used to retrieve some information about a device on the bus. Theaddr field
should be filled before the call and the other fields will be filled by information about the device on
that address. Should no such device exist an error is reported.

struct usb_device_info {
uint8_t udi_bus;
uint8_t udi_addr;
usb_event_cookie_t udi_cookie;
char udi_product[USB_MAX_ENCODED_STRING_LEN];
char udi_vendor[USB_MAX_ENCODED_STRING_LEN];
char udi_release[8];
char udi_serial[USB_MAX_ENCODED_STRING_LEN];
uint16_t udi_productNo;
uint16_t udi_vendorNo;
uint16_t udi_releaseNo;
uint8_t udi_class;
uint8_t udi_subclass;
uint8_t udi_protocol;
uint8_t udi_config;
uint8_t udi_speed;

#define USB_SPEED_LOW 1
#define USB_SPEED_FULL 2
#define USB_SPEED_HIGH 3

int udi_power;
int udi_nports;
char udi_devnames[USB_MAX_DEVNAMES][USB_MAX_DEVNAMELEN];
uint8_t udi_ports[16];

#define USB_PORT_ENABLED 0xff
#define USB_PORT_SUSPENDED 0xfe
#define USB_PORT_POWERED 0xfd
#define USB_PORT_DISABLED 0xfc
};

Theproduct, vendor, release, andserialfields contain self-explanatory descriptions of the device.

Theclassfield contains the device class.

Theconfigfield shows the current configuration of the device.

The lowspeedfield is set if the device is aUSB low speed device.
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Thepowerfield shows the power consumption in milli-amps drawn at 5 volts, or zero if the device
is self powered.

If the device is a hub thenportsfield is non-zero and theports field contains the addresses of the
connected devices. Ifno device is connected to a port one of theUSB_PORT_∗ values indicates its
status.

USB_DEVICESTATSstruct usb_device_stats
This command retrieves statistics about the controller.

struct usb_device_stats {
u_long uds_requests[4];

};

The requestsfield is indexed by the transfer kind, i.e.UE_∗, and indicates how many transfers of
each kind that has been completed by the controller.

USB_REQUESTstruct usb_ctl_request
This command can be used to execute arbitrary requests on the control pipe. This isDANGEROUS
and should be used with great care since it can destroy the bus integrity.

The include file〈dev/usb/usb.h 〉 contains definitions for the types used by the variousioctl (2) calls.
The naming convention of the fields for the variousUSB descriptors exactly follows the naming in theUSB
specification. Bytesized fields can be accessed directly, but word (16 bit) sized fields must be access by the
UGETW(field) andUSETW(field , value) macros to handle byte order and alignment properly.

The include file〈dev/usb/usbhid.h 〉 similarly contains the definitions for Human Interface Devices
( HID ) .

USB EVENT INTERFACE
All USB ev ents are reported via the/dev/usb device. Thisdevices can be opened for reading and each
read (2) will yield an event record (if something has happened).The poll (2) system call can be used to
determine if an event record is available for reading.

The event record has the following definition:

struct usb_event {
int ue_type;

#define USB_EVENT_CTRLR_ATTACH 1
#define USB_EVENT_CTRLR_DETACH 2
#define USB_EVENT_DEVICE_ATTACH 3
#define USB_EVENT_DEVICE_DETACH 4
#define USB_EVENT_DRIVER_ATTACH 5
#define USB_EVENT_DRIVER_DETACH 6

struct timespec ue_time;
union {

struct {
int ue_bus;

} u e_ctrlr;
struct usb_device_info ue_device;
struct {

usb_event_cookie_t ue_cookie;
char ue_devname[16];

} u e_driver;
} u ;

};
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The ue_typefield identifies the type of event that is described. The possible events are attach/detach of a
host controller, a device, or a device driver. The union contains information pertinent to the different types of
ev ents.
Theue_buscontains the number of theUSB bus for host controller events.
Theue_devicerecord contains information about the device in a device event event.
Theue_cookieis an opaque value that uniquely determines which device a device driver has been attached to
(i.e., it equals the cookie value in the device that the driver attached to).Theue_devnamecontains the name
of the device (driver) as seen in, e.g., kernel messages.

Note that there is a separation between device and device driver events. Adevice event is generated when a
physical USB device is attached or detached.A single USB device may have zero, one, or many device driv-
ers associated with it.

KERNEL THREADS
For each USB bus, i.e., for each host controller, there is a kernel thread that handles attach and detach of
devices on that bus. Thethread is namedusbNwhereN is the bus number.

In addition there is a kernel thread,usbtask, which handles various minor tasks that are initiated from an
interrupt context, but need to sleep, e.g., time-out abort of transfers.

SEE ALSO
TheUSB specifications can be found at:

http://www.usb.org/developers/docs/

usbhidaction (1), usbhidctl (1), cardbus (4), ehci (4), isa (4), ohci (4), pci (4), pcmcia (4),
slhci (4), uhci (4), usbdevs (8)

HISTORY
Theusb driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

BUGS
There should be a serial number locator, but NetBSD does not have string valued locators.
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NAME
uscanner — minimal USB support for scanners

SYNOPSIS
uscanner ∗ at uhub?

DESCRIPTION
Theuscanner driver provides minimal support for USB scanners. The driver recognizes a number of USB
scanners, but to actually scan anything there needs to be software that knows about the particular scanner.
The SANE package provides support for some scanners.

HARDWARE
Theuscanner driver works with the following scanners:

Epson
GT-7000
Perfection 610U
Perfection 636U
Perfection 1200U
Perfection 1200U Photo
Perfection 1260
Perfection 1660
Perfection 2400

HP
ScanJet 4100C
ScanJet 5200C
ScanJet 6300C

Many other scanners are recognized, but there is no software support for them yet.

SEE ALSO
scanimage (1), usb (4), usscanner (4)
http://www.buzzard.org.uk/jonathan/scanners-usb.html

HISTORY
Theuscanner driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

BUGS
This driver should not really exist. Thescanners it recognizes can be accessed through theugen (4) driver
instead. Aproper scanner driver would provide a uniform interface to scanners instead of exposing the
innards of the scanner. The reason the driver exists is to have something that is compatible with the Linux
driver.
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NAME
userconf — in-kernel device configuration manager

SYNOPSIS
options USERCONF

DESCRIPTION
userconf is the in-kernel device configuration manager. It is used to alter the kernel autoconfiguration
framework at runtime.userconf is activated from the boot loader by passing the−c option to the kernel.

COMMAND SYNT AX
The general command syntax is:

command [option]

userconf has amore (1)-like functionality; if a number of lines in a command’s output exceeds the num-
ber defined in the lines variable, thenuserconf displays “-- more --” and waits for a response, which may
be one of:

<return> one more line.

<space> one more page.

q abort the current command, and return to the command input mode.

COMMANDS
userconf supports the following commands:

lines count
Specify the number of lines before more.

base 8 | 10 | 16
Base for displaying large numbers.

change devno | dev
Change devices.

disable devno | dev
Disable devices.

enable devno | dev
Enable devices.

exit A synonym forquit .

find devno | dev
Find devices.

help Display online help.

list List current configuration.

quit Leave userconf.

? A synonym forhelp .

HISTORY
Theuserconf framework first appeared inOpenBSD2.0, and was then integrated intoNetBSD 1.6.
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AUTHORS
Theuserconf framework was written by Mats O Jansson〈moj@stacken.kth.se〉.
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NAME
uslsa — USB support for Silicon Labs CP210x series serial adapters

SYNOPSIS
uslsa ∗ at uhub?
ucom∗ at uslsa?

HARDWARE
Theuslsa driver is known to work with the following adapters:

Siemens MC60 Data Cable
Suunto USB Serial Adaptor
Helicomm IP-Link 1220-DVM
Nokia CA-42 USB

DESCRIPTION
Theuslsa driver provides support for the Silicon Labs USB-to-RS-232 Bridge chip.

The device is accessed through theucom(4) driver which makes it behave like atty (4).

SEE ALSO
tty (4), ucom(4), usb (4)

http://www.silabs.com .

HISTORY
Theuslsa driver appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
The uslsa driver was written by Jonathan A. Kollasch. Codeand style was borrowed from existing
NetBSD USB-serial drivers. Dueto the unavailability of documentation, Craig Shelley’s rev erse-engineered
Linux driver was used as documentation.

CAVEATS
Hardware flow control may not work correctly.

Settings other than 8 data bits, no parity, and 1 stop bit seem to be refused by the chip.
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NAME
usscanner — driver for some SCSI-over-USB scanners

SYNOPSIS
usscanner ∗ at uhub?
scsibus ∗ at usscanner?
ss ∗ at scsibus?

DESCRIPTION
The usscanner provides support for some scanners based on non-standard SCSI-over-USB, e.g.,
HP5300C.

HARDWARE
Theusscanner driver works with the following scanners:

HP
HP ScanJet 5300C

SEE ALSO
scsi (4), usb (4), uscanner (4), pkgsrc/graphics/sane-backends

HISTORY
Theusscanner driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
ustir — SigmaTel STIr4200-based USB-IrDA bridge support

SYNOPSIS
ustir ∗ at uhub?
irframe ∗ at ustir?

DESCRIPTION
The ustir driver provides support for USB-IrDA bridges based on the SigmaTel STIr4200. The driver is
known to work with the following adapters:

Mars II 740 USB IrDA Adapter

Access to the IrDA device is through theirframe (4) driver.

SEE ALSO
irframe (4), uirda (4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theustir driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
Theustir driver was written by David Sainty〈David.Sainty@dtsp.co.nz〉.

BUGS
The STIr4200 cannot notify the driver when it has received data, instead it has to be continuously polled.
This driver polls (when idle) at a fairly low rate of 10 times per second, which means that system perfor-
mance is not overly affected by rapid polling, but latency is fairly high.
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NAME
ut — UNIBUS TU45tri-density tape drive interface

SYNOPSIS
ut0 at uba0 csr 0172440 vector utintr
tj0 at ut0 drive 0

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

Theut interface provides access to a standard tape drive interface as describe inmtio (4). Hardware imple-
menting this on theVAX is typified by the System IndustriesSI 9700 tape subsystem.Tapes may be read or
written at 800, 1600, and 6250BPI.

DIAGNOSTICS
tj%d: no write ring . An attempt was made to write on the tape drive when no write ring was present; this
message is written on the terminal of the user who tried to access the tape.

tj%d: not online. An attempt was made to access the tape while it was offline; this message is written on
the terminal of the user who tried to access the tape.

tj%d: can’t change density in mid-tape. An attempt was made to write on a tape at a different density than
is already recorded on the tape. This message is written on the terminal of the user who tried to switch the
density.

ut%d: soft error bn%d cs1=%b er=%b cs2=%b ds=%b. The formatter indicated a corrected error at a
density other than 800bpi. The data transferred is assumed to be correct.

ut%d: hard error bn%d cs1=%b er=%b cs2=%b ds=%b. A tape error occurred at block

bn. Any error is fatal on non-raw tape; when possible the driver will have retried the operation which failed
several times before reporting the error.

tj%d: lost interrupt. A tape operation did not complete within a reasonable time, most likely because the
tape was taken off-line during rewind or lost vacuum. Thecontroller should, but does not, give an interrupt
in these cases. The device will be made available again after this message, but any current open reference to
the device will return an error as the operation in progress aborts.

SEE ALSO
mt(1), mtio (4)

HISTORY
Theut driver appeared in 4.2BSD.

BUGS
May hang if a physical error (non-data) occurs.
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NAME
utoppy — USB driver for the Topfield TF5000PVR range of digital video recorders

SYNOPSIS
utoppy ∗ at uhub? port ?

#include <dev/usb/utoppy.h>

DESCRIPTION
The utoppy driver provides support for the Topfield TF5000PVR range of DVB recorders (nicknamed
Toppy ) which are popular in Europe and Australia.These recorders have aUSB device interface which can
be used to transfer recordings to and from the unit’s hard disk. TheUSB interface can also be used to upload
binary images for execution on the Toppy’s MIPS cpu.

The Toppy’s USB protocol has not been officially documented by Topfield, but the basic features have been
reverse engineered by others in order to write replacements for the official Altair download/upload pro-
gram from Topfield.

Existing replacements for Altair suffer from the fact that they are ultimately built on top ofugen (4). This
has a number of detrimental side-effects:

1. Performancesuffers since all Toppy command packets have to cross the user-kernel interface.

2. Theuserland programs are full of clutter to deal with interpreting the command/status packets, not to
mention byte-swapping and host endian issues.

3. Signalscan interrupt a data transfer at a critical point, leaving the Toppy in an undefined state.For
example, interrupting a download withTurbo mode enabled will leave the Toppy completely unre-
sponsive to the remote control, and prevent timer-based recordings from starting.

Theutoppy driver provides a clean and stable interface to the Toppy protocol, and ensures that an interrupt
caused by a signal does not leave the Toppy in an undefined state.

UTOPPY INTERFACE
Use the following header file to get access to theutoppyspecific structures and defines.

#include <dev/usb/utoppy.h>

Theutoppy driver can be accessed through the/dev/utoppyN character device. Theprimary means of
controlling the driver is by issuing a series ofioctl (2) system calls followed byread (2) orwrite (2) sys-
tem calls as appropriate.

The followingioctl (2) commands are supported by theutoppy driver:

UTOPPYIOTURBOint ∗mode
This command can be used to enable or disableTurbo mode for subsequent
UTOPPYIOREADFILEor UTOPPYIOWRITEFILEcommands (see below). If num is non-zero,
Turbo mode will be enabled. Otherwise Turbo mode will be disabled.In non-Turbo mode, the
Toppy’s USB interface is capable of sustaining around 5.6 Mbit/s during a file transfer. With Turbo
mode enabled, it can sustain just over 16 Mbit/s. Of course, these figures are valid only if the
Toppy is connected via aUSB 2.0 interface. Performanceusing an olderUSB 1 interface will be
significantly lower.

UTOPPYIOCANCELvoid
This command can be used to abort an in-progressUTOPPYIOREADDIR,
UTOPPYIOREADFILE, or UTOPPYIOWRITEFILEcommand.
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UTOPPYIOREBOOTvoid
This command will cause the Toppy to reboot cleanly.

UTOPPYIOSTATSstruct utoppy_stats ∗stats
This command retrieves statistics for the Toppy’s hard disk.

struct utoppy_stats {
uint64_t us_hdd_size; / ∗ Size of the disk, in bytes ∗/
uint64_t us_hdd_free; / ∗ Free space, in bytes ∗/

};

UTOPPYIORENAMEstruct utoppy_rename ∗rename
This command is used to rename a file or directory on the Toppy’s hard disk. The full pathname to
each file must be provided.

struct utoppy_rename {
char ∗ur_old_path; / ∗ Path to existing file ∗/
char ∗ur_new_path; / ∗ Path to new file ∗/

};

UTOPPYIOMKDIRchar ∗path
This command creates the directory specified bypath.

UTOPPYIODELETEchar ∗path
This command deletes the file or directory specified bypath.

UTOPPYIOREADDIRchar ∗path
This command initiates a read of the contents of the directory specified bypath. After issuing
this command, the directory contents must be read using consecutive read (2) system calls.Each
read (2) will transfer one or more directory entries into the user-supplied buffer. The buffer must
be large enough to receive at least one directory entry. Whenread (2) returns zero, all directory
entries have been read.

A directory entry is described using the following data structure:

struct utoppy_dirent {
char ud_path[UTOPPY_MAX_FILENAME_LEN + 1];
enum {

UTOPPY_DIRENT_UNKNOWN,
UTOPPY_DIRENT_DIRECTORY,
UTOPPY_DIRENT_FILE

} u d_type;
off_t ud_size;
time_t ud_mtime;
uint32_t ud_attributes;

};

Theud_pathfield contains the name of the directory entry.

Theud_typefield specifies whether the entry corresponds to a file or a sub-directory.

Theud_sizefield is valid for files only, and specifies the file’s size in bytes.

The ud_mtimefield describes the file or directory’s modification time, specified as seconds from
the Unix epoch. The timestamp is relative to the current timezone, solocaltime (3) can be used
to convert it into human readable form.Note that the Toppy sets directory timestamps to a prede-
fined value so they are not particularly useful.
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Theud_attributesfield is not used at this time.

UTOPPYIOREADFILEstruct utoppy_readfile ∗
This command is used to initiate reading a file from the Toppy’s hard disk. The full pathname,
together with the file offset at which to start reading, is specified using the following data structure:

struct utoppy_readfile {
char ∗ur_path;
off_t ur_offset;

};

After issuing this command, the file must be read using consecutive read (2) system calls.When
read (2) returns zero, the entire file has been read.

UTOPPYIOWRITEFILEstruct utoppy_writefile ∗
This command is used to initiate writing to a file on the Toppy’s hard disk. The file to be written is
described using the following data structure:

struct utoppy_writefile {
char ∗uw_path;
off_t uw_offset;
off_t uw_size;
time_t uw_mtime;

};

Theuw_pathfield specifies the full pathname of the file to be written.

The uw_offsetfield specifies the file offset at which to start writing, assuming the file already
exists. Otherwise,uw_offsetmust be zero.

The protocol requires that the Toppy must be informed of a file’s size in advance of the file being
written. Thisis accomplished using theuw_sizefield. It may be possible to work around this limi-
tation in a future version of the driver.

Theuw_mtimefield specifies the file’s timestamp expressed as seconds from the Unix epoch in the
local timezone.

Due to limitations with the protocol, autoppy device can be opened by only one application at a time.
Also, only a singleUTOPPYIOREADDIR, UTOPPYIOREADFILE, or UTOPPYIOWRITEFILEcommand
can be in progress at any giv en time.

FILES
/dev/utoppy0 device node

SEE ALSO
utoppya (1), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theutoppy driver appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

AUTHORS
Steve C. Woodford〈scw@netbsd.org〉
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NAME
uu — TU-58/DECtape II UNIBUScassette interface

SYNOPSIS
options UUDMA
uu0 at uba0 csr 0176500 vector uurintr uuxintr

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

The uu device provides access to dualDEC TU-58 tape cartridge drives connected to theUNIBUS via a
DL-11W interface module.

The interface supports only blockI/O to the TU-58 cassettes (seephysio (4)). Thedrives are normally
manipulated with thearff (8) program using the ‘‘m’’ and ‘‘f ’ ’ options.

The driver provides for an optional write and verify (read after write) mode that is activated by specifying the
‘‘ a’’ device.

The TU-58 is treated as a single device by the system even though it has two separate drives, ‘uu0 ’ and
‘uu1 ’. If there is more than oneTU-58 unit on a system, the extra drives are named ‘uu2 ’, ‘ uu3 ’ etc.

NOTES
Assembly language code to assist the driver in handling the receipt of data (using a pseudo-DMA approach)
should be included when using this driver; specify ‘options UUDMA ’ in the configuration file.

FILES
/dev/uu?
/dev/uu?a

DIAGNOSTICS
uu%d: no bp, active %d. A transmission complete interrupt was received with no outstandingI/O request.
This indicates a hardware problem.

uu%d protocol err or, state=%s, op=%x, cnt=%d, block=%d. The driver entered an illegal state. The
information printed indicates the illegal state, the operation currently being executed, theI/O count, and the
block number on the cassette.

uu%d: break r eceived, transfer restarted. TheTU-58 was sending a continuous break signal and had to be
reset. This may indicate a hardware problem, but the driver will attempt to recover from the error.

uu%d r eceive state error, state=%s, byte=%x. The driver entered an illegal state in the receiver finite
state machine. The state is shown along with the control byte of the received packet.

uu%d: r ead stalled. A timer watching the controller detected no interrupt for an extended period while an
operation was outstanding.This usually indicates that one or more receiver interrupts were lost and the
transfer is restarted.

uu%d: hard error bn%d, pk_mod %o. The device returned a status code indicating a hard error. The
actual error code is shown in octal. No retries are attempted by the driver.

ERRORS
The following errors may be returned:

[ENXIO] Nonexistent drive (on open); offset is too large or bad (undefined)ioctl (2) code.
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[EIO ] Open failed, the device could not be reset.

[EBUSY] Drive in use.

SEE ALSO
tu (4), arff (8)

HISTORY
Theuu driver appeared in 4.2BSD.
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NAME
uvisor — USB support for the Handspring Visor, a Palmpilot compatible PDA

SYNOPSIS
uvisor ∗ at uhub?
ucom∗ at uvisor? portno ?

DESCRIPTION
Theuvisor driver provides support for the Handspring Visor, a Palmpilot compatible PDA.

The device is accessed through theucom(4) driver which makes it behave like a tty (4). Thedevice has
several ports for different purposes, each of them gets its own ucom(4) device. The attach message
describes the purpose of each port.

The usual Pilot tools can be used to access the Visor on the HotSync port.

SEE ALSO
tty (4), ucom(4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theuvisor driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.
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NAME
uvscom — USB support for SUNTAC Slipper U VS-10U serial adapters driver

SYNOPSIS
uvscom ∗ at uhub?
ucom∗ at uvscom?

DESCRIPTION
The uvscom driver provides support for the SUNTAC Slipper U VS-10U chip. Slipper U is a PC Card to
USB converter for data communication card adapters.It supports DDI Pocket’s Air H" C@rd, C@rd H" 64,
NTT’s P-in, P-in m@ster, and various other data communication card adapters.

The device is accessed through theucom(4) driver which makes it behave like atty (4).

SEE ALSO
tty (4), ucom(4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theuvscom driver first appeared inFreeBSDand later inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
uyap — USB YAP phone firmware loader

SYNOPSIS
uyap ∗ at uhub?

DESCRIPTION
Theuyap driver downloads firmware into a YAP phone.The device will then disconnect and reappear as a
composite device with two audio pipes (handled byuaudio (4)) and a HID device (handled byuhid (4)).

SEE ALSO
uaudio (4), uhid (4), usb (4)

HISTORY
Theuyap driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
va — Benson-Varian printer/plotter interface

SYNOPSIS
va0 at uba0 csr 0164000 vector vaintr
vz0 at va0 drive 0

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

(NOTE: the configuration description, while counter-intuitive, is actually as shown above.)

The Benson-Varian printer/plotter in normally used with the line printer system.This description is designed
for those who wish to drive the Benson-Varian directly.

In print mode, the Benson-Varian uses a modifiedASCII character set. Most control characters print various
non-ASCII graphics such as daggers, sigmas, copyright symbols, etc.Only LF and FF are used as format
effectors. LF acts as a newline, advancing to the beginning of the next line, andFF advances to the top of the
next page.

In plot mode, the Benson-Varian prints one raster line at a time.An entire raster line of bits (2112 bits = 264
bytes) is sent, and then the Benson-Varian advances to the next raster line.

Note: The Benson-Varian must be sent an even number of bytes. If an odd number is sent, the last byte will
be lost. Nulls can be used in print mode to pad to an even number of bytes.

To use the Benson-Varian yourself, you must realize that you cannot open the device, /dev/va0 if there is
an daemon active. You can see if there is an active daemon by doing alpq (1) and seeing if there are any
files being printed. Printing should be turned off using lpc (8).

To set the Benson-Varian into plot mode include the file〈sys/vcmd.h 〉 and use the following ioctl (2)
call

ioctl(fileno(va), VSETSTATE, plotmd);

whereplotmd is defined to be

int plotmd[] = { VPLOT, 0, 0 };

andva is the result of a call tofopen (3) on stdio. When you finish using the Benson-Varian in plot mode
you should advance to a new page by sending it aFF after putting it back into print mode, i.e. by

int prtmd[] = { VPRINT, 0, 0 };
...
fflush(va);
ioctl(fileno(va), VSETSTATE, prtmd);
write(fileno(va), "\f\0", 2);

FILES
/dev/va0

DIAGNOSTICS
The following error numbers are significant at the time the device is opened.

[ENXIO] The device is already in use.

[EIO ] The device is offline.
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The following message may be printed on the console.

va%d: npr timeout. The device was not able to get data from theUNIBUS within the timeout period, most
likely because some other device was hogging the bus. (ButseeBUGS below).

SEE ALSO
lpr (1), vp (4), lpd (8)

HISTORY
Theva driver appeared in 4.0BSD.

BUGS
The 1’s (one’s) and l’s (lower-case el’s) in the Benson-Varian’s standard character set look very similar; cau-
tion is advised.

The interface hardware is rumored to have problems which can play havoc with theUNIBUS. We hav einter-
mittent minor problems on theUNIBUS where ourva (4) lives, but haven’t ever been able to pin them down
completely.
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NAME
vald — Toshiba Programmable I/O controller

SYNOPSIS
vald ∗ at acpi?

DESCRIPTION
Some Toshiba computers have a special I/O controller that handles various interface devices. Thisspecial
I/O controller is accessed by the “GHCI” ACPI method. Thevald driver provides some support for it.

Thevald driver handles the following hot-keys:

Fn+F5 Switch between LCD and External Video output.
Fn+F6 Decrease LCD brightness.
Fn+F7 Increase LCD brightness.
Fn+F8 Switch fan (ON/OFF).

Thevald driver has only been tested on the Libretto L3 and on the Portege 3440.

SEE ALSO
acpi (4)

HISTORY
Thevald driver appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

BUGS
vald may have problems with X11 when switching between LCD and External Video output.
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NAME
veriexec — Veriexec pseudo-device

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device veriexec

DESCRIPTION
Veriexecverifies the integrity of specified executables and files before they are run or read. This makes it
much more difficult to insert a trojan horse into the system and also makes it more difficult to run binaries
that are not supposed to be running, for example, packet sniffers, DDoS clients and so on.

The veriexec pseudo-device is used to load and delete entries to and from the in-kernel Veriexec data-
bases, as well as query information about them. It can also be used to dump the entire database.

Kernel-userland interaction
Veriexecusesproplib (3) for communication between the kernel and userland.

VERIEXEC_LOAD
Load an entry for a file to be monitored byVeriexec.

The dictionary passed contains the following elements:

Name Type Purpose
file string filename for this entry
entry-type uint8 entry type (see below)
fp-type string fingerprint hashing algorithm
fp data the fingerprint

“entry-type” can be one or more (binary-OR’d) of the following:

Type Effect
VERIEXEC_DIRECT can execute directly
VERIEXEC_INDIRECT can execute indirectly (interpreter, mmap (2))
VERIEXEC_FILE can be opened
VERIEXEC_UNTRUSTED located on untrusted storage

VERIEXEC_DELETE
Removes either an entry for a single file or entries for an entire mount fromVeriexec.

The dictionary passed contains the following elements:

Name TypePurpose
file string filenameor mount-point

VERIEXEC_DUMP
Dump theVeriexecmonitored files database from the kernel.

Only files that the filename is kept for them will be dumped. The returned array contains dictionaries
with the following elements:

Name Type Purpose
file string filename
fp-type string fingerprint hashing algorithm
fp data the fingerprint
entry-type uint8 entry type (see above)
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VERIEXEC_FLUSH
Flush theVeriexecdatabase, removing all entries.

This command has no parameters.

VERIEXEC_QUERY
QueriesVeriexecabout a file, returning information that may be useful about it.

The dictionary passed contains the following elements:

Name TypePurpose
file string filename

The dictionary returned contains the following elements:

Name Type Purpose
entry-type uint8 entry type (see above)
status uint8 entry status
fp-type string fingerprint hashing algorithm
fp data the fingerprint

“status” can be one of the following:

Status Meaning
FINGERPRINT_NOTEVAL not evaluated
FINGERPRINT_VALID fingerprint match
FINGERPRINT_MISMATCH fingerprint mismatch

Note that the requestsVERIEXEC_LOAD, VERIEXEC_DELETE, and VERIEXEC_FLUSHare not permit-
ted once the strict level has been raised past 0.

SEE ALSO
proplib (3), sysctl (3), security (8), sysctl (8), veriexecctl (8), veriexecgen (8),
veriexec (9)

NOTES
veriexec is part of the default configuration on the following architectures: amd64, i386, prep, sparc64.

AUTHORS
Brett Lymn〈blymn@NetBSD.org〉
Elad Efrat〈elad@NetBSD.org〉
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NAME
vesafb — VESA framebuffer device driver for wscons

SYNOPSIS
vesabios ∗ at vesabiosbus?
vesafb ∗ at vesabios?
wsdisplay ∗ at vesafb? console ?

options KVM86
options VESAFB_WIDTH=640
options VESAFB_HEIGHT=480
options VESAFB_DEPTH=8
options VESAFB_PM

DESCRIPTION
vesafb provides support for framebuffer consoles on i386 display adapters which implement VESA BIOS
extensions (VBE) 2.0 or above. It is used within thewscons (4) console framework. And its functions are
available via the internalwsdisplay (4) interface.

Since this interface is accessed via x86 BIOS calls, this driver only works on the i386 port.

Supported kernel options:

options KVM86
Required for vesabios. Thisenables the framework for running BIOS code in a virtual 8086 machine.

options VESAFB_WIDTH=XXX
Sets the width, such as 640 or 1024. Default is 640.

options VESAFB_HEIGHT=XXX
Sets the height, such as 480 or 768. Default is 480.

options VESAFB_DEPTH=XX
Sets the bits per pixel, such as 8 or 16. Default is 8.

options VESAFB_PM
Enables the power management support by enabling theWSDISPLAYIO_SVIDEO and
WSDISPLAYIO_GVIDEOioctl implementations. This is not enabled by default, as in some cases it
might cause the system to hang.Tested on: ATI Radeon M9 (failed), NeoMagic 256AV (passed),
VIA VT8623 (failed).

SEE ALSO
wscons (4), wsdisplay (4)

HISTORY
Thevesafb driver appeared inNetBSD 4.0.

BUGS
Thevesafb driver attaches to the console very early in the i386 boot process; sinceconsinit () is called
before KVM86 is initialized, thevesafb_cnattach () function assumes that hardware is present.This
causes the console to be blank until thevesafb driver attaches.

vesafb does not support VBE 1.2 and below, as they do not provide support for linear framebuffers.

options VESAFB_PM may cause some systems to hang.
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NAME
vga — VGA graphics driver for wscons

SYNOPSIS
options VGA_CONSOLE_SCREENTYPE="??x??"
options VGA_CONSOLE_ATI_BROKEN_FONTSEL

vga0 at isa?
vga ∗ at pci?
wsdisplay ∗ at vga? console ?

DESCRIPTION
This driver handlesVGA graphics hardware within thewscons (4) console framework. It doesn’t provide
direct device driver entry points but makes its functions available via the internalwsdisplay (4) interface.

The vga driver supports text-mode hardware acceleration on theVGA hardware. Currently, the driver runs
the display with a 720×400 pixel resolution.The VGA text-mode accelerator divides the display into fixed-
size character cells. The size of the character cells specifies the number of characters available on the screen
and the resolution of the font.The wsdisplay screen “types” supported by thevga driver are described by
the number of character cells available on the screen. See below for a complete list of supported screen
modes in thevga driver.

Each screen mode requires a suitable font to be loaded into the kernel by thewsfontload (8) utility, before
the screen can be used. The size of the font and the screen mode must match for use on the 720×400 display.
For example, a screen mode with 80 columns and 40 rows requires a font where each character is 8 pixels
wide and 10 pixels high.Thevga driver can display fonts of the originalIBM type and ISO-8859-1 encoded
fonts. Abuiltin font of 256 characters and 8×16 pixels is always present on theVGA hardware.

The colourVGA hardware supports the display of 16 different colours at the same time.It is possible with
VGA colour systems to use fonts with 512 characters at any one time. This is due to the fact that with VGA
adapters one can specify an alternate font to be used instead of bright letters (used for highlighting on the
screen). Asan experimental feature, the “higher half” fonts of the formerNetBSD/i386 pcvt driver distribu-
tion can be used too if the kernel option “WSCONS_SUPPORT_PCVTFONTS” was set at compile time.
This is only useful with the “∗bf” screen types; a font containing theASCII range of characters must be avail-
able too on this screen.

Currently, the following screen types are supported:

80x25 Thisis the standardVGA text mode with 80 columns and 25 rows. Sixteendifferent colors can be
displayed at the same time. Characters are 8×16 pixels, and a font consists of 256 characters.

80x25bf is a modified version of the previous. It only allows 8 colors to be displayed. In exchange, it can
access two fonts at the same time, so that 512 different characters can be displayed.

80x40 Atext mode with 80 columns and 40 rows. Similarto the standard mode, 16 colors and 256 charac-
ters are available. Charactersare 8×10 pixels. For this mode to be useful, a font of that character
size must be downloaded.

80x40bf is analogously to “80x25bf” a version with 512 displayable characters but 8 colors only.

80x50 Atext mode with 80 columns and 50 rows. Similarto the standard mode, 16 colors and 256 charac-
ters are available. Charactersare 8×8 pixels. For this mode to be useful, a font of that character size
must be downloaded.

80x50bf is analogously to “80x25bf” a version with 512 displayable characters but 8 colors only.
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80x24 isa variant of the “80x25” screen type which displays 24 lines only. It uses the standard 8x16 VGA
font. Thismode might be useful for applications which depend on closerDEC VT100compatibility.

80x24bf Analogously, like “80x24” but with 512 character slots and 8 colors.

If you have an Ati videocard and you are experiencing problems with fonts other than 80x25, you can try to
setoptions VGA_CONSOLE_ATI_BROKEN_FONTSELin you kernel configuration and see if it helps.

Thevga driver supports multiple virtual screens on one physical display. The screens allocated on one dis-
play can be of different “types”.The type is determined at the time the virtual screen is created and can’t be
changed later. Screens are either created at kernel startup (then the default type is used) or later with help of
thewsconscfg (8) utility.

SEE ALSO
isa (4), pcdisplay (4), pci (4), wscons (4), wsconscfg (8), wsfontload (8)

BUGS
Only a subset of the possible text modes is supported.

VGA cards are supposed to emulate anMDA if a monochrome display is connected. In this case, the device
will naturally not support colors at all, but offer the capability to display underlined characters instead.The
“80x25bf”, “80x40bf”, “80x50bf” and “80x24bf” screen types will not be available. Thismode of operation
has not been tested.
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NAME
vge — VIA Networking Technologies VT6122 PCI Gigabit Ethernet adapter driver

SYNOPSIS
vge ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

Configuration of PHYs is also necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
Thevge driver provides support for various NICs and embedded Ethernet interfaces based on the VIA Net-
working Technologies VT6122 Gigabit Ethernet controller chips.

The VT6122 is a 33/66Mhz 64-bit PCI device which combines a tri-speed MAC with an integrated
10/100/1000 copper PHY. (Some older cards use an external PHY.) TheMAC supports TCP/IP hardware
checksums (IPv4 only), TCP large send, VLAN tag insertion and stripping, as well as VLAN filtering, a
64-entry CAM filter and a 64-entry VLAN filter, 64-bit multicast hash filter, 4 separate transmit DMA
queues, flow control and jumbo frames up to 16K in size. The VT6122 has a 16K receive FIFO and 48K
transmit FIFO.

The vge driver takes advantage of the VT6122’s checksum offload and VLAN tagging features, as well as
the jumbo frame and CAM filter support. The CAM filter is used for multicast address filtering to provide 64
perfect multicast address filter support. If it is necessary for the interface to join more than 64 multicast
groups, the driver will switch over to using the hash filter.

The jumbo frame support can be enabled by setting the interface MTU to any value larger than the default of
1500 bytes, up to a maximum of 9000 bytes. The receive and transmit checksum offload support can be tog-
gled on and off using theifconfig (8) utility.

Thevge driver supports the following media types:

autoselect Enable autoselection of the media type and options. The user can manually override the
autoselected mode by adding media options torc.conf (5).

10baseT/UTP Set 10Mbps operation.The ifconfig (8) mediaopt option can also be used to select
eitherfull-duplex or half-duplex modes.

100baseTX Set 100Mbps (Fast Ethernet) operation.The ifconfig (8) mediaopt option can also be
used to select eitherfull-duplex or half-duplex modes.

1000baseTX Set 1000baseTX operation over twisted pair. The ifconfig (8) mediaopt option can
also be used to select eitherfull-duplex or half-duplex modes.

Thevge driver supports the following media options:

full-duplex Force full duplex operation.

half-duplex Force half duplex operation.

Thevge driver also supports one special link option for 1000baseTX cards:

link0 With 1000baseTX cards, establishing a link between two ports requires that one port be configured
as a master and the other a slave. With autonegotiation, the master/slave settings will be chosen
automatically. Howev er when manually selecting the link state, it is necessary to force one side of
the link to be a master and the other a slave. The vge driver configures the ports as slaves by
default. Settingthe link0 flag with ifconfig (8) will set a port as a master instead.

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8).
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HARDWARE
Thevge driver supports VIA Networking VT3119 and VT6122 based Gigabit Ethernet adapters including:

• VIA Networking LAN-on-motherboard Gigabit Ethernet
• ZyXEL GN650-T 64-bit PCI Gigabit Ethernet NIC (ZX1701)
• ZyXEL GN670-T 32-bit PCI Gigabit Ethernet NIC (ZX1702)

DIAGNOSTICS
vge%d: couldn’t map memory The driver failed to initialize PCI shared memory mapping. This might
happen if the card is not in a bus-master slot.

vge%d: unable to map interrupt A fatal initialization error has occurred.

vge%d: watchdog timeout The device has stopped responding to the network, or there is a problem with
the network connection (cable). Driver resets the device.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ciphy (4), mii (4), netintro (4), ukphy (4), vlan (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thevge device driver first appeared inFreeBSD5.3 and then inNetBSD 3.0.

AUTHORS
The vge driver was written by Bill Paul 〈wpaul@windriver.com〉. The NetBSD port was done by Jaromir
Dolecek〈jdolecek@NetBSD.org〉.

BUGS
VLAN packet filtering is done in software at the moment, though using hardware VLAN tagging.
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NAME
viaenv — VIA VT82C686A/VT8231 Hardware Monitor and Power Management Timer

SYNOPSIS
viaenv ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
The viaenv is anenvsys (4) compatible driver for the Hardware Monitor and the Power Management
timer in theVIA VT82C686A and VT8231 South Bridges.

The device has 10 sensors:

Sensor Units Typical Use
TSENS1uK CPUtemperature
TSENS2uK Systemtemperature
TSENS3uK ?
FAN1 RPM CPUfan
FAN2 RPM Systemfan
VSENS1uV DC CPU core voltage (2.0V)
VSENS2uV DC North Bridge core voltage (2.5V)
Vcore uV DC Internal core voltage (3.3V)
VSENS3uV DC +5V
VSENS4uV DC +12V

Sensor data is updated every 1.5 seconds.

SEE ALSO
envsys (4), envstat (8)

HISTORY
Theviaenv device appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

BUGS
Interrupt support is unimplemented, as is support for setting values.
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NAME
viaide — AMD, NVIDIA and VIA IDE disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
viaide ∗ at pci? dev ? function ? flags 0x0000
options PCIIDE_AMD756_ENABLEDMA

DESCRIPTION
Theviaide driver supports the following IDE controllers and provides the interface with the hardware for
theata driver:

− Advanced Micro Devices AMD-756, 766, 768 and CS5536 IDE Controllers
− NVIDIA nForce, nForce2, nForce2 400, nForce3, nForce3 250, nForce4, MCP04, MCP55,

MCP61, MCP65, MCP67 IDE and SATA Controllers.
− VIA Technologies VT82C586, VT82C586A, VT82C596A, VT82C686A, VT8233A, VT8235,

VT8237/VT8237R IDE Controllers, VT6421 Serial RAID Controller and CX700 IDE Controller.

The 0x0002 flag forces theviaide driver to disable DMA on chipsets for which DMA would normally be
enabled. Thiscan be used as a debugging aid, or to work around problems where the IDE controller is wired
up to the system incorrectly.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), pci (4), pciide (4), wd(4), wdc(4)

NOTES
Drives on the VT6421 Serial RAID Controller can only be accessed after they hav ebeen configured into
RAID or JBOD sets via its BIOS. It is also inaptly named as it has both SATA and PAT A interfaces.

BUGS
The AMD756 chip revision D2 has a bug affecting DMA (but not Ultra-DMA) modes. The workaround
documented by AMD is to not use DMA on any drive which does not support Ultra-DMA modes.This does
not appear to be necessary on all drives, the PCIIDE_AMD756_ENABLEDMA option can be used to force
multiword DMA on the buggy revisions. Multiword DMA can eventually be disabled on a per-drive basis
with config flags, seewd(4). Thebug, if triggered, will cause a total system hang.

The timings used for the PIO and DMA modes for controllers listed above are for a PCI bus running at 30 or
33 MHz. This driver may not work properly on overclocked systems.
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NAME
vidcaudio — VIDC audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
vidcaudio0 at vidc0
audio ∗ at vidcaudio0

DESCRIPTION
The vidcaudio driver provides support for the audio system of theARM VIDC20 and of the video and
sound macrocell of theARM7500andARM7500FE.

The driver can work in two modes, either using the internal 8-bit DACs of theVIDC20 and its internal refer-
ence clock, or using the serial sound output of any supported chip feeding external 16-bit DACs and an exter-
nal sound clock. On systems with aVIDC20, the choice of mode is based on the∗Configure
SoundSystem setting underRISC OS.

SEE ALSO
audio (4)

HISTORY
The vidcaudio driver was introduced inNetBSD 1.2. Thedriver was largely rewritten forNetBSD 2.0
because it had bit-rotted so far as to be useless.

AUTHORS
The first version was written by Melvin Tang-Richardson. Therewrite was by Ben Harris.
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NAME
vidcvideo — VIDC video device driver

SYNOPSIS
vidcvideo0 at vidc0
wsdisplay ∗ at vidcvideo0 console ?

makeoptions MONITOR="AKF85"
makeoptions MODES="1024,768,60 800,600,60"

DESCRIPTION
The vidcvideo driver provides support for the video system of theARM VIDC20 and of the video and
sound macrocell of theARM7500andARM7500FEwithin thewscons (4) framework. It provides support for
both a text-based console display and a memory-mapped frame buffer usable by the X Window System.

Thevidcvideo driver chooses a screen mode to use whenNetBSD starts up, and has no means of changing
it thereafter. The driver attempts to choose a screen mode from its built-in list that most closely matches the
mode being used underRISC OS. If the built-in list of modes is inadequate, a different one can be substituted
by compiling a kernel using theMONITORoption to refer to aRISC OSModeInfo file, specifying the list of
modes to extract from it inMODES.

FILES
/usr/src/sys/arch/acorn32/conf/monitors Directory for ModeInfo files.

SEE ALSO
wsdisplay (4)

HISTORY
Before NetBSD 4.0, use ofMONITORand MODESwas compulsory, as there was no built-in list of screen
modes.
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NAME
vlan — IEEE 802.1Q Virtual LAN network device

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device vlan

DESCRIPTION
The vlan interface provides support forIEEE 802.1Q Virtual Local Area Networks (VLAN ) .  This sup-
ports the trunking of more than one network on a single network interface. Thisis particularly useful on
routers or on hosts which must be connected to many different networks through a single physical interface.

To use avlan interface, the administrator must first create the interface and then specify the VID( VLAN
identifier, the first 12 bits from a 16-bit integer which distinguishes eachVLAN from any others ) and physi-
cal interface associated with theVLAN . This can be done by using theifconfig (8) create , vlan , and
vlanif subcommands from a shell command line or script.From within a C program, use theioctl (2)
system call with theSIOCSIFCREATEandSIOCSIFVLAN arguments.

To be compatible with otherIEEE 802.1Q devices, thevlan interface supports a 1500 byteMTU, which
means that the parent interface will have to handle packets that are 4 bytes larger than the originalEthernet
standard. Drivers supporting this increasedMTU are:

− drivers using the DP8390 core( such asec (4), ne(4), we(4), and possibly others )
− bge (4)
− bnx (4)
− ea(4)
− eb(4)
− epic (4)
− ex (4)
− fxp (4)
− gem(4)
− hme(4)
− le (4)
− sip (4)
− ste (4)
− stge (4)
− ti (4)
− tl (4)
− tlp (4)
− vge (4)
− wm(4)
− xi (4)

vlan can be used with devices not supporting theIEEE 802.1QMTU, but then theMTU of thevlan inter-
face will be 4 bytes too small and will not interoperate properly with otherIEEE 802.1Q devices, unless the
MTU of the other hosts on theVLAN are also lowered to match.

EXAMPLES
The following will create interfacevlan0 with VID six, on theEthernetinterfacetlp0:

ifconfig vlan0 create
ifconfig vlan0 vlan 6 vlanif tlp0

After this set up,IP addresses (and/or other protocols) can be assigned to thevlan0 interface. Allother hosts
on theEthernetconnected totlp0 which configure aVLAN and use VID six will see all traffic transmitted
throughvlan0.
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The same VLAN can be created at system startup time by placing the following in
/etc/ifconfig.vlan0 :

create
vlan 6 vlanif tlp0

SEE ALSO
ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
The vlan device first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.1, and was derived from a VLAN implementation that
appeared inFreeBSDandOpenBSD.

BUGS
Thevlan interfaces do not currently inherit changes made to the physical interfaces’MTU.
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NAME
vmmon— unknown

SYNOPSIS
unknown

DESCRIPTION
No description.

SEE ALSO
Nothing

BUGS
jdolecek@NetBSD.org has not yet written this man page.
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NAME
vmnet — unknown

SYNOPSIS
unknown

DESCRIPTION
No description.

SEE ALSO
Nothing

BUGS
jdolecek@NetBSD.org has not yet written this man page.
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NAME
vnd — vnode disk driver

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device vnd
options VND_COMPRESSION

DESCRIPTION
Thevnd driver provides a disk-like interface to a file. This is useful for a variety of applications, including
swap files and building miniroot or floppy disk images.

This document assumes that you’re familiar with how to generate kernels, how to properly configure disks
and pseudo-devices in a kernel configuration file.

In order to compile in support for the vnd, you must add a line similar to the following to your kernel config-
uration file:

pseudo-device vnd # vnode disk driver

To also compile in support for reading compressed disk images, add the following option to your kernel con-
fig file:

options VND_COMPRESSION # compressed vnd(4)

Compressed disk images are expected in the cloop2 format, they can be created from "normal" disk images
by thevndcompress (1) program.

There is a run-time utility that is used for configuring both compressed and uncompressedvnd s. See
vnconfig (8) for more information.

FILES
/dev/{,r}vnd ∗ vnd device special files.

SEE ALSO
config (1), vndcompress (1), MAKEDEV(8), fsck (8), mount (8), newfs (8), vnconfig (8)

HISTORY
The vnode disk driver was originally written at the University of Utah. The compression handling is based
on code by Cliff Wright 〈cliff@snipe444.org〉.

BUGS
Thevnd driver does not work if the file does not reside in a local filesystem.
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NAME
vp — Versatec printer/plotter interface

SYNOPSIS
vp0 at uba0 csr 0177510 vector vpintr vpintr

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

The Versatec printer/plotter is normally used with the line printer system. This description is designed for
those who wish to drive the Versatec directly.

To use the Versatec yourself, you must realize that you cannot open the device, /dev/vp0 if there is a dae-
mon active. You can see if there is a daemon active by doing alpq (1), and seeing if there are any files being
sent. Printingshould be turned off using lpc (8).

To set the Versatec into plot mode you should include〈sys/vcmd.h 〉 and use theioctl (2) call

ioctl(fileno(vp), VSETSTATE, plotmd);

whereplotmdis defined to be

int plotmd[] = { VPLOT, 0, 0 };

andvp is the result of a call tofopen (3) on stdio. When you finish using the Versatec in plot mode you
should eject paper by sending it aEOT after putting it back into print mode, i.e. by

int prtmd[] = { VPRINT, 0, 0 };
...
fflush(vp);
ioctl(fileno(vp), VSETSTATE, prtmd);
write(fileno(vp), "\04", 1);

FILES
/dev/vp0

DIAGNOSTICS
The following error numbers are significant at the time the device is opened.

[ENXIO] The device is already in use.

[EIO ] The device is offline.

SEE ALSO
lpr (1), va (4), lpd (8)

HISTORY
A vp driver appeared in Version 7AT&T UNIX .

BUGS
The configuration part of the driver assumes that the device is set up to vector print mode through 0174 and
plot mode through 0200. As the configuration program can’t be sure which vector interrupted at boot time,
we specify that it has two interrupt vectors, and if an interrupt comes through 0200 it is reset to 0174.This is
safe for devices with one or two vectors at these two addresses. Otherconfigurations with 2 vectors may
require changes in the driver.
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NAME
vr — Ethernet driver for VIA Rhine Ethernet boards

SYNOPSIS
vr ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

Configuration of PHYs are necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
The vr device driver supports network adapters based on the VIA VT3043(Rhine), VIA
VT86C100A(Rhine-II), and VIA VT6105(Rhine-III) chips.

HARDWARE
Supported cards include:

D-Link DFE530TX

MEDIA SELECTION
Media selection is done usingifconfig (8) using the standardifmedia (4) mechanism. Refer to those
manual pages for more information.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), mii (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
vs — X68K built-in voice synthesizer driver

SYNOPSIS
vs0 at intio0 addr 0xe92000 dma 3 dmaintr 106
audio ∗at vs?

DESCRIPTION
vs drives x68k’s built-in voice synthesizer. It is implemented as anaudio (4) device.

SEE ALSO
audio (4), intio (4)
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NAME
vv — Proteon proNET 10 Megabit ring network

SYNOPSIS
vv0 at uba0 csr 0161000 vector vvrint vvxint

DESCRIPTION
NOTE: This driver has not been ported from 4.4BSD yet.

Thevv interface provides access to a 10 Mb/s ProteonproNETring network.

The network address of the interface must be specified with anSIOCSIFADDR ioctl (2) before data can
be transmitted or received. It is only permissible to change the network address while the interface is marked
“down”.

The host’s hardware address is discovered by putting the interface in digital loopback mode (not joining the
ring) and sending a broadcast packet from which the hardware address is extracted.

Transmit timeouts are detected through use of a watchdog routine. Lost input interrupts are checked for
when packets are sent out.

If the installation is runningCTL boards which use the old broadcast address of ‘0’ i nstead of the new
address of0xff , the defineOLD_BROADCASTshould be specified in the driver.

The driver can use “trailer” encapsulation to minimize copying data on input and output. This may be dis-
abled, on a per-interface basis, by setting theIFF_NOTRAILERS flag with anSIOCSIFFLAGS ioctl (2).

DIAGNOSTICS
vv%d: host %d. The software announces the host address discovered during autoconfiguration.

vv%d: can’t initialize. The software was unable to discover the address of this interface, so it deemed
"dead" will not be enabled.

vv%d: error vvocsr=%b. The hardware indicated an error on the previous transmission.

vv%d: output timeout. The token timer has fired and the token will be recreated.

vv%d: error vvicsr=%b. The hardware indicated an error in reading a packet off the ring.

vv%d: can’t handle af%d. The interface was handed a message with addresses formatted in an unsuitable
address family; the packet was dropped.

vv%d: vs_olen=%d. The ring output routine has been handed a message with a preposterous length.This
results in an immediatepanic: vs_olen.

SEE ALSO
inet (4), netintro (4)

HISTORY
Thevv driver appeared in 4.2BSD.

BUGS
The encapsulation of trailer packets in the 4.2BSD version of this driver was incorrect (the packet type was in
VAX byte order). As a result, the trailer encapsulation in this version is not compatible with the 4.2BSD VAX
version.
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NAME
wax — GSC bus controller and I/O subsystem

SYNOPSIS
wax∗ at mainbus0
wax∗ at phantomas?
gsc ∗ at wax?

DESCRIPTION
Thewax GSC bus controller is a version oflasi (4) with limited functionality and no additional devices on
the crystal. It is mainly used as a GSC bus controller for additional onboard devices (e.g. 2nd RS232 or HIL)
and sometimes add-on cards (such as a TR-9000 card for theHP 9000/712models).

MACHINES
An incomplete list of machines that use thewax bus controller:

• 712/∗ add-on cards
• 715/{64/80/100}[XC]
• 725/100
• 743/∗
• 744/∗
• 748[i]
• B132L[+], B160L, B180L+
• C100, C110, C132L, C160L, C160, C180, C200, C240, C360
• J200, J210[XC], J280, J282, J2240
• all D-Class machines

SEE ALSO
asp (4), gsc (4), intro (4), io (4), lasi (4), phantomas (4)

Precision I/O Architecture Reference Specification, Hewlett-Packard.

712 I/O Subsystem ERS, Revision 1.1, Dwg No. A-A2263-66510-31, Hewlett-Packard, 12 February 1993.

Volume 46 Number 2, Hewlett-Packard Journal, April 1995.

HISTORY
Thewax driver appeared inOpenBSD3.4. Itwas ported toNetBSD 1.6 by Matthew Fredette.
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NAME
wd — WD100x compatible hard disk driver

SYNOPSIS
wd∗ at atabus? drive ? flags 0x0000
wd∗ at umass?
options WD_SOFTBADSECT

DESCRIPTION
Thewd driver supports hard disks that emulate the Western Digital WD100x. This includes standard MFM,
RLL, ESDI, IDE, and EIDE drives.

The flags are used only with controllers that support DMA operations and mode settings (like some pciide
controllers). Thelowest order nibble (rightmost digit) of the flags defines the PIO mode, the next four bits
define the DMA mode and the third nibble defines the UltraDMA mode.For each set of four bits, the 3
lower bits define the mode to use and the last bit must be set to 1 for this setting to be used.For DMA and
UDMA, 0xf (1111) means ’disable’. For example, a flags value of 0x0fac (1111 1010 1100) means ’use PIO
mode 4, DMA mode 2, disable UltraDMA’. 0x0000means "use whatever the drive claims to support."

The kernel configuration option “options WD_SOFTBADSECT” enables a software managed bad-sector
list which will prevent further accesses to sectors where an unrecoverable read error occured.A user inter-
face is provided bydkctl (8). Unlike the (historical) mechanisms provided bybad144 (8) and
badsect (8) the software list does neither support sector replacement nor is it saved across reboots.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), intro (4), pciide (4), scsi (4), umass(4), wdc(4), atactl (8), dkctl (8)

BUGS
The optional software bad sector list does not interoperate well with sector remapping features of modern
disks. To let the disk remap a sector internally, the software bad sector list must be flushed or disabled
before.
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NAME
wdc — WD100x compatible hard disk controllers driver

SYNOPSIS
ISA and ISA plug’n’play contr ollers

wdc0 at isa? port 0x1f0 irq 14 flags 0x00
wdc1 at isa? port 0x170 irq 15 flags 0x00
wdc∗ at isapnp?

Open Firmware ISA
wdc∗ at ofisa?

PCMCIA contr ollers
wdc∗ at pcmcia? function ?

arm32
wdc0 at pioc? offset 0x01f0 irq 9

atari
wdc0 at mainbus0

amiga
wdc0 at mainbus0

DESCRIPTION
Thewdc driver provides the interface with the hardware for theata (4) driver. This driver supports IDE and
EIDE controllers, as well as MFM, RLL and ESDI on the ISA bus. PCI IDE controllers in legacy mode are
also supported, but thepciide (4) driver may provide more functionality.

On the ISA front-end, the following flags are supported:
0x0001 Enables 32-bit I/O negotiation in the driver. This is known to cause problems with some

motherboards.
0x0002 Don’t probe for the second drive.
0x0004 Set WDC_CAPABILITY_ATA_NOSTREAM flag.
0x0008 Set WDC_CAPABILITY_ATAPI_NOSTREAM flag.

SEE ALSO
ata (4), atapi (4), intro (4), isa (4), isapnp (4), mainbus (4), ofisa (4), pciide (4), pcmcia (4),
scsi (4), wd(4)
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NAME
wds — WD7000 compatible ISA SCSI driver

SYNOPSIS
wds0 at isa? port 0x350 irq 15 drq 6 # WD7000, TMC-7000
wds1 at isa? port 0x358 irq 11 drq 5
scsibus ∗ at wds?

DESCRIPTION
Thewds driver supports the WD7000 family ofSCSIadaptors and compatibles, including:

WD7000-ASC busmastering DMA controller
WD7000-ASE an ASC with floppy controller andESDI, manufactured forApollo workstations.
WD7000-FASST2 an ASC with new firmware and scatter-gather hardware.

SEE ALSO
cd (4), ch (4), intro (4), isa (4), scsi (4), sd (4), st (4)
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NAME
wdsc — Western Digital WD33c93 SCSI Bus Interface Controller

SYNOPSIS
wdsc0 at pcc? ipl 2

DESCRIPTION
Thewdsc driver provides an abstraction layer between the SCSI hardware fitted to theMotorola MVME147
single board computer (WD33C93), and the machine independent SCSI drivers described inscsibus (4).

In addition to sending the required SCSI commands to target devices on the SCSI bus, thewdsc driver deals
with DMA, device interrupts, sync/async negotiation and target disconnects/reconnects.

DIAGNOSTICS
Too many to mention.

SEE ALSO
pcc (4), scsibus (4)

BUGS
Negotiation of Synchronous SCSI data transfers has been deliberately disabled in the MVME147’s wdsc
driver as it has proved extremely difficult to make it work reliably in this mode.

Thewdsc driver does not respond well to exceptional conditions caused by poor SCSI cabling and/or termi-
nation. In those instances the machine is likely to require a hard reset to recover.

The currentwdsc driver should be blown away and replaced with a machine independent version.
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NAME
wdsc — Western Digital WD33c93 SCSI Bus Interface Controller

SYNOPSIS
wdsc∗ at hpc? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
The wdsc driver provides an abstraction layer between the SCSI hardware found in multitudinous SGI
machines (including Personal Iris series, Indigo, Indy, Challenge S, Indigo2, and Challenge M) and the
machine independent SCSI drivers described inscsibus (4).

In addition to sending the required SCSI commands to target devices on the SCSI bus, thewdsc driver deals
with DMA, device interrupts, sync/async negotiation, and target disconnects/reconnects.

SEE ALSO
hpc (4), scsibus (4)

HISTORY
Wayne Knowles ported the sgimips incarnation of thewdsc driver from the amiga and atari ports. It first
appeared inNetBSD 1.6.
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NAME
we — Western Digital/SMC WD80x3, SMC Elite Ultra, and SMC EtherEZ Ethernet cards device driver

SYNOPSIS
we0 at isa? port 0x280 iomem 0xd0000 irq 9
we1 at isa? port 0x300 iomem 0xcc000 irq 10
we∗ at mca? slot ?

DESCRIPTION
Thewe device driver supports Western Digital/SMC WD80x3, SMC Elite Ultra, and SMC EtherEZ Ethernet
cards.

FLAG VALUES
For some clone boards the driver is not able to recognize 16bit or 8bit interfaces correctly. Since this makes a
huge difference (see diagnostic section below) you can override this by specifying flags value in the config
file:

we2 at isa? port 0x300 iomem 0xe0000 irq 15 flags 4

The values to add together for flags are:

2 force adapter to be treated as 8bit, even if it probes as a 16bit interface. Improper use of this flag will make
the driver fail or send invalid Ethernet packets.

4 force adapter to be treated as 16bit, even if it probes as a 8bit interface. For example the COMPEX ENT/U
boards identify as WD8003 compatibles, but are in fact 16bit cards. Using this flag on a board that really is a
8bit board will result in bogus packets being sent.

8 disable the use of double transmit buffers to save space in the on-board RAM for more receive buffers.

Note that all supported MCA cards are 16bit.

MEDIA SELECTION
The ability to select media from software is dependent on the particular model of WD/SMC card. The fol-
lowing models support only manual configuration: WD8003S, WD8003E, and WD8013EBT.

Other WD/SMC 80x3 interfaces support two types of media on a single card. All support the AUI media
type. Theother media is either BNC or UTP behind a transceiver. Software cannot differentiate between
BNC and UTP cards. On some models, the AUI port is always active.

The SMC Elite Ultra and SMC EtherEZ interfaces support three media a single card: AUI, BNC, and UTP.
If the transceiver is active, the BNC media is selected. Otherwise, the AUI and UTP ports are both active.

To enable the AUI media, select the10base5or aui media type withifconfig (8)’s media directive. To
select the other media (transceiver), select the10base2or bncmedia type.

DIAGNOSTICS
we0: overriding IRQ <n> to <m> The IRQ specified in the kernel configuration file is different from that
found in the card’s configuration registers. Thevalue in the kernel configuration file is being overridden by
the one configured into the card.

we0: can’t wildcard IRQ on a <model> The IRQ was wildcarded in the kernel configuration file, and the
card is a WD8003S, WD8003E, or WD8013EBT, which do not support software IRQ configuration.

we0: failed to clear shared memory at offset <off> The memory test was unable to clear the interface’s
shared memory region. Thisoften indicates that the card is configured at a conflictingiomemaddress.
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we0: warning - receiver r ing buffer overrun The DP8390 Ethernet chip used by this board implements a
shared-memory ring-buffer to store incoming packets.

The 16bit boards (8013 series) have 16k of memory as well as fast memory access speed.Typical memory
access speed on these boards is about 4MB/second.These boards generally have no problems keeping up
with full Ethernet speed and the ring-buffer seldom overfills.

However, the 8bit boards (8003) usually have only 8k bytes of shared memory. This is only enough room for
about 4 full-size (1500 byte) packets. This can sometimes be a problem, especially on the original
WD8003E, because these boards’ shared-memory access speed is quite slow; typically only about 1MB/sec-
ond. Theoverhead of this slow memory access, and the fact that there is only room for 4 full-sized packets
means that the ring-buffer will occasionally overrun. Whenthis happens, the board must be reset to avoid a
lockup problem in early revision 8390’s. Resettingthe board causes all of the data in the ring-buffer to be
lost, requiring it to be retransmitted/received, congesting the board further. Because of this, maximum
throughput on these boards is only about 400-600k per second.

This problem is exasperated by NFS because the 8bit boards lack sufficient memory to support the default 8k
byte packets that NFS and other protocols use as their default. If these cards must be used with NFS, use the
NFS −r and −w options in/etc/fstab to limit NFS’s packet size. 4096 byte packets generally work.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), intro (4), isa (4), mca(4), ifconfig (8)
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NAME
wesc — Warp Engine low lev el SCSI interface

SYNOPSIS
wesc0 at zbus0

DESCRIPTION
The Amiga architecture uses a common machine independent scsi sub-system provided in the kernel source.
The machine independent drivers that use this code access the hardware through a common interface. (see
scsibus (4)) This common interface interacts with a machine dependent interface, such aswesc , which
then handles the hardware specific issues.

Thewesc interface handles things such as DMA and interrupts as well as actually sending commands, nego-
tiating synchronous or asynchronous transfers and handling disconnect/reconnect of SCSI targets. Thehard-
ware thatwesc uses is based on the NCR53c710 SCSI chip.

HARDWARE
Thewesc interface supports the following Zorro III expansion cards:

WARP ENGINE MacroSystem Development Warp Engine internal SCSI, manufacturer 2203, prod-
uct 19

DIAGNOSTICS
wesc%s: abort %s: dstat %02x, sstat0 %02x sbcl %02xThe scsi operation %s was aborted due to error.
Dstat, sstat and sbcl are registers within the NCR53c710 SCSI chip.

siop id %d reset0 The NCR53c710 SCSI chip has been reset and configure at id %d.

SIOP interrupt: %x sts %x msg %x sbcl %x The NCR53c710 SCSI chip has interrupted unexpectedly.

SIOP: SCSI Gross Error The NCR53c710 SCSI chip has indicated that it is confused.

SIOP: Parity Err or The NCR53c710 SCSI chip has indicated that it has detected a parity error on the SCSI
bus.

SEE ALSO
scsibus (4)

HISTORY
Thewesc interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.0
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NAME
wi — Wav eLAN/IEEE and PRISM-II 802.11 wireless network driver

SYNOPSIS
wi ∗ at pcmcia? function ?
wi ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Thewi driver provides support for Lucent Technologies Wav eLAN/IEEE PCCARD adapters (also known as
Wa veLAN II cards) and various PCI/MiniPCI/PCCARD adapters which use Intersil PRISM-II and
PRISM-2.5 chipsets. Note that while Lucent sells both ISA and PCMCIA Wav eLAN/IEEE devices, the ISA
product is actually a PCMCIA card in an ISA to PCMCIA bridge adapter. Consequently, the wi driver is
required for both the ISA and PCMCIA NICs. Also note that some of the PRISM-II adapters works only at
3.3V, hencecardbus (4) support is required for those cards to set VCC correctly, even though they are
16-bit cards.

The core of the Wav eLAN/IEEE is the Lucent Hermes controller. All host/device interaction is via pro-
grammed I/O with the Hermes.The Hermes supports 802.11 and 802.3 frames, power management, BSS,
WDS and ad-hoc operation modes. The Silver and the Gold cards of the Wav eLAN/IEEE also support WEP.
Unlike the other IEEE 802.11 network cards, the Wav eLAN Gold cards accept 104 bits key (13 characters)
for WEP encryption. The Intersil PRISM-II controller supports WEP as well.

Thewi driver encapsulates all traffic as 802.11 frames, however it can receive either 802.11 or 802.3 frames.
Transmit speed is selectable between 1Mbps fixed, 2Mbps fixed or 2Mbps with auto fallback. For
Wa veLAN/IEEE Turbo adapters, speeds up to 6Mbps are available. For Wav eLAN/IEEE Turbo 11Mbps
adapters and PRISM-II adapters, speeds up to 11Mbps are available.

Thewi driver supports configuration of Lucent cards for special ad-hoc operation. In this mode, the nwid is
ignored and stations can communicate among each other without the aid of an access point.Note that this
mode is specific to Lucent chips, and not in the IEEE 802.11 specification.Due to changes in the implemen-
tation of this special ad-hoc mode, Lucent-based cards with different firmware revisions may not interoperate
in this mode. This mode is no longer the default and must be selected using theifconfig (8) (media
option “adhoc,flag0”) utility.

Recent versions of Lucent and PRISM-II firmware support IBSS creation.IBSS is the standard IEEE 802.11
ad-hoc mode.In this mode, the nwid should be specified. At least one node must be able to create IBSS.
The IBSS mode is enabled by “adhoc” or “ibss” media option.IBSS creation is automatically enabled if
supported.

Thewi driver defaults to infrastructure mode (i.e., using an access point).

Recent versions of PRISM-II firmware support operating as an 802.11 Access Point. In this mode, the
Access Point station should set the nwid.This will create a standard 802.11 network, and the Access Point
station will show up in an Access Point scan. This mode is enabled using the “hostap” media option.

For more information on configuring this device, seeifconfig (8) andifmedia (4).

HARDWARE
Cards supported by thewi driver include:

Alvarion BreezeNET
Lucent Wav eLAN/IEEE 2.0Mb Bronze
Lucent Wav eLAN/IEEE 2.0Mb Silver
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Lucent Wav eLAN/IEEE Turbo
Lucent Wav eLAN/IEEE Turbo 11Mbps
Melco AIR CONNECT WLI-PCM-L11, WLI-PCM-L11G
Melco AIR CONNECT WLI-CF-S11G
Compaq WL100 11Mbps Wireless
Corega Wireless LAN PCC-11, PCCA_11, PCCB_11
DEC/Cabletron RoamAbout 802.11 DS High Rate
D-Link DWL-520 11Mbps PCI Card, Revs. A1,A2,B1,B2
D-Link DWL-520 11Mbps PCI Card, Rev. C1 not supported, seeatw (4)
D-Link DWL-520 11Mbps PCI Card, Rev. D not supported, seertw (4)
D-Link DWL-650 11Mbps WLAN Card
D-Link DWL-650 11Mbps WLAN Card, Rev. Pnot supported(Prism 3 chipset)
D-Link DCF-650W CF Card
ELECOM Air@Hawk LD-WL11
ELSA AirLancer MC-11
Ericsson Wireless LAN
Farallon Skyline 11Mbps Wireless
Intel PRO/Wireless 2011 LAN PC Card
ICOM SL-1100
IO-DAT A WN-B11/PCM
Intersil PRISM Mini-PCI
Linksys Group, Inc. Instant Wireless Network PC Card, CF Card
Linksys Group, Inc. Instant Wireless Network WMP11 PCI Card
Linksys Group, Inc. Instant Wireless Network WMP11v4 PCI Cardnot supported
NCR Wav eLAN/IEEE
NEC Wireless Card CMZ-RT-WP, PK-WL001, PC-WL/11C
PLANEX GeoWav e/GW-NS110
Symbol Spectrum24 Wireless Networker PC Card, CF Card
TDK LAK-CD011WL
SMC EZ Connect 11M Wireless CF Card SMC2642W
SMC EliteConnect Wireless Adapter PC Card SMC2531W-B
Z-Com XI-626 PCI Card

The original PRISM-I chipset is supported by theawi (4) driver.

DIAGNOSTICS
wi%d: init failed The Wav eLAN failed to come ready after an initialization command was issued.

wi%d: failed to allocate %d bytes on NIC The driver was unable to allocate memory for transmit frames
in the NIC’s on-board RAM.

wi%d: device timeout The Wav eLAN failed to generate an interrupt to acknowledge a transmit command.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), netintro (4), pci (4), pcmcia (4), ifconfig (8), wiconfig (8)

HCF Light programming specification, http://www.wav elan.com.

HISTORY
Thewi device driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.5.
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AUTHORS
Thewi driver was written by Bill Paul〈wpaul@ctr.columbia.edu〉.

BUGS
The execution ofwiconfig (8) while the interface is down can produce some error messages.
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NAME
wm— Intel i8254x Gigabit Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
wm∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

Configuration of PHYs may also be necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
Thewmdevice driver supports Gigabit Ethernet interfaces based on the Intel i8254x family of Gigabit Ether-
net chips. The interfaces supported by thewmdriver include:

• Intel i82542 1000BASE-X Ethernet

• Intel i82543GC 1000BASE-X Ethernet

• Intel i82543GC 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82544EI 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82544EI 1000BASE-X Ethernet

• Intel i82544GC 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82544GC (LOM) 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82540EM 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82540EM (LOM) 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82540EP 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82541EI 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82541EI (Mobile) 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82541ER 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82541GI 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82541PI 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82545EM 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82545EM 1000BASE-X Ethernet

• Intel i82545GB 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82545GB 1000BASE-X Ethernet

• Intel i82546EB 1000BASE-T Ethernet( dual-port )

• Intel i82546EB 1000BASE-X Ethernet( dual-port )

• Intel i82546GB 1000BASE-T Ethernet( dual-port )

• Intel i82546GB 1000BASE-X Ethernet( dual-port )

• Intel i82547EI 1000BASE-T Ethernet( CSA )

• Intel i82547GI 1000BASE-T Ethernet( CSA )

• Intel i82571 1000BASE-T Ethernet( dual-port )
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• Intel i82572 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82573 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82801H (ICH8 LAN) 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i82801I (ICH9 LAN) 1000BASE-T Ethernet

• Intel i80003 1000BASE-T Ethernet

In addition to Intel’s own “PRO/1000” line of Gigabit Ethernet interfaces, these chips also appear on some
server systems, processor evaluation boards, and in embedded systems.

The i8254x supports IPv4/TCP/UDP checksumming and TCP segmentation in hardware. Thewmdriver sup-
ports these features of the chip. Seeifconfig (8) for information on how to enable this feature.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), mii (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thewmdriver first appeared inNetBSD 1.6.

AUTHORS
Thewmdriver was written by Jason R. Thorpe〈thorpej@wasabisystems.com〉.

BUGS
The Intel i82545GM and i82546GB controllers with internal SERDES are not currently supported.
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NAME
wpi — Intel PRO/Wireless 3945ABG IEEE 802.11a/b/g wireless network driver

SYNOPSIS
wpi ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Thewpi driver provides support forIntel PRO/Wireless 3945ABG Mini PCI Express network adapters.

These are the modes thewpi driver can operate in:

BSS mode
Also known asinfrastructuremode, this is used when associating with an access point, through
which all traffic passes. This mode is the default.

monitor mode
In this mode the driver is able to receive packets without associating with an access point. This dis-
ables the internal receive filter and enables the card to capture packets from networks to which it
wouldn’t normally have access, or to scan for access points.

wpi supports software WEP. Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is the de facto encryption standard for wire-
less networks. It can be typically configured in one of three modes: no encryption; 40-bit encryption; or
104-bit encryption.Unfortunately, due to serious weaknesses in the WEP protocol it is strongly recom-
mended that it not be used as the sole mechanism to secure wireless communication.WEP is not enabled by
default.

CONFIGURATION
Thewpi driver can be configured at runtime withifconfig (8) using the following parameters:

bssid bssid
Set the desired BSSID.

−bssid
Unset the desired BSSID. The interface will automatically select a BSSID in this mode, which is
the default.

chan n
Set the channel (radio frequency) to be used by the driver based on the given channel IDn.

−chan
Unset the desired channel to be used by the driver. The driver will automatically select a channel in
this mode, which is the default.

media media
Thewpi driver supports the followingmedia types:

autoselect Enable autoselection of the media type and options.

mediaopt opts
Thewpi driver supports the following media options:

monitor Select monitor mode.

−mediaopt opts
Disable the specified media options on the driver and return it to the default mode of operation
(BSS).
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mode mode
Thewpi driver supports the following modes:

11a Force 802.11a operation.
11b Force 802.11b operation.
11g Force 802.11g operation.

nwid id
Set the network ID.Theid can either be any text string up to 32 characters in length, or a series of
hexadecimal digits up to 64 digits. An emptyid string allows the interface to connect to any avail-
able access points. By default thewpi driver uses an empty string. Note that network ID is syn-
onymous with Extended Service Set ID (ESSID).

nwkey key
Enable WEP encryption using the specifiedkey. Thekey can either be a string, a series of hexa-
decimal digits (preceded by ‘0x’), or a set of keys of the form “n:k1,k2,k3,k4”, where ‘n’ specifies
which of the keys will be used for transmitted packets, and the four keys, “k1” through “k4”, are
configured as WEP keys. If a set of keys is specified, a comma( ‘ ,’ ) within the key must be
escaped with a backslash. Note that if multiple keys are used, their order must be the same within
the network. wpi is capable of using both 40-bit (5 characters or 10 hexadecimal digits) or 104-bit
(13 characters or 26 hexadecimal digits) keys.

−nwkey
Disable WEP encryption. This is the default mode of operation.

FILES
The driver needs at least version 2.14.4 of the following firmware file, which is loaded when an interface is
brought up:

/usr/pkg/libdata/if_wpi/iwlwifi-3945.ucode

This firmware file is not free because Intel refuses to grant distribution rights without contractual obligations.
As a result, even thoughNetBSD includes the driver, the firmware file cannot be included and users have to
download this file on their own. Theofficial person to state your views to about this issue is peter.engel-
brecht@intel.com at +1 (858) 391 1857.

The firmware can be found athttp://intellinuxwireless.org/ (Microcode), or can be installed
using thepkgsrc/sysutils/wpi-firmware2 package.

EXAMPLES
# i fconfig wpi0 nwkey 0x1deadbeef1

Return wpi0 to its default settings:

# i fconfig wpi0 -bssid -chan media autoselect \
nwid "" -nwkey

Join an existing BSS network, “my_net”:

# i fconfig wpi0 192.168.1.1 netmask 0xffffff00 nwid my_net

DIAGNOSTICS
wpi%d: device timeout A frame dispatched to the hardware for transmission did not complete in time.The
driver will reset the hardware. Thisshould not happen.

wpi%d: fatal firmwar e error For some reason, the firmware crashed. The driver will reset the hardware.
This should not happen.
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wpi%d: Radio transmitter is off The radio transmitter is off and thus no packet can go out. The driver
will reset the hardware. Make sure the laptop radio switch is on.

wpi%d: could not read firmwar e file For some reason, the driver was unable to read the firmware image
from the filesystem. The file might be missing or corrupted.

wpi%d: firmwar e file too short: %d bytes The firmware image is corrupted and can’t be loaded into the
adapter.

wpi%d: could not load firmwar e An attempt to load the firmware into the adapter failed. Thedriver will
reset the hardware.

NOTES
802.11a is not working yet.

On some laptops the radio transmitter button must be pushed twice to get the driver working, or you will get
awpi%d: fatal firmware error when the interface will be set to up

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8), firmload (9),
pkgsrc/sysutils/wpi-firmware2

The IPW Web Page, http://damien.bergamini.free.fr/ipw/.

AUTHORS
The wpi driver was originally written by Damien Bergamini 〈damien@openbsd.org〉. NetBSD porting was
done by
Jean-Baptiste Campesato〈camjelemon@gmail.com〉.
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NAME
wscons — workstation console access

SYNOPSIS
options WSEMUL_SUN
options WSEMUL_VT100
options WSEMUL_NO_DUMB
options WSEMUL_DEFAULT="xxx"
options WS_DEFAULT_FG=WSCOL_XXX
options WS_DEFAULT_BG=WSCOL_XXX
options WS_DEFAULT_COLATTR="(WSATTR_XXX | WSATTR_YYY)"
options WS_DEFAULT_MONOATTR="(WSATTR_XXX| WSATTR_YYY)"
options WS_KERNEL_FG=WSCOL_XXX
options WS_KERNEL_BG=WSCOL_XXX
options WS_KERNEL_COLATTR="(WSATTR_XXX | WSATTR_YYY)"
options WS_KERNEL_MONOATTR="(WSATTR_XXX| WSATTR_YYY)"
options WSCOMPAT_USL_SYNCTIMEOUT=nnn
options WSDISPLAY_COMPAT_PCVT
options WSDISPLAY_COMPAT_SYSCONS
options WSDISPLAY_COMPAT_USL
options WSDISPLAY_COMPAT_RAWKBD
options WSKBD_EVENT_AUTOREPEAT
options WSKBD_USONLY

wsdisplay ∗ at ...
wskbd ∗ at ... mux N
wsmouse∗ at ... mux N

pseudo-device wsmux N

DESCRIPTION
Thewscons driver provides support for machine independent access to the console.

wscons is made of a number of cooperating modules, in particular

• hardware support for display adapters, keyboards and mice, seewsdisplay (4), wskbd (4), and
wsmouse(4)

• input event multiplexor, seewsmux(4)

• terminal emulation modules (see below), and

• compatibility options to support control operations and other low-level behaviour of existing terminal
drivers (see below)

Terminal emulations
wscons does not define its own set of terminal control sequences and special keyboard codes in terms of
termcap (5). Insteada “terminal emulation” is assigned to each virtual screen when the screen is created.
(Seewsconscfg (8).) Different terminal emulations can be active at the same time on one display. The fol-
lowing choices are available:

dumb This minimal terminal support is available unless the kernel optionoptions
WSEMUL_NO_DUMBwas specified at build time. No control sequences are supported besides the
ASCII control characters. The cursor is not addressable. Only ASCII keyboard codes will be deliv-
ered, cursor and functions keys do not work.
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sun The “sun” console emulation is available if options WSEMUL_SUN was specified at kernel
build time. It supports the control sequences ofSUN machine consoles and delivers its keyboard
codes for function and keypad keys in use. Thisemulation is sufficient for full-screen applications.

vt100 is available with the kernel compile optionoptions WSEMUL_VT100 . It provides the most
commonly used functions ofDEC VT100 terminals with some extensions introduced by theDEC
VT220 andDEC VT320models. The features of the originalVT100 which are not or not completely
implemented are:

• VT52 support, 132-column-mode, smooth scroll, light background, keyboard autorepeat con-
trol, external printer support, keyboard locking, newline/linefeed switching: Escape sequences
related to these features are ignored or answered with standard replies. (DECANM, DEC-
COLM, DECSCLM, DECSCNM, DECARM, DECPFF, DECPEX, KAM, LNM)

• Function keys are not reprogrammable and fonts can not be downloaded. DECUDKand
DECDLD sequences will be ignored.

• Neither C1 control set characters will be recognized nor will 8-bit keyboard codes be delivered.

• The “DEC supplemental graphic” font is approximated by the ISO-latin-1 font, though there
are subtle differences.

• The actual rendering quality depends on the underlying graphics hardware driver. Characters
might be missing in the available fonts and be substituted by more or less fitting replacements.

Depending on the keyboard used, not all function keys might be available.

In addition to the plainVT100 functions are supported:

• ANSI colors.

• SomeVT220 -like presentation state settings and -reports (DECRSPS), especially tabulator set-
tings.

In most applications,wscons will work sufficiently as aVT220 emulator.

TheWSEMUL_DEFAULT kernel option is used to select one of the described terminal options as the default
choice. The default takes effect at kernel startup, i.e. for the operating system console or additional screens
allocated through theWSDISPLAY_DEFAULTSCREENSoption (seewsdisplay (4)), or if no emulation
type was passed to thewsconscfg (8) utility.

Compatibility options
these options allow X servers and other programs using low-level console driver functions which were writ-
ten specifically for other console drivers to run onNetBSD systems. The options are in particular:

WSDISPLAY_COMPAT_USL
Support the protocol for switches between multiple virtual screens on one display as used by
most PC-UNIX variants.

WSDISPLAY_COMPAT_RAWKBD
Allows to get raw XT keyboard scancodes from PC keyboards as needed by i386 X servers.

WSDISPLAY_COMPAT_PCVT
Emulates enough of theNetBSD/i386 “pcvt” driver to make X servers work.

WSDISPLAY_COMPAT_SYSCONS
Emulates enough of theFreeBSD“syscons” driver to make X servers work. Useful withFreeBSD
binary emulation.
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Linux/i386 X servers usually run successfully if the first two options are enabled together with theNetBSD
Linux binary emulation.

(To hav eprograms looking for device special files of other console drivers find thewscons driver entry
points, symlinks are a helpful measure.)

Other options
options WS_DEFAULT_FG=WSCOL_XXX,

options WS_DEFAULT_BG=WSCOL_XXX,

options WS_DEFAULT_COLATTR="(WSATTR_XXX | WSATTR_YYY)"
and

options WS_DEFAULT_MONOATTR="(WSATTR_XXX| WSATTR_YYY)"
allow to make default console output appear in specific colors and attributes.
“WS_DEFAULT_FG” and “WS_DEFAULT_BG” set the foreground / background used on
color displays. The “WSCOL_XXX” arguments are colors as defined in
src/sys/dev/wscons/wsdisplayvar.h . “WS_DEFAULT_COLATTR” and
“WS_DEFAULT_MONOATTR” are additional attribute flags used on color or monochrome
displays, respectively. The arguments are defined in the same header file. Whether the
attributes are supported or not depends on the actually used graphics adapter. These options are
ignored by the “dumb” terminal emulation.

options WS_KERNEL_FG=WSCOL_XXX,

options WS_KERNEL_BG=WSCOL_XXX,

options WS_KERNEL_COLATTR="(WSATTR_XXX | WSATTR_YYY)"
and

options WS_KERNEL_MONOATTR="(WSATTR_XXX| WSATTR_YYY)"
allow to make console output originating from the kernel appear differently than output from
user level programs (via/dev/console or the specific tty device like /dev/ttyE0 ). Their
meaning is the same as their ‘WS_DEFAULT_∗’ counterparts.

options WSCOMPAT_USL_SYNCTIMEOUT=nnn
The virtual screen switching protocol enabled by “WSDISPLAY_COMPAT_USL” uses a
somewhat complex handshake protocol to pass control to user programs such as X servers con-
trolling a virtual screen. In order to prevent a non-responsive application from locking the
whole console system, a screen switch will be rolled back after a 5 second timeout if the appli-
cation does not respond. This option can be used to specify in seconds a different timeout
value.

options WSKBD_EVENT_AUTOREPEAT
If set, this option enables auto repeat even in event mode. The auto repeat will generate key
down events while the key is pressed.

options WSKBD_USONLY
In order to strip down the space usage of wscons, all keymaps except the US english one can be
removed from the kernel with this option, which results in a space gain of about 10kB.

SEE ALSO
wsdisplay (4), wskbd (4), wsmouse(4), wsmux(4), wsconscfg (8), wsconsctl (8),
wsfontload (8), wscons (9)
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NAME
wsdisplay — generic display device support in wscons

SYNOPSIS
wsdisplay ∗ at ega? console ?
(EGA display on ISA)
wsdisplay ∗ at vga? console ?
(VGA display on ISA or PCI)
wsdisplay ∗ at pcdisplay? console ?
(generic PC (ISA) display)
wsdisplay ∗ at vesafb? console ?
(VESA frame buffer display, i386 only)
wsdisplay ∗ at tga? console ?
(DEC TGA display, alpha only)
wsdisplay ∗ at pfb? console ?
(PCI framebuffer, bebox only)
wsdisplay0 at ofb? console ?
(Open Firmware framebuffer, macppc only)
wsdisplay ∗ at nextdisplay? console ?
(NeXT display)
wsdisplay0 at smg0
(VAXstation small monochrome display)
wsdisplay ∗ at ... kbdmux N

options WSDISPLAY_BORDER_COLOR=WSCOL_XXX
options WSDISPLAY_CUSTOM_BORDER
options WSDISPLAY_CUSTOM_OUTPUT
options WSDISPLAY_DEFAULTSCREENS=N
options WSDISPLAY_SCROLLSUPPORT

DESCRIPTION
The wsdisplay driver is an abstraction layer for display devices within thewscons (4) framework. It
attaches to the hardware specific display device driver and makes it available as a text terminal or graphics
interface.

A display device can have the ability to display characters on it (without the help of an X server), either
directly by hardware or through software putting pixel data into the display memory. Such displays are
called “emulating”, thewsdisplay driver will connect a terminal emulation module and provide a tty-like
software interface. Incontrary, non-emulating displays can only be used by special programs like X servers.

Theconsolelocator in the configuration line refers to the device’s use as the output part of the operating sys-
tem console.A device specification containing a positive value here will only match if the device is in use as
the system console. (The console device selection in early system startup is not influenced.) This way, the
console device can be connected to a known wsdisplay device instance.(Naturally, only “emulating” display
devices are usable as console.)

Thekbdmuxlocator in the configuration line refers to thewsmux(4) that will be used to get keyboard events.
If this locator is -1 no mux will be used.

The logical unit of an independent contents displayed on a display (sometimes referred to as “virtual
terminal” ) is called a “screen” here. If the underlying device driver supports it, multiple screens can be used
on one display. (As of this writing, only thevga (4) and theVAX “smg” display drivers provide this ability.)
Screens have different minor device numbers and separate tty instances. One screen possesses the “focus”,
this means it is visible and its tty device will get the keyboard input. (In some cases − if no screen is set up or
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if a screen was just deleted − it is possible that no focus is present at all.)The focus can be switched by
either special keyboard input (typicallyCTRL-ALT-Fn) or an ioctl command issued by a user program.
Screens are created and deleted through the/dev/ttyEcfg control device (preferably using the
wsconscfg (8) utility). Alternatively, the compile-time optionWSDISPLAY_DEFAULTSCREENS=n will
also create (at autoconfiguration time)n initial screens of the display driver’s default type with the system’s
default terminal emulator.

Kernel options
The following kernel options are available to configure the behavior of thewsdisplay driver:

options WSDISPLAY_BORDER_COLOR=WSCOL_XXX
Sets the border color at boot time. Possible values are defined in
src/sys/dev/wscons/wsdisplayvar.h . Defaults to ‘WSCOL_BLACK’.

options WSDISPLAY_CUSTOM_BORDER
Enables theWSDISPLAYIO_GBORDERand WSDISPLAYIO_SBORDERioctls, which allow
the customization of the border color from userland (after boot). Seewsconsctl (8).

options WSDISPLAY_CUSTOM_OUTPUT
Enables theWSDISPLAYIO_GMSGATTRSand WSDISPLAYIO_SMSGATTRSioctls, which
allow the customization of the console output and kernel messages from userland (after boot).
Seewsconsctl (8).

options WSDISPLAY_DEFAULTSCREENS=N
Sets the number of virtual screens to allocate at boot time. Useful for small root filesystems
where thewsconscfg (8) utility is not wanted.

options WSDISPLAY_SCROLLSUPPORT
Enables scrolling support. The key combinations areLEFT SHIFT + PAGE UP andLEFT
SHIFT + PAGE DOWN by default. Pleasenote that this function may not work under the sys-
tem console and is available depending on the framebuffer you are using.

Ioctls
The following ioctl (2) calls are provided by thewsdisplay driver or by devices which use it.Their
definitions are found in〈dev/wscons/wsconsio.h 〉.

WSDISPLAYIO_GTYPE ( int )
Retrieve the type of the display. The list of types is in〈dev/wscons/wsconsio.h 〉.

WSDISPLAYIO_GINFO ( struct wsdisplay_fbinfo )
Retrieve basic information about a framebuffer display. The returned structure is as follows:

struct wsdisplay_fbinfo {
u_int height;
u_int width;
u_int depth;
u_int cmsize;

};

Theheightandwidth members are counted in pixels. Thedepthmember indicates the num-
ber of bits per pixel, andcmsizeindicates the number of color map entries accessible through
WSDISPLAYIO_GETCMAPand WSDISPLAYIO_PUTCMAP. This call is likely to be
unavailable on text-only displays.

WSDISPLAYIO_GETCMAP( struct wsdisplay_cmap )
Retrieve the current color map from the display. This call needs the following structure set
up beforehand:
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struct wsdisplay_cmap {
u_int index;
u_int count;
u_char ∗red;
u_char ∗green;
u_char ∗blue;

};

The indexandcountmembers specify the range of color map entries to retrieve. The red,
green, and bluemembers should each point to an array ofcountu_char s. Onreturn, these
will be filled in with the appropriate entries from the color map.On all displays that support
this call, values range from 0 for minimum intensity to 255 for maximum intensity, even if
the display does not use eight bits internally to represent intensity.

WSDISPLAYIO_PUTCMAP( struct wsdisplay_cmap )
Change the display’s color map. The argument structure is the same as for
WSDISPLAYIO_GETCMAP, but red, green, and blue are taken as pointers to the values to
use to set the color map. This call is not available on displays with fixed color maps.

WSDISPLAYIO_GVIDEO ( int )
Get the current state of the display’s video output. Possible values are:

WSDISPLAYIO_VIDEO_OFF
The display is blanked.

WSDISPLAYIO_VIDEO_ON
The display is enabled.

WSDISPLAYIO_SVIDEO ( int )
Set the state of the display’s video output.SeeWSDISPLAYIO_GVIDEOabove for possible
values.

WSDISPLAYIO_GCURPOS( struct wsdisplay_curpos )
Retrieve the current position of the hardware cursor. The returned structure is as follows:

struct wsdisplay_curpos {
u_int x, y;

};

Thex andy members count the number of pixels right and down, respectively, from the top-
left corner of the display to the hot spot of the cursor. This call is not available on displays
without a hardware cursor.

WSDISPLAYOP_SCURPOS( struct wsdisplay_curpos )
Set the current cursor position. The argument structure, and its semantics, are the same as
for WSDISPLAYIO_GCURPOS. This call is not available on displays without a hardware
cursor.

WSDISPLAYIO_GCURMAX( struct wsdisplay_curpos )
Retrieve the maximum size of cursor supported by the display. Thex andy members of the
returned structure indicate the maximum number of pixel rows and columns, respectively, in
a hardware cursor on this display. This call is not available on displays without a hardware
cursor.

WSDISPLAYIO_GCURSOR( struct wsdisplay_cursor )
Retrieve some or all of the hardware cursor’s attributes. Theargument structure is as fol-
lows:
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struct wsdisplay_cursor {
u_int which;
u_int enable;
struct wsdisplay_curpos pos;
struct wsdisplay_curpos hot;
struct wsdisplay_cmap cmap;
struct wsdisplay_curpos size;
u_char ∗image;
u_char ∗mask;

};

The which member indicates which of the values the application requires to be returned.It
should contain the logical OR of the following flags:

WSDISPLAYIO_CURSOR_DOCUR
Get enable, which indicates whether the cursor is currently displayed (non-
zero) or not (zero).

WSDISPLAYIO_CURSOR_DOPOS
Getpos, which indicates the current position of the cursor on the display, as
would be returned byWSDISPLAYIO_GCURPOS.

WSDISPLAYIO_CURSOR_DOHOT
Get hot, which indicates the location of the “hot spot” within the cursor.
This is the point on the cursor whose position on the display is treated as
being the position of the cursor by other calls.Its location is counted in pix-
els from the top-right corner of the cursor.

WSDISPLAYIO_CURSOR_DOCMAP
Getcmap, which indicates the current cursor color map.Unlike in a call to
WSDISPLAYIO_GETCMAP, cmaphere need not have its index and count
members initialized.They will be set to 0 and 2 respectively by the call.
This means thatcmap.red, cmap.green, and cmap.bluemust each point to at
least enough space to hold twou_char s.

WSDISPLAYIO_CURSOR_DOSHAPE
Get size, image, and mask. These are, respectively, the dimensions of the
cursor in pixels, the bitmap of set pixels in the cursor and the bitmap of
opaque pixels in the cursor. The format in which these bitmaps are returned,
and hence the amount of space that must be provided by the application, are
device-dependent.

WSDISPLAYIO_CURSOR_DOALL
Get all of the above.

The device may elect to return information that was not requested by the user, so those ele-
ments ofstruct wsdisplay_cursor which are pointers should be initialized toNULL
if not otherwise used. This call is not available on displays without a hardware cursor.

WSDISPLAYIO_SCURSOR( struct wsdisplay_cursor )
Set some or all of the hardware cursor’s attributes. Theargument structure is the same as for
WSDISPLAYIO_GCURSOR. Thewhichmember specifies which attributes of the cursor are
to be changed. It should contain the logical OR of the following flags:

WSDISPLAYIO_CURSOR_DOCUR
If enableis zero, hide the cursor. Otherwise, display it.
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WSDISPLAYIO_CURSOR_DOPOS
Set the cursor’s position on the display topos, the same as
WSDISPLAYIO_SCURPOS.

WSDISPLAYIO_CURSOR_DOHOT
Set the “hot spot” of the cursor, as defined above, to hot.

WSDISPLAYIO_CURSOR_DOCMAP
Set some or all of the cursor color map based oncmap. The indexandcount
elements ofcmap indicate which color map entries to set, and the entries
themselves come fromcmap.red, cmap.green, andcmap.blue.

WSDISPLAYIO_CURSOR_DOSHAPE
Set the cursor shape fromsize, image, and mask. See above for their mean-
ings.

WSDISPLAYIO_CURSOR_DOALL
Do all of the above.

This call is not available on displays without a hardware cursor.

WSDISPLAYIO_GMODE( u_int )
Get the current mode of the display. Possible results include:

WSDISPLAYIO_MODE_EMUL
The display is in emulating (text) mode.

WSDISPLAYIO_MODE_MAPPED
The display is in mapped (graphics) mode.

WSDISPLAYIO_MODE_DUMBFB
The display is in mapped (frame buffer) mode.

WSDISPLAYIO_SMODE( u_int )
Set the current mode of the display. For possible arguments, seeWSDISPLAYIO_GMODE.

WSDISPLAYIO_LINEBYTES ( u_int )
Get the number of bytes per row, which may be the same as the number of pixels.

WSDISPLAYIO_GMSGATTRS( struct wsdisplay_msgattrs )
Get the attributes (colors and flags) used to print console messages, including separate fields
for default output and kernel output. The returned structure is as follows:

struct wsdisplay_msgattrs {
int default_attrs, default_bg, default_fg;
int kernel_attrs, kernel_bg, kernel_fg;

};

Thedefault_attrsandkernel_attrsvariables are a combination ofWSATTR_∗ bits, and spec-
ify the attributes used to draw messages. Thedefault_bg, default_fg, kernel_bg and
kernel_fgvariables specify the colors used to print messages, being ‘_bg’ for the background
and ‘_fg’ for the foreground; their values are one of all theWSCOL_∗ macros available.

WSDISPLAYIO_SMSGATTRS( struct wsdisplay_msgattrs )
Set the attributes (colors and flags) used to print console messages, including separate fields
for default output and kernel output. The argument structure is the same as for
WSDISPLAYIO_GMSGATTRS.
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WSDISPLAYIO_GBORDER( u_int )
Retrieve the color of the screen border. This number corresponds to an ANSI standard color.

WSDISPLAYIO_SBORDER( u_int )
Set the color of the screen border, if applicable. Thisnumber corresponds to an ANSI stan-
dard color. Not all drivers support this feature.

WSDISPLAYIO_GETWSCHAR( struct wsdisplay_char )
Gets a single character from the screen, specified by its position.The structure used is as
follows:

struct wsdisplay_char {
int row, col;
uint16_t letter;
uint8_t background, foreground;
char flags;

};

The row andcol parameters are used as input; the rest of the structure is filled by the ioctl
and is returned to you.letter is the ASCII code of the letter found at the specified position,
background and foreground are its colors and flags is a combination of
‘WSDISPLAY_CHAR_BRIGHT’ and/or ‘WSDISPLAY_CHAR_BLINK’.

WSDISPLAYIO_PUTWSCHAR( struct wsdisplay_char )
Puts a character on the screen.The structure has the same meaning as described in
WSDISPLAY_GETWSCHAR, although all of its fields are treated as input.

WSDISPLAYIO_SSPLASH ( u_int )
Toggle the splash screen. This call is only available with the SPLASHSCREENkernel
option.

WSDISPLAYIO_SPROGRESS( u_int )
Update the splash animation.This call is only available with theSPLASHSCREENand
SPLASHSCREEN_PROGRESSkernel options.

FILES
/dev/ttyE ∗ Terminal devices (per screen).

/dev/ttyEcfg Control device.

/dev/ttyEstat Status device.

/usr/include/dev/wscons/wsconsio.h

SEE ALSO
ioctl (2), pcdisplay (4), tty (4), i386/vesafb (4), vga (4), wscons (4), wsconscfg (8),
wsconsctl (8), wsfontload (8), wsdisplay (9)

BUGS
Thewsdisplay code currently limits the number of screens on one display to 8.

The terms “wscons” and “wsdisplay” are not cleanly distinguished in the code and in manual pages.

“non-emulating” display devices are not tested.
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NAME
wsfont — dynamic font loading support

SYNOPSIS
pseudo-device wsfont

DESCRIPTION
Thewsfont pseudo device allows display fonts for the wscons subsystem to be loaded dynamically into the
kernel. Thefonts are loaded dynamically using thewsfontload (8) utility.

SEE ALSO
wscons (4), wsdisplay (4), wsconsctl (8), wsfontload (8), wsfont (9)

BUGS
Fonts cannot be unloaded from the kernel.
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NAME
wskbd — generic keyboard support in wscons

SYNOPSIS
wskbd ∗ at pckbd? console ? mux 1
(standard PC keyboard)
wskbd ∗ at ukbd? console ? mux 1
(USB keyboard)
wskbd ∗ at lkkbd? console ? mux 1
(DEC LK200/400 serial keyboard)
wskbd0 at akbd? console ? mux 1
(Apple ADB keyboard)
wskbd0 at nextkbd? console ? mux 1
(NeXT keyboard)
wskbd ∗ at vrkiu? console ? mux 1
(NEC VR4000 series HPC keyboard)
wskbd ∗ at skbd? console ? mux 1
(keyboard of misc hpcmips handheld devices)
wskbd ∗ at btkbd? console ? mux 1
(Bluetooth keyboard)

DESCRIPTION
Thewskbd driver handles common tasks for keyboards within thewscons (4) framework. It is attached to
the hardware specific keyboard drivers and provides their connection to “wsdisplay” devices and a character
device interface.

The common keyboard support consists of:

• Mapping from keycodes (defined by the specific keyboard driver) to keysyms (hardware independent,
defined in/usr/include/dev/wscons/wsksymdef.h ).

• Handling of “compose” sequences. Characters commonly not present as separate key on keyboards can
be generated after either a special “compose” key is pressed or a “dead accent” character is used.

• Certain translations, like turning an “ALT” modifier into an “ESC” prefix.

• Automatic key repetition (“typematic” ) .

• Parameter handling for “keyboard bells”.

• Generation of “keyboard events” for use by X servers.

The wskbd driver provides a number of ioctl functions to control key maps and other parameters. These
functions are accessible though the associated “wsdisplay” device as well. A complete list is in
/usr/include/dev/wscons/wsconsio.h . The wsconsctl (8) utility allows to access key maps
and other variables.

The consolelocator in the configuration line refers to the device’s use as input part of the operating system
console. A device specification containing a positive value here will only match if the device is in use as sys-
tem console. (The console device selection in early system startup is not influenced.) This way, the console
device can be connected to a known wskbd device instance.

FILES
/dev/wskbd ∗
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/usr/include/dev/wscons/wsksymdef.h

/usr/include/dev/wscons/wsconsio.h .

SEE ALSO
btkbd (4), pckbd (4), ukbd (4), wscons (4), wsmux(4), wsconsctl (8), wskbd (9)
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NAME
wsmouse — generic mouse support in wscons

SYNOPSIS
wsmouse∗ at pms? mux 0
(PS/2 mouse, including ‘‘IntelliMouse’’-compatible wheel mice)
wsmouse∗ at ums? mux 0
(USB mouse)
wsmouse∗ at lms? mux 0
(Logitech bus mouse, i386 only)
wsmouse∗ at mms? mux 0
(Microsoft InPort mouse, i386 only)
wsmouse0 at ams? mux 0
(Apple ADB mouse)
wsmouse∗ at btms? mux 0
(Bluetooth mouse)

DESCRIPTION
Thewsmouse driver is an abstraction layer for mice within thewscons (4) framework. It is attached to the
hardware specific mouse drivers and provides a character device interface which returnsstruct
wscons_event via read (2). For use with X servers, “mouse events” can be generated.

Thewsconsctl (8) utility gives access to several configurable details that affect this driver.

Ioctls
The following ioctl (2) calls are provided by thewsmouse driver or by devices which use it. Their defini-
tions are found indev/wscons/wsconsio.h .

WSMOUSEIO_GETREPEAT( struct wsmouse_repeat )
Retrieve the current automatic button repeating configuration.The structure returned is as
follows:

struct wsmouse_repeat {
unsigned long wr_buttons;
unsigned int wr_delay_first;
unsigned int wr_delay_decrement;
unsigned int wr_delay_minimum;

};

Thewr_buttonsfield is a bit mask that specifies which buttons send press and release events
periodically while they are physically held down. Theleast significant bit corresponds to
button 0.

The other three fields describe the frequency upon which these automatic events are sent.
wr_delay_first specifies the milliseconds before the first repeated event is sent.
wr_delay_decrementis used to calculate the delay between the most recently generated
ev ent and the forthcoming one: the previous delay is taken and it is decreased by the value
given in this variable. wr_delay_minimumspecifies the minimum delay, in milliseconds,
between two consecutive events.

WSMOUSEIO_SETREPEAT( struct wsmouse_repeat )
Set the automatic button repeating configuration.SeeWSMOUSEIO_GETREPEATabove for
more details.
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FILES
/dev/wsmouse ∗

/usr/include/dev/wscons/wsconsio.h .

SEE ALSO
btms (4), lms (4), mms(4), pms(4), uep (4), ums(4), wscons (4), wsmux(4), moused(8), wsconsctl (8),
wsmoused(8), wsmouse(9)
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NAME
wsmux— console keyboard/mouse multiplexor for wscons

SYNOPSIS
wskbd ∗ at ... mux 1
wsmouse∗ at ... mux 0

pseudo-device wsmux

DESCRIPTION
Thewsmux is a pseudo-device driver that allows several wscons (4) input devices to have their events mul-
tiplexed into one stream.

The typical usage for this device is to have two multiplexors, one for mouse events and one for keyboard
ev ents. All wsmouse(4) devices should direct their events to the mouse mux (normally 0) and all keyboard
devices, except the console, should direct their events to the keyboard mux (normally 1).A device will send
its events to the mux indicated by themuxlocator. If none is given the device will not use a multiplexor. The
keyboard multiplexor should be connected to the display, using thewsconscfg (8) command. It will then
receive all keystrokes from all keyboards and, furthermore, keyboards can be dynamically attached and
detached without further user interaction.In a similar way, the window system will open the mouse multi-
plexor and receive all mouse events; mice can also be dynamically attached and detached.

If a wskbd (4) orwsmouse(4) device is opened despite having a mux it will be detached from the mux.

It is also possible to inject events into a multiplexor from a user program.

FILES
For each mux device, /dev/wsmuxN there is a control device /dev/wsmuxctlN . The control device has
a minor number 128 greater than the regular mux device. It can be used to control the mux even when it is
open, e.g., bywsmuxctl (8).

/dev/wsmouse a.k.a. /dev/wsmux0

/dev/wskbd a.k.a. /dev/wsmux1

/usr/include/dev/wscons/wsconsio.h

SEE ALSO
wscons (4), wsdisplay (4), wskbd (4), wsmouse(4), moused(8), wsconscfg (8), wsconsctl (8),
wsfontload (8), wsmoused(8), wsmuxctl (8)
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NAME
wss — Windows Sound System hardware audio driver

SYNOPSIS
wss0 at isa? port 0x530 irq 10 drq 0 drq2 1
wss0 at isa? port 0x530 irq 10 drq 0 flags 1
wss∗ at acpi?
wss∗ at isapnp?
wss∗ at pnpbios? index ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?
opl ∗ at wss?

DESCRIPTION
The wss driver supports Microsoft’s Windows Sound System, the MAD16 chip based hardware, and their
clones.

The base I/O port is set by a jumper on the board; valid choices are 0x530, 0x604, 0xE80, or 0xF40.Both
IRQ and DMA channels are software programmable. The IRQ may be set to 7, 9, 10, or 11, and the DMA
channel may be set to 0, 1, or 3.

The device flags must have bit 0 (value 1) set to enable the MAD16 support. This is to avoid potential
conflicts with other devices when probing the MAD16 because it requires use of extra I/O ports not in the
base port range.Chips needing this flag include the OPTi 82C928, 82C929, 82C831, and the OAK
OTI-601D. Settingbit 1 (value 2) inflags disables the joystick port on MAD16 hardware.

SEE ALSO
acpi (4), audio (4), isa (4), isapnp (4), joy (4), opl (4), pnpbios (4)
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NAME
wt — Archive/Wangtek cartridge tape driver

SYNOPSIS
wt0 at isa? port 0x300 irq 5 drq 1

DESCRIPTION
Thewt driver provides support for the following Archive and Wangtek boards:

QIC-02
QIC-36

Raw devices are indicated by an “r” preceding the device name. The driver can be opened with either rewind
on close (/dev/rst ∗ ) or no rewind on close (/dev/nrst ∗ ) options.

The tape format is specified by adding 8 or 16 to the device number. For example, for the wt0 device’s raw
rewind on close device nodes,/dev/rwt0 is the 150 MByte density device, /dev/rwt8 is the 120
MByte density device, and/dev/rwt16 is the 60 MByte device.

SEE ALSO
intro (4)

BUGS
The wt driver conflicts unpleasantly with thewe driver (SMC Ethernetadapters) at the same I/O address.
The probe reprograms their EEPROMs.
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NAME
xbox — SPARC SBus Expansion Subsystem

SYNOPSIS
xbox ∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ?
sbus ∗ at xbox?

DESCRIPTION
Thexbox driver provides support for the Sun SBus Expansion Subsystem.This device consists of an SBus
card and a chassis which has three additional SBus slots.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), sbus (4)

HISTORY
Support for thexbox first appeared inNetBSD 1.4.
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NAME
xcfb — DECstation 5000/xx PMAG-DV colour framebuffer

SYNOPSIS
xcfb ∗ at tc? slot ? offset ?
wsdisplay ∗ at xcfb?

DESCRIPTION
The xcfb driver provides support for the PMAG-DV framebuffer found on the DECstation 5000/xx base-
board. Itis an 8 bpp colour framebuffer capable of running at a resolution of 1024-by-768 at 66 Hz.

SEE ALSO
cfb (4), mfb (4), pm(4), px (4), pxg (4), sfb (4), tc (4), tfb (4), wscons (4)
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NAME
xd — Xylogics 753 or 7053 VME SMD disk controller driver

SYNOPSIS
xdc0 at vmel0 addr 0xffffee80 level 3 vect 0x44 ( sun4 )
xdc1 at vmel0 addr 0xffffee90 level 3 vect 0x45 ( sun4 )
xdc2 at vmel0 addr 0xffffeea0 level 3 vect 0x46 ( sun4 )
xdc3 at vmel0 addr 0xffffeeb0 level 3 vect 0x47 ( sun4 )
xd ∗ at xdc? drive ? ( sun4 )

DESCRIPTION
The xd is a Xylogics 753 or 7053 SMD disk controller found on sun4 systems with the VME bus. The
Xylogics 753 and 7053 are programmed the same way, but are different sizes. The 753 is a 6U VME card,
while the 7053 is a 9U VME card.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), xy (4)

Xylogics manuals (scanned):
http://www.bitsavers.org/pdf/xylogics/

HISTORY
Thexd driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.1 and was written by Charles D. Cranor.
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NAME
xge — Neterion Xframe-I Ten Gigabit Ethernet driver

SYNOPSIS
xge ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?

DESCRIPTION
Thexge device driver supports the Neterion Xframe-I LR Ethernet adapter, which uses a single mode fiber
(1310nm) interface.

The Xframe supports IPv4/TCP/UDP checksumming in hardware, as well as TCP Segmentation Offloading
(TSO) and hardvare VLAN handling. The driver currently does not support the hardware VLAN feature.
Seeifconfig (8) for information on how to enable TSO and hardware checksum calculation.

DIAGNOSTICS
xge%s: failed configuring endian, %llx != %llx! The Xframe could not be turned into the correct endian
operation. Thisis most likely a hardware error.

xge%d: failed allocating txmem.
xge%d: failed allocating rxmem. The computer has run out of kernel memory.

xge%d: adapter not quiescent, aborting
xge%d: ADAPTER_STATUS missing bits %s The Xframe could not be turned into a usable state.Most
likely an Xframe hardware error.

xge%d: cannot create TX DMA maps
xge%d: cannot create RX DMA maps This error is either a kernel error or that the kernel has run out of
available memory.

xge%d: bad compiler struct alignment, %d != %d The compiler did not align the structure correctly.
This is a compiler problem.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), netintro (4), pci (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thexge driver first appeared inNetBSD 3.0.

AUTHORS
Thexge driver was written by Anders Magnusson〈ragge@ludd.luth.se〉.

BUGS
There should be an XGMII framework for the driver to use.
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NAME
xi — Xircom CreditCard Ethernet device driver

SYNOPSIS
xi ∗ at xirc?

Configuration of PHYs may also be necessary. Seemii (4).

DESCRIPTION
Thexi driver provides support for the Xircom CreditCard family of PCMCIA Ethernet adapters.Supported
cards include:

Xircom CreditCard Ethernet II
Xircom CreditCard 10/100 Ethernet
Xircom RealPort 10/100 Ethernet + Modem (Ethernet function only)
Intel EtherExpress Pro/100
Compaq Netelligent 10/100

Cards which should work, but have not been confirmed include:

Xircom RealPort Ethernet
Xircom RealPort 10/100 Ethernet

Some Xircom Ethernet products are supported by thetlp (4) driver.

MEDIA SELECTION
Media selection is done usingifconfig (8) using the standardifmedia (4) mechanism. Refer to those
manual pages for more information.

SEE ALSO
ifmedia (4), mii (4), netintro (4), pcmcia (4), tlp (4), xirc (4), ifconfig (8)

HISTORY
Thexi device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.

BUGS
The driver suffers from poor performance.Even with the 10/100 cards, do not expect more than ˜450KB/s.
Some 10/100 cards may not autonegotiate reliably and require manual media selection.

The Xircom multifunction cards which contain both Ethernet and modem interfaces are known to have prob-
lems. Thisis due to the card not reporting itself correctly as a multifunction card.
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NAME
xirc — Xircom Ethernet/modem card driver

SYNOPSIS
xirc ∗ at pcmcia? function ?
com∗ at xirc?
xi ∗ at xirc?

DESCRIPTION
Thexirc device driver provides support for the Xircom combined Ethernet and modem cards.

SEE ALSO
com(4), pcmcia (4), xi (4)

HISTORY
Thexirc driver appeared inNetBSD 3.0.
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NAME
xy — Xylogics 450 or 451 VME SMD disk controller driver

SYNOPSIS
xyc0 at vmes0 addr 0xffffee40 level 3 vect 0x48 ( sun4 )
xyc1 at vmes0 addr 0xffffee48 level 3 vect 0x49 ( sun4 )
xy ∗ at xyc? drive ? ( sun4 )

DESCRIPTION
Thexy is a Xylogics 450/451 SMD disk controller found on sun4 systems with the VME bus.

SEE ALSO
intro (4), xd (4)

Xylogics manuals (scanned):
http://www.bitsavers.org/pdf/xylogics/

HISTORY
Thexy driver first appeared inNetBSD 1.1 and was written by Charles D. Cranor.
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NAME
yds — Yamaha DS-1 series PCI audio controller device driver

SYNOPSIS
yds ∗ at pci? dev ? function ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?
mpu∗ at yds?
opl ∗ at yds?

DESCRIPTION
The yds device driver supports built-in sound devices and sound cards based on Yamaha
YMF724/740/744/754 PCI audio controller chip, also known as DS-1 series.

SEE ALSO
ac97 (4), audio (4), mpu(4), opl (4), pci (4)

HISTORY
Theyds device driver appeared inNetBSD 1.5.1.

BUGS
The game port is not supported.

The volume of the OPL part is fixed.
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NAME
ym— Yamaha OPL3-SA2 and OPL3-SA3 audio device driver

SYNOPSIS
ym∗ at acpi?
ym∗ at isapnp?
ym∗ at pnpbios? index ?
audio ∗ at audiobus?
mpu∗ at ym?
opl ∗ at ym?

DESCRIPTION
The ym driver provides support for Yamaha YMF711 (OPL3-SA2) and YMF715x (OPL3-SA3) sound
devices.

The OPL3-SAx device has WSS compatible full-duplex 16bit CODEC, OPL3 FM synthesizer, and MPU401
compatible MIDI I/O port interface. Additionally, OPL3-SA3 has built-in ‘3D Enhanced’ equalizer.

The joystick interface is handled by thejoy (4) driver.

MIXER DEVICE
The mixer device ofymdriver can be accessed bymixerctl (1) command. The layout is shown below.

dac ------------------------<----- -----------------
midi(OPL3/ZV)->-+----------------------------+->|inputs.midi |
cd ->------+- ∗--------------------------+->|inputs.cd |
line ->---- ∗-+-+--------------------------+->|inputs.line |
speaker ->----+-+-+--------------------------+->|inputs.speaker |
mic ->-- ∗-+-+-+--------------------------+->|inputs.mic |

v v v v  m onitor.monitor | | |
--------------- ------- | ------- | |  |
|record.record|->| A/D |---->| D/A |- ∗->|inputs.dac |analog
| | |conv.|-- ->|conv.| | | output
--------------- ------- | | - ------ | outputs.master|-->

wave v | w ave | equalization. ∗|
recording playback -----------------

Note that the ‘inputs.dac ’ is twice as sensitive as other ‘inputs ’ volume variables.

The hardware volume changes the ‘outputs.master ’ value.

If an external input source is unmuted by setting corresponding ‘inputs. ∗.mute ’ variable to ‘off ’, the
device is never put in global power down or power save mode. Thisis because if the device is in global
power down or power save mode, the output is automatically muted.

All the external input sources (CD playback, line input, speaker, and MIC) are muted by default.

The ‘equalization. ∗’ variables does not exists on OPL3-SA2. The ‘equalization.treble’ and
‘equalization.bass’ are enhancement only, and any values below the center position (128) don’t take any
effect.

POWER MAN AGEMENT
The ym driver is capable of power management on the OPL3-SAx devices. Thefollowing modes can be
selected by setting ‘power.save ’ variable of mixerctl (1) to ‘powerdown ’, ‘ powersave ’, and
‘nosave ’ respectively.
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Global power-down mode
When a subpart of the device is unused, the part is power-down after a timeout period (specified by
‘power.save.timeout ’ variable ofmixerctl (1) in seconds). When all the subparts of the
device are unused, and all the external input sources are muted, the driver puts the device in
‘Global Power Down’ mode.

On the global power down mode, the power consumption is minimized (10µA (SA3) or 200µA
(SA2) typ.), but the click noise on power up/down the device is rather loud.This mode should not
be used with headphones or hi−fi audio systems, or your ears or the systems may be damaged.

Power save mode
When a subpart of the device is unused, the part is powered-down after a timeout period (specified
by ‘power.save.timeout ’ variable ofmixerctl (1) in seconds). When all the subparts of
the device are unused, and all the external input sources are muted, the driver put the device in
‘Power Save’ mode.

In power save mode, the power consumption is reduced (5mA typ.). The click noise on power
up/down of the device is very small, but this operation requires muting/unmuting the device, which
make some noise.In order to reduce the noise, setting the master volume at the small value is
effective.

No power-save mode
Once the device is powered-up, it remains on after the use of the device. Oncea subpart of the
device is powered-up, it shall not be power-down. This mode minimizes click noises on power
switching, but maximizes power consumption (30-100mA).

On suspending, the device is put into power-save state.

SEE ALSO
mixerctl (1), apm(4), audio (4), isapnp (4), joy (4), midi (4), mpu(4), opl (4), pnpbios (4)

HISTORY
Theymdevice driver appeared inNetBSD 1.4.

BUGS
Although the parameters of the device are saved and restored onapm(4) suspend/resume, the DMA state is
not restored.That is, if the system suspends during playback, this is not continued after suspend/resume
cycle.

The joystick port is not under power management. If ajoy (4) device is configured, the device will never be
put in global power down or power save mode.

The external devices, such as Zoomed Video port, OPL4-ML/2, modem, and CD-ROM are not supported.
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NAME
zero — the zero device

DESCRIPTION
Thezero special device provides an infinite stream of zeros.

FILES
/dev/zero
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NAME
zsc — serial communications interface

SYNOPSIS
zsc0 at obio?

DESCRIPTION
Thezsc driver provides support for Z8530- and Z85230-compatibleEIA RS-232C(CCITT V.28) communica-
tions interfaces. TheZ8530 has a 3 character buffer, and the Z85230 has a 8 character buffer. Howev er, due
to limitations in the design of the Z85230, the driver is unable to distinguish it from the Z8530 and will not
enable any enhanced features of the controller.

Input and output for each line may set to one of following baud rates; 50, 75, 110, 134.5, 150, 300, 600,
1200, 1800, 2400, 4800, 9600, 19200, 38400, 57600, 115200, 230400, or any other baud rate which is a fac-
tor of 115200.

FILES
/dev/tty00

/dev/tty01

SEE ALSO
tty (4), zstty (4)

HISTORY
Thezsc driver was originally derived from the sun3zs driver and is currently under development.

BUGS
Data loss is possible when using high speeds, particularly on older (68020 or 68030) Macintosh models and
on busy systems.
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NAME
zsc — serial communications interface

SYNOPSIS
zsc0 at pcc? ipl 4

DESCRIPTION
The zsc driver provides support for the two Z8530-EIA RS-232C(CCITT V.28) dual channel communica-
tions interfaces present on Motorola MVME147 single board computers.Thezsc driver implements a con-
venient abstraction layer, which provides two channels per chip for thezstty (4) driver to attach to.

FILES
/dev/console

/dev/ttyZ1

/dev/ttyZ2

/dev/ttyZ3

SEE ALSO
pcc (4), zstty (4)

BUGS
Data loss is possible when using the higher bitrates on busy systems.
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NAME
zssc — Zeus low lev el SCSI interface

SYNOPSIS
zssc0 at zbus0

DESCRIPTION
The Amiga architecture uses a common machine independent scsi sub-system provided in the kernel source.
The machine independent drivers that use this code access the hardware through a common interface. (see
scsibus (4)) This common interface interacts with a machine dependent interface, such aszssc , which
then handles the hardware specific issues.

Thezssc interface handles things such as DMA and interrupts as well as actually sending commands, nego-
tiating synchronous or asynchronous transfers and handling disconnect/reconnect of SCSI targets. Thehard-
ware thatzssc uses is based on the NCR53c710 SCSI chip.

DIAGNOSTICS
zssc%s: abort %s: dstat %02x, sstat0 %02x sbcl %02xThe scsi operation %s was aborted due to error.
Dstat, sstat and sbcl are registers within the NCR53c710 SCSI chip.

siop id %d reset0 The NCR53c710 SCSI chip has been reset and configure at id %d.

SIOP interrupt: %x sts %x msg %x sbcl %x The NCR53c710 SCSI chip has interrupted unexpectedly.

SIOP: SCSI Gross Error The NCR53c710 SCSI chip has indicated that it is confused.

SIOP: Parity Err or The NCR53c710 SCSI chip has indicated that it has detected a parity error on the SCSI
bus.

SEE ALSO
scsibus (4)

HISTORY
Thezssc interface first appeared inNetBSD 1.0
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NAME
zstty , zsc , zs — Zilog 8530 serial communications interface

SYNOPSIS
alpha (DEC 3000)

zsc0 at ioasic? offset 0x100000
zsc1 at ioasic? offset 0x180000
zstty0 at zsc0 channel ? # serial ports on B channels
zstty2 at zsc1 channel ? # serial ports on B channels
lkkbd0 at zsc1 channel ? # keyboard port on A channels
vsms0 at zsc0 channel ? # mouse port on A channels

cesfic
zsc ∗ at mainbus0
zstty ∗at zsc? channel ?

mac68k and macppc
zsc0 at obio?
zstty ∗at zsc? channel ?

mipsco
zsc0 at obio0 addr 0xbb000000
zstty0 at zsc0 channel 0
zstty1 at zsc0 channel 1

mvme68k
zsc ∗ at pcc? ipl 4
zsc ∗ at pcctwo? ipl 4
zstty ∗at zsc? channel ?

news68k
zsc0 at hb0 addr 0xe0d40000 ipl 5 vect 64 flags 0x0 # news1700
zsc0 at hb1 addr 0xe1780000 ipl 5 vect 64 flags 0x1 # news1200
zstty0 at zsc0 channel 0
zstty1 at zsc0 channel 1

newsmips
zsc0 at hb0 addr 0xbfec0000 level 1 flags 0x0 # on-board
zsc1 at hb0 addr 0xb8c40100 level 1 flags 0x1 # expansion board
zsc2 at hb0 addr 0xb8c40104 level 1 flags 0x1
zsc0 at ap?
zstty0 at zsc0 channel 0
zstty1 at zsc0 channel 1
zstty2 at zsc1 channel 0
zstty3 at zsc1 channel 1
zstty4 at zsc2 channel 0
zstty5 at zsc2 channel 1

next68k
zsc0 at intio? ipl 5
#zsc1 at intio? ipl 5
zstty0 at zsc0 channel 0 # ttya
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zstty1 at zsc0 channel 1 # ttyb

sgimips
zsc ∗ at hpc0 offset ?
zstty ∗at zsc? channel ?

sparc
zs0 at mainbus0 # sun4c
zs0 at obio0 # sun4m
zs0 at obio0 addr 0xf1000000 level 12 # s un4/200 and sun4/300
zs0 at obio0 addr 0x01000000 level 12 # s un4/100
zstty0 at zs0 channel 0 # t tya
zstty1 at zs0 channel 1 # t tyb
zs1 at mainbus0 # sun4c
zs1 at obio0 # sun4m
zs1 at obio0 addr 0xf0000000 level 12 # s un4/200 and sun4/300
zs1 at obio0 addr 0x00000000 level 12 # s un4/100
kbd0 at zs1 channel 0 # k eyboard
ms0 at zs1 channel 1 # mouse
zs2 at obio0 addr 0xe0000000 level 12 # s un4/300
zstty2 at zs2 channel 0 # t tyc
zstty3 at zs2 channel 1 # t tyd

sun2
zs0 at obio0 addr 0x002000 # 2/120, 2/170
zs1 at obmem0 addr 0x780000 # 2/120, 2/170
zs0 at obio0 addr 0x7f2000 # 2/50
zs1 at obio0 addr 0x7f1800 # 2/50
zs2 at mbmem0 addr 0x080800 # 2/120, 2/170 (first sc SCSI)
zs3 at mbmem0 addr 0x081000 # 2/120, 2/170 (first sc SCSI)
zs4 at mbmem0 addr 0x084800 # 2/120, 2/170 (second sc SCSI)
zs5 at mbmem0 addr 0x085000 # 2/120, 2/170 (second sc SCSI)
zstty ∗at zs? channel ? # t tya
kbd0 at zstty? # keyboard
ms0 at zstty? # mouse

sun3
zstty0 at zsc1 channel 0 # ttya
zstty1 at zsc1 channel 1 # ttyb
kbd0 at zsc0 channel 0 # keyboard
ms0 at zsc0 channel 1 # mouse

x68k
zsc0 at intio0 addr 0xe98000 intr 112
zstty0 at zsc0 channel 0 # built-in RS-232C
ms0 at zsc0 channel 1 # s tandard mouse
#zsc1 at intio0 addr 0xeafc00 intr 113
#zstty2 at zsc1 channel 0
#zstty3 at zsc1 channel 1
#zsc2 at intio0 addr 0xeafc10 intr 114
#zstty4 at zsc2 channel 0
#zstty5 at zsc2 channel 1
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DESCRIPTION
Thezstty driver providesTTY support forZilog 8530 DualUART chips.

Input and output for each line may set to any baud rate in the range 50 to 38400 (and higher on some
machines).

FILES
alpha

/dev/ttyB0

/dev/ttyB1

others
/dev/ttya

/dev/ttyb

DIAGNOSTICS
zs0∗: fifo overflow

The on-chip “FIFO” has overflowed and incoming data has been lost. This generally means the
machine is not responding to interrupts from the ZS chip fast enough, which can be remedied only
by using a lower baud rate.

zs0∗: ring overflow
The software input "ring" has overflowed. Thisusually means input flow-control is not configured
correctly (i.e. incorrect cable wiring) .

SEE ALSO
kbd (4), ms(4), scc (4), tty (4)

HISTORY
Thezstty driver was derived from thesparc zs driver supplied with 4.4BSD UNIX.

CAVEATS
/dev/ttyB1 on alpha is created byMAKEDEV(8) with minor number 2, so the corresponding device
should be zstty2, not zstty1.

BUGS
The oldZilog 8530 chip has a very small FIFO (3 bytes?) and therefore has very strict latency requirements
for the interrupt service routine. This limits the usable baud rates on many machines.
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NAME
zx — Sun ZX / Leo frame buffer driver

SYNOPSIS
zx ∗ at sbus? slot ? offset ?

DESCRIPTION
Thezx is a memory based color frame buffer, with graphics acceleration and overlay capabilities. Its control
registers, colour lookup table and pixel memory can be mapped into a user process address space by using
themmap(2) system call. Thezx driver supports the minimal ioctl’s needed to runX(7).

SEE ALSO
bwtwo (4), cgtwo (4), cgthree (4), cgfour (4), cgsix (4), cgeight (4)
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NAME
zyd — ZyDAS ZD1211/ZD1211B USB IEEE 802.11b/g wireless network device

SYNOPSIS
zyd ∗ at uhub? port ?

DESCRIPTION
The zyd driver provides support for wireless network adapters based around the ZyDAS ZD1211 and
ZD1211B USB chips.

These are the modes thezyd driver can operate in:

BSS mode Also known asinfrastructuremode, this is used when associating with an access point,
through which all traffic passes. This mode is the default.

monitor mode In this mode the driver is able to receive packets without associating with an access
point. Thisdisables the internal receive filter and enables the card to capture packets
from networks which it wouldn’t normally have access to, or to scan for access points.

zyd supports software WEP. Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) is the de facto encryption standard for wire-
less networks. It can be typically configured in one of three modes: no encryption; 40-bit encryption; or
104-bit encryption.Unfortunately, due to serious weaknesses in WEP protocol it is strongly recommended
that it not be used as the sole mechanism to secure wireless communication.WEP is not enabled by default.

CONFIGURATION
Thezyd driver can be configured at runtime withifconfig (8) or on boot withifconfig.if (5) using
the following parameters:

bssid bssid
Set the desired BSSID.

−bssid
Unset the desired BSSID. The interface will automatically select a BSSID in this mode, which is
the default.

chan n
Set the channel (radio frequency) to be used by the driver based on the given channel IDn.

−chan
Unset the desired channel to be used by the driver. The driver will automatically select a channel in
this mode, which is the default.

media media
Thezyd driver supports the followingmedia types:

autoselect Enable autoselection of the media type and options.
DS1 Set 802.11b DS 1Mbps operation.
DS2 Set 802.11b DS 2Mbps operation.
DS5 Set 802.11b DS 5.5Mbps operation.
DS11 Set 802.11b DS 11Mbps operation.

mediaopt opts
Thezyd driver supports the following media options:

ibss Select Independent Basic Service Set (IBSS) operation.
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−mediaopt opts
Disable the specified media options on the driver and return it to the default mode of operation
(BSS).

nwid id
Set the network ID.Theid can either be any text string up to 32 characters in length, or a series of
hexadecimal digits up to 64 digits. An emptyid string allows the interface to connect to any avail-
able access points. By default thezyd driver uses an empty string. Note that network ID is syn-
onymous with Extended Service Set ID (ESSID).

−nwid
Set the network ID to the empty string to allow the interface to connect to any available access
point.

nwkey key
Enable WEP encryption using the specifiedkey. Thekey can either be a string, a series of hexa-
decimal digits (preceded by ‘0x’), or a set of keys of the form “n:k1,k2,k3,k4”, where ‘n’ specifies
which of the keys will be used for transmitted packets, and the four keys, “k1” through “k4”, are
configured as WEP keys. If a set of keys is specified, a comma( ‘ ,’ ) within the key must be
escaped with a backslash. Note that if multiple keys are used, their order must be the same within
the network. zyd is capable of using both 40-bit (5 characters or 10 hexadecimal digits) or 104-bit
(13 characters or 26 hexadecimal digits) keys.

−nwkey
Disable WEP encryption. This is the default mode of operation.

HARDWARE
The following devices are known to be supported by thezyd driver:

3COM 3CRUSB10075
Acer WLAN-G-US1
Airlink+ AWLL3025
Airlink 101 AWLL3026
AOpen 802.11g WL54
Asus A9T integrated wirless
Asus WL-159g
Belkin F5D7050 v.4000
Billion BiPAC 3011G
Buffalo WLI-U2-KG54L
CC&C WL-2203B
DrayTek Vigor 550
Edimax EW-7317UG
Edimax EW-7317LDG
Fiberline Networks WL-43OU
iNexQ UR055g
Linksys WUSBF54G
Longshine LCS-8131G3
MSI US54SE
Philips SNU5600
Planet WL-U356
Planex GW-US54GZ
Planex GW-US54GZL
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Planex GW-US54Mini
Safecom SWMULZ-5400
Sagem XG 760A
Sagem XG 76NA
Sandberg Wireless G54 USB
Sitecom WL-113
SMC SMCWUSB-G
Sweex wireless USB 54 Mbps
Tekram/Siemens USB adapter
Telegent TG54USB
Trendnet TEW-424UB
Trendnet TEW-429UB
TwinMOS G240
US Robotics 5423
X-Micro XWL-11GUZX
Yakumo QuickWLAN USB
Zonet ZEW2501
ZyXEL ZyAIR G-220

FILES
The adapter needs some firmware files, which are loaded on demand by the driver when a device is attached:

/libdata/firmware/zyd/zyd-zd1211
/libdata/firmware/zyd/zyd-zd1211b

Seefirmload (9) for how to change this.

EXAMPLES
The following ifconfig.if (5) example configures zyd0 to join whatever network is available on boot,
using WEP key “0x1deadbeef1”, channel 11:

inet 192.168.1.1 netmask 255.255.255.0 nwkey 0x1deadbeef1 chan 11

Configure zyd0 for WEP, using hex key “0x1deadbeef1”:

# i fconfig zyd0 nwkey 0x1deadbeef1

Return zyd0 to its default settings:

# i fconfig zyd0 -bssid -chan media autoselect \
nwid "" -nwkey

Join an existing BSS network, “my_net”:

# i fconfig zyd0 192.168.0.2 netmask 0xffffff00 nwid my_net

DIAGNOSTICS
zyd%d: could not read firmware file %s (error=%d) For some reason, the driver was unable to read the
firmware file from the filesystem. The file might be missing or corrupted.

zyd%d: could not load firmware (error=%d) An error occurred while attempting to upload the firmware
to the onboard microcontroller unit.

zyd%d: could not send command (error=%s) An attempt to send a command to the firmware failed.

zyd%d: sorry, radio %s is not supported yet Support for the specified radio chip is not yet implemented
in the driver. The device will not attach.
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zyd%d: device version mismatch: 0x%x (only >= 43.30 supported) Early revisions of the ZD1211
chipset are not supported by this driver. The device will not attach.

zyd%d: device timeout A frame dispatched to the hardware for transmission did not complete in time.The
driver will reset the hardware. Thisshould not happen.

SEE ALSO
arp (4), ifmedia (4), intro (4), netintro (4), usb (4), ifconfig.if (5), ifconfig (8,)
firmload (9)

AUTHORS
The zyd driver was written by Florian Stoehr〈ich@florian-stoehr.de〉, Damien Bergamini
〈damien@openbsd.org〉, and Jonathan Gray〈jsg@openbsd.org〉.

CAVEATS
Thezyd driver does not support a lot of the functionality available in the hardware. Morework is required
to properly support the IBSS and power management features.
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